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ascribed to the influence of decreasing concen-
trations of atmospheric CO

2
(which favors

grasses over trees), recurring periods of aridity
caused by changing sea surface temperatures,
and the beginning of glacial cycles. Sepulchre

et al. (p. 1419) suggest that another contribut-
ing factor could have been increasing aridity
caused by tectonic uplift along the East African
Rift System, which would have led to a dramatic
reorganization of atmospheric circulation and a
strong drying trend. They examine the climato-
logical and biological effects of uplift through
numerical modeling, and conclude that it must
have been a dominant factor in determining late
Neogene African climate.

Ionic Electroluminescence
In a classic pn-junction between n-type and p-type
semiconductors, the transfer of an electron
through the junction can cause emission of

light, as in a light emitting
diode, or conversely,

the absorption of
light can lead to

an electric cur-
rent, as in 
a solar cell.
Bernards et

al. (p. 1416)
used soft-con-

tact lamination to
fabricate an ionic

junction between two
organic semiconductors with mobile anions
and cations. Similar to the classic pn-junction
in which electrons are the mobile species,
ionic charges can be successfully used to con-
trol the direction of electronic current flow in
these semiconductor devices, which show elec-
troluminescence under forward bias and pro-

Water on Terrestrial Planets
The Mars Exploration Rover Opportunity recently
traveled 8 kilometers across Meridiani Planum,
and an analysis by Squyres et al. (p. 1403; see
the cover) of the features that it discovered has
revealed information about ancient environmen-
tal conditions. These features include cross-lami-
nations that formed in flowing liquid water,
strata with hematite-rich concretions, weathered
rock rinds, and networks of polygonal fractures
likely caused by dehydration of sulfate salts.
Chemical alteration of basalt can explain the
composition of a 7-meter stratigraphic section.
Observations from microscopic to orbital scales
reinforce the conclusion that ancient Meridiani
was characterized by abundant acidic ground-
water, arid and oxidizing surface conditions, and
occasional liquid flow on the surface. Beyond
our solar system, some of the giant gas planets
that have been observed have orbits that are
much closer to their central stars compared to
that of Jupiter in our own solar system. As gas
giants should form from leftover gas in a proto-
planetary disk more readily at large radii,
they must gradually spiral inward, but
this process would disrupt any other
planets in that system. Raymond et al.

(p. 1413) have simulated the behav-
ior and formation of Earthlike planets
in systems where a gas giant migrates
inward and show that terrestrial planets
can still form both interior and exterior to
the migrating jovian planet. Outside the
giant planet’s orbit, very water-rich earth-mass
planets could form within the habitable zone. 

High and Dry 
The vegetation of Eastern Africa shifted progres-
sively from forest to grassland between 8 and
2 million years ago, and this change has been

duce a photovoltage upon illumination with
visible light.

Solid-State Entanglement
Entanglement between qubits is a necessary
requirement for any proposed quantum com-
puter architectures, and solid-state implemen-
tations, particularly superconducting qubits,
have the added advantage of being compatible
with existing fabrication techniques. To date,
the behavior and manipulation of single
superconductor-based qubits have shown
promising results. Steffen et al. (p. 1423; 
see the Perspective by Siddiqi and Clarke)
use state tomography to demonstrate that
entanglement between two superconducting
phase qubits is possible. These new results put
solid-state qubits on the roadmap as a basis
for a scalable quantum computer.

Volcanic Cracks in 
the Ocean Floor
Volcanism on Earth occurs at plate boundaries
(such as mid-ocean ridges and island arcs) and
within plates above mantle plume hot spots.
Hirano et al. (p. 1426, published online 27
July; see the Perspective by McNutt) report
finding another type of volcano that is far from
any of these primary sources. In submersible
dives in the western Pacific Ocean, far from the
plate edge, they saw the tops of small volca-
noes that were partly buried in sediment and
surrounded by pillow lavas and exploded
shards. Geochemical analysis suggests the
resulting basalts are young and formed at
depths greater than 100 kilometers in the
asthenosphere, which would imply that this
layer contains a few percent melt. The authors
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Where’s Which Whisker?
Passing through several relay stations in the brain, sen-
sory signals from the face are received in the somatosen-
sory cortex of the brain in a spatial organization roughly
reflecting that of the signal’s origins. Oury et al. (p. 1408,
published online 10 August) now show that in one of the
relay stations in mice, the PrV nucleus, expression of Hox

genes during development helps maintain the map and
allows, for example, the discrimination of signals from
the whiskers, upper jaw, and lower jaw. 
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This Week in Science

argue that these “petit spot” volcanoes have grown along cracks where the asthenosphere has
flexed and squeezed out its melt.

Of Mice and Men and Immunity
The immunity-related p47 guanosine triphosphatases are a class of innate immunity effectors found
in murine cells where they play a role in defense against intracellular pathogens. However, the role of
similar proteins in humans has been less clear. Now Singh et al. (p. 1438, published online 3
August) demonstrate that in mouse cells one of these receptors acts via autophagy, inducing large
autolysosomal organelles to destroy intracellular Mycobacterium tuberculosis bacilli. Furthermore,
the sole human counterpart, IRGM, also works via autophagy to control intracellular mycobacteria.

The Humanization of Yeast
The ability to produce proteins modified with humanlike carbohydrates is important in therapeutics
and structural studies. Hamilton et al. (p. 1441) describe the genetic engineering of the secretory
pathway of the yeast Pichia pastoris to produce structurally homogeneous complex, terminally sialyl-
ated human-type N-glycans on therapeutically efficacious erythropoietin. The engineered cell lines
contain a total of four gene knockouts and 14 heterologous genes, the majority of which had not
been identified in nature and had to be discovered through an extensive screening effort. 

Dissecting Chloroplast 
Division Machinery
Chloroplasts arose from an endosymbiotic cyanobacterial
ancestor and have their own genomes that have been main-
tained by division. Yoshida et al. (p. 1435) isolated intact
circular chloroplast division machineries containing dynamin
and FtsZ from the red alga Cyanidioschyzon merolae. Rings
isolated at the early phase of division formed supertwisted
(or spiral) structures that could be reversibly stretched to
four times their original length with optical tweezers. As the
contraction of the rings progressed, small compact circles
were produced, and the dynamin pinched off the narrow
bridge between daughter chloroplasts. Thus, dynamin may
function both as a mediator of filament sliding and as a pin-
chase during chloroplast division.

Making Even More Diversity
Recently, a role for the proteasome was discovered in splicing together noncontiguous peptides into
effective antigens. Warren et al. (p. 1444; see the Perspective by Shastri) identified an antigenic
peptide that corresponds to a minor histocompatibility antigen that is expressed on leukemic cells.
The antigen was also created in the proteasome by splicing of two noncontiguous fragments of the
parental protein, but the two fragments were spliced in the reverse order to that in which they occur
in the parent protein. Splicing of these reordered peptide fragments occurred by transpeptidation
involving an acyl-enzyme intermediate. This mode of production of antigenic peptides expands the
diversity of antigenic peptides presented on class I molecules and is potentially relevant for T cell
recognition of tumors and pathogens. 

Clean Bodies, Clean Minds
Cleanliness is regarded as a desirable state, not only in the physical sense of personal hygiene but
also in the moral sense of feeling virtuous. Zhong and Liljenquist (p. 1451) describe a sequence
of studies that make the connection between physically washing one’s hands and feelings of
virtue. Ethically compromised individuals experienced an increased desire to cleanse themselves,
but physical cleansing alleviated the psychological consequences of unethical behavior, both
assuaging moral emotions and reducing moral-compensatory behavior.

http://www.sciencemag.org
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EDITORIAL

Offshore Aquaculture Legislation
FISH FARMING IS FLOURISHING ALONG COASTLINES IN MANY COUNTRIES. BUT THE 
United States is turning instead to the open ocean for aquaculture expansion. The National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), a unit within the U.S. Department of
Commerce, justifies this move on several grounds: America’s seafood appetite continues to
grow, ocean waters are overfished, and marine fish farming near the shore is limited by state
regulations. As a result, the United States faces a large and growing seafood deficit, now
around $8 billion annually. With technology such as submersible cages with robotic surveillance
becoming available for open-ocean farming, why not move aquaculture into the high seas? After
all, the United States has the largest exclusive economic zone (EEZ) in the world, amounting to
roughly 1.5 times the landmass of the lower 48 states. Facilitating aquaculture development in
federal waters of the EEZ (3 to 200 miles offshore) could result in substantial commercial
benefits. But at what cost to sustainable fisheries, wild fish populations,
and marine ecosystems remain sticky questions for legislation.

On 8 June 2005, Commerce Committee Co-Chairmen Senators Ted
Stevens (R-AK) and Daniel Inouye (D-HI) introduced the National
Offshore Aquaculture Act of 2005 (S. 1195). This bill, crafted by NOAA,
establishes a permitting process for offshore aquaculture development
within the federal waters of the EEZ and encourages private investment
in aquaculture operations, demonstrations, and research. It gives the
Secretary of Commerce the authority and broad discretion to promote
offshore aquaculture—in consultation with other relevant federal
agencies, but without firm environmental requirements apart from
existing laws. Just how much NOAA should be promoting versus
overseeing aquaculture development is debatable, particularly because
many of the needed environmental safeguards are missing. Without a
clear legal standard for environmental and resource protection within the
bill, marine fisheries and ecosystems are vulnerable to further decline.

Ample evidence from near-shore systems indicates major environmen-
tal risks from fish farming: The escape of farmed fish from ocean cages
can have detrimental effects on wild fish populations through competition
and interbreeding, parasites and diseases can spread from farmed to wild fish, there is damaging
nutrient and chemical effluent discharge from farms, and the use of wild pelagic fish for feed can
deplete the low end of the marine food web in certain locations. Species targeted for offshore
systems, such as halibut and cod, are also caught in the wild, so commercial fishing interests worry
about the economic as well as ecological consequences. Most existing open-ocean systems are
experimental. They experience predator attacks, escapes, and high use of wild fish for feed, and the
full ecological impact of commercial-scale offshore aquaculture remains unknown.

Since the introduction of S. 1195, environmental and fishing groups have worked hard to stop
the legislation. The bill was roundly criticized before a Senate committee in June 2006 and has
yet to reach the House. In the likely event that S. 1195 resurfaces in the next legislative session,
stakeholders and the public should be attentive to three points. First, states have an important role to
play. For example, California’s recent Sustainable Oceans Act (SB 201) sets high environmental
standards for marine finfish production in state waters and could help shape national legislation.
An amendment to S. 1195 also permits states to opt out of aquaculture development in federal
waters off their shores. Second, industry leaders whose business strategy strongly incorporates
environmental and social stewardship should contribute to the bill’s revision. Positive participation
by the industry would help move the legislative process forward. Finally, the revised legislation
must permit firms operating in U.S. federal waters to be internationally competitive. This will only
happen if the bill is crafted in an international context, with sound environmental standards
adopted in all countries with marine aquaculture, whether near shore or offshore. Commerce is
eyeing the global picture. So too should the global environmental community.

– Rosamond Naylor 

10.1126/science.1134023
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temperature have been mapped in fine detail
for several years, but further insight requires
the mapping of polarized signatures that place
extra constraints on early-universe physics. 
One pioneering experiment that has measured
temperature anisotropies is BOOMERanG—
Balloon Observations Of Millimetric Extragalac-
tic Radiation and Geophysics—a balloon-borne
array of bolometer detectors floated from
Antarctica. In a 200-hour flight in January
2003, BOOMERanG succeeded in mapping
detailed structures in polarized light at 145
GHz over a few percent of the full sky. In a
series of papers, MacTavish et al., Montroy 
et al., Jones et al., and Piacentini et al. report
the latest power spectra determinations of 
temperature, polarization, and temperature
polarization cross-correlations. These results
are consistent with recent measurements on
degree scales by the Wilkinson Microwave
Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) satellite but also
extend to much higher resolution and offer
finer sampling than has been achieved to date
by other low-frequency experiments. The
BOOMERanG data are consistent with the con-
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EDITORS’CHOICE

C H E M I S T R Y

A Convenient Couple

Biaryls are a common structural motif in pharma-
ceutically important compounds and have tradi-
tionally been prepared using strategies that cou-
ple a halogenated substrate to a second com-
pound pre-adorned with a reactive group such as
a boronic ester or alkyl stannane. Recent research
has focused on improving the efficiency of these
syntheses by linking aryl halides directly to the
aromatic C-H bond of a partner ring.  Yanagisawa
et al. extend this trend with a rhodium catalyst
that couples iodobenzene and its derivatives effi-
ciently to heterocyclic aromatics, including substi-
tuted thiophenes, furans, and pyrroles.  At 3 mole
% loading, the catalyst induces regioselective
bond formation at the carbon adjacent to an oxy-
gen or sulfur atom, though somewhat surprisingly
selects for the 3 position in N-substituted 1-
phenylpyrrole.  Pi-accepting bulky phosphite lig-
ands played a crucial role in achieving catalytic
efficiency and also conferred air stability on the
Rh complex.  The catalyst proved capable of cou-
pling aryl halides to methoxy-substituted ben-
zenes as well, albeit with diminished regioselectiv-
ities relative to those obtained with the hetero-
cyclic substrates. — JSY

J. Am. Chem. Soc. 128, 10.1021/ja064500p

(2006).

A S T R O P H Y S I C S

Polarized Snaps

Buried in the patterns of the cosmic microwave
background radiation that bathes the sky are
clues to the structure of the universe. Ripples in

E C O L O G Y / E V O L U T I O N

Sex on the Beach

For many reptiles, the temperature at which their eggs are incubated
determines the sex of the hatchling. In a world affected by global climate
change and localized anthropogenic pressures, temperature-dependent
sex determination can have all-or-none consequences for sex ratios and
hence population viability. Kamel and Mrosovsky document a graphic
example of this peril, in the case of the hawksbill turtle in the Caribbean.
Like other marine turtles, hawksbills lay their eggs above the high tide
mark on beaches. Where the beach is shaded by its natural forest cover,
cooler incubation temperatures lead to a more male-biased sex ratio.
However, such male-producing sites are increasingly scarce as more of the
coastlines of Caribbean islands are deforested and developed for tourism,
and there is evidence that the hawksbill population is becoming more
female-biased. — AMS

Ecol. Appl. 16, 923 (2006).

BOOMERanG launch.

sensus cosmological model, a universe domi-
nated by dark energy and cold dark matter.
Some models of early structure formation are
ruled out, notably defects, and adiabatic seed
fluctuations are favored. — JB

Astrophys. J. 647, 799; 813; 823; 833 (2006).

B E H AV I O R

Learning to Lift or Slide

Evidence for the cultural transmission of behav-
iors in nonhuman primates comes primarily from
long-term observational histories of wild popula-
tions. To counter the criticism that theories
derived from these data sets are inference-based,
Horner et al. describe an experimental study
demonstrating that a naïve chimpanzee can 
figure out how to forage for food by watching a
skilled practitioner and can then serve as a tutor
for a third individual, creating a chain of learn-
ing. They designed a “Doorian fruit” box from
which food could be retrieved by either lifting or
sliding a door. When untutored chimpanzees (or
3-year-old children in a parallel series of trials)
were presented with the apparatus, about half
discovered how to open the door, some by lifting
it and others by sliding it (which required equally
effortful actions). On the other hand, when
socially compatible chimpanzees were allowed to
play the roles of teacher and student in strictly
binary interactions, the initial mode of foraging
(lift versus slide) was faithfully passed along a
chain of individuals (six and five, respectively); 
a similarly exclusive transmission of the original
foraging technique (for acquiring a toy) was
found in chains of eight children. — GJC

Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 103, 13878 (2006).

EDITED BY GILBERT CHIN AND JAKE YESTON

The hawksbill turtle.
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C L I M AT E  S C I E N C E

The Times Temps Were a’Changin’

The occurrence of several large and abrupt cli-
mate changes dated to the last deglaciation, first
clearly evidenced in Greenland ice cores, has also
been confirmed by a variety of other proxies in
lower-latitude Northern and Southern Hemi-
spheric marine and terrestrial records.  Despite
much knowledge of the environmental changes
that accompanied these events, an understand-
ing of their causal mechanisms is hampered by
the difficulty of determining the absolute ages of
the different records.  In order to better deter-
mine the phase relationships of these events at
different locations, Genty et al. analyzed stalag-
mite records of δ13C isotopic distributions from
several Northern Hemispheric locations, in
France and Tunisia, and compared them with cor-

responding records from speleothems in
China, New Zealand, and South Africa.

The advantage of this approach is
that stalagmites can be precisely
dated, thereby establishing an
accurate common chronology.  

The data suggest that the
Bølling-Allerød warm interval

began synchronously in France,
Tunisia, and China; that the
Younger Dryas cold period
also began concurrently at all

of these sites; and that
although the onset times
were the same at widely

separated sites in both hemispheres, the duration
and intensity of transitions differed among sites.
The authors also suggest a simple explanation for
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these changes, involving the gradual increase of
insulation at high northern latitudes, due to
orbital changes, and the resulting northward
movement of the limits of sea ice there. — HJS

Quat. Sci. Rev. 25, 2118 (2006). 

C H E M I S T R Y

A Different Sort of CP

To organometallic chemists, a “Cp” notation in
molecular formulas is well understood to signify
the widely used cyclopentadienyl ligand C

5
H

5
.

The absence of confusion engendered by this
abbreviation highlights the elusiveness of the
cyaphide ligand CP: an analog of cyanide in
which phosphorus replaces nitrogen.  Cordaro et

al. have succeeded in coaxing a precursor toward
this long-sought diatomic and report isolation of
a stable ruthenium complex coordinated to
cyaphide through the carbon.  Their synthetic
route proceeds from a triphenylsilyl (Ph

3
Si)–coor-

dinated CH
2
PCl

2
fragment to the Ph

3
Si-C�P

phosphaalkyne through dehydrohalogenation.
This molecule coordinates to a cationic Ru center
to yield a stable complex that was characterized
by x-ray crystallography.  Addition of fluoride to a
solution of this compound surprisingly led to
attack at P rather than at the traditionally fluo-
rophilic Si center.  However, phenoxide proved a
more cooperative nucleophile, liberating CP from
the silyl cap.  The resulting complex was charac-
terized crystallographically and by nuclear mag-
netic resonance spectroscopy in solution; the
vibrational spectrum revealed a C�P stretching
band at 1229 cm–1. — JSY

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 45,

10.1002/anie.200602499 (2006).
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<< A Flexible Fate?
Specific factors in the local microenvironment govern the differentia-
tion of bone marrow–derived mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) into dis-
parate cell types such as neurons, myoblasts, and osteoblasts, yet
remain incompletely understood. Noting that brain tissue is much
softer than muscle, which in turn is softer than collagenous bone,

Engler et al. cultured naïve human MSCs on collagen-coated polyacrylamide gels in which elastic-
ity was varied via the extent of bis-acrylamide crosslinking in order to investigate the role of matrix
elasticity in lineage specification. The morphology, transcriptional profile, and expression of
marker proteins of MSCs grown for a week on soft gels (mimicking brain tissue) resembled those
of cultured neurons; MSCs grown on gels that mimicked the elasticity of striated muscle resembled
myoblasts; and MSCs grown on gels that mimicked young uncalcified bone resembled osteoblasts.
During the first week in culture, exposure to soluble factors known to promote myogenic or
osteoblastic differentiation influenced lineage, leading to a mixed MSC phenotype. After 3 weeks
in culture, however, MSCs remained committed to the matrix-derived lineage. Pharmacological
analysis indicated that nonmuscle myosin II was required for lineage specification in response to
matrix elasticity but not in response to soluble factors. Thus, the data suggest that matrix elastic-
ity plays an important role in specifying MSC lineages. — EMA

Cell 126, 677 (2006).
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D A T A B A S E

Framingham Gene Hunt
The race to find the genes behind common ailments is heat-
ing up as many research groups scan patients’ entire
genomes for markers linked to disease. When it opens later
this month, the Genomic Medicine Database (GMED) from
Boston University (BU) will showcase such results from 1320
participants in the famed Framingham Heart Study, which
has followed the health of a small Massachusetts town for
50 years. You can peruse the chromosomes for possible
associations between about 10 traits—such as hypertension
and high cholesterol levels—and 100,000 genetic markers,
known as SNPs. Click to zoom in on the genes near a SNP.
The BU team is posting data before publication so that other
researchers can quickly seek to replicate the findings, says
GMED co-curator Marc Lenburg. “Our hope is that others will
follow our lead” and share unpublished data, he says. >>
gmed.bu.edu

E X H I B I T

Milky Way Portraitist >>
Staying up late paid off for American astronomer
Edward Emerson Barnard (1857–1923). Dubbed
“the man who never slept,” the telescope virtuoso
took gorgeous photos of our galaxy, such as the 
nebula of Rho Ophiuchi (right), and discovered a 
slew of heavenly objects, including Jupiter’s fifth moon
Amalthea. At this exhibit from the Georgia Institute of 
Technology in Atlanta, you can peruse Barnard’s magnum opus, the posthumously
published Atlas of Selected Regions of the Milky Way. Although he left school at age
9, the self-taught observer rose to be a professor at the University of Chicago and sat
at the controls of the world’s largest telescopes. Astronomers still value the atlas for
its wide-angle views and because it revealed murky areas in space that eventually led
to the discovery of dark matter. >>
www.library.gatech.edu/about_us/digital/barnard/index.html

W E B  L O G S

Small News
Microbe fans can get an eyeful of viruses or an earful of bacteria at the new educational
Web log Microbiology Bytes from Alan Cann of the University of Leicester in the U.K.
Along with written commentary, Cann offers excursions into the microbial world in the
form of enhanced podcasts, which feature video and graphics as well as audio narration.
Podcast topics include determining how many bacterial species dwell in the soil and
recent studies on the use of RNA interference to block cold sores. >> 
microbiologybytes.wordpress.com

It isn’t a fancy Rorschach blot or a computed tomography scan of the intestines.
Instead, the image above depicts the chaotic mixing caused by stirring a vat of 
glycerin and fluorescent dye. It’s one example of liquid artistry on display at this
gallery* from the journal Physics of Fluids. Showcased here are winning entries from
the American Physical Society’s annual exhibition of videos and photos. You can
admire shots from as far back as 1985, although you’ll need a journal subscription to
see the newest entries. This fluid dynamics collection† from applied mathematician
John Bush of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology uses a strobe lamp and other
tricks to reveal unexpected and striking patterns, such as the trail of turbulence 
created by a water strider. >> 
* pof.aip.org/pof/gallery/index.jsp
† www-math.mit.edu/~bush/gallery.html

I M A G E S

GO WITH THE FLOW

R E S O U R C E S

Flu on the Wing
This new avian influenza monitoring site houses no data 
on the highly pathogenic H5N1 virus in U.S. wild birds—
but that’s a good thing. As the U.S. Geological Survey 
clearinghouse records, none of the more than 11,800 birds
sampled in 28 states so far this year carried the virulent
strain, which experts fear could morph into a virus that 
triggers a pandemic. If the deadly virus does infect wild
birds here, as it has done in Asia and Europe, visitors will 
be able to follow the results state by state. >>  
wildlifedisease.nbii.gov/ai

http://www.sciencemag.org
mailto:netwatch@aaas.org
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“It is a wonderful mode of education in this age of interdisciplinary science. 

Thank you for launching this series.”

“This is a FANTASTIC new offering by Science! Congratulations!”

“This is a very neat series, and I would love to be able to use this as a

resource for my undergraduate teaching.”

“I am introducing it to many of my colleagues.”

“This feature alone is worth the subscription, very cool. Thank you!”

“This is absolutely fantastic!”

What are viewers saying about 
Science Online Seminars?

See them for yourself at:

www.sciencemag.org/onlineseminars

“Fabulous...Fantastic...Terrific idea!”
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RANDOMSAMPLES
E D I T E D  B Y C O N S TA N C E  H O L D E N

Nuns replaying past mystical experiences have made the latest
contribution to the burgeoning field of “spiritual neuroscience.” 

Psychologist Mario Beauregard of the University of Montreal in
Canada and his student Vincent Paquette recruited 15 Carmelite
nuns, all of whom had had at least one intense mystical experience.
The two researchers looked at the nuns’ brains using functional
magnetic resonance imaging while the sisters tried to re-evoke such
experiences. As a control, the nuns’ brains were also imaged while
they tried to relive “the most intense state of union with another
human” they had ever felt. 

Beauregard says that some researchers have theorized that reli-
gious experiences involve epilepsy-like seizures in temporal lobes.
But the mystical condition activated dozens of brain areas involved in
perception, emotion, and cognition, he and Paquette reported last
week in Neuroscience Letters. The pair also conclude that although
there is much overlap with the feelings of peace and love from the
control condition, the mystical condition has its own signature, with
“relatively different regional patterns of brain activation.”

Physician Andrew Newberg, head of the newly established Center
for Spirituality and the Mind at the University of Pennsylvania, says
the study indicates that a mystical state activates a larger brain area
than would ordinarily be involved in focusing on a specific problem
or memory, so such states are “extremely complex.” 

GOD ON 
THE BRAIN 

Polar wander on Mars was

caused by large volcanoes.

St. Theresa.

The incidence of serious mental illnesses among Hurricane Katrina survivors
doubled within 5 to 8 months after the storm, according to a telephone sur-
vey by epidemiologists at Harvard Medical School in Boston. But the study
found a surprising absence of suicidal tendencies among the survivors. 

The researchers interviewed 1043 survivors between 19 January and
31 March about their post-Katrina experiences and documented that
30% had mental-health problems, half of them serious—a doubling of
the rate seen in a face-
to-face survey conducted
between 2001 and 2003. 

Problems such as
anxiety and nightmares
among New Orleans
residents (see chart)
were more frequent
than among hurricane
survivors elsewhere.
Project director Ronald
Kessler said the findings show that many “have a level of [mental] disor-
der that is going to interfere with the rebuilding of their lives.” Most
(84.6%) had lost their housing and income, and 36.3% had experienced
severe physical hardship, including hunger. Of the 40.6% who experi-
enced five or more stressors, such as property loss, physical hardship, or
losing a loved one, close to half were in the bottom 25% of income level. 

But despite the problems, suicidal tendencies had decreased since the
storm: Only 0.4% reported such thoughts compared to 3.6% in the earlier
survey. The researchers attribute this to a sense of personal growth follow-
ing the disaster. For example, 88.5% reported developing a deeper sense
of meaning or purpose in life, and 83.4% were confident in their ability to
rebuild their lives. 

Scientists will continue to track the group over the next few years. 

Katrina’s Mental Fallout

New findings support an old but controversial theory that Earth’s poles have on occasion made gigantic
shifts in their placement. Such major relocations, known as “true polar wander,” are believed to result
from changes in weight distribution on a planet’s surface, such as those caused by a huge volcanic 
eruption. This would cause the planet to realign itself in relation to its spin axis, moving the poles. 

Evidence that Earth’s poles shifted dramatically about 800 million years ago has been found in
magnetic rocks in Australia and China. Now, a team led by geologists Adam Maloof of Princeton
University and Galen Halverson of Paul Sabatier University in Toulouse, France, have added data
from Norwegian rocks. As magnetic mineral grains were deposited or excreted by microbes in the
rocks, they aligned themselves with Earth’s magnetic field, becoming frozen compasses pointing to
an ancient north pole. Maloof and Halverson estimated from a stack of deposits laid down over the
course of 20 million years that during that time, the north pole shifted more than 50 degrees—
about the distance between Alaska and the equator. 

The paper, published in the September-October issue of the Geological Society of America Bulletin,
is an “important one,” says geologist Rob Van der Voo of the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, and it
will help scientists determine how the continents fit together in the ancient supercontinent Rodinia.

<< WANDERING POLES

Stress Reactions in the Last 30 Days
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Scientists have long known that the sparks
that kindle cancer are mutations in a cell’s
genes. But most cancer-causing mutations
have been discovered by looking in obvious
places, such as in the genes that control cell
division. Now it seems these efforts have
barely glimpsed the big picture.

As reported online this week in Science
(www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/abstract/
1133427), researchers have shined a search-
light across the genomes of breast and colorectal
cancer cells, looking for mutations in more
than half of all known human genes. And what
they’ve uncovered is a much larger and richer
set of cancer genes than expected. 

The findings, hailed as a tour de force by
other cancer scientists, should speed the race
for new drugs, diagnostics, and a better under-
standing of tumor development. “It will take a
long time to unravel all of this, but this is what
cancer is,” says Bert Vogelstein of Johns
Hopkins Kimmel Cancer Center in Baltimore,
Maryland, a co-leader of the sequencing effort. 

The results also appear to bolster The
Cancer Genome Atlas, an ambitious $1.5 billion
federal project to systematically search for
genes mutated in dozens of cancer types
(Science, 29 July 2005, p. 693). “I see this as
a big shot in the arm for the argument that this
strategy is going to work,” says Francis
Collins, director of the National Human
Genome Research Institute in Bethesda,
Maryland, which together with the National
Cancer Institute (NHGRI) wil l  s o o n
announce detai ls  of  a  $100 million,
3-year pilot effort for the atlas. Adds Eric
Lander, director of the Broad Institute in Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, who first proposed
sequencing the cancer genome, “This is a
beautiful demonstration that if you turn over
every rock, there is a lot more to be found.”  

Yet even supporters of the atlas say this
first, quick pass at describing all cancer muta-
tions reveals daunting complexity. And not
everyone has been convinced of the larger pro-
ject’s value. Geneticist Stephen Elledge of
Harvard Medical School in Boston, while pre-
dicting that the new study will become a “clas-

sic paper,” says that a costly sequencing proj-
ect will give short shrift to functional
genomics studies and take money away from
investigators working on equally important
cancer efforts. “I still believe we need a more
balanced approach,” says Elledge, who first
expressed those concerns last year (Science,
21 October 2005, p. 439).

To conduct this mini–cancer-genome proj-
ect, a 29-person team, headed by Vogelstein
and Hopkins colleagues Kenneth Kinzler and
Victor Velculescu, began with a database of
13,023 genes that are considered the best-
studied and annotated of the 21,000 known
genes in the human genome. Led by postdoc
Tobias Sjöblom, the team resequenced the pro-
tein-coding regions of the genes in 11 breast
cancer samples and 11 colon cancer samples,
yielding 800,000-plus possible mutations. The
team then winnowed out more than 99% of the
mutations by removing errors, normal vari-

ants, and changes that didn’t alter a protein. 
They ultimately found that the average

breast or colon tumor has 93 mutated genes, and
at least 11 are thought to be cancer-promoting.
This yielded a total of 189 “candidate” cancer
genes. Although some are familiar—the
tumor-suppressor gene p53, for example—
most had never been found mutated in cancer
before. And the abundance of certain types of
genes, such as those involved in cell adhesion
and transcription, suggested that these processes
play a huge role in cancer. The results, says
Ronald DePinho of the Dana-Farber Cancer
Institute in Boston, are a “treasure trove.” 

Verifying that each candidate gene is
important to cancer won’t be simple. Not only
did the cancer genes differ between colon and
breast cancers, but each tumor had a different
pattern of mutations. The number of genes
suggests that there may be more steps to cancer
than thought. “It’s a much more complex pic-
ture than we had anticipated,” Vogelstein says. 

At least two other pilot cancer-genome proj-
ects—one funded by NHGRI and one led by
Michael Stratton and P. Andrew Futreal of the
Sanger Institute in Hinxton, U.K.—are yielding
similar results. The Sanger effort is looking at
500 genes in a larger number of tumor samples
and cancer types and, according to an e-mail
from Stratton and Futreal, has also found a
“tremendous diversity of mutation number and
pattern between cancers.”

DePinho says the mutation differences
from tumor to tumor could help explain why
90% of drugs fail in patients. Elledge, for his
part, says the relatively small number of new
genes common to the tumors reinforces his
concerns about The Cancer Genome Atlas.
He suggests that some of the government’s
money would be better spent on more direct
studies, such as screens for lethal genes in
cancer cells. The cost of the Hopkins study
alone—Vogelstein says it took about $5 million,
mostly from private funding sources—could
fund five National Institutes of Health (NIH)
grants on such topics, Elledge notes. 

Despite such doubts, the atlas project gets
under way next week. NIH will announce the
three cancers to be studied in the pilot phase and
a set of repositories that will supply tissue sam-
ples for sequencing. Centers that will character-
ize the genes will be announced in early Octo-
ber. The project is on an “extremely aggressive
timeline,” says DePinho, who co-chairs its
advisory committee. –JOCELYN KAISER

First Pass at Cancer Genome
Reveals Complex Landscape
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Genetic bounty. Breast (top) and colorectal (bottom)
cancer cells contain many mutated genes.

http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/abstract/1133427
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BERLIN—In a surprise decision, Europe has
selected two leaders as successive heads of
its new basic science agency, the European
Research Council (ERC). The governing
council announced last week that it has cho-
sen biochemist Ernst-Ludwig Winnacker,
current president of the Ger-
man funding agency DFG, to
be secretary general of ERC,
which will make its f irst
awards next year. But in July
2009, halfway through the
5-year term, Winnacker will
be succeeded by Spanish econ-
omist Andreu Mas-Colell, who
will serve through 2011.

Members of ERC’s board
said they created the unusual
arrangement to recruit execu-
tives with different skills, not
because either candidate
requested a short appoint-
ment. “We couldn’t pass up
these two exceptional people
who are very complemen-
tary,” says scientif ic council chair Fotis
Kafatos, a molecular geneticist at Imperial
College London. “Either one would have
been great; having both will be even greater.”

ERC is designed to be a sort of National
Science Foundation (NSF) for all of Europe,
and its $9.6 billion budget over 7 years is
expected to fund cutting-edge research. But
as the European Union–backed initiative
gets off the ground, it faces a legacy of red
tape in European science funding.
Researchers have high hopes that it will
prove much more user-friendly than the pre-
vious R&D efforts, called “Framework”
programs, roundly criticized for the moun-
tains of paperwork they generate. Kafatos
says one early triumph is ERC’s ability to
make awards as research grants instead of
the complicated contracts that other E.U.
funding schemes require.

The ERC Scientific Council, made up
of 22 leading scientists from across
Europe, sets ERC’s rules and scientif ic
guidelines. The secretary general will be
ERC’s chief executive, serving as a liaison
between the Scientif ic Council and the

European Commission, which will handle
day-to-day operations.

Both Winnacker and Mas-Colell say
they were surprised to learn that they would
serve truncated terms, which they were
informed of at the same time they received

the job offer, but both said they were hon-
ored to be chosen. Science Council vice-
chair Helga Nowotny of the Vienna Centre
for Urban Knowledge Management says the
arrangement is intended to take advantage
of the strengths of both men. In its start-up
phase, she says, ERC needs someone with
extensive experience overseeing a large
g ran t ing  o rgan iza t ion .  Tha t ’s  wha t
Winnacker has done at DFG. But it will also
need someone to stump for increased fund-
ing and to deal with politicians who may be
unhappy with grants awarded on the basis of
excellence without regard to geographic dis-
tribution. Mas-Colell’s credentials as an econ-
omist and former state research minister will
help him make a persuasive case, Nowotny
says: “I think we will make good use of both
of them, and we need both of them.”

Winnacker, 65, had already announced
plans to step down as DFG president at the
end of 2006. This is “a solid appointment of
someone who knows how to manage sci-
ence at the highest level,” says Frank
Gannon of the European Molecular Biology
Organization in Heidelberg, Germany.

Winnacker’s experience at the semiau-
tonomous DFG makes him well positioned
to f ight for ERC’s independence if chal-
lenged by the E.U. Parliament or member
country politicians, Gannon says: “He will
not be pushed around.”

Mas-Colell, 62, is a professor
at the University Pompeu
Fabra in Barcelona, president
of the European Economic
Association, and was com-
missioner for universities and
research for Catalonia from
1999 to 2003. He is credited
with fostering science invest-
ment in the region, which led
to the development of several
new institutes in Barcelona
(Science, 2 June, p. 1295).
Mas-Colell spent 26 years at
the University of California,
Berkeley, and Harvard Uni-
versity before returning to
Spain in 1995. Last year, he
told a meeting of economists

to judge ERC’s success on how closely it
emulated the U.S. NSF. He says now that he
was thinking especially of NSF’s widely
praised peer-review system.

The scientif ic council’s f irst call for
applications will target young scientists,
with 5-year awards of €100,000 to €400,000
per year. It hopes to award 200 such grants
annually. A second program will target
“advanced investigators” in a program
intended to overcome both the limited size
of awards given by national councils and the
E.U.’s requirement that large projects be
divided among many countries.

“One of the weaknesses of the European
system is that most of the national [fund-
ing] councils are too small to fund their
excellent scientists adequately,” Winnacker
says. But until now, large collaborative
projects typically have required investiga-
tors from multiple countries. Winnacker
says ERC’s freedom from such geographi-
cal constraints will be “a big step forward. …
No one would require someone from Mass-
achusetts to collaborate with someone from
South Dakota.” –GRETCHEN VOGEL

Basic Science Agency Gets a Tag-Team Leadership
EUROPEAN SCIENCE

Twice the talent. European Research Council picks Winnacker (left) and Mas-Colell.

http://www.sciencemag.org
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NEWS OF THE WEEK

Doing research in the emergency
room would be difficult even if
the rules were clear, but many cli-
nicians say they aren’t. Last week,
the U.S. Food and Drug Adminis-
tration (FDA) suggested revisions
to its regulation over an ethically
fraught but critical area: studies
conducted in emergency situa-
tions, when subjects may be
unconscious and unable to give
consent. The current 10-year-old
FDA rule permits emergency
research under narrow circum-
stances—in life-threatening med-
ical conditions in which available
treatments are unsatisfactory. 

Hoping to clarify the responsibilities of
investigators, institutional review boards
(IRBs), and others involved in emergency
research, FDA has released draft guidelines

that spell out each group’s responsibilities.
The agency is now accepting comments on
the document (www.fda.gov/OHRMS/
DOCKETS/98fr/06d-0331-gdl0001.pdf)

and will hold an 11 October public meeting
on the subject. One concern for FDA is that
some terms that guide emergency research,
such as “life-threatening,” may be defined
differently by different people. In its pro-
posal, the agency explains that “life-threatening”
includes nonfatal risks, noting that emer-
gency research on, say, victims of stroke or
head injury could explore a treatment’s ability
to prevent disability as well as death. 

Emergency research came under
scrutiny earlier this year after The Wall
Street Journal described a blood-substitute
trial in trauma patients unable to consent,
in which some suffered heart attacks. FDA
officials said in a conference call last week
that its review had already been under way
and was unrelated to the blood-substitute
flap. “It’s taken time for us to develop and
gather a sizable body of data on how this
regulation has actually worked,” said Sara
Goldkind, an FDA bioethicist. The agency,
she notes, has received roughly 60 applica-
tions for emergency research that allows
for exceptions to informed consent and so
far has approved about 20. 

Physicians who perform such trials

Proposed Guidelines for Emergency
Research Aim to Quell Confusion

FDA

Scientists Object to Massachusetts Rules
STEM CELL RESEARCH

Massachusetts stem cell researchers
thought they were home free last year when
the state legislature, overriding a veto by
Republican Governor Mitt Romney, sanc-
tioned research using human embryonic
stem (hES) cells. But newly adopted final
regulations to implement that legislation
would cut off what some argue is an impor-
tant potential avenue of stem cell research.

In May 2005, state lawmakers passed a
measure that explicitly permits scientists to
do things that federally funded researchers
cannot—derive new lines of hES cells,
including disease-specific lines produced
using somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT),
otherwise known as research cloning. The
law allows ES cell lines to be produced from
spare embryos left over after in vitro fertiliza-
tion but prohibits the “donation” of embryos
created just for research via IVF. Violating
that provision, added to satisfy those who
worry about “embryo farms,” is punishable
by up to 5 years in jail and a $100,000 fine.
But the wording does not forbid scientists
from working with such embryos if they
weren’t made in Massachusetts.

Romney tried unsuccessfully to amend the
bill so that “use” of any such embryos in
research would also be illegal. After the

Democrat-controlled legislature overrode his
veto, the state Department of Public Health
trumped the lawmakers by inserting the
wording Romney wanted into the regulations.
“The prohibition on the creation of embryos
[by fertilization] solely for use in research is
implicit in the language” of the law, contends
the Public Health Council, the nine-member
body that makes the regulations. “[W]here
the primary purpose is research, only the
asexual creation of an embryo is permitted.”

When the proposed regulation was pre-

sented in May, eight Boston medical institu-
tions argued that it would “give the force of
law to a provision the legislature specifically
rejected.” Scientists from those institutions
reiterated their concerns last week when the
f inal rules appeared. Harvard stem cell
researcher Kevin Eggan says the regulation
would prevent Massachusetts scientists from
using cell lines derived in other states if they
came from embryos created for research pur-
poses. He stresses that it’s important to pre-
serve this option as an alternative to SCNT—
which has not yet been proven—for creating
disease-specific cell lines.

But some scientists question the rule’s
impact on research. “I don’t see it as a prob-
lem,” says stem cell researcher Evan Snyder
of the Burnham Institute in San Diego, Cali-
fornia. “Most scientists agree that you don’t
want to make embryos specif ically for
research,” he says, because it appears to be
“ethically dicey.” 

The lawmakers are prepared to reassert
their authority, starting with a hearing later this
month. The leading gubernatorial candidates
in the fall election (Romney is not running for
reelection) support stem cell research, sug-
gesting that the political winds are also favor-
able for a revision. –CONSTANCE HOLDEN

More options. Harvard’s Kevin Eggan says purpose-
bred embryos may be needed if nuclear transfer
doesn’t work for creating disease-specific cell lines.

Under review. Research in emergency situations, which raises
tough ethical questions, is receiving FDA scrutiny.

▲

http://www.sciencemag.org
http://www.fda.gov/OHRMS/DOCKETS/98fr/06d-0331-gdl0001.pdf
http://www.fda.gov/OHRMS/DOCKETS/98fr/06d-0331-gdl0001.pdf
http://photos.com


agree that the existing rules can be bewil-
dering. “There’s been a lot of anxiety and
some confusion … about these regulations
and how to apply them,” says Lynne
Richardson, an emergency-medicine spe-
cialist at Mount Sinai School of Medicine in
New York City. For example, the dozens of
IRBs overseeing a nationwide defibrillator
study in which Richardson was involved
required wildly different levels of commu-
nity consultation. 

Graham Nichol, who directs the Univer-
sity of Washington Harborview Center for
Prehospital Emergency Care in Seattle,
believes that confusion over the current

rules has discouraged appropriate emer-
gency research and, by making it difficult to
follow up with subjects after treatment,
sometimes failed to protect patients. The
number of published cardiac-arrest trials in
the United States has decreased since the
rules were implemented while the number of
non-U.S. studies grew, he found. 

Will the new draft guidelines help? “I’m
not sure they’re any better,” says Nichol, call-
ing them still “too full of nuance.” But, says
Richardson, the new guidelines are clearly
“an attempt to make sure that all of the
research that actually qualif ies in FDA’s
view” can go forward. –JENNIFER COUZIN
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Vatican Policy: Not Evolving
Don’t look for a big change any time soon in
the Catholic Church’s views on evolution.
Although supporters of evolution had feared
that the Pope would embrace so-called intelli-
gent design, Pope Benedict XVI gave no sign
at a gathering last week as to how he thought
the topic should be taught.

The pope said little during the meeting,
which included his former theology Ph.D. stu-
dents and a small group of experts near
Rome. Peter Schuster, a chemist at the Univer-
sity of Vienna and president of the Austrian
Academy of Sciences, attended the meeting
and gave a lecture on evolutionary theory.
“The pope … listened to my talk very care-
fully and asked very good questions at the
end,” he says. And the Church’s most out-
spoken proponent of intelligent design, 
Cardinal Schönborn, seemed to distance 
himself from the theory. –JOHN BOHANNAN

EPA Urged to Tighten Smog Rules
A scientific advisory board plans this month to
recommend that the U.S. Environmental Pro-
tection Agency (EPA) lower the allowable level
of ground-level ozone, which aggravates
asthma and other health problems. The cur-
rent legal limit is 0.08 parts per million
(ppm). EPA scientists concluded earlier this
year that the agency should either retain its
current standard or tighten it to 0.07 ppm.

A majority of the 23 members of the Clean
Air Scientific Advisory Committee (CASAC)
said in a meeting last month that the standard
should be 0.070 ppm, while two called for a
slightly higher level. Once the panel’s official
recommendation arrives, EPA has until March
to set final standards. CASAC “is throwing
down the gauntlet,” says Frank O’Donnell of
the nonprofit Clean Air Watch in Washington,
D.C. “Is it about science or politics?”

–ERIK STOKSTAD

A Bang-Up Job
The European Space Agency’s diminutive
Smart-1 probe ended its 3-year technology
mission this week with a lunar crash landing
after successfully testing a propulsion system
that fires out xenon ions. “Smart-1 has left a
legacy of technology and scientific excellence,”
said mission scientist Bernard Foing. A camera
and two spectrometers on board yielded infor-
mation on the lunar surface including data on
calcium, which could help scientists pinpoint the
age of the moon. Researchers also say the crash
itself could give clues about how craters form.

–DANIEL CLERY

SCIENCESCOPE

BERLIN—If Bill Gates had tried to start
Microsoft from his father’s garage in
Germany, it never would have worked, says
Holger Frommann of the German Venture
Captial Association in Berlin. Among other
things, he says, the government would have
said that the garage didn’t have
enough windows to be a proper
working environment. And whereas
high-tech start-ups need less
than a week to register in the U.S.
or the U.K., he says, in Germany
it can take much longer to com-
plete the paperwork.

The German government says
it wants to make it easier for a
German Bill Gates to translate
research discoveries into products;
to this end, it is increasing support
for programs that help spin scien-
tif ic f indings into commercial
ventures. In a wide-ranging “high-
tech strategy” announced last week, the gov-
ernment says it will spend €14.6 billion
($19 billion) in the next 3 years to boost tech-
nology-based research and enterprises,
including about €6 billion in new funding. 

The government wants to “ignite ideas,”
with a combination of new programs, fund-
ing schemes, and legislation, according to a
multiagency strategy that Chancellor
Angela Merkel and Research Minister
Annette Schavan announced on 30 August.
Researchers who collaborate with small-
and midsized companies, for example, will
qualify for a 25% funding premium from
the government, up to €100,000. The gov-
ernment says it wants to change the tax law
to encourage venture capitalists to invest in
start-up companies. And the agriculture

ministry has promised a new law governing
genetically modif ied plants that should
clear the way for more field trials.  

The plan also includes several new fund-
ing schemes. Some €80 million would back
technologies aimed at preventing terrorist

attacks and disaster prevention and response,
and €800 million would foster health and
medical technologies, including new support
for clinical research and teaching hospitals.
The two largest investments are €3.65 billion
for aerospace research, including satellite
communication and navigation systems, and
€2 billion for energy technologies, including
biofuels and nuclear energy.

Tax breaks for start-up companies could
be especially important, says Hans-Jürgen
Klockner of the German Association of
Biotechnology in Frankfurt. German scien-
tists and industry leaders have long sought
venture capital tax laws more in line with
those of France and the United Kingdom. The
details will be ironed out this fall in talks with
the finance ministry. –GRETCHEN VOGEL

Germany Launches a High-Tech Initiative
SCIENCE FUNDING

Lowering barriers. The German government wants to make it
easier to turn research results into profits.
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An unusual query from a “pork-busting” U.S.
senator has revealed an uneasy ambivalence
among university presidents toward academic
earmarks. Their answers suggest that, like it
or not, such directed spending on research is
now part of the fabric of higher education.

On 27 July, Senator Tom Coburn (R–OK)
asked 110 U.S. universities to describe any
federal research dollars obtained in the past
6 years through the good graces of their con-
gressional delegations rather than via a com-
petitive review. He also wanted to know which
universities have hired lobbyists to help obtain
earmarks and the impact of the found money
on their campuses and on science.

Coburn, who chairs a Senate financial
management subcommittee, calls research
earmarks, which have grown into a multi-
billion-dollar-a-year phenomenon (see
graphic), “a gateway drug to overspend-
ing.” His six-question letter set
off a month-long frenzy of meet-
ings and conference calls among
vice presidents for sponsored
research, directors of federal rela-
tions, professional associations,
and lobbyists to figure out how,
and whether, to respond. Only
14 schools met Coburn’s 1 Septem-
ber deadline, although a few told
him they needed more time.

Respondents, which included
major research universities and
leading recipients of federal ear-
marks, offered varying views of
earmarking. But even those who
said they abhor the practice
acknowledged occasional dal-
liances. Cornell University Presi-
dent David Skorton, for example,
cited “a long-standing and well-
documented policy of not pursu-
ing or accepting earmarks from
federal agencies that award funds
on a competitive basis” before
acknowledging, two paragraphs
later, that “Cornell makes two exceptions to
this policy.” The biggest is earmarked funds
from the Department of Agriculture’s coop-
erative research and extension service,
which provides about 1.5% of the univer-
sity’s $381 million federal research budget.
“They’ve worked on the basis of earmarks
since 1865,” explains Robert Richardson,
Cornell’s vice provost for research, about a
program he says is essential to fulf illing
Cornell’s role as a land-grant college. 

The University of Michigan shares
Cornell’s distaste for pork, says Stephen
Forrest, vice president for research, although
his reply to Coburn notes that Michigan last
year received three earmarks totaling
$5.3 million. In fact, the university has
adopted a formal application process—
much like a grant proposal in its length and
complexity—for faculty members who
think their idea deserves to be one of the
school’s “rare exceptions” (www.research.
umich.edu/policies/earmarkpolicy.html). 

Some universities see earmarks as a way
to simultaneously move up the academic
food chain and strengthen the local economy.
“The direct appropriations that the Kentucky
delegation works hard to acquire for the uni-
versity are an important part of UK’s federal
funded projects,” writes Lee Todd Jr., presi-
dent of the University of Kentucky, who

notes that his school has received “over
100 [since 2000] worth a total of $120 mil-
lion.” Wendy Baldwin, U.K. vice president
for research and the former head of extramu-
ral research at the National Institutes of
Health, explains that earmarks “can help us
to get into the top 20” recipients of federally
funded research by public universities. The
university closely monitors how the money is
spent, she says, adding that “we expect peo-
ple to advance based on this boost.”

Not every institution is as comfortable as
Kentucky is in speaking openly of its
appetite for earmarks. University of Mis-
souri President Elson Floyd, for example,
provided the same answer to two of Coburn’s
questions, saying curtly that “all specific
objectives and goals [for the research funded
by the earmark] are outlined by the granting
Federal agency… and specific measures of
success are determined by [those] specific
goals and objectives.” And Floyd gave one-
word answers—no, yes, and yes—when
asked whether Missouri has a policy on ear-
marks, hires lobbyists to snare them, and
thinks they are beneficial to the school. (In
an increasingly common practice among
universities, Missouri retains a Washington
lobbyist, Julie Dammann, former chief of
staff to Missouri’s senior senator, Republi-
can Kit Bond, well-known for his earmark-

ing prowess.)
John Hart, Coburn’s commu-

nications director, says his boss
blames his legislative colleagues
more than the academic commu-
nity for what is happening. “The
earmark process doesn’t help
universities so much as it helps
lobbyists and Congress,” says
Hart, who notes that Coburn has
held dozens of hearings on all
manner of federal spending prac-
tices. “Because every time they
get an earmark, the politicians
can hold a press conference to
claim credit.”

Not surprisingly, Coburn’s
aggressive campaign has angered
influential senators who are also
heavyweight porkers. Senator
Ted Stevens (R–AK), chair of the
Senate Appropriations Commit-
tee and author of the notorious
$225 million “bridge to no-
where” earmark for his state, has
so far blocked Coburn’s bid to

create a publicly accessible database of
Senate earmarks. And many legislators are
said to be incensed that Coburn went over
their heads in asking universities how they
obtained specific earmarks.

Those tensions are a big reason that uni-
versities found Coburn’s letter so trouble-
some. “The last thing you want to do,”
explains one university lobbyist, “is to get
caught in the middle of a fight between two
powerful senators.” –JEFFREY MERVIS

Academic Earmarks: The Money Schools Love to Hate
UNIVERSITY FUNDING
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Research a la carte. Congress has become increasingly fond of larding agency
budgets with university research projects based in their districts.
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Asian Alliance
NEW DELHI—India’s science minister, Kapil
Sibal, was in Beijing this week to ink a new
accord that would pave the way for a high-
powered Steering Committee on S&T. That
body, chaired by Sibal and his Chinese counter-
part Xu Guanhua, is expected to remove
bureaucratic obstacles to cooperation in areas
including genomics, weather forecasting,
earthquake prediction, and nanotechnology.
“We cannot lag behind China,” says Sibal,
who calls the steering committee a step in the
right direction.

The first-ever visit of an Indian science
minister to Beijing comes as Indian leaders
express concern over China’s burgeoning
support for R&D. India today spends about
$5 billion on R&D per year, amounting to
0.9 % of gross domestic product. In 2003,
China spent about $85 billion, or 1.3% of its
GDP, on R&D. –PALLAVA BAGLA

Tomes on Genomes
Already the home of GenBank, the global store-
house of genome data, the U.S. National Insti-
tutes of Health (NIH) now plans to create a free,
central database for studies about links between
genes and diseases such as cancer and diabetes.
If adopted, NIH’s new policy will urge NIH
grantees conducting so-called genomewide
association studies to share deidentified genetic
and clinical data before publication. One provi-
sion that could prove controversial is NIH’s
desire to discourage researchers from patenting
their initial data, which could slow the develop-
ment of new drugs, warns Hakon Hakonarson 
of the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia. 
Comments are due by 31 October.

–JOCELYN KAISER

KOMP Commences
The U.S. National Institutes of Health has
chosen four centers for a $50 million effort 
to create knockouts in 10,000 mouse genes.
The endeavor—dubbed the Knockout Mouse
Project (KOMP)—is part of a global initiative
to knock out every gene in the mouse genome
(Science, 30 June, p. 1862).

Children’s Hospital & Research Center 
Oakland in California will create the genetic
material that the Wellcome Trust Sanger Insti-
tute in Hinxton, U.K., will use to knock out
thousands of genes in embryonic stem cells.
Researchers at the University of California,
Davis, School of Veterinary Medicine will then
create adult mice from these cells. Regeneron
Pharmaceuticals, based in Tarrytown, New York,
will perform all three steps. –DAVID GRIMM

SCIENCESCOPE

Can a 36-year-old U.S. law intended to
reduce air pollution keep up with science?
The U.S. Supreme Court will address the
question this term in a case about whether
greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide
should be regulated as pollutants. Several
prominent climate researchers hope the
court will also correct what they see as a dis-
tortion by a lower court and the federal gov-
ernment of the current state of the science.

First passed in 1970, the landmark Clean
Air Act gave the new Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (EPA) the ability to tackle new
pollutants as researchers discovered them.
The law requires EPA to set vehicular emis-
sion standards for substances that could
“reasonably be anticipated to endanger pub-
lic health or welfare.” But although the
statute def ines effects on “welfare” to
include impacts on climate as well as on
soils and water, the agency has used the act
to regulate smog and other pollution from
cars—not greenhouse emissions.

In 1999, as scientif ic evidence of cli-
mate change impacts accumulated, a Wash-
ington, D.C., nonprofit organization peti-
tioned EPA to change its mind. EPA
declined, and in 2003 a number of states
and nonprof it groups sued. That case,
Massachusetts v. EPA, is now before the
Supreme Court, and last week 12 states and
a number of cities and nonprofit groups
filed their arguments.

The filing coincides with new state limits
for industrial emissions passed by the Califor-
nia legislature last week. “We cannot do the
job alone,” said Ross C. “Rocky” Anderson,
mayor of Salt Lake City, Utah, in a press brief-
ing last week. EPA says it won’t touch the issue
because, among other things, “numerous areas
of scientific uncertainty” surround climate
change. Because greenhouse gases aren’t pol-

lutants, EPA off icials assert, the agency
doesn’t have the authority to regulate them.

What’s especially galling to a number of
prominent climate scientists is the agency’s
use of a 2001 White House–requested report
from the National Academies’ National
Research Council (NRC). It stressed the sci-
entif ic consensus on climate change but
noted that the “health consequences … are
poorly understood.” The report also cites the
challenge of differentiating between anthro-
pogenic climate change and “natural vari-
ability.” Massachusetts and its allies believe
that the appeals court erred in its July 2005
ruling that gave EPA broad discretion to
avoid a rigorous scientific analysis of the
harmful effects of carbon dioxide.

In a friend-of-the-court brief filed last
week, a group of researchers says that the
scientific evidence “is clearly sufficient” to
support a “reasonable anticipation” of the
risks of greenhouse gases. Both EPA and the
appeals court “mischaracterized” the
2001 report by quoting from it selectively,
they add. “We have the responsibility to cor-
rect when science is misrepresented,” says
Inez Fung, a University of California,
Berkeley, climate researcher and one of six
members of the 2001 climate panel who
signed onto the brief. Panel chair Ralph
Cicerone, now president of the National
Academy of Sciences, declined to join the
effort, a spokesperson said, because NRC
reports “can and must stand on their own.”

EPA, with allied states and industries,
will f ile its arguments next month. Jay
Austin, an attorney with the Environmental
Law Institute in Washington, D.C., says that
Massachusetts’s reliance on the text of the
1970 law could play well with a majority of
the justices, who are expected to rule before
their term ends in June. –ELI KINTISCH

CLIMATE SCIENCE

Courting disaster. Coastal
flooding is a likely impact of
climate change, researchers
tell the U.S. Supreme Court.

U.S. Supreme Court Gets Arguments 
For EPA to Regulate CO2
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A Better View of
Brain Disorders

As imaging methods such as fMRI and PET make
their way from lab to clinic, neurologists hope to
make earlier and more accurate diagnoses of
brain disorders

IT WASN’T SO LONG AGO THAT TURNING 

a patient upside down was the state of the art
in clinical brain imaging. The technique,
called pneumoencephalography, involved
injecting air bubbles into the fluid surround-
ing the spinal cord and strapping the patient
into a rotatable chair. As the chair swiveled,
the bubbles floated upward and moved along
the surface of the brain, allowing a series of
x-ray images to better distinguish its con-
tours. “You put the x-ray images together in
your mind’s eye, and you’d get a picture of the
brain,” recalls Marcus Raichle, a neurologist
at Washington University in St. Louis,
Missouri, who learned the method in the late
1960s. Pneumoencephalography helped neu-
rologists f ind tumors and diagnose other
problems that altered the gross anatomy of
the brain. But the films were hard to interpret,
Raichle says, and the procedure gave patients
a nasty headache.

The advent of x-ray computed tomogra-
phy scans in the early 1970s made pneumo-
encephalography obsolete almost overnight.
When magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
came into clinical use in the early 1980s, it
gave neurologists even more detailed snap-
shots of the brain’s structure. But these tech-
niques have shortcomings as well. Unlike,
say, a femur, the fitness of the brain is hard to
assess from still pictures. 

Slowly but surely, a new generation of
brain-imaging methods is finding its way

from research labs into the clinic—and these
techniques are offering physicians a much
more dynamic look into the brain. Functional
MRI (fMRI), a method used since the early
1990s to infer brain activity in studies of
human cognition, now helps neurosurgeons
map patients’ brains
before surgery, and a
report on page 1402

raises the possibility of using fMRI to deter-
mine whether a patient in a vegetative state
has conscious thought.

Positron emission tomography (PET),
another standard tool of cognitive neuro-
scientists, also has medical promise. Clini-

cians already use PET to distinguish
Alzheimer’s disease from other types
of dementia, and they are investigat-
ing ways to use PET to diagnose
Alzheimer’s and other diseases before
symptoms appear—and before sub-
stantial structural damage to the brain
has occurred. Some scientists even

envision a day when real-time images of
a patient’s neural activity will provide a
treatment for chronic pain or guide therapy
sessions for psychiatric disorders.

Obstacles remain, even for developing
routine diagnostic applications, but many
experts say clinical uses of these brain-
research tools are long overdue. “There’s no
question it’s the future of my field,” says John
Ulmer, a radiologist at the Medical College
of Wisconsin in Milwaukee and president of
the American Society of Functional Neuro-
radiology (ASFNR), a group founded in
2004 to promote clinical applications of
brain-imaging tools such as fMRI and PET.
“It’s not going to revolutionize the treatment
of brain diseases with one broad stroke, but
it’s entering the clinical realm gradually, and
it’s going to continue to grow.”

Old school. Pneumoencephalography was unpleasant
for patients and produced fuzzy x-ray images of the
brain (inset). C
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A “spectacular result”
The case study reported in this week’s issue of
Science (see related Perspective on p. 1395)
hints at how measures of neural activity can
provide a dramatically different picture of the
brain than that gleaned from now-routine
structural MRI scans. Adrian Owen, a neuro-
scientist at the Medical Research Council
Cognition and Brain Sciences Unit in Cam-
bridge, U.K., and his team used fMRI to
examine brain function in a young woman
who sustained severe head injuries last year in
a traffic accident. Five months after the acci-
dent, she was unresponsive, unable to com-
municate, and met the clinical criteria for veg-
etative state.

However, fMRI scans showed that lan-
guage-processing regions of her brain
became active when words were spoken to
her but not when she was exposed to non-
speech sounds. Sentences containing
ambiguous words such as “creek/creak” acti-
vated additional language regions, as they do
in healthy people. These findings indicated
that she retained some ability to process lan-
guage, Owen says.

In another test, the researchers instructed
the woman to picture herself playing tennis or
walking through her house. In healthy people,
imagining each activity activates a different
set of brain areas involved in planning move-
ments. The patient’s fMRI scans showed an
identical pattern—clear evidence, Owen and
colleagues say, that she made a conscious
decision to follow their instructions. 

Although some researchers aren’t con-
vinced Owen’s team has cinched the case for
consciousness in this woman, most agree that
the fMRI scans reveal evidence of cognition
that could not have been anticipated from
standard MRI scans. “It’s a spectacular
result,” says Nicholas Schiff, a neurologist at
Columbia University. 

Owen hopes to build on this work to
develop a battery of fMRI tests for measuring
cognitive functions in brain-damaged patients
who are unable to communicate. He says this
approach might someday be used to cus-
tomize a patient’s rehabilitation. For instance,
if a patient’s fMRI scans revealed an incapac-
itated visual system but a working auditory
system, therapists could employ speech and
sound. It’s a wonderful idea, says Schiff, but a
“staggering” amount of work is needed to
make it happen.

Yet fMRI has already made some clinical
inroads, most notably in presurgical planning.
For example, patients with tumors in the left

frontal lobe of the brain present an especially
tricky challenge for neurosurgeons trying to
remove the cancer without destroying nearby
brain tissue that controls speech and move-
ment. Ulmer and his colleagues have been
using fMRI to map out the brain regions
responsible for these functions in presurgical
patients, and they’ve recently added on an
MRI method called diffusion tensor imaging
(DTI) to map the tracts of axons conveying
information from one brain region to another.
Surgeons use this road map to determine how
to reach a tumor and how much tissue to
remove, Ulmer says. “We’ve seen a fivefold
decrease in neurological complications with
[combined fMRI and DTI] mapping for left
frontal lobe tumors at our institution,” he says.

Researchers and clinicians are still experi-
menting with DTI, and most hospitals don’t
have the equipment and expertise to use it.

More physicians have already embraced
fMRI. In 2004, 30% of neuroradiologists
responding to an ASFNR survey reported that
their institutions used fMRI for presurgical
planning; with nearly double that number
expecting to use it.

Scientists are also excited about using fMRI
in the early diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease.
Although there are currently no drugs capable
of slowing the disease’s rampage through the
brain, early diagnosis will be key if such drugs
are found. Otherwise, any intervention may be
too late to reverse the damage done. 

In 2004, Michael Greicius, a neurologist at
Stanford University School of Medicine in
Palo Alto, California, and colleagues reported
in the Proceedings of the National Academy
of Sciences (PNAS) that they’d used fMRI to
distinguish people with mild Alzheimer’s dis-
ease from healthy elderly people. Alzheimer’s
patients at rest had less activity in a “default
network” of brain regions, first identified by
Raichle and colleagues, that includes certain
regions of the cerebral cortex and the hip-

pocampus, a crucial memory region. Such
changes probably reflect a long-term decline
in cellular metabolism caused by the disease,
Greicius says. Although other researchers
have argued that using fMRI to monitor brain
activity in subjects engaged in memory tests
should be the most sensitive way to pick up
early signs of Alzheimer’s disease, Greicius
fears that smaller hospitals may not have the
expertise to do task-activated fMRI. His
approach—if it proves its merit in larger tri-
als—would be far easier to use. “It’s the sort
of thing that could be done at a community
hospital, where a technician presses a button
and says, ‘Keep your eyes closed,’ and the
software does the rest.”

Scott Small, a neurologist at Columbia
University, is taking what he thinks is a more
targeted approach to picking up early signs of
Alzheimer’s disease. Like Greicius, he’s using

fMRI to look for long-
term changes in brain
metabolism rather
than for short-term
changes  in  b ra in
activity evoked by a
task. But instead of
using BOLD fMRI,
wh i c h  m e a s u r e s
blood oxygenation
and is widely used by
researchers to infer
neural activity, Small
has been working to
ref ine a variant of
fMRI that measures a
different indicator of

metabolic activity, blood volume.
There’s an emerging consensus that

Alzheimer’s disease strikes the hippocampus
first and afflicts some parts of the structure
before others, Small says. The blood-flow
method provides better spatial resolution—
enough to distinguish hippocampal sub-
regions—and is easier to interpret than
BOLD fMRI, Small says. His studies on ani-
mal models of Alzheimer’s disease and pre-
liminary work with people suggest that the
earliest detectable sign of the disease is
reduced metabolism in the entorhinal cortex, a
region closely connected to the hippocampus.
Small and colleagues at Columbia now have
a grant from the National Institute on Aging
to evaluate the diagnostic potential of the
method in up to 1000 elderly people. 

Neurologists’ PET
In the Alzheimer’s arena, fMRI is a step or
two behind PET. So-called FDG-PET, which
measures glucose uptake in the brain,
another metabolic indicator and proxy for

www.sciencemag.org SCIENCE VOL 313 8 SEPTEMBER 2006 1377
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Inside look. Long used in research, PET brain imaging
is gaining a foothold in neurological practice.
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Signs of trouble. In PET scans, PIB lights up regions of β-amyloid accumulation
(red-yellow) in an Alzheimer’s patient (left) but not in a healthy control (right).
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neural activity, has been used in recent years
to distinguish Alzheimer’s disease (which
reduces metabolism in temporal lobe struc-
tures such as the hippocampus) from fron-
totemporal dementia (which reduces metab-
olism in the frontal lobes) in people with
signs of dementia. It’s become more popular
since Medicare began reimbursing doctors
for the procedure in 2004. 

FDG-PET has also shown promise for
detecting Alzheimer’s disease before symp-
toms appear. In a study reported in PNAS in
2001, a team led by Mony de Leon, a neurol-
ogist at New York University, used FDG-PET
to monitor glucose metabolism in the brains
of 48 healthy elderly volunteers. Three years
after those initial scans, 11 of the volunteers
had developed moderate cognitive impair-
ments and one had developed Alzheimer’s
disease. Reduced metabolism in the entorhi-
nal cortex during the initial scanning session
was the measure that best predicted which
people experienced a subsequent decline,
de Leon and colleagues reported.

His team has recently completed a study of
a larger group of elderly people followed for
longer periods of time. “With FDG-PET, we

can pick up changes [in the brain] 9 years
before the onset of symptoms,” says de Leon.
He adds that work from his group and others
suggests that maximizing the sensitivity and
accuracy of diagnostic tests will require com-
bining FDG-PET with other biomarkers, such
as levels of Alzheimer’s-related compounds
like β amyloid and tau in the cerebrospinal
fluid. A more comprehensive evaluation of
FDG-PET’s diagnostic promise should come
from the 5-year, $60 million Alzheimer’s

Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI),
a federally funded longitudinal study of
800 elderly people, half of whom will receive
an FDG-PET scan.

ADNI will also investigate another poten-
tial use of PET: imaging β amyloid, the main
ingredient in the β-amyloid plaques that are a
defining characteristic Alzheimer’s disease. In
2002, researchers hailed the long-awaited dis-
covery of a radioactive compound that makes
it possible to see β amyloid in the brains of
living people (Science, 2 August 2002, p. 752).
Several pharmaceutical companies are

already using this compound, called PIB, in
clinical trials to monitor the effectiveness of
candidate Alzheimer’s drugs aimed at reduc-
ing β-amyloid buildup in the brain, says PIB
co-inventor William Klunk, a neurologist at
the University of Pittsburgh in Pennsylvania.
In July, the Alzheimer’s Association
announced a $2.1 million grant that will
enable ADNI-funded researchers to incorpo-
rate PIB PET scans into their studies to evalu-
ate the method as a diagnostic test for

Alzheimer’s disease. 
The original ver-

sion of PIB utilizes a
radioactive isotope—
carbon-11—with a
h a l f - l i f e  o f  j u s t
20 minutes, limiting

its use to hospitals with easy access to a
cyclotron. Klunk, in partnership with GE
Healthcare, has recently developed a version
of PIB based on fluorine-18, which has a
far more convenient 120-minute half-life.
The first research studies with F-18 PIB in
humans should be under way by the end of
this year, Klunk says. 

Several other PET-compatible β-amyloid-
imaging compounds are under investigation
around the country. “These are coming fast
and furious,” says Kenneth Marek, a neurolo-
gist and president of the Institute for Neu-
rodegenerative Disorders, a nonprof it
research institute in New Haven, Connecticut.

PET markers are also in the works for
Parkinson’s disease—and one is already in
clinical use in Europe. A marker called
DaTSCAN, also developed by GE Health-
care, uses radioactive iodine to label
dopamine transporters, proteins in nerve
terminals that recycle the neurotransmitter
dopamine after i t’s  released into the
synapse. Such methods provide a general
indicator of whether the dopamine system,
which breaks down in Parkinson’s patients,
is working properly, Marek says, and in
principle they should be able to spot trou-
ble before a clinician can. “By the time
you’ve developed symptoms, you’ve prob-
ably lost 50% of these dopamine trans-
porters,” he says.

Marek and colleagues have investigated
another compound that labels dopamine
transporters, β-CIT. In pilot studies using sin-
gle-photon-emission computed tomography,
a method similar to PET, it showed promise
for distinguishing Parkinson’s disease from
other movement disorders. In a group of 35
suspected Parkinson’s patients referred by a
community neurologist to a movement-disor-
ders specialist, the imaging results with β-CIT
agreed with the patients’ ultimate diagnosis
more than 90% of the time—an improvement
over the 75% accuracy of the initial diagnosis
made by the referring doctors, the researchers
reported in 2004 in the Archives of Neurology.

Blood loss. Less blood
volume (cooler colors) in
the entorhinal cortex
distinguishes a patient
with early Alzheimer’s
disease (left) from a healthy
elderly person (right).

Burning pain. As they seek to minimize computer-generated flames, chronic pain patients in an fMRI
machine are actually trying to quell neural activity in pain-processing regions of their brains (right).
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Extinguishing pain’s flame
Some researchers argue that the clinical uses
of PET and fMRI won’t be limited to diag-
nosing brain disorders. In the 20 December
2005 PNAS, neuroscientists reported using
fMRI to teach people with chronic pain to
monitor and control their own brain activ-
ity—a high-tech version of biofeedback.
The research team included scientists from
Stanford and the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and was led by Christopher
deCharms, a neuroscientist and president of
Omneuron, a start-up company in Menlo
Park, California.

Each patient slid into an fMRI scanner
and watched a computer-generated flame
flickering on a monitor. The intensity of the
flame reflected, with a few seconds’ delay,
neural activity picked up by the scanner in
the patient’s right anterior cingulate cortex,
a region implicated in pain perception. The
patients who best learned to minimize the
flame reported the greatest reduction of
pain symptoms immediately after the ses-
sion. Another group of patients whose
flames were fed by neural activity in their
posterior cingulate cortex, an area not asso-
ciated with pain processing, showed no
such reduction.

“I thought this was enormously clever,”
says Raichle. Biofeedback has been tried pre-
viously for chronic pain, he says, but this is
the first attempt to specifically target the brain
regions that process pain. DeCharms’s team is
now doing a larger trial with weekly neuro-
feedback sessions for pain patients and fol-
lowing up to see how long the effect lasts.

Omneuron is also experimenting with
real-time fMRI to assist psychotherapy. The
firm’s preliminary work has been in people
with obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD).
Last year, at the annual meeting of the Orga-
nization for Human Brain Mapping,
deCharms and colleagues described the
method. Patients with OCD lie in the scan-
ner, where they see the computer-generated
flame, as well as a video link to their thera-
pist, who sits in the control booth and also
keeps an eye on the flame.

It’s far too early to say whether the
method will work. One of the central chal-
lenges, deCharms says, is determining the
best brain areas to fuel the flames. Fortu-
nately, he adds, functional neuroimaging
methods such as fMRI have already pro-
vided many clues about what regions are
involved in many psychiatric disorders.
“The big question for us is, ‘How can we
take this nearly 20 years of research and
turn it into clinical applications?’ ”

–GREG MILLER
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CHANGBAISHAN NATURE RESERVE, CHINA—

To many Chinese, Changbai Mountain,
whose jagged volcanic summit cups a crater
lake on the border of North Korea, is the
fatherland of Manchurian emperors who rose
to power during the Qing Dynasty 4 centuries
ago. Koreans, meanwhile, revere the iconic
peak, which they call Paektu, as the birth-
place of their culture and the nerve center of
resistance to Japanese colonial rule in the
1930s and ’40s. For scientists, Changbai is
precious for another reason: It’s a unique
set of ecosystems under siege. Now, a new
Chinese initiative aims to save it.

Changbaishan Nature Reserve, the
largest protected temperate forest in the
world, is home to endangered Siberian
tigers and the last stands of virgin Korean
pine-mixed hardwood on the planet. It’s
“one of the most spectacular and relatively
undisturbed ranges in China,” says Burton
Barnes, a forest ecologist at the University
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, who conducted
research here in the 1980s and early ’90s.
But aggressive logging along the reserve’s
Chinese edge, and conversion to croplands
on the Korean side,  threaten to turn
Changbai into “an oasis in a sea of clear-
cutting,” says Wang Shaoxian, director of

the Jilin Changbai Mountain Academy of
Sciences (JCMAS). 

The reserve, roughly half the size of
New York’s Long Island, is also under
increasing pressure from the inside. Chinese
hot-spring resorts and Korean revolutionary
museums on Changbai’s flanks—the
rugged, isolated terrain provided cover for
the resistance—have transformed the
reserve into a tourist mecca.

Hoping to counter these threats to the frag-
ile ecosystems, the Chinese government this
year designated Changbaishan, or “Perpetu-
ally White Mountain,” as a major research ini-
tiative in its latest 5-year plan. It’s pouring
money into new facilities and projects, includ-
ing a biodiversity survey and a study of how to
better manage the Changbai ecosystems. The
venerated mountain may also become a
symbol of science transcending boundaries.
Chinese and North Korean forest ecologists,
who have had scant contact in recent years, are
discussing the potential for collaborations at
Changbai. From the vantage of local authori-
ties, such cooperation “would be incredibly
possible,” says Ding Zhihui, deputy director of
the Jilin Changbaishan Protection, Develop-
ment, and Management Committee.

A research stint at Changbai has long

A Threatened Nature Reserve
Breaks Down Asian Borders
Chinese and Koreans share a love of Changbai Mountain, which straddles their border.

Now that the area is under threat, the two sides may join hands to save it

ECOLOGY

Priceless. Changbai’s stunning
vistas are drawing increasing
numbers of tourists—and increas-
ing pressures on the landscape.
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been a rite of passage for many
Chinese researchers. Biologists,
volcanologists, and meteorolo-
gists would winter at a cliff-hug-
ging station with stunning views
of Heaven Lake (in Korean,
Lake Chon). “That time of year,
it’s like the North Pole here,” says
Dai Limin of the Institute of
Applied Ecology in Shenyang.
Temperatures can plunge below
–40°C, and heavy snowfalls make
the winding road up the peak
impassable for months. Only in
2001 did the hardy winter crews
finally yield to automated sta-
tions. Year-round observations,
especially volcanic monitoring,
are critical, says Wang. Changbai
has been quiet since minor erup-
tions in 1597, 1688, and 1702.
“It’s due,” Wang says. Chinese
spas are deemed within striking
distance of future lava flows.

Once the snow melts, the high-
lands teem with researchers. The
Chinese Academy of Sciences
(CAS) runs Changbai like a scientific boot
camp, deploying an army of grad students and
young researchers each summer. The ringlike
ecological zones that change with altitude are
a top draw. From the sky, the demarcation of
forest types appears like a target, with the
2700-meter summit as the bull’s-eye. “It’s very
unusual to have distinct ecological zones so
easily observable in one area,” says Wang.
Outside the reserve, he notes, one would have
to hopscotch thousands of kilometers to see
all the forest zones on display at Changbai.

Barnes and other U.S. ecologists have
made scientific pilgrimages to Changbai. “I
was very impressed with the beauty and
diversity of the area,” says Mark Harmon of
Oregon State University, Corvallis. “The
buzz of the bees in the basswood trees was
just amazing.” With CAS colleagues, Hank
Shugart of the University of Virginia, Char-
lottesville, is using Changbaishan as a test
bed for modeling vegetation response to cli-
mate change across Eurasia.

But scientific affection has not translated
into robust protection. “Although no tree is
allowed to be logged within the reserve, bio-
diversity has been degraded due to other
human activities,” says Guofan Shao of Pur-
due University in West Lafayette, Indiana,
who has mapped forest zones at Changbai.
The most severe disturbances stem from the
harvesting of two valuable commodities:
ginseng roots and pine nuts. Wild ginseng is
disappearing, so forest plots are cleared for

ginseng plantations, causing erosion. And
the removal of pine nuts impairs regenera-
tion and forces animals such as the gray
squirrel or the spotted nutcracker that feed
on the nuts to find other food sources or die
out. Local authorities, for the first time, have
banned the collection of pine nuts in the
reserve this year. As a result, says Shao,
“they basically have to send people to guard
the forest” during the summer months.

Jilin authorities created
JCMAS earlier this year to
strengthen and coordinate
research in the reserve. Although
Changbai boasts a panoply of
life, including more than 2000
plant species, “there has never
been a systematic survey,” says
Wang. Just such an initiative
started last December and should
be completed this autumn, he
says. JCMAS plans to work with
universities and CAS institutes
to compile a DNA library of the
reserve’s flora and fauna. And
Barnes says a comparison of
Changbaishan’s ecosystems
with similar regions in Japan
and eastern North America,
“before further development
renders them fragmented and
domesticated, is of the highest
international priority.”

Such work would undergird an
ambitious attempt to “balance the
competing interests of tourism
and environmental protection,”

Wang says. Down the road, he says, saving
Changbai may mean extending the reserve’s
boundaries, which could require resettlement
of villagers. Support for such a drastic meas-
ure might get a boost if UNESCO declares
Changbai a World Heritage Site as expected in
2008, prompting a management and research
policy vetted by international experts.

Chinese officials hope to kick off coopera-
tion with North Korea in advance of World
Heritage designation. “We’re very interested in
working with them to restore the ecosystems,”
says Wang. Since spring, he explains, the
Chinese government has been providing
“much more encouragement” for contacts with
North Korean researchers. “The quality of their
scientists is high,” says Dai, who in 2002 visited
North Korea’s lakeshore research station, at the
bottom of a zigzagging staircase hundreds of
meters long that’s visible from the Chinese
side. And exploratory talks have begun on
involving U.S. researchers in projects with
North Korea and China. Barnes, for one, is
eager. North Korea’s forests “are one of the
least well known to Western ecologists of any in
the temperate zone,” he says. 

Wang should be in a position to host col-
laborations in autumn 2007, when JCMAS
expects to complete construction of a new
research building. In the meantime, he and
his colleagues are happy to see a treasure of
two cultures finally getting the scientific
attention it deserves.

–RICHARD STONE
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Reaching out. Wang Shaoxian hopes to work with
North Korean scientists to restore Changbai’s
embattled ecosystems.

Bald spots. Logging and clear-cutting for crops have broadened the mountain’s
bare patches, indicated in pink on this Landsat map.
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Males—who needs them? Not the man-
grove killifish. Made up primarily of her-
maphrodites, the species reproduces just
fine without the masculine touch. Yet male
killifish do exist and can play a role in the
species’ survival, says John Avise, an evo-
lutionary geneticist at the University of
California (UC), Irvine. He and his col-
leagues have now shown that mangrove
killifish are part of a select group of ani-
mals that use this unusual reproductive
strategy, known as androdioecy.

This particular killif ish “is the single
species of any vertebrate that is doing
this,” says Stephen Weeks, an evolutionary
ecologist at the University of Akron, Ohio.

Among androdioecious species, which
include certain clam shrimp, barnacles,
and nematodes, most individuals have a
single gonad that produces both eggs and
sperm, which meet internally before the
eggs leave the body. But in each of these
species, a few diehard males exist.

Until recently, evolutionary biologists
considered androdioecy to be a transitory
phase that occurs while a species, depend-
ing on its need for either genetic diversity
or reproductive self-sufficiency, switches
from two separate sexes to hermaphroditic,
or vice versa. One reason is that “it’s a high
evolutionary hurdle” for males to persist
among hermaphrodites, explains Loren
Rieseberg, an ecologist at the University of
British Columbia, Vancouver. “Males need
twice the fertility of hermaphrodites.”

Weeks has found that clam shrimp have
no trouble jumping this hurdle, suggesting
that for at least some species androdioecy
is a viable, long-term solution. He recently
added nine new species of clam shrimp to
the list of androdioecious shrimp, for a
total of 13. Moreover, the phylogeny and
biogeography of these species indicate that
this male-hermaphrodite strategy has
lasted between 24 million and 180 million
years, Weeks and his colleagues reported
online in the 6 December 2005 Proceed-
ings of the Royal Society B.

Avise is just beginning to piece together
the story of the mangrove killifish. It lives
in the muck around the roots of mangroves
in the Caribbean and along the coasts of
South Florida and northern South Amer-
ica, hanging out in crab burrows and dead

logs. Self-fertilization by the hermaphro-
dites yields offspring that are virtual clones
of the parent, which is why researchers
once expected to see little genetic diversity
among killifish at any particular location.

But 15 years ago, ichthyologist Bruce
Turner of Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University in Blacksburg discov-
ered that certain populations had unexpect-
edly high levels of genetic diversity. He
proposed that these fish might have unusu-
ally high mutation rates or that fish immi-
grating from other populations were the
source of this variation. “Turner had it
wrong,” says Avise.

Working with colleagues, including
Mark Mackiewicz of the University of
Georgia, Athens, Andrey Tatarenkov of
UC Irvine, and Turner himself, Avise col-
lected killif ish from along the Florida
coast and analyzed their DNA. The group
focused on 35 markers, DNA sequences
called microsatellites, along the genome.
In each population, the researchers found
some individuals whose microsatellites
were vir tually identical.  But, as they
reported online 5 July in the Proceedings
of the Royal Society B, some samples con-
tained a few individuals whose DNA dif-

fered at so many markers that it raised sus-
picions that there was a second parent
somewhere in the picture.

As far back as the 1960s, ichthyologists
had demonstrated that they could, in the
lab, produce male mangrove killif ish by
keeping self-fer tilized eggs cool, for
instance, or by growing immature her-
maphrodites at high temperature. But little
was known about what conditions pro-
duced males in the wild.

Avise and his team found very few
males among the killif ish collected in
Florida or the Bahamas. But when they
repeated the study with fish from Belize,
10% to 20% of the catches were male.
And DNA analyses revealed dramatic dif-
ferences in diversity among killifish from
the various locations. Those from any one
spot in the Bahamas or Florida were
genetically similar, whereas members of
Belize populations varied in their genetic
makeup about as much as would be
expected had they been following the typ-
ical male-female reproductive strategy,
the researchers reported in the 27 June
Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences. More recently, Avise’s group
has conf irmed in lab experiments that
these males mate with the hermaphrodites
and produce viable young that spice up
the genetic diversity. They will report
these results in an upcoming issue of the
Journal of Heredity.

The existence of androdioecy in species
as different as killifish and shrimp indicates
that “there must be underlying biological
commonalities in the kinds of selection
pressures … and the evolutionary responses
involved,” says Avise. Weeks and other
researchers think this strategy has worked
so well—and for so long—in clam shrimp
because they live in ephemeral pools and
often find themselves trapped in new places
sans partners. The widespread distribution
of killifish suggests that it, too, is a good
colonizer and that hermaphroditism may
facilitate that skill, Avise adds.

But David Bechler, an ichthyologist at
Valdosta State University in Georgia, sus-
pects that hermaphrodites won’t always
have the upper hand among these killifish.
Both he and Avise agree that mangrove kil-
lif ish were once a two-sex species. And
although conditions now favor hermaphro-
dites, the high proportion of males in
Belize suggests that the low genetic diver-
sity is becoming a handicap. “What we are
seeing is male evolution reoccurring,”
Bechler suggests.

–ELIZABETH PENNISI

Sex and the Single Killifish
Males seem to be superfluous in one fish species but may come in handy when genetic

diversity is needed

EVOLUTIONARY ECOLOGY

Going it alone. Neither the mangrove killifish (bottom)
nor the clam shrimp (top) needs a male to reproduce.
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Listen. As you read, tiny hair cells in your
inner ear amplify and convert sound waves
into electrical signals that can alert you to
the output of your iPod or the approach of a
subway train. Similar structures on other
animals, such as seal whiskers and the hairs
on spider legs, help those organisms to
track prey and evade predators. Now, engi-
neers and biologists have developed the
world’s first functional artificial hair cell to
mimic one of nature’s most widespread and
versatile data-collecting systems: the lat-
eral lines of fish.

In a paper published in an August issue of
EURASIP Journal on Applied Signal Pro-
cessing, engineer Chang Liu of the University
of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, describes
how biologically inspired microstructures
enable a model f ish to locate and track a
dipole source. Real fish use a linear swatch of
hair cells on their sides, known as the lateral
line, to coordinate group movements, avoid
predators, and otherwise navigate. “I’m
thrilled to see this,” says Jeannette Yen, direc-
tor of the Center for Biologically Inspired
Design at the Georgia Institute of Technology
in Atlanta. “It shows that we do understand
the biological system well enough to make a
mimic that works in a similar way.” 

Morley Stone, a former program man-
ager at the U.S. Defense Advanced Research

Projects Agency (DARPA), which funds Liu
under a project called BioSenSE (Biolog-
ical Sensory Structure Emulation), hopes
that artificial hair cells might someday be
used to navigate crewless underwater vehi-
cles too small to be equipped with cameras.
The hair cells would greatly expand under-
water imaging capacities beyond those now
generated by sonar
or cameras, he
notes. “When you
look through a
soda  straw, it’s

hard to get an idea of what your world looks
like,” says Stone.

Like their analogs in real fish, Liu’s hair
cells work by measuring the movement of
nearby water. Most commercial flow sensors
measure the change in electrical resistance
when flowing water cools a heated metal
wire. Although Liu has also developed lateral-
line arrays using more conventional “hot
wire” technology, his hair sensors, by con-
trast, are activated by force. These are made
using a standard microfabrication technique
called photolithography to carve polymers
into long, flexible, narrow strands about 500 to
700 micrometers long and 80 micrometers in
diameter. The strands are rooted in a silicon
base called a pedal, creating a minuscule
lever. When the hairs are bent, the strain on

the pedal causes a change in electrical poten-
tial that correlates to flow velocity.

Liu tested his lateral-line array by
installing it in an artificial fish. The model
was attached via a rod to an agile motion stage
whose positioning was directed by signals
received by the fish in response to a wriggling
dipole source. Although Liu’s array used only
16 hairs rather than the 100 usually found on
real fish, the artificial fish was able to target
and track the moving source.

The BioSenSE team includes biologists,
neurologists, engineers, and mathematical
modelers, all working to reverse-engineer
nature’s blueprint. “This is one of the
largest international groups we’ve been
able to pull together,” says Stone. For exam-

ple, Sheryl Coombs,
a neurobiologist at
Bowling Green State
University in Ohio,
has collected data on
the spatial distribu-
tion of pressure along
the la teral  l ine of
real f ish to develop
algorithms sensitive
enough to process the
wealth of information
gleaned by Liu’s sen-

sors. That information
was then validated by numerical simula-
tions carried out by biologist-engineer
Joseph Humphrey of the University of
Virginia, Charlottesville, and applied to the
programming efforts of Douglas Jones, an
engineer at the University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign. “It illustrates the best
of this new set of collaborations between
biologists and engineers,” says Steven
Vogel of Duke University in Durham,
North Carolina, who studies biomechanics.

Coombs’s experiments show that even
blinded fish still orient themselves toward
movement via a “map of touch” created by
their sensory system. Abroad, zoologists
Horst Bleckmann of the University of Bonn
in Germany and Friedrich Barth of the Uni-
versity of Vienna in Austria are studying
seals and spiders, respectively, for potential
applications in both underwater tracking and
airborne drones.

At Iowa State University in Ames, engi-
neer Vladimir Tsukruk and his team used a
synthetic hydrogel to mimic the soft cupula
tissues surrounding fish hair cells that help
relay information. The gel both protects
the hairs against corrosion and makes them
10 times more sensitive. Liu’s hair sensors
can detect flows slower than 1 millimeter
per second, half the rate of conventional

Artificial Arrays Could Help 
Submarines Make Like a Fish
An interdisciplinary team has developed nanostructures that mimic how marine

animals hunt, evade prey, and stay in the swim of things 

BIOENGINEERING

Close-up. Researchers modeled flow sensors on tiny hair cells found on fish such as this mottled sculpin.
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sensors. However, increasing the
sensitivity of the sensor is a
double-edged sword, says Liu,
because of the added burden of
f iltering out unwanted noise.
Scientists are using fish biology
as a guide to tackle that problem
as well, managing to mimic their
hair cells’ structural alignment
that allows f ish to weed out
background noise.  

Although the sensors were
developed primarily to help guide
small, robotic vehicles, Liu sug-
gests that they could also assist
submarines. For example, sub-
marines now employ passive sonar to avoid
giving away their position. But because that
technology reads signals generated by noise,
it cannot detect a stationary submarine or the
subtle vortexes shed by large rocks. In addi-
tion, active sonar requires the emitted “ping”
to travel away from the ship so that the feed-
back can be analyzed. That constraint creates
a blind zone around the craft that makes subs

vulnerable to sabotage by bomb-carrying
divers, says Liu.

Liu says that his array can eliminate that
problem by detecting movement within a
radius of about three to four times the
length of the vessel, 200 meters or less for a
full-sized submarine. Liu’s hair cells are
sensitive enough to detect both divers and
large, unmoving bodies such as rock faces

that are normally invisible in dark or murky
conditions. Hair-cell sensors also have
shown the potential to track other sub-
marines based on wakes created minutes
before, just as seals use their whiskers to
track their prey. To turn those applications
into reality, however, the artificial hair cells
must be robust enough to withstand a
marine environment.

Scientists can also imagine nonmilitary
applications for the sensors. Changing the
shape of the hair, Liu speculates, could yield
vibration or tactile sensors in addition to flow
sensors. Scaling up production could lower
the cost of semiconductor sensors from $12 to
$1 per unit, opening up markets as diverse as
sneakers, MP3 players, and stress gauges in
buildings in earthquake-prone areas.

Despite the many challenges, Stone pre-
dicts that DARPA will pick up the project for
a second term beginning this fall. And if all
goes well, someday hair cells might alert
your iPod as well as your ear to the rumbling
of an approaching subway train.

–BRIAHNA GRAY
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Eight years ago, Dan Costa tagged nine ele-
phant seals to learn how the sea mammals
would respond to an expected El Niño event, a
shift in a cold-water current in the Pacific.
Sensors glued to the seals’ backs were
designed to record the depth at which they
dived and the temperature of the water, while
transmitters glued to their heads gave out their
position. Once tagged, the giant pinipeds lum-
bered out from their rookery on Año Nuevo
Island near Santa Cruz, California. Some
went to the Aleutian Islands, others to the Gulf
of Alaska, and a third group shot straight out
West into the central Pacific.

After one season, the seals returned to
Año Nuevo toting detailed records of 75,000
dives in the North Pacific. Costa, a biologist
at the University of California, Santa Cruz,
learned that the seals dive more frequently
and deeper than previously thought—
some 60 times a day, routinely as far down
as 600 meters, and sometimes as deep as
2000 meters. In the last decade, tagging of

this kind has given researchers increasingly
sophisticated data from fishes, turtles, seals,
and whales, revolutionizing our under-
standing of how they behave
under the surface (Science,
11 August, p. 775).

But in addition to
the bounty of informa-
tion on the animals’
movements, their dives
also pointed to a new method
for scooping up hard-to-get infor-
mation about the ocean that’s useful for
climate research. The method promises a
wealth of physical data from the deep that
will soon dwarf the amount gathered by
ships and research buoys. And whereas the

first wave of tagged elephant seals could
only record depth and temperature, today’s
more sophisticated tags also capture salinity.
“Different water masses have unique tem-
perature and salinity signatures, and these
can be used to trace the origin of the oceanic
water in a given region,” says Costa.

Researchers want to learn about tempera-
tures and water density in the polar regions,
for example, because they affect circulation
and climate. James Hansen, chief of NASA’s
Goddard Institute for Space Studies in New

York City, says that although researchers
have collected data from the upper

layers of most of the oceans,
the polar regions are poorly

covered. With support
from ocean scientists,
Costa and others are
now tagging animals in
these less explored
areas, taking advan-
tage of their ability to

reach places where no
machines can go.

Seals as lab assistants 
Looking over the collection of

75,000 depth profiles from elephant
seals, Costa and his team thought the results
might interest oceanographers. “But we had
no idea what to do with the data, who to give it
to, or how to prepare it,” he recalls. That sum-

Sea Animals Get Tagged for 
Double-Duty Research
Elephant seals and other deep-diving species are providing an unexpected boost to

a global oceanographic database

CLIMATE SCIENCE

The right bent. The artificial hair cells are only 500 to 700
micrometers long and can be adapted to function as both vibration
and tactile sensors. 

In  depth.  The f requent ,
deep dives of California
elephant seals provide a
weal th of  informat ion
about the ocean.
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mer, Costa presented the findings on El Niño’s
effects on elephant seals (surprisingly slight)
at a meeting at the Scripps Institution of
Oceanography in San Diego, California.

In the audience sat George Boehlert, then
a lab chief at the U.S. National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
“This was incredible data,” recalls Boehlert,
now head of Oregon State University’s
Hatfield Marine Science Center in Newport.
“I was really surprised at the frequency of
the dives and how deep these seals go.” After
the presentation, Boehlert told Costa he
knew how to check the figures against exist-
ing data and, if they were accurate, how to

enter them into a massive depot called the
World Ocean Database (WOD).

NOAA had funded the database to hold
records from ships and submarines. Later, it
added data from its 2500 “Argo” buoys,
which drift around the world at about
1000 meters below the ocean’s surface, ris-
ing every 10 days to transmit temperature
profiles. According to Sydney Levitus, the
NOAA scientist who manages the database,
each year Argo buoys provide 100,000 depth
profiles, whereas other buoys, ships, and
submarines provide about 140,000.

Back in 1998, Boehlert recalls, few
oceanographers knew about animal elec-
tronic tags, and “among those who knew,
there was a great deal of skepticism about
the quality of the data.” But the data proved

reliable after being checked against profiles
obtained by ships and satellites. So the
75,000 profiles from elephant seals were
added to the ocean database. Boehlert,
Costa, and Levitus also published a proof-
of-concept paper in 2001 in the Journal of
Atmospheric and Oceanic Technology. “You
can’t understand a climate system without
knowing what’s going on at depth,” Levitus
says. “So we want all the data we can get.”

But the flow quickly dried up. What hap-
pened? After the California elephant seal
study, Costa says, “we stumbled around try-
ing to get funds to get tags, but we got noth-
ing for years. We reused the tags we had,” he

adds, but “we had no money to pay someone
to process the data.” Although he and
Levitus had shown the utility of the data for
oceanography, that community has been
slow to recognize its value—and to seek
funding from the relevant federal agencies.

But that situation is changing, as inter-
est  in using tagging data for  ocean
research is on the rise. Since 2000, the
Tagging of Pacific Pelagics (TOPP) pro-
gram, funded mostly by private founda-
tions, has been tagging 23 species in the
Pacif ic Ocean. Seven of those species—
the air-breathing ones that carry location
transmitters—now produce about 1 mil-
lion depth/temperature prof iles a year.
And TOPP hopes to format the data and
deposit it in WOD within a year.

Under the ice 
Two years ago, Costa and a team from Old
Dominion University in Virginia won a
3-year, $800,000 grant from the National
Science Foundation to join colleagues from
France, the United Kingdom, and Australia in
a program called Southern Elephant Seals as
Oceanographic Sensors. The group is tagging
70 southern elephant seals, who then spend
much of their time diving and feeding under
the Antarctic pack ice. As they go about their
business, the seals are gathering more than
10,000 profiles a year.

Antarctic data are critical for the study of
ocean circulation, says Steve Rintoul, a
U.S. oceanographer based at the Antarctic Cli-
mate and Ecosystems Cooperative Research
Center in Hobart, Australia. Surface waters
cool and become denser in the polar regions,
sinking several kilometers to the ocean bottom.
Warm water then flows in, creating the so-
called thermohaline circulation. This process
controls how much heat and carbon dioxide is
stored by the ocean, influencing the rate of cli-
mate change. Climate models suggest that
warming at the poles could slow down the cir-
culation, driving further warming. But there are
“almost no measurements,” he says, because
“subs aren’t allowed … in this blind spot” and
the Argo buoys can’t transmit through the ice. 

Meanwhile, Costa has turned over more
than 1 million profiles—a decade of Cali-
fornia elephant seal data—to Steven Bograd,
an oceanographer with NOAA’s Pacif ic
Fisheries Environmental Laboratory in
Pacific Grove, California. Bograd, another
co–principal investigator for TOPP, is har-
monizing and calibrating the data before
comparing them with climatic events in the
past decade, including two El Niño events.
The goal, says Bograd, is to “better under-
stand the mechanisms by which these cli-
mate signals impact the ecosystem.”

So far, the most recent data from animal
tags haven’t gone into the ocean database,
Costa says. “The reason it takes time is that
we’re coming up with much more precise and
reliable methods of defining where the pro-
files were taken than we were in 1999,” he
says. “Five years ago, anything was valuable,
but now it’s compared to the Argo buoys,
which are very precise.”  

How soon might these profiles be ready
for the database? “We’re working on it,”
Costa says. “I think we’ll be able to turn
over 2 years’ worth of data, which is about
25,000 depth profiles, within 6 months.”
Oceanographers and climate researchers
await the promised deluge.

–CHRISTOPHER PALA

Christopher Pala is a writer in Honolulu, Hawaii.

Big picture. Dan Costa’s team has been tagging elephant seals for 10 years at Año Nuevo Island near Santa Cruz.
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I N  T H E  C O U R T S
HITTING THE WALL. A Florida State
University (FSU) chemist who helped invent
the blockbuster cancer drug Taxol has lost a
court battle with his institution over how a

portion of the royal-
ties can be spent. But
Robert Holton should
be getting back an
$11 million gift to
the university from
his foundation. 

Holton, whose
drug earned him and
the Tallahassee school
millions of dollars,
pledged $18.5 million

from a lab account held by the university
toward a new building dedicated to his field,
synthetic chemistry. He sued last year after
FSU announced that the five-story building
would be a general chemistry facility
(Science, 18 November 2005, p. 1101). 

In an oral ruling last week, Circuit Judge
Janet Ferris threw out Holton’s bid to prevent
the university from spending the $18.5 million.
But Ferris told FSU to give back the $11 million
plus interest donated by the MDS Research
Foundation established by Holton. 

The foundation rejected the university’s
offer to return that amount in January because
it also wanted the lab funds, says Michael

Devine, the foundation’s executive director.
Holton may appeal the ruling, he says.

NO BIAS. An employment tribunal has 
ruled that the Roslin Institute in Midlothian,
Scotland, and its former star scientist, Ian
Wilmut, did not commit racial discrimination
against a molecular biologist whom the 
institute fired 2 years ago. But the Edinburgh
tribunal says the researcher, Prim Singh, was
dismissed improperly. 

Singh, 46, who now works at the Leibniz
Center for Medicine and Biological Sciences in
Borstel, Germany, accused Wilmut and the
institute of dismissing his ideas because of his
Asian heritage and sought $1.9 million in dam-
ages. The hearings exposed the dynamics of the
team that created Dolly, the cloned sheep, and
resurrected several old disputes over authorship
and credit (Science, 17 March, p. 1539).

The tribunal ruled that Wilmut had been
subjected to “wholly
unjustified personal
attacks by the
claimant” but faulted
the institute for not
following due process
in dismissing Singh.
He could receive up to
$114,000 in damages
following a final hear-
ing later this month. 

Q: How do you see the lab’s mission

evolving?

Evolution is the right term. The science mis-
sion of the lab will not change, but there will
likely be a rebalancing among the major
thrusts. I expect RHIC and its upgrades to be
active or under construction. The basic energy
sciences’ component will probably become a
larger piece of our portfolio.

Q: What are the challenges you foresee?

We have several—and they are common
to the entire national laboratory system—
worker safety; security, including cyber-
security; and an aging infrastructure. We are
making progress, but fiscal constraints cause
us to move more slowly than I would like.

Q: What science questions most intrigue

you?

My background is in experimental high-
energy and molecular physics, and the funda-
mental questions addressed there continue to
stimulate my personal interest. I have become
particularly interested in the connection
between nuclear and particle science in the
laboratory and astrophysics and cosmology.  

Nuclear physicist Samuel Aronson takes the
helm of the U.S. Department of Energy’s
Brookhaven National Laboratory in Upton,
New York, just as Congress prepares to restore
funding for its Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
(RHIC) and provide money for the design of a
proposed $700 million x-ray source. 
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LEADING BY EXAMPLE. French
astrophysicist Catherine Cesarsky
l a s t  we e k  b e c a m e  t h e  f i r s t
woman to be elected president of
the 9800-member International
Astronomical Union. 

Cesarsky, 63, has been director
general of the European Southern
Observatory since 1999 and led

the design and construction of the
ISOCAM camera on board the Infrared Space Observatory of the European Space Agency.
She previously headed basic research at the French Atomic Energy Commission. 

Cesarsky welcomes the rising number of women graduating with Ph.D.s in astronomy
but says that the challenge of juggling career and family keeps many from reaching their
potential. She says she raised her two children, now adults, by using childcare and working
at night. She willingly accepted some constraints on her career, she says, for the chance “to
have a balanced life.” 

“She is very open, and she has a tremendous astronomical knowledge,” says the union’s
new general secretary, Karel van der Hucht. Cesarsky says she will give all her support to the
union’s working group on women, which was created 3 years ago to monitor the status of
female astronomers and promote gender equality and family-friendly measures.
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Declines in Funding of NIH R01
Research Grants 

FOR MANY YEARS, THE NATIONAL CAUCUS OF BASIC BIOMEDICAL
Science Chairs, an organization of medical school scientific faculty
leaders, has followed U.S. NIH data on the likelihood of investigator-
initiated unsolicited R01 research grant applications being funded
(1–5). Research supported by these grants, which are the mainstay of
research by medical school faculties and other research institutions,
has permitted exploration of new approaches to understanding health
and disease and development of therapies to treat illness. 

We have collected data (6, 7) on the fate of “unamended” (un-
solicited) R01 applications. The unamended R01 represents the orig-
inal application and does not consider resubmissions. NIH classifies
R01 applications into type-1 (new) and type-2 (renewals). Revision
and resubmission of initially rejected type-1 applications improve
the likelihood of eventual funding by a factor of approximately two
(4, 8), with smaller increases for rejected type-2 grants. However,
each revision of a rejected application delays by close to a year the
time required before support can be approved and research initiated.
For type-1 applicants, this is a slow, uncertain process that often leads
to career reevaluation and change by otherwise successful profes-
sional contributors. For an ongoing and previously approved type-2
research activity, rejection casts major doubt on eventual continua-
tion and frequently results in
breaking up teams of highly
trained personnel. Therefore,
success rates for funding initial
applications are of primary im-
portance. It is encouraging that
the review process itself may
soon be accelerated.

The likelihood of funding
type-1 and type-2 unamended,
unsolicited applications reached a
low-point in fiscal year (FY) 1993
and 1994: approximately 12% in
each year for type-1 applications
(9). For type-2 applications, suc-
cess rates were 39 and 37%,
respectively (2). Thereafter, suc-
cess rates of unamended type-1
and type-2 R01 applications
improved somewhat, peaking
between FY 1999 and 2001 (4).

Despite the doubling of the entire NIH budget between FY 1999 and
FY 2003, success rates did not increase (4, 5) (see table). 

Since FY 2002, success rates have dropped steadily. In FY 2005,
the decline was precipitous. Although the total number of applica-
tions has increased annually since FY 2002 (see table), not only suc-
cess rates, but also total number of grants awarded and total dollars
committed persistently decreased. For type-1 grants, an overall suc-
cess rate of 9% has been calculated for FY 2005 (10). Peer review
cannot discriminate among and accurately select only 1 of 11 meri-
torious applications. FY 2006 data are not yet available, but because
the total NIH allocation for that period has been less than the bio-
medical inflation index, a trend toward further diminished support
of R01 applications is evident. 

Particularly surprising and regrettable is the continuing erosion
in the allocation for total R01 annual funding of new unamended
applications. This decreased from $510 million in FY 2002 for type-
1 grants to $351 million in FY 2005 (see table). These dollar figures
represent less than 1% of the entire NIH budget. Of similar concern
is the 38% decrease in total number of unamended R01 applications
awarded during this period for new applicants (type-1), even though
submissions increased 24%. Major reductions are also evident in
renewal applications for competing ongoing investigations (type-2). 

This issue raises serious concerns about the present and future of
U.S. biomedical science because the R01 grant is such an essential
contributor to, and index of, scientific innovation. Recent discover-
ies have provided enormous new opportunities to better understand

and treat disease, and we must take advantage of these
breakthroughs. In addition, the country’s economic future
depends on U.S. leadership in providing new scientific and
technical discoveries. Also, failure to provide adequate
funds for biomedical research discourages the brightest
young people from choosing scientific pursuits. 

H. GEORGE MANDEL1*† AND ELLIOT S. VESELL2

1Department of Pharmacology and Physiology, The George Washington
University School of Medicine and Health Sciences, Washington, DC 20037,
USA. 2Department of Pharmacology, Pennsylvania State University College of
Medicine, Hershey, PA 17033, USA.

*Chairman, National Caucus of Basic Biomedical Science Chairs

†To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: phmhgm@gwumc.edu

COMMENTARY

Fate of unamended (unsolicited)

R01 research grant applications (6)

Type-1 grants: new submissions

Fiscal
year

Number
submitted

Number
awarded

Total $
awarded
(millions)

Success
rate
(%)

8957

8626

8284

8560

9605

10624

10605

1761

1736

1590

1556

1477

1288

970

456

503

501

510

493

438

351

19.7

20.1

19.2

18.2

15.4

12.1

9.1

Type-2 grants: continuation (renewal) submissions

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

3214

3233

3100

3153

3767

3773

3896

1772

1708

1637

1555

1697

1530

1262

554

563

583

559

627

580

496

55.1

52.8

52.8

49.3

45.0

40.6

32.4
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7. The R01 pool, as calculated by the NIH, includes a

small number of R37 Merit Awards, but not Programs or

Centers, and it separates out Program Announcements

(PAs) and Requests for Applications (RFAs), which are

not included in our calculations. Also excluded in our

discussion are noncompeting renewals and the increas-

ingly popular R21 grant mechanism, distinct from the

R01, for short-term, introductory and exploratory

research projects, with a limited budget (maximum

total $275,000 over 2 years) and offered only by cer-

tain NIH Institutes. For these reasons, the R21 grant is

not considered a substitute for the R01 long-term basic

support of faculty. 

8. See http://grants1nih.gov/grants/award/success.htm.

9. There also existed some R29 First Awards, now combined

with the R01 pool, with slightly higher success rates.

10. Especially low success rates existed for the National

Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (4%), the

National Institute of Child Health and Human

Development (5%), and the National Institute of Mental

Health (5%).

IRBs: Going Too Far or
Not Far Enough? 
IN THEIR EDITORIAL “MISSION CREEP IN THE
IRB world” (9 June, p. 1441), C. K. Gunsalus
and colleagues point out the frustration
many have with an increasingly regulated
Institutional Review Board (IRB) process
that places all human subject research in a
fish bowl. However, I see no evidence that the
IRBs are neglecting their duties for thought-
ful consideration of ethical questions sur-
rounding the welfare of human subjects
because of a focus on procedures and docu-
mentation; to the contrary, ethical scrutiny is
increasing, not decreasing.

Of far greater concern, however, is the
contention that IRBs are overstepping their
bounds (mission creep) by taking into
account issues such as research design and
conflicts of interest. Those are precisely the
issues that they should examine for human
subjects’ protection. I have seen experimen-
tal designs in IRB proposals that are so
flawed and poorly conceived that even if the
agent under study worked exactly as hypoth-
esized, the clinical trial would not reveal it.
No human subjects should be recruited to
participate in such a trial. 

Conflicts of interest are of vital concern
to IRBs. One only needs to read the recent
Wall Street Journal revelations about atrial
fibrillation ablative studies in which some of
the clinical researchers failed to reveal to
either the IRB or the patients, through
informed consent, that they had a clear
financial conflict of interest. This type of
“omission” potentially places human sub-
jects in jeopardy and raises the issue of egre-
gious research misconduct.

DAVID L. FELTEN

Vice President, Research and Medical Director, Beaumont
Research Institute, William Beaumont Hospitals, Royal Oak,
MI 48073, USA. 

THE EDITORIAL ON “MISSION CREEP IN THE
IRB world” (C. K. Gunsalus et al., 9 June,
p. 1441) struck a raw nerve. As a scientist
approaching retirement after 32 years of
research, director of a small nonprofit
research institution, and member of two
IRBs in the past decade, I now advise stu-
dents to think twice about getting involved
in human research. 

I do a great deal of multi-institutional
research. It is nearly impossible to deal with a
dozen IRBs that review the same protocols
when each responds in contradictory ways.
Two years ago, one IRB insisted that we could
not do what we proposed, and the other IRB
involved insisted that we had to do it or they
would not approve it. The funded study died.
Ten years ago, IRB issues consumed 3 to 5%
of my time. Now they consume about 30%. 

There is, to my knowledge, not a shred of
evidence that the ballooning bureaucracy of
IRBs has reduced the number of adverse
events or saved a single life. I share the
authors’ concern that the focus on minor
details has diverted discussions from sub-
stantive to trivial. It is also diverting scarce
funding from research into indirect costs
and discouraging talented young scientists
from doing human research.

THOMAS M. VOGT

Center for Health Research, Hawaii, Kaiser Permanente,
501 Alakawa Street, Honolulu, HI 96817, USA.

Response
WE ARE PLEASED THAT THE RESPONSES TO
our Editorial about IRB mission creep share
a strong commitment to protecting human
subjects of research. Vogt articulates issues
at the center of our concerns: research
delayed, deferred, or never attempted; ever-
growing costs; trivialization of review; and
diversion of resources (1).

Felten questions whether IRBs are focus-
ing on form over substance. There is a grow-
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ing body of evidence that IRB review, partic-
ularly in multicenter trials, is costly and
inconsistent and tends to focus on minor
matters with little bearing on participant
safety (2). For example, Rogers et al. report
on IRBs demanding changes that are incon-
sistent with federal regulation (3). There is
also ample, and growing, evidence that some
IRBs are going astray and that the costs of
review are swelling: Sugarman and col-
leagues have estimated that IRB operating
costs range from $170,000 to almost $5 mil-
lion annually per institution, depending on
the volume of research reviewed. They found
a median cost of $740,000, although it is
thought that these costs are generally under-
estimated (4, 5).

This increase in costs, however, is often
unrelated to better or more consistent protec-
tion for subjects. For example, Green et al.
document that the costs of securing IRB
approval from 43 sites for a 2.5-year multisite
observational study totaled 24% of one year’s
budget and 13% of the total budget. However,
“One site exempted it from review (although
it did not qualify for exemption), 10 granted
expedited review, 31 required full review, and
one rejected it as being too risky to be permit-
ted… Twelve sites requested, and two insisted
upon, provisions that directly increased the
risk to participants” [(6), p. 214]. Similarly,
Humphreys et al. document that 16.8% of the
total costs of an eight-site observational trial
were devoted to IRB interactions (7) but
observed that there was no visible effect on
human subject protection. The essential pro-
cedures of the study never changed substan-
tially, despite exchanges of over 15,000 pages
of material among the nine sites.” 

Finally, we are not against assessment of
conflicts of interest, but we believe that there
are bodies already constituted at most uni-
versities and medical centers better suited to
this work. Letting these groups do their job
will reduce diversion of IRBs from their
core ethical mission. 

It is time for all those concerned to find a
way to join forces and seek improvements in
our ethical systems. We are actively seeking
a forum for a consensus conference. Re-
sponsible researchers everywhere should be
attending to the conduct of IRBs and doing
everything possible to buttress their ethical
review and minimize their busywork. 

C. K. GUNSALUS, EDWARD M. BRUNER, 

NICHOLAS C. BURBULES, LEON DASH, 

MATTHEW FINKIN, JOSEPH P. GOLDBERG, 

WILLIAM T. GREENOUGH, GREGORY A. MILLER,

MICHAEL G. PRATT (MEMBERS OF THE CENTER FOR

ADVANCED STUDY ILLINOIS IRB STUDY GROUP)

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, IL 61820, USA. 
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CORRECTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS

News Focus: “A ‘landscape’ too far?” by T. Siegfried (11
Aug., p. 750). On page 751, the story stated that physicists’
calculations overestimate the vacuum energy by between
1060 and 10120 orders of magnitude. The correct figures are
between 60 and 120 orders of magnitude. The photo cap-
tion on page 751 misidentified Burton Richter as a theoret-
ical physicist. He is an experimental physicist.

Reports: “Crystal structure of a divalent metal ion trans-
porter CorA at 2.9 angstrom resolution” by S. Eshaghi et al.

(21 July, p. 354). On page 357, in the acknowledgments
(reference 29), the PDB accession code was omitted: The
structural data have been deposited in the Protein Data
Bank with accession code 2iub.

Research Articles: “Crystal structure of the low-pH form of
the vesicular stomatitis virus glycoprotein G” by S. Roche et

al. (14 July, p. 187). The Protein Data Bank accession num-
ber, 2cmz, for the glycoprotein structure described was
omitted from the acknowledgments (reference 39). 

TECHNICAL COMMENT ABSTRACTS

COMMENT ON “Transitions to
Asexuality Result in Excess Amino
Acid Substitutions”

Roger Butlin

Paland and Lynch (Reports, 17 February 2006, p. 990)
showed that in Daphnia pulex, the ratio of amino acid
replacement to silent substitution in the mitochondrial
genes is higher in asexual lineages than in sexual lineages.
If base-composition bias is maintained by selection, it too
should alter following transitions in reproductive mode.
Analysis reveals no such change in the genomes of D. pulex.

Full text at www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/313/
5792/1389b

RESPONSE TO COMMENT ON “Transitions
to Asexuality Result in Excess Amino
Acid Substitutions”

Susanne Paland and Michael Lynch 

Asexual populations experience a reduction in the effi-
ciency of selection when compared with sexual popula-
tions. Because asexual lineages of Daphnia pulex exhibit
no consistent change in mitochondrial base-composition
bias, Butlin suggests that this bias is not maintained by
selection. On the basis of frequencies of polymorphic
directional base changes, we suggest that it predomi-
nantly reflects mutation bias.

Full text at www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/313/
5792/1389c
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BOOKS ET AL.

Have you ever wondered what goes on
inside scientists’ heads when they
formulate a grand theory? Or when

they decide what hypothesis to test? How
does this differ from the mun-
dane reasoning involved when
you explain why your car
won’t start or choose a birth-
day present for a relative?
More generally, do scientists
use the same cognitive mech-
anisms available to us all
(supplemented with formal,
conceptual, and technological
tools)? Or does scientific thinking require
more specialized cognitive abilities, avail-
able to only a talented few?

If you are interested in such questions,
then Gregory Feist’s The Psychology of
Science and the Origins of the Scientific
Mind is the book to read. As the title sug-
gests, Feist (a psychologist at the University
of California, Davis) argues the case for a
new discipline of “psychology of science”
and explores the evolutionary and historical
roots of scientific thinking. The first half of
the book gives a brief history of three domi-
nant areas in which science itself has been
the object of study (history, philosophy, and
sociology of science) and reviews a wealth
of research implicitly engaged in the psy-
chology of science. This research is divided
along traditional lines (biological, develop-
mental, cognitive, personality, and social
psychologies), and Feist makes a convincing
case for their inclusion in the new discipline.
However, his survey lacks an overarching
framework and reads more as an assortment
from subordinate disciplines. (The desired
unification is not helped by the traditional
divisions already in place.) If we are envi-
sioning a new discipline, now is a great time
to rethink the classic taxonomy—if not to
replace it, at least to give it a sound and log-
ical explanation.

What of the origins and precursors of sci-
entific thought? How did we move from pre-
literate hunter-gatherers who eat their meat
raw to sophisticated reasoners with a taste
for relativity theory and fine cuisine? In the

second half of the book, Feist charts this pro-
gression with originality and insight. His
speculations on the origins of scientific
thinking are particularly impressive and draw

well on recent cognitive psy-
chology. He identifies several
core components of thought—
observation, categorization,
pattern recognition, hypothe-
sis testing, and causal think-
ing—and argues that these
were progressively augmented
as scientific thinking passed
from the preverbal stage

through to the explicit research we have
today. Critical developments along the way
included explanatory thinking (greatly aided
by the advent of language), measurement,
mathematics, and finally the hallmark of
modern science, the experimental method.

This account is well argued and innova-
tive, but more could be made of the dynamic
interplay between the key components. For
example, both observation and categorization
are hypothesis-driven (1) and can be influ-
enced by prior causal thinking (2). This im-
plies that these components co-develop rather
than arise in an incremental fashion. Further
support for such co-development is pro-
vided by the recent
emphasis in cognitive
neuroscienceon action-
based representations
(3). Thus it appears
that our internal mod-
els of the world are
heavily shaped by the
demands of effective
action. Indeed, “motor
cognition” could be
added as a key com-
ponent in the pre-
verbal stage of scien-
tific thought.

Notably absent from the book are any
discussions of the formal or normative mod-
els that scientists (or everyday reasoners)
ought to use and how these models relate to
descriptive models of scientific reasoning.
Although it is common to distinguish how
people actually reason (descriptive) from
how an ideally rational person would reason
(normative), both play crucial roles in
current psychological research. Normative

models serve both as standards against
which to appraise human performance and
as a framework for understanding cognition
(4, 5). For example, there is a growing move-
ment in cognitive psychology and neuro-
science that advances a Bayesian perspec-
tive on the mind (6).

Indeed, one of the appeals of causal maps
(which are discussed by Feist in his chapter
on cognitive psychology) is that they are for-
mally well defined and normative (7). The
question of whether people use fully fledged
causal graphs (and Bayesian methods), or
instead use simplifying heuristics that ap-
proximate these norms, is contentious. But
there is little doubt that formal models are
critical to the development of cognitive
models. Moreover, the psychology of sci-
ence has a special stake in these issues,
because the status of normative models is
itself keenly debated in current philosophy
of science.

Another topic of concern is Feist’s
attempt to prescribe guidelines for recogniz-
ing scientific talent (and its consequences
for education and selection policies). He
makes much of correlational studies that
allow predictions of scientific achievement
from intelligence and personality tests and
demographics. Such an emphasis is worry-
ing for two reasons: First, there are well-
known problems with using correlational
studies as a basis for policy interventions.
Correlation does not imply causation, and
these studies may include all kinds of con-
founding factors. Second, even if the predic-

tors are valid precursors for the
prototypical scientist, would we
really want to risk excluding
less stereotypical thinkers? Ein-
stein would have fared pretty
poorly in terms of early college
achievements.

Lastly, there is a hint of para-
dox in introducing a new disci-
pline to bridge the gap between
related disciplines. Once the
new discipline is established
(complete with specialized con-
ferences and journals), it runs

the risk of reducing rather than increasing
cross-disciplinary talk. There are now three
independent groups that need to share infor-
mation rather than two, so new bridges must
be built, and so on. In the case of the psy-
chology of science, this is not just a theoret-
ical worry. The subdisciplines of psychology
already suffer a lack of integration and
cross-fertilization; adding another disci-
pline (however much its content spans the
divide) might simply add to the problem.

How Do Scientists Think?
David Lagnado

PSYCHOLOGY

The Psychology of
Science and the Origins
of the Scientific Mind

by Gregory J. Feist

Yale University Press, New
Haven, CT, 2006. 336 pp. $38,
£25. ISBN 0-300-11074-X.

The reviewer is in the Department of Psychology, Uni-
versity College London, Gower Street, London WC1E 6BT,
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The barbarism of specialization looms anew.
In spite of these worries, The Psychology

of Science and the Origins of the Scientific
Mind succeeds on many levels. Feist pulls
together a vast range of psychological
research with clarity and insight, and he
advances an intriguing framework for the
cognitive origins of scientific thinking. The
book makes a strong case for an integrated
study of the psychology of science.
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PHYSICS

The Universe,
Too Quickly Toured
Sean M. Carroll

There’s no reason why
everyone shouldn’t under-
stand the basics of quan-

tum mechanics and relativity.
These two cornerstones of 20th-
century physics have become a
basis for our deepest understand-
ing of reality, as well as of great
practical importance to familiar
technologies from lasers to the
global positioning system. And,
despite their reputations for
being somewhat abstruse and
inaccessible, the basic points of each theory
can be stated simply enough that an inter-
ested person with no technical background
in physics should be able to understand
them. At a time when science seems both
more central than ever and more removed
from our everyday world, it is certainly
worth the effort to share what we’ve learned

about the workings of nature
with interested nonscientists.

We should therefore wel-
come books like Marcus
Chown’s The Quantum Zoo:
A Tourist’s Guide to the Never-
ending Universe. Chown’s work
is an admirable attempt to
delve into the mysteries of
these two great theories, quan-
tum mechanics and relativity,
and express them in terms
that an intellectually curious
nonexpert can understand. And
for the most part the book
succeeds. Chown (a science
writer who trained as a physi-
cist) has a pleasant writing
style and a facility with sim-
ple metaphors and analogies
that helps bring difficult con-
cepts into sharp focus.

The book is divided into
two sections: “Small Things”
and “Big Things.” In the for-
mer, as you might guess, he covers the quan-
tum world, explaining the crucial ideas of
superposition and interference, and braving
difficult topics such as the uncertainty prin-
ciple, entanglement, and the collapse of the
wave function. Chown moves easily from
historical examples such as Young’s double-
slit experiment and Rutherford’s scattering
to modern issues such as quantum comput-
ers and teleportation. In the second section,

devoted to relativity, he
swiftly covers the basics
of spacetime and relativ-
ity, gravitation, and cosmo-
logy. The appropriate hot
topics are mentioned, if
briefly: black holes, string
theory, inflation, and dark
energy. The brevity of the
text is not a shortcoming;
not every popular book
needs to be a massive and
comprehensive tome. The

popular audience at which The Quantum Zoo
is aimed should learn a lot from reading the
book and enjoy themselves in the process.

And yet, there is a sense in which the
book is a disappointment. There are other
books out there, after all, that deal with the
topics of quantum mechanics and relativity.
To stand out from the crowd, any new entry
should have something distinct to offer. It
might be the unique insight of a true master
of the field, as we find when Richard
Feynman writes about quantum electrody-
namics or George Gamow writes about the

Big Bang. Or it might
be an in-depth examina-
tion of new and exciting
developments in a par-
ticular discipline. Or,
for that matter, it might
just involve bringing a
storyteller’s eye and a
gift for narrative to illu-
minate a forbidding com-
plex of ideas.

Unfortunately, The
Quantum Zoo isn’t really
distinguished in any of
those ways. Chown is a
fine explainer, but he
doesn’t take us over any
ground that others haven’t
trod before. For exam-
ple, after a good expla-
nation of bosons and
fermions takes us up to
the connection between
spin and statistics, Chown
simply admits that this

“brings us to the end of what can easily be
conveyed without opaque mathematics.”
Later, after foreshadowing about how super-
fluid helium can do strange things like crawl
up the sides of a container, the book never
actually explains why that happens. Dark
energy is not explained any more deeply
than “the repulsive force of empty space.”
After whetting our appetites for more sub-
stantive explanations, we are left feeling a
little unsatisfied.

The primary shortcoming of the book
seems to be the lack of some specific point
to the project. The subtitle, A Tourist’s Guide
to the Neverending Universe, gives an indi-
cation of the unfocused nature of the text.
I suspect that Chown could have written an
interesting and useful book about quantum
mechanics, starting with the basics and
going into some detail about modern devel-
opments in atomic and molecular physics,
quantum information theory, and quantum
computation. Or, alternatively, an interest-
ing and useful book about relativity, con-
centrating on some specific aspect such as
gravitational waves, black holes, or dark
energy. Instead, Chown’s book is compe-
tent but uninspiring, a somewhat superfi-
cial look at the foundational theories of
modern physics. The explanations are
clear, and the interested reader will be able
to learn quite a lot. But there is not quite
any reason to choose The Quantum Zoo
from among the other titles on the popular-
science shelf.

10.1126/1130369
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A Tourist’s Guide to the
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Tunneling site. Proton tunelling
allows hydrogen fusion in the Sun to
occur “even at the ultralow tempera-
ture of 15 million degrees.”
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Infectious diseases account for a quarter of
all human mortality and a similar fraction
of morbidity (1). Infectious diseases of

crops and livestock cost the global economy
uncounted billions of euros every year. On top
of this, sudden epidemics of infectious dis-
eases can deliver humanitarian and economic
shocks on a scale difficult to absorb. Ac-
cording to the World Bank, the 2003 severe
acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) epi-
demic, which killed fewer then 1000 people,
was responsible for an estimated 2% fall in
gross domestic product (GDP) across East
Asia, and an influenza pandemic could kill
millions of people and cost €700 billion (U.S.
$900 billion) globally in a single year (2). In
recent years, there have been numerous out-
breaks of livestock and crop diseases costing
individual countries billions of euros, for
example, foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) in
Taiwan and the United Kingdom; bovine
spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) in the
United Kingdom; classical swine fever (CSF)
in the Netherlands; soybean rust in Brazil;
Southern corn leaf blight in the United States;
and, most recently, avian influenza in Egypt.
The United Nations Millennium Develop-
ment Goals, as well as having explicit targets
for reducing the burden of human diseases
(particularly HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, and
malaria), also have targets for reducing
poverty and hunger, but these are compro-
mised by crop and livestock diseases. In most
developing regions, where the impacts of
infectious disease are greatest, there is now
little hope of meeting any of the Millennium
Development Goals by 2015 (3).

Governments and international agencies
need a vision of how threats such as infectious
diseases are likely to evolve in the future so
that they can identify effective science and
technology strategies to help meet the chal-

lenge. Foresight programs, largely originating
in Japan and the USA, were put in place pre-
cisely to do this. The U.K.’s Foresight program
established a series of cross-disciplinary proj-
ects to study selected topics in depth, incorpo-
rating two key principles (4). First, the work
has to be based on peer-reviewed science pre-
sented in a way that is accessible to nonscien-
tists, and second, decision-makers and gov-
ernment must be engaged from the outset in
setting the direction and broad
approach of each project. 

The latest Foresight project
to report (5) assessed the pro-
jected risks from infectious dis-
eases of humans, animals, and
plants over 10- and 25-year
horizons. The project focused
specifically on detection, identi-
fication, and monitoring of dis-
ease, aspects widely perceived
as neglected and where the
development and deployment of
new technologies and systems
could have major impacts.
Earlier disease detection would
buy time to allocate resources
and, by contrast to current reac-
tive approaches, enable proac-
tive disease management.

The project compared three
geographical regions: the United
Kingdom (as an example of
a developed country), China
(a rapidly emerging economy),
and sub-Saharan Africa (a devel-
oping region). In total, over 300 experts in
some 30 countries were consulted by a variety
of methods, including Delphi studies (which
use formal methods to generate forecasts
from groups of experts), expert reviews, work-
shops, mathematical modeling, and commis-
sioned research.

Eight categories of infectious diseases of
the future were identified for which improved
detection systems would make a difference
over the next 10 to 25 years. 

(i) New diseases, such as SARS and BSE,
and novel variants, such as H5N1 subtype
influenza A, are anticipated to continue emerg-
ing. (ii) Infections are becoming resistant to
treatment, including antibiotic-resistant bac-

terial infections, such as tuberculosis and
methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus
(MRSA). (iii) Zoonoses, i.e., infections trans-
ferring to humans from animals, are associ-
ated with livestock, pets, and, in many cases,
with wildlife, e.g., SARS, avian influenza,
plague, Lyme disease, and anthrax. This
category includes food-borne infections
such as Escherichia coli O157 or Salmonella.
Other categories are (iv) HIV/AIDS, tubercu-

losis, and malaria, the
“Big Three” tropical
diseases covered by
U.N. Millennium De-
velopment Goal 6; (v)
epidemic plant dis-
eases, such as cassava
mosaic virus and ba-
nana blight, currently
of concern in East
Africa; (vi) acute res-
piratory infections, a
category that covers
pandemic influenza
and a variety of other
viral and bacterial in-
fections; (vii) sexu-
ally transmitted infec-
tions (STIs), includ-
ing but not limited to
HIV/AIDS, which are
increasing in inci-
dence in many parts
of the world; and (viii)
animal diseases, such
as FMD, CSF, and

Newcastle disease, which remain among the
most important barriers to international trade
in livestock and livestock products. 

The categories are not mutually exclu-
sive and are not intended to be exhaustive,
but the list does capture the priority con-
cerns identified by the project. These dif-
fered for different regions, e.g., African
experts were less immediately worried about
new, emerging diseases, and Chinese ex-
perts highlighted health care–associated
infections as an increasing problem. Over-
all, it is clear that the infectious disease
threat is diverse and dynamic, including
“out-of-the-blue” events akin to the emer-
gence of BSE in the United Kingdom in the
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1980s, which implies a need for detection
systems that are flexible and adaptable in the
face of change.

Among the most important factors ex-
pected to influence future changes in infec-
tious disease risks were travel, migration, and
trade, which promote the spread of infections
into new populations. Particularly worrisome
is the trade in exotic species, whether as live-
stock, pets, crops, garden plants, or food.
Changes in land use and agricultural prac-
tices, as well as increasing urbanization, were
all expected to contribute to changes in infec-
tious disease patterns. Although climate change
was a concern, modeling studies suggested
that its effect on infectious diseases will be rel-
atively minor over the next 10 to 25 years,
becoming potentially more serious in the
longer term, both directly, e.g., through
changing the distribution of disease vectors
and indirectly, e.g., by changing patterns of
land use and agriculture. Poor governance and
the loss of capacity to recognize and respond
to infectious disease problems is a major issue
for sub-Saharan Africa in particular. The
report also anticipated that, despite the alarm-
ing spread of antibiotic resistance, widespread
overuse and misuse of antibiotics and other
drugs would continue, further exacerbating
drug resistance problems. Taken together,
these drivers of changing infectious disease
risk have complex and interrelated effects,
making the prediction of future risk extremely
uncertain and again underlining the need for
flexible detection systems.

A wide range of technological advances,
from remote sensing to nanotechnology, were
reviewed and ultimately four were selected for
detailed consideration (5). Novel information
technologies for the capture, analysis, and
modeling of data are already being developed.
These will allow data to be collected electron-
ically from hand-held devices or remote sen-
sors and analyzed and modeled in real time.
Genomics and postgenomics approaches will
allow the rapid characterization of pathogens.
Mass screening of people, animals, and plants
in transit should become feasible through non-
invasive detection systems for volatile organic
chemicals or atypical electromagnetic pro-
files. Portable devices will become available
for diagnosing infections in individual patients,
animals, or plants, satisfying a growing
demand for cheap, quick, easy-to-use, over-
the-counter products, perhaps resembling
today’s home pregnancy test kits. Some of
these technologies will be generic, such as
“lab-on-a-chip” screening for a range of infec-
tious agents, nonspecific diagnostics based
on detecting activated immune responses, or
simple tests to differentiate between viral and

bacterial infections to aid the appropriate pre-
scription of antibiotics. 

Better disease detection capability is vital
but will present challenges as well as opportu-
nities. New technologies must be embedded
within functional national or international sur-
veillance systems. In practice, it is not clear
whether or how government agencies would
gain access to valuable data obtained through
the widespread use of self-administered tests.
Other kinds of information, e.g., records from
mobile phones or traffic cameras to follow
movements, are potentially valuable for
disease-control purposes, particularly in out-
break situations, but the public might not
accept their use for this purpose. There is
always the danger that disease data could be
used to discriminate against individuals with-
out providing any benefit or compensation.
Similarly, technologies deployed by devel-
oped countries could disadvantage develop-
ing countries by restricting travel and trade on
the basis of the presence or even the suspicion
of an infectious disease. Finally, everywhere
in the world, better disease data might cause
public alarm and raise expectations of effec-
tive action, whether or not this is realistic.
Surveillance needs to be linked operationally
to an appropriate response. For example, the
Global Plan to Stop TB relies on the combina-
tion of case detection and directly observed
therapy (DOTS) (6), and plans to combat
influenza involve surveillance, drug delivery,
and vaccine production (7).

The Foresight project highlighted the
importance of fostering interdisciplinary
approaches to infectious disease research that
transcend traditional intellectual boundaries,
such as those between medicine and veteri-
nary medicine or among virology, bacteri-
ology, mycology, and parasitology. A better
understanding of patterns of infectious dis-
ease also needs input from disciplines as
diverse as anthropology, economics, and cli-
matology. Quantifying these relations and
understanding their dynamics require inputs
from statistics and mathematics. Health sys-
tems research is needed to understand how
new technologies can be used most effectively
and must include consideration of the needs,
expectations, capabilities, and sensitivities of
end users and other stakeholders. 

The Foresight project also highlighted a
number of key choices for policy-makers.
Among the most important of these was that
more extensive international coordination
should be sought by building on the work of
the World Health Organization, the World
Organization for Animal Health, the Food
and Agriculture Organization, and other agen-
cies. For this to be effective it is essential that

data and biological material can be rapidly
collected and openly shared. Recent success
in combating SARS illustrates what can be
achieved (8). Currently, the extreme dispar-
ity in detection and disease management
capabilities between nations, reflecting mas-
sive inequalities in wealth, often exacer-
bated by poor governance, seriously hinders
our ability to tackle infectious disease prob-
lems quickly. 

In the 1940s, the U.S. government created a
national rapid response capability, now the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, in
response to malaria originating from Africa.
Sixty years later, Africa and other regions still
do not have equivalent capabilities of their
own, or the infrastructure, skills, and training
base to support them. The Foresight report
advocates the benefits of a system of regional
reference and coordination centers (RRCCs).
These would form a network of high-quality
laboratories linked to one another, to existing
facilities, and to appropriate partners in devel-
oped countries. Collectively, the network
would have the physical and human resources
to support infectious disease detection, identi-
fication, and monitoring and the development
of suitable technologies and appropriate train-
ing programs. The network would aim to cover
a range of diseases of humans, animals, and
plants, exploiting the commonalities across
different disease problems and so being more
cost-efficient than traditional “one-disease-
at-a-time” initiatives. It is ever more apparent
that the benefits of such a facility would
extend not just nationally or regionally, but
globally; surveillance for infectious diseases
has become a collective responsibility and
requires a collective investment. The recent
statement from the G8 summit in Russia,
which calls for “tangible progress” on interna-
tional disease surveillance (9), will, we hope,
encourage the international community to
make that investment. 
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Scientists love beautiful theories—the
kind that are elegant, predictive, and
have few free parameters. And they hate

it when theories like that prove to be wrong. It
is thus with much kicking, dragging, and
screaming that geoscientists are being brought
to the realization that all might not be well
with the concept of mantle plumes. 

According to the plume hypothesis, linear
chains of volcanoes that form at “hot spots”
away from the boundary zones of tectonic

plates are caused
by hot, buoyant

jets that detach
from the thermal

boundary separat-
ing Earth’s core

from its mantle. The latest attack on this
hypothesis comes from Hirano et al. on page
1426 of this issue (1). The authors describe a
small chain of hot-spot volcanoes off the
Japanese coast that almost assuredly cannot
have been formed by narrow, deep-Earth
upwellings.

The plume hypothesis was originally pro-
posed by Jason Morgan (2), hot on the heels of
the plate tectonic revolution. According to the
latter theory, most geologic activity—such as
volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, and mountain
building—is concentrated at the margins of
the dozen or so major plates that move
together, move apart, or slip past each other on
the surface of our planet. Morgan and others
noted that island chains such as the Hawaiian
Islands and the Canary Islands consist of
young volcanoes in the middle of the tectonic
plates and therefore cannot be explained by
plate tectonics. Moreover, many of these island
chains, particularly those on the Pacific plate,
show a monotonic increase in age in one direc-
tion. Morgan hypothesized that these midplate
volcanoes, termed hot spots, are the surface
manifestation of mantle plumes that rapidly (to
a geologist’s way of thinking) rise up from the
core-mantle boundary. 

Morgan’s hypothesis has several attractive
features. First, it suggests that the study of hot
spots will provide clues to the chemistry and
dynamics of Earth’s interior, which would oth-
erwise be masked from scrutiny by the rigidity

and surface-dominated
processes of plate tec-
tonics. Second, the ori-
entation and rate of age
progression of hot-spot
volcanoes reveal the
direction and speed of
absolute motion of the
tectonic plates, where-
as only relative motion
could be inferred from
the properties of the
plates themselves. Sci-
entists therefore immed-
iately started to explore
the implications of the
plume model for properties
of Earth’s interior and for ab-
solute plate motions, and the dis-
tinction between the predictions of a
hypothesis and observed facts quickly
became blurred. 

But troubling inconsistencies began to
emerge. The absolute motions of plates in-
ferred from hot spots on different plates did not
agree, prompting the proposal that the plumes
“blow in the mantle wind” (3). Rocks from hot-
spot volcanoes with different ratios of noble-
gas isotopes were thought to tap separate reser-
voirs in the mantle that were isolated from
intermixing. Unfortunately, as the number of
isotopic tracers grew, additional reservoirs
were required (4), taxing the ability of geody-
namic models to keep them isolated over geo-
logic time scales. Furthermore, because of their
small dimensions, plumes proved difficult to
detect in tomographic images of the mantle.
Advanced techniques do suggest the upwelling
of hot material from the lower to the upper
mantle beneath some hot spots (5), but not
beneath others. Are these problems simply the
maturing of a valid theory to deal with the com-
plexity of the real planet, or are they the signs of
a paradigm in crisis?

Although insignificant in size on a plane-
tary scale, the small seamounts described by
Hirano et al. are important because they are
young hot-spot volcanoes (1 to 8 million years
old) that erupt through a very old plate (135
million years old), away from any plate
boundaries. Petrologic data confirm that the
volcanoes tap a region of the mantle more than
100 km deep that contains very small percent-
ages of melted material. The position of the

volcanoes in the flexural
trough seaward of the
outer rise of the Japan
trench suggests that elas-
tic bending of the plate
has opened up conduits
through which the partial

melt can rise to the surface
(see the figure). A plume

source for these volcanoes is
unlikely in any case, because the

nearby subduction of the Pacific
plate creates widespread downwelling

that would block the rise of a mantle plume.
The notion that the upper mantle beneath

the plates might contain small amounts of par-
tial melt just about everywhere, and that all it
takes is a crack in the plate for that melt to rise
to the surface, has been previously proposed
as an alternative to the plume hypothesis (6).
However, prior examples of hot spots used to
illustrate this concept were not as com-
pelling, because there was no obvious mech-
anism for cracking the plate and they were
located away from sites of obvious large-
scale downwelling.

Does the plate-cracking mechanism pro-
posed by Hirano et al. only explain this one
small chain of volcanoes, or can it also explain
other chains of hot spots? Hirano et al. argue
that they have found a new and different kind
of hot-spot volcano. They base their argument
on the observed ratios of isotopes of inert
gases. According to plume theory, plumes tap
a deep reservoir rich in rare gases, whereas the
mid-ocean ridges obtain melt from a reservoir
in the upper mantle that is depleted in rare
gases. The volcanoes described by Hirano et
al. have more depleted isotopic ratios, such as
those found in mid-ocean ridge basalts;
according to plume aficionados, this property
would put them in a category different from
hot spots such as those in Iceland and Hawaii.
However, other interpretations of the rare gas
isotopes would not necessarily require distinct
mantle sources (7).

At least one chain of hot-spot volcanoes is
not caused by a plume rising up from the
core-mantle boundary, calling for a
reexamination of the plume hypothesis.

Another Nail in the Plume Coffin?
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A new kind of volcanism? In
this three-dimensional car-
toon, a crack in a flexed plate
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It would be an overgeneralization at this
point to conclude that plume theory must be
discarded, but the study by Hirano et al.
proves, beyond a reasonable doubt, that at
least one chain of hot-spot volcanoes is not
produced by a plume. Therefore, it is time to
critically reexamine the widespread interpre-
tation of midplate volcanism in terms of man-
tle plumes and all the geodynamic, geophysi-

cal, and geochemical inferences that have
been built on the plume paradigm.
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“Is she understanding my words and
feeling my caresses?” is a question
constantly asked by relatives and

caregivers of comatose and vegetative state
patients in intensive care units throughout
the world. Probing residual mental function
in such critical situations poses major med-
ical and ethical issues. Our current answers
to this question are mainly based on detailed
behavioral and neurological observations,
but this approach may be blind to inner
active mental processes. Since the late
1980s, several neurophysiological corre-
lates of cognitive processes have been pro-
posed to better assess the existence of this
covert mental life (1). This approach has
aimed to discriminate among comatose or
vegetative state patients those who are still
cognitively active. On page 1402 of this
issue, Owen et al. (2) use functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (fMRI) to infer the
psychological processes at work in such
patients during mental imagery tasks that do
not elicit otherwise observable behavior.

The authors studied a 23-year-old woman
who sustained a severe traumatic brain injury
in a road traffic accident. After an initial com-
atose state (defined as an unarousable unre-
sponsiveness state), she opened her eyes and
demonstrated sleep-wake cycles. However,
even during the waking periods, she was unre-
sponsive (for example, to visual or auditory
stimuli) and did not manifest spontaneous
intentional behaviors. These signs are diag-
nostic of a vegetative state.

In a first experiment conducted 5 months
after the accident, Owen and colleagues pre-
sented spoken sentences to the patient while

recording neural responses with fMRI.
Speech-specific brain regions were clearly
activated while the patient listened to these
sentences, as compared to acoustically
matched noise sequences. Moreover, sen-
tences containing ambiguous homophone
words (for example, creak/creek) activated
an additional left inferior frontal lobe region
known to subserve the selection of semantic
knowledge among competing alternatives (3).
In sharp contrast to her behaviour, which was
suggestive of poor cognitive abilities, this
patient could process external auditory infor-
mation involving language. 

In a second experiment, the authors en-
gaged the patient in two mental imagery tasks
by asking her either to “imagine visiting the
rooms in your home” or to “imagine playing
tennis.” The result of this second fMRI inves-
tigation is quite spectacular. Patterns of brain
activation observed during the 30-s period of
each task were highly suggestive of an active
mental performance relevant to the task. In the
spatial mental imagery task, Owen et al.

observed neural activations within a network
including the parahippocampal gyrus, poste-
rior parietal cortex, and lateral premotor cor-
tex. When the patient was asked to imagine
playing tennis, strong activations were re-
corded in the supplementary motor areas that
control motor responses.

The observed brain activation patterns are
the classic neural correlates of these two
mental imagery tasks. Indeed, statistical para-
metric maps of brain activation observed in
the patient were indistinguishable from
those recorded from a group of conscious
control subjects.

Despite the patient’s very poor behavioral
status, the fMRI findings indicate the exis-
tence of a rich mental life, including auditory
language processing and the ability to per-
form mental imagery tasks. On one hand,
this single case makes a strong argument for
the development of fMRI and other neuro-
physiological tools (such as monitoring elec-
troencephalogram brain responses to exter-
nal stimuli) to evaluate cognition in such

patients. On the other hand,
we should not generalize from
this single patient, who suf-
fered relatively few cerebral
lesions, to most other vegeta-
tive state patients, who typi-
cally have massive structural
brain lesions.

Is this woman conscious?
Most current behavioral and
neuroimaging evidence sug-
gests that conscious process-
ing is abolished during a vege-
tative state. Such patients do
not report mental states, nor do
they spontaneously engage in
intentional actions or interac-
tions with their environment,
two key properties of con-

Brain imaging reveals unexpected activity in 
a patient clinically diagnosed as being in a 
vegetative state, raising questions about the
properties of consciousness.
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scious processing in humans. Moreover, sev-
eral studies have reported residual local and
specific brain activation patterns in vegetative
state patients, whereas long-range neural inte-
gration observed during conscious processing
was lacking (4, 5). Nevertheless, on the basis
of their findings, Owen et al. argue that the
patient in their study was probably conscious
of herself and her surroundings during fMRI
testing. This hypothesis opens another issue: If
this patient is actually conscious, why wouldn’t
she be able to engage in intentional motor acts,
given that she had not suffered functional or
structural lesion of the motor pathways? 

The debate over whether vegetative state
patients can engage in conscious processing is
reminiscent of the Turing test in artificial
intelligence: Can we distinguish a conscious
human from a computer solely on the basis of
a question-answer method (6)? Adapting the
Turing test to the present debate, we might
ask: Can we determine whether a person is
conscious solely on the basis of a question–brain
activation method? Whereas these questions
have stimulated intense philosophical debate
about artificial intelligence, most cognitive

neuroscientists have adopted a more naturalis-
tic approach. Consciousness is univocally
probed in humans through the subject’s report
of his or her own mental states. A subject who
reports, “I read the word consciousness on this
page,” can be considered as conscious (7). The
ability to report one’s own mental state is the
fundamental property of consciousness. 

Owen et al. did not directly collect such a
subjective report. When conscious reporting is
not possible, an alternative solution is to exam-
ine the three other psychological attributes of
conscious processing: (i) active maintenance
of mental representations; (ii) strategical pro-
cessing; and (iii) spontaneous intentional
behavior (8). Clearly, one of the most impres-
sive aspects of the work by Owen et al. is the
demonstration that activation of task-related
neural networks is actively maintained. During
each experimental task, instructions were
delivered only once, and the corresponding
neural network remained activated throughout
the entire 30-s period. In contrast, unconscious
mental representations observed in many clin-
ical and experimental contexts are fleeting,
lasting a few seconds or less (9–11).

Though not totally convincing on the issue
of consciousness, the Owen et al. work paves
the way for future functional brain-imaging
studies on comatose and vegetative state
patients. One can imagine probing each of the
psychological properties of conscious pro-
cessing listed above, and even trying to collect
subjective reports by modifying the experi-
mental paradigm. 
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Over the past 100 years, Earth’s climate
has become warmer and precipita-
tion regimes have changed. Can biol-

ogists predict the effects of these changes on
the distributions of species? 

Conservation strategies for managing
biodiversity have traditionally assumed that
species distributions change relatively
slowly, unless they are directly affected by
human activities. However, there is a grow-
ing consensus that these strategies must
anticipate the impacts of climate change (1, 2).
Conservationists must therefore assess
both current and future distributions of
species. Numerous new bioclimatic models
estimate relationships between the distri-
butions of species and climate. However,

the decision of which model to use has gen-
erally been ad hoc, and there is little consen-
sus regarding the relative performance of
these models.

Bioclimatic modeling has been driven by
a pragmatic desire to obtain results that are
useful for biodiversity management (3, 4).
The models are based on some problematic
ecological assumptions—for example, that
species distribution and assemblages are in
a constant steady-state relationship with
contemporary climate—that, despite being
clearly acknowledged (5), remain unre-
solved. However, there has been even less
emphasis on understanding which models
best predict species distributions and why.

The proponents and architects of some of
the most prominent bioclimatic models
recently joined forces to test the predictive
uncertainties of their models and to identify
the techniques best suited for modeling cur-
rent species distributions. Elith et al. have
now published the first results in Ecography
(6). Sixteen models were tested on climate

and species distribution data from five conti-
nental regions. In contrast to many previous
studies, data for testing the models were col-
lected independently. 

The models with the best performance
were the most recent and complex ones and
fell into two groups: machine-learning pro-
grams that seek to obtain a stable selection
of predictors from a larger range of alterna-
tives, and community models that simulta-
neously analyze all species in relation to
environmental parameters and then calibrate
model coefficients for individual species. In
contrast, some of the most widely used mod-
els for modeling species distributions, such
as GARP (which uses a genetic algorithm)
and BIOCLIM (which uses an envelope
approach), performed poorly under the cri-
teria used to evaluate them.

One critical question is whether models
that can successfully predict current species
distributions also provide robust predictions of
future distributions under climate change.
(This question is not addressed by Elith et al.,

The most recent and complex bioclimate
models excel at describing species’ current
distributions. Yet, it is unclear which models
will best predict how climate change will affect
their future distributions.
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who focus on current distributions.) Different
bioclimatic models can produce highly vari-
able predictions of species-range shifts (7–11),
and there is a poor correlation between a
model’s ability to fit present and future distri-
butions (12). For example, Pearson et al. (9)
applied nine bioclimatic models to predict the
distributions of four South African plants
under current and future climates. Predicted
distribution changes varied from 92% loss to
322% gain for one species; similar variability
was recorded for the other species. In another
study, observed and predicted changes in the
distributions of British breeding birds differed
markedly for 90% of the 116 birds modeled
(see the figure) (8).

Evaluating model performance under cli-
mate change requires a paradigm shift,
because there are no data against which pre-

dictions of future ranges can be tested (12).
One way to overcome this problem is to make
use of backward predictions, or “hindcast-
ing.” Here, models are calibrated with current
species-climate relationships and are then
tested with reconstructed species distribu-
tions from the fossil record. This approach
has been used to test whether climatic
requirements of species remain stable over
time (13, 14). However, hindcasting is only
feasible for a few species and regions for
which a good fossil record is available.

The predictive ability of models can also
be tested through “space-for-time” substitu-
tion. Here, bioclimatic models are calibrated
with data from one region, and predictions are
tested with distributions of species from other
regions. Randin et al. recently illustrated the
principle by predicting plant species distribu-

tions in the Austrian Alps based on knowledge
of species-climate relationships in the Swiss
Alps and vice versa (15). They found that
predictions from generalized linear models
(which impose a theoretical response curve)
were more easily transferable in space and
time than generalized additive models (which
produce data-driven response curves). How-
ever, the latter yielded more precise predic-
tions in the regions where the models had
been calibrated.

Do data-driven, machine-learning, and
community models provide more precise pre-
dictions of species distributions in a given
region because they overfit the data? Does
model precision come at the expense of gen-
erality, that is, the ability to predict species
distributions in different regions or times?
And do theory-driven response curves im-
prove the generality of models? The results of
the two studies (6, 15) call for a second gener-
ation of studies to test predictions of biocli-
matic models under climate change. 

Predictions of future distributions of
species from bioclimatic models may fail
because of uncertain predictions of local cli-
mate change, inaccurate estimates of the cli-
matic tolerance of species, and unforeseen
evolutionary changes in populations (16). We
will never be able to predict the future with
accuracy, but we need a strategy for using
existing knowledge and bioclimatic modeling
to improve understanding of the likely effects
of future climate on biodiversity. 
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Red-backed shrike

A mixed picture of model performance. Observed and predicted distributions of the red-backed shrike
(Lanius collurio) and turtle dove (Streptopelia turtur) in Britain. Bioclimatic models predict the distributions
in the 1970s reasonably well, but fail to predict the contraction of the range of the red-backed shrikes in the
1990s. However, the contraction of the range of the turtle dove is successfully predicted by models. Maps were
produced with data and generalized linear models from (8).P
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How does our immune system know
whether a virus is lurking inside a
cell, whether a normal cell has turned

cancerous, or whether a cell is from an organ
that was transplanted from an unrelated
donor? Such cells are distinct from our own
normal cells, but the differences are often hid-
den deep inside a cell’s genome. However, our
immune system has the remarkable ability to
survey these differences through a process
called antigen presentation. On page 1444 of
this issue, Warren et al. (1) reveal an unex-
pected mechanism by which cells generate
these presented antigenic peptides, increasing
the breadth of proteins generated from the
genetic code. 

Antigenic peptides are normally 8 to 10
amino acids and are exposed on the cell sur-
face (see the figure) (2). They are derived
from normal self-proteins and from foreign or
abnormal ones, such as a viral protein in an
infected cell or a mutant protein in a cancer
cell. Killer T cells of the immune system have
evolved to recognize these peptides through
antigen receptors. The peptide thus acts as a
flag for killer T cells to recognize, triggering
the elimination of an undesirable “foreign” or
abnormal cell. Unfortunately, the same mech-
anism also rejects transplanted organs and can
cause autoimmunity as well. In identifying an
antigenic peptide associated with a human
leukemia that triggers killer T cells, Warren et
al. have discovered a new twist to how anti-
genic peptides are generated. 

Identifying the particular peptide that is
recognized by a killer T cell is challenging.
Tens of thousands of peptides are collected in
a cell’s endoplasmic reticulum and brought to
the cell surface by chaperones called major
histocompatibility complex class I (MHC I)
molecules (pMHC I refers to its peptide-bound
form). Only a few copies of a particular pMHC
I molecule suffice to engage the T cell receptor
on a killer T cell and initiate an immune
response (3).

The exquisite sensitivity with which
killer T cells detect rare pMHC I molecules
makes it possible to screen a gene library
generated from an antigen-presenting cell.
Cells with the appropriate MHC I but lack-

ing the antigen are given small pools of
genes from such a library and are then tested
for an acquired ability to activate killer
T cells. This screen eventually yields a sin-
gle gene whose sequence reveals the pre-
dicted protein. Identifying the actual peptide
usually involves testing fragments of the iso-
lated gene and/or candidate synthetic pep-
tides for their ability to activate killer T cells.

Since the late 1980s, this expression
cloning method has successfully identified
numerous genes and their pMHC I products
that elicit killer T cell responses. For most
gene products, the final peptide is a contigu-
ous sequence of amino acids within the pre-
dicted protein sequence. That the peptide
should be contiguous is also consistent with
our understanding of the cellular antigen pres-
entation pathway because these peptides are
made by cutting the polypeptide precursor to
create the exact carboxyl- and amino-terminal
ends of the final peptide (2).

Running against this history and current
concepts of how the peptides are generated,
Warren et al. now identify an antigenic pep-
tide that is not encoded by a contiguous
stretch of codons within its corresponding
gene. Rather, they found that the final pep-
tide is stitched or spliced together from a
tetra- and a hexapeptide. The evidence indi-
cates that the peptide is spliced within the
cell’s multicatalytic proteasome, which is
paradoxically famous for its appetite to
destroy proteins. The major surprise is that
unlike earlier discoveries of spliced peptides
(4, 5), the final decapeptide is a scrambled
result of putting together two smaller pep-
tides in reverse order! 

The discovery of scrambled and stitched
peptides adds another source for expanding
the peptide repertoire displayed by MHC I
molecules. Other unexpected sources include
peptides derived from cryptic translation of
noncoding regions of the genome or alterna-
tive translational reading frames (6). How-
ever, the idea of stitching together different
bits of information to maximize diversity is
not new to the immune system and is in fact
essential for dealing with an even more
diverse and constantly changing microbial
universe. Thus, the vast repertoires of anti-
bodies and T cell antigen receptors are con-
structed by stitching together different DNA
segments. Likewise, differential splicing of

primary RNA transcripts converts mem-
brane-bound antibody molecules present on
B lymphocytes into those that are secreted.
The DNA rearrangement mechanisms are
used in all known immune systems from the
earliest jawed fish to humans, and RNA splic-
ing occurs in other eukaryotic cells as well. 

By contrast, examples of protein splicing
are rare. The best known are the inteins in
lower organisms such as fungi (7). Inteins are
parasitic genetic elements that insert into the
host’s genome and can be expressed as
polypeptides. Because inteins also contain
an autocatalytic activity, different fragments
of the intein polypeptide can be spliced
together. However, unlike inteins, which do
not need extraneous help, spliced peptides
require the catalytic activity of the protea-
some (1, 4, 5). It is puzzling that the protea-
some, which has been described as the

Cells that display peptide antigens on their
surfaces for immune recognition usually cut
large proteins into smaller pieces, but can also
splice these to make larger, scrambled peptides.
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The antigen presentation pathway. Antigenic
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either the same or reverse order. These peptides
are then transported into the endoplasmic reticu-
lum, where they are trimmed, assembled with
MHC I molecules, and then expressed on the cell
surface. Killer T cells recognize specific pMHC I on
the cell surface and eventually cause lysis of the
pMHC I–presenting cell.
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“chamber of doom” for its ruthless chopping
of proteins, is now also implicated in the cre-
ative activity of joining shorter peptides into
a longer peptide (8). A possible explanation
for this function might be that, like all
enzymes that catalyze reactions in one direc-
tion, it can—in principle and under some cir-
cumstances—catalyze the same reaction
backward. Alternatively, specific sequence
or structural features of the final peptide
itself, or its flanking and/or intervening
amino acids, might favor the splicing reac-
tion. Further experiments are needed to
resolve how proteasomal splicing works.

Irrespective of the still obscure rules for
making noncontiguous peptides, their exis-
tence shows that genetic information can be
scrambled and yet be useful. Cells do not
simply discard scrambled peptides, and, like

defective or cryptic translation products, use
them to add to the pMHC I repertoire (2, 9).
This view implies that such scramblings are
not random accidents and would have to be
generated in other cell types as well. In par-
ticular, cells constituting immune organs that
are responsible for eliminating self-reactive
T cells must generate the same scrambled
peptides. This is to ensure that autoimmunity
will not result from the sudden appearance of
previously unseen pMHC I in some tissues.
What fraction of the total pMHC I repertoire
represents cryptic translation products or
spliced and scrambled peptides, and whether
and how they might be regulated, remain
important unanswered questions. Nonethe-
less, it is clear that peptides from these
sources are a functional aspect of the antigen
presentation mechanism that keeps an eye on

the genome, including its unexpected and
unpredictable products.
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The ability to localize waves
and create artificial struc-
tures capable of manipulat-

ing waves are arguably two of the
most important developments in
optical physics during the past few
decades. These advances have
been made possible by the fabrica-
tion of photonic and phononic
crystals (periodic structures that
modify the characteristics of pho-
tons and phonons, creating fre-
quency band gaps in which no
waves can propagate), as well as
metamaterials (in which wave
properties beyond those intrinsic
to the underlying component
material properties can be struc-
turally induced). A recent conference of
the Optical Society of America (1) brought
together researchers working in these two
areas and highlighted the latest advances. If
Lord Rayleigh, who laid the groundwork for
much of wave physics a century ago, were
alive and had attended the meeting, he might
even be surprised to find that what were for-
merly regarded as “constraints” in wave stud-
ies have been knocked down, uncovering new
territory in science and technology. In particu-

lar, the index of refraction can now take both
positive and negative values, waves can be
manipulated in ways not thought possible
before, and multiple scattering can cause a
wave to alter its basic character while retain-
ing phase memory. 

Maxwell’s equations contain two material
parameters, the dielectric constant ε and
magnetic permeability μ. If the material is
anisotropic, ε and μ are 3 × 3 matrices in gen-
eral. Under a coordinate transformation, the
form of Maxwell equations should remain
invariant, but ε and μwould carry the informa-
tion regarding the original values plus the rele-
vant coordinate transformations. If all the val-

ues and anisotropy characteristics
of ε and μ are physically realizable,
as implied by the advent of meta-
materials, then theoretically one
can access the many possibilities
afforded by the coordinate transfor-
mations. Leonhardt (2) and Pendry
et al. (3) have pointed out one such
possibility that might have come
from Star Trek—electromagnetic
cloaking. The idea is to create a
“hole” in the transformed coordi-
nate system in which an object (or
objects) can be hidden from detec-
tion (see the figure). The hole is not
an electromagnetic vacuum but
rather a complete separation of
electromagnetic domains into a

cloaked region and those outside. A cloaked
object thus cannot communicate with the out-
side, and vice versa. A different form of cloak-
ing has also been proposed by Milton and
Nicorovici (4). By considering a polarizable
line dipole in the vicinity of a coated cylinder
with core dielectric constant εc and surface
coating dielectric constant εs = –εc, they have
shown that under the action of an external qua-
sistatic transverse magnetic field, both the
coated cylinder and the polarizable line dipole
are invisible—that is, in the cloaking region,
the polarizable line dipole produces no induced
dipole moment. The reason for this strange
behavior is that any induced moment would be

Emerging materials can influence the dissipation,
dispersion, and refraction of light, producing
resonant effects that allow intricate control of
electromagnetic waves for new applications.
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Hidden realms. (Left) Blue lines indicate the flow of electromagnetic energy
through a region of space. (Right) The shaded region has been subject to a coor-
dinate transformation. The center of the region denoted by the red dot at left is
transformed to the red circle. The region inside the red circle is cloaked and cut
off electromagnetically from the region outside. Outside the shaded area, the
flows are identical in both panels, implying electromagnetic nondetectability of
objects inside the cloaked region.
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canceled by the resonant response of the coated
cylinder. Otherwise, the energy can diverge
(4, 5). Because a single polarizable line dipole
produces no induced moment, it follows that a
collection of such objects would also produce
no moment, and hence be invisible.

To realize all these possibilities requires
ingenious materials design supported by
advances in technology. There is a plethora of
reported advances in both wave-functional
materials fabrication, as well as the realization
of related phenomena. Because many of the
wave-functional effects are associated with
resonances, overcoming the limitations im-
posed by dissipation and dispersion effects
(meaning that the desired phenomena are real-
izable only within a narrow frequency win-
dow) represents the most urgent challenge. In
this respect, the successful achievement of a
photonic crystal optical cavity Q value on
the order of 106 by Noda’s group in Kyoto
University (6) is noteworthy for foreshadow-
ing the potential applications. There are also
efforts to realize a negative refraction index
through structural means, such as extreme
anisotropy (7) and chiral materials (8), in addi-
tion to photonic crystals. An interesting pro-
posal is to compensate the resonance-induced
dissipation with an optical gain medium (9),
which can be pumped separately. The degree to
which these efforts are successful would set
the scenario of future wave technology.

Wave localization in the Anderson sense
(that is, localization of waves as they scatter
in a random medium) is generally character-
ized spatially by an exponentially decaying
wave function. However, if one uses a pulse
to probe a medium with localized states, then
it can be shown theoretically that there are
also characteristic time-domain signatures
(10). Recent experiments by Storzer et al.
(11) have shown that by measuring time-
resolved photon transport through TiO2 pow-
der samples, one can detect clear deviation
from the diffusive behavior that is expected
from multiple scatterings (12). Moreover, it
was reported during the meeting that the
deviation can be explained by a time-
dependent diffusion constant D that ap-
proaches a ~1/t behavior. If r2 ~ Dt, then
heuristically D ~ 1/t implies a saturation
length—the localization length. The photon
mobility edge, the optical analog to the elec-
tronic metal-insulator transition, may be
within reach. 

Random systems are usually character-
ized by probability functions. Thus, wave
localization, a manifestation of multiple scat-
tering of waves in random media, has been
mostly studied by focusing on the mean
behavior, just as diffusion is the mean behav-

ior of a random walker. A shift away from this
focus is represented by the study of the “con-
nectivity” of localized wave functions in a
single (finite) random configuration. In a
one-dimensional layered system, a connected
state consisting of multiple localized wave
functions (13) with roughly the same energy
and equally spaced across the sample is
denoted a “necklace.” Such necklaces would
carry most of the wave flux through the sam-
ple, because they represent short circuits in an
otherwise insulating sample. In two separate
experiments, one in the microwave regime by
Sebbah et al. (14), and one in the optical
regime by Bertolotti et al. (15), these neck-
lace states in a one-dimensional layered sys-
tem were observed. The true significance of
these states may lie in the three-dimensional
mobility edge, where in analogy with perco-
lation the connected localized states would
play a role similar to that of the percolating
backbone, which has density measure zero
(because of its fractal geometry) but never-
theless carries all the flux. 

As the title of the meeting “From Random
to Periodic” implies, some convergence of
the two developments may be inevitable, or
even anticipated. Challenges remain, how-

ever, in identifying the nontrivial intersec-
tions, from which new physics and phenom-
ena may emerge.
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Afundamental tenet of quantum mech-
anics is the idea that two spatially sep-
arated objects exhibit correlations in

observable physical properties that cannot be
explained by any classical theory. Troubling
even Einstein, this “spooky action at a dis-
tance” (1)— known as entanglement—is fun-
damental to quantum information science and
directly related to the enhanced computing
power of a processor based on quantum bits
(qubits). What is remarkable is that solid-state
electrical circuits containing as many as 1011

atoms can be engineered to exhibit quantum
behavior and are well described by the quan-

tum formalism originally developed for indi-
vidual atoms and photons. One can construct
such qubits from thin films using conven-
tional semiconductor fabrication techniques,
making them attractive for eventually realiz-
ing a quantum computer with many qubits.

With these solid-state “atoms on a chip,”
one can prepare arbitrary superpositions of
single-qubit states and manipulate them with
microwave radiation to observe clear signa-
tures of quantum coherence familiar in atomic
physics and nuclear magnetic resonance
(2–5). Coupling two or more qubits together
results in entangled states with energy spectra
that exhibit features such as avoided crossings
(6) predicted by quantum mechanics. Veri-
fying that two qubits are unambiguously
entangled is, however, a delicate task and
requires sophisticated benchmarks such as
quantum state tomography (7). This method
involves a series of measurements (analogous

Quantum tomography is used to determine the entangled state of two coupled superconducting
qubits, a step forward for solid-state quantum computing.
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to the image “slices” that are captured and
combined into a three-dimensional picture in
tomographic medical imaging) to character-
ize the quantum state. In particular, such
measurements are used to reconstruct the den-
sity matrix of the system, a mathematical tool
that specifies the components of an arbitrary
quantum state. On page 1423 of this issue,
Steffen et al. (8) report an important advance
in the first tomographic measurements of an
entangled state produced by two coupled
solid-state qubits. 

Steffen et al. use two superconducting
phase qubits, A and B, coupled by a capaci-
tance Cx (see the figure, top panel). Each qubit
consists of a Josephson tunnel junction (indi-
cated by the X)—shunted with a capacitance
C—in a superconducting loop of inductance L.
The dynamics of the system are described by
the motion of a fictitious particle representing
the quantum variable δ, the difference between
the phases of the superconducting order para-
meters on each side of the junction. This par-
ticle is confined to an asymmetric double-well
potential U(δ) formed by applying an external
magnetic flux (see the figure, bottom left
panel). The two lowest energy levels in the
shallow potential well on the left are the quan-
tum states |0〉 and |1〉, separated by energy E01.
Fast microwave pulses at frequency ν01 = E01/h
(where h is the Planck constant) prepare any
chosen superposition of |0〉 and |1〉 (transitions
from |1〉 to |2〉 can be ignored because their
energy difference is off-resonance). Once state
preparation is complete, a fast flux pulse tilts
the potential (see the figure, bottom right
panel). If the qubit is in the state |1〉, the phase
particle tunnels to the adjacent deep potential

well, causing a sudden change in δ
and inducing a magnetic flux that
is stored in the loop. If the qubit is
initially in the state |0〉, however,
no tunneling occurs. The differ-
ence between these two flux states
is readily detected with an on-chip
SQUID (superconducting quan-
tum interference device) induc-
tively coupled to the qubit. 

In the case of two coupled
phase qubits, there are four basis
states: |00〉, |01〉, |10〉, and |11〉
(where 0 and 1 indicate the state of
each individual qubit). Steffen et
al. prepare the entangled state
(|01〉 – i|10|)/ (where i = ),

one of the states that is important in quantum
logic. The density operator for this state is
ρ = (|01〉 – i|10〉)(�01| + i�10|)/2. The corre-
sponding density matrix is

Entanglement is indicated by the nonzero,
off-diagonal elements of the density matrix,
i/2 and –i/2; these particular off-diagonal
matrix elements must be nonzero to represent
an entangled state. If one instead had a prod-
uct state of the form, (|10〉 + |00〉)/ = (|1〉 +
|0〉)|0〉/ , there would be no quantum corre-
lations between measurements of the states of
the two qubits. Simply measuring qubit A, for
example, cannot distinguish between the
entangled and product states described above,
and each measurement would yield a 50%
probability of being in |0〉 or |1〉. A more
sophisticated sequence, namely, state tomog-
raphy, is needed to determine all the elements
of the density matrix. 

Arguably, George Stokes (9) introduced
such a procedure in 1852 in the context of lin-
ear optics. Using a set of four measurements
involving polarizers of various orientations,
he reconstructed the polarization state of an
unknown electromagnetic wave. In the case of
coupled phase qubits, a tomographic measure-

ment involves applying different microwave
pulse sequences (similar to those in nuclear
magnetic resonance) before readout to obtain
different linear combinations of the elements of
the density matrix (10). From this information,
Steffen et al. reconstruct the density matrix.
Their results convincingly show the signatures
of their entangled state, namely, the diagonal
and nonzero off-diagonal matrix elements
shown in Eq. 1. After correction for known
measurement errors, the observed magnitudes
are 87% of the theoretical values. The remain-
ing discrepancy is consistent with predictions
based on the measured decoherence time.

These tomographic measurements are a
positive step forward for solid-state quantum
computing, representing a proof-of-principle
demonstration of the basic functions needed
for a quantum computer. At the same time, we
are reminded of the complexities of the solid
state, which has many possible channels of
decoherence. Fidelity—control and measure-
ment precision—may be lost to uncontrolled
degrees of freedom that might be associated
with the readout circuit, low-frequency noise
in charge, flux, and junction critical current,
and lossy circuit materials. Steffen et al. sug-
gest that their observed loss of fidelity is
a result of poor dielectric materials. De-
coherence in other kinds of superconducting
qubits is reduced by operating them at sym-
metry points at which they are insensitive to
environmental noise (3), thereby implement-
ing a level of hardware fault tolerance.
Moreover, quantum error correction codes
have been developed for software fault toler-
ance. Given the tremendous progress made
with superconducting qubits in the past few
years, we expect the demonstration of even
more sophisticated quantum algorithms in the
not-too-distant future. 
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Detecting Awareness in the
Vegetative State
Adrian M. Owen,1* Martin R. Coleman,2 Melanie Boly,3 Matthew H. Davis,1

Steven Laureys,3 John D. Pickard2

T
he vegetative state is one of the least un-

derstood andmost ethically troublesome

conditions in modern medicine. The term

describes a unique disorder in which patients

who emerge from coma appear to be awake but

show no signs of awareness. Although the

diagnosis depends crucially on there being no

reproducible evidence of purposeful behavior in

response to external stimulation (1), recent func-

tional neuroimaging studies have suggested that

Bislands[ of preserved brain function may exist

in a small percentage of patients who have been

diagnosed as vegetative (2). On this basis, we

hypothesized that this technique also may pro-

vide a means for detecting conscious awareness

in patients who are assumed to be vegetative

yet retain cognitive abilities that have evaded

detection using standard clinical methods.

In July 2005, a 23-year-old woman sustained a

severe traumatic brain injury as a result of a road

traffic accident. Five months later, she remained

unresponsive with preserved sleep-wake cycles.

Clinical assessment by a multidisciplinary team

concluded that she fulfilled all of the criteria for a

diagnosis of vegetative state according to inter-

national guidelines (1)

ESupporting Online Ma-

terial (SOM) text^.

We used function-

al magnetic resonance

imaging (fMRI) to mea-

sure her neural responses

during the presentation

of spoken sentences

(e.g., BThere was milk

and sugar in his cof-

fee[), which were com-

pared with responses

to acoustically matched

noise sequences (3).

Speech-specific activi-

ty was observed bilat-

erally in themiddle and

superior temporal gyri,

equivalent to that ob-

served in healthy vol-

unteers listening to the

same stimuli (fig. S1).

Furthermore, sentences

that contained ambigu-

ous words (italicized)

(e.g., BThe creak came

from a beam in the ceiling[) produced an ad-

ditional significant response in a left inferior

frontal region, similar to that observed for normal

volunteers. This increased activity for ambiguous

sentences reflects the operation of semantic pro-

cesses that are critical for speech comprehension.

An appropriate neural response to the mean-

ing of spoken sentences, although suggestive, is

not unequivocal evidence that a person is con-

sciously aware. For example, many studies of

implicit learning and priming, as well as studies

of learning during anesthesia and sleep, have

demonstrated that aspects of human cognition,

including speech perception and semantic pro-

cessing, can go on in the absence of conscious

awareness.

To address this question of conscious aware-

ness, we conducted a second fMRI study during

which the patient was given spoken instructions

to perform two mental imagery tasks at specific

points during the scan (3). One task involved

imagining playing a game of tennis and the

other involved imagining visiting all of the

rooms of her house, starting from the front

door. During the periods that she was asked to

imagine playing tennis, significant activity was

observed in the supplementary motor area

(Fig. 1). In contrast, when she was asked to im-

agine walking through her home, significant

activity was observed in the parahippocampal

gyrus, the posterior parietal cortex, and the lateral

premotor cortex (Fig. 1). Her neural responses

were indistinguishable from those observed in

healthy volunteers (fig. S2) performing the same

imagery tasks in the scanner (SOM text).

These results confirm that, despite fulfilling

the clinical criteria for a diagnosis of vegetative

state, this patient retained the ability to under-

stand spoken commands and to respond to them

through her brain activity, rather than through

speech or movement. Moreover, her decision to

cooperate with the authors by imagining partic-

ular tasks when asked to do so represents a clear

act of intention, which confirmed beyond any

doubt that she was consciously aware of herself

and her surroundings. Of course, negative find-

ings in such patients cannot be used as evidence

for lack of awareness, because false negative

findings in functional neuroimaging studies are

common, even in healthy volunteers. However,

in the case described here, the presence of re-

producible and robust task-dependent responses

to command without the need for any practice or

training suggests a method by which some non-

communicative patients, including those diag-

nosed as vegetative, minimally conscious, or

locked in, may be able to use their residual cog-

nitive capabilities to communicate their thoughts

to those around them by modulating their own

neural activity.
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Fig. 1. We observed supplementary motor area (SMA) activity during tennis
imagery in the patient and a group of 12 healthy volunteers (controls). We
detected parahippocampal gyrus (PPA), posterior parietal-lobe (PPC), and
lateral premotor cortex (PMC) activity while the patient and the same group of
volunteers imaginedmoving around a house. All results are thesholded at P G
0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons. X values refer to distance in mm
from the midline in stereotaxic space (SOM text).
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Two Years at Meridiani Planum:
Results from the Opportunity Rover
S. W. Squyres,1 A. H. Knoll,2 R. E. Arvidson,3 B. C. Clark,4 J. P. Grotzinger,5 B. L. Jolliff,3

S. M. McLennan,6 N. Tosca,6 J. F. Bell III,1 W. M. Calvin,7 W. H. Farrand,8 T. D. Glotch,9

M. P. Golombek,9 K. E. Herkenhoff,10 J. R. Johnson,10 G. Klingelhöfer,11

H. Y. McSween,12 A. S. Yen9

The Mars Exploration Rover Opportunity has spent more than 2 years exploring Meridiani Planum,
traveling È8 kilometers and detecting features that reveal ancient environmental conditions. These
include well-developed festoon (trough) cross-lamination formed in flowing liquid water, strata
with smaller and more abundant hematite-rich concretions than those seen previously, possible
relict ‘‘hopper crystals’’ that might reflect the formation of halite, thick weathering rinds on rock
surfaces, resistant fracture fills, and networks of polygonal fractures likely caused by dehydration of
sulfate salts. Chemical variations with depth show that the siliciclastic fraction of outcrop rock has
undergone substantial chemical alteration from a precursor basaltic composition. Observations
from microscopic to orbital scales indicate that ancient Meridiani once had abundant acidic
groundwater, arid and oxidizing surface conditions, and occasional liquid flow on the surface.

T
he Mars Exploration Rover Opportuni-

ty landed at Meridiani Planum on 24

January 2004. During its 90-sol (mar-

tian solar day) nominal mission (1), Opportu-

nity explored Eagle crater and the surrounding

plains, studying laminated sulfate-rich sand-

stones that contain abundant hematite-rich

spherules (2). Opportunity then spent nearly a

year exploring Endurance crater, investigating

È7 m of exposed stratigraphic section in a unit

dubbed the Burns formation (3). Observations

there revealed chemical and textural changes

with depth (4, 5) and a stratigraphic section

dominated by eolian dune and sand sheet

facies but with evidence for subaqueous dep-

osition in the uppermost half meter (6). Since

leaving Endurance, Opportunity has traveled

nearly 5 km to the south, assessing horizontal

and vertical variations in geology over more

regional scales. Major landmarks along the route

(fig. S1) include Vostok crater, about 1.5 km

south of Endurance, and Erebus crater, about

4 km south of Endurance. Pausing during the

traverse, Opportunity also spent considerable

time at the Olympia outcrop, just north of

Erebus. Despite the generally homogeneous ap-

pearance of Meridiani Planum from orbit, a

number of new features and phenomena have

been observed at these locations at rover scale.

Here, we present geologic results obtained along

the traverse, interpretations of textural and

geochemical observations at Endurance crater,

and a refined model for the formation of the

sedimentary rocks at Meridiani Planum.

Depositional processes. Rocks of the Burns

formation are finely stratified sandstones. By

itself, this observation could be explained in

terms of eolian or subaqueous sedimentation,

accumulation by explosive volcanism, or em-

placement as impact ejecta. On the basis of

sedimentary structures and facies associations

at Eagle (2) and Endurance (6) craters, we

identified eolian and subaqueous sedimentation

as the most probable deposition mechanisms.

It is well known that fine- to medium-

grained sand, when subjected to shear stresses

created by shallow, subaqueous flows with mod-

erate current velocities, spontaneously forms

highly sinuous-crested ripples with amplitudes

of up to a few cm (7, 8). In cross sections ori-

ented transverse to flow, exposed laminae have

a trough-shaped or ‘‘festoon’’ geometry (9). At

the Olympia outcrop, Panoramic Camera

(Pancam) (10) images of the rock Overgaard

show a planar-laminated unit overlain by the best

example of cm-scale trough cross-lamination

found by Opportunity to date (Fig. 1A). These

trough cross-laminae scour down into the

underlying planar laminated unit from left to

right. The trough cross-lamination forms a bed

set with at least 3 to 4 cm of apparent thickness.

Several superimposed sets show basal scouring

and backfilling by concave- to occasionally

convex-upward cross-laminae, which show a

cross-cutting relation in which each trough-

shaped subset truncates the subset to its left. In

addition, the cross-strata exhibit a small angle

of climb from left to right. Truncation surfaces

and backfilling of subjacent sets are well ex-

pressed in the left-center part of the upper unit.

Individual troughs are 3 to 4 cm wide. This

particular type of cross-stratification can be

further described as scalloped cross-lamination,

which can form either by migration of a single

bedform during fluctuating flow or by migra-

tion of superimposed bedforms in steady flow

(11). We cannot distinguish between these two

possibilities because of the lack of a comple-

mentary cut oriented parallel to the bedding

plane.

A mosaic of Microscopic Imager (MI) (12)

images was acquired to provide improved reso-

lution of the Overgaard trough cross-lamination

(Fig. 1B). The subgrain-scale resolution of this

image provides additional supporting detail,

including clear truncation of laminae that re-

inforces the Pancam observations. Stratal trun-

cations of this sort are the result of primary

discontinuities in sedimentation and cannot be

artifacts produced by the intersection of bedding

with topography. Moreover, fine-scale topography

derived from stereoscopic MI imaging reveals a

nearly flat surface for the portion of the outcrop

that contains the trough cross-lamination. Because

there is no systematic relationship of bedding to

local slopes, this observation confirms that the

cross-lamination is a primary attribute of the rock.

Cross-lamination of this type and at this

scale is known to form subaqueously but is not

known to develop in other types of flows, in-

cluding eolian and volcanic base surges (13–15).

We therefore discount suggestions that the

Meridiani sandstones might have been formed

as a part of volcanic (16) or impact (17) base

surges. Furthermore, the overall stratigraphy and

the succession of facies observed at Endurance

crater are inconsistent with base surge deposits

(6). The latter are characterized by flow decel-

eration sequences similar to subaqueous turbi-

dites (15), and these have not been observed in

the bedrock at Meridiani. Recent observations

thus confirm the earlier interpretation of sub-

aqueous transport and suggest that water flow

was more extensive across the ancient Meridiani

surface than was evident from observations at

Eagle and Endurance craters alone.

Microscopic images provide additional in-

formation for testing depositional models. All

outcrops imaged to date by Opportunity consist

of medium-size sand grains that are rounded

and well sorted. For example, Cobble Hill, a

target within the interpreted eolian sand sheet

facies in Endurance crater, has a mean grain

size of 450 mm, with a standard deviation of

170 mm (N 0 200) (Fig. 2A). Walker (18) and

Sparks (19) compiled grain-size distribution

data for more than 300 pyroclastic flow de-

posits on Earth. The median grain size in

Meridiani outcrops falls within the range of
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medians recorded for terrestrial samples, but

the sorting is distinctly different (20). In con-

trast, the size distribution of Meridiani sand

grains falls well within the range of mean,

median, and sorting values for terrestrial eolian

sands (21).

This characteristic persists south of Endur-

ance crater. Textures in Overgaard, and also in

Strawberry, another outcrop near the rim of

Erebus crater, again indicate only well-sorted,

medium-grained sandstones. Grain-size distri-

butions in sandstones near Erebus approximate

those in Eagle and Endurance outcrops (Fig.

2C). Thus, outcrop-level sedimentary structures

and fine-scale textures of Meridiani rocks both

support the interpretation that they are eolian

deposits, reworked locally by surface water.

Geochemistry and mineralogy. After using

Opportunity’s Rock Abrasion Tool (RAT) (22)

to expose fresh rock surfaces, we collected Al-

pha Particle X-Ray Spectrometer (APXS) (23)

data at Endurance crater that revealed system-

atic stratigraphic variations in chemical compo-

sition (4). From bottom to top of the measured

stratigraphic section, Burns formation sand-

stones show decreasing amounts of Si, Al, Na,

and K and increasing amounts of Mg and S.

This trend is consistent with variations in the ra-

tio of siliciclastic components to sulfates, with

the fraction of siliciclastics decreasing up-

section. The variations also correlate with dia-

genetic textural changes, including increased

cementation and recrystallization and enhanced

secondary porosity deeper in the section (5), and

accordingly are inferred to result from post-

depositional dissolution and mobilization of

soluble salts (4).

Analysis of these chemical variations sheds

light on the nature of the siliciclastic component

(Fig. 3). The data form a curvilinear trend with

samples from higher in the stratigraphic section

plotting at lower Al
2
O
3
/(FeO

T
þ MgO þ

CaO). The two mixing lines in the figure each

have one endmember defined by the average

composition of ‘‘chemical constituents,’’ in-

cluding sulfate salts, jarosite, and hematite, as

inferred from Mössbauer spectroscopy (24) and

chemical mass balance (4, 5). The deviation of

the data from any mixing line, like the lower

one, that has unaltered martian basalt as the

other endmember shows that the siliciclastic

component in the current outcrop cannot be

unaltered basalt.

The chemically altered basalt endmember

composition for the upper mixing line was

derived by assuming that roughly half of the

divalent cations were removed from the pre-

cursor basalt during chemical weathering,

enriching Al in the siliciclastic residue relative

to Mg, Fe, and Ca. Deriving it in this way

simulates the most important geochemical pro-

cesses causing Al enrichment relative to di-

valent cations during chemical weathering of

basalt: mineral dissolution and the precipitation

of aluminosilicate phases. This mixing line

coincides very closely to the Burns formation

data. The best fit is found when È55% of the

total Mg, Fe, and Ca is removed (mostly Mg)

and is consistent with the siliciclastic compo-

nent being derived from chemical alteration of

a precursor basalt. Further support for the idea

Fig. 1. Festoon (trough) cross-lamination in Overgaard. (A) Blue arrows point to three distinct
festoons, indicated by basal truncation and concave-upward geometry. Red arrows point to
downlapping, convex-up laminae that backfilled the festoon trough. (B) MI mosaic of part of
Overgaard, showing generally granular texture and excellent sorting, right-to-left pinch out of
planar-laminated unit, and stratal truncation and downlap of overlying festoon cross-laminae
[compare with (A)]. Illumination is from the top in both images.

Fig. 2. Microscopic images of Meridiani outcrop rocks. (A) Rounded sand grains forming single-
grain-thick laminae in target Cobble Hill, an interpreted eolian sand sheet within the measured
stratigraphic section in Endurance crater. (B) Recrystallization textures in Eagle crater. At center
left, a set of three or four laminae show fusing of grains. At right, the complete loss of primary
fabric and development of blocky, interlocking crystals around a hematitic spherule implies a
highly soluble precursor mineral assemblage. (C) Overgaard. Note the absence of visible spherules.
Scale across each image is 3 cm.
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that the siliciclastic component is highly altered

comes from Mini–Thermal Emission Spectra

(TES) (25) infrared data, which show no pyrox-

ene or olivine in the outcrop. Instead, a major

component (È25%) of Al-rich amorphous sil-

ica is the dominant outcrop spectral signature

along with sulfates.

It has been suggested on the basis of limited

data from Eagle crater that simple sulfur addi-

tion (as H
2
SO

4
) to basalt with subsequent iso-

chemical alteration might explain the chemistry

and mineralogy of the Burns formation (16). This

explanation would be consistent with geochem-

ical data if all the points were clustered at a sin-

gle location in Fig. 3, but the trend at Endurance

crater rules it out. A mixing line involving addi-

tion of sulfur to basalt is a horizontal line on

Fig. 3, clearly inconsistent with the trend. Addi-

tion of S to basalt could account for the trend

only if the primary basaltic sediment composition

varied considerably and systematically through

the 7 m of stratigraphy exposed in Endurance

crater and if the amount of S added varied

directly with the primary basaltic composition, an

implausible combination of coincidences.

Diagenesis. Textural evidence for a fluc-

tuating groundwater table in the Burns for-

mation includes (2, 5, 6) (i) syndepositional

sediment deformation, (ii) intergranular cement,

(iii) mm-scale spherules interpreted to be con-

cretions, (iv) mm-scale tabular pores interpreted

to be crystal molds, (v) late generations of cement

and recrystallization surrounding concretions

(Fig. 2B), and (vi) decimeter-scale stratigraph-

ically controlled zones of enhanced secondary

porosity and recrystallization. As Opportunity

traversed south, some features have changed

and new textures have been observed.

At Eagle and Endurance craters, crystal

molds represent the former presence of mineral

grains with solubility comparable to magne-

sium sulfates, because they dissolved to form

secondary porosity without seriously disrupting

primary fabrics. Monoclinic habits suggest

minerals such as melanterite (Fe2þSO
4
&7H

2
O)

or calcium, iron, or magnesium chlorides.

North of Erebus crater, the rock Lemon

Rind contains pseudomorphs after a mineral

with an apparent cubic crystal habit (Fig. 4A).

Millimeter-scale square, rectangular, and trian-

gular shapes may suggest the former presence

of ‘‘hopper crystals’’ commonly produced by

halite in terrestrial evaporites (26, 27). Hopper

textures develop in cubic crystals because of

preferred growth at edges and corners. They

form in many evaporative settings (for exam-

ple, brine-atmosphere and sediment-brine inter-

faces and capillary zones), but isolated hoppers

within sediment suggest displacive growth above

a groundwater capillary fringe (26, 28), similar to

the setting inferred for monoclinic-shaped crystal

mold minerals (5).

Fig. 3. Plot of molar
Al2O3/(FeOT þ MgO þ

CaO) versus SO3 for the
Burns formation (circles).
[We sum the three major
divalent cations to cap-
ture as much of the rel-
evant geochemistry as
possible in a single dia-
gram, but we note that
most of the observed var-
iability in Al

2
O
3
/(FeO

T
þ

MgO þ CaO) is due to
variations in Al2O3 and
MgO (4).] Also plotted are
the compositions of mar-
tian basalts (‘‘Zag,’’ ‘‘Sherg,’’
and ‘‘LA’’ denote the ba-
saltic shergottite meteor-
ites Zagami, Shergotty,
and Los Angeles, respec-
tively; ‘‘Bounce’’ denotes
Bounce Rock, a piece of
impact ejecta at Merid-
iani Planum (1); and
‘‘Gusev’’ denotes plains
basalts at Gusev crater),
the compositions of min-
erals observed within the
Burns formation (‘‘Hem’’ denotes hematite and ‘‘Jar’’ denotes jarosite), and a composition derived by
removing 50% of the divalent cations (Ca, Mg, and Fe) from typical martian basalt to illustrate the
effects of chemical weathering. SO3 decreases and Al2O3/(FeOT þ MgO þ CaO) increases
systematically with depth (red arrow), indicating an increasing proportion of the siliciclastic
component with depth. Also shown are two mixing lines, one between average chemical constituents
and unaltered basalt and a second between average constituents and altered basalt.

Fig. 4. MI mosaics of RAT holes
that reveal diagenetic features
observed only south of Endurance
crater. (A) Apparent pseudomorphs
after a mineral with a cubic crystal
structure, perhaps halite, in the
target Lemon Rind (see Fig. 5A for
context). (B) Small, irregularly
shaped hematite spherules in the
target Kalavrita, at the Olympia
outcrop. This RAT hole has also
exposed a fracture intersection that
is part of a polygonal fracture
network. Scale across each image is
5 cm.
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Within Eagle and Endurance craters, hema-

titic spherules are of uniform size, shape, and

abundance and are interpreted to be sedimentary

concretions formed in a near-isotropic ground-

water flow regime (2, 5). Spherules are char-

acterized by a volume distribution that is more

uniform than random, absence at bedding or

other erosional surfaces, multiply fused spher-

ules, and a distinctive composition (950%

Fe
2
O
3
as hematite, with Ni/Fe far too low for

a meteoritic origin). Neither accretionary lapilli

nor oxidized metallic iron impact spherules,

which might be other ways of creating small

spherules (17), would plausibly have these

characteristics.

As Opportunity traversed southward from

Vostok crater to Olympia, the concretions be-

came notably smaller (e2 mm), more numer-

ous, and more irregular in shape (Fig. 4B). The

increase in number and decrease in size of con-

cretions could reflect an increase in the nucleation

rate of hematite or its precursor. Nucleation rates

of iron oxides are strongly controlled by the

degree of supersaturation with respect to the pre-

cipitating mineral phase (29, 30), so an increase

in the number of concretions could result from a

sudden generation of supersaturated conditions

caused by changes in the chemistry of the

diagenetic fluid. South of Olympia, adjacent to

Erebus crater, concretions are absent at the res-

olution of the MI (Fig. 2C), but this appears to

be a relatively local, possibly facies-controlled,

phenomenon because small concretions re-

appear in outcrops south of Erebus.

Later modification. Three types of later

modification are particularly prominent in the

Burns formation (Fig. 5): surface rinds up to

several millimeters thick that record surface

alteration, erosionally resistant fracture fills that

include a cement component, and networks of

polygonal fractures.

Rinds differ chemically from subjacent out-

crop, notably showing enrichment of Na and Cl

and depletion of S. They are particularly well

developed where they have formed at the in-

terface between outcrop surfaces and thin cover-

ings of soils. This observation suggests that the

rind formation process may be ubiquitous and

ongoing on exposed or thinly covered outcrop

surfaces, but that its rate is substantially slower

than the eolian sandblasting of soft outcrop rock

by saltating grains that is pervasive across the

Meridiani plains. In this model, only where rock

surfaces have been protected from sandblasting,

for example, when buried by a thin veneer of soil

and only recently uncovered, is thick rind for-

mation observed.

Fracture fills are erosionally resistant, often

vertically oriented features associated with linear

fractures of possible impact origin. These features

are spectrally distinct from adjacent outcrop but

differ chemically only in detail. APXS data

indicate that fracture fills contain siliciclastic ma-

terials in amounts similar to or slightly greater

than nearby outcrop lithologies; the fill is typ-

ically slightly enriched in Al and Si and depleted

in Mg and S. Unlike rinds, fracture fills show no

substantial Na or Cl enrichment. The high abun-

dance of silicates means that the fills are not

primarily precipitated, but the absence of basaltic

minerals indicates that fractures are not filled by

present-day soils. Instead, the close similarity of

fracture fill and country rock lithologies suggests

that fractures were filled primarily by intra-

clastic material derived from adjacent outcrops.

The limited total volume of alteration rinds and

fracture fill indicates very low aggregate rates

of fluid flow and chemical weathering during

the time since the Meridiani outcrop rocks were

deposited.

Polygonal crack systems commonly mark

Meridiani outcrop rocks (Figs. 4B and 5, A and

B). These three-dimensional crack systems have

typical polygon dimensions of È10 cm and

have been observed both on loose boulders

within Endurance crater and on exposed bed-

rock surfaces south of Endurance. Fracture net-

works on rock surfaces commonly cut across

bedding, indicating that the fracturing signifi-

cantly postdates the deposition process. Because

sulfate minerals can undergo substantial volume

reduction upon dehydration, the fractures likely

resulted from volume reduction during water

loss from hydrated sulfate minerals as environ-

mental conditions became more desiccating.

Temporal relations. Key events in the his-

tory of Meridiani Planum include the formation

of sulfate-rich sand grains by acid sulfate

alteration of basalt, deposition of sand grains

to form laminated rock, emplacement of the

hematite-rich spherules, and other diagenetic

events.

Several lines of evidence demonstrate that

sulfate-rich sand grains formed before depo-

sition of the outcrop rock seen today. Perhaps

the most compelling of these is the composi-

tional gradient at Endurance crater. The ob-

served vertical gradient in the ratio of sulfates

to siliciclastics is readily explained by interac-

tion of a sulfate-rich sandstone with ground-

water, but it cannot plausibly be explained by

any process in which unaltered basaltic sand

grains first form laminated outcrop rock and then

are chemically altered in place with no ground-

water interaction. Also, acid sulfate alteration of

the grains that form the outcrop rocks is pervasive

along the rover’s full traverse, with no less-altered

or unaltered zones anywhere, consistent with sub-

stantial reworking and mixing after the alteration

but unlikely for alteration in place by vapor or

small amounts of water.

Additional evidence comes from textural

observations. Many hematitic concretions have

been sectioned by the RAT and then imaged by

the MI, and none preserves relict sand textures

in its interior at 30 mm/pixel resolution. This

observation requires that sandstone textures

within the concretions were obliterated during

concretion growth, consistent with sand grains

made of soluble sulfates and siliciclastic ma-

terials much finer-grained than the sands

themselves, but not with sand grains made of

basalt. Also, the grains in the Meridiani outcrop

are larger and better rounded than windblown

basaltic sands on the current surface of Me-

ridiani Planum. The simplest explanation is that

the outcrop grains were made of lower-density,

less-resistant materials at the time of their

transport and emplacement. Geological and

geochemical observations thus agree that the

acid sulfate alteration of parent basalts invoked

to explain Meridiani chemistry took place in an

as-yet undiscovered setting before the accumu-

lation of Meridiani sands now observed in

outcrop.

It is also clear that the hematitic spherules

formed after the acid sulfate alteration of the

Fig. 5. Evidence of late modification of Meridiani outcrop rocks. (A) Pancam false color image of dark
rinds atop outcrop rock at Fruit Basket, just north of Erebus crater; round features are RAT holes 4.5 cm in
diameter in the rind (upper, Lemon Rind) and subjacent lithology (lower, Strawberry). (B) Pancam false-
color image of Roosevelt fracture fill along the margin of a linear fracture at Erebus crater. (C) Partial MI
mosaicÈ4 cm wide of the Roosevelt fracture fill, showing mm-scale lamination within the fill; approximate
location is shown in red box in (B). Note also the polygonal fracturing of rocks in (A) and (B).
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sand grains took place. Sand grains in Meridiani

deposits readily recrystallized around spherules

(Fig. 2B), which is likely if the grains were

sulfate-rich at the time of spherule formation

but inconsistent with the sand grains having had

a basaltic lithology at that time.

By comparison to eolian deposits on Earth,

facies development of the measured section in

Endurance crater is interpreted to reflect the

interaction between eolian processes and a mi-

grating groundwater table (6), with water-

deposited beds near the top of the section

reflecting aqueous reworking of sands in low-

lying areas where ground waters reached the

surface. Thus, groundwater infiltration must

have begun as Meridiani sands accumulated,

not later. The systematic increase in sulfate

content observed from the bottom to the top of

the measured section may reflect this pene-

contemporaneous infiltration.

As documented by petrographic textures in

MI images, diagenesis ensued after formation

of the sand grains and their deposition to form

the outcrop: Precipitation of lamina-cutting

monoclinic crystals preceded the growth of

hematite-rich concretions, which in turn came

before the recrystallization of grains, the pre-

cipitation of cements around concretions, and

the formation of secondary porosity, including

the dissolution of earlier formed diagenetic

crystals. Diagenesis was largely completed by

the time that Meridiani’s current geomorphic

surface formed; the limited amount of later

modification (e.g., rinds, fracture fills, and

polygonal fractures) indicates that water has

been scarce in the Meridiani region for the past

several billion years.

Regional relations. The sulfate-rich deposits

examined by Opportunity are located at the top

of a several-hundred-meter-thick section of rock

that disconformably covers the underlying Noa-

chian cratered terrain (31). In fact, the hematite-

bearing plains surface materials encountered by

Opportunity are dominated by an eolian cover

of basaltic sands and lag deposits of hematitic

concretions left behind as wind deflated the

relatively soft sulfate-rich bedrock. Further,

rock exposures to the east, north, and west of

the hematite-bearing plains form the etched ter-

rains that extend over several hundred thousand

square kilometers (31, 32). These etched-terrain

bedrock materials are layered and highly eroded

by wind. Analyses of Mars Express OMEGA

(Observatoire pour la Mineralogie, l’Eau, les

Glaces et l’Activité) data show that the etched

terrains have an enhanced 1.92-mm absorption

band relative to the Noachian cratered terrain,

indicating enhanced abundances of water-bearing

mineral phases (33). In some areas, kieserite and

perhaps polyhydrated sulfate minerals have been

identified in etched terrain exposures (33, 34).

Thus, Opportunity has examined the top of a

widely exposed section of layered deposits that

are hydrated and demonstrably sulfate-bearing in

multiple locations. This information allows us to

consider models for formation of the layered

deposits that place rover-based observations into

a regional context.

Summary. The first stage in the develop-

ment of the rocks observed by Opportunity was

acid sulfate alteration of basaltic source material

to produce sand grains composed of Mg, Ca,

and Fe sulfates mixed with a very fine-grained

siliciclastic residue. These grains were then

reworked by wind in the presence of fluctuat-

ing groundwater that occasionally came to the

surface and flowed across it. Interaction with

substantial amounts of groundwater produced

hematite-bearing concretions and a variety of

other diagenetic textures, as well as a subsurface

gradient in composition at Endurance crater.

None of Opportunity’s observations to date

reveal the environment in which the sulfate-

rich sand grains originally formed. Given the

compelling evidence for emergence of ground-

waters at Meridiani under generally arid cli-

mate conditions, we suggest that the most

likely mechanism is that grains originated by

erosion from a dirty playa, a pan of sulfate

precipitates and fine-grained siliciclastic par-

ticles formed by interaction of precursor ba-

salts with acidic groundwaters, followed by

evaporation (2, 5, 6).

In the absence of deposits that have not

been reworked by wind and water, other mech-

anisms for formation of the sand grains, in-

cluding acid sulfate weathering in a volcanic

environment [a component of the scenario sug-

gested by McCollom and Hynek (16)], cannot

be ruled out. Whatever the formation mecha-

nism, however, it is clear that the grains now

observed in outcrop were emplaced by eolian

and aqueous processes, and that after their em-

placement they interacted with substantial

quantities of groundwater.

Although we cannot pinpoint the location

where the sand grains formed, we note that

there is no need to invoke transport to Me-

ridiani from a distant source region. The eolian

and aqueous processes that produced the ob-

served sedimentary facies could have operated

exclusively on local scales, so it is plausible

that the sulfate-rich sand grains formed at

Meridiani, rather than having been transported

from elsewhere.

Whatever process produced the sulfate-rich

sands at Meridiani, it created enough material to

cover several hundred thousand square kilome-

ters. Layered deposits of sulfate minerals have

also been found in a number of other areas across

the martian surface (33). In contrast, hematite

has been detected only in a few places on Mars,

of which Meridiani is the largest. Because it is

the formation of an erosional veneer that renders

Merdiani hematite visible from orbit, it may be

that other hematite accumulations have thus far

escaped detection. But it is also possible that

other regions of Mars lacked the specific con-

ditions for groundwater diagenesis responsible

for hematite precipitation at Meridiani (35).
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Hoxa2- and Rhombomere-Dependent
Development of the Mouse Facial
Somatosensory Map
Franck Oury,1* Yasunori Murakami,1* Jean-Sebastien Renaud,2 Massimo Pasqualetti,1†

Patrick Charnay,3 Shu-Yue Ren,1‡ Filippo M. Rijli1§

In the mouse trigeminal pathway, sensory inputs from distinct facial structures, such as whiskers or lower
jaw and lip, are topographically mapped onto the somatosensory cortex through relay stations in the
thalamus and hindbrain. In the developing hindbrain, the mechanisms generating such maps remain
elusive. We found that in the principal sensory nucleus, the whisker-related map is contributed by
rhombomere 3–derived neurons, whereas the rhombomere 2–derived progeny supply the lower jaw
and lip representation. Moreover, early Hoxa2 expression in neuroepithelium prevents the trigeminal
nerve from ectopically projecting to the cerebellum, whereas late expression in the principal sensory
nucleus promotes selective arborization of whisker-related afferents and topographic connectivity to the
thalamus. Hoxa2 inactivation further results in the absence of whisker-related maps in the postnatal
brain. Thus, Hoxa2- and rhombomere 3–dependent cues determine the whisker area map and are
required for the assembly of the whisker-to-barrel somatosensory circuit.

T
he rodent trigeminal pathway represents

a suitable system to study neuronal con-

nectivity and pattern formation (1–5).

Somatosensory inputs from distinct facial re-

gions are collected through the mandibular

(supplying the lower jaw and lip), the maxillary

(supplying the whiskers and the upper jaw and

lip), and the ophthalmic branches of the tri-

geminal nerve by first-order neurons whose cell

bodies reside in the trigeminal ganglion (Fig. 1).

The central processes of trigeminal ganglion

neurons enter the hindbrain and give ascending

and descending branches wiring into the rostral

principal (PrV) and the caudal spinal (SpV)

nuclei. Sensory inputs are in turn transmitted to

the somatosensory cortex through a relay

station in the ventral posterior medial (VPM)

nucleus of the thalamus. At all levels of the

pathway, the spatial arrangements of neurons

and their afferent fibers faithfully reproduce

the physical distribution of peripheral sensory

receptors generating somatotopic facial repre-

sentations. However, little is known about the

mechanisms underlying the development of

somatotopy.

At early developmental stages, the verte-

brate hindbrain is transiently segmented into

rhombomeres (r) along the anteroposterior axis

(6). Fate-mapping studies revealed that the

progeny of individual segments form compact

transverse stripes of cells running throughout the

ventriculopial axis of the postnatal hindbrain

(7). However, the relationship between the early

segmental plan and the establishment of topo-

graphical circuitry in the developing hindbrain

is still poorly understood. At the molecular

level, Hox genes are crucial determinants of

rhombomere identity and neuronal patterning

(8–11). One possibility is that, at later stages of

hindbrain maturation, Hox expression may set

up a molecular program for somatotopic map

formation. Here, we focused on Hoxa2, the

most rostrally expressed Hox gene in the hind-

brain, and on the development of somatotopy

in the PrV nucleus, which has a fundamental

role in thalamic and cortical pattern formation

(12, 13). We show that cellular segregation of

rhombomere progenies and maintenance of

Hoxa2 expression in PrV through later stages

of hindbrain development provide a set of

positional labels that instructs both the wiring

of peripheral trigeminal afferents and the topo-

graphic axonal mapping of PrV target neurons

to VPM thalamus (summary in fig. S1).

Rhombomere-dependent somatotopy of

PrV. The somatotopic organization of the rodent

trigeminal system can be conveniently visual-

ized by cytochrome oxidase (CO) histochem-

istry (Fig. 1, A,D,G, and J) (5, 14–16). At postnatal

day 4 (P4), the dorsal component of the PrV

nucleus appears as a lightly CO-stained area that

includes the lower jaw and lip representation

(Fig. 1, A and G) and receives inputs from the

mandibular branch of the trigeminal nerve. The

ventral PrV component is instead organized in

neuronal modules, or barrelettes, replicating the

array of whiskers and sinus hairs on the snout

(Fig. 1, A and G) that are innervated by the

maxillary branch. Similar neuronal arrange-

ments also exist at thalamic and cortical levels

both for the lower jaw and lip and for whisker-

related representations (known as barreloids

and barrels, respectively) (Fig. 1, D and J). How-

ever, little is known about the cellular mecha-

nisms underlying the establishment of interareal

somatotopy during prenatal development, re-

sulting in segregation of the lower jaw and lip

and the whisker-related maps.

Here, we asked whether PrV somatotopy

relates to its rhombomeric origin. To perma-

nently label rhombomere progenies, we mated

mouse lines expressing the Cre recombinase

selectively in r2 (R2::Cre) (17) or in r3 and r5

(Krox20::Cre) (18) with the Z/AP reporter line

(19). In this mating scheme, Cre-mediated

recombination results in permanent activation

of alkaline phosphatase (AP) in rhombomere

progenies. AP and CO stainings on adjacent

cross-sections at P4 revealed that, in the PrV,

the territory including the barrelettes and sinus

hair–related neuronal clusters is contributed by

the r3 progeny (r3p) (Fig. 1, G to I). In contrast,

the unpatterned CO-stained portion of PrV,

containing the map of the lower jaw and lip, is

composed entirely by the r2 progeny (r2p) and

anteriorly delimited by the r1 progeny (r1p)

(Fig. 1, A to C and fig. S2, A to D). Posteriorly,

the barrelette field is bordered by the r4 progeny

(r4p) (Fig. 1, G to I and fig. S2, E to H).

Notably, the progeny of r5 (r5p) did not

contribute to the PrV nucleus, nor to the more

posteriorly located interpolaris (SpVi) or cau-

dalis (SpVc) subdivisions of the SpV column

(Fig. 1, G to I and fig. S2), the only other neu-

ronal formations generating whisker-related

representations (16).

Rhombomere-related topography of PrV

axonal projections. Next, we mapped the AP-

stained axonal projections from the brainstem

onto the CO-stained representations of distinct

face areas in the VPM on adjacent sections. In

Krox20::Cre;Z/AP animals at P4, AP-stained

axon terminals precisely matched the CO-stained

barreloids and sinus hair–related neuronal mod-

ules in the dorsolateral VPM (Fig. 1, J to L).

Most of these projections to VPM originated

from r3-derived PrV neurons, given that the

r5 progeny did not contribute to any of the

nuclei generating the main stream of ascending

whisker-related afferents to VPM—i.e., PrV,

SpVi, or SpVc (20) (Fig. 1 and fig. S2). No-

tably, in R2::Cre;Z/AP animals the AP-stained

projections adopted instead a complementary

pattern. Axon terminals from r2-derived PrV

neurons mainly segregated into the ventromedial

VPM, containing the representation of the lower

jaw and lip, and were excluded from the bar-

reloid area (Fig. 1, D to F).

Rhombomere-specific patterns of trigeminal

primary afferent arborization. The mapping

data suggested that r3-derived PrV neurons pre-

dominantly receive inputs from the whiskers, sup-

plied by the maxillary division of the trigeminal

nerve, whereas inputs from the mandibular divi-

sion are relayed through the r2-derived portion of
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PrV. To test this possibility, we assessed the cen-

tral projection patterns of trigeminal primary af-

ferents (Figs. 2 and 3).

By embryonic day 10.5 (E10.5), the trigem-

inal nerve has already entered the hindbrain

through an entry point in r2 (10, 21), and

ascending axons are arrested shortly thereafter

at their final position. By fluorescent dextran

tracing of trigeminal afferents and enhanced

green fluorescent protein (EGFP) detection in

the hindbrain of Hoxa2EGFP embryos (22), we

mapped the point of arrest next to the r1/r2

border (Fig. 3D). By E14.5, somatotopy of the

trigeminal tract was evident, as determined by

labeling individual branches with distinct

fluorescent dextrans (Fig. 2, A to C). Specif-

ically, mandibular axons were located dorsally,

ophthalmic axons ventrally, and maxillary

afferents run in-between the two other divi-

sions. Notably, the relative width of each division

within the nerve varied along the rostrocaudal

axis (Fig. 2, A to C), corresponding to differ-

ential patterns of arborization into the PrV

target nucleus (Fig. 2, D to F). Caudally to the

nerve entry point, the maxillary axons and their

radially oriented collaterals contributed to most

of the dorsoventral extent of the tract (in red,

Fig. 2, A to C and E), with very little input from

mandibular (in green, Fig. 2, A, C, E, and F)

or ophthalmic (in violet, Fig. 2, B and C) divi-

sions. In contrast, mandibular collaterals rostral

to the nerve entry point were conspicuous and

spatially segregated from maxillary collaterals

(Fig. 2, A, D, and F); moreover, no collaterals

could be identified from the ophthalmic branch

(Fig. 2, B and C).

Such rostrocaudal variations suggested

that the arborization patterns from mandibular

or maxillary afferents may be related to the

rhombomeric origin of PrV target neurons. To

correlate arborization patterns with rhombomeric

domains, we used the Hoxa2EGFP(lox–neo–lox)

allele (22) that expresses EGFP only upon Cre-

mediated deletion of the selection marker

cassette, thus allowing tracing of rhombomere-

specific domains of Hoxa2EGFP-expressing cells

by mating with suitable Cre-expressing mouse

lines. Therefore, we simultaneously visualized

collaterals from individually labeled trigemi-

nal branches and r2- or r3-derived Hoxa2-

expressing territories by EGFP detection in E14.5

R2::Cre;Hoxa2EGFP(lox–neo–lox) (Fig. 2, G and K)

or Krox20::Cre;Hoxa2EGFP(lox–neo–lox) (Fig. 2, L

and N) fetuses, respectively. Notably, the entire

dorsoventral extent of the r3-derived portion of

PrV was selectively targeted by collaterals

from maxillary axons (arrows, Fig. 2, J and

M; summaries in Fig. 2, K and N), with very

little, if any, mandibular input (Fig. 2, I, K, L,

and N). In contrast, mandibular axons selectively

sent collaterals dorsally within the r2-derived

portion of PrV (arrows, Fig. 2G; summary in

Fig. 2H). Thus, individual trigeminal divisions

differentially contribute to the innervation of

PrV in relation to the rhombomeric origin of

target neurons, with the r3-derived PrV neurons

receiving input almost uniquely from the

maxillary division.

Hoxa2 differential expression in PrV. At

early stages, Hoxa2 is expressed throughout r2

and r3, although at different levels (10). At

E14.5, in situ hybridization in comparison with

the PrV-specific marker Drg11 (23) revealed

restricted expression of Hoxa2 in developing

PrV neurons (Fig. 2, P and Q) but not in

trigeminal ganglion cells. Comparison of tran-

script distribution and AP staining on adjacent

sections from Krox20::Cre;Z/AP fetuses re-

Fig. 1. Rhombomere-related somatotopic organization and connectivity
of PrV nucleus. (A to L) Cross-sections through hindbrain PrV [(A) to (C)
and (G) to (I)] and thalamic VPM [(D) to (F) and (J) to (L)] nuclei in P4
R2::Cre;Z/AP [(A) to (F)] or Krox20::Cre;Z/AP [(G) to (L)] animals, respec-
tively. Face maps are revealed by cytochrome oxidase (CO) histochemistry
at PrV [(A) and (G)] and VPM [(D) and (J)] levels. Lower jaw– (Lj), anterior
snout (As) sensory hair–, and whisker-related neuronal patterns are
shown. Whisker-related neuronal modules (Br, barrelettes; Ba, barreloids)
are organized into five rows, labeled A through E. The progenies of r2
(r2p) (B) or r3 and r5 (r3p and r5p) (H) are traced by alkaline phos-
phatase (AP) staining, and superimposed (Merge) to CO-stained adjacent
sections in (A) or (G), respectively. At PrV level, r2p (C) or r3p (I)
specifically contribute to the Lj or the As and Br maps, respectively. At
VPM level, the Lj map is entirely targeted by AP-stained axon terminals
from r2-derived neurons [(E) and (F)], whereas axon terminals from
Krox20::Cre ;Z/AP animals selectively target As and Ba neuronal modules,
precisely matching CO-stained neuronal modules [(K) and (L)]. (M)

Diagram of trigeminal circuit in mouse. (N) Summary showing the relationship between rhombomere progenies and somatotopy of PrV nucleus and its axonal
connections to VPM. Md, mandibular branch of trigeminal nerve; MoV, trigeminal motor nucleus; Mx, maxillary branch; Oph, ophthalmic branch; PrV,
principal sensory trigeminal; S1, somatosensory cortex; SpV, spinal sensory trigeminal column; TG, trigeminal ganglion; tl, trigeminal lemniscus; VPL,
ventroposterior lateral nucleus; VPM, ventral posterior medial nucleus.
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vealed that the r3-derived portion of PrV

expressed high levels of Hoxa2 (compare Fig.

2, O and P). In contrast, Hoxa2 expression was

much lower in r2p, specifically in the dorsal

part of PrV (Fig. 2P). Such transcript distribu-

tions correlated with the r2- or r3-specific

arborization patterns of mandibular or maxillary

afferents, respectively, suggesting that high

levels of Hoxa2 expression may be involved

in selective wiring of the maxillary division.

Early Hoxa2 requirement in r2 for trigem-

inal nerve pathfinding. To address Hoxa2

function, we analyzed the patterns of trigemi-

nal afferents in Hoxa2EGFPj/j homozygous mu-

tants. A notable pathfinding defect was observed

in E16.5 (Fig. 3, A and B) and E14.5 (Fig. 3, E,

F, H, and I) homozygous mutants. The ascending

branch of the trigeminal nerve did not stop to

encapsulate the PrV nucleus, but ectopically

projected to the cerebellum. Labeling of homo-

zygous mutants at E10.5, before PrV nucleus

formation (24), revealed that the pathfinding

defect was already present at this early stage

(arrows, Fig. 3, D and G).

To address the Hoxa2 spatial requirement,

we next deleted Hoxa2 selectively in r2 by mat-

ing R2::Cre transgenic mice with our Hoxa2flox

allele (17). Notably, in R2::Cre;Hoxa2flox/flox

fetuses the trigeminal tract also ectopically

projected to the cerebellum (Fig. 3C), simi-

larly to the full knockout phenotype. Thus, the

normal arrest of trigeminal afferents in the

rostral hindbrain does not require informa-

tion from PrV target neurons, but it is de-

pendent on early expression of Hoxa2 in the

r2 neuroepithelium.

Late Hoxa2 requirement for maxillary axon

arborization. To investigate Hoxa2 involve-

ment during arborization of trigeminal affer-

ents, we used an approach based on tamoxifen

(TM) inducible CMV–bactin–Cre-ERT2

(CMV::Cre–ERT2)/loxP to achieve time-

dependent inactivation of Hoxa2 (25). Given

that arborization of trigeminal afferents into PrV

neurons started at about E13 (26), CMV::Cre-

ERT2;Hoxa2flox/flox fetuses and Hoxa2flox/flox

controls were chronically administered with TM

for three times at E12.5, E13.0, and E13.5.

Fetuses were collected at E14.5 and in situ

hybridization confirmed no or little residual

Hoxa2 expression in the hindbrain of TM-

treated CMV::Cre-ERT2;Hoxa2flox/flox mutants

(25). Retrograde labeling of individual trigem-

inal branches revealed a selective inhibition of

collateral formation from the maxillary branch

(Fig. 3, J, L, M, N, P, and Q). Moreover, some

collaterals from the mandibular division ap-

peared to be abnormally oriented toward the

territory normally targeted by maxillary collat-

erals (arrow, Fig. 3O; summary in Fig. 3Q), sug-

gesting a degree of competitive interactions

between trigeminal branches (27). In contrast,

we did not observe in these animals ectopic tri-

geminal projections to the cerebellum, confirm-

ing that such a phenotype depended on Hoxa2

function earlier than E12.5.

To further support a Hoxa2 role for maxil-

lary axon arborization, we generated Krox20::

Cre;Hoxa2flox/flox fetuses. At E14.5, we ob-

served a severe reduction of maxillary collaterals

into the r3-derived PrV (Fig. 3, R, T, and U),

with occasional ectopic reorientation of man-

dibular collaterals, similar to the TM-induced

knockout animals (Fig. 3, O, Q, S, and U).

Thus, Hoxa2 is required in PrV target neurons

to induce selective arborization of maxillary

axons.

Loss of EphA4 and EphA7 expression in

PrV of Hoxa2 mutants. In E15.5 Krox20::Cre;

Hoxa2flox/flox homozygous mutant fetuses, normal

specification and organization of PrV neurons

Fig. 2. Rhombomere-specific arborization patterns of trigeminal afferents and
Hoxa2 expression. (A to C) Trigeminal tract somatotopy in whole-mount E14.5
wild-type brain. Maxillary (Mx) and mandibular (Md) (A), or Mx and ophthalmic
(Oph) (B) branches were simultaneously retrogradely labeled by rhodamin-
dextran [red in (A) and (B)] or Alexa 488-dextran [green in (A) and violet in (B)],
respectively. Crosses in summary diagram (C) indicate local patterns of
arborization of axons. The Md branch runs dorsally, Oph ventrally, and Mx in
between. The relative width of each branch varies along the rostrocaudal axis
[bars in (A) and (B)]. The star (j) indicates the trigeminal nerve entry point. Cb,
cerebellum. (D to F) Arborization patterns and spatial segregation of radially
oriented collaterals from retrogradely labeled Md (green) and Mx (red) branches
[(D) and (E)] in coronal sections through PrV nucleus at (D) and posterior (E) to
the nerve entry point [as in summary (F)]. Posteriorly, the PrV is predominantly

targeted by collaterals from Mx. (G to N) Rhombomere-specific patterns of
arborization of Md and Mx branches. Md (green) or Mx (red) branch dextran
labeling and simultaneous detection of EGFP (blue) from r2-derived (r2p) or r3-
derived (r3p) progenies in R2::Cre;Hoxa2EGFP(lox-neo-lox) [(G), (I), and (J)] or
Krox20::Cre ;Hoxa2EGFP(lox-neo-lox) [(L) and (M)] E14.5 fetuses, respectively.
Selective arborization of Md branch in r2p [arrows, (G) and (I)], whereas no or
very few collaterals are formed in r3p (L). [(J) and (M)] R3p is specifically
targeted by Mx collaterals (arrows) [summary in (H), (K), and (N)]. (O to Q) [and
summary in (R)] Coronal adjacent sections through PrV (outlined by dashed line)
from Krox20::Cre;Z/AP E14.5 fetuses. AP staining in (O) visualizes r3p, whereas
(P) and (Q) show in situ hybridization with Hoxa2 and PrV-specific Drg11 probes,
respectively. High-level Hoxa2 expression in r3p, but not in r2p, of PrV target
neurons correlates with maxillary branch arborization.
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was observed, as assessed by Drg11 expression

(fig. S3, A and D). However, EphA4 and EphA7

transcripts were lacking or severely reduced in the

r3-derived portion of PrV, whereas ephrinA5

expression in the target thalamus was unaffected

(fig. S3, B, C, E, F, J, and K). Importantly, we

also observed similar spatially restricted impair-

ments of EphA4 and EphA7 expressions in the

PrV of TM-treated CMV::Cre-ERT2;Hoxa2flox/flox

mutant fetuses (fig. S3, H and I). These results

confirmed a late requirement of Hoxa2 and in-

dicated that topographic wiring defects may be

present in the mutants as a result of impaired

EphA receptor expression.

Absence of whisker-related maps and

altered topography of PrV axonal connectivity

in Hoxa2 mutants. At E16.5, the analysis of AP-

stained axons in Krox20::Cre;Hoxa2flox/flox;Z/AP

mutants demonstrated normal pathfinding from

PrV to VPM (fig. S4, A to F). However, CO-

stainings at P4 revealed the absence of whisker-

related neuronal patterns at both the PrV and

VPM levels in these mutants (Fig. 4). Notably,

analysis of AP-stained axon terminals revealed

that, within the VPM, axons from PrV did not

establish a normal topographic branching pat-

tern and were mistargeted. Specifically, the

majority of fibers did not project to the

barreloid field, but ectopically targeted the

VPM ventromedial region (Fig. 4, H, K, M,

and N). Moreover, apoptotic loss of r3-derived

PrV neurons was observed between P0 and P4

(Fig. 4, B and E, and fig. S5), which was not

observed at prenatal stages (Fig. 4, A and D);

this difference was likely the consequence of

the partial deafferentation and miswiring of the

circuit during the postnatal critical period of

sensory experience (28). Thus, the inactivation

of Hoxa2 during prenatal development altered

the wiring properties of PrV neurons with

regard to both peripheral afferents and thalamic

VPM target neurons, resulting in topographic

changes of the trigeminal circuit in mutant

postnatal brain (summarized in fig. S1).

Conclusions. We found that rhombomere-

specific cellular cues are important for the

spatial segregation of PrV neurons into a

somatotopic pattern. Specifically, the r3 proge-

ny contribute to the portion of the PrV that

segregates into whisker-related neuronal pat-

terns at postnatal stages. The persistence of

rhombomere-specific cohesion properties of

postmitotic progeny into late stages of hind-

brain development may provide a cellular frame-

work upon which to build precise neuronal

connectivity. In addition, we demonstrated that

Hoxa2 has multiple spatiotemporal roles in the

assembly of the trigeminal circuit. First, we

demonstrated an early requirement for Hoxa2

expression in the r2 neuroepithelium to prevent

entering of peripheral afferents in r1. However,

inner ear vestibular afferents, running just lateral

to trigeminal axons, are not arrested at the r1/r2

border and normally project to the cerebellum

(29). Thus, a Hoxa2-dependent molecular bar-

rier may exist throughout r2 and/or at the r1/r2

border that is specifically involved in arresting

the pathfinding of trigeminal but not vestib-

ular axons.

Second, the onset of arborization of trigem-

inal axons into the PrV follows a rhombomere-

specific pattern. Specifically, r3-derived neurons

selectively receive collaterals from maxillary

axons, whereas mandibular axons arborize pre-

dominantly into the r2-derived portion of PrV.

Such a pattern correlates with differential

levels and distribution of Hoxa2 transcripts

in the PrV nucleus: High or low expression

domains corresponded to wiring by maxillary

or mandibular axons, respectively. Moreover,

spatiotemporally induced inactivations estab-

Fig. 3. Spatiotemporal requirement of Hoxa2 for trigeminal afferent path-
finding and arborization. (A to C) Retrograde labeling of trigeminal nerve by
whole trigeminal ganglion (TG) injection of rhodamine-conjugated dextran
in E16.5 wild-type (WT) (A), Hoxa2EGFPj/j (B), and r2-specific knockout
(R2::Cre;Hoxa2flox/flox) (C) fetuses. In (B) and (C), the nerve ascending branch
does not stop at its normal position after entering the hindbrain, but ectopically
projects to the cerebellum. (D to F) Cross-sections through E10.5 (D) and E14.5
(E) Hoxa2EGFPþ/j specimen doubly labeled for rhodamine and EGFP showing
the entrance of the trigeminal nerve (Vn) tract at r2 level and its point of arrest
at the r1/r2 border [summary drawing in (F)]. (G to I) Cross-sections through
E10.5 (G) and E14.5 (H) Hoxa2EGFPj/j specimen. In homozygous mutants, Vn
ectopically projects toward the cerebellar territory [summary in (I)]. These data

demonstrate an early requirement for Hoxa2 in r2 to arrest incoming ascending
afferents. (J to U) Coronal sections through the hindbrain of E14.5 WT [(J) to
(M)], tamoxifen (TM)–induced CMV::Cre-ERT2;Hoxa2flox/flox [(N) to (Q)], and r3/r5-
specific Krox20::Cre;Hoxa2flox/flox [(R) to (U)] conditional homozygous mutant
fetuses. Mandibular (Md) and maxillary (Mx) branches and their collaterals were
simultaneously retrogradely labeled by Alexa 488-dextran (green) and
rhodamin-dextran (red), respectively. Maxillary branch arborization is selectively
inhibited both after Hoxa2 temporal inactivation during collateral formation (TM
administration at E12.5 through E13.5) [arrows, (P)] and spatial inactivation in
r3 [arrows, (T)] [summaries in (Q) and (U)]. Reorientation of mandibular axon
collaterals is also observed [arrows in (O) and (S)]. Specimens in (N) to (P) and
(R) to (T) are distinct. Cb, cerebellum; MB, midbrain.
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lished a specific requirement for Hoxa2 dur-

ing collateral formation from the maxillary

division (Fig. 3). Notably, trigeminal ganglion

neurons, which do not expressHoxa2, displayed

a normal somatotopic organization in the mu-

tants (fig. S6), supporting the idea that the

topography of trigeminal peripheral processes is

independent of central influences but that target

cell maturation in the brainstem is an important

regulator of arborization of central afferents

(26). Thus, Hoxa2 function in PrV neurons may

be important to regulate the expression of

molecules involved in trigeminal afferent arbori-

zation, such as neurotrophins and their recep-

tors (30, 31), Slit proteins and Robo receptors

(32), and/or semaphorins and neuropilin recep-

tors (33).

Third, our data indicate the involvement of

Hoxa2 in the topographic wiring of axonal con-

nections to the VPM thalamus. While guidance

of PrV axons to the thalamus was not affected

in Hoxa2 mutants, selective changes occurred

in the topographic specificity of axonal map-

ping within the VPM nucleus. Graded expres-

sions of ephrins and Eph receptors have been

involved in sensory mapping (34–37). The

finding that Hoxa2 positively regulates EphA4

and EphA7 expressions in the PrV indicates that

Hoxa2-mediated control of connectivity could

partly occur through Eph receptor function. By

governing the distribution of molecules pro-

viding positional mapping labels, Hoxa2 could

simultaneously regulate topographic wiring

between brainstem (PrV) and thalamus (VPM),

as well as between the periphery (incoming tri-

geminal afferents) and PrV. Moreover, as soluble

homeobox proteins can function as guidance

factors for axons (38), additional mechanisms

might be at work to establish Hoxa2-mediated

topographic wiring. Together with recent evi-

dence indicating a role in motoneuron connec-

tivity (39), these data begin to point to Hox

genes as fundamental players in the building of

sensorimotor circuitry in vertebrates.
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Fig. 4. Absence of whisker-related neuronal patterns and altered topography of PrV connectivity in
Hoxa2 mutants. (A to F) Cross-sections through PrV nucleus (outlined) of Krox20::Cre;Z/AP [(A) to (C)]
and Krox20::Cre;Hoxa2flox/flox;Z/AP homozygous mutants [(D) to (F)] at E16.5 [(A) and (D)] and P4 [(B),
(C), (E), and (F)]. Cytochrome oxidase (CO) histochemistry reveals absence of barrelettes (Br) in mutant
PrV at P4 (F), and progressive loss of alkaline phosphatase (AP)-stained r3-derived (r3p) PrV neurons
between E16.5 (D) and P4 (E). (G to L) Cross-sections through the thalamus of Krox20::Cre;Z/AP [(G) to
(I)] and Krox20::Cre;Hoxa2 flox/flox;Z/AP [(J) to (L)] P4 animals. [(G) and (J)] Ventroposterior medial (VPM)
nuclei are visualized by CO, whereas AP stainings on adjacent sections [(H) and (K)] map axon terminals
from the PrV neurons in panels [(B) and (E)]. Lack of barreloids (Ba) is observed in
Krox20::Cre;Hoxa2flox/flox;Z/AP mutant VPM [arrows, (J)], whereas AP staining demonstrates mistargeting
of PrV axon terminals to ventromedial VPM [(K), and merge in (L)]. (M and N) Summary drawings.
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Exotic Earths: Forming Habitable
Worlds with Giant Planet Migration
Sean N. Raymond,1*†‡ Avi M. Mandell,2,3*†‡ Steinn Sigurdsson2‡

Close-in giant planets (e.g., ‘‘hot Jupiters’’) are thought to form far from their host stars and
migrate inward, through the terrestrial planet zone, via torques with a massive gaseous disk. Here
we simulate terrestrial planet growth during and after giant planet migration. Several-Earth-mass
planets also form interior to the migrating jovian planet, analogous to recently discovered ‘‘hot
Earths.’’ Very-water-rich, Earth-mass planets form from surviving material outside the giant
planet’s orbit, often in the habitable zone and with low orbital eccentricities. More than a third of
the known systems of giant planets may harbor Earth-like planets.

T
o date, giant planets have been detected

around almost 200 main-sequence stars

(1, 2). An unexpected result is the abun-

dance of planets very close to their host stars—

about 40% of the known extrasolar planets are

interior to Mercury_s orbital distance of 0.4 as-

tronomical units (AU; 1 AU is the Sun-Earth

distance), although observational biases favor

the detection of hot Jupiters (3). The occurrence

of close-in giant planets is surprising because

models predict that giant planets form much

more easily in the cold, outer regions of proto-

planetary disks (4, 5). These planetary systems

have been attributed to inward migration of a

giant planet on 105-year time scales caused by

an imbalance of torques generated by the gas-

eous protoplanetary disk (6–9). In the process,

the giant planet moves through the terrestrial

planet zone (located from a few tenths of an

AU to about 2 to 3 AU). Radioactive dating of

solar system material (10) and observations of

dust dispersal in disks around young stars (11)

indicate that rapid precipitation and coagula-

tion of solid material in the inner regions of

circumstellar disks are likely, leading to the

question of the fate of these protoplanets dur-

ing and after giant planet migration. Previous

studies on the possibility of Earth-like planets

coexisting with close-in giant planets are di-

vided (12–16).

Here, we simulate the growth and dynam-

ical evolution of protoplanetary material from

small bodies to terrestrial planets during and

after the migration of a giant planet through the

terrestrial zone (see supporting online material

for details). Simulations start from a circum-

stellar disk in the middle stages of planet

formation, extending from 0.25 to 10 AU. The

disk contains 17 Earth masses (M
]
) of rocky/

icy material, evenly divided between 80 Moon-

to Mars-sized Bplanetary embryos[ (17) and

1200 Bplanetesimals[ with properties modified

so that each body behaves as a collection of

less massive objects (18). The disk has a

compositional gradient: The inner disk is iron-

rich and water-poor whereas the outer disk is

water-rich and iron-poor Eas in (19) but with

50% water by mass beyond 5 AU^. A Jupiter-

mass giant planet starts at 5 AU and is migrated

in to 0.25 AU in 105 years (8). The orbits of all

bodies in each simulation are integrated for 200

million years with the hybrid symplectic

integrator Mercury (20), modified to include

two additional effects: (i) Btype 2[ giant planet

migration (6, 13) and (ii) aerodynamic gas drag

(18) from a gaseous disk that dissipates on a 107-

year time scale (21).

At early times (Fig. 1) the giant planet mi-

grates inward through the disk, causing nearby

material to either be scattered outward onto

high-eccentricity orbits (13) or shepherded in-

ward by the giant planet_s moving mean-

motion resonances (22). The buildup of inner

material induces rapid growth of a 4 M
]
planet

just inside the 2:1 mean motion resonance in

105 years Ealso shown by (16)^. Smaller bodies

(planetesimals) feel a stronger drag force and

are shepherded by higher-order resonances (in

this case, the 8:1 resonance) and form a pileup of

0.2 M
]
at 0.06 AU. At the end of the migration

period, the remaining disk material is divided

between bodies captured in low-eccentricity

orbits in interior resonances with the Jupiter-mass

planet and higher-eccentricity orbits beyond

0.5 AU. The protoplanetary disk is now dynam-

ically hot (i.e., orbital eccentricities and incli-

nations are high), and accretion proceeds at a

slower rate than would occur in a nonstirred,

dynamically cold disk. However, the gas con-

tinues to damp eccentricities and inclinations,

also causing the orbits of icy planetesimals

from the outer disk to decay inward on million-

year time scales, delivering a large amount of

water to the growing terrestrial planets. After

the gas dissipates (at 107 years), the disk is
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Table 1. Properties of simulated planets. Results are from four simulations (see supporting online
material for details).

Hot

Earths

Normal

terrestrials

Hab. zone

planets

Outer

terrestrials

Solar

system*

Mean number of planets 0.25† 2 0.5 11 4

Mean planet mass (M
]
) 4.2 1.1 2.0 0.6 0.49

Mean water mass fraction 2 � 10j2 8 � 10j2 8 � 10j2 3.5 � 10j1 4 � 10j4

Mean iron mass fraction 0.25 0.28 0.27 0.14 0.32‡

Mean orbital eccentricity 0.01 0.23 0.10 0.23 0.08

Mean orbital inclination (-) 0.7 11 7 13 3.0

*Solar system physical properties are from (37) and orbital properties are from (35). †Every simulation with gas drag formed
one to three hot Earths during giant planet migration. However, in many cases an artificial drag force caused continued inward
migration of the giant planet. In these cases, the integrator usually introduced an error causing the eventual ejection of hot Earths
when they entered È0.05 AU. We therefore consider 0.5 a lower bound on the frequency of hot Earths in these systems. See also
(16). ‡Solar system iron mass fractions are calculated without Mercury, because of its anomalously high iron content.
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stirred by interactions between bodies, and

clearing continues through scattering. After

200 million years the inner disk is composed

of the collection of planetesimals at 0.06 AU, a

4 M
]
planet at 0.12 AU, the hot Jupiter at 0.21

AU, and a 3 M
]
planet at 0.91 AU. Previous

results have shown that these planets are likely

to be stable for billion-year time scales (15).

Many bodies remain in the outer disk, and ac-

cretion and ejection are ongoing due to long

orbital time scales and high inclinations.

Two of the four simulations from Fig. 2

contain a 90.3 M
]
planet on a low-eccentricity

orbit in the habitable zone, where the temper-

ature is adequate for water to exist as liquid on

a planet_s surface (23). We adopt 0.3 M
]
as a

lower limit for habitability, including long-term

climate stabilization via plate tectonics (24).

The surviving planets can be broken down into

three categories: (i) hot Earth analogs interior to

the giant planet; (ii) Bnormal[ terrestrial planets

between the giant planet and 2.5 AU; and (iii)

outer planets beyond 2.5 AU, whose accretion

has not completed by the end of the simulation.

Properties of simulated planets are segregated

(Table 1): hot Earths have very low eccentric-

ities and inclinations and high masses because

Fig. 1. Snapshots in time of the evolution of one simulation. Each panel
plots the orbital eccentricity versus semimajor axis for each surviving body.
The size of each body is proportional to its physical size (except for the
giant planet, shown in black). The vertical ‘‘error bars’’ represent the sine

of each body’s inclination on the y-axis scale. The color of each dot
corresponds to its water content (as per the color bar), and the dark inner
dot represents the relative size of its iron core. For scale, the Earth’s water
content is roughly 10j3 (28).
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they accrete on the migration time scale (105

years), so there is a large amount of damping

during their formation. These planets are remi-

niscent of the recently discovered, close-in 7.5M
]

planet around GJ 876 (25), whose formation is

also attributed to migrating resonances (26).

Farther from the star, accretion time scales are

longer and the final phases take place after the

dissipation of the gas disk (at 107 years), caus-

ing the outer terrestrials to have large dynam-

ical excitations and smaller masses, because

accretion has not completed by 200 million years;

collisions of outer bodies such as these may be

responsible for dusty debris disks seen around

intermediate-age stars (27). In the Bnormal[ ter-

restrial zone, dynamical excitations and masses

fall between the two extremes as planets form

in a few times 107 years, similar to the Earth_s

formation time scale (10). In addition, the average

planet mass in the terrestrial zone is comparable

to the Earth_s mass, and orbital eccentricities

are moderate (Table 1).

Both the hot Earths and outer Earth-like

planets have very high water contents Eup to

9100 times that of Earth (28)^ and low iron con-

tents compared with our own terrestrial planets

(Table 1). There are two sources for these trends

in composition: (i) strong radial mixing induced

by the migrating giant planet, and (ii) an influx

of icy planetesimals from beyond 5 AU from

gas drag-driven orbital decay that is unimpeded

by the scattering that Jupiter performs in our

own system. The outer terrestrial planets ac-

quire water from both of these processes, but

the close-in giant planet prevents in-spiraling

icy planetesimals from reaching the hot Earths.

The accretion of outer, water-rich material di-

lutes the high iron content of inner disk mate-

rial, so water-rich bodies naturally tend to be

iron-poor in terms of mass fraction. The high

water contents of planets that formed in the

habitable zone suggest that their surfaces would

be most likely covered by global oceans several

kilometers deep. Additionally, their low iron

contents may have consequences for the evolu-

tion of atmospheric composition (29).

The spacing of planets (Fig. 2) is highly

variable; in some cases planets form relatively

close to the inner giant planet. The ratio of orbital

periods of the innermost 90.3 M
]

terrestrial

planet to the close-in giant ranges from 3.3 to 43,

with a mean (median) of 12 (9). We can there-

fore define a rough limit on the orbital distance

of an inner giant planet that allows terrestrial

planets to form in the habitable zone. For a ter-

restrial planet inside the outer edge of the hab-

itable zone at 1.5 AU, the giant planet_s orbit

must be inside È0.5 AU (the most optimistic

case puts the giant planet at 0.68 AU). We apply

this inner giant planet limit to the known sample

of extrasolar giant planets Eincluding planets

discovered by the radial velocity, transit, and

microlensing techniques (1, 2)^ in combination

with a previous study of outer giant planets

(30). We find that 54 out of 158 (34%) giant

planetary systems in our sample permit an

Earth-like planet of at least 0.3 M
]
to form in

the habitable zone (Fig. 3). The fraction of

known systems that could be life-bearing may

therefore be considerably higher than previous

estimates (30).

Fig. 3. Giant planet
orbital parameter space
that allows terrestrial
planets to form in the
habitable zone. The sol-
id line indicates the
limit for outer giant
planets from (30). The
dashed line is an ap-
proximate limit (0.5 AU
with eccentricity less
than 0.1—the maximum
eccentricity achieved in
most simulations—for a
solar-mass star) inside
which low-eccentricity
giant planets allow for
the formation of habit-
able planets, derived
from our results and
(15). We calculated the habitable zone (HZ, shaded area) by assuming the temperature to scale with
the stellar flux (i.e., the square root of the stellar luminosity), using a stellar mass-luminosity relation
fit to data of (36). Open circles represent known giant planets that are unlikely to allow habitable
terrestrial planets in the habitable zone. Filled circles represent known planets with low enough
orbital eccentricities to satisfy our criteria for habitable planet formation, deemed to be potentially
life-bearing.

Fig. 2. Final configuration of our four simulations, with the solar system shown for scale. Each
simulation is plotted on a horizontal line, and the size of each body represents its relative physical size
(except for the giant planets, shown in black). The eccentricity of each body is shown beneath it,
represented by its radial excursion over an orbit. As in Fig. 1, the color of each body corresponds to its
water content, and the inner dark region to the relative size of its iron core. The simulation from Fig. 1
is JD-5. Orbital values are 1-million-year averages; solar system values are 3-million-year averages (35).
See table S1 for details of simulation outcomes. Note that some giant planets underwent additional
inward migration after the end of the forced migration, caused by an articial drag force. This caused
many hot Earths to be numerically ejected, but had little effect outside the inner giant planet. See
supporting online material for details.
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The occurrence of hot Jupiters appears to be a

strong function of stellar metallicity (31). In

addition, the solid component of protoplanetary

disks is assumed to be proportional to metallicity.

Therefore, systems such as the ones studied here

may have very massive solid disks and could

have systematically larger planet masses. If, for

example, such disks are more likely to form

È10 M
]
Bhot Neptunes[ Ee.g., 55 Cnc e (32)^

than È4 M
]

hot Earths, then our disk is too

small by a factor of a few. Assuming that planet

mass scales with disk mass, the typical mass of a

habitable planet in such systems may be several

Earth masses. In addition, our calculations were

for a realistic but fixed giant planet mass and

migration rate. Less (more) massive giant

planets or faster (slower) migration rates increase

(decrease) the survival rate of terrestrial material

exterior to the close-in giant planet (13).

Upcoming space missions such as the Na-

tional Aeronautics and Space Administration_s

Kepler and Terrestrial Planet Finder and the

European Space Agency_s COROT and Darwin

will discover and eventually characterize Earth-

like planets around other stars. We predict that

a large fraction of systems with a close-in giant

planet will be found to have a hot Earth or po-

tentially habitable, water-rich planets on stable

orbits in the habitable zone. Suitable targets

may be found in the known giant planet

systems.
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Observation of Electroluminescence
and Photovoltaic Response
in Ionic Junctions
Daniel A. Bernards,1 Samuel Flores-Torres,2 Héctor D. Abruña,2 George G. Malliaras1*

Electronic devices primarily use electronic rather than ionic charge carriers. Using soft-contact
lamination, we fabricated ionic junctions between two organic semiconductors with mobile anions
and cations, respectively. Mobile ionic charge was successfully deployed to control the direction
of electronic current flow in semiconductor devices. As a result, these devices showed
electroluminescence under forward bias and a photovoltage upon illumination with visible light.
Thus, ionic charge carriers can enhance the performance of existing electronic devices, as well as
enable new functionalities.

J
unctions between n-type and p-type semi-

conductors are the cornerstone of modern

electronic materials technology because

they enable a variety of solid-state devices such

as transistors, light-emitting diodes, and photo-

voltaic cells (1). Diffusion of electronic charge

across a pn junction sets up a built-in potential,

which allows current to flow preferentially in

one direction (rectification). Rectification is also

observed in junctions of ionic conductors, where

a built-in potential arises from diffusion of

anions (N) and cations (P) across a membrane.

Such ionic junctions play an important role in

biology. In bilayer membranes, for example,

voltage-gated ion channels control the direction

of ion transport into and out of cells (2). Al-

though such systems provide an inspiration for

rectifying devices, their inherent complexity

makes it difficult to study systematically. Elec-

trolytic junctions formed by using positively

and negatively charged polymer solutions offer

a synthetic alternative. For example, by defin-

ing the interface with a permeable membrane, a

junction was formed between a solution of a

polymeric acid and a solution of a polymeric

base, with mobile protons (Hþ) and hydroxide

ions (OHj), respectively. Under an applied al-

ternating current, this type of junction showed

considerable rectification of ionic current (3).

The analogy between electronic (pn) and

ionic (PN) junctions has not been exploited in

solid-state devices. In addition to the funda-

mental merit of exploring the coupling between

ionic and electronic carriers, such junctions

may result in devices with improved perform-

ance and new functionalities. Progress toward

this goal has been hampered by a lack of

materials that combine semiconducting behav-

ior with appreciable ionic conductivity. The
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addition of salts in films of conjugated polymers

led to devices in which ion concentration gra-

dients enhance the injection of electronic charge

and lead to efficient electroluminescence (4).

These gradients in ion concentration are estab-

lished by an applied bias. As a result, these de-

vices do not show inherent rectification, and the

ion gradients tend to disappear when the bias is

removed (4). The electrochemical deposition of

junctions of polyacetylene films with oppositely

charged ionomers has led to rectification (5).

However, the rectification was attributed to an

asymmetry in the ion polarization processes

near the metal electrodes and the inability of

one of the layers to transport electrons. Re-

moval of the mobile ions led to the formation

of purely electronic pn junctions (6). Electro-

luminescence or photovoltaic response was not

reported in these devices. Electrochemical dep-

osition also does not produce abrupt junctions

and is of limited applicability to a subset of or-

ganic materials.

Over the past few years, several organic

semiconductors with intrinsic ionic conduc-

tivity have emerged. A particular example is

ionic transition metal complexes, such as

ERu(bpy)
3
^
2þ(PF

6

j)
2
, where bpy is 2,2¶-bipyridine

(Fig. 1). These materials, studied extensively in

electrochemistry and spectroscopy (7), have

recently attracted renewed interest in solid-

state electroluminescent devices (8–10). The

ERu(bpy)
3
^
2þ ion is an intrinsic semiconductor

with a negligible concentration of mobile elec-

trons and holes at room temperature due to a

large HOMO-LUMO (highest occupied molec-

ular orbital–lowest unoccupied molecular orbit-

al) gap (7). However, substantial concentrations

of electrons and holes can be injected into a

film from metal electrodes where they migrate

by hopping and recombine to give rise to light

emission (11). An identifying feature of these

materials is the mobile counter ions (PF
6

j),

which redistribute under the application of an

applied bias and assist the injection of electron-

ic charge (11). The redistribution of counter

ions is usually slow, giving rise to a character-

istic delay between the application of a bias and

the emission of light (12).

In addition to ionic transition metal com-

plexes, any organic semiconductor can, in

principle, be modified with the addition of

appropriate groups that endow ionic conductiv-

ity. Considerable interest has focused on con-

jugated polymers with ionomers attached on

side chains (13). Small molecules can be sim-

ilarly modified. One example is the molecule

9,10-diphenylanthracene-2-sulfonate with sodi-

um counter ions (DPASjNaþ) (Fig. 1), which

has been used as a water-soluble fluorescence

probe and for the generation of electrogenerated

chemiluminescence in solution (14, 15). The

ability to introduce ionic conductivity to prac-

tically any organic semiconductor enables the

synthesis of materials with a broad range of elec-

tronic and ionic transport characteristics.

In analogy to semiconductors, ionic conduc-

tivity can be classified as N-type in materials

such as ERu(bpy)
3
^
2þ(PF

6

j)
2
, where the anions

are the predominant carriers of ionic current,

and P-type in materials such as DPASjNaþ,

where the opposite is true. Because both N-type

and P-type ionic conductors are available, ionic

(PN) junctions can be fabricated in direct anal-

Fig. 1. Structure and en-
ergetics of the PN junction.
(A) Structure of the PN
junction. (B) Detail of the
junction area. (C) Relevant
energy levels at the junc-
tion before (dotted lines)
and after (solid lines) ion
diffusion. The arrows in (B)
indicate the direction in
which the counter ions dif-
fuse to form the junction
when the two layers are
brought in contact.

Fig. 2. Temporal response of the current and radiance of the various devices at forward and reverse bias.
(A) ITO/[Ru(bpy)3]

2þ(PF6
j)2/Au, (B) ITO/DPAS

jNaþ/Au, and (C) ITO/DPASjNaþ//[Ru(bpy)3]
2þ(PF6

j)2/Au.
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ogy to conventional semiconductor electronic

(pn) junctions (1). Mechanistically, such a PN

junction is similar to a pn junction: Gradients in

the concentration of mobile ions at the junction

result in diffusion of cations into the N-type

material and anions into the P-type. As ions

diffuse, a built-in potential that opposes diffu-

sion is established. Equilibrium is reached when

the flux due to ion diffusion is balanced by the

flux due to ion drift caused by the built-in po-

tential. This built-in potential modifies the ener-

gy levels for electrons and holes at the junction,

in a manner analogous to band bending in crys-

talline semiconductors. Similar to a pn junction,

the built-in potential directs photogenerated

electronic carriers toward opposite electrodes.

The interplay between junction energetics (deter-

mined by the semiconductor molecules) and

built-in potential (induced by the redistribution

of ions) provides a powerful means of controlling

device performance.

The fabrication of such junctions is chal-

lenging. Vapor deposition techniques, which

are usually used to fabricate high-quality het-

erojunctions of organic semiconductors, are

of limited use due to the low vapor pressure

of ionic materials. Successive deposition from

solution is also challenging because dissolution

of the bottom layer leads to intermixing of the

two materials, generally precluding the for-

mation of an abrupt junction. These problems

were circumvented by using the technique of

soft-contact lamination (16, 17). A DPASjNaþ

film was deposited on a glass substrate with

patterned indium tin oxide (ITO) electrodes. A

ERu(bpy)
3
^
2þ(PF

6

j)
2
film was deposited on a

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate with

patterned Au electrodes. The two substrates were

brought together, laminating the two organic

layers to yield the structure ITO/DPASjNaþ//

ERu(bpy)
3
^
2þ(PF

6

j)
2
/Au (Fig. 1), where // indi-

cates the location of the laminated interface. The

elastomeric PDMS substrate enabled the lamina-

tion by conforming to the contours of the bottom

half of the device, and the transparent ITO elec-

trode allowed optical access to the junction (18).

To better understand the operation of the

PN junction, it is important to consider the

behavior of its components. The temporal

evolution of the current and radiant flux of

ITO/ERu(bpy)
3
^
2þ(PF

6

j)
2
/Au devices at T3V are

shown in Fig. 2A. The curves show the usual

response for organic semiconductor devices

with mobile ions, with a slow turn-on time

consistent with redistribution of the PF
6

j count-

er ions (11). At steady state, the device does not

show rectification, consistent with previous

reports (11). The lack of rectification is a result

of the ionic nature of this material. When ITO

is biased positive with respect to Au, the PF
6

j

counter ions accumulate near the ITO electrode,

leaving uncompensated ERu(bpy)
3
^
2þ near the

Au electrode. The ionic charge leads to high

electric fields near the electrodes, which help

inject holes from ITO and electrons from Au

into the ERu(bpy)
3
^
2þ molecules. Reversing the

bias leads to accumulation of the PF
6

j counter

ions near the Au electrode, and the electric

fields at the interface assist the injection of

electrons from ITO and holes from Au (11).

Similar characteristics were obtained for the

P-type layer (Fig. 2B). The emission from the

ITO/DPASjNaþ/Au device was below the noise

threshold of the integrating sphere/photodetector

assembly. It was estimated in a separate experi-

ment to be on the order of 10j11 and 10j10 W

for reverse and forward bias, respectively. These

results show that both electrons and holes are

injected and are mobile in ERu(bpy)
3
^
2þ(PF

6

j)
2

and DPASjNaþ films.

In contrast to its constituent layers, the PN

junction shows pronounced rectification. Figure

2C shows the current in ITO/DPASjNaþ//

ERu(bpy)
3
^
2þ(PF

6

j)
2
/Au to be more than 104

times higher under forward bias (ITO positive)

than under reverse bias (T5 V, 20 min after

application of a bias). At the junction, counter

ion diffusion is expected to lead to excess neg-

ative ionic charge in the P-side of the junction

and excess positive ionic charge in the N-side

of the junction. The resulting built-in potential

raises the HOMO and LUMO levels of DPASj

relative to ERu(bpy)
3
^
2þ (Fig. 1C), which sup-

presses the transport of holes from DPASj to

ERu(bpy)
3
^
2þ (and the transport of electrons in

the opposite direction). However, at short-

circuit (zero applied bias), the Fermi levels of

the two metals will align. This will be ac-

commodated by additional potential drops near

the metal contacts, caused by ion redistribution

(18). These potential drops assist the injection of

holes from ITO in DPASj and electrons from

Au in ERu(bpy)
3
^
2þ. Under an applied bias, the

steady-state current is determined by the com-

plex interplay between ion-induced potentials,

the potentials associated with injected electronic

carriers, and the energy levels of the constituent

materials. Device simulations (fig. S2) show that

the magnitude and the spatial extent of the built-

in potential vary with bias as in a pn junction.

To the first order, the application of forward bias

suppresses the built-in potential and allows holes

from DPASj to be injected in ERu(bpy)
3
^
2þ

(and vice versa for electrons). At the same time,

enhanced charge injection from the metal con-

tacts takes place. Reverse bias increases the

magnitude of the built-in potential at the junc-

tion. As a result, only a small fraction of the

applied bias drops near the contacts to help in-

ject electronic carriers, leading to poorer injec-

tion and an overall lower current than under

forward bias. As expected, the direction of

current flow was reversed in control devices in

which the order of the two layers was reversed

(ITO/ERu(bpy)
3
^
2þ(PF

6

j)
2
//DPASjNaþ/Au).

The PN junctions show intense light emis-

sion under forward bias, with a luminance of

Fig. 3. Electroluminescence spectra
of the various devices.
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500 cd/m2 at 5 V. Their spectral response

(Fig. 3) reveals that emission arises from the

ERu(bpy)
3
^
2þ(PF

6

j)
2

side of the junction.

This is consistent with the energy-level off-

sets at the heterojunction (Fig. 1C). The bar-

rier for hole injection from DPASjNaþ into

ERu(bpy)
3
^
2þ(PF

6

j)
2
is 0.7 eV smaller than that

for electron injection from ERu(bpy)
3
^
2þ(PF

6

j)
2

into DPASjNaþ. No light emission was de-

tected at reverse bias (the radiant flux was low-

er than 10j12 W). In the absence of mobile

ions, a device with energy levels as in Fig. 1C

(dotted lines) and with ITO and Au electrodes

would show hole-only current without substan-

tial rectification or light emission. Rectification

and light emission in traditional organic light-

emitting diodes are associated with the use of an

anode and a cathode with a high and a low work

function, respectively.

Illumination of the junctions resulted in a

photovoltaic response. Under 100 mW/cm2

excitation from a halogen lamp, an open circuit

voltage of 0.45 V and a short-circuit current

density of 0.15 mA/cm2 were measured (Fig. 4).

Upon sudden illumination the photocurrent

took a few seconds to reach steady state, pre-

sumably due to redistribution of the ionic

carriers under the influence of the photogener-

ated electrons and holes. The data of Fig. 4 were

acquired at steady state. The intensity depen-

dence of the photocurrent was measured up to

500 mW/cm2 and was found to be sublinear,

with an exponent of 0.85. The internal quantum

efficiency (electrons collected per photon ab-

sorbed) was estimated to be on the order of 5 �

10j5. This is low compared to state-of-the-art

organic photovoltaics but expected given the

low exciton dissociation yield in these ma-

terials. Indeed, devices based on the constituent

layers did not show any photovoltaic response,

confirming negligible exciton dissociation in

the bulk and at the electrode interfaces.

The photovoltaic response of the junctions

is consistent with the built-in potential as-

sisting the dissociation of excitons and the

separation of electrons and holes in the

ERu(bpy)
3
^
2þ(PF

6

j)
2

and the DPASjNaþ

layers, respectively (Fig. 1C). Estimating the

magnitude of the built-in potential is difficult,

because the ion density near the junction in-

terface is hard to predict due to steric effects

associated with ion packing. The value of the

open circuit voltage represents a lower limit for

the built-in potential, considering that there is

some resistive loss across the two layers and at

the contacts. It should be mentioned that the use

of mobile ions in photovoltaics is well estab-

lished in Gr.tzel cells (19). In these devices,

ions in an electrolyte extract and transport holes

from charge-transfer dyes attached to titanium

dioxide. In the ionic junctions reported here,

the ions establish a built-in potential across a

heterojunction.

The observations of rectification in current

and light emission, and of a photovoltaic re-

sponse in the PN junction and not in the con-

stituent layers, demonstrate that mobile ionic

charge can be used to control the flow of elec-

tronic current in solid-state devices. In principle,

any organic semiconductor can bemodified with

ionomers to endow unipolar ionic conductivity,

and the technique of lamination described here

can be easily applied to fabricate PN junctions

from these materials. Such junctions might help

decrease recombination and increase the effi-

ciency of organic heterojunction solar cells (20).

Moreover, given that ionic and electronic

mobilities often differ by several orders of

magnitude, the possibility of realizing ionic

junctions that can be reconfigured by the pro-

longed application of a bias and be used at

faster time scales to rectify electronic current is

exciting.
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Tectonic Uplift and Eastern
Africa Aridification
Pierre Sepulchre,1,2* Gilles Ramstein,1 Frédéric Fluteau,3 Mathieu Schuster,4,5

Jean-Jacques Tiercelin,4 Michel Brunet2

The history of Eastern African hominids has been linked to a progressive increase of open grassland
during the past 8 million years. This trend was explained by global climatic processes, which do not
account for the massive uplift of eastern African topography that occurred during this period.
Atmosphere and biosphere simulations quantify the role played by these tectonic events. The
reduced topographic barrier before 8 million years ago permitted a zonal circulation with
associated moisture transport and strong precipitation. Our results suggest that the uplift itself led
to a drastic reorganization of atmospheric circulation, engendering the strong aridification and
paleoenvironmental changes suggested by the data.

S
everal biosphere shifts linked to phases of

aridification punctuated East African envi-

ronmental evolution during the late Neo-

gene (1, 2) 8 million to 2 million years ago (Ma),

which corresponds to a key period in hominid

evolution (3–5). Isotopic studies (1) have attributed

a first Upper Miocene (8 to 6 Ma) transition from

woodlands to grasslands to atmospheric CO
2
de-

crease. A later (5 to 3 Ma) spreading of grasslands

(6, 7) was attributed to both Indian Ocean sea sur-

face temperature cooling (8) and the onset of

glacial-interglacial cycles (9), whereas topographic

changes induced by rifting processes were con-

sidered as a second-order forcing factor on climate.

Actually, substantial uplifts affected African

topography during the late Neogene. The most

important topographic structure is the East

African Rift System. It began to uplift by its

eastern branch (in southern Ethiopia and the

Turkana depression in northern Kenya) during

Eocene-Oligocene times, with uplifting reach-

ing a maximum at the Plio-Pleistocene interval

(10–12) (Fig. 1D). Ethiopian uplift shoulders

were superimposed on an older topography

linked to Oligocene volcanic activity (Ethiopi-

an traps) (13). Traps sequence thickness is not

very well constrained—a maximum of 2000 m

having been observed on the northwestern edge
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of the Ethiopian plateau (13). The western

branch of the East African Rift System started

to develop during the middle-late Miocene,

with initiation of the central Tanganyika

Basin at about 12 to 10 Ma (14, 15), and with

more recent phases of major uplift between

5 and 2 Ma in the Tanganyika and Malawi

rifts (16). Major Tanzanian escarpments were

present by 3 Ma (17). These features led to a

6000-km-long elevated area (11), mostly ori-

ented north-south and bordered by crests

culminating between 1500 and 5100 m. The

Karoo plateau in South Africa (20- to 32-S)

has been raised during the past 5 million years

(10), reaching a mean elevation of È1400 m

at present. Modeling studies of the impact

of Cenozoic uplift on climate have been

essentially carried out at the global scale,

and Mio-Pliocene orographic changes have

been implicated as a link between Tibetan

plateau uplift and monsoons (18). Never-

theless, the impact of African topography on

climate and vegetation has not yet been

tested.

Using numerical modeling, we assess both

climate and biosphere responses to topographic

changes linked to eastern and southern African

uplifts. Sensitivity experiments have been carried

out with the LMDz4 (Laboratoire de M2t2o-

rologie Dynamique, Paris) (19) atmospheric

general circulation model (AGCM). To im-

prove the AGCM_s ability to simulate climate

change induced by the narrow topographic

structures of the East Africa Rift System and

the Southern African topography, we used a

zoom giving a resolution of up to 1- over our

region of interest. In addition to a present-day

control (CTL) simulation, we made two runs

with a reduced topography over eastern and

southern Africa (Fig. 1, A to C). As recon-

structions for Eastern Africa paleoaltitudes

are not available because of a lack of accurate

data, we constrained our model according to

two extreme scenarios from geological litera-

ture (20). The NORIFT simulation considers

the Ethiopian traps as being very low. Topogra-

phy is reduced to 400 m over both eastern and

southern Africa. In the TRAPS simulation, we

account for a maximum elevation of Ethio-

pian traps at 2000 m (13), and we set this

value as minimal topography over the traps

area. Both simulations were prescribed with

present-day boundary conditions, namely modern

sea surface temperatures, ice-sheet and sea-ice

extent, insolation, and greenhouse gas concen-

trations. Climatic outputs have been used to

force the dynamic global vegetation model

Organizing Carbon and Hydrology in Dy-

namic Ecosystems (ORCHIDEE) (21). Cli-

matic variables (20) have been derived from

our three simulations to force the biosphere

model. Here, we consider the potential vege-

tation cover with ORCHIDEE plant functional

types (PFTs).

CTL rainfall patterns are in good agreement

with reanalysis data (22), except at the land-sea

interface of the East African coast where the

precipitation amount is overestimated. Present-
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Fig. 1. Experimental design of the three LMDz4 simulations related to
topography history of Africa. (A to C) Relief interpolated at the AGCM
resolution for CTL, TRAPS, and NORIFT runs, respectively. (D) Simplified
history of major African tectonic events during the late Neogene. We
note that several phases of uplift occurred during the last 10 million

years, a period during which numerous environmental shifts are recorded
in East Africa. Tectonic and paleotopographic data as follows: Ethiopia
(11–13), Kenya (11, 12), Tanzania (18), Tanganyika (15,16), Malawi (17),
and southern Africa (11). Ovals indicate onset of the most important tectonic
movements.
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day simulated annual rainfall averages 1310 mm

over the horn of Africa E0- to 15-N/35- to 50-E,

the Ethiopia-Kenya-Somalia (EKS) region^,

ranging from 200 to 800 mm for southwestern

Ethiopia and Somalia up to 2400 mm in northern

Kenya. In these regions, rainfall is strongly in-

fluenced by low tropospheric winds (23), which

convey a large amount of atmospheric mois-

ture. These winds blow northeasterly during

boreal winter and southwesterly during boreal

summer. Continental topography strongly in-

fluences the direction of these winds and there-

fore the location of rainfall. Meridional moisture

transport shows that Ethiopian highlands de-

flect the northeast monsoon flow southward

along the Somalian coast during winter and

that Kenyan highlands deflect the southeast

flow northward during summer (Fig. 2, A and

B). When the Ethiopian highlands are reduced

in height (TRAPS), the Indian monsoon flow

enters more deeply westward over the conti-

nent during winter, whereas in summer a zonal

eastward moisture flow is created from South-

ern Sudan to Ethiopia (5- to 10-N) (Fig. 2, C

and D). This phenomenon, which leads to large-

scale rainfall, is enhanced in NORIFT, as no

topographic barrier blocks lower atmosphere cir-

culation over Ethiopia (Fig. 2, E and F). More-

over, higher surface temperatures due to lower

altitude in our experiments induce more in-

tense convection and associated precipitation.

As a consequence, TRAPS rainfall averaged

over EKS is increased by 15% (1520 mm/year)

with respect to the CTL experiment (Fig. 3, A

and B), whereas it is increased by 40% (1830

mm/year) in NORIFT (Fig. 3C). The seasonal

pattern is conserved in TRAPS, with rainfall

equally increased in winter and summer. How-

ever, the total removal of topography favors

winter convective rainfall and leads to a peak

ofmore than 4mm/day in February in NORIFT

(Fig. 3E). South to the equator, a winter east-

ward moisture transport is set between Atlan-

tic and Indian oceans when topography is

reduced. Summer westward Indian flow is no

longer diverted by Tanzanian relief and pene-

trates inland between the equator and 25-S.

Once again, rainfall is enhanced: Averaging 1150

mm/year over 0- to 20-S/25- to 40-E, the Congo-

Tanzania-Zambia-Mozambique (CTZM) region

for CTL, it increases by 38% (1590 mm/year) in

TRAPS to 62% (1870 mm/year) in NORIFT

(Fig. 3D).

Apart from the overestimated vegetation

cover over the Tanzanian and Kenyan coasts

due to the LMDz4 positive bias in rainfall al-

ready mentioned, the CTL Barboreal[ and

Bherbaceous[ fractions are in good agreement

with preindustrial values, which can be inferred

from present-day data and modeling studies

(24). Total vegetation cover (Fig. 4A) is glob-

ally increased over both eastern EKS and

CTZM regions in the TRAPS and NORIFT

simulations (Fig. 4, B and C). When the max-

imal Ethiopian traps elevation is conserved (Fig.

4, B to E), arboreal vegetation is slightly in-

creased over eastern Ethiopia. It becomes dom-

inant over almost all the northeastern rift when

topography is totally eliminated (Fig. 4F).

Between 15-S and 5-N, the positive shift in

arboreal group is the highest, with a transition

from 10% to 60% coverage over Ethiopia,

Kenya, and Mozambique (NORIFT). These

parts of eastern Africa become tree-dominated,

whereas they are dominated by herbaceous

groups in the present-day experiment (Fig.

4D). In both lowered-topography experiments,

we also simulated an arboreal increase connect-

ing western and eastern Africa along the equator.

These results suggest a strong impact of Mio-

Pliocene uplift on biosphere, and available data

depict strong paleoenvironmental changes dur-

ing this time interval.

Between 8 and 6 Ma, new families of un-

gulate mammals with a C
4
(grass-dominated) diet

replaced more archaic middle Miocene com-

munities (25) with C
3
(wood-dominated) diets,

indicating a decrease of rain forests and an in-

crease of more open Bsavannah-mosaic[ hab-

itats. Isotopic studies on fossil tooth enamel (1)

have suggested a global-scale replacement of

C
3
-photosynthesizing plants by C

4
plants. This

change has been linked to atmospheric CO
2

decrease, although the question is still debated

(26, 27). Paleoenvironmental data compiled

by Cane and Molnar (8) for the past 15

million years suggest a later transition, with

wooded habitats existing until 5 and 3.7 Ma

in northern and southern Kenya, respectively,

and until 3.4 Ma in Ethiopia. Until this time

interval, moist environments would have been

present in northeastern Africa (28), notably in

southern and central Ethiopia (29). The Turka-

na Basin experienced a strong increase in the

number of mammal species adapted to open

grasslands, indicating increased aridity after 2.5

Ma (7). This trend to aridification at around 3

Ma was first explained by Indian Ocean cooling

associated with a change in Indonesian through-

flow conformation, which allowed colder water to

come in from the Pacific ocean (8). Moreover,

paleoclimatic records (30) suggest an orbital-

scale variability in northeast Africa paleoenvi-

ronments that increasedwith the intensification of

high-latitude glacial cycles (9). The topographic

impact has been considered as a second-order

forcing so far, only modulating the variability

of regional climate through rain-shadow ef-

fects (2).

Despite the high resolution we used, our ex-

periments cannot capture isolated topographic

Fig. 2. Vertically in-
tegrated zonal moisture
transport (kg mj1 sj1)
for the three experi-
ments: Winter (A, C, and
E) and summer (B, D,
and F) transports for CTL,
TRAPS, and NORIFT, re-
spectively. The arrow in-
dicates scale. Red and
blue indicate westward
and eastward moisture
transport, respectively.
We note the intensifica-
tion of zonal transport
both in winter and sum-
mer when topography is
reduced.
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features like volcanoes or small mountains.

Nevertheless, our results provide strong argu-

ments for an impact of topographic changes at

the continental scale. Topography clearly af-

fects moisture transport and, therefore, rain-

fall spatial patterns and amounts. Associated

hydrological modifications induce strong

shifts in vegetation. Consequently, it appears

that uplifts had a first-order impact on Mio-

Pliocene eastern African climate evolution.

We cannot pretend to have captured an ex-

haustive picture of vegetation evolution in the

several rift basins of eastern Africa, but these

results are a step forward in understanding the

mechanisms that led to more open landscapes

in eastern Africa. We can assume that the cli-

matic consequences depicted here, along with

landscape fragmentation linked to asynchro-

nous uplift events, have largely contributed

to the setting of present-day vegetation patch-

work of eastern and southern Africa. Con-

sequently, African uplift must be considered

as a dominant forcing of the late Neogene

climate of eastern Africa, and not as a back-

ground factor. Future studies, which will aim

to accurately assess the impact of climate

change at this period, and notably its potential

influence on paleoenvironments that force

hominid evolution, will have to constrain ac-

curately the topographic history of eastern

Africa.

Fig. 3. Simulated rainfall for the three experiments. (A) Annual amount
of rainfall simulated by CTL run. (B and C) Rainfall anomaly of TRAPS and
NORIFT runs versus CTL, respectively. Isolines represent topography for

each run, in meters. (D and E) Seasonal pattern of rainfall averaged over
EKS and CTZM (black boxes), respectively. Rainfall variability is calculated
excluding the unbalanced first year of simulation.

Fig. 4. Simulated vegetation for
the three experiments. (A) Summed
vegetation fraction over every PFT
for the CTL run. Zero value indi-
cates the absence of vegetation; 1
represents a gridpoint totally
covered by PFTs. (B and C) Anom-
alies of TRAPS and NORIFT minus
CTL, respectively. (D to F) Arboreal-
dominant, herbaceous-dominant,
and desert-like fractions for CTL,
TRAPS, and NORIFT, respectively.
We note the massive spreading of
arboreal fraction at the expense of
herbaceous fraction over eastern
Africa.
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Measurement of the Entanglement of
Two Superconducting Qubits via
State Tomography
Matthias Steffen,* M. Ansmann, Radoslaw C. Bialczak, N. Katz, Erik Lucero, R. McDermott,

Matthew Neeley, E. M. Weig, A. N. Cleland, John M. Martinis†

Demonstration of quantum entanglement, a key resource in quantum computation arising from a
nonclassical correlation of states, requires complete measurement of all states in varying bases. By
using simultaneous measurement and state tomography, we demonstrated entanglement between
two solid-state qubits. Single qubit operations and capacitive coupling between two super-
conducting phase qubits were used to generate a Bell-type state. Full two-qubit tomography yielded a
density matrix showing an entangled state with fidelity up to 87%. Our results demonstrate a high
degree of unitary control of the system, indicating that larger implementations are within reach.

T
he laws of quantum physics provide in-

triguing possibilities for a tremendous in-

crease in computational power compared

with classical computation (1). Because this

power is achieved through the controlled

evolution of entangled quantum states, a clear

demonstration of entanglement represents a

necessary step toward the construction of a

scalable quantum computer (2, 3). However,

direct demonstration of entanglement is chal-

lenging because all of the DiVincenzo criteria

(4) for quantum computation must be met

simultaneously. To date, only subsets of these

key requirements have been demonstrated for

superconducting qubits (5–9). We demonstrated

all of the DiVincenzo criteria simultaneously,

thus placing superconducting qubits on the road

map for scalable quantum computing.

Circuitsmade of superconductors and Josephson

junctions are promising candidates for scalable

quantum computation because of their compati-

bility with integrated-circuit fabrication technol-

ogy (5–9). The Josephson phase qubit stands apart

from other superconducting qubits because it does

not use an optimal operating point. Coupling of

phase qubits is thus straightforward, allowing for

multiple control methods (10). With recent im-

provements in coherence times and amplitudes

(11), and in particular the ability to measure both

qubit states simultaneously (5), it is possible to

use phase qubits to produce entangled states

and measure them with high fidelity.

In the phase qubit circuit (Fig. 1A), the

Josephson junction (with critical current I
0
) has

a superconducting phase difference, d, that

serves as the quantum variable. When biased

close to the critical current, the junction and its

loop inductance, L, give a cubic potential that

has qubit states k0À and k1À, with an energy

spacing that corresponds to a transition fre-

quency w
10
/2p È 5 GHz (Fig. 1B). This fre-

quency can be adjusted by È30% via the bias

current.

Single qubit logic operations, corresponding to

rotations about the x, y, and z axes of the Bloch

sphere, were generated as follows. Rotations

about the z axis were produced from current

pulses on the qubit bias line that adiabatically

change the qubit frequency, leading to phase

accumulation between the k0À and k1À states of

the qubit (11). Rotations about any axis in the xy

plane were produced by microwave pulses reso-

nant with the qubit transition frequency. They

selectively address only the qubit energy levels,

because transitions to higher-lying energy levels

are off-resonance due to the anharmonicity of the

potential and the shaping of the pulses (12). The

phase of the microwave pulses defines the ro-

tation axis in the xy plane. The pulse duration and

amplitude control the rotation angle.

The qubit state was measured by applying

a strong pulse, I
z
, so that only the k1À state

tunnels out of the cubic well (Fig. 1C). Once

tunneled, the state quickly decays into an ex-

ternal ground state that can be easily dis-

tinguished from the untunneled k0À state by an

on-chip superconducting quantum interference

device (SQUID) amplifier.

Two separate phase qubits were coupled

with a fixed capacitor (5) (Fig. 1D). With the

qubits labeled A and B, the coupling Hamilto-

nian is H
int

0 (S/2)(k01Àb10k þ k10Àb01k), where
k01À 0 k0À

A
` k1À

B
. The coupling strength, S 0

(C
x
/C)Iw

10
, is proportional to the coupling capac-

itance C
x
, 3 fF, where C , 1.3 pF is the junc-

tion shunting capacitance (13) and I is Planck_s

constant (h) divided by 2p. The two qubits may

easily be brought into resonance, even though they

are not identical, because each can be tuned over a

large frequency range. On resonance, the interac-

tion produces an oscillation with frequency S/h

between the states k01À and ik10À; for an interac-

tion time of h/4S, the coupling produces the gate
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

iSWAP
p

. This gate, together with single qubit

gates, is universal (14). The coupling alsomanifests

itself as an avoided level crossing of strength S/h in

the spectroscopy of the individual qubits (15).
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The performance of each qubit can be de-

termined separately by strongly detuning the two

qubits relative to S/h so that they behave inde-

pendently. A standard set of experiments, includ-

ing Rabi and inversion recovery experiments,

gives an energy relaxation time of T
1
0 130 ns

and a dephasing time of T
2
* 0 80 ns for each

qubit. These results are consistent with measured

values of an uncoupled sample (11), indicating

no additional loss due to the second qubit. The

measurement fidelities, defined as the probabil-

ities of correctly identifying states k0À and k1À,

are F
0
0 0.95 and F

1
0 0.85, respectively.

We next tuned both qubits to w
10
/2p 0 5.1

GHz and determined the splitting S/h 0 10 MHz

by qubit spectroscopy. The time dynamics of the

coupling was verified by initializing the qubits to

the state k00À and applying to qubit B a 180-

rotation about the x axis (180
x
pulse) of 10-ns

duration. This pulse is sufficiently long to avoid

unwanted transitions to other energy levels but

short on the time scale of the coupling. The

resulting state k01À is not an eigenstate of the

coupling Hamiltonian and thus evolves in

time according to ky(t)À 0 cos(St/2I)k01À –

isin(St/2I)k10À. After a variable free-evolution

time, t
free

, we simultaneously measure the state

of the two qubits. Repeating the experiment

about 1000 times, we determine the occupation

probabilities P
00
, P

01
, P

10
, and P

11
. This sequence

of operations is depicted in Fig. 2A, and the

measured probabilities are plotted in Fig. 2B.

The occupation probabilities P
01

and P
10

oscillate out of phase with a period of 100 ns,

consistent with the spectroscopic measure-

ments. The amplitude and decay of the data

are also compatible with the separately mea-

sured lifetimes and measurement fidelities of

the single qubits. Compared with earlier ex-

periments (5), the amplitude of the measured

oscillations is substantially larger because of

improvements in single qubit fidelities. We

note that the oscillations persist longer than the

dephasing time, T
2
* 0 80 ns, because the period

of the coupled qubit oscillations (Fig. 2) is, to

first order, insensitive to the detuning of the

qubits. For these states, this represents a de-

generacy point that is also tunable.

Although these data are consistent with the

production of an entangled state at t
free

0 25 ns, a

more stringent test includes performing coherent

single qubit operations on this entangled state to

verify the predicted unitary evolution of the

system. After the application of a 180
x
pulse on

qubit B and a t
free

of 25 ns, the system is in the

entangled state ky1À 0 ðk01Àj ik10ÀÞ=
ffiffiffi

2
p

. By then

applying a 90
z
pulse on qubit B, we create the

Bell state ky2À 0 ðk01À j k10ÀÞ=
ffiffiffi

2
p

. Because
ky

2
À is an eigenstate of the coupling Hamiltonian,

it should not evolve with time. Implementation of

this sequence of operations is complicated by the

coupling interaction that occurs during the single

qubit operations. Compared with the coupling

interaction time, t
free

0 25 ns, the duration of the

single qubit gates 180
x
and 90

z
are 10 ns and 4 ns,

respectively, and are thus not negligible. The

excess coupled interaction during the single qubit

gates can be significantly compensated by

reducing the free evolution time (16) to t
free

0

16 ns, which we checked numerically. Upon

executing this sequence of operations, we verify

Fig. 1. Qubit circuit and
experimental operation.
(A) Circuit schematic for
a single Josephson phase
qubit, where the X symbol
represents the Josephson
junction. The measure-
ment is implemented with
a broadband 50-ohm
transmission linewith cold
attenuators that is con-
nected to the flux bias line
with a bias tee. (B) Oper-
ation mode of the qubit
showing the potential en-
ergy, U, versus junction
phase, d. The qubit is
formed from the two
lowest eigenstates k0À
and k1À, with a transition
frequency w

10(Idc)/2p 0

5.1 GHz that can be
adjusted by varying the
bias, I

f
. (C) Measurement

mode of the qubit. Dur-
ing the measurement
pulse, the energy barrier DU is lowered to increase the tunneling rate, G, and the tunneling probability of k1À.
(D) Circuit diagram of the coupled qubits. The loop inductance, L, isÈ850 pH, and the junction capacitance, C,
isÈ1.3 pF. An interdigitated capacitor with C

x
È 3 fF couples the qubits, giving rise to an interaction strength

of magnitude S/h 0 10 MHz.

Fig. 2. Coherent oper-
ations on coupled phase
qubits. (A) Sequence of
operations. A 10-ns-long
180

x
pulse is applied to

qubit B, populating the
k01À state. After a free
evolution time t

free
in

which the qubits inter-
act, the state occupation
probabilities are mea-
sured by using 10-ns
current pulses that in-
duce selective tunneling
of the k1À state. For data
in (C) and (D), a 90

z
and

180
z
pulse, respectively,

is applied to qubit B
after 16 ns. (B) Plot of
measurement probabil-
ities of the states k01À,
k10À, and k11À as a func-
tion of t

free
. Note that

P00 0 1j P01 j P10 j

P11. The solid lines are
the results of simulations
using known measure-
ment fidelities, relaxation
times, and microwave cross talk. (C) Plot of measurement probabilities for a sequence that creates the
eigenstate ky2À 0 (k01Àjk10À)=

ffiffiffi

2
p

of the coupling Hamiltonian. After the eigenstate is formed by the 90
z

pulse, it ceases to evolve with time. (D) As in (C), but with an 180
z
pulse. Here, the phase of the oscillation

changes by 180 degrees.
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that indeed P
01

and P
10

no longer oscillate as a

function of t
free

(Fig. 2C).

This observed behavior, however, could also

be attributed to the destruction of coherence be-

tween the states k01À and k10À caused by the ap-

plication of the 90
z
pulse. To check this

possibility, we applied a 180
z
pulse on qubit B

when the system is in the state ky
1
À, creating the

state ky3À 0 ðk01À þ ik10ÀÞ=
ffiffiffi

2
p

. Because ky
3
À is

equivalent to ky
1
À but delayed by t

free
0 50 ns, a

reversal of the oscillations is predicted for this

experiment. This prediction is verified (Fig. 2D)

and provides further evidence of an entangled

state.

A full and unambiguous test of entanglement

comes from state tomography (2, 3, 17), which

involves the measurement of the quantum state in

all nine combinations of threemeasurement bases

(x, jy, and jz) for each qubit. Each measure-

ment gives three unique probabilities (e.g., P
01
,

P
10
, and P

11
) for a total of 27 numbers, which

are used to compute the 15 independent

parameters of the unknown density matrix, r,

via a least squares fit (17). The measurement

basis change from jz to x and from jz to jy

arises from applying a microwave pulse 90
y

and 90
x
, respectively, before measurement (11).

After calibrating the phase of the microwave

pulses for the two qubits (13), we perform state

tomography on ky
1
À as indicated by the sequence

of operations in Fig. 3A. As in the previous ex-

periment, we reduced the duration of the free

evolution to compensate for coupled qubit inter-

action during the initial 180
x
pulse and the

tomography pulses. After executing all nine

tomography sequences and measuring the resulting

occupation probabilities, we computed the density

matrix, r
exp
. The real and imaginary parts of the

reconstructed r
exp

are shown in Fig. 3B. The

imaginary off-diagonal elements k01Àb10k and

k10Àb01k have nearly the same magnitude as the

real diagonal components k01Àb01k and k10Àb10k,

revealing a coherent superposition of the states
k01À and k10À. This measurement unambiguously

verifies that the two qubits are indeed entangled.

Compared to the ideally expected density

matrix, s 0 ky
1
Àby

1
k, we computed the fidelity

of the reconstructed quantum state and find

Fexp 0 tr
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

s½rexps½
q

0 0:75.

To identify the sources of fidelity loss, we

first corrected for measurement error. Based on

the measurement fidelities discussed earlier, we

renormalized the measured occupation proba-

bilities and calculated the intrinsic occupation

probabilities (13). From this we computed a

density matrix corrected for measurement, r
exp,M

(Fig. 3C), that gives an improved fidelity,

Fexp,M 0 tr
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

s½rexp,Ms½
q

0 0:87. We attribute

most of the remaining fidelity loss to single-

qubit decoherence. By modeling decoherence

effects (16) using the measured relaxation

times, we obtained an expected r
th
that gives

a fidelity Fexp 0 tr
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

s½rths
½

p

0 0:89, which is

close to the normalized measured value (18).

The fact that our error is dominated by deco-

herence indicates good unitary control of our

system and thus suggests that improvements in

coherence times will directly translate to en-

hanced gate fidelities. Dramatic increases in

coherence should be possible on the basis of

straightforward improvements in the dielectric

material of the shunting capacitor (11, 19).

Our experiments on coupled phase qubits

have verified by state tomography the creation of

an entangled Bell state with 87% fidelity. Given

that most of the loss in fidelity can be attributed to

decoherence, we believe that more complex

implementations are well within reach with only

modest improvements in qubit coherence times.
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Fig. 3. State tomography of entangled qubits. (A) Sequence of
operations. A 180

x
pulse is first applied to qubit B, followed by a

free evolution period of about 16 ns, creating the entangled
state ky1À 0 (k01Àjik10À)=

ffiffiffi

2
p

. State tomography is then
performed by using 4-ns single qubit rotations. (B) Reconstructed
rexp [real (Re) and imaginary (Im) parts] using the directly
measured occupation probabilities. (C) Reconstructed density
matrix rexp,M after correcting the state occupation probabilities
based on the single qubit measurement fidelities. Note that
matrix diagonal runs from left to right.
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Volcanism in Response to
Plate Flexure
Naoto Hirano,1,2* Eiichi Takahashi,1,3 Junji Yamamoto,1,4 Natsue Abe,3

Stephanie P. Ingle,1,5 Ichiro Kaneoka,6 Takafumi Hirata,1 Jun-Ichi Kimura,7

Teruaki Ishii,8 Yujiro Ogawa,9 Shiki Machida,8 Kiyoshi Suyehiro3

Volcanism on Earth is known to occur in three tectonic settings: divergent plate boundaries (such as
mid-ocean ridges), convergent plate boundaries (such as island arcs), and hot spots. We report
volcanism on the 135 million-year-old Pacific Plate not belonging to any of these categories. Small
alkalic volcanoes form from small percent melts and originate in the asthenosphere, as implied by
their trace element geochemistry and noble gas isotopic compositions. We propose that these small
volcanoes erupt along lithospheric fractures in response to plate flexure during subduction. Minor
extents of asthenospheric melting and the volcanoes’ tectonic alignment and age progression in
the direction opposite to that of plate motion provide evidence for the presence of a small percent
melt in the asthenosphere.

T
he northwestern Pacific Plate is cur-

rently subducting beneath the Kuril and

Japan trenches (1). This plate dates to

the Early Cretaceous E150 to 120 million years

ago (Ma) (2)^ and is dotted with seamounts and

oceanic plateaus, interpreted as having formed

during Cretaceous times (3). The oceanic

lithosphere cools as it ages (4) and moves away

from the divergent plate boundary. Without the

presence of a hot spot, new volcanism is not

anticipated. During a dive (10K#56 in Fig. 1B)

via the remotely operated vehicle Kaiko, the

sampling of a young alkali basalt E5.95 T 0.31

Ma (5)^ near the Japan Trench was unexpected,

because there are no known hot spots in the

vicinity and recent volcanism has not been

reported. In light of this finding, we decided to

conduct extensive surveys of the area with the

Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and

Technology research ships Kairei (cruises

KR03-07 and KR04-08 in Fig. 1B) and

Yokosuka (cruise YK05-06), which is equipped

with the submersible Shinkai 6500 (dives

6K#877 to 6K#880 in Fig. 1, B and D). Ocean

floor mapping was carried out with the use of

the multibeam survey system SeaBeam 2112,

in the direction of plate motion (Fig. 1A). Two

locations were investigated: site A (near the

Japan Trench) and site B (located È600 km

to the southeast) (Fig. 1A). These investiga-

tions led to the discovery of volcanoes younger

than 1 million years old, as well as the pres-

ence of a broad lava field. The age difference

between the two sites, obtained from plate

motion back-calculations, is estimated to be

È6 million years (6). The volcanoes proved to

be very small (0.005 to 1 km3 each; exposure

above the sea floor was estimated from bathy-

metric data), and we have given them the name

Bpetit spot[ volcanoes to convey both their size

and their location far from known ridges and

hot spots.

Volcanic cones and ridges in site A are

distinct from the normal sea floor in bathy-

metric and sonar surveys (Fig. 1, B and C).

Erosion of sediments by the strong bottom

current in the trench (7) and local normal

faulting has exposed the small volcanoes and

ridges. These features are composed of moder-

ately to highly vesicular lavas EÈ10 to 40

volume percent (volume %)^, but lavas re-

covered along the fault outcrops are generally

less vesicular (0 to 20 volume %). Previous
40Ar/39Ar dating of a lava sample produced an

age of È6 Ma (5), and new 40Ar/39Ar ages for

additional petit spot volcanoes are 4.23 T 0.19

and 8.53 T 0.18 Ma (8) (table S1).

Approximately 600 km to the southeast of

site A lies site B. This site is much farther from

the trench and has not been eroded or faulted.

Therefore, only the tops of the volcanic cones

(G1 km in diameter) stand above the thick

surrounding layer of abyssal sediment. Out-

crops of young lava are, however, visible in

side-scan sonar images because of their high

reflectivity (Fig. 1E). Dredges and three Shinkai

6500 submersible dives (6K#877, 6K#878, and

6K#879) were carried out at three young vol-

canoes at site B (Fig. 1, D and E). The se-

quences and lithologies exposed are typical

of a single eruption and include highly ve-

sicular (up to 60 volume %) pillow lava; water-

chilled bombs; and hyaloclastite, peperite, and

contact-metamorphosed mud (8) (fig. S1, A and

B). Glassy rock samples have 1- to 4-mm-thick

palagonitic rims (fig. S1C); because the growth

rate of palagonite in basaltic glass exposed to

seawater is È0.003 to 0.02 mm/year (9), the

volcanic eruption should have occurred be-

tween 0.05 and 1 Ma.

Lavas and bombs from sites A and B

contained xenocrysts and xenoliths (composed

of basalt, dolerite, gabbro, or spinel peridotite),

all of which are typical of the oceanic litho-

sphere (fig. S1C). The presence of xenoliths

provides the following constraints on the origin

of the lavas: (i) the eruptions must have taken

place very rapidly to prevent the xenolith from

being absorbed by the host magma; (ii) the

magmas probably originated from the mantle,

because they contain xenoliths representative

of all lithosphere layers; and (iii) brittle litho-

spheric fractures must have been present to

allow magmas to ascend. Finally, the occurrence

and geochemistry of olivine xenocrysts from

site A lavas imply a derivation from the oceanic

lithosphere at depths of È14 km (10); the

depth to the base of the crust in this location is

7 to 8 km (11).

The lava samples were alkalic with steep

primitive mantle–normalized rare earth element

(REE) patterns (8) (fig. S2 and table S2). This

suggests that they formed from small degrees of

melting in the presence of garnet, which retains

the heavy REEs (990 km deep) (12). In the

standard model of oceanic plates, the 135 million-

year-old Pacific Plate would be È95 km thick

(4); thus, the melting probably took place in the

asthenospheric mantle beneath the Pacific Plate.

The high vesicularity of the rocks was probably

caused by the presence of CO
2
, because it is not

very soluble in alkalic magmas, in contrast to

H
2
O (8, 13).

The composition of the mantle source is

important to determine in order to exclude a hot

spot origin for the petit spot magmas. Mid-ocean

ridge basalts (MORBs), presumed to be sourced

from the upper, depleted asthenospheric man-

tle, have radiogenic noble gas isotopic com-

positions (for example, low 3He/4He ratios),

whereas ocean island basalts (OIBs) have unra-

diogenic values. This is because nucleogenic,

radiogenic, or fissiogenic isotopes of 21Ne, 40Ar,

and 129,131–136Xe are more abundant in the de-

gassed MORB-source mantle than in the OIB-

source mantle, which is generally less degassed

and may even be undegassed (that is, primitive)

(14, 15). Our samples from site B are highly

radiogenic in noble gas isotope compositions,

suggesting a similar source to that of MORB

(Fig. 2 and table S3) (8). The high 40Ar/36Ar

ratios (910,000) are higher than any reported

for OIBs (16) and are convincing evidence for

an upper mantle source.

A key question is whether the volcanoes

represent a hot spot fed by a mantle plume. The

presence of a tomographically imaged low-
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velocity region (a zone potentially representing

a mantle plume) at a 410-km depth in this area

was reported by Obayashi et al. (17); however,

there is no evidence for a conduit or connection

of any type between this low-velocity region

and the shallower mantle. Our geochemical

evidence strongly supports a depleted mantle

(nonplume-like) source. Furthermore, the vol-

ume of magma produced at the petit spot

volcanoes must have been several orders of

magnitude less than those typical of hot spot

volcanoes. We found 4.2 to 8.5 million-year-

old volcanoes at site A, suggesting episodic

eruption of magma over a distance of 400 km

of plate motion. Accordingly, the petit spot

volcanic province is characterized by several

million years of small-volume magma produc-

tion over a large area.

Temperatures of the asthenosphere beneath

the Pacific Plate have been mapped precisely

by means of surface wave tomography, show-

ing that the thermal state of the asthenosphere

is notably homogeneous throughout the Pa-

cific Ocean (18). The temperature at a depth

of 150 km is estimated to be between 1450-

and 1480-C, which implies that the tempera-

ture just below the Pacific Plate is 50- to 150-C

lower than the solidus of dry mantle mate-

rials (19). However, at this depth and temper-

ature in the asthenosphere, a small percent

melt should exist in the presence of small

amounts (G1%) of H
2
O or CO

2
(20), which

lowers the melting temperature. The highly

vesicular petit spot lavas probably represent

incipient partial melts that formed in the as-

thenosphere in the presence of volatiles, most

plausibly CO
2
. If the magmas were supplied

from the normal asthenosphere, with emplace-

ment channels controlled by tectonic fractur-

ing of the overlying lithospheric plate, the low

volumes of magma output over a large area

could easily be explained.

An old and cold lithospheric plate behaves

elastically and may be flexed because of

loading by an ocean island or seamount or by

subduction-related plate flexure (21). In the area

between sites A and B, the bathymetric high (or

outer rise) is aligned parallel to the Japan Trench.

The Pacific Plate flexes convexly here, as it

subducts beneath Japan and yields a positive

gravity anomaly (22). This flexed region is

elevated 9800 m above the normal ocean floor

(È6000 m below sea level at site B). Large

curvatures imposed on the preflexed lithosphere

might instigate brittle fracturing (that is,

bending-induced faults) (23). As for volcanic

cones at site A, the volcanic features, aligned in

a west-northwest to east-southeast direction, are

essentially perpendicular to hinge lines on the

bending plate (Fig. 1, A to C). Accordingly, it

appears that magmas are brought to the surface

along fractures parallel to the direction of the

maximum horizontal compression. However,

the surface compression is actually caused by

extensional stresses on the base of the down-

warping Pacific Plate (Fig. 3C).

Post–erosional-stage lavas on some of the

Hawaiian Islands, as well as submarine lavas

on the flexural Hawaiian Arch (because of

loading on the plate), have chemical composi-

tions and tectonic emplacement mechanisms

(24) that are similar to those of the petit spot

lavas. It has also been proposed that alkalic

lavas in the western Samoan Islands (located on

the opposite side of the main Samoan hot spot

shield volcanoes) may be derived from the

asthenosphere during tectonic faulting (25). If

true, a similar style of volcanism may be present

Fig. 2. Plot of Ne versus Ar isotopes. (20Ne/21Ne)*
is equal to [(20Ne/22Ne) – (20Ne/22NeAir)]/
[(21Ne/22Ne) – (21Ne/22NeAir)], showing the slope
of a mixing line on the conventional neon three-
isotope plot (20Ne/22Ne versus 21Ne/22Ne) (8).
Data with 20Ne/22Ne ratios of less than 10 were
not plotted (8). Literature and data for MORB and
OIB may be found in the following online data-
bases: Petrological Database of the Ocean Floor
(www.petdb.org/) and Geochemistry of Rocks of the
Oceans and Continents (http://georoc.mpch-mainz.
gwdg.de/georoc/).

Fig. 1. (A) Map of the northwestern Pacific
Ocean (22) with surveyed areas noted in the
black boxes. A, site A; B, site B; C, site C. The
outer rise (G5500 m below sea level) is shaded.
Bathymetric and side-scan sonar maps for site A
(B and C) and site B (D and E). 50-m and 20-m
contours are indicated in (B) and (D), respectively.
In (B) and (C), white rectangles indicate dive and
dredge sites; dashed yellow lines indicate volcano
distributions; and the red line indicates the cross
section described in Fig. 3A. Black arrows in (D)
and (E) depict the three dives with the two
dredges.
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on other oceanic plates where extensive flexure

and fracturing are taking place. Investigating

these types of areas may prove to be a fruitful

endeavor and result in the detection of other

small volcanic features. For example, we have

also observed volcanic cones and/or highly

reflective sonar images, similar to those observed

at the petit spot, elsewhere on the Pacific Plate

(site C in Fig. 1A); these small cones will be

examined further in the near future.

Early in the theory of plate tectonics, the

presence of partial melts in the asthenosphere

was considered to correspond to the solidus of

Earth_s mantle (1, 26). This hypothesis was

supported by observations of a seismic low-

velocity zone, a highly electric conductive layer,

and an experimentally determined peridotite

solidus in the presence of volatiles (27). More

recently, the argument for the existence of

partial melts in the asthenosphere has been

weakened by studies, such as laboratory

measurements of mantle material (28) and the

predicted rheology of the mantle (29), that

question its necessity. Therefore, this documen-

tation of young alkali basalts on the old Pacific

Plate provides new and strong support to the

long-standing idea of the asthenosphere as a

zone of partial melt.
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Fig. 3. Geologic interpretations of the lava fields. (A) Schematic cross section of site A (red line in Fig. 1, B
and C). (B) A schematic cross section of a volcano at site B constructed from observations made during
dives. (C) A conceptual model of petit spot volcanism. Magmas from the asthenosphere escape to the
shallow depths because of the extensional environment of the lower lithosphere (21) and migrate up
through the brittle compressed upper lithosphere by exploiting fractures created by flexure of the plate.
Data for the plate and flexure framework are from previous studies (6, 11, 21, 22).
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Cold-Seep Mollusks Are Older Than
the General Marine Mollusk Fauna
Steffen Kiel1,2* and Crispin T. S. Little1

The origin and possible antiquity of faunas at deep-sea hydrothermal vents and seeps have been
debated since their discovery. We used the fossil record of seep mollusks to show that the living
seep genera have significantly longer geologic ranges than the marine mollusks in general, but
have ranges similar to those of deep-sea taxa, suggesting that seep faunas may be shaped by the
factors that drive the evolution of life in the deep sea in general. Our data indicate that deep-sea
anoxic/dysoxic events did not affect seep faunas, casting doubt on the suggested anoxic nature
and/or global extent of these events.

D
eep-sea cold seeps are sites where low-

temperature fluids rich in hydrocarbons

and hydrogen sulfide leak onto the sea

floor and support specialized animal communities

dominated by taxa having symbiotic relationships

with chemoautotrophic bacteria (1). The trophic

structure of seep communities is similar to that

of hydrothermal vent communities, and many of

the dominant chemosymbiotic macrofauna are

shared at species, generic, and family levels (2).

Because of their reliance on an in situ chemosyn-

thetic food source, these communities may have

had an independent evolutionary history (3, 4). It

has been suggested that many vent and seep taxa

underwent rapid bursts of adaptive radiation and

extinction (5) or hadMesozoic or even Paleozoic

origins and subsequent long-term in situ radia-

tions (3, 4, 6, 7). This latter antiquity hypothesis

is based on the geologic age of sister groups to

these taxa from nonchemosynthetic sites and the

high degree of endemism at the family and even

higher taxonomic level at vents and seeps. In

contrast, molecular divergence date estimates

calibrated against the fossil record of nonen-

demic taxa indicated late Mesozoic or Cenozoic

origins for various other groups (8–11). This

discrepancy has been attributed to oceanic

anoxic/dysoxic events in the late Mesozoic

and early Cenozoic that would have periodical-

ly extirpated most vent communities, with

recolonization from putative shallow-water vent

refuges (10–12), inwhich case seep communities

should have been similarly affected. We tested

the influence of these biologic and paleo-

environmental factors on the evolutionary history

of the seep fauna using direct fossil evidence.

One hundred and two bivalve, gastropod, and

polyplacophoran genera are recorded from 125

fossiliferous seep sites ranging from Jurassic to

Recent (13). No mollusk taxa have been identi-

fied to the genus level at seeps older than the

late Jurassic. Our definition of seep genera in-

cludes endemics and symbiotic and nonsymbiotic

genera, but not transient taxa, which are mostly

removed by excluding 34 fossil single-occurrence

genera. Also excluded from our analyses are 32

modern seep genera without fossil occurrences

at seeps. The resulting range chart includes 36

genera, 29 of which occur in extant seeps

(Fig. 1). Of the extant genera, 13 are vent, seep,

and whale-fall (living on a whale carcass that has

fallen to the ocean floor) endemics. Common and

widespread taxa are better represented in the

fossil record of seeps than are rare taxa. Of the

61 extant seep genera, 62% (38 genera) occur

only at a single locality or in a narrow geo-

graphic area. Among the 32 extant seep genera

without a fossil record, 78% (25 genera) occur

only at a single locality and are usually rare

there. Contrary to previous assumptions (14),

no size-related bias was detected in the fossil

record of seep mollusks. Among the living seep

genera, 20% have shells smaller than 5 mm in

height, length, or width among fossil genera, the

value is 16% for the same size class.

To assess the evolutionary age of the living

seep genera, the frequency distribution of the first

occurrence of the 29 extant seep genera with a

fossil record, sorted into eight geologic bins from

the Late Jurassic to the Plio-Pleistocene, was

compared to the frequency distribution of the first

occurrence of the 2366 living bivalve, gastropod,

and polyplacophoran genera (15), sorted into

the same time intervals. The fact that these

time intervals have different durations does

not affect the analysis, as we are comparing

like with like. The two frequency distributions

(Fig. 2A) have significantly different medians

(Wilcox test, W 0 49596, P G 0.00005). A ran-

domization test using the same test statistic and

100,000 replicates showed that this result is

significant at the 0.001% level (13). The median

of the seep genera is in the Eocene and that of

the marine genera is in the Oligocene. Thus,

seep genera are on average one geologic series

older than the general marine mollusk fauna,

which does not make them a relic fauna. New

taxa appeared at seeps in each time interval

since the late Jurassic, except for the Paleocene.

Dating uncertainties and the uneven temporal

distribution of seeps do not allow continuous or

punctuated patterns to be distinguished. There

are no indications of long-term in situ radia-

tions. Of 36 genera in the analysis, 15 are

endemic and belong to 11 families, 6 of which

are themselves endemic (13).

Sampling bias could be a potential source of

error in our analysis because of the positive

correlation between available outcrop area and

taxon diversity (16, 17). This bias may be op-

erating in the Mesozoic and Paleogene, where

there is a rough correlation between the frequency

of new taxa appearing and the abundance of seep-

bearing formations (Fig. 2B). However, it does

not hold true in the Neogene, a time period that

contains more than half (54%) of all seep-bearing

formations but only 10% of seep genera first oc-

currences (13), suggesting that the small number

of first occurrences in the late Cenozoic is a true

biological signal. An alternative hypothesis not

invoking geologically older seep mollusks is that

the frequency distribution of first occurrences

among the general marine fauna is skewed toward

a younger age by a few genera-rich families that

have radiated recently, whereas the seep genera

belong to the remaining older general marine

fauna. To assess this hypothesis, we compared the

frequency distribution of first occurrences of the

general marine fauna to that of the five most

genera-rich mollusk families and superfamilies

(gastropods Buccinidae, Muricidae, and Turridae;

bivalves Tellinoidea and Veneroidea). These taxa

constitute 15% of the total number of marine

mollusks (13), and the frequency distributions of

their first occurrences are almost identical to that

of the general marine fauna. We therefore reject

the Brecent taxon skew[ hypothesis.

Organisms living at seeps may have been

buffered from mass extinctions that affected

marine faunas in general because, being fueled

by in situ chemosynthetic production, photic

zone productivity and food-chain disruption

should have had little effect (3). Our data

indicate a proportionally high number of first

occurrences in the Cretaceous as compared to

the general marine mollusks (Fig. 2A), and

these taxa passed unaffected through the end-

Cretaceous extinction event (Fig. 1). However,

given the paucity of Maastrichtian and Paleo-

cene seep sites, a thorough evaluation of the

effects of the end-Cretaceous extinction on the

seep fauna is not yet possible. A similar lack of

effect is seen at the four largest anoxic/dysoxic

events since the late Mesozoic (Fig. 1). There-

fore, we doubt that these events had a sig-

nificant influence on the evolution of deep-sea

vent and seep faunas.

Based on shared species, it was hypothesized

that whale falls could have acted as dispersal

stepping stones for vent and seep taxa, and that

the appearance of large ocean-going whales

facilitated radiation into these environments

(18, 19). A high number of first occurrences

of seep taxa is coincident with the appearance of

basilosaurids in the middle to late Eocene

(Fig. 2A), the first group of whales to have a

global distribution (18). This appears to support

the stepping-stone hypothesis, but the lack of

deep-water records of basilosaurids raises ques-
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tions about the ocean-crossing abilities of this

group (20). The major radiation of unequivocal

ocean-going whales in the mid-Oligocene (21)

is synchronous with the first fossil whale-fall

communities (22), but because 76% of all seep

mollusks originated before that time (Figs. 1

and 2A), a movement of taxa from seeps to

whales seems the more likely scenario.

The deep sea generally holds a higher per-

centage of geologically old taxa than do shallow

marine environments, resulting from onshore-

offshore patterns in the evolution of marine

organisms (23, 24). Therefore, the older-than-

average age of seep mollusks may be an extension

of that seen in the deep sea (3). A comparison of

first occurrence data on seep genera to those on

mollusk genera that largely live in the deep sea

(13) shows no significant difference in median

values (Wilcox test, W 0 1011, P 0 0.12). This

may indicate that the factors driving the evolution

and survival of deep-sea taxa affect the seep fauna

as well, regardless of their independent food

source. Modeling of taxon-age relationships has

shown that low origination rates can, in some

Fig. 1. Geologic ranges of Recent and fossil seep mollusks. Range bars start at the arithmetic middle of the published time interval of the respective localities;
error bars indicate the published maximum range. (B), bivalve; (G), gastropod; (P), polyplacophoran. Asterisk indicates a genus endemic to vents, seeps, and
whale falls.

Fig. 2. Frequency distributions of the first occurrence of seep mollusks, of marine mollusks in general,
and the number of seep-bearing formations from the late Jurassic to Recent. (A) First occurrence data
of seep genera (black bars, n 0 29) against those of marine mollusks (light gray bars, n 0 2366),
shown in percent of the total number of genera in each data set. The time of first occurrence
corresponds with the onset of the solid range bars in Fig. 1. (B) Number of seep-bearing formations
for the same time intervals.
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cases, result in longer taxon ranges than high orig-

ination rates (25). The paucity of seep taxon orig-

ination in the Neogene could indeed reflect low

origination rates in the seep environment and thus

account (to some extent) for the older-than-average

age of seepmollusks. However, deep-seamollusks

showhigh origination rates in theNeogene, despite

their older-than-average age, and considering the

lack of effect of the end-Cretaceous extinction

event and the anoxic/dysoxic events on both deep-

sea and seep taxa, we conclude that paleo-

environmental factors have mainly shaped the

age distribution of the modern seep mollusks.

Vents and seeps have been considered

extinction-resistant habitats (3, 4). Extinction and

survival patterns across the Paleocene/Eocene

thermal maximum show a paradox. Planktonic

foraminifera and calcareous nannofossils re-

mained abundant, but a significant number of

benthic foraminifera became extinct, suggesting a

cause that preferentially affected the deep-sea

biota (26). However, there was no extinction

among the seep fauna, deep-sea echinoids (27),

and higher-level taxa among vent organisms

(28). Because seep taxa are amixture of endemics

and deep-sea generalists, more work is needed to

disentangle whether their apparent resistance to

extinction is a seep-related phenomenon or a trait

shared with deep sea organisms in general.
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Temporal and Spatial Enumeration
Processes in the Primate
Parietal Cortex
Andreas Nieder,* Ilka Diester, Oana Tudusciuc

Humans and animals can nonverbally enumerate visual items across time in a sequence or rapidly
estimate the set size of spatial dot patterns at a single glance. We found that temporal and
spatial enumeration processes engaged different populations of neurons in the intraparietal sulcus
of behaving monkeys. Once the enumeration process was completed, however, another neuronal
population represented the cardinality of a set irrespective of whether it had been cued in a
spatial layout or across time. These data suggest distinct neural processing stages for different
numerical formats, but also a final convergence of the segregated information to form most
abstract quantity representations.

H
umans and animals share an evolutionar-

ily ancient quantification system that

allows them to approximately estimate

the size of a set (its numerosity) without verbal

symbols (1–4). How numerical information can

be extracted depends on the presentation format:

whether the elements of a set are perceived

simultaneously or sequentially.When presented

simultaneously as in multiple-item patterns,

numerosity can be estimated from a spatial

arrangement at a single glance. Here, parallel

processing mechanisms are engaged, as indi-

cated by constant reaction times (5–7), equal

numbers of scanning eye movements (7), and

comparable neural response latencies (8) across

absolute set size. In contrast, when the elements

of a set are presented one by one, they need to

be enumerated successively across time (9–11).

This latter process constitutes a nonverbal

precursor of real counting, which is a sequential

enumeration process via number symbols.

Both human (12–21) and monkey (22, 23)

studies relate the processing of numerical

quantity information to the posterior parietal

cortex, including the intraparietal sulcus (IPS).

However, none of these studies addresses the

actual Bcounting[ aspect, namely the abstract

accumulation of sensory events one by one.

Moreover, it remains unknown whether and

how numerical information extracted from

temporally and spatially arranged presentations

is combined at the neuronal level.

To investigate the role of individual IPS neu-

rons in representing simultaneously and se-

quentially presented visual quantity, we trained

monkeys to discriminate small numerosities. The

monkeys had to judge whether two successive

task periods (first sample, then test) separated by a

1-s delay contained the same number of items

(one to four) (Fig. 1, A and B). If so, the animals

had to release a lever. In the sample period, the

numerosity was presented randomly: either by

multiple-dot patterns showing the number of

items simultaneously (the simultaneous protocol,

Fig. 1B) or by single dots appearing one by one to

indicate the number of items in sequence (the

sequential protocol, Fig. 1A) (24). We ensured

that non-numerical parameters (visuospatial cues

in multiple-dot patterns and temporal cues in the

sequential presentation protocol) could not be used

by the monkeys to solve the task. Controls in the

simultaneous protocol included displays in which

the circumference (and with it total area), density,

and configuration (shapelike or linear) were

controlled across different quantities. Controls in

the sequential protocol eliminated temporal factors

that may covary with increasing numbers of

sequential items, such as the total duration of the

sample period, the duration of individual items and

pauses in between, the total visual energy (or total

area across time, respectively), and the regularity

(rhythm) of the item sequence (seeTable 1 and fig.

S1 for details). In the test period, numerosity was

always cued by multiple-item displays.
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The monkeys were first trained on the simul-

taneous task alone and subsequently on the se-

quential numerosity discrimination. Initially, they

only learned to discriminate sequential nu-

merosity 2 from 4 (and vice versa). To inves-

tigate whether the monkeys would understand the

concept of sequential numerosity without further

training, we introduced transfer tests requiring the

monkey to discriminate sequential numerosity 3

from 2 and 4 (see SOM for details). Because the

animals were randomly rewarded for their re-

sponses in transfer tests, any learning of the

Bcorrect[ response was impossible. Both mon-

keys immediately discriminated sequential nu-

merosity 3, with a precision comparable to the

baseline discrimination of 2 versus 4 (as indicated

by the fact that the slopes for the match and non-

match discrimination in the transfer and baseline

tests are almost parallel) (Fig. 1, C and D). The

numerical distance between match and nonmatch

in the transfer tests is only one, which is more

difficult to discriminate than the baseline discrim-

ination with a numerical distance of two (25).

After these transfer tests, monkeys had to

perform both the simultaneous and the sequential

task within a single session. The average

performance of the two monkeys on both the

sequential and simultaneous protocols was be-

tween 71 and 99% correct (Fig. 1E) and sig-

nificantly better than chance for all tested

quantities (binomial test, P G 0.001; see fig. S2

for detailed performance curves). Discrimination

of the quantity of sequentially presented items

was more difficult for both monkeys (binomial

test, P G 0.01). The monkeys readily generalized

to the control stimulus sets; performance was

very similar across them in the sequential and

simultaneous protocols (Fig. 1E and fig. S2).

We recorded from 228 randomly selected

neurons in the depth of the IPS (Fig. 2, A and B)

of two monkeys performing the numerosity dis-

crimination task. Random presentation of either

the sequential or simultaneous protocol from trial

to trial allowed us to investigate an individual neu-

ron_s responses to both presentation types in an

unbiased way. A proportion of the tested neurons

E27 out of 228 (27/228) or 12%, two-way analysis

of variance (ANOVA), with factors (stimulus pro-

tocol) � (sample numerosity), P G 0.01^ showed

activity that varied significantly with the number

of items during sample presentation in the si-

multaneous protocol, irrespective of the displays_

visuospatial properties (23). Even more neurons

(58/228 or 25%, two-factor ANOVA, P G 0.01)

showed maximum discharge in response to a

certain number of dots in the sequential protocol.

To further test whether the neurons_ discharges to

the preferred sequential item were unaffected by

temporal parameters, we computed a multiple

regression analysis with the spike rate to the

preferred sequential item as a dependent variable

and the duration of the preferred item in a

sequence, the duration of the pause preceding the

preferred item, and the duration of the previous-to-

preferred item as independent variables (24). Only

8 of the 58 sequential numerosity-selective neu-

rons exhibited a significant correlation (P G 0.01)

with temporal parameters and were thus excluded

from the pool of numerosity-selective neurons (fig.

Fig. 1. Task protocols and behavioral performance. (A) Sequential de-
layed match-to-quantity task (for example, numerosity 3). A trial started
when the monkey grasped a lever. The monkey had to release the lever if
the sample period and test display contained the same number of items
but continue holding it if they did not (probability of match/nonmatch
condition 0 0.5). The sample numerosity was cued by sequentially pre-
sented items temporally separated by pauses containing no items. The
temporal succession and duration of individual items were varied within
and across quantities (Table 1). The numerosity in the test period was
always cued by multiple-item displays. (B) Simultaneous delayed match-to-
quantity task. Task conditions were identical to those in the sequential
protocol, but numerosity was cued by a single multiple-dot display in the
sample period. The physical appearance of the displays varied widely for the

same quantities (Table 1). For both the simultaneous and sequential task
protocols, the nonmatch stimuli for sample numerosity 1 was 2; for sample 2
the nonmatch numerosities were 1 and 3 (probability 0 0.25); for sample
numerosity 3 and 4, nonmatches were one and two numbers up and down.
(C and D) Behavioral performance of both monkeys during transfer tests in
the sequential task. The monkeys performed a baseline discrimination of 2
versus 4 [green data for different stimulus protocols (I to III) are displayed as
listed in Table 1] and 4 versus 2 (blue). Both monkeys [(C) and (D)]
spontaneously discriminated sequential numerosity 3 from 2 and 4 in
transfer tests without reinforcement (red). (E) Average performance of both
monkeys in the simultaneous and sequential tasks (under standard and
control conditions) during the recording sessions. Chance performance 0

50% (also see fig. S2 for details).
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S4). Based on the combined results from the two-

factor ANOVA and the multiple regression

analysis, 50 neurons (from a total of 228 cells; that

is, 22%) were found to be selective to sequential

quantity only. Two example neurons tuned to

sequential numerosity are shown in Fig. 2. The

tuning function of the neuron in Fig. 2, C to E,

showed peak activity for the sequential quantity 2

and a systematic dropoff of activity as the number

of items in the sample period varied from the

preferred value (Fig. 2D); this was true even in

trialswith three or four consecutive dots and varied

sequence timing (Fig. 2E). A neuron with pre-

ferred numerosity 4 is plotted in Fig. 2, F to H.

Similar response profiles were observed for

all neurons tuned to numerosities 1, 2, 3, or 4 in

the sequential (see population tuning curves in

Fig. 3A) or simultaneous (Fig. 3B) protocol.

Each cell showed peak activity for one of the

visual quantities and a systematic dropoff of

activity as the number of sample items varied

from the preferred value (Fig. 3C). Numerosity

1 was the most frequent preferred numerosity in

both protocols (Fig. 3D).

Many of the tested neurons (43/228 or 19%)

also showed activity that varied significantly

during the pauses between item presentation in

the sequential protocol (Fig. 1A), irrespective of

the temporal arrangement Eagain tested with a

combination of a two-factor ANOVA and a

multiple linear regression analysis; see supporting

online material (SOM) and fig. S5 for details^.

More than half of the neurons that were signifi-

cantly tuned during the pauses were also tuned

during sequential item presentation (25/228 or

11%); thus, the firing rates during item presenta-

tions as well as during the pauses between them

varied with the position in the sequence. The

neuron in Fig. 2F, for example, exhibits a sig-

nificant increase in discharge during successive

pauses, with the highest discharge during the third

pause in the sequence. At the same time, this

neuron has the preferred item position Bfour[ (Fig.

2, G and H). We found a significant correlation

between the neurons_ preferred serial position

during the pauses and the preferred number of

sequential items (r 0 0.70, P G 0.001, n 0 25

neurons), indicating that the activation of neurons

between items could provide a neuronal storage

mechanism to keep track of the actual items to

enumerate. Such an accumulation of activation

was successfully implemented in neural networks

simulating numerosity detection (26).

A comparison of neurons tuned to numerosity

during the sample period in the sequential and

simultaneous protocols showed a clear dissocia-

tion of neuronal populations. Only 10 neurons

(4% of the total sample) were significantly tuned

to numerosity in both protocols. Of those 10 cells,

only 2 (1% of the total sample) were tuned to the

identical numerosity in both the sequential and

simultaneous protocols (see neuron in Fig. 2F and

fig. S3), which corresponds to chance occurrence.

This finding suggests that different populations of

neurons are engaged in extracting numerosity in a

parallel or serial fashion, respectively (Fig. 3E).

Only after the enumeration process in the sam-

ple period was completed did the animals have full

information about the cardinality of a set. They had

tomaintain the quantity inmind throughout a delay

period and prepare to find the matching quantity in

a test display.Many neurons (43/228 or 19%)were

significantly tuned to numerosity only in the mem-

ory period, irrespective of the presentation protocol

(only significant numerosity effect, two-factor

ANOVA with numerosity and presentation pro-

tocols as factors, P G 0.01). For example, the neu-

ron displayed in Fig. 4 showed remarkably similar

delay activity in the sequential (Fig. 4A) and simul-

taneous (Fig. 4B) presentation protocol, with 3 as

the preferred numerosity (Fig. 4C). The average

response profiles of all numerosity-selective neu-

rons during the delay period are shown in Fig. 4D.

Few cells (9/228 or 4%) were tuned to numerical

quantity but also differentiated between the simul-

taneous and sequential presentations (numerosity

and presentation protocol effect or interaction, two-

factor ANOVA,P G 0.01). Some neurons tuned to

the set size in the delay period represented quantity

in the sample period (simultaneous protocol: 7/43

or 16%; sequential protocol: 9/43 or 21%).

An examination of error trials suggested that

the delay activity of IPS neurons was directly

related to the monkeys_ performance. When

monkeys made judgment errors, neural delay

activity for the preferred numerosity was signif-

icantly reduced to 83.6% of that observed on

correct trials (i.e., 100%) (P 0 0.01, Wilcoxon

signed ranks test, two-tailed).

These results argue for segregated pro-

cessing of simultaneous and sequential numer-

ical quantity. Different populations of neurons

were involved in extracting numerosity across

spatial or temporal arrangements during an on-

going quantification process. In contrast, the final

and common result of the quantification process

was coded by a third population of neurons, ir-

respective of whether numerosity was cued simul-

taneously or in sequence. Thus, the intermediate

numerosity of an ongoing quantification process

and the storage of the final cardinality are

accomplished by different neuronal populations.

In contrast to a direct, perceptual-like assess-

ment of numerical information in multiple-item

displays, sequential enumeration requires a more

complex coding of numerical information. Our

data point toward the pauses between individual

successive items as a potential keymechanism for

the coding of sequential numerosity. For many

neurons, activation changes during the pauses

were sometimes more prominent than during the

presentation of successive items (Fig. 2F). In

these neurons, activation to the item presentation

seemed to ride on ever-increasing discharges

during the pauses, which is consistent with the

idea of an accumulator mechanism (9, 26).

The enumeration of sequentially presented

items requires an organism to keep track of the

serial position of the previously presented item.

Similar to our findings in nonhuman primates,

neuropsychological (27) and electrophysiological

Table 1. Stimulus presentation protocols and variation of non-numerical parameters with quantity
(w.q.). The timing of the sample period in the sequential protocol was as follows: Standard protocol:
sample period duration for all numerosities, 2450 ms; single item/pause duration for numerosity 1,
409 to 1328 ms; numerosity 2, 372 to 1359 ms; numerosity 3, 229 to 1066 ms; numerosity 4, 212 to
607 ms. Equal sample duration protocol: sample period duration for all numerosities, 2450 ms; single
item/pause duration for numerosity 1, 2450ms; numerosity 2, 816ms; numerosity 3, 490ms; numerosity
4, 350 ms. Equal item/pause duration protocol: single item/pause duration for all numerosities, 350 ms;
sample period duration for numerosity 1, 350 ms; numerosity 2, 1050 ms; numerosity 3, 1750 ms;
numerosity 4, 2450 ms. For trials with a sample period duration of 3450 ms, values were correspond-
ingly adjusted.

Simultaneous protocol

Stimulus type Spatial layout Surface area Circumference Density

Standard Randomized† Increasing w.q. Increasing w.q. Increasing w.q.

Circumference Randomized† Decreasing w.q. Equal Increasing w.q.

Density* Randomized† Increasing w.q. Increasing w.q. Equal

Configuration Linear Increasing w.q. Increasing w.q. Increasing w.q.

Sequential protocol

Stimulus type
Sample period

duration

Individual item

or pause

duration

Regularity

(rhythm)

Intensity over

time

Standard Constant Decreasing w.q. Irregular Variable

Equal sample

duration

Constant Decreasing w.q. Regular Decreasing w.q.

Equal item/pause

duration

Increasing w.q. Constant Regular Increasing w.q.

*Density was determined by calculating the average distance between the dots. †High probability that three dots were arranged as
a triangle, four dots as a quadrangle, and five dots as pentagon.
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Fig. 2. Recording sites and neural responses during sample presentation.
(A) Lateral view of the left hemisphere of a monkey brain indicating the
topographical relationships of cortical landmarks. ips, intraparietal sulcus;
ls, lateral sulcus; sts, superior temporal sulcus. (B) Coronal section at the
level of the dotted line in (A) reconstructed from a structural magnetic
resonance imaging scan (Horsley-Clark coordinates 0 mm anterior/
posterior). The colored area in the depth of the IPS marks the recording
area. (C to E) Responses of an example neuron selective to the sequential
quantity 2 (only the ‘‘equal item/pause duration’’ protocol is shown for
clarity). The top panel illustrates the temporal succession of individual items
(square pulses represent single items). The corresponding latency-corrected
discharges for many repetitions of the protocol are plotted as dot-raster
histograms (middle panels; each dot represents an action potential) and
averaged spike-density functions (bottom panels; activity averaged and
smoothed). The first 500 ms represent the fixation period. Colors

correspond for the stimulation illustration and the plotting of the neural
data. Gray shaded areas represent item presentation. (D) Rate functions
indicate the mean activity of the neuron in (C) to the standard and equal
item/pause duration protocols [error bars in (D), (E), (G), and (H) represent
the standard error of the mean] for four sequential dots. In both protocols,
the neuron was tuned to numerosity 2. (Responses to the first item in a
sequence of one, two, three, or four items were not statistically different.)
(E) The same neuron shown in (C) was significantly tuned to numerosity 2
irrespective of whether the sample period showed two, three, or four
sequential items (standard and control protocols pooled). (F to H) Neuron
tuned to sequential numerosity 4. (F) Neuronal responses for the control
protocol [layout as in (C)]. (G) Rate functions show monotonic increase of
discharges up to numerosity 4 for both protocols. (H) Comparable
discharges of this neuron to the sequential items, irrespective of whether
the items were presented in sequences of two, three, or four items.

Fig. 3. Normalized responses averaged for neurons preferring the same
sample quantity for the sequential (A) and simultaneous (B) protocols,
respectively. (C) All neurons showed a progressive dropoff of the re-
sponse with increasing numerical distances from the preferred
numerosity, resulting in averaged tuning functions that were comparable
for neurons tuned to sequential or simultaneous presentation. In (A) to
(C), error bars represent the standard error of the mean. (D) Frequency
distributions of the preferred numerosities for the sequential and
simultaneous protocols. (E) Venn diagram illustrating the distributions of
numerosity-selective neurons in the sample period. Some of the neurons
exhibiting numerosity selectivity in the simultaneous protocol were also
tuned in the sequential protocol during item presentation and/or during
the pauses (indicated by graphical overlap), albeit mostly with different
preferred numerosity. Numbers indicate the number of neurons per set.
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(28) studies in humans suggest dissociated pro-

cesses involved in judging cardinality (numerical

quantity) as opposed to ordinality (serial posi-

tion), but sometimes with a common activation

in the parietal and prefrontal cortices (14, 28).

Neurons in the lateral prefrontal cortex of the

monkey are also selectively tuned to numerical

rank (29) and numerical quantity (8), but

typically later than IPS neurons (23). This

suggests that neurons in the posterior parietal

and prefrontal cortices are linked to form a

single functional network for the representation

of numerical information across space and time.
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Isolated Chloroplast Division
Machinery Can Actively Constrict
After Stretching
Yamato Yoshida,1* Haruko Kuroiwa,1 Osami Misumi,1 Keiji Nishida,1 Fumi Yagisawa,1

Takayuki Fujiwara,1 Hideaki Nanamiya,1 Fujio Kawamura,1,2 Tsuneyoshi Kuroiwa1,2†

Chloroplast division involves plastid-dividing, dynamin, and FtsZ (PDF) rings. We isolated intact
supertwisted (or spiral) and circular PDF machineries from chloroplasts of the red alga
Cyanidioschyzon merolae. After individual intact PDF machineries were stretched to four times their
original lengths with optical tweezers, they spontaneously returned to their original sizes. Dynamin-
released PDF machineries did not retain the spiral structure and could not be stretched. Thus,
dynamin may generate the motive force for contraction by filament sliding in dividing chloroplasts,
in addition to pinching-off the membranes.

A
ll life depends on photosynthesis by

chloroplasts in plants for food and ox-

ygen. Chloroplasts arose from an endo-

symbiotic cyanobacterial ancestor and have their

own genomes that are maintained by division (1).

Electron-dense rings, designated the outer and

inner plastid-dividing (PD) rings, are found on the

cytosolic and stromal faces of the membranes at

the equator of dividing chloroplasts and are

thought to be ubiquitous throughout the plant

kingdom (2). The outer PD ring is composed of a

bundle of fine filaments 5 to 7 nm in diameter and

is most likely to be associated with the generation

of the constriction force through sliding of the

filaments (2, 3). In addition, two types of

guanosine triphosphatases (GTPases), FtsZ and

dynamin, are thought to participate in chloroplast

division. FtsZ is a nuclear-encoded homolog of a

key bacterial division protein (4) and forms a ring

on the stromal side at the equator (5), whereas

dynamin is a eukaryote-specific membrane fission

protein (6–8) and forms a ring at the cytosolic

side alongside the PD ring (9, 10). Chloroplast

division is thought to be controlled by a PDF

Fig. 4. Neural responses
during the delay period. (A
to C) A single neuron show-
ing remarkably similar delay
activity in the sequential (A)
versus simultaneous (B) pre-
sentation protocol, with 3
as the preferred numerosity.
Top panels in (A) and (B)
show color-coded dot-raster
histograms; bottom panels
are the corresponding spike-
density histograms. The first
500 ms represent the fixa-
tion period. This neuron was
not numerosity-selective in
the sample period. (C) Tun-
ing function of the displayed
neuron based on averaged
discharge rates calculated
over the delay period. (D)
Normalized responses aver-
aged for all neurons prefer-
ring the same quantity in the
delay period, irrespective of
the presentation protocol (se-
quential and simultaneous). In (C) and (D), error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
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machinery that includes a chimera of the rings

from bacteria and eukaryotes, but the role of

each ring in the PDF machinery is unclear.

The cells of the unicellular red alga Cyani-

dioschyzon merolae contain a single chloroplast

per cell with an enormous PDF machinery. To

isolate PDF machineries from C. merolae, di-

viding chloroplasts were obtained from syn-

chronized cells (9) and treated with Nonidet

P-40 (NP-40) and n-octyl-b-D-glucopyranoside

(OG). The purity of the isolated PDF ma-

chineries was examined by fluorescence and

electron microscopy, SDS–polyacrylamide gel

electrophoresis (PAGE), matrix-assisted laser

desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spec-

trometry (MALDI-TOF-MS), and immunoblotting

analysis. Immunofluorescence microscopy with

antibodies to CmFtsZ2 (FtsZ) and to CmDnm2/

DRP5 (dynamin) revealed that FtsZ and dynamin

rings were localized to the constriction sites of

chloroplasts in whole cells, as well as in isolated

chloroplasts, from the early to late phases of

chloroplast division (Fig. 1A). The FtsZ, dynamin,

and outer PD rings behaved in a very similar

way, even when the bulk of the chloroplast con-

tents (thylakoid membrane with phycobilisomes

and inner membrane) was dissolved by NP-40

treatment (Fig. 1, B and C). Subsequently, deter-

gent treatment with OG for 5 min led to dis-

solution of the outer membrane. As a result, the

membrane-free PDF machineries formed super-

twisted rings, circular rings, and spirals (Fig. 1D).

In addition, when isolated PDF-machinery frac-

tions with or without the outer membrane were

analyzed by SDS-PAGE and MALDI-TOF-MS,

dynamin was not detected in the fraction with

the outer membrane (NP-40 treatment), but was

present in the fraction without the outer mem-

brane (NP-40 and OG treatments) (Fig. 1E). Im-

munoblotting analysis indicated that dynamin

and FtsZ were concentrated in the isolated PDF-

machinery fraction (Fig. 1F). Thus, the isolated

PDF machinery was intact, and it was composed

of an FtsZ ring (inside) and PD and dynamin

rings (outside) through the membranes.

Because the circumferences or lengths of

isolated supertwisted (clockwise or anticlock-

wise spiral) PDF machineries (2.6 to 5.7 mm)

were longer than those of circular PDF machin-

eries (0.8 to 2.6 mm), the supertwisted and cir-

cular PDF machineries were considered to be

derived from dividing chloroplasts at the early

and late phases, respectively (Fig. 1D; figs. S1

and S2). Spirals arose from the supertwisted

PDF machineries depending on the membrane

solubilization by OG (Fig. 1D; figs. S1 to S3).

The existence of supertwists and spirals sug-

gested that the PDF machineries generate the

driving force for contraction at the early phase

of chloroplast division, thereby posing the

question of which rings and/or factors generate

the force in the PDF machineries (6, 11). The

presence of conformational changes could not

be confirmed by the guanosine triphosphatase

(GTPase) assay (fig. S4). However, when the

NP-40–insoluble fractions were treated with OG

for 5 min, FtsZ- or dynamin-released PDF ma-

chineries, in addition to intact PDF machineries,

were obtained. The FtsZ-released and intact PDF

machineries showed spiral structures, whereas the

dynamin-released PDFmachineries were straight

(Fig. 2A and table S1). These results were con-

firmed by optical tweezer experiments. When

individual spiral PDF machineries were stretched

to four times their original lengths by optical

laser trapping, they returned to their original

sizes upon release (Fig. 2B; Movies S1 and S2).

However, the plasticity of the spiral was lost

after several stretches. Similar results were ob-

tained for many spiral PDF machineries (table

S2). In contrast, dynamin-released straight PDF

Fig. 1. Isolation of PDF machineries from dividing chloroplasts in C. merolae cells. (A) Phase-contrast
and immunofluorescence images of the FtsZ (CmFtsZ2; yellow-green) and dynamin (CmDnm2/DRP5;
orange) rings of whole cells and isolated chloroplasts at the early and late phases of chloroplast
division. (B) Phase-contrast and immunofluorescence images of the PD (arrowhead), FtsZ, and
dynamin rings of isolated PDF machineries with the outer membrane at the early and late phases of
chloroplast division. (C) Electron micrograph of an isolated PDF machinery (arrowheads) with the
outer membrane. (D) Phase-contrast and immunofluorescence images of the PD, FtsZ, and dynamin
rings and merged images of isolated intact PDF-machineries showing supertwisted, circular, and spiral
structures. (E) SDS-PAGE of isolated PDF machineries with the outer membrane (left) and isolated
PDF-machinery fractions (right). (F) Immunoblotting analysis of CmFtsZ2 and CmDnm2/DRP5 proteins
at each isolation step: (from left to right) whole cell, isolated chloroplast, isolated PDF machinery with
the outer membrane, and isolated PDF-machinery fraction. Scale bars: 1 mm (A, B, D), 500 nm (C).
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machineries were unable to recover from stretch

(Fig. 2B and table S2). Thus, dynamin gen-

erates the motive force for contraction.

To reveal the dynamics of the PD, dynamin,

and FtsZ rings in the PDF machineries, we

examined isolated PDF machineries by immu-

noelectron microscopy. Immunogold particles in-

dicating dynamin signals were located in a spiral

line along the periphery of the supertwisted (Fig.

3A) and spiral (Fig. 3B) PDFmachineries. How-

ever, the dynamin-released region became loose

(fig. S5). After treatment with OG for 20 min, the

disassembled PDF machineries included a

smooth PD ring as a bundle of fine filaments

with dynamin colocalized between the filaments

(fig. S5), supporting the notion that the dynamin

ring generates the motive force for contraction

with the PD ring. As the contraction of the PDF

machineries progressed, the supertwisted (spiral)

PDF machineries changed into compact circles

(Fig. 3, C to F). Immunogold particles indicating

the FtsZ signals were located on the inside of the

filamentous circular PD ring where the mem-

brane was dissolved (Fig. 3C). In chloroplasts in

vivo, these rings seemed to be linked with each

other through holes that appeared on the groove of

the division site, as revealed by scanning electron

microscopy (fig. S6). In contrast, the immunogold

particles indicating dynamin signals were found

on the outside of the filamentous circular PD ring

(Fig. 3, C to E; fig. S5), and some of the particles

could be seen between the thin filaments (Fig. 3, C

and D; fig. S5). When the contraction occurred

during the late phase of chloroplast division, the

dynamin signals moved from the outside to the

inside of the constricted PDFmachineries (Fig. 3,

E and F). It is thought that the dynamin mol-

ecules finally pinch off the membranes in the

bridge between daughter chloroplasts.

The existence of membrane-free PDF ma-

chineries suggests that there is a linking structure

through the membrane between the inner (FtsZ

and inner PD) and outer (outer PD and dynamin)

rings. These linkers must differ from MinD,

MinE, and ARC6, which are involved in the

formation of the FtsZ ring in plants (12), because

these genes were not found in the complete C.

merolae genome (13). We suggest that the

function of dynamin in the operation of PDF

machineries can be explained by two steps: first, as

a mediator of filament sliding at the early phase of

chloroplast division, and then as a pinchase to

pinch off the neck of the dividing chloroplast at the

late phase (fig. S7). Just before contraction of the

dividing chloroplast, the dynamin vesicles would

move from the cytosol to the outside of the outer

PD ring and release dynamin to form a PDF

machinery with the PD ring, which is a bundle of

fine filaments 5 to 7 nm in diameter (2, 3). It has

been thought that contraction of the PD ring

through sliding of the PD-ring fine filaments is

caused by myosin-like proteins (2), but no genes

encoding myosin or myosin-like proteins were

found in the C. merolae genome (13). Thus, it

is likely that dynamin, rather than myosin-like

Fig. 2. Immunofluorescence images and manipulation of FtsZ- or dynamin-released PDF machineries. (A)
Fluorescence images of FtsZ- (top) and dynamin- (bottom) released PDF machineries including the PD (phase-
contrast, PC), FtsZ (CmFtsZ2; green), and dynamin (CmDnm2/DRP5; orange) rings and merged images. (B)
Manipulation of an intact PDF machinery (top) and a dynamin-released PDF machinery (bottom) with optical
tweezers. The base line of one end of each of the PDF machineries is fixed to the cover glass (yellow lines), while
the other end is trapped by the optical tweezers (arrowheads) and an infrared laser (red lines). Scale bar, 1 mm.

Fig. 3. Immunoelectron
micrographs showing the
distributions of dynamin
and FtsZ proteins in isolated
PDF machineries after nega-
tive staining. (A and B)
Immunogold particles (indi-
cating dynamin) form a line
along the supertwisted (A)
and spiral (B) PDF machin-
eries at the early phase of
chloroplast division. (C to F)
Circular images of PDF ma-
chineries [(C), (E), and (F)] and
a side image (D) at the late
phase of chloroplast division.
Large (indicating FtsZ) and
small (indicating dynamin)
immunogold particles are lo-
calized on the inside and
outside of the filamentous
PDF machineries, respec-
tively [(C) and (D)]. Most of
the immunogold particles
(indicating dynamin) are dis-
tributed on the outside of
the PDF machineries [(C)
and (E)], as well as in the
loosened region (C) and side
view (D), and are localized
between thin filaments.
Upon contraction, the im-
munogold particles move from the outer peripheral area [(C) to (E)] to the inside (F) of the PDF machinery.
Scale bars: 200 nm [(A) and (B)], 100 nm [(C) to (F)].
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proteins, drives the sliding of the PD-ring fine

filaments and causes the contraction required

for chloroplast division (fig. S7). Dynamin was

originally identified as a nucleotide-dependent

microtubule-binding protein from calf brains

(14). There, GTPase dynamin molecules in the

PDF machinery appeared to function as cross-

bridges that underwent microscopic movements

to drive the sliding of the microtubule filaments

in the PD ring during the early phase of chlo-

roplast division (figs. S5 and S7).

At the late phase of chloroplast division, the

dynamin molecules move from the surface of

the contracted PDF machinery to the inside of

the machinery (fig. S7). When the dynamin mol-

ecules are associated with the membrane at the

final stage of chloroplast division and interact

with the lipid membranes, they would act as a

pinchase to pinch off themembranes at the bridge

between the daughter chloroplasts (fig. S7).
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Human IRGM Induces Autophagy to
Eliminate Intracellular Mycobacteria
Sudha B. Singh,1 Alexander S. Davis,1 Gregory A. Taylor,3,4 Vojo Deretic1,2*

Immunity-related p47 guanosine triphosphatases (IRG) play a role in defense against intracellular
pathogens. We found that the murine Irgm1 (LRG-47) guanosine triphosphatase induced
autophagy and generated large autolysosomal organelles as a mechanism for the elimination of
intracellular Mycobacterium tuberculosis. We also identified a function for a human IRG protein in
the control of intracellular pathogens and report that the human Irgm1 ortholog, IRGM, plays a
role in autophagy and in the reduction of intracellular bacillary load.

T
he immunity-related guanosine triphos-

phatases (GTPases) or IRGs (1), also

known as p47 GTPases (2), play a role in

innate immunity against intracellular pathogens

(2, 3). There are 23 complete Irg genes in the

mouse genome (1), whereas only 3 identifiable

IRG genes are seen in the human genome

(fig. S1). Murine IRG GTPases play a role in

the control of intracellular pathogens (1, 2, 4, 5),

but the functional role, if any, of human IRGs is

unclear. Furthermore, most murine Irg genes

are inducible by interferon-g (IFN-g), whereas

the human IRG genes are not (1). In mice,

IIGP1 (Irga6) (5) affects the integrity of vac-

uoles in Toxoplasma, whereas LRG-47 (Irgm1),

acting in defense against intracellular Myco-
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2Department of Cell Biology and Physiology, University of
New Mexico School of Medicine, Albuquerque, NM 87131,
USA. 3Department of Medicine, Department of Molecular
Genetics and Microbiology, Department of Immunology,
Center for the Study of Aging, Duke University, Durham, NC
27710, USA. 4Geriatric Research, Education, and Clinical
Center, Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Center,
Durham, NC 27710, USA.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail:
vderetic@salud.unm.edu

Fig. 1. Irgm1 induces autophagic organelles in
macrophages. (A) RAW 264.7 cells were tran-
siently transfected with GFP-Irgm1 and labeled
for a series of markers: 50 mM MDC for 30 min,
100 nM LT for 2 hours, and 10 mg/ml of DQ Red
BSA or 500 nM MT for 30 min. Arrows indicate
Irgm1-induced vacuoles that were absent in the
control cells. (B) Quantification of cells with
autophagic organelles that were positive for
markers tested. Results are shown as the means
(% of cells with marker positive vacuoles) T SEM;
*P G 0.05, **P G 0.01 [analysis of variance
(ANOVA)]. (C) RAW 264.7 cells were mock
transfected and treated without (I) or with (II)
IFN-g. The IFN-g–treated cells with autolyso-
somes containing degraded material (white
arrowheads) or with double-membrane profiles
in the process of engulfment of target organelles
(black arrowhead) are shown. (III and IV) Cells
transfected with GFP-Irgm1 show both early
autophagosomes (arrows) and autolysosomes
(arrowhead) that resemble the vacuoles in IFN-
g–treated cells.
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bacterium tuberculosis (4, 6), may participate

in IFN-g–induced autophagy (7). Autophagy is

a cellular homeostasis mechanism, whereby

portions of the cytosol and damaged organelles

(8) or intracellular pathogens and their products

(9–16) are sequestered into an autophagosome

for degradation in autolysosomes. We inves-

tigated the role of the murine Irgm1 GTPase and

its putative human ortholog IRGM in autophagy

and tested whether human IRGM plays a role in

control of intracellular mycobacteria.

IFN-g induces autophagy in macrophages

(7). Irgm1 is a downstream effector of IFN-g

that has been implicated as a potential participant

in this process. We tested the effects of Irgm1

in the absence of IFN-g stimulation. Expression

in macrophages of green fluorescent protein

fused to Irgm1 (GFP-Irgm1) induced the forma-

tion of large vacuoles (93 mm) without IFN-g

stimulation (Fig. 1). The Irgm1-induced pro-

files were positive for monodansylcadaverine

(MDC), a preliminary screening marker for

autophagic organelles (Fig. 1A). The proportion

of cells with MDCþ vacuoles in GFP-Irgm1–

transfected cells was 60 T 4% versus 12.1 T 1.9%

in control samples (P G 0.01) (Fig. 1B). The clas-

sical inhibitors of autophagy, 3-methyladenine

(3MA) and wortmannin, caused a marked re-

duction in the fraction of Irgm1 transfected cells

with MDCþ vacuoles in cells (53.3 T 10.4% in

samples without inhibitors versus 19 T 4.5%

with 3MA and 21.3 T 3.5% with wortmannin;

P G 0.01) (fig. S2).

The Irgm1-induced vacuolar compartments

were positive for the acidotropic dye Lyso-

Tracker Red (LT) (Fig. 1, A and B), indicating

an acidic nature of the vacuoles. The proportion

of cells transfected with Irgm1 that had LTþ

large vacuoles was 62 T 4% versus 12 T 2% of

control cells (P G 0.01). The large Irgm1-

induced vacuoles were also proteolytically ac-

tive as detected by fluorophore dequenching on

proteolysis of bovine serum albumin conjugated

to 4,4-difluoro-4-bora-3a,4a-diaza-s-indacene

(DQ Red BSA) (Fig. 1A). The DQ Red BSAþ

profiles were detected in 45 T 5% of GFP-

Irgm1–transfected cells, compared to 11 T 1% of

control cells (P G 0.05) (Fig. 1B). The Irgm1-

induced DQ Red BSAþ (Fig. 1A) vacuoles were

indistinguishable from those induced by IFN-g

(fig. S3).

During formation, autophagosomes sequester

cytoplasmic contents and often include mitochon-

dria (17). The presence of mitochondrial material

inside a vacuole is indicative of a compartment

representing a bona fide autophagosome. Irgm1-

induced vacuoles were positive for Mitotracker

Red (MT) (Fig. 1A), with a sevenfold increase

in MTþ cells among GFP-Irgm1–transfected

cells (65 T 5%) compared to controls (9.4 T

3.5%; P G 0.01) (Fig. 1B). These characteristics

are consistent with the interpretation that Irgm1-

induced vacuoles were large autolysosomes.

Irgm1-induced profiles were examined by

electronmicroscopy. Vacuoles were not observed

in mock-transfected control cells (Fig. 1C, panel

I; fig. S4) but were abundant in cells treated with

IFN-g (Fig. 1C, panel II, arrowheads). These

compartments contained internal membranes.

Similar types of vacuoles were observed in cells

that were transfected with GFP-Irgm1 (Fig. 1C,

panel III, arrowhead), consistent with autolyso-

somal nature of Irgm1-induced organelles. We

also detected doublemembrane structures inGFP-

Irgm1 transfected cells (Fig. 1C, panels III and IV,

arrows), a morphological signature of nascent

autophagosomes, known as phagophores or iso-

lation membranes (18). Thus, in addition to large

vacuoles representing autolysosomal structures,

Irgm1 induces early autophagosomal organelles.

We next examined whether Irgm1 was nec-

essary for early stages of the autophagosomal

pathway. The formation of early autophagosomal

precursors and newly completed autophago-

somes is quantifiable by following microtubule-

associated protein light-chain 3 (LC3) changes.

LC3 (Atg8) exists in two forms: the cytosolic

species LC3-I with an electrophoretic mobility

corresponding to the relative molecular mass

(M
r
) of 18 kD, and its membrane-associated

form, LC3-II, conjugated C-terminally to phos-

phatidylethanolamine, with an apparent M
r
of

16 kD. The latter form, LC3-II, inserts into the

membrane of nascent autophagosomes and cor-

relates with the appearance of LC3þ autophago-

Fig. 2. Irgm1 is required for IFN-g–induced autophagy and transfer of mycobacteria from immature
phagosomes to compartments with late endosomal/lysosomal characteristics. (A) RAW 264.7 cells were
transiently transfected either with GFP and incubated with or without rapamycin (50 mg/ml) for 4 hours or
transfected with GFP-Irgm1. Immunoblot analysis of cells was carried out with antibody to LC3 (anti-LC3).
(B) Quantification of the LC3 band intensity. (C) RAW 264.7 cells were transfected with Irgm1 siRNA or
control siRNA and incubated for 24 hours with or without IFN-g (200 U/ml). Cells were processed for
immunoblotting and probed for Irgm1. (D and E) Cells were transiently cotransfected with enhanced GFP
(EGFP)–LC3 and control siRNA or Irgm1 siRNA and treated with IFN-g (200 U/ml) for 24 hours,
and the number of GFP-LC3 puncta per cell was quantified. Results are shown as the means T
SEM; **P G 0.01 (ANOVA); n 0 100 cells from three independent experiments. (F) Knockdown of
Beclin1 by siRNA examined by immunoblotting with anti-Beclin. (G and H) RAW 264.7 cells were
transfected with GFP or cotransfected with GFP-Irgm1 and control siRNA or siRNA against Beclin
1. Cells were infected with Texas Red–labeled M. tuberculosis var. bovis BCG for 15 min and
chased for 1 hour. Phagosomal maturation was assessed by colocalization of BCG phagosomes (red)
with lysosomal marker CD63 (blue) with anti-CD63 followed by incubation with secondary antibody
conjugated to Alexa Fluor 647. (G) Main panels show merged three-color fluorescence images, and
insets show regions of interest with BCG phagosomes rendered as single-channel fluorescence (top,
red; bottom, blue). Results are shown as the means T SEM; *P G 0.05 (ANOVA).
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somes (19). Increasing levels of LC3-II on im-

munoblots can be used to document induction

of autophagy (19). The intensity of the LC3-II

band (Fig. 2, A and B) was increased in cells

transfected with GFP-Irgm1 relative to the

control cells transfected with GFP alone. The

Irgm1-induced LC3-II levels were comparable

to the effects of rapamycin, a conventional in-

ducer of autophagy (Fig. 2, A and B). Next, we

tested whether Irgm1 was responsible for IFN-

g–induced autophagy. For these studies, we

reduced the expression of endogenous Irgm1

by small interfering RNA (siRNA) in IFN-g–

stimulated cells, as confirmed by immunoblott-

ing (Fig. 2C). Once lipidated, LC3 undergoes

transition from the cytosolic form to a membrane-

bound form, which is then scored as cytoplasmic

puncta by fluorescence microscopy (19). RAW

264.7 cells were cotransfected with GFP-LC3

and Irgm1 siRNA or control scrambled siRNA,

and the formation of GFP-LC3 puncta was

analyzed upon stimulation with IFN-g. In cells

subjected to Irgm1 inhibition, there was a de-

crease (P G 0.01) in the number of IFN-g–

induced LC3 puncta (91 mm) (Fig. 2, D and E).

Thus, Irgm1 stimulates early stages of autophagy,

including the conversion of LC3-I to LC3-II, and

Irgm1 is required for the autophagic pathway in-

duced by IFN-g.

Irgm1 controlsM. tuberculosis infections by a

process that involves enhanced mycobacterial

phagosome maturation (4). To determine wheth-

er Irgm1-dependent mycobacterial phagosome

maturation requires a functional autophagic path-

way, we examined the effects of siRNA in-

hibition by targeting factors essential for the

execution of autophagy. Beclin 1 (Atg6), a tumor

suppressor that is critical to autophagy (20),

forms a complex with the phosphatidylinositol

3-kinase hVPS34 (21). RAW cells were cotrans-

fected with GFP-Irgm1 and Beclin 1 siRNA.

Beclin 1 inhibition was documented by immuno-

blot analysis (Fig. 2F). The cells were infected

withM. tuberculosis var. bovis bacille Calmette-

Gu2rin (BCG), and phagosomal maturation was

quantified by analyzing colocalization with the

late endosomal marker CD63. The expression of

Irgm1 caused increased maturation of BCG

phagosomes. There was a significant reduction

in Irgm1-induced maturation of BCG phago-

somes in cells cotransfected with Beclin 1 siRNA

(Fig. 2, G and H). The reduced expression of

Beclin 1 and Atg7 also inhibited IFN-g–induced

BCG phagosomal maturation (fig. S5). Beclin 1

plays an essential role in autophagy but is not

required for the conventional endosomal/lyso-

somal pathway (22, 23). Thus, Irgm1 induces

autophagy, whereas the Irgm1-stimulated trans-

fer of mycobacteria to compartments with late

endosomal or lysosomal characteristics depends

on the autophagic pathway.

The human IRGM gene is syntenic with the

mouse gene lrgm1 (encoding LRG-47), and its

expression at the mRNA level has been docu-

mented (1). We first examined IRGM expression

at the protein level in human cells by immuno-

blotting, using siRNA inhibition to identify the

protein band. U937 cells were transfected with

either control siRNA or IRGM siRNA and were

then probed with the antibody to IRGM. We

observed a 20-kD band that was specifically

down-regulated in cells treated with IRGM

siRNA (Fig. 3A). We also detected an identical

protein in the other human cells that were tested

(293T and HeLa). The identity of the band as

IRGM was established in all cells tested by

siRNA inhibition (Fig. 3A). Thus, the IRGM

protein is indeed expressed in human cells.

We next tested the hypothesis that human

IRGM was participating in autophagy, by

analogy to its mouse counterpart Irgm1. Human

IFN-g (hIFN-g) induced autophagy in the hu-

man macrophage cell line U937 (Fig. 3B and

fig. S6). IFN-g–induced autophagy in human

macrophages was dependent on a critical au-

Fig. 3. Role of IRGM in
autophagy in human cells.
(A) Human cell lines U937,
293T, and HeLa were trans-
fected with either control
siRNA or IRGM siRNA. Cells
were lysed and analyzed by
Western blotting with affinity-
purified anti-IRGM. IRGM
siRNA, but not control siRNA,
reduced the expression of
IRGM in all the three cell
lines. (B) U937 cells were
transiently transfected with
GFP-LC3 and control siRNA
or siRNA to Atg7 and treated
with hIFN-g (300 U/ml)
for 24 hours, and EGFP-
LC3 puncta were quantified.
(C) Immunoblotting showing
the extent of Atg7 inhibition
by siRNA corresponding to
the experiment in (B). (D)
U937 cells were transiently
transfected with GFP-LC3
and control siRNA or siRNA
to IRGM and treated with hIFN-g (300 U/ml) for 24 hours; EGFP-LC3 puncta were quantified. (E) Cells were
transfected with control siRNA or IRGM siRNA, treated with hIFN-g for 24 hours or with rapamycin (50 mg/ml)
for 4 hours, and processed for immunoblotting with anti-LC3.

Fig. 4. Human IRGMpro-
motes BCG phagosomal
maturation and inhibits
the survival of intracellular
mycobacteria. (A) U937
cells were transfected with
control or IRGM siRNA
and infected with BCG.
Cells were induced for
autophagy by starva-
tion for 2 hours. Acidi-
fied compartments (late
endosomes/lysosomes)
were labeled with LT.
(B) Quantification of LTþ

phagosomes. Data repre-
sent the means T SEM
from three independent
experiments; **P G 0.01
(ANOVA). (C) U937 cells
transfected with control
or IRGM siRNA were
infected with BCG for 1
hour, chased for 30 min,
2 hours, or 4 hours, and lysed to quantify bacterial survival by counting colony-forming units. Results are
shown as the means T SEM; ., P 9 0.05; *, P G 0.05 (ANOVA).
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tophagy factor, Atg7. Atg7 inhibition by siRNA

(Fig. 3C) resulted in a decrease of IFN-g–

induced LC3 puncta in U937 cells (Fig. 3B and

fig. S6A). In U937 cells treated with hIFN-g

and then transfected with either IRGM or con-

trol (scrambled) siRNA, the hIFN-g–dependent

increase in GFP-LC3 puncta was not affected in

cells transfected with the control (scrambled)

siRNA (Fig. 3D and fig. S6B). However, when

cells were transfected with IRGM siRNA, the

number of GFP-LC3 puncta decreased relative to

that of the control cells (Fig. 3D and fig. S6B).

The role of IRGM in the conversion of en-

dogenous LC3-I into the LC3-II form in human

macrophages was confirmed by immuno-

blotting. IRGM inhibition by siRNA specifical-

ly reduced the amounts of LC3-II in cells

treated with hIFN-g (Fig. 3E). Moreover, when

autophagy was induced with the conventional

inducer rapamycin, IRGM siRNA inhibited the

formation of LC3-II (Fig. 3E). Thus, IRGM is

necessary for the execution of the autophagic

pathway in human macrophages.

To determine whether human IRGM is in-

volved in the resistance to mycobacteria in a

manner similar to that of Irgm1 in murine cells

(4), we examined the status of mycobacterial

phagosomes. U937 cells were transfected with

either control siRNA or IRGM siRNA, and

autophagy was induced by starvation. Acidifica-

tion ofmycobacterial phagosomeswasmonitored

by LT staining (Fig. 4, A and B). The proportion

of mycobacterial phagosomes that tested positive

for LT increased (50.6%) upon starvation as

comparedwith the control cells (21%) (P G 0.01).

In contrast, cells transfected with IRGM siRNA

showed only 28% of LT colocalization with

mycobacterial phagosomes upon induction of

autophagy by starvation (Fig. 4, A and B). Thus,

not only does IRGM participate in autophagy in

human macrophages, but IRGM-dependent

processes are also required for autophagy-induced

BCG phagosome maturation in human cells. To

test whether IRGMaffectsmycobacterial survival

in human macrophages, we transfected human

U937 cells with either control siRNA or IRGM

siRNA, infected them with mycobacteria, and

examined bacterial viability by counting colony-

forming units in a time-course experiment after

infection. Increased bacterial survival was ob-

served in cells that were treated with IRGM

siRNA compared to that in control cells (Fig.

4C). Thus, IRGM, the human ortholog of Irgm1

(LRG-47), acts as its functional equivalent in

autophagy and plays a role in the control of

intracellular mycobacteria in human cells.

IFN-g induces multiple microbicidal path-

ways, with IRG (2, 3) and autophagy (7) rep-

resenting two of its effectors linked together in

this work. The Irgm1-induced organelles repre-

sent autophagosomes and autolysosomes that

are in transit through various stages of develop-

ment, with terminal vacuoles that are much

larger than conventional autolysosomes. Thus,

Irgm1-stimulated processes allow for enhanced

growth of individual autophagic organelles and

may be important for efficient capture of

geometrically challenging pathogens, such as

clumps of M. tuberculosis (movie S1). Unlike

the IRG family in mice, the human IRGM is

not responsive to IFN-g and is constitutively

expressed (1). Nevertheless, IRGM participates

in IFN-g–induced or conventionally induced

(by rapamycin or starvation) autophagy in

human macrophages, indicating a more general

role for IRGM in autophagy. IRGM participates

in conferring resistance against mycobacterial

infections, fulfilling a role analogous to that of

Irgm1 in mice. In conclusion, this study demon-

strates a role for the IRG proteins in autophagy,

thereby uncovering the mechanism of action by

which this class of host defense factors confers

resistance to intracellular pathogens.
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Humanization of Yeast to
Produce Complex Terminally
Sialylated Glycoproteins
Stephen R. Hamilton,1 Robert C. Davidson,1 Natarajan Sethuraman,1 Juergen H. Nett,1

Youwei Jiang,1 Sandra Rios,1 Piotr Bobrowicz,1 Terrance A. Stadheim,1 Huijuan Li,1

Byung-Kwon Choi,1 Daniel Hopkins,1 Harry Wischnewski,1 Jessica Roser,1 Teresa Mitchell,1

Rendall R. Strawbridge,2 Jack Hoopes,2 Stefan Wildt,1 Tillman U. Gerngross1,3*

Yeast is a widely used recombinant protein expression system. We expanded its utility by
engineering the yeast Pichia pastoris to secrete human glycoproteins with fully complex terminally
sialylated N-glycans. After the knockout of four genes to eliminate yeast-specific glycosylation,
we introduced 14 heterologous genes, allowing us to replicate the sequential steps of human
glycosylation. The reported cell lines produce complex glycoproteins with greater than 90%
terminal sialylation. Finally, to demonstrate the utility of these yeast strains, functional
recombinant erythropoietin was produced.

T
he half-life and therapeutic potency of

most glycoproteins, with the notable ex-

ception of antibodies, is dependent on

the presence of terminal sialic acid. The ex-

posure of other terminal sugars such as mannose,

N-acetylglucosamine, and galactose on a glyco-

protein leads to clearance by sugar-specific recep-

tors or lectins (1, 2). Because most therapeutic

glycoproteins require sialylation, their production

to date has relied on mammalian hosts, which are

able to perform humanlike N-glycosylation, in-

cluding the ability to add terminal sialic acid.

Yeast and filamentous fungi offer numerous

advantages as recombinant protein expression

systems when compared with mammalian cell

culture, including higher recombinant protein titers,
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Medical Center, Lebanon, NH 03766, USA. 3Thayer School of
Engineering, Department of Biological Sciences and Depart-
ment of Chemistry, Dartmouth College, 8000 Cummings Hall,
Hanover, NH 03755, USA.
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shorter fermentation times, and the ability to grow

in chemically defined media. However, wild-type

yeast glycosylate proteins with high-mannose type

N-glycans (3) (Fig. 1A), which reduce half-life

and compromise therapeutic function. Our labora-

tory has been engineering human glycosylation

pathways into fungal hosts, including the yeast

P. pastoris (4–6). The core repertoire of human

glycosylation reactions (Fig. 1A) requires the se-

quential removal of mannose by two distinct

mannosidases (i.e., a-1,2-mannosidase andmanno-

sidase II), the addition of N-acetylglucosamine

(by N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase I and II),

the addition of galactose (by b-1,4-galactosyl-

transferase), and finally the addition of sialic

acid by sialyltransferase. Sialylation, the final

step of human glycosylation, is particularly dif-

ficult to accomplish in yeast, because wild-type

yeast lacks all four prerequisites: (i) the ability

to produce the N-glycosylated precursors termi-

nating in b-1,4-galactose, (ii) the biosynthetic

capability to produce the sugar nucleotide pre-

cursor cytidine monophosphate (CMP)–sialic

acid Especifically, CMP-N-acetylneuraminic acid

(CMP-NANA)^, (iii) the transporter to shuttle

CMP–sialic acid into the Golgi, and (iv) a sialyl-

transferase to transfer sialic acid to terminal ga-

lactose on the nascent glycoprotein (fig. S1) (7).

All of these elements must work at high effi-

ciency to allow for the production of sialylated

glycoproteins, and organelle-specific targeting

of several elements is required to permit these

functions to occur in concert.

Fig. 1. N-linked glycosylation pathways and characterization of N-linked
glycans released from recombinant rEPO. (A) Representative N-linked
glycosylation pathways in humans and P. pastoris. Mns: a 1,2- mannosidase;
MnsII: mannosidase II; GnTI: b 1,2-N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase I; GnTII: b

1,2-N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase II; GalT: b 1,4-galactosyltransferase; SiaT:
a 2,6-sialyltransferase; MnT: mannosyltransferase. (B to D) rEPO secreted from

P. pastoris strains YSH551 (B), YSH557 (C), and YSH597 (D) was purified
from culture supernatants by Ni-affinity chromatography. Glycans were
released by PNGase-F treatment and labeled with 2-AB before HPLC analysis.
(E) Glycans secreted from YSH597 containing sialic acid were treated with
a-2,3-/-2,6-/-2,8-sialidase. Elution times for commercial glycan standards
corresponding to GS5.0, 5.5, and 6.0 were 24, 40, and 66 min, respectively.
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Erythropoietin (EPO) is a hematopoietic gly-

coprotein that stimulates the differentiation of late

erythroid progenitor cells to mature red blood cells

(8). Since a recombinant source of the protein has

become available, EPO has found wide therapeutic

use in the treatment of anemia. EPO is a heavily

glycosylated protein, with three N-glycosylation

sites and up to 40% of the molecular mass

attributable to its glycans (9, 10). As with many

glycoproteins, the therapeutic efficacy and receptor

affinity of EPO relies on the degree and com-

position of N-glycosylation (11).

A previously reported glycoengineered strain

of P. pastoris produces terminally galacto-

sylated biantennary glycans of the complex

type Gal
2
GlcNAc

2
Man

3
GlcNAc

2
(i.e., Glycan

Structure 5.0, GS5.0) (12). This strain RDP750

EDoch1, Dpno1, Dmnn4B, Dbmt2, Dhis1,Kluyvero-

myces lactis and Mus musculus uridine di-

phosphate (UDP)–GlcNAc transporters, Mus

musculus a-1,2-MnsI, Homo sapiens b-1,2-

GlcNAc transferase I, Rattus norvegicus b-1,2-

GlcNAc transferase II, Drosophila melanogaster

MnsII, Schizosaccharomyces pombe Gal epimer-

ase, D. melanogaster UDP-Gal transporter, and

H. sapiens b-1,4-galactosyltransferase^ was

transformed with an expression plasmid encoding

for rat EPO (rEPO) to generate strains RDP762 and

YSH557 (7). Secreted rEPO from YSH557 con-

sisted predominantly of GS5.0 N-glycans (Fig. 1C).

For comparison, the same construct was used to

transform wild-type P. pastoris NRRL-Y11430,

resulting in strain YSH551, which secreted rEPO

with mostly high-mannose N-glycans that are

typical for this yeast (3) (Fig. 1B). Both strains dis-

played similar growth characteristics and expressed

rEPO at about the same level (È20 mg/liter), al-

though the proteins differed significantly with

respect to their N-glycosylation (Fig. 1, B and C).

To accomplish the final step of human gly-

cosylation, the addition of terminal sialic acid, we

transformed P. pastoris strain RDP762 with a

range of DNA constructs encoding for enzymes

involved in CMP–sialic acid biosynthesis, CMP–

sialic acid transport, and sialic acid transfer to the

nascent glycoprotein. In total, five enzymes were

selected: H. sapiens UDP-N-acetylglucosamine-2-

epimerase/N-acetylmannosamine kinase (GNE),

H. sapiens N-acetylneuraminate-9-phosphate syn-

thase (SPS), H. sapiens CMP–sialic acid synthase

(CSS), M. musculus CMP–sialic acid transporter

(CST), and a library of chimeric sialyltransferases

linked to yeast type-II transmembrane localization

peptides (ST).

More than 120 permutations of alternative

CMP–sialic acid pathways, CSTs, and STs were

screened. From this screen, we identified a small

number of combinations displaying significant

sialyltransferase activity and producing predom-

inantly complex glycan structures. However,

taking this approach we were unable to obtain

glycan compositions containing 960% GS6.0

(Sia
2
Gal

2
GlcNAc

2
Man

3
GlcNAc

2
).

To further improve the efficiency of sialyla-

tion, we codon-optimized GNE, SPS, CSS, and

CST, and screened additional ST/leader fusions.

The catalytic domain of mouse a-2,6-ST, fused to

the Saccharomyces cerevisiaemannosyltransferase

1 (Mnt1) targeting signal was particularly effec-

tive. To consolidate these efforts, we cloned all

five genes into a single expression vector, pSH926

(7). Transformation of this vector into RDP762

complemented the histidine auxotrophy of the

host, while targeting the gene cluster to the TRP2

locus of the Pichia genome. The resulting strain,

designated YSH597, was cultured in shake flasks

to secrete rEPO. Analysis of the N-glycans

isolated from rEPO displayed a glycan composi-

tion that consisted predominantly of sialylated

glycan structures GS6.0 (90.5%) and GS5.5

(7.9%, SiaGal
2
GlcNAc

2
Man

3
GlcNAc

2
) (Fig.

1D). Subsequent treatment of this sample with

sialidase showed quantitative conversion to GS5.0

(Fig. 1E), confirming that GS6.0 and GS5.5 were

terminally sialylated glycans.

To assess the activity of these two different

rEPO glycoforms in vivo, we purified material

from wild-type P. pastoris (YSH551) and YSH597

(7). The purified protein was characterized by

sodium dodecyl sulfate–polyacrylamide gel elec-

trophoresis (SDS-PAGE) (Fig. 2A), and rEPO

from wild-type P. pastoris showed extensive

heterogeneity consistent with hyperglycosylation

and the range of high-mannose structures found by

high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)

(Fig. 1B). In contrast, rEPO from YSH597 showed

a more uniform migration pattern, consistent with

the glycan uniformity found by HPLC (Fig. 1D).

As expected, when both samples were treated with

peptide N-glycosidase F (PNGase-F), to remove

the N-glycans, the mass and uniformity of the

deglycosylated material appeared similar (Fig. 2A).

To compare the functionality of these two vastly

different glycoforms, animal studies were per-

formed to determine their respective erythropoietic

function. As expected, rEPO produced in wild-type

yeast had no measurable erythropoietic function,

whereas rEPO produced in YSH597 showed a

dose-dependent response consistent with a biolog-

ically active form of the protein (Fig. 2B).

We report the generation of yeast cell lines

of P. pastoris with a substantially reengineered

secretory pathway. These cell lines secrete ter-

minally sialylated, complex, bi-antennary glyco-

proteins as exemplified by rEPO, as well as other

recombinant proteins tested. The availability of

such yeast cell lines may eliminate the need for

mammalian cell culture in the future and allow for

the production of therapeutic glycoproteins in a

nonmammalian host. While significantly reducing

production time and viral containment issues, this

will also provide improvements in product uniform-

ity and overall production economics. Previously, a

panel of glycoengineered yeast cell lines displaying

a limited repertoire of human glycosylation re-

actions allowed us to elucidate glycosylation-

dependent structure activity relationships (12). Here,

we have engineered into yeast the most complex

step of human N-glycosylation, terminal sialyla-

tion, which will expand our ability to conduct

structure-function investigations.
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Fig. 2. Characterization of recombinant rEPO obtained from P. pastoris. (A) SDS-PAGE analysis of
recombinant rEPO (2.5 mg, postpurification) secreted from YSH551 and YSH597 strains after incubation
in the presence (þ) or absence (–) of PNGase-F. (B) Comparative hematocrit analysis of recombinant
rEPO secreted from YSH551 (blue and green bars) and YSH597 (red and yellow bars). Values correspond
to days 8 (blue and red bars) and 15 (green and yellow bars) after initial injection. Data presented as
mean T SD of n 0 5 mice per dose.
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An Antigen Produced by Splicing of
Noncontiguous Peptides in the
Reverse Order
Edus H. Warren,1,2 Nathalie J. Vigneron,4,5* Marc A. Gavin,1,3 Pierre G. Coulie,5

Vincent Stroobant,4,5 Alexandre Dalet,4,5 Scott S. Tykodi,1,2 Suzanne M. Xuereb,1

Jeffrey K. Mito,1 Stanley R. Riddell,1,2 Benoı̂t J. Van den Eynde4,5†

CD8-positive T lymphocytes recognize peptides that are usually derived from the degradation of
cellular proteins and are presented by class I molecules of the major histocompatibility complex.
Here we describe a human minor histocompatibility antigen created by a polymorphism in the
SP110 nuclear phosphoprotein gene. The antigenic peptide comprises two noncontiguous SP110
peptide segments spliced together in reverse order to that in which they occur in the predicted
SP110 protein. The antigenic peptide could be produced in vitro by incubation of precursor
peptides with highly purified 20S proteasomes. Cutting and splicing probably occur within the
proteasome by transpeptidation.

M
ost nucleated cells display on their

surface a broad repertoire of peptides

derived from proteasome-mediated

degradation of intracellular proteins and bound

to major histocompatibility complex (MHC)

class I molecules, which are known in humans

as human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class I

molecules. Surveillance of this repertoire by

CD8þ T lymphocytes allows the adaptive cel-

lular immune system to detect and to eliminate

cells containing foreign or abnormal proteins

(1, 2). The search for antigens recognized by

CD8þ T cells has focused on contiguous frag-

ments of proteins expressed in malignant or

infected cells. Recently, two antigenic peptides

recognized by antitumor CD8þ T cells were each

found to be composed of the fusion of peptide

fragments of the respective parental proteins after

excision of an intervening segment (3, 4). In one

case, the excision and splicing reactions were

shown to occur in the proteasome (4).

A CD8þ cytolytic T-lymphocyte (CTL)

clone, termed DRN-7, was isolated from a re-

cipient of MHC-matched allogeneic hemato-

poietic cell transplantation (HCT) (5). In this

setting, donor T cells recognizing minor histo-

compatibility (H) antigens, which are peptides

presented on recipient cells and encoded by

polymorphic non-MHC genes, can cause graft-

versus-host (GVH) disease and graft-versus-

leukemia (GVL) reactions (6). CTL DRN-7

was found to recognize an HLA-A*0301–

restricted minor H antigen expressed by hem-

atopoietic cells and to inhibit engraftment of

HLA-A*0301þ human acute myelogenous

leukemia cells in nonobese diabetic/severe

combined immunodeficient (NOD/SCID)

mice; these findings suggest that the minor H

antigen may be a GVL target (7). To identify the

gene that encodes this antigen, we screened a

cDNA library constructed from the Epstein-

Barr virus (EBV)–transformed B cells of the

recipient. Plasmid DNA from this library was

transfected into COS-7 cells, together with

DNA encoding HLA-A*0301, and the trans-

fectants were tested for their ability to

stimulate CTL DRN-7. We identified a pos-

itive pool and screened DNA from individual

colonies isolated from this pool. A cDNA,

termed AH9C10, stimulated HLA-A*0301–

dependent tumor necrosis factor (TNF) re-

lease from CTL DRN-7 (Fig. 1A). This cDNA

corresponded to nucleotides 730 to 1376 of the

transcript of gene SP110, which encode res-

idues 213 to 425 of the SP110 nuclear body

protein (8, 9) (Fig. 1A). Testing truncated con-

structs of AH9C10 for their ability to stimulate

CTL DRN-7 further localized the antigen-

encoding region to a 60-nucleotide (nt) inter-

val encoding amino acids 286 to 305 of

SP110 (Fig. 1A).

Most human minor H antigens that have been

defined result from nonsynonymous polymor-

phisms in the coding region of normal genes. Se-

quencing of the SP110 alleles in EBV-transformed

B cell lines derived from the transplant recipient

Fig. 1. The A996 allele of SP110
encodes the HLA-A*0301–restricted
minor H antigen recognized by CTL
clone DRN-7. (A) COS-7 cells were
transfected with an HLA-A*0301

cDNA and a partial SP110 cDNA,
termed AH9C10, encoding residues
213 to 425 of the predicted SP110
protein, or with minigene constructs
derived from AH9C10 and encod-
ing the indicated intervals. Twenty-
four hours after transfection, CTL
DRN-7 was added, and TNF pro-

duction was measured 24 hours later. (B) Nucleotide sequence of a fragment of the SP110 alleles carried by the
transplant recipient and transplant donor. The A/G polymorphism at nucleotide 996 (bold), and the corresponding
amino acid polymorphism at position 299 are shown. This polymorphism is reported in databases as rs1365776.
The Bst OI restriction site used for genotyping is indicated. (C) Correlation between the presence of the A996
SP110 allele and recognition by CTL DRN-7. (Top) Lysis of 51Cr-labeled EBV–B cells from 11 representative
HLA-A*0301 individuals, including the transplant recipient (DRN) and donor (CAN), by CTL DRN-7 at an
effector-to-target ratio (E/T) of 10. (Bottom) Genotype of each individual at the A996G polymorphism in SP110.
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and donor identified an A/G polymorphism at

nucleotide 996 in the SP110 coding sequence

(Fig. 1B). This polymorphismwas containedwith-

in the 60-nt interval encoding the antigen rec-

ognized by CTL DRN-7 and created an amino

acid substitution of Gly for Arg at position 299

(R299G) of the SP110 protein (10). The geno-

type at this polymorphism was determined in

EBV–B cell lines from 64 other HLA-A*0301

individuals. A perfect correlation was observed

between the presence of at least one A996

allele and susceptibility to lysis by CTL DRN-7

(Fig. 1C). In the 66 individuals tested, the fre-

quencies of the A996 and the G996 alleles were

0.54 and 0.46, respectively.

We attempted to identify the antigenic pep-

tide encoded by the critical 60-nt interval in

the A996 allele of SP110 by synthesizing a

series of overlapping peptides that collectively

spanned the predicted 20–amino acid fragment

and by testing each one for recognition by

CTL DRN-7 after loading onto donor EBV–B

cells. None of these peptides sensitized EBV–B

cells to lysis (table S1). Considering that a

posttranslational modification might be re-

quired for antigenicity, we tried to enable this

modification by introducing the 20–amino

acid peptide STPKRRHKKKSLPRGTASSR

inside donor EBV–B cells by electroporation

(4). Cells electroporated with this peptide were

strongly recognized by CTL DRN-7 (Fig. 2A),

whereas cells electroporated with peptide

STPKRRHKKKSLPGGTASSR, encoded by

the G996 allele, were not. The putative modifi-

cation involved intracellular processing, because

it was not observed when the electric shock was

omitted. Moreover, in experiments where in-

tracellular loading of the precursor peptide was

obtained by prolonged incubation with very high

doses of the peptide, we observed that recogni-

tion of loaded cells was dependent on the ex-

pression of transporter associated with antigen

processing (TAP), which indicates a cytosolic

processing step (fig. S1).

The transfection of truncated cDNA con-

structs had indicated that both ends of the

20–amino acid fragment were required for

antigenicity (Fig. 1A). This suggested that

splicing of two peptide fragments contained

within STPKRRHKKKSLPRGTASSR might

produce the antigen. We electroporated pairs

of peptides making up nonoverlapping seg-

ments of STPKRRHKKKSLPRGTASSR into

donor EBV–B cells and tested the electro-

porated cells for recognition by CTL DRN-7.

Two decameric peptides, STPKRRHKKK (resi-

dues 286 to 295) and SLPRGTASSR (296 to

305), stimulated CTL DRN-7 when electro-

porated simultaneously, but not when electro-

porated singly (Fig. 2A). Thus, the antigenic

peptide was made from the splicing of two

distinct fragments. To identify the minimal

fragments required, we electroporated a series

of peptides truncated at either end (Fig. 2A).

Removal of the N-terminal serine of either

peptide abrogated recognition. Sequential re-

moval of C-terminal residues revealed that

the combination of STPK and SLPRGTAS re-

tained the ability to stimulate CTL DRN-7. We

hypothesized that the antigenic peptide was a

spliced product resulting from linkage of these

two fragments or parts of them. We synthe-

sized a series of peptides containing such frag-

ments, including peptide STPKSLPRGT, and

loaded them directly onto target cells at con-

centrations up to 10 mg/ml. CTL DRN-7 did

not recognize any of these peptides (Fig. 2B

and table S2).

Peptide STPKSLPRGT did not contain a

good HLA-A3–bindingmotif, which has leucine

in position two and lysine at the C terminus

(11, 12). We noted that if its two constituent

fragments were linked in the reverse order, the

resulting peptide, SLPRGTSTPK, would contain

a perfect HLA-A3–binding motif. We synthe-

sized and loaded a peptide with this reordered

sequence onto target cells, and we observed effi-

cient recognition by CTL DRN-7, with half-

maximal lysis at a peptide concentration of

È40 pM (Fig. 2B). Peptide SLPGGTSTPK,

which would be derived from the G996 allele of

SP110, was only weakly recognized at high

concentrations. We tested additional reordered

and spliced peptides of various lengths and

observed that peptide SLPRGTSTPK was the

optimal peptide, even though the longer peptides

SLPRGTSTPKRR and SLPRGTSTPKRwere also

recognized by CTL DRN-7 at slightly higher con-

centrations (Fig. 2B and fig. S2).

To determine whether this spliced and

reordered SP110 peptide was identical to the

peptide naturally presented at the cell surface,

we isolated MHC class I molecules from HLA-

A*0301þ EBV–B cells that were homozygous

for the A996 SP110 allele. We eluted peptides

Fig. 2. Recognition by CTL DRN-7
of a peptide produced by reordering
and splicing of two noncontiguous
SP110 fragments. (A) The indicated
peptides (200 mg/ml) were electro-
porated into donor CAN EBV–B
cells (solid bars) or loaded exoge-
nously (open bars). CTL DRN-7 was
added and the production of IFN-g
was measured after overnight incu-
bation. (B) 51Cr–labeled CAN EBV–B
cells were loaded for 30 min with
the indicated concentrations of syn-
thetic peptides comprising noncon-
tiguous fragments of SP110 joined
together in either the same or the
reverse order as thatwithwhich they
appear in the SP110 protein. CTL
DRN-7 was added at an E/T of 5,
and lysis was measured after 4
hours. (C) Peptides were eluted
from HLA class I molecules purified from EBG EBV–B cells, separated into fractions by HPLC successively on
two different columns, and the fractions were tested for recognition by CTL DRN-7 (top). To rule out
contamination of the HPLC system, buffer was run on the column before the eluted samples, and the fractions
were tested similarly. Synthetic peptides SLPRGTSTPK, SLPRGTSTPKR, and SLPRGTSTPKRR (60 pmol each), were
injected under the same HPLC conditions, and the fractions were tested for CTL recognition (bottom).
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with acid and fractionated them by high-

performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)

on a C18 column. We identified a fraction that

was able to stimulate interferon-g (IFN-g)

release by CTL DRN-7 when loaded onto target

cells. When synthetic peptide SLPRGTSTPK

was chromatographed under the same HPLC

conditions, the same fraction stimulated CTL

DRN-7. However, we observed that pep-

tides SLPRGTSTPK, SLPRGTSTPKR, and

SLPRGTSTPKRR had similar retention times

on the C18 column. We then reinjected the

positive fraction obtained with the eluates into

a porous graphitic carbon column, which bet-

ter separates such highly hydrophilic peptides.

Once again, a fraction was identified that stim-

ulated CTL DRN-7 (Fig. 2C). When synthetic

peptide SLPRGTSTPK was chromatographed

on this column, the same fraction stimulated

CTL DRN-7 (Fig. 2C). This was not the case

with synthetic peptides SLPRGTSTPKR or

SLPRGTSTPKRR. Thus, synthetic peptide

SLPRGTSTPK corresponded to the peptide nat-

urally presented to CTL DRN-7.

Previous work has identified the role of the

proteasome in the production of a spliced

antigenic peptide (4). Pretreatment of donor

EBV–B cells with the irreversible proteasome

inhibitor lactacystin before electroporation of

STPKRRHKKKSLPRGTASSR inhibited

their ability to stimulate CTL DRN-7 (fig. S3).

To directly evaluate the ability of the protea-

some to produce the SP110 peptide, we incu-

bated purified 20S proteasomes with peptide

STPKRRHKKKSLPRGTASSR and examined

recognition byCTLDRN-7 of target cells loaded

with the digests. Digests obtained after 1 or

2 hours of incubation were strongly recog-

nized by CTL DRN-7, which indicated that the

antigenic peptide had been produced in vitro (Fig.

3A). This was not the case when the incubation

was performed in the presence of lactacystin, or

with peptide STPKRRHKKKSLPGGTASSR,

which is encoded by the G996 SP110 allele

(Fig. 3A).

We used HPLC coupled to mass spectrom-

etry (MS) to identify the fragments present in

the digests (Fig. 3B). This analysis revealed at

least eight cleavages in the peptide, including the

three cleavages required to liberate fragments

STPK and SLPRGT and to allow their splicing

to produce the antigenic peptide SLPRGTSTPK.

This peptide was not detected by HPLC-MS in

those digests. However, by using HPLC combined

with tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS), we

identified the antigenic peptide SLPRGTSTPK

in a digest obtained by incubation of protea-

somes with peptides STPK and SLPRGTASSR.

This digest was also strongly recognized by

CTL DRN-7 (Fig. 3A). The antigenic peptide

was detected as a doubly charged ion with m/z

522, whose retention time and fragmentation

pattern were identical to those of the corre-

sponding synthetic peptide (Fig. 3C). Thus,

the proteasome can perform the splicing re-

action required to produce antigenic peptide

SLPRGTSTPK.

Our prior study of a spliced peptide indicated

that splicing occurred inside the proteasome by

transpeptidation involving an acyl-enzyme inter-

mediate (4). This intermediate, which is tran-

siently formed on the hydroxyl group of the side

chain of the catalytic threonine, is rapidly

hydrolyzed during proteolysis. In the splicing

reaction, the N-terminal group of the other

peptide fragment competes with water mole-

cules to perform a nucleophilic attack of the

ester bond of the intermediate, which results

in a transpeptidation reaction producing the

spliced peptide. In theory, this mechanism could

also allow for a reordering of the peptide frag-

ments before their ligation (Fig. 4A). The

acyl-enzyme intermediate would involve frag-

ment SLPRGT; fragment STPK would be first

liberated by hydrolysis and would attack the

ester bond of the intermediate with its amino

group. If this model accounts for the production

of the SP110 peptide, the energy required to

create the new peptide bond of the spliced

peptide should be recovered, through the ester

bond of the intermediate, from the energy

liberated by the cleavage between Thr301 and

Ala302. A proteasomal digest of peptides STPK

and SLPRGT, which correspond to the final

fragments of the spliced peptide and would not

need any additional cleavage, failed to produce

the antigenic peptide, which confirmed the

need to recover the energy of a cleaved bond

(Fig. 4B). In contrast, a digest involving STPK

and SLPRGTASSR did produce the antigen,

whereas a digest of STPKRR and SLPRGT did

not (Fig. 4B). Thus, cleavage of the bond

between Thr301 and Ala302 is necessary to pro-

Fig. 3. Production of the antigenic peptide SLPRGTSTPK by the proteasome. (A) Recognition by CTL
DRN-7 of digests obtained by incubating the indicated peptides with purified 20S proteasomes. The
digests collected at the indicated time points were loaded onto CAN EBV–B cells and tested for rec-
ognition by CTL DRN-7. (B) Peptide fragments detected by MS after incubation of precursor peptide
STPKRRHKKKSLPRGTASSR with 20S proteasomes for 60 min. Cleavage sites are indicated by vertical
lines and those that are relevant for the production of the antigenic peptide, by arrows. The experimental
conditions did not allow fragment quantification or the detection of small fragments (below four to five
residues). A similar fragmentation pattern was observed at various digestion times. (C) MS/MS fragmentation
spectrum of the doubly charged ion with m/z 5222þ observed in the digest obtained after a 180-min
incubation of 20S proteasomes with peptides STPK and SLPRGTASSR (top), and fragmentation spectrum of
the doubly charged ion (m/z 5222þ) of the synthetic decamer SLPRGTSTPK (bottom). The fragments that
were detected are indicated above the peptide sequence for N-terminal b or c ions and below for C-terminal
y ions. Ion with m/z 5042þ is a doubly dehydrated derivative of ion 5222þ.
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vide the energy required to create the new bond

of the spliced peptide. Acetylation of the N-

terminal group of STPK prevented its ability to

produce the antigenic peptide when digested

with SLPRGTASSR (Fig. 4B). Similarly, acetyl-

ation of the N terminus of the single peptide

STPKRRHKKKSLPRGTASSR abolished its

ability to produce the antigenic peptide (Fig.

4C). Thus, consistent with our model, a free

N-terminal group is required on fragment STPK

to perform the nucleophilic attack of the acyl-

enzyme intermediate.

Our results indicate that the reordered

spliced peptide SLPRGTSTPK derived by

proteasomal processing of the Arg299 SP110

protein is the naturally processed antigen

recognized by CTL DRN-7 (supporting online

text) and that the splicing reaction occurs in

the proteasome by transpeptidation involving

an acyl-enzyme intermediate. In contrast to the

two previous examples of spliced peptides

(3, 4), the peptide recognized by CTLDRN-7 is

produced by ligation of two noncontiguous

peptide fragments in the reverse order. The

observation that this antigen is expressed in

some normal cells (5) indicates that peptide

splicing is not restricted to tumor cells. The

proteasome, by virtue of its proteolytic capacity,

participates in the generation of active transcrip-

tion factor domains from inactive precursors

(13–17), controls the levels of numerous regu-

latory proteins, and serves as themajor source of

peptides recognized by CD8þ T cells. The

ability of the proteasome to splice together

peptide fragments from a protein in either the

initial or reverse order has profound implica-

tions for the diversity of peptides that can be

presented on the cell surface for recognition by

CD8þ T cells and could also have other un-

anticipated consequences.
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Fig. 4. Mechanism of peptide
splicing. (A) Model of the splicing
reaction inside the proteasome. The
balls represent the catalytically
active b-subunits of the proteasome
with the hydroxyl group of the side
chain of the N-terminal threonine.
(B) Various synthetic peptides were
combined in a pairwise manner
and incubated with 20S protea-
somes. Digests were tested for
recognition by CTL DRN-7. Ac-STPK,
N-a-acetylated peptide STPK. (C)
The indicated precursor peptide or
its N-a-acetylated derivative were
incubated with 20S proteasomes.
Digests were tested for recogni-
tion by CTL DRN-7. Results are
expressed as a function of the per-
centage of degradation of the pre-
cursor peptide, as measured by
HPLC-MS. Digestion times were 0,
120, 240, and 360 min.
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Gene Transposition as a Cause of
Hybrid Sterility in Drosophila

John P. Masly,1* Corbin D. Jones,2 Mohamed A. F. Noor,3 John Locke,4 H. Allen Orr1

We describe reproductive isolation caused by a gene transposition. In certain Drosophila

melanogaster–D. simulans hybrids, hybrid male sterility is caused by the lack of a single-copy
gene essential for male fertility, JYAlpha. This gene is located on the fourth chromosome of
D. melanogaster but on the third chromosome of D. simulans. Genomic and molecular analyses
show that JYAlpha transposed to the third chromosome during the evolutionary history of the
D. simulans lineage. Because of this transposition, a fraction of hybrids completely lack JYAlpha

and are sterile, representing reproductive isolation without sequence evolution.

R
eproductive isolation can be a by-product

of divergent evolution between popula-

tions and is a necessary step in specia-

tion. Dobzhansky and Muller described a model

for the evolution of reproductive isolation where-

in functional divergence between interacting loci

in different lineages yields incompatible in-

teractions in their hybrids (1, 2). Although evi-

dence for Dobzhansky-Muller interactions is

well established, few genes involved in these

incompatibilities have been identified and char-

acterized (3). Furthermore, it remains unclear

whether molecular evolutionary processes other

than functional divergence cause postzygotic

reproductive isolation (2).

The genetic basis of postzygotic isolation be-

tweenDrosophila melanogaster and D. simulans

has been studied previously by crossing triploid

D. melanogaster females to heavily x-irradiated

D. simulans males (4). This approach avoided the

normal sterility and inviability ofD. melanogaster–

D. simulans F
1
hybrids, producing hybrids with

backcross-like genotypes. One of these individ-

uals, a fertile female, was used to establish a stock

that carried the tiny Bdot[ fourth chromosome

of D. simulans in an otherwise D. melanogaster

genetic background. Hybrid males homozygous

for the D. simulans fourth (4-sim) chromosome

were completely sterile because mature sperm

were immotile (5). Because the fourth chromo-

some does not recombine during meiosis (6),

the location of the hybrid sterility gene(s) was

mapped by using deletions and translocations to

cytological regions 101E to 101F and/or 102A5

to 102B5 (5, 7).

It remained unclear, however, whether 4-sim

hybrid male sterility was genuine or an artifact

of the x-irradiation used to construct the hybrid

stock. By using recently characterized muta-

tions that rescue the viability (8) and fertility (9)

of D. melanogaster–D. simulans F
1
hybrid fe-

males, we introgressed a new D. simulans fourth

chromosome into an otherwise D. melanogaster

background without use of radiation (Materials

and Methods).

Hybrid male fertility in the new 4-sim intro-

gression line was scored by both sperm motility

and number of offspring sired by individual

males (Materials and Methods). Heterozygous

4-sim males produce abundant motile sperm,

whereas homozygous 4-sim males typically

produce immotile sperm (Table 1); sterile hybrid

males thus show the same spermatogenic pheno-

type as those described previously (5). Although

pure species D. melanogaster and heterozygous

4-sim males (eyD/4-sim) produce many off-

spring E232.1 T 21.5 (SEM), N 0 13, and 157.7 T

13.9, N 0 15, respectively^, homozygous 4-sim

males produce none (0.0 T 0.0, N 0 39). In

females, the 4-sim chromosome has no effect

on fertility. The D. simulans fourth chromo-

some thus causes true hybrid male sterility.

By using chromosomal deficiencies, we

confirmed previous results (5, 7) showing that

the gene(s) causing hybrid male sterility resides

within Df(4)M101-62f, which includes the

proximal-most 21 genes on chromosome 4 (10).

We dissected this region further by using de-

ficiencies and genomic sequence data unavailable

to earlier workers (Fig. 1). None of the new de-

ficiencies uncovers hybrid sterility (Table 1 and

Fig. 1). Assuming that 4-sim hybrid sterility is

caused by a single gene, we excluded all loci

distal to cubitus interruptus as the cause of

sterility. We also excluded plexinB on the basis

of complementation tests. Our results thus show

that one of the requisite loci for 4-sim hybrid

male sterility lies proximal to plexinB even if

multiple genes within Df(4)M101-62f are in-

volved (Fig. 1).

JYAlpha (CG17923), a 4.1-kb gene that

encodes the alpha subunit of a Naþ and Kþ

adenosine triphosphatase (Naþ/Kþ ATPase), a

transmembrane protein involved in ion exchange

(11), was identified as a strong candidate from

the four remaining loci in the region. Four

mammalian isoforms of the Naþ/Kþ ATPase

alpha subunit exist (12). One of these, a4, is

expressed exclusively in testes (13) and is es-

sential for sperm motility (14). JYAlpha from

D. melanogaster (JYAlphamel) shows È60%

amino acid identity to mouse a4.

To test whether JYAlpha is the cause of

4-sim hybrid male sterility, we performed com-

plementation tests with the 4-sim chromosome

by using a P-element insertion in JYAlphamel

(PAyþ,wþZJYAlpha). Because PAyþ,wþZJYAlpha

does not appear to be a null mutation (Table 2),

we remobilized the element. Two of the resulting

excisions were chosen for analysis. JYAlphamel.8c

truncated JYAlphamel after the first 268 ami-

no acids, excluding the presumed active site.

JYAlphamel.12a restored wild-type sequence at

JYAlphamel. JYAlphamel.8c/4-sim males were

sterile, and their sperm motility resembled that

of Df(4)M101-62f/4-sim (Table 2). As expected,
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NY 14627, USA. 2Department of Biology and Carolina Center
for Genome Sciences, University of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill, NC 27599, USA. 3Developmental, Cell, and Molecular
Biology Group/Department of Biology, Duke University,
Durham, NC 27708, USA. 4Department of Biological Sciences,
University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB T6G 2E9, Canada.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail:
msly@mail.rochester.edu

Table 1. Hybrid male sterility and deficiency mapping. eyD indicates eyeless-Dominant mutation.

Genotype
Sperm motility

c2

Many Few None

eyD/4-sim 43 50 18
96.31***

4-sim/4-sim 0 32 92

Df(4)M101-62f/eyD 110 175 36
289.2***

Df(4)M101-62f/4-sim 0 59 211

Df(4)G/eyD 87 71 11
3.22

Df(4)G/4-sim 146 118 8

Df(4)ED6369/eyD 29 8 0
1.10

Df(4)ED6369/4-sim 82 15 1

Df(4)ED6366/eyD 105 36 1
2.47

Df(4)ED6366/4-sim 132 66 2

Df(4)ED6364/eyD 205 34 1
9.09*

Df(4)ED6364/4-sim 125 43 2

Df(4)D3M/eyD 112 13 0
4.63

Df(4)D3M/4-sim 94 22 1

Df(4)D9M/eyD 131 11 0
1.98

Df(4)D9M/4-sim 99 12 1

***P ¡ 0.0001. *Although marginally significant (P G 0.05), this deficiency does not uncover the severe ‘‘none’’ sperm
motility phenotype seen in 4-sim hybrids.
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JYAlphamel.12a/4-sim males were fully fertile

(Table 2). JYAlpha is thus both necessary and

sufficient for hybrid male sterility. Further anal-

ysis shows that JYAlpha is essential for sperm

motility within D. melanogaster (Table 2).

Genes causing hybrid incompatibilities of-

ten evolve rapidly and show population ge-

netic signs of divergence under positive natural

selection (3, 15–17). However, preliminary anal-

ysis of JYAlpha revealed an apparent difference

in its location between D. simulans and D. mel-

anogaster. A BLAST search of the D. simulans

whole genome assembly (18) suggests that

JYAlpha is flanked proximally by CG9766

and distally by complexin (cpx), two loci that

reside on the right arm of the third chromo-

some (3R) in D. melanogaster, D. simulans,

and their sister species (Fig. 2A). This 3R-linked

locus represents the single best BLAST hit for

JYAlpha (reciprocal e values 0 0.0) and appears

to be JYAlpha_s only location in D. simulans. We

confirmed these results in several ways.

To determine JYAlpha_s chromosomal loca-

tion in D. simulans, we performed crosses to

track genetically the chromosome with which

JYAlpha segregates. Strain-specific molecular

markers in JYAlphasim confirmed that the locus

segregates with chromosome 3 (Materials and

Methods).

To confirm JYAlpha_s precise location with-

in the third chromosome of D. simulans, we

attempted to amplify polymerase chain reaction

(PCR) product across the putative 3R-4 break-

points from pure D. simulans C167.4, control pure

D. melanogaster, and homozygous 4-sim hybrids.

Amplification across both the proximal (CG9766-

JYAlphasim) and the distal (JYAlphasim-cpx) break-

points succeeded in pure D. simulans but failed

in pure D. melanogaster and in homozygous

4-sim hybrids, as expected if JYAlpha resides on

3R in D. simulans but on 4 in D. melanogaster

(Fig. 2B).

Next, we sequenced a large region of 3R from

pure D. simulans. In particular, we sequenced

È9.8 kb from D. simulans C167.4; this region

extends from CG9766 proximally to cpx distally.

In D. melanogaster, CG9766 and cpx are adja-

cent genes on 3R (19). In D. simulans, however,

the region between CG9766 and cpx is interrupted

by JYAlpha (Fig. 2A). JYAlpha is the only gene

found on chromosome 4 of D. melanogaster

that resides in this region of 3R in D. simulans

(fig. S2).

We also attempted to PCR-amplify JYAlpha

from homozygous 4-sim hybrids. We were unable

to PCR-amplify JYAlpha product from homo-

zygous 4-sim hybrids with use of any primer

pairs, despite routine amplification from pure-

species D. melanogaster and D. simulans in-

dividuals. This confirms that an intact JYAlpha

locus does not exist on the D. simulans fourth

chromosome.

Lastly, we asked whether JYAlpha is single-

copy. We already possess strong genomic and

genetic evidence that D. melanogaster carries a

single functional copy of JYAlpha (10) (Table 2).

We also performed a Southern blot analysis of

pure D. melanogaster, pure D. simulans, and

homozygous 4-sim flies. As expected from

genome sequence data, JYAlpha appears to be

single-copy in both species (fig. S3). Also as

Fig. 1. Chromosome 4 region uncovered by Df(4)M101-62f. Horizontal bars represent deficiencies.
White bars show deficiencies that uncover hybrid sterility when heterozygous with 4-sim; black bars
show deficiencies that fail to uncover sterility when heterozygous with 4-sim. Df(4)G (not pictured)
lies distal to Df(4)M101-62f and uncovers region 102E2 to 102F2. The distal breakpoint of
Df(4)ED6369 extends beyond Df(4)M101-62f. Map adapted from Entrez Genomes Build 4.3 (28).

Fig. 2. JYAlpha chromosomal locations. (A) (Top) D. melanogaster
chromosome 4. JYAlphamel (exons in red) appears to be the
proximal-most gene on 4 (10). Shared sequences between both
D. melanogaster chromosome 4 and D. simulans chromosome
arm 3R are coded yellow. Upstream of JYAlphamel, chromosome 4 becomes highly repetitive (striped) and
then ‘‘centromeric’’ (black). Arrows indicate the direction of transcription. (Bottom) D. simulans chromosome
arm 3R. About 1.6 kb of sequence showing weak homology to sequence found on all major chromosomes
(white) is present upstream and downstream of JYAlphasim (red). This sequence shows no significant
homology to known DNA-mediated transposable elements (29). 3R material including CG9766 and cpx is
shown in gray. Half arrows give approximate primer locations for PCR across the 3R-4 breakpoints. Coding
sequence between JYAlphamel and JYAlphasim shows no signature of divergence by positive selection, at
least as crudely measured by the ratio of amino-acid changing to non-amino-acid changing substitutions:
K
a
/K
s
0 0.05, consistent with purifying selection. (B) PCR-amplified region across the 3R-4 CG9766-

JYAlphasim breakpoint. Analogous results were obtained from the JYAlphasim-cpx breakpoint. Divergence
times are shown at speciation events on the phylogeny. The branch onto which the JYAlpha transposition
event maps is bolded. yak indicates D. yakuba; mel, D. melanogaster; sim, D. simulans; sech, D.
sechellia; maur, D. mauritiana; and 4-sim, 4-sim homozygotes.
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expected, no hybridization was observed in

our Southern blot for homozygous 4-sim hy-

brids (fig. S3). This again demonstrates that

no intact JYAlpha resides on chromosome 4 of

D. simulans.

The cause of 4-sim hybrid male sterility

appears, therefore, to be surprisingly simple. A

copy of JYAlpha exists on the fourth chromo-

some of D. melanogaster but not of D. simulans.

Thus, a heterozygous 4-sim hybrid male carries

one D. melanogaster chromosome 4 and re-

mains fertile, whereas a homozygous 4-sim

hybrid male lacks JYAlpha and is sterile. The

sterility of this hybrid genotype reflects the

complete absence of a locus essential for male

fertility.

To determine the evolutionary direction of

JYAlpha_s transposition, we performed PCR

assays across the 3R-4 breakpoints in several

species closely related to D. melanogaster. PCR

amplification across both the proximal and

distal break points succeeded in D. sechellia and

D. mauritiana, showing that these species also

carry JYAlpha on 3R (Fig. 2B). The D. sechellia

genome also confirmed that JYAlpha resides

on 3R in this species ESupporting Online

Material (SOM) Text and fig. S2^. Amplifica-

tion across the 3R-4 breakpoints did not suc-

ceed, however, in D. yakuba. Consistent with

this, genome sequence data show that JYAlpha

resides on the fourth chromosome in this species

(SOM Text). Thus, JYAlpha appears to have

resided ancestrally on chromosome 4 and was

transposed to chromosome arm 3R after the split

of D. melanogaster from the simulans clade

species but before the split of D. simulans from

its sister species. This dates JYAlpha_s transpo-

sition to roughly 0.3 to 5.5 million years ago

(20, 21).

The transposition of JYAlpha raises several

evolutionary questions. Because the transposition

is evolutionarily old (at least È3 � 106 genera-

tions), it is unlikely that population genetic data

would allow detection of a selective sweep as-

sociated with this event (22). Although the

coding region of JYAlpha shows no obvious

signs of divergence by positive natural selection

between D. melanogaster and D. simulans (Fig.

2A legend), we cannot exclude a history of

selection at this locus. Similarly, we cannot infer

the exact mechanism of JYAlpha_s transposition.

We can, however, rule out retroposition, because

JYAlphasim possesses introns (Fig. 2A).

It has been hypothesized that movement of

gene function between chromosomesmight cause

postzygotic isolation, either by simple transposi-

tion or translocation (1) or by gene duplication-

transposition followed by divergent evolution

(23). Although gene duplication-transposition

events are fairly common in Drosophila (24–26),

our results suggest that JYAlpha is currently single-

copy in both D. melanogaster and D. simulans.

But it seems likely that a JYAlpha duplication

existed sometime during the evolutionary history

of the simulans clade. In any case, JYAlpha

represents a clear example of a gene transposition

causing reproductive isolation.

These findings raise the possibility that gene

transposition could be important in the evolution

of reproductive isolation. Although the present

example sterilizes only a fraction of F
2
hybrids

and has no effect on the fertility of F
1
hybrids,

an analogous gene transposition event between

the sex chromosomes could sterilize or kill F
1

hybrids between allopatric populations. If, for

example, a Y-linked gene essential for male fer-

tility transposed to the X chromosome, crosses

between transposed and nontransposed popula-

tions would yield sterile F
1
hybrid males in one

direction of the hybridization, consistent with

Haldane_s rule (27). Similarly, transpositions

between sex chromosomes and autosomes, or be-

tween autosomes, could affect a fraction of hybrid

backcross or F
2
genotypes (23). Gene transpo-

sition events between chromosomes need not,

therefore, be common to have a large effect on

hybrid fitness, because any hybrid that lacks a

single essential gene would be inviable or sterile.

The transposition of essential genes could repre-

sent a largely overlooked cause of reproductive

isolation.
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Table 2. JYAlpha complementation tests. ciD, cubitus interruptus-Dominant mutation; eyD, eyeless-
Dominant mutation.

Genotype
Sperm motility

c2

Many Few None

ciD/4-sim 91 45 10
173.1***

P{yþ,wþ}JYAlpha/4-sim 18 110 148

P{yþ,wþ}JYAlpha/eyD 71 61 27
115.7***

P{yþ,wþ}JYAlpha/4-sim 6 114 116

P{yþ,wþ}JYAlpha/ciD 186 20 2
313.1***

P{yþ,wþ}JYAlpha/P{yþ,wþ}JYAlpha 17 174 57

ciD/4-sim 94 25 3
173.4***

JYAlphamel.8c/4-sim 0 53 78

JYAlphamel.12a/ciD 67 13 0
2.91

JYAlphamel.12a/4-sim 90 9 1

JYAlphamel.8c/ciD 112 33 3
151.7***

JYAlphamel.8c/JYAlphamel.8c 0 37 53

JYAlphamel.12a/ciD 67 18 5
8.35*

JYAlphamel.12a/JYAlphamel.12a 92 8 2

***P ¡ 0.0001. *Although marginally significant (P G 0.05), the effect is in the wrong direction and probably reflects a
mild ciD marker effect.
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Washing Away Your Sins: Threatened
Morality and Physical Cleansing
Chen-Bo Zhong1* and Katie Liljenquist2

Physical cleansing has been a focal element in religious ceremonies for thousands of years. The prevalence
of this practice suggests a psychological association between bodily purity and moral purity. In three
studies, we explored what we call the ‘‘Macbeth effect’’—that is, a threat to one’s moral purity induces the
need to cleanse oneself. This effect revealed itself through an increased mental accessibility of cleansing-
related concepts, a greater desire for cleansing products, and a greater likelihood of taking antiseptic
wipes. Furthermore, we showed that physical cleansing alleviates the upsetting consequences of unethical
behavior and reduces threats to one’s moral self-image. Daily hygiene routines such as washing hands, as
simple and benign as they might seem, can deliver a powerful antidote to threatened morality, enabling
people to truly wash away their sins.

W
hen we find ourselves in morally

compromising situations, how do we

deal with the consequences of un-

ethical behavior, given that most if not all of us

desire a moral self-image? This paper inves-

tigates a basic coping mechanism that has been

used by religions for centuries: washing away

one_s sins.

Physical cleansing, such as bathing or

washing hands, is at the core of many religious

rituals. Baptism, for instance, is a water puri-

fication ritual practiced by Christians, Man-

daeanists, and Sikhs. Christians follow the

admonition, BArise and be baptized, and wash

away your sins[ (1), with faith that through the

symbolic cleansing of their bodies they might

also achieve a cleansing of conscience. Phys-

ical cleansing is also central to Islam; wudu

(often translated as Bablution[) is the Muslim

act of washing parts of the body in clean water

to prepare for worship. Likewise, Hinduism

requires great attention to bodily purity (2).

Thus, many major religions discipline bodily

purity, suggesting that physical cleansing

ceremonies can purify the soul.

Research on the correspondence between

physical and moral purity (3) has speculated

that people are predisposed to use categories

that are based on bodily experience (such as

clean versus dirty) to construct complex so-

cial categories (such as moral versus im-

moral) (4). For example, in English, words

such as Bclean[ and Bpure[ describe both

physical and moral states (e.g., he has a clean

record). Likewise, the Mandarin phrase Ba

pair of dirty hands[ refers to a person who

steals.

The association between bodily and moral

purity may be based not only in cognition,

but in emotion as well. As an example,

Bdisgust[ represents an emotion that is

experienced in both physical and moral do-

mains. Pure disgust was originally a gustatory

emotion rooted in evolution to avoid the

intake of potentially hazardous food. Over

time, it has taken on social and cultural

meanings and has expanded to encompass

broader categories of aversions including

social or moral violations (5, 6). Although

the experience of pure disgust devoid of mor-

al connotations can be subjectively and

behaviorally differentiated from the experi-

ence of disgust with moral connotations (7),

they coincide considerably. Specifically, pre-

vious research suggests that pure disgust and

moral disgust not only lead to similar facial

expressions and physiological activation (6)

but also recruit partially overlapping brain

regions, mainly in the frontal and temporal

lobes (7). Given the psychological, physio-

logical, and neurological overlap between

physical and moral disgust, physical cleans-

ing acts that mitigate physical disgust might

also reduce social or moral disgust, thereby

alleviating moral condemnation.

Thus, Lady Macbeth_s hope that a little bit

of water would clear her of the treacherous

murder of King Duncan might not have been

a product of literary creativity, but of

Shakespeare_s acute understanding of the

human psyche. If physical and moral purity

are so psychologically intertwined, Lady

Macbeth_s desperate obsession with trying to

wash away her bloodied conscience while

crying, BOut, damned spot! Out, I say![ (8)

may not have been entirely in vain.

Given that physical cleansing might func-

tion as a surrogate for moral purification, we

set out to investigate (i) whether a threat to

moral purity activates a need for physical

cleansing (i.e., the Macbeth effect) and (ii)

whether physical cleansing is actually effica-

cious in helping people cope with moral

threats. We first determined whether a threat

to moral purity increases the mental accessi-

bility of cleansing-related words. We asked

participants to recall in detail either an ethical

or unethical deed from their past and to

describe any feelings or emotions they

experienced. Then they engaged in a word

completion task in which they converted

word fragments into meaningful words (9).

Of the six word fragments, three (W _ _ H,

SH _ _ ER, and S _ _ P) could be completed

as cleansing-related words (wash, shower,

and soap) or as unrelated words (e.g., wish,

shaker, and step). Participants who recalled

an unethical deed generated more cleansing-

related words than those who recalled an

ethical deed EF(1,58) 0 4.26, P 0 0.04^,

suggesting that unethical behavior enhances

the accessibility of cleansing-related concepts

(Table 1).

Was this accessibility the result of an urge

to cleanse one_s body when moral integrity

was threatened? Study 2 investigated whether

an implicit threat to moral purity produces a

psychological desire for cleansing, through

expressed preferences for cleansing products.

Participants were told that we were investi-

gating the relationship between handwriting

and personality and were asked to hand-copy

a short story written in the first person. The

story described either an ethical, selfless deed

(helping a co-worker) or an unethical act

(sabotaging a co-worker) (9). Participants

then rated the desirability of various products

from 1 (completely undesirable) to 7 (com-

1Department of Organizational Behavior and HR Management,
Joseph L. Rotman School of Management, University of Toronto,
Toronto, Ontario M5S 3E6, Canada. 2Department of Manage-
ment and Organizations, Kellogg Graduate School of Manage-
ment, Northwestern University, Chicago, IL 60208, USA.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail:
chenbo.zhong@rotman.utoronto.ca

Table 1. Summary of Results. Study 1 measured the effect of recalling ethical versus unethical
behavior on the mental accessibility of cleansing-related words. Study 3 explored the effect of recalling
ethical versus unethical behavior on the likelihood of choosing antiseptic wipes (over pencils). Study 4
assessed the effect of hand cleansing on the likelihood of engaging in moral compensatory behaviors
(i.e., offering help).

Study 1: Average

number of cleansing-

related words

completed (SEM)

Study 3: Percentage

who chose

antiseptic wipes

Study 4: Percentage

who volunteered to

help

Ethical

recall

(n 0 30)

Unethical

recall

(n 0 30)

Ethical

recall

(n 0 16)

Unethical

recall

(n 0 16)

Cleansed

(n 0 22)

Not

cleansed

(n 0 23)

.90

(1.88)

1.43

(1.77)

33.3% 66.7% 40.9% 73.9%
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pletely desirable). Cleansing products includ-

ed Dove shower soap, Crest toothpaste,

Windex cleaner, Lysol disinfectant, and Tide

detergent; other products included Post-it

Notes, Nantucket Nectars juice, Energizer

batteries, Sony CD cases, and Snickers bars.

As expected, copying the unethical story in-

creased the desirability of cleansing products

as compared to copying the ethical story

EF(1,25) 0 6.99, P 0 0.01^, with no differ-

ences between conditions for the noncleans-

ing products EF(1,25) 0 0.02, P 0 0.89^ (Fig. 1).

We sought to replicate the results of Study

2 using behavioral measures, so our next study

examined the likelihood of taking an antiseptic

cleansing wipe after recalling an ethical or

unethical deed. Participants engaged in the

same recall task as in Study 1 and were then

offered a free gift and given a choice between

an antiseptic wipe and a pencil (verified in a

control condition to be equally attractive

offerings). Those who recalled an unethical

deed were more likely to take the antiseptic

wipe (67%) than were those who recalled an

ethical deed (33%) (c2 0 4.57, P 0 0.03)

(Table 1).

These three studies provided evidence for

the Macbeth effect: Exposure to one_s own

and even to others_ moral indiscretions poses

a moral threat and stimulates a need for

physical cleansing. Our final study inves-

tigated the efficacy of physical cleansing—

can it actually wash away moral sins?

Physical cleansing may wash away moral

sins through symbolic self-completion (10); that

is, people are motivated to complete their self-

definitions (e.g., musicians) when indicators or

symbols of this definition are lacking (e.g.,

skills) by engaging in activities that complete

the symbols (e.g., training). Thus, when moral

self-definition is at stake, such as when one has

indulged in morally questionable activities, one

should naturally be motivated to engage in

activities that will restore moral integrity. For

instance, Tetlock and colleagues (11) have

shown that the mere contemplation of violating

one_s core values spurs intent to take actions

that will restore and protect those values. The

restoration or completion of the moral self can

be achieved through direct restitution, but it

may also be achieved through substitutable

symbols or activities that are not directly related

(10, 11). Given the demonstrated association

between physical cleansing and moral purity,

cleansing activities that improve physical

cleanliness may also compensate for moral

impurity.

Thus, we expected that a threat to the

moral self would motivate the restoration of

moral purity through direct compensatory be-

haviors (e.g., volunteering to help). If, howev-

er, physical cleansing restores the moral self,

then individuals should have less need to

engage in direct compensatory behaviors after

physically cleansing themselves.

This is indeed what we found. In Study 4,

participants described an unethical deed from

their past (the same recall task as in Study 1).

Afterwards, they either cleansed their hands

with an antiseptic wipe or not. Then they

completed a survey regarding their current

emotional state (9). After completing the sur-

vey, participants were asked if they would

volunteer without pay for another research

study to help out a desperate graduate stu-

dent. Presumably, participants who had

cleansed their hands before being solicited

for help would be less motivated to volunteer

because the sanitation wipes had already

washed away their moral stains and restored

a suitable moral self.

As predicted, physical cleansing significant-

ly reduced volunteerism: 74% of those in the

not-cleansed condition offered help, whereas

only 41% of participants who had a chance to

cleanse their hands offered help (c2 0 5.02, P 0

0.025). Thus, the direct compensatory behavior

(i.e., volunteering) dropped by almost 50%

when participants had a chance to physically

cleanse after recalling an unethical behavior

(Table 1).

Physical cleansing also influenced partic-

ipants_ emotional state. Based on an explorato-

ry factor analysis (9), the assessed emotions

clustered into two categories: moral emotions

(i.e., disgust, regret, guilt, shame, embarrass-

ment, and anger; Cronbach Alpha 0 0.90) and

nonmoral emotions (i.e., confidence, calm,

excitement, and distress; Cronbach Alpha 0

0.65). As expected, participantswho cleansed their

hands after the unethical recall reported reduced

moral emotions (M 0 1.75, SEM 0 0.19)

compared with those who did not (M 0 2.23,

SEM 0 0.26), F(1,41) 0 2.94, P 0 0.047. Hand

washing, however, did not influence nonmoral

emotions, F(1,41) 0 0.25, P 0 0.31 (12).

These four studies document a psycholog-

ical association between physical and ethical

cleanliness: Threats to moral purity activate a

need for physical cleansing, which can

assuage moral emotions and reduce direct

compensatory behaviors. Although there are

surely limits to the absolution afforded by a

bar of soap, our findings shed light on Lady

Macbeth_s feverish attempts to physically

cleanse herself after the murder of King

Duncan. If even an implicit threat to one_s

moral image can produce a psychological

need to engage in cleansing behaviors, it is

only natural that those who suffer genuine

guilt would be all the more relentless in their

attempts to restore a pure conscience.

The implications of this research may be

substantial. Future studies that specifically

address the psychological and behavioral

consequences of physical cleanliness will

provide valuable insight into regulatory mech-

anisms that drive ethical decisions. Given the

boost to one_s moral self afforded by physical

cleansing, how might it influence subsequent

behavior? Would adherence to a rigorous

hygiene regimen facilitate ethical behavior?

Or, would cleansing ironically license un-

ethical behavior? It remains to be seen whether

clean hands really do make a pure heart, but

our studies indicate that they at least provide a

clean conscience after moral trespasses.
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Fig. 1. Effect of hand-copying an ethical (n 0 16)
vs. unethical story (n 0 11) on the desirability of
cleansing and noncleansing products on a scale of 1
(low) to 7 (high). Error bars represent standard error.
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SCIENCECAREERS

SCIENTISTS OFTEN BEGIN THEIR CAREERS

at a f inancial disadvantage. While their
counterparts in other fields are contributing
to 401(k) retirement plans, academics are
still scraping by on graduate fellowships or
assistantships that lead some to wonder
when they took a vow of poverty.

They spend 6 years or more in graduate
school, then several more years doing post-
doc work. By the time they start earning a
decent salary, most scientists are in their
early 30s; some are in their mid-30s, or
older. And many—especially those with
clinical degrees—carry more education debt
than do their contemporaries.

Yet it’s not uncommon for scientists to do
quite well financially. Many scientists, in
academia and in industry, end their profes-
sional years financially comfortable—even
wealthy. All it takes is a plan. But with the
obligations of an academic career—lesson
plans, research and writing, faculty commit-
tee work—who has time for financial plan-
ning? You do. A financial plan doesn’t have
to be complicated. A few relatively simple
steps, followed consistently, will greatly
improve your chances of achieving financial
security at an earlier age than you thought

possible. The key is to focus on the
steps that generate the greatest
financial benefit with the smallest
time commitment.

Financial responsibility doesn’t
require a monastic existence or—
once you’re out of graduate school
at least—a vow of poverty. It doesn’t
mean that you can’t have some of the
good things in life—although it
does mean you can’t have all of
them right away. If you have been
waiting patiently for a new car, or
better coffee, go ahead and enjoy
them. Just don’t develop a lot of
expensive habits or indulge in
them too often. Being underpaid
for so many years can even work to
your advantage: Years of tight
spending have probably taught
you a few things about living
cheaply—but well. You probably
don’t even have time for too many
indulgences, anyway.

Becoming more f inancially
aware can help you understand
how much, and how often, you can
afford to indulge yourself now without

adding unwanted years to your
career or significantly harming
your financial future. 

So let’s get started. As soon as
possible, you should:

• begin a new savings program,
• make plans to buy a house,
• pay down your consumer

debt if you have any, and
• learn about and use your institu-

tion’s employee-benefit programs.
The transition from student to

professional is a very busy time for
a scientist. But the effort you put
into financial planning early in your
career will save you untold hours—
and dollars—in years to come.

The key: Save, save, save

The single most important financial skill at
this stage of your career is the ability to
save money out of every paycheck. Your
savings program is the foundation for
achieving several financial goals, such as
accumulating an emergency fund, saving a
down payment for a home, contributing to
retirement savings plans, and paying off
consumer debt.

Very likely, your f irst true
professional position will bring
the biggest percentage pay raise
you will ever get. “We’re talk-
ing about a 50% increase,”
says financial planner Karen
Folk of Folk Financial Plan-

ning in Urbana, Illinois. That
substantial raise makes it rela-
tively easy to save. Many people
find that the biggest impedi-
ment to saving isn’t the amount
of money they earn—it’s how
much they’re used to spend-
ing. After a postdoc, you’re
used to living on a smaller

income. All you have to do is
keep doing what you’re used to

doing with a few modest and occa-
sional indulgences added to
your lifestyle. “If you start

from the get-go, you will
never miss that money,” says
financial planner Rob Reed
of Reed Financial Planning in
Columbus, Ohio. So start sav-

ing now while you’re still accus-
tomed to having far less.

Money matters. Fundamentals are
just as important in planning a bright
financial future as in designing a
successful experiment.
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After what may seem like endless on-the-job training, scientists need to move
quickly to map out a sound, long-term financial strategy

Young Scientists Need Firm Plan
To Make Up for a Late Start
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Savings Plan1.

Homebuying2.

Debt Repayment3.
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The goal of saving money usually brings
up the idea of budgeting. But success at
budgeting eludes many who try it. And of
those who succeed, few enjoy it.

Fortunately, there’s a simple alternative
that works better for most people. Just “pay
yourself f irst.” Simply decide how much
you want to save each pay period. Instead of
leaving that money in your checking
account where it’s easy to spend, put it aside
in a separate savings account where it’s a
little harder to get to. Then see whether you
can make it through the pay
period on the money that’s left
over. If you succeed, try saving a
little more the next pay period.
Experiment until you find how
much you can save regularly.
Then use direct deposit or a
scheduled transfer to your saving
account to make the process
automatic. You’re more likely to
succeed when the money is saved
without your intervention.

Cash needs

Now that you know how to save,
what will you be saving for? The
first thing to do is to build up a
cash reserve (so you don’t need to
use credit cards) and an emer-
gency fund for unforeseen
expenses. These funds should be
kept in Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation–insured accounts in
the bank. Your goal should ulti-
mately be to maintain a balance of
ready cash plus emergency funds
of about 30% of your annual
income. After you’ve bought a
home, some of this can eventually
be held in the money-market option of
tax-deferred accounts such as a 403(b) plan
or an Individual Retirement Account.

Buying a home

As you go from being a student to being a
professional, consider how long you will be
in the community. “If you’re in one place
for 5 or 6 years, even if you don’t make
tenure, chances are you’ll benef it from
home ownership,” says Folk.

If you’re going to buy a house, you’ll
need a down payment. At least part of your
cash savings can double as your down-
payment fund. 

Be sure to ask your institution’s Human
Resources department whether they provide
help for homebuyers. “In bigger cities,” says
Reed, “some schools pay a housing sub-
sidy.” Others offer incentives for faculty

members to buy homes near the university.
The school may finance the purchase or sell
homes that it owns at a special rate.

Especially in expensive big cities, many
universities provide subsidized housing
rentals for faculty members—and some-
times for postdocs and students. Owning a
home is usually a good idea, but in an

expensive community where you have
access to subsidized rentals, this option
might make sense.

Retirement savings

Your employer may offer a traditional pension;
those offered by public universities are often
quite strong. Every $1000 of monthly pension

Summer Salary and Other Windfalls
One unique aspect of the life of the academic scientist is summer salary. Although many scientists,
especially at research universities, may come to expect at least 11 months of salary each year,
many others think of this as “extra money” beyond their base pay for a 9-month academic year.

Like most financial windfalls, such as an income tax refund or an inheritance, summer salary
isn’t difficult to spend. Some families plan to pay expected large expenses—such as property
taxes, for example—from this supplemental income. Instead, you should be setting aside money
for these big bills out of every paycheck. 

If you are repaying consumer debt or education loans, it can be tempting to put any extra
money against that debt. If it will pay off the bill entirely, it’s often worth it. But some advisers rec-

ommend that a windfall be split so that half is
put into savings and half paid against your con-
sumer debt; this can create a feeling of progress
on two fronts. It’s important to remember that
emotions are a big part of financial planning;
you’re more likely to be successful if you can
manage some enthusiasm.

If you have no consumer debt to repay, you
might consider contributing to a Roth IRA, in
which the money can grow tax-free. It’s impor-
tant to make sure you meet all the eligibility
requirements, so check with your tax adviser.
Married couples who file income taxes sepa-
rately cannot typically contribute to a Roth IRA.

Of course, you could contribute at least
some of your summer salary into your retire-
ment savings plan. In fact, you can probably
manage to deposit all manner of windfalls
into your 403(b) or 457 plan. Here’s how.
Suppose you have an income tax refund of
$2000 that you’d like to put into your 403(b)
plan. Of course, you can typically make
deposits to that plan only through payroll
deduction. If you’re not yet contributing the
maximum to the plan, simply increase your
contributions by, say, $250 per month. This
will reduce your take-home pay (by something
less than $250 because your increased contri-
bution reduces your income tax withholding).

You simply make up the difference in take-home pay from the $2000 tax refund. When the tax
refund is gone, you reset your 403(b) contributions to the previous level. This gets the amount
of the refund into your retirement plan (albeit indirectly), leaves you the same amount to spend
every month, and coincidentally reduces your income tax liability.

If you are already contributing the maximum to your 403(b) plan, your institution may allow
you to open a 457 plan account and contribute to that as well. Under current tax law, it’s per-
missible to contribute up to $15,000 per year to a 403(b) plan, and an additional $15,000 to
a 457 plan, even at the same employer.

Much of financial planning is like this. It’s not string theory. –K.R.
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income is equivalent, by some estimates, to
$170,000 to $240,000 in investments.

Pensions are important, but you’ll ben-
ef it from the flexibility of having some
self-directed savings as well. You’ll prob-
ably have access to plans that are similar
to 401(k) plans: The 403(b) plan is the
educational/nonprof it variety, and the
457 plan is  a  common public-sector
equivalent. At a public institution, you
may have access to both. One of the great-
est advantages is that once you set up your
contributions, they happen automatically
with every paycheck. It’s especially help-

ful if your employer matches some of your
retirement savings with contributions into
your account. 

When deciding how much to save, Reed
recommends starting with 10% of your gross
pay. “What I do is say, ‘Let’s split it’: 5% for
establishing a cash position—first for saving
for a house, later for emergency funds—and
5% for retirement.” Once your home has
been purchased and ready cash and emer-
gency funds have been accumulated, it’s time
to concentrate more of your sav-
ings on the retirement
account. Actually, says

Reed, “I want them to be very aggressive
savers,” to provide greater flexibility later in
their careers. Without substantial retirement
savings, many scientists have no option other
than to continue working in the field they
first became interested in—an interest that
does not always last a lifetime.

Folk encourages her clients who teach
at public universities to save 15% of their
pay. They’re typically required to con-
tribute 8% into the state’s traditional pen-
sion plan; she has them save another 7% on

their own.

Debt repayment

It’s important to pay down con-
sumer debt such as credit cards
or personal loans. If you have
several cards or consumer loans,
concentrate on the one with the

highest interest rate. Paying this
off f irst means you will spend the

least on interest charges over time.
But don’t rush to pay down that 30-year
fixed-rate mortgage, or those low-rate tax-
advantaged student loans. Depending on
how you’ve got your money invested, you
may be better off putting extra money into
your retirement accounts than paying
down these debts.
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Making the Most of a Good Thing
Erik S. Barton is about to make the leap from postdoctoral fel-
low at Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis,
Missouri, to a faculty position at Purdue University in West
Lafayette, Indiana. Barton’s 440-kilometer relocation will be
accompanied by scientific independence and many other per-
sonal and professional changes—not the least of which is a
$38,000 pay increase. His new base pay—$65,000 for the
academic year—will be supplemented by an additional
20% ($13,000) for a summer appointment. This roughly dou-
bles the pretax income he currently receives as a postdoc.

There will be plenty of opportunities to spend that
money. Barton’s wife Carrie, a schoolteacher, plans to stay
home with the children for a couple of more years. There’s a
house to buy and new cars. There’s new clothing for faculty
parties. Their three children, aged 6 months to 5 years, will
need to go to college someday. And Barton has already
started thinking about retirement.

So what approach should Erik and Carrie take if they
want to do the fiscally responsible thing? They should:

Find out how much they can save comfortably. The
substantial pay raise is an opportunity to save aggressively.
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CE A full house. A faculty position at Purdue University means

new financial opportunities—and challenges—for Erik
Barton and his wife Carrie as they raise (from left) Zachary,
Noah, and Rachel.

So What Should You Invest In?
Investing is a complex business, and most professionals in other fields have
no desire to become investment experts. But you don’t need to become an
investment guru to learn what you need to know. Pick up a book on the basics
of investing. Then, when you’re ready for a long-term commitment to mutual
funds that own stocks, consider an inexpensive index fund that invests in many
different types of large companies. Later, as a more experienced investor, you can add more
variety to your portfolio. Remember, investing is the icing on the cake in your financial life,
so don’t get too hung up on it. Just like eating only the icing, ignoring the rest of your
finances to concentrate on investing can leave you feeling a little queasy. –K.R.
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Get familiar with your 
institution’s employee benefits

You can still find valuable employee
benef its at many institutions.
Insurance programs, for instance,
are often competitively priced.

Another example is disability
insurance, which pays you a portion
of your regular income if you can’t
go to work because you’re sick or
hurt. You may qualify for public dis-
ability benefits, but it’s not enough,
typically, to replace what you would
earn if you could keep working. It’s
often difficult to get individual dis-
ability policies, especially for pub-
lic-sector employees, so if you have
the chance to buy disability cover-
age through your employer, you
should probably take it.

Term life insurance is one of
the most common employee ben-
ef its. You can easily compare costs with
policies available from retail providers,
using a life insurance quotation Web site,
such as www.term4sale.com or www.insur-
ance.com. Be sure to consider the insurer’s
financial strength; the insurance provider
should have information on the company’s
ratings from a variety of companies that

evaluate the reliability of insurers.
Your institution may also offer medical

and child-care spending accounts, which
allow you to use pretax dollars to pay for
certain out-of-pocket expenses.

Planning for the long run

The beginning of your career, when your
financial life is relatively simple, may be the

best time to consult a financial adviser. Spend-
ing just a few hours with a planner will help
you set up your savings to be automatic and to
focus on near-term decisions that will create
the greatest long-term benefit. You probably
need basic guidance at this stage, when doing
things right will reduce the amount of profes-
sional help you’re likely to need in the future.

Don’t assume that your 403(b) plan rep-
resentative can help you. They may be
trained in sales, not financial planning, and
may not know, fording Consumers Union,
the nonprof it publisher of Consumer
Reports—recommend a “fee-only” financial
adviser: one who takes no commissions and
is paid directly by the client. The National
Association of Personal Financial Advisors
can help you f ind a fee-only adviser, at
www.NAPFA.org or 847-483-5400.

As you make the transition from student
to professional, your best financial moves are
saving money, buying a home, paying down
consumer debt, and getting the most out of
your employee benefits. At this stage, it’s not
about finding the best investments.

–KEN ROBINSON

Ken Robinson is a writer and professional speaker on
personal finance and the author of Financial Tips for a
Better Life and Don’t Make a Budget—Why It’s So Hard
to Save Money and What to Do About It (scheduled for
publication in 2007).
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The savings rate should be at least 10% of gross pay, but more is better.
Because they don’t have some of the financial obligations of other post-
docs—family members paid off three-fourths of their education loans as a
wedding present 13 years ago; the rest they paid off themselves while still
in graduate school—they should be able to put 15% of their income into
permanent savings, and possibly more. The more they save now, the less
they’ll have to save later.

Build up a cash position. Their basic liquidity should be about
$8000. They should be able to access this money in a matter of hours.
Another $16,000 should be put into certificates of deposit or—if it can be
withdrawn in a true emergency—into the cash option of a 403(b) account
(such as TIAA-CREF) or an Individual Retirement Account.

Keep out of consumer debt. The only loan in the Bartons’ lives is a
mortgage on their home in St. Louis. They’re planning to buy a home in
Indiana. They should use a 30-year fixed-rate mortgage and shouldn’t rush
to pay it off. But consumer debt is another story. They keep their credit
cards paid off every month, even on Erik’s postdoc income. Any family with
consumer debt should make paying it off a high priority. 

Don’t overbuy the house. The St. Louis housing market has been good
to the Bartons, and the temptation will be strong to buy as much house as
they can in Indiana, taking out the biggest loan they can qualify for. They
shouldn’t. The more the house is worth, the more it will cost to maintain.
They should put 20% down to avoid having to pay for private mortgage
insurance. They could make a larger down payment to lower their monthly
payments, but if they feel confident about long-term investing in the
equity markets (preferably using mutual funds that own stocks), the loan
could cost less than their investments would give them over 30 years.

Save for retirement first, then for college. The Bartons were able to
get loans for college, and their children will probably be able to as well. But
no one’s going to give them a loan to retire. The Bartons should avoid saving
money in custodial accounts with the children’s names, because this often
has negative effects on college financial aid. Purdue will put about $11,000
into Erik’s TIAA-CREF retirement account in his first year. As his pay increases,
an amount equal to 15% of his raises will go into his account as well. It’s not
a traditional pension with a defined payout at retirement, but it is portable if
Erik should eventually move to another institution. He also has great oppor-
tunities to save: Purdue allows faculty members to put up to $15,000 into
each of two retirement savings plans: a 403(b) and a 457 plan. 

Learn a little about investing. Because the Bartons are relatively
young, the money they save and invest now will yield big returns, even in
more conservative accounts or investments. This is a good time to read up
about investing basics, so they understand the risks and benefits of their
investment choices (see sidebar, p. 1456).

Don’t forget those other employee benefits. Purdue offers a variety
of employee benefits, including a tax-advantaged flexible spending
account for out-of-pocket medical and child-care expenses. Purdue auto-
matically enrolls tenure-track faculty in its long-term disability plan, pay-
ing half the cost. The other half is paid by the faculty member, but at about
$25 per month, it’s a good deal for Barton.

Keep up good habits, but remember to have a little fun. Because
they’ve made some good decisions and had some good luck, the Bartons
can spend a bit more than they have been without sacrificing their com-
mon financial future. –K.R.
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Age when starting to save 10% of income

How Much Can You Save  

Start early. Compound interest can pay off handsomely for a
35-year-old scientist earning $60,000 and getting 4% annual
raises, assuming a 6% rate of return.
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POSITIONS OPEN

FACULTY POSITION IN CANCER CELL
BIOLOGY

Department of Biological Sciences
Purdue University

The Department of Biological Sciences invites ap-
plications for a tenure-track faculty position in can-
cer cell biology. We are seeking candidates who use
mammalian model systems to address fundamental
questions related to cancer stem cell biology and
tumor development. We expect to fill an academic
year appointment at the ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
level; however appointment at a higher rank will be
considered for qualified applicants.

The Department of Biological Sciences (website:
http://www.bio.purdue.edu/) has over 50 faculty
members directing research in a wide range of fields
including bioinformatics, molecular, cellular, and de-
velopmental biology, and ecology. Eighteen faculty
are members of the NCI-designated Purdue Cancer
Center (website: http://www.cancer.purdue.edu/)
and of the interdisciplinary Oncological Sciences
Center, a key component of Purdue_s Discovery Park
(website: http://www.purdue.edu/discoverypark/).
The Department of Biological Sciences operates a
state-of-the-art Transgenic Mouse Core Facility in
conjunction with the Purdue Cancer Center. Over
the next several years, we anticipate additional fac-
ulty positions in integrative disease biology, compar-
ative oncology, developmental biology, and molecular
evolution as the University expands the Life Sciences
on campus. Several new buildings, including the Bio-
medical Engineering Building and the Bindley Bio-
science Center, house shared facilities for cell sorting,
image analysis, genomics, quantitative and function-
al proteomics, and other biological instrumentation.
A new Structural Biology Building will consolidate
Purdue_s world-class expertise in X-ray crystallogra-
phy, cryo-electron microscopy and nuclear magnetic
resonance.

The successful cancer cell biology applicant must
have a Ph.D. or equivalent in an appropriate discipline
and at least two years of postdoctoral experience. Ap-
plicants should demonstrate a strong potential for
excellence in research, the promise of extramural fund-
ing, and a commitment to excellence in teaching.
Applications must be submitted electronically as a PDF
file that includes detailed curriculum vitae, the names
and addresses of three referees, a summary of research
interests, and a one-paragraph teaching statement to
e-mail: chairccb@bio.purdue.edu. Inquiries should
be directed to: Professor Elizabeth J. Taparowsky,
Chair, Cancer Cell Biology Search Committee, De-
partment of Biological Sciences, Purdue University,
915 W. State Street, West Lafayette, IN 47907-
2054. Review of applications will begin on Octo-
ber 1, 2006, and will continue until a suitable pool
of applicants has been identified.

The Department also plans to fill, in a college-
wide effort called COALESCE (Cooperative Areas
Linking and Extending Science), positions in mul-
tidisciplinary areas, including membrane science,
bioinformatics, and nanoscience. Information and ap-
plication criteria for these positions may be obtained
at website: http://www/science.purdue.edu/
COALESCE/. Applicants to one search may be in-
cluded in other relevant searches when appropriate.

Purdue University is an Equal Opportunity/Equal Access/
Affirmative Action Employer and is committed to building a
diverse faculty of excellence.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, MERCED
School of Engineering

SENIOR FACULTY.Unique opportunity for dis-
tinguished, visionary, pioneering, collaborative indi-
vidual to join faculty in the School of Engineering at
new University of California campus. The research
area within bioengineering is open; individuals with
research interests that include biomechanics, bioma-
terials, physiological modeling, neural engineering,
cardiovascular engineering, or orthopedic engineering
are particularly encouraged to apply. For more infor-
mation, or to submit your application, please visit our
website: http://jobs.ucmerced.edu/n/academic/
position.jsf?positionId0588. Affirmative Action/Equal
Opportunity Employer.

POSITIONS OPEN

FACULTY POSITION in VERTEBRATE
DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY
Department of Biological Sciences

Purdue University

The Department of Biological Sciences invites ap-
plications for a tenure-track faculty position in Verte-
brate Developmental Biology. Primary consideration
will be given to candidates who use zebrafish as a
genetic model system to ask fundamental questions in
developmental biology. We expect to fill an academic-
year appointment at the ASSISTANT PROFES-
SOR level; however appointment at a higher rank will
be considered for qualified applicants.

The Department has over 50 faculty members di-
recting research in a wide range of fields from bioin-
formatics, through molecular and systems biology,
to evolutionary biology and ecology. Over the next
several years we anticipate adding faculty positions in
developmental biology, integrative disease biology,
and molecular evolution. The Department plans to
build a common zebrafish facility that will service
five laboratories. Further information about the De-
partment is available at website: http://www.bio.
purdue.edu/. Purdue University is expanding its
Life Sciences Program and as part of this initiative
there are several new buildings completed or planned.
These include Biomedical Engineering, Structural
Biology, and the Bindley Bioscience Center which
houses shared facilities for image analysis, genomics,
quantitative and functional proteomics, and other
biological instrumentation.

The successful vertebrate developmental biology
applicant must have a Ph.D. or equivalent in an ap-
propriate discipline and at least two years of post-
doctoral experience. We seek applicants with a strong
potential for excellence in research, the ability to at-
tract extramural funding, and a commitment to ex-
cellence in teaching. Applications must be submitted
electronically as a PDF file that includes detailed
curriculum vitae, the names and addresses of three
referees, a summary of research interests, and a one
to two-paragraph description of teaching philosophy
and interests to e-mail: chair_devo@bio.purdue.edu.
Please arrange to have three letters of recommenda-
tion sent to the same e-mail address. Inquiries should
be directed to: Professor Donna M. Fekete, Chair
of Developmental Search Committee, Department
of Biological Sciences, Purdue University, 915 W.
State Street, West Lafayette, IN 47907-2054. Re-
view of completed applications will begin Septem-
ber 30, 2006, and will continue until a suitable pool
of applicants has been identified.

The Department also plans to fill, in a college-
wide effort called COALESCE (Cooperative Areas
Linking and Extending Science), a number of other
biology faculty positions in multidisciplinary areas,
including membrane science, bioinformatics, and nano-
science. Applicants in these fields may apply direct-
ly to website: http://www.science.purdue.edu/
COALESCE/. Applicants to one search may be in-
cluded in other relevant searches when appropriate.
Purdue University is an Equal Opportunity/Equal Access/
Affirmative Action Employer and is committed to building a
diverse faculty of excellence.

ASSISTANT PROFESSORSHIP IN
CHEMISTRY

Harvard University
Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology

Applicants are invited to apply for tenure-track
Assistant professorships in all fields of chemistry.
Applicants should arrange to have three letters of rec-
ommendation sent independently and should pro-
vide curriculum vitae, a list of publications, and an
outline of their future research plans. Applications
and supporting materials should be sent to: Chair,
c/o Ms. Carol Gonzaga, Department of Chemis-
try and Chemical Biology, Harvard University,
12 Oxford Street, Cambridge, MA 02138-2902.
Reference position: JFCCB133B. The deadline date
for receipt of applications and supporting materials
is October 15, 2006. Harvard University is an Affirmative
Action, Equal Opportunity Employer. Applications from and
nominations of women and minority candidates are strongly
encouraged.
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Modern research in universities, as well as industry, increasingly

involves interdisciplinary teams. To facilitate such research, academic

departments seek faculty members with multidisciplinary backgrounds –

in terms of broad skills gained in training and/or experience working

in research teams that include specialists in several fields. Finding those

individuals isn’t easy, though. “It’s a real competition among the best

universities in the world to get these people,” says Anthony Masi,

provost of McGill University.

Long-term Trend

The multidisciplinary concept is hardly new. “It has been the trend in

life science for the past 20 years,” says Christoph Borchers, who recent-

ly left his position as faculty director in the University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill’s proteomics core facility to move to the University of

Victoria in British Columbia. “It’s been given a financial push from the

biotechnology business.” What is novel is the enthusiasm that research

universities now show for the concept. “I see a very strong trend toward

multidisciplinary research,” says Fred Gilman, head of Carnegie Mellon

University’s Physics Department. “It has a long history here, with gen-

erally low barriers between disciplines and encouragement from the

university.” Masi has a similar view. “Just about universally across North

American campuses and

here at McGill we see an

increase in multidiscipli-

nary majors,” he says.

But does the academic

attraction to multidiscipli-

nary matters represent a

response to an authentic

phenomenon or merely

reaction to a fleeting fash-

ion? “Some of the interest

in multidisciplinary science

occurs because it’s fashion-

able, and some people pay

lip service to it,” admits Bruce Lahn, professor of genetics at the

University of Chicago Hospitals. “But some is real; just like any fashion,

it comes with both hype and substance.” Much of the substance stems

from the nature of modern research. “It’s not a result of people trying

to rename disciplines,” Gilman says. “The pursuit of questions at the

frontier of science simply leads people across traditional disciplinary

boundaries.” C O N T I N U E D »
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As universities increasingly emphasize multidisciplinary research and teaching, would-

be faculty members must demonstrate their ability to cross disciplinary boundaries.

But they must make sure that they don’t lose academic depth when they gain new

breadth. B Y P E T E R G W Y N N E

Carnegie Mellon University

http://www.cmu.edu

McGill University

http://www.mcgill.ca

Stanford Medical Center

http://www.cmexchange.

stanford.edu

University of Chicago Hospitals

http://www.uchospitals.edu

University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill

http://www.unc.edu

University of Victoria

http://www.uvic.ca
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University administrators occasionally have ambiguous feelings

about the need for interdisciplinary approaches and programs. “Some

institutions have embarked on this wholeheartedly,” agrees Linda Cork,

professor and chair of the Department of Comparative Medicine at

Stanford Medical Center. “But it’s a mixed bag. Others are working

more on disciplinary lines.”

Creating genuine interdisciplinary programs takes a lot of work.

“Traditional boundaries of disciplines are there for a reason; they’re not

that easy to bridge,” Lahn explains. “Combining chemistry with genet-

ics won’t be a good training experience unless there’s a good reason to

do that.” As a result, he continues, “Interdisciplinary programs at a

graduate level are relatively rare.”

Multidisciplinary Degrees

That situation may not last long, however.

“Increasingly you will find multidisciplinary

degrees,” Gilman says. Many of those degrees span

more than two fields with evidently close connec-

tions, such as physics and biology. “We have a new

Bachelor of Arts and Science degree,” Masi says. “So

we’re seeing undergraduate students being very

interested in majoring in something that cuts across disciplinary

boundaries.” McGill oversees several other interdisciplinary and multi-

disciplinary areas – in neuroscience and environmental studies, for

example. “We have also linked music to engineering and psychology,”

Masi continues.

In some cases, the multidisciplinary degrees are also multi-institu-

tional. Last year, for example, Carnegie Mellon and the University of

Pittsburgh set up a degree program in computational biology and in

biophysics that involved several departments from both institutions.

Similarly, the University of North Carolina has what Borchers calls

“good collaborations” with Duke University. In particular, he says, “our

proteomics facility is a joint facility. We even have funding from Duke.”

Stanford, meanwhile, “has established the Department of

Bioengineering between two schools – medicine and engineering. Such

joint ventures are very unusual,” Cork says. “They’ve also established

other institutes for this purpose – putting together people who have

cross-disciplinary abilities and can work together effectively.”

Institutions don’t have to offer specific interdisciplinary degrees to

become involved in the multidisciplinary movement. Carnegie Mellon’s

Physics Department, for example, has begun to shift its emphasis with-

in its broad disciplinary tent. “Our top priority has been an initiative hir-

ing several new faculty members in biological physics,” Gilman

explains. “After hiring a senior person, we’re in the process of searching

for junior faculty.”

Research topics in a typical department that combines physics and

life science can include molecular self-assembly; the physics of mem-

branes, including cell membranes; information theory; signal process-

ing and the nervous system; and neural nets. Those topics illustrate the

rationale for multidisciplinary studies. “It’s important to be guided by

the research,” the University of Chicago Hospitals’ Lahn declares.

“Bioinformatics provides an example. So do genomics programs that

involve some biophysics. The bottom line is the reason that interdisci-

plinary research has become such a buzzword is that a lot of new dis-

coveries are coming between disciplines: microarrays, bioinformatics,

combinatorial chemistry, and bioengineering, for example.”

Depth and Breadth

What abilities and backgrounds do academic

department heads seek when they hire faculty for

multidisciplinary research and teaching? The issue

comes down to matters of depth and breadth:

Recruiters want scientists with a strong grounding

in at least one traditional field, but with enough

background in other fields to understand and work

with specialists in those disciplines.

Cork explains the difficulty finding such individuals. “As people pur-

sue advanced training, the necessity to focus on a particular area and

get some depth can create a set of blinders,” she says. “Another problem

is the individual who is too diffused. Individuals need to maintain their

own focus, but learn enough about other areas to be able to understand

them and react accordingly. That’s difficult in academe.”

The difficulty stems in part from institutional imperatives. “It has

much to do with the attitudes of institutions as they look at people for

promotion and advancement,” Cork explains. “The issue is how you

evaluate the contributions of individuals in multidisciplinary projects.

Is, say, a molecular virologist a one-trick pony who has worked on one

project, or a person who can contribute to many different groups? And

some pathologists just read slides, while others are full partners in mul-

tidisciplinary studies.”

Dealing with that issue demands careful accommodation on behalf

of universities and their departments. “Agreements with new faculty

members must be carefully done at the beginning to make sure that

the scientist working across fields does not get caught in between,”

Gilman says. “When it comes to the tenure process, for example,

departments need to know how two or three departments can judge

multidisciplinary persons for tenure. It is crucial that the institution

thinks its way through at the beginning so that the multidisciplinary

person doesn’t suffer part of the way through.” That won’t be easy. “A

lot of universities,” Lahn says, “use the traditional training model, with

training narrow throughout the program.”

christoph borchers

linda cork
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STRATEGIC RESEARCH PLAN 
Tenure Track Faculty Positions

Assistant Professor - Associate Professor - Full Professor
The Health Sciences Center (HSC) at West Virginia University invites applications for tenure-track faculty positions in several areas of research targeted 
for growth in accordance with its new StrategicResearch Plan (SRP). The SRP is designed to signifi cantly expand research and graduate training in six
thematic focus areas of research which includes biomedical, behavioral and translational clinical research consistent with the NIH Roadmap. Recruit-
ment of basic and clinical biomedical research investigators is currently being implemented in a two-step process (Phase I and Phase II) intended to 
build six Interdisciplinary Research Centers of Excellence. Each Research Center includes faculty from various basic and clinical departments or 
disciplines within the Schools of Medicine, Dentistry, Pharmacy and Nursing which are component schools of the academic health sciences center. Suc-
cessful applicants will receive independent research space, competitive salaries and signifi cant start-up packages. Core facilities for proteomics, fl ow
cytometry, confocal microscopy, gene chip analysis, cellular imaging, tissue banking, transgenic biology, functional brain imaging (fMRI & PET/CT)
and pharmacogenetics are available.

Phase I recruitment now in progress for biomedical scientists will fi ll 21 tenure-track faculty positions in the research focus areas of neuroscience,

cancer cell biology, and cardiovascular sciences. Phase II recruitment which has recently opened includes 21 additional faculty positions in the areas 
of respiratory biology and lung diseases, immunopathology andmicrobial pathogenesis as well as diabetes and obesity.Additional recruitment of 
M.D. orM.D./Ph.D. physician scientists with basic, clinical, or translational research interests aligned with these 6 thematic research focus areas is 
also in progress. For each research focus area, excellent opportunities exist for collaborations with faculty involved in behavioral, epidemiology, health 
outcomes and prevention research as well as drug discovery and therapeutics. Faculty appointed as Assistant Professors are expected to achieve NIH funding
within 3-4 years; those appointed at the Associate Professor or Professor level should have a transferable NIH-funded research program and credentials 
for a tenured academic appointment in either a basic science or clinical department within the School of Medicine or School of Pharmacy. Established 
investigators in several of the focus areas of research who have outstanding academic credentials will be namedWyeth Research Scholars.

• Neuroscience - investigators with expertise in molecular genetics, signal transduction, cellular neural networks, stem cell biology, sensory tissue 
regeneration; neuroimaging, depression and psychiatric illness, stroke and cognitive neurosciences.

• Cancer Cell Biology - investigators with expertise in genomic sciences, tumor cell microenvironment, cell adhesion and motility, tumor cell invasion,
matrix biology, signal transduction pathways and cell growth control mechanisms.

• Cardiovascular Sciences - investigators with expertise in vascular tone, infl ammatory induced endothelial injury, ischemia-reperfusion injury, extra-
cellular matrix biology, angiogenesis, peripheral vascular disease, microvascular regulation, cardiac biochemistry and vascular remodeling.

• Respiratory Biology and Lung Diseases - investigators with expertise in airway infl ammation and reactivity, lung vascular and epithelial injury,
lung matrix biology, airway remodeling, obstructive lung disease and neurogenic aspects of asthmatic lung disease.

• Immunopathology andMicrobial Pathogenesis - investigators with expertise in cytokines, immune system disorders, mucosal immunity, chronic 
infl ammation and wound healing, infl ammatory bowel disease, infectious diseases, immunotoxicology and immune cell activation.

• Diabetes and Obesity - investigators with expertise in metabolic disorders, lipid transport, insulin resistance, diabetic vascular disease, adipocyte 
biology and regulation of energy homeostasis - - - includes recruitment of an established investigator (M.D. or Ph.D.) with training in endocrinology,
biochemistry, physiology, nutrition or molecular genetics to direct the Research Center.

West Virginia University is a comprehensive, land grant,Carnegie-designated Doctoral Research/Extensive public institution, with approximately 22,000
undergraduates plus 5,500 graduate and professional students. The Health Sciences Center located on the university campus includes the Schools of 
Medicine, Pharmacy,Dentistry and Nursing; each of which has both health professional as well as graduate training programs. Two new research buildings
which collectively provide approximately 200,000 sq ft of additional research space and a new library-learning center are under construction at Health
Sciences to accommodate our research growth agenda. Patient care facilities include a 460 bed University Hospital (Ruby Memorial), an adjacent 70
bed Psychiatric Hospital (Chestnut Ridge), the Mary Babb Randolph (MBR) Cancer Center targeted for growth to achieve NCI designation and a recent 
90 bed addition to the University Hospital. WVU Health Sciences offers interdisciplinary Ph.D. research training programs in the biomedical and public
health sciences. The School of Medicine has a well established joint M.D./Ph.D. Scholars program. Morgantown has 55,000 residents and is rated as 
one of the best small towns in the U.S., with affordable housing, excellent schools, a picturesque countryside and many outdoor activities. West Virginia 
University has an array of nationally recognized NCAADivision I athletic programs.

Qualifi cations: Ph.D. or M.D. with outstanding research credentials, an interest in mentoring graduate students and postdoctoral fellows, a desire to 
participate in collaborative research efforts, and the motivation for an academic career which includes the education of health professional students.
Faculty recruited will be Member Scientists in an Interdisciplinary Research Center with primary tenure-track academic appointments in either a basic 
or clinical department. Identify research area of interest and submit curriculum vitae with three references to: Dr. Thomas M. Saba, Associate Vice 

President for Research and Graduate Education,West Virginia University Health Sciences Center, Associate Dean, School of Medicine, P.O.

Box 9104,Morgantown,WV 26506-9104.

WVU is an Affi rmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Lack of Degrees

That fact has an obvious impact on potential

recruits for multidisciplinary faculty positions. “It’s

still quite common that the people you’re interest-

ed in don’t have multidisciplinary degrees,” Gilman

explains. So for now recruiters must generally opt

for the next best alternative: scientists with strong

backgrounds in a single subject but an obvious

inclination to participate in other fields, often backed by experience.

“There must be plenty of depth in a specific field, but multidisciplinary

training is a must,” Borchers asserts. “You can’t be in a position where,

as we say in German, ‘you can’t look over your plate.’”

McGill’s Masi makes a similar point. “To be a good contributor to

interdisciplinary studies, you have to have a strong grounding in your

disciplines; for example, a physical chemist looking at ways molecules

move inside nerve cells,” he says. “We want our deans to hire people

who will feel comfortable in their disciplines and also working across

disciplinary boundaries. Sharing the methods means there’s a lot of

cross-disciplinary fertilization of ideas.”

What does that mean in practice? “Our primary emphasis on facul-

ty recruitment is excellence – the ability to illustrate a research agen-

da,” Masi continues. “We’re more interested in the quality of candidates

as compared with their ability to make a difference in an interdiscipli-

nary team. We believe that they show that in their research topics.”

Gilman’s recruiting at Carnegie Mellon demonstrates another aspect

of the approach. “Almost all of the leading candidates for our senior

position were people who received a physics Ph.D. and had since

moved their research programs to be in biological physics,” he recalls.

As in the case of multidisciplinary research programs, practitioners

need to move in the direction of the research. “Degrees in, say, physics

or chemistry help,” Lahn says. “But the important thing is that the proj-

ect spans two or more disciplines. It’s project driven rather than train-

ing driven.”

Looking Beyond the Boundaries

Lahn’s – and the University of Chicago Hospitals’

– own recruiting illustrates that concept. “In

genetics we are interested in people who are

strong in statistics, people who are developing

genome technologies, and biophysicists or physi-

cists or computer scientists to develop computa-

tional structures for biologists to carry out their

research,” he says. “I also hear that a lot of departments round here

are looking for people not within the traditional boundaries of their

departments.”

Cork, a DVM, takes a particular view of flexibility when she hires fac-

ulty members for her department at Stanford Medical Center. “Often

basic scientists and physicians have no understanding of the training

vets have and what they can offer,” she explains. “We have a clinical

responsibility for lab animal care. So I ask: Does the applicant have lab

animal skills (or pathology skills) and basic science skills?” For her, mul-

tidisciplinary research involves collaboration inside and beyond her

department. “Because we are a small department, we ask how a per-

son will be successful. Do we want a department in which individuals

will do one thing apiece or a department in which everyone can do

more than one thing? Also, I look on every one of my faculty recruit-

ments as a joint recruitment. I look for a match in my department or

outside for each individual. They can function in my department in a

clinical setting, but undertake their scholarly and teaching activities in

another department.”

Borchers, a chemist who admits that he has never had one lesson in

biochemistry, has ambitious recruitment plans in his new position at

the University of Victoria, which will also involve him in the Proteomics

Network, organized by the province of British Columbia and other uni-

versities. “I’ll be helping to hire multidisciplinary faculty members,

including biomathematicians with an interest in life science,” he says.

He will also continue his connection with the University of North

Carolina, where he has helped to introduce formal education on multi-

disciplinary matters. “When I am teaching proteomics as applied to life

science, I have people in my class from public health, biochemistry, and

chemistry,” he says.

Skills Beyond Science

Working effectively in multidisciplinary teams

demands more than strictly scientific skills.

Communications ability is essential. “McGill, like

most of the major research-intensive universities,

looks for the candidates who have presented their

case,” Masi says. “The job interview is very impor-

tant. It provides a way to help ascertain whether

individuals have qualities that help them to disseminate. We have

found that the best researchers make the best teachers and the best

public spokesmen.”

Cork adds more essential advice. “The persons who are rigid and

inflexible about what they want to do won’t be effective in multidisci-

plinary situations,” she says. “We’re really looking for scientists with

wide intellectual curiosity.”

Does a multidisciplinary mindset exist? “Definitely,” Lahn says. “I

know people who, when you talk to them about anything outside

their field, will immediately shut you up. Other people will say that

something new could lead to 20 new projects.” And how can young

scientists develop that necessary multidisciplinary mindset? “They

need to be in a good training atmosphere with interdepartmental

cooperation,” Borchers says. “Only productive relationships lead to

productive science.”

A former science editor of Newsweek, Peter Gwynne (pgwynne767@aol.com)

covers science and technology from his base on Cape Cod, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

fred gilman
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POSITIONS OPEN

IMMUNOLOGIST

Simon Fraser University is developing an inte-
grated graduate program in infectious diseases (ID),
to be mounted jointly by the Faculty of Science (FS)
and the new Faculty of Health Sciences. A tenure-
track faculty position is available in the Department
of Molecular Biology and Biochemistry, FS, at the
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR level; under exception-
al circumstances appointment might be at a higher
rank. Research expertise is preferred in protective
humoral immunity against infectious disease. Labo-
ratory space, including a BCL-2/P2 bio-containment
facility, will be available. Applicants should have post-
doctoral research experience; teaching experience is a
plus. The successful applicant will be expected to
establish a funded research program, teach at the
undergraduate and graduate levels, and contribute
to development of the ID program.

Applicants should submit curriculum vitae, three
letters of reference, up to four representative publi-
cations, and statements of research interests/plans
and teaching philosophy to:

Immunology Search Committee
Molecular Biology and Biochemistry

Simon Fraser University
Burnaby, British Columbia, V5A 1S6 Canada

E-mail: mbbchair@sfu.ca.

Review of applications will begin on November 1,
2006, and will continue until the position is filled.
See the employment section of website: http://
www.sfu.ca/mbb/ for more information.

All qualified candidates are encouraged to apply;
however, Canadians and permanent residents will be given
priority. Simon Fraser University is committed to an equity
employment program that includes special measures to achieve
diversity among its faculty and staff. We therefore particularly
encourage applications from qualified women, First Nations
people, persons with disabilities, and members of visible mi-
norities.Under the authority of the University Act personal
information that is required by the University for academic
appointment competitions will be collected. For details see
website: htttp://www.sfu.ca/vpacademic/Faculty_
Openings/Collection_Notice.html.

ASSISTANT and ASSOCIATE/
FULL PROFESSOR
Chemical Engineering

The Department of Chemical Engineering at the
University of Delaware invites applications for two
tenure-track faculty positions. We anticipate making
one appointment at the Assistant Professor level and
one at the Professor or Associate Professor level. The
Department (website: http://www.che.udel.edu)
is consistently ranked among the ten leading chem-
ical engineering departments nationwide and has es-
pecially strong research programs in bioengineering,
control, kinetics and catalysis, colloid and surface
science, polymers and composites, thermodynamics,
separations, and materials science. Requirements:
Ph.D. or equivalent in chemical engineering or a
related field. Applicants for the senior position are
expected to have a commensurate record of accom-
plishments. Duties: Lead vigorous research programs,
teach, and advise students at both the undergraduate
and graduate levels. Applications in all research areas
will be considered, with emphasis on candidates with
expertise in biochemical and biological engineering.

Contact: Please send curriculum vitae, a descrip-
tion of research and teaching interests, and the names,
addresses, telephone numbers, and e-mail addresses
of three references in PDF format to: Professor
Norman Wagner, Search Committee Chairperson,
at e-mail: che-faculty-search@udel.edu; or mail
to: Professor Norman Wagner, Search Committee
Chairperson, Department of Chemical Engineer-
ing, University of Delaware, Newark, DE 19716-
3110. PDF submissions are strongly encouraged.
The committee will commence review of applica-
tions on November 15, 2006. The curriculum vitae
and letters of reference shall be shared with Depart-
mental faculty.

The University of Delaware is an Equal Opportunity
Employer which encourages applications from minority group
members and women.

POSITIONS OPEN

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Translational Neuroscience

University of Wisconsin, Madison

The University of Wisconsin (UW), Madison, re-
cently made a significant commitment to develop a
program in translational research for neurological
diseases through its innovative Cluster Hiring Initia-
tive (website: http://www.waisman.wisc.edu/tr),
which provides permanent, full salary support for
faculty positions in emerging fields of scholarship that
do not fall entirely within traditional departmental dis-
ciplines and structures.

The current recruitment seeks to identify a tenure-
track Assistant Professor interested in developing
novel therapies for treating diseases of the brain, with
a particular emphasis on neurodevelopmental disor-
ders. Areas of interest might include, but are not lim-
ited to, gene discovery, neurochemical pathology,
manipulation of the blood-brain barrier, gene thera-
py, stem cells, or animal models. The incumbent will
join a thriving community of basic and clinical Neu-
roscientists supported by a campuswide Neuroscience
Training Program and a Center for Neuroscience.
Laboratory space will be located in newly remodeled
facilities at the Waisman Center, which also includes
rodent housing and a clinical-grade biotherapeutics
manufacturing facility. Potential departmental affili-
ations include basic and clinical sciences depending on
the candidate.

To ensure full consideration, please submit appli-
cation materials by October 16, 2006. Applications
will be accepted until the position is filled. Submit
application materials electronically. Send a cover letter
referring to position vacancy listing 53389, curricu-
lum vitae, description of research goals, three publica-
tions, and three letters of reference to: Albee Messing,
V.M.D., Ph.D., Chair, Translational Neurosci-
ence Cluster Search Committee, Waisman Center,
e-mail: messing@waisman.wisc.edu.

UW Madison is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action
Employer. We promote excellence through diversity and encour-
age all qualified individuals to apply.

FACULTY POSITION
Pharmaceutical Biotechnology/Pharmaceutics

The Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences at
North Dakota State University invites applications for
a tenure-track position at the rank of ASSISTANT/
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR. The appointment is
expected to begin on or after August 15, 2007. Appli-
cants must possess a Ph.D. degree in biotechnology,
pharmaceutics, biomedical or biochemical engineer-
ing, or in a related field; have at least two years of
postdoctoral experience with a strong record of
scholarship. Preferred qualifications include expertise
in pharmaceutical biotechnology or novel drug de-
livery of biotechnologically derived molecules and a
degree in pharmacy. Successful candidates will be
expected to teach pharmaceutical biotechnology and
basic pharmaceutics in the Doctor of Pharmacy pro-
gram, mentor M.S./Ph.D. students, and develop an
extramurally funded research program.

A highly competitive salary and a startup package
commensurate with qualifications and experience are
available. Additional information concerning the De-
partment, the University, and Fargo can be obtained
at website: http://www.ndsu.edu/pharmsci/. Re-
view of applications will begin on October 31, 2006,
and will continue until the position is filled. The ap-
plication portfolio containing the curriculum vitae,
statement of teaching philosophy, description of
research interests and future plans, and the names
and contact information for three references should
be submitted to: Dr. Sanku Mallik, North Dakota
State University, College of Pharmacy, Fargo, ND
58105, telephone: 701-231-7888, fax: 701-231-
8333, e-mail: sanku.mallik@ndsu.edu.

North Dakota State University is an Equal Opportunity/
Affirmative Action Employer.

POSITIONS OPEN

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Evolutionary Biology, Santa Clara University

The Biology Department of Santa Clara Univer-
sity (SCU) is seeking applicants for a tenure-track
Assistant Professor position. We seek a scientist with
research and teaching interests in evolutionary bi-
ology. The candidate should be utilizing molecular-
based approaches in their research. The SCU Biology
Department offers well-equipped, modern facilities
for classroom and laboratory teaching and research.
Teaching responsibilities for this position may in-
clude a majors course in evolutionary biology with
laboratory and/or field components, participation
in the evolution/ecology/biodiversity segment of
our introductory series for biology majors, and a
nonmajors evolution course. People with research or
teaching interests relevant to plant systems are espe-
cially encouraged to apply. This position requires a
Ph.D., postdoctoral experience, and a strong com-
mitment to mentoring undergraduates of diverse
backgrounds. Applicants should provide current cur-
riculum vitae, and a cover letter or separate state-
ments describing: (1) research interests that would
be pursued at SCU, (2) teaching philosophy and
courses of interest, and (3) contributions the candi-
date would make to Santa Clara as a diverse and
inclusive institution. Applications should be sent to:
Evolutionary Biology Search Committee, Biology
Department, Santa Clara University, 500 El Camino
Real, Santa Clara, CA 95053. The applicant should
also request at least two letters of reference be sent
to this address as well. Applications, inquiries, and
reference letters can also be sent by e-mail: biology@
scu.edu. Applications must be received by Novem-
ber 3, 2006. Santa Clara University is the Catholic,
Jesuit university of Silicon Valley, with a 155-year
tradition of educational excellence. For more infor-
mation about the Biology Department and Santa
Clara University, see website: http://www.scu.edu/
biology. Santa Clara University is an Equal Opportunity/
Affirmative Action Employer, committed to excellence through
diversity, and, in this spirit, particularly welcomes applications
from women, persons of color, and members of historically
underrepresented groups. The University will provide reasonable
accommodations to all qualified individuals with a disability.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, MARINE BIOLOGY
Pacific Lutheran University

The Department of Biology at Pacific Lutheran
University (PLU) invites applications for a tenure-
track position in marine biology to begin 1 Septem-
ber 2007. Ph.D. required. Teaching responsibilities
will include participation in introductory biology
course(s) for majors/nonmajors; a broad-based ma-
rine ecology, biological oceanography, or marine bi-
ology course with a field-based laboratory; and, one
or more additional courses related to the candidate_s
area of specialization. Research involving undergrad-
uates is expected and supported. The Department of
Biology has 14 full-time faculty members. Please sub-
mit your curriculum vitae, copies of undergraduate
and graduate transcripts, a statement of teaching phi-
losophy, and a summary of current research interests;
also arrange to have three letters of recommendation
sent on your behalf. Send all materials to: Marine
Biology Search Committee, c/o Dr. Dana Garrigan,
Chair, Department of Biology, Pacific Lutheran
University, Tacoma, WA 98447. Review of applica-
tions will begin on 16 October 2006. Tacoma is lo-
cated on Puget Sound in Washington, a uniquely
scenic and biologically diverse region. Seattle and
Mt. Rainier are about 40 miles from our suburban
campus. Pacific Lutheran University enrolls 3,700
students and is committed to finding connections
between the liberal arts and professional schools, and
to promoting international education and under-
graduate research. PLU enjoys a healthy and pro-
gressive relationship with the Evangelical Lutheran
Church of America and values its tradition of aca-
demic freedom. The majority of our faculty has lived
abroad or speaks a second language. For more
information, please visit website: http://www.nsci.
plu.edu/biol/jobs.htm. In addition to having a diverse
faculty, PLU serves a diverse clientele and is an Affirmative
Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Molecular Biologist

McDaniel College invites applications for
a tenure track appointment at the Assistant
Professor level in Molecular Biology to begin
Fall, 2007. Responsibilities include courses in
Molecular Biology, Bioinformatics, and Genom-
ics, as well as participation in freshman courses 
and senior research projects. Applicants must be 
willing to participate in the College’s First Year 
Seminar and other general education programs. 
PhD strongly preferred; ABD required. 

Interested applicants should send a letter of appli-
cation, curriculum vitae, three letters of refer-
ence, a statement of teaching philosophy, and a 
statement about research to be done with students
to: Dr. Wilbur Long, Biology Department,

McDaniel College, 2 College Hill, Westminster,

MD 21157-4390. Electronic applications should 
be addressed to wlong@mcdaniel.edu. Applica-
tion review will begin on October 30, 2006.

One of forty colleges and universities nationwide
known for its success at changing the lives of its 
students, McDaniel College is a selective liberal 
arts college located in central Maryland, an hour’s 
drive from Baltimore and Washington, DC. Its 
primary commitment is to outstanding teaching 
and to fostering critical and creative thinking and
humane and responsible action. 

McDaniel College, an AA/EEO and an
award-winning ADA Employer, welcomes

applications from women and men of diverse
racial/ethnic backgrounds.

Tenure Track Faculty Positions
University of Miami 

at
Coral Gables

As part of a signifi cant expansion, the Depart-
ment of Biology seeks junior and senior tenure-
track candidates in Developmental Biology who
use non-mammalian model genetic organisms 
such as zebrafi sh, fl y, worm, urchin or chick
to investigate fundamental problems. Preferred 
candidates will be able to interface with one
another and with the broader research com-
munity that has strong foci in neuroscience,
behavior, and ecology. For the current recruit-
ment season, application review will begin
immediately and close December 4, 2006. The
successful candidates will be expected to main-
tain innovative, externally funded research and 
to teach graduate and undergraduate students. 
Ph.D. and postdoctoral work is required.

Send a curriculum vitae, representative reprints,
statements of research and teaching interests,
and have three letters of reference sent to: Pro-

fessor Kathryn Tosney, Search Committee,

Department of Biology,University ofMiami,

P. O. Box 249118, Coral Gables, FL 33124-

0421. Electronic submissions are welcome:

email to BioSearch@bio.miami.edu.

The University of Miami is an Equal 
Opportunity/Affi rmative Action 

Educator and Employer.

Interested applicants should forward electronic versions by Friday, September
29th, 2006 – as Microsoft Word or PDF files – of 1) a covering letter of
application; 2) a Curriculum Vitae; 3) an overview of current and future research
interests; and 4) the names and contact information of at least three referees
(who will not be contacted without the applicant’s consent and who are willing to
provide letters of recommendations) in confidence to:

Brenda Andrews, Director
Donnelly Centre for Cellular & Biomolecular Research
University of Toronto 
Rm. 230, Donnelly CCBR
160 College Street
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M5S 3E1
ccbr.info@utoronto.ca

The University of Toronto is strongly committed to diversity within its community. The University
especially welcomes applications from visible minority group members, women, Aboriginal

persons, persons with disabilities, members of sexual minority groups and others who may
contribute to further diversification of ideas. All qualified candidates are encouraged to apply;
however, Canadians and permanent residents will be given priority. 

University of Toronto
Premier’s Research Chair in Biomarkers of Disease

The Terrence Donnelly Centre for Cellular & Biomolecular Research (Donnelly
CCBR) at the University of Toronto invites applications for the Premier’s

Research Chair in Biomarkers in Disease Management. This is a full
endowed Chair, created as part of a $25 million investment by the provincial
government. The Biomarkers Chair is one of the Ontario Research Chairs
established to strengthen Ontario’s economic advantage and create a culture of
innovation in the province. The successful applicant will be appointed to a senior
tenured Professor position with appointment in cognate departments such as
Chemistry and a basic science department in the Faculty of Medicine. The
candidate will be nominated to hold the Ontario Research Chair, which is for a 
seven-year term, renewable.

The Donnelly CCBR is a new and cutting-edge, interdisciplinary research centre
at the University of Toronto [http://tdccbr.med.utoronto.ca/Home.aspx]. The
Donnelly CCBR will house 35 principal investigators working on functional 
genomics and bioinformatics, developmental and stem cell biology,
bioengineering, and molecular imaging. The Donnelly CCBR is an architecturally
spectacular building located in the heart of Toronto's research district, which is
one of the largest and most active biomedical research communities in North
America.

Through the Ontario Research Chair in Biomarkers of Disease, the University of
Toronto aims to recruit an innovative scientist who will lead an interdisciplinary
research program in biomarkers that features cutting-edge basic research linked
to clinical application, public education and policy. The profile of the new Chair
likely includes achievements in the science of mass spectrometry applied in
biological systems. The Chair will also have a significant research program in
bioinformatics to address bottlenecks in data processing and analysis associated
with proteomics data. We expect the Chair will develop strong and productive
interactions with clinicians and pathologists in the University of Toronto-affiliated
hospitals. We leave open the possibility that the new Chair will bring forward
approaches other than the example of mass spectrometry for the
characterization of biological systems towards biomarker discovery. He/she
should have a demonstrated record of interdisciplinary collaboration in areas
such as bioinformatics & computational biology, molecular medicine, functional
genomics & proteomics or chemistry.

The successful candidate will have a Ph.D. and will be an outstanding researcher
acknowledged by peers as a world leader in the field. The review of applications
will commence in  September and continue until an appropriate candidate is
found.  In order to further the objectives of the Ontario Research Chairs program,
applicants from outside Ontario are encouraged to apply.
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POSITIONS OPEN

DIRECTOR
Stanley S. Scott Cancer Center

Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center
New Orleans

The Louisiana State University Health Sciences
Center (LSUHSC), School of Medicine in New
Orleans, Stanley S. Scott Cancer Center, is accepting
applications for the Director of the Cancer Center.
The position requires an M.D., Ph.D., or both, with
combined M.D., Ph.D. degrees preferred. Prefer-
ence will be given to candidates with experience in
working within or in developing a successful plan for
an NCI designated cancer center. The ideal incum-
bent must demonstrate scholarly experience as evi-
denced by academic accomplishments, publications,
service on national study sections, service on edito-
rial boards, and a track record of extramural research
funded through NCI or other NIH funding mech-
anisms. Administrative experience with building either
cancer research programs or cores in an academic
setting is preferred. The incumbent should qualify for
appointment at the level of Professor. A track record
in basic, translational, epidemiological, and/or clin-
ical research is required. Knowledge of current clinical
oncology operations in relation to academic medicine
will be viewed positively. The ideal candidate should
have demonstrated ability in developing translational
research from the basic scientific observations to clin-
ical trials or clinically relevant research.

The incumbent will be appointed to the appro-
priate clinical department and will be a member of
the Stanley S. Scott Cancer Center. Also the incum-
bent will be Co-Director of the Louisiana Cancer
Research Consortium of LSU and Tulane. Please
send curriculum vitae including current grant fund-
ing, a brief cover application letter detailing profes-
sional interests and goals, and the names of three
references to: Bernard Wan, Dean_s Office, School
of Medicine, 533 Bolivar Street, New Orleans,
LA 70112 with an e-mail: bwan@lsuhsc.edu.

LSUHSC is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity
Employer.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, EVOLUTIONARY
BIOLOGY

Pacific Lutheran University

The Department of Biology at Pacific Lutheran
University (PLU) invites applications for a tenure-track
position in evolutionary biology to begin 1 Septem-
ber 2007. Ph.D. required. Candidates with expertise
in population, quantitative, or evolutionary genetics;
molecular evolution; or molecular systematics are
especially encouraged to apply. Teaching responsi-
bilities will include participation in introductory bi-
ology course(s) for majors/nonmajors and one or
more upper-division majors_ courses related to the
candidate_s area of specialization. Research involving
undergraduates is expected and supported. The De-
partment of Biology has 14 full-time faculty mem-
bers. Please submit your curriculum vitae, copies of
undergraduate and graduate transcripts, a statement
of teaching philosophy, and a summary of current
research interests; also arrange to have three letters
of recommendation sent on your behalf. Send all
materials to: Evolutionary Biology Search Commit-
tee, c/o Dr. Dana Garrigan, Chair, Department
of Biology, Pacific Lutheran University, Tacoma,
WA 98447. Review of applications will begin on
31 October 2006. Tacoma is located on Puget Sound
in Washington, a uniquely scenic and biologically
diverse region. Seattle and Mt. Rainier are about 40
miles from our suburban campus. Pacific Lutheran
University enrolls 3,700 students and is committed to
finding connections between the liberal arts and pro-
fessional schools and to promoting international edu-
cation and undergraduate research. PLU enjoys a
healthy and progressive relationship with the Evan-
gelical Lutheran Church of America and values its
tradition of academic freedom. The majority of our
faculty has lived abroad or speaks a second language.
For more information, please visit website: http://
www.nsci.plu.edu/biol/jobs.htm. In addition to hav-
ing a diverse faculty, PLU serves a diverse clientele and is an
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

POSITIONS OPEN

NEUROSCIENCE OPEN-RANK
FACULTY POSITIONS

Northwestern Feinberg School of Medicine

The Davee Department of Neurology and the
Northwestern University Institute for Neuroscience
announce a new search to recruit outstanding indi-
viduals for full-time, tenure-track, appointments at
the level of ASSISTANT, ASSOCIATE, or FULL
PROFESSOR. Applications will be considered in
areas of molecular/cellular neurobiology, especially
development, biochemistry, stem cells, genetics, and
neurodegeneration.

Applicants must include the following materials:
(1) current curriculum vitae and list of publications,
(2) brief statement of research interests (three pages
or less), and (3) three letters of reference sent on
their behalf to:

Chair of the Neurology Search Committee
c/o Tara Y. Davis

Northwestern University
E-mail: tdavis@northwestern.edu

Websites: http://www.feinberg.northwestern.edu,
and www.northwestern.edu/nuin

Please refer to academic search numbers P-121-05
or P-122-05. Completed applications must be re-
ceived by December 1, 2006. Appointments will com-
mence on or after June 1, 2007.

Northwestern University is an Equal Opportunity/Affir-
mative Action Educator and Employer and invites applications
from all qualified individuals. Applications from women and
minorities are especially sought.

TENURE-TRACK POSITIONS IN
BIOCHEMISTRY, ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
California State University, Fullerton

California State University, Fullerton, Department
of Chemistry and Biochemistry seeks applicants for
tenure-track faculty positions in biochemistry and in
analytical chemistry, preferably at the ASSISTANT
PROFESSOR level, to begin August 2007. Postdoc-
toral or equivalent research experience is preferred;
women and underrepresented minority applicants
are particularly welcome. A willingness to engage in
collaborative research in related fields is desirable.

Successful applicants must have a Ph.D. in bio-
chemistry or chemistry and have the potential to
develop vigorous research programs involving under-
graduate and graduate (M.S.) students that attract
external funding and lead to refereed publications.
Successful candidates must be committed to excel-
lence in teaching a diverse population of students.
Primary teaching responsibilities will be in the core
lecture and laboratory courses of the discipline at the
undergraduate level, and in graduate courses.

Information about the University and Department,
as well as full information on the advertised posi-
tions is available online at website: http://chemsrvr2.
fullerton.edu/.

Applicants should send a detailed curriculum vitae
(including names of references), a summary of pro-
posed research, and a summary of teaching philos-
ophy and preferences, and arrange for three letters of
recommendation from individuals familiar with their
teaching and research potential. Please send these to:

Dr. Maria C. Linder
Chair, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

California State University, Fullerton
P.O. Box 6866

Fullerton, CA 92834-6866
Telephone: 714-278-3621

Fax: 714-278-5316
E-mail: mlinder@fullerton.edu

Review of applications will begin on October 1,
2006, and continue until the positions are filled.

Cal State Fullerton is an Affirmative Action/Equal Oppor-
tunity/Title IX/ADA Employer.

POSITIONS OPEN

TENURE-TRACK POSITION
Plant Biology

Grinnell College, Department of Biology

Grinnell College invites applications for a tenure-
track faculty position in plant biology at the rank
of ASSISTANT PROFESSOR. Candidates must
have a Ph.D., postdoctoral experience, and plan an
active research program involving undergraduates. The
position will begin in August 2007. The successful
candidate will be expected to teach three courses
(with laboratories) in our inquiry-based curriculum:
Introduction to Bilogical Inquiry (Biology 150); Mol-
ecules, Cells, and Organisms (Biology 251); and a
third course at the upper level in the candidate_s area
of specialty. We seek candidates with a background in
plant molecular biology, biochemistry, development,
or physiology. The successful candidate should dem-
onstrate an interest in participation in the College_s
general education offerings. Startup funds, excellent
equipment, new and recently renovated facilities, sup-
port for student-faculty research, and a biological field
station are available. Grinnell is a highly selective,
residential, liberal arts college with an enrollment of
approximately 1,500 students from across the country
and around the world. One-third of the college_s
students major in the sciences, including about 30
biology and 15 biological chemistry graduates per
year in recent years. The Department has 12 faculty
with active research programs and offers an innovative
curriculum centered around research-based learning;
for information see website: http://www.grinnell.
edu/academic/biology/. In their letters of applica-
tion, candidates should address their ability to teach
courses described above, and discuss their interest in
developing as a teacher and scholar in an undergrad-
uate, liberal arts environment that emphasizes close
student-faculty interaction. Candidates should also
address how they can contribute to diversity, a core
value of the Grinnell College community. Please send
curriculum vitae, copies of all transcripts, and other
supporting materials to: Dr. Vincent Eckhart, Plant
Biology Search Committee, Department of Biolo-
gy, Grinnell College, 1116 8th Avenue, Grinnell,
IA 50112-1690 (telephone: 641-269-4354; fax:
641-269-4285; e-mail: biologysearch@grinnell.
edu). Canddates should also arrange for three letters
of recommendation to be sent the mailing address
above. To be assured full consideration, all materials
should be received by October 16, 2006. For further
information about Grinnell College, see our website:
http://www.grinnell.edu. Grinnell College is an Equal
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer committed to attract-
ing and retaining highly qualified individuals who collectively
reflect the diversity of the nation. No applicant shall be discrim-
inated against on the basis of race, national or ethnic origin, age,
gender, sexual orientation, marital status, religion, creed, or
disability.

FACULTY POSITION
Physiology and Neurobiology

The Department of Physiology and Neurobiology
at the University of Connecticut, Storrs, invites ap-
plications for a tenure-track faculty position available
in fall 2007, at the ASSISTANT or ASSOCIATE
PROFESSOR level. The successful candidate will
be expected to maintain an independent and vigor-
ous research program and participate in the Depart-
ment_s graduate and undergraduate teaching. We
encourage applications from individuals studying
fundamental physiological or neural processes at
the molecular, cellular, or systems level. Applicants
must possess a Ph.D. or equivalent and have com-
pleted at least two years of postdoctoral training.
Candidates for Associate Professor are expected to
have a currently funded and active research program.
Review of candidates will begin on October 1, 2006,
and the search will continue until the position is filled.
Send curriculum vitae, a brief summary of current re-
search with a statement of research directions, a state-
ment of teaching interests, and the names of at least
three references to: Chair, PNB Search Committee,
University of Connecticut, Department of Physi-
ology and Neurobiology, Box U-3156, 75 North
Eagleville Road, Storrs, CT 06269-3156. Website:
http://www.pnb.uconn.edu.
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PHYSICIANS

Critical Care Division

St. Jude Children's Research Hospital, a premier facility
for pediatric oncology research and biomedical research
into catastrophic childhood diseases, is accepting
applications for two open positions within the division
of Critical Care Medicine. The division seeks board-
eligible or board-certified pediatric intensivists to join
our three-member section, which oversees an eight-bed
ICU. Applications will be accepted for faculty
appointments at either the assistant or associate member
level, and applicants interested in research are strongly
encouraged. Physician-scientists at St. Jude are
supported by state-of-the-art research infrastructure,
and total compensation packages are competitive. The
division benefits from a strong institutional
commitment to academic success and provision of
quality medical care for this unique patient population. 

Please send curriculum vitae and a statement outlining
interest and experience to:

R. Ray Morrison, M.D.
Division Chief, Critical Care Medicine
St. Jude Children's Research Hospital

332 N. Lauderdale Street, MS 734
Memphis, TN 38105

E-mail: ray.morrison@stjude.org

www.stjude.org
St. Jude is an Equal Opportunity Employer and a 

Drug Free Workplace.

Candidates receiving offers of employment will be subject to

preemployment drug testing and background checks.

FACULTY POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Department of Bioengineering

University of California, Los Angeles

The Department of Bioengineering at UCLA
invites highly qualifi ed applications for a tenure-
track faculty position in the Henry Samueli
School of Engineering and Applied Science.
Candidates with a Ph.D. and an excellent track 
record in research and teaching in bioengineering 
or related fi elds are encouraged to apply.  The 
Department is particularly interested in candidates
with expertise in the following fi elds: (1) Stem 
cell biology and cellular/tissue engineering; (2) 
Protein engineering; (3) Molecular biophysics;
(4) Biomaterials science; (5) Cellular microme-
chanics and mechanotransduction; (6) Multiscale
computation of adaptive biological systems.

The application packet should be mailed as hard 
copy and organized in the following order: (1) 
Curriculum vitae (Applicant should also arrange 
for letters to be sent from  at least three refer-
ences), (2) Research statement, (3) Teaching 
statement.

The position is open until it is fi lled. Consider-
ation of candidates will begin immediately; those
received by October 15, 2006 will be considered 
thoroughly for the fi rst round of interviews. Please
send a hard copy of your completed application 
to the address below: Professor Timothy

Deming, Chair, Faculty Search Commit-

tee, Department of Bioengineering, Henry

Samueli School of Engineering and Applied

Science, 7523 Boelter Hall, University of

California, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA

90095-1600; BEsearch@seas.ucla.edu; http:

//www.bioeng.ucla.edu.

The University of California, Los Angeles is an 
Equal Opportunity Employer.

Bioinformatics

The University of North Carolina at Charlotte is a 21,000 student research university
on a 1,000-acre campus in one of the south’s most vibrant cities. UNC-Charlotte’s 
Bioinformatics Research Center is engaged in a multi-year expansion program. In 
addition to a $35 million state-of-the art bioinformatics building under construction
on campus, the Center has the leadership role in bioinformatics for the nearby North
Carolina Research Campus (NCRC) at Kannapolis (http://www.ncresearchcampus
.net). The NCRC is a $1 billion 350-acre biotechnology research park that will
be home to the research programs of a large number of private biotechnology 
companies, as well as those of six North Carolina research universities and several 
health care organizations. Our growing bioinformatics program offers exceptional 
facilities, opportunities for growth and an extraordinarily collegial environment. 
We seek outstanding candidates for the following positions:

Assistant Director of Bioinformatics. The successful candidate for this
tenure-track position will be expected to maintain a research program as well as 
coordinate interactions between UNC-Charlotte and the NCRC. Experience in plant
genomics or nutrition is desirable, as is familiarity with commercial biotechnol-
ogy applications and management of high-throughput data sets. Email inquiries 
to bioinformatics@uncc.edu with Asst_Dir in the Subject line.

Tenure-track Bioinformatics faculty positions (all levels). Faculty are 
expected to sustain an externally funded research program, have a strong commit-
ment to graduate education, and contribute to a vigorous, collaborative research 
environment. We offer competitive salary and startup packages with support for 
wet labs, if required.We seek outstanding scientists in all areas of bioinformatics 
(broadly defi ned), but candidates with research focused on the use of high-through-
put techniques to study genetic variation, pathways or metabolism are especially 
encouraged to apply. Candidates should email bioinformatics@uncc.edu with
FAC in the Subject line, attaching as a single PDF document a cover letter high-
lighting key accomplishments, curriculum vitae, and research and teaching state-
ments. Candidates should also arrange to have four letters of reference sent on 
their behalf. Positions will remain open until fi lled, but full consideration will be 
given to applications received by November 15, 2006. After November 15, pre-
submission inquiries are encouraged.

PostdoctoralResearch Associates. Competitive salary with health insurance.
For specifi c positions and contact information visit http://www.bioinformatics
.uncc.edu.

Microarray Facility Technician to manage a small-scale core facility, including
setup, printing, hybridization and scanning of custom microarrays. B.S./B.A. and 
molecular biology laboratory experience required; experience with some or all 
aspects of the microarray process preferred. Target start date is December 2006.
Email inquiries to bioinformatics@uncc.edu withMICRO in the subject line.

Bioinformatics Software Specialist to manage software and develop novel 
applications for OS-X and Linux based clusters. The ideal candidate will have 
knowledge of standard bioinformatics applications (BLAST, HMMer, etc) and 
signifi cant programming experience. Excellent communication skills required.M.S.
or Ph.D. in biology, bioinformatics, computer science or related fi eld preferred. 
Email inquiries to bioinformatics@uncc.edu with SOFT in the Subject line.

Ph.D. students. Graduate assistantships with tuition and health insurance are
available for the Bioinformatics Track of our IT Ph.D. program. Apply directly to 
theGraduate School (http://www.uncc.edu/gradmiss/prospect.html) indicating 
“bioinformatics” on the admission form.

Details of all positions are at our web site http://www.bioinformatics.uncc.edu.

UNC Charlotte is an Equal Opportunity/Affi rmative Action Employer 
and has a spouse/partner placement program. Women and members of 

minority groups are strongly encouraged to apply.
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POSITIONS OPEN

BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY FACULTY
POSITION

Wayne State University

The Department of Chemistry at Wayne State Uni-
versity seeks applications for a tenure-track position
in the Division of Biological Chemistry. Preference
will be given toward candidates at the ASSISTANT
PROFESSOR level. Candidates must have a Ph.D.
and the potential to develop a nationally recognized,
externally funded research program of outstanding
quality in any area of biological chemistry. The De-
partment offers exciting opportunities for candidates
with research interests complementing a large group
of faculty working in the areas of DNA, RNA, and
protein biochemistry, enzymology, carcinogenesis,
biophysical, bioorganic, and bioinorganic chemistry,
as well as molecular and cellular biology (see Depart-
mental website: http://chem.wayne.edu for fur-
ther information).

The Department of Chemistry has a supportive
academic environment and a strong graduate pro-
gram. Excellent opportunities exist for collaborative
research with individuals in the Department of Bi-
ological Sciences, the basic science departments in
the highly ranked School of Medicine, the College
of Pharmacy and Health Sciences, as well as in the
Center for Molecular Medicine and Genetics, the
Institute for Environmental Health Sciences, and
the Barbara Ann Karmanos Cancer Institute. The De-
partment of Chemistry offers an excellent research
environment that includes ample, newly renovated
research laboratories and a fully staffed Central Instru-
ment Facility that manages state-of the art equipment
for: electrospray ionization, and MALDI-TOF mass
spectrometry, circular dichroism, electron paramagnet-
ic resonance, surface plasmon resonance, transmission
electron microscopy, and nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR), including a 700 megahertz NMR with cryo-
probe. The Wayne State faculty also have access to
the resources of the Michigan Core Technology Al-
liance (website: http://www.ctaalliance.org/),
which includes facilities for bioinformatics, proteo-
mics, genomics, animal models and structural biolo-
gy, including 900 megahertz NMR and a dedicated
synchrotron beamline for X-ray crystallography.

Applicants should submit a complete resume and
description of future research plans, as well as three
letters of recommendation addressing both research
and teaching potential. All materials should be sent
to: Professor Charles H. Winter, Associate Chair,
141 Chemistry, Wayne State University, 5101
Cass Avenue, Detroit, MI 48202-3489. Review of
applications will begin in October 2006. Women and
minority candidates are encouraged to apply. Wayne State
University is an Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action
Employer.

FACULTY POSITION
Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

University of Arizona

A tenure-track position is available as part of a
broad initiative in microbial sciences at the Univer-
sity of Arizona. We seek applicants with independent
research programs in microbial biology, as exempli-
fied by any of the following areas: (1) microbial evo-
lution and ecology; (2) microbial genomics and/or
metagenomic analysis; (3) evolution and/or popu-
lation biology of infectious disease agents; (4) bio-
informatics, computational or evolutionary genomics;
(5) systems biology and proteomics in microbial sys-
tems. Research organisms can be bacterial, archaeal,
or eukaryotic. The start date is flexible but may be as
early as summer 2007. Curriculum vitae and state-
ments of research and teaching interests must be sub-
mitted online at website: http://www.uacareertrack.
com (job 35890). In addition, please arrange to have
three letters of recommendation sent to: Amanda
Burke, Microbial Biologist Search, Ecology and
Evolutionary Biology Department BSW 310,
1041 E. Lowell, University of Arizona, Tucson
AZ 85721. Review of applications will begin Oc-
tober 31, 2006, and continue until position is filled.
The University of Arizona is an Equal Employment Opportu-
nity/Affirmative Action Employer, Minorities/Women/Persons
with Disabilities/Veterans.

POSITIONS OPEN

FACULTY POSITIONS
Smilow Neuroscience Program

New York University
School of Medicine

The Smilow Neuroscience Program, a new initiative
at New York University (NYU) School of Medicine,
seeks to establish an interactive research environment
of developmental, molecularn and systems NEURO-
SCIENTISTS. It is housed in the newly dedicated
Smilow Research Center, with state-of-the-art facili-
ties. The program is interested in recruiting faculty
that combine techniques from multiple disciplines in a
novel manner to address fundamental questions of
central nervous system circuitry and physiology.

Available positions are tenure track and at the level
of ASSISTANT or ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR.
Depending on the area of interest, successful can-
didates may be affiliated with the Departments of
Otolaryngology, Physiology and Neuroscience, or
Cell Biology.

Interested individuals are encouraged to visit
website: http://www.med.nyu.edu/xy/yz/html
to learn more about the Smilow Neuroscience Pro-
gram and the application process. Qualified candi-
dates should apply by following the instructions
available on the website.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN BIOLOGY

The Chemistry Department of the U. S. Naval
Academy invites applications for a tenure-track po-
sition in biology at the Assistant Professor level to
begin no later than August 2007. The Department
consists of 37 full-time faculty members and occu-
pies over 52,000 square feet of newly renovated of-
fice, classroom, and laboratory space equipped with a
wide array of modern instrumentation and computer
facilities. Approximately 30 students per year graduate
with American Chemical Society-certified chemistry
degrees, and planning is underway for a biochemistry
option. The successful applicant must be strongly
committed to teaching at the undergraduate level
and will be expected to help develop and teach bi-
ology and possibly biochemistry courses on a rotating
basis with five other biology/biochemistry faculty.
The ability to teach general chemistry is also desir-
able. In addition, the candidate of choice will be ex-
pected to develop and maintain a vigorous research
program which includes supervision of undergrad-
uate researchers. Candidates should send curriculum
vitae, statement of teaching philosophy, concise de-
scription of research/scholarly interests, and arrange
for three letters of recommendation (at least one of
which addresses teaching) to be sent by October 15,
2006, to: Search Committee, Chemistry Depart-
ment, U. S. Naval Academy, 572 Holloway Road,
Annapolis, MD 21402-5026. The U. S. Naval Acad-
emy is committed to identifying minority persons and women
with the appropriate qualifications and is an Equal Opportunity/
Affirmative Action Employer. This agency provides reasonable
accommodations to applicants with disabilities.

TWO ASSISTANT PROFESSOR POSITIONS

The University of Wisconsin, Green Bay, invites ap-
plications for two tenure-track positions in the Hu-
man Biology Department beginning August 2007.
First position: PHYSIOLOGIST. Teaching respon-
sibilities include human physiology laboratory, anat-
omy and physiology, and other courses in area of
specialty. Second position: DEVELOPMENTAL BI-
OLOGIST. Teaching responsibilities include devel-
opmental biology, an introductory biology course,
and other courses in area of specialty. Requirements
include earned Ph.D. in a biological science and un-
dergraduate teaching experience. Details describing
each position may be found at the following website:
http://www.uwgb.edu/hr/jobs. To insure consid-
eration please submit all application materials by
October 15, 2006.

POSITIONS OPEN

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, PURDUE UNI-
VERSITY, SOYBEAN GENETICS, DEPART-
MENT OF AGRONOMY (tenure-track, academic
year appointment), Purdue University, West Lafayette,
Indiana (Purdue posting 001657-2006). Position
available May 2007.

The Department of Agronomy at Purdue Univer-
sity seeks to fill a tenure-track faculty position in
soybean genetics, to further strengthen a compre-
hensive plant genetics program. The successful can-
didate is expected to apply basic genetic and genomic
tools to translate soybean discoveries to end users.
Research foci could include genetics of seed biol-
ogy, bioenergy, crop enhancement for human nutri-
tion, tolerance to biotic and abiotic stresses, and/or
molecular/quantitative approaches that creatively
exploit available genetic data for germplasm enhance-
ment. Although previous research experience in the
genetics of soybean is desired, individuals with ex-
cellent research accomplishments in the genetics or
genomics of other plant systems are also strongly
encouraged to apply. There are excellent opportuni-
ties to collaborate with a strong plant genetics com-
munity both locally and internationally. In addition,
Departmental searches are underway for a Chaired
position in plant genetics and a USDA-Agriculture
Research Service adjunct faculty position in soybean
genetics/biochemistry. The successful candidate will
be expected to teach undergraduate and graduate
courses in genetics, mentor students, participate in
outreach activities, and be committed to fostering
diversity.

Candidates must have earned a Ph.D. in biology,
genetics, plant breeding, molecular biology, or re-
lated field. Interest in and/or experience in the inter-
national dimensions of crop genetics is desirable.

Salary is commensurate with education, training,
and professional experience. Excellent fringe benefit
package that includes TIAA-CREF retirement pro-
gram, medical, life and disability insurance, and sab-
batical leave program.

Qualified individuals are invited to send a letter of
application, including a statement of research goals,
teaching philosophy, and curriculum vitae to: Dr.
Craig Beyrouty, Head, Department of Agrono-
my, Purdue University, 915 West State Street,
West Lafayette, IN 47907-2054; telephone: 765-
494-4774. Applications will be reviewed beginning
October 15, 2006, and continue until a successful
candidate is identified. For more information, please
contact: Search Committee Chair, Scott Jackson
(e-mail: sjackson@purdue.edu) or Department Head,
Craig Beyrouty (e-mail: beyrouty@purdue.edu).
Purdue University is an Affirmative Action/Equal Access/Equal
Opportunity Employer. Women and individuals in underrep-
resented groups are encouraged to apply.

FACULTY OPENINGS
Boston College

Chemistry Department

The Department of Chemistry at Boston College
invites applications for two Faculty positions to be
effective in the fall of 2007: chemical biology and
biochemistry and all related interdisciplinary chem-
istry fields (bioorganic, biophysical, and bioinor-
ganic chemistry); experimental physical chemistry,
all branches thereof, and all related interdisciplinary
chemistry fields (materials, soft condensed matter).

Applicants are sought at the ASSISTANT PRO-
FESSOR level; however, outstanding applicants at
the senior level are also welcome. Successful appli-
cants are expected to establish a prominent, externally
funded research program, and will join a Department
of approximately 125 doctoral students, 25 postdoc-
toral fellows, 40 undergraduate majors, and an interna-
tionally recognized faculty. Boston College, located
in a residential community bordering the city of
Boston, is within 20 minutes of the major universi-
ties and medical centers in the Boston/Cambridge
area. For application details, please refer to website:
http://chemserv.bc.edu. Due date for all applica-
tions: 15 October 2006. Boston College, a university of
eight schools and colleges, is an Equal Opportunity Employer
and supports Affirmative Action.
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Centre for Molecular Medicine 
and Therapeutics

THE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

The Centre for Molecular Medicine and Therapeutics at the University of
British Columbia in Vancouver – “the world’s most livable city” - seeks 
applications for the following two tenure-track positions:

British Columbia Leadership Chair in Genetic Medicine

This prestigious appointment will provide a unique opportunity for an 
internationally recognized individual to perform research in an out-
standing environment, positioning the province as a leader in genetic 
medicine. The successful applicant will conduct innovative research that
will generate new knowledge relevant to genetic contributions to illness,
molecular determinants and mechanisms of disease and/or development 
of novel therapeutic approaches and technologies to improve treatment 
for disease.

Assistant Professor/Canada Research Chair – Tier II

This tenure-track appointment will provide signifi cant resources for start-
up and is aimed at outstanding new researchers who have the potential 
to be leaders in their fi elds. The successful candidate’s research will 
interface with scientifi c programs within the Centre, and will directly 
address issues of medical relevance. Positions are subject to review and 
fi nal approval by the CRC Secretariat.

We are especially interested in applicants working in the following
fi elds:

• Genetic variation and susceptibility to disease
• Human genetics
• Statistical genetics
• Bioinformatics
• Pharmacogenetics
• Experimental therapeutics
• Mechanisms of genetic disease
• Gene Therapy

The CMMT has a scientifi c mandate to ascertain cellular and protein 
function relevant to human disease as the key to improved diagnosis,
treatment and prevention of health problems in children and adults. The 
CMMT includes outstanding infrastructure support such as bioinfor-
matics, expression profi ling, DNA sequencing, antibody production
and world-class facilities for mouse genetics (transgenics, breeding and 
behavior testing) and the testing of experimental therapeutics in animal 
models of human disease. Located on the Children’s and Women’s
Health Centre of BC site, the CMMT is one of the main programs of 
the Child and Family Research Institute (www.cfri.ca), which provides 
comprehensive research, educational and core services to its various
programs and an opportunity to interact with a broad spectrum of bio-
medical researchers.

The successful candidates will be appointed as members of the full-time 
faculty.Applicants should ideally hold an M.D. and/or Ph.D. degree or 
equivalent and a record of recognized accomplishment in areas relevant 
to Human Biology and Disease. Salary and rank will be commensurate 
with qualifi cations and experiences. These are full-time tenure track
appointments and the CRC is subject to fi nal budgetary approval.

UBC Faculty of Medicine

Anticipated start date for these positions is July 1, 2007.
Closing date for all applications is October 10, 2006.

Please send CV, names of three references and a brief 
statement of research interests to: Cindy Jean,Manager

of Human Resources, cjean@cmmt.ubc.ca, CMMT,

950West 28thAvenue,Vancouver, BCV5Z 4H4. (http:

//www.cmmt.ubc.ca)

UBC and its affi liates hire on the basis of merit 
and are committed to employment equity. We 
encourage all qualifi ed applicants to apply; 
however, citizens and permanent residents of 
Canada will be given priority. The CRC is open to individuals of any 
nationality; offers will be made in accordance with the CRC program.

Chair
Department of Pathology

The Keck School of Medicine of the University of Southern
California is recruiting a Chair of Pathology. The successful 
candidate will replace Clive Taylor, M.D., Ph.D. who has 
stepped down after 22 years as chair. 

The Department of Pathology currently has 99 full-time
faculty and a rich clinical practice providing pathology and 
laboratory services to the 740 bed Los Angeles County + 
USC Medical Center, Women’s and Children’s Hospital,
the Norris Cancer Hospital and Childrens Hospital Los
Angeles as well as pathology services to USC University 
Hospital. The Department’s peer-reviewed funding base
is approximately $15 million annually with a breadth of
research extending from basic molecular mechanisms of
cell function to translational studies of disease mechanism, 
diagnosis, and treatment. The Department also has an exten-
sive teaching program including residency and postdoctoral
training, undergraduate medical training and graduate Ph.D.
and M.D./Ph.D. programs in pathobiology. 

The Keck School, together with our hospital partners, is cur-
rently engaged in an extensive $1.7 billion capital construc-
tion campaign resulting in substantial new state-of-the-art 
laboratory and clinical facilities. Further, the Keck School 
is midway through our $2 billion fund raising program in 
conjunction with the University of Southern California as 
we pursue our strategic plan of becoming one of the pre-
mier research medical schools in the country. Maintaining 
and expanding excellence in pathology is considered key 
toward reaching that goal. Research resources for this posi-
tion include a substantial investment for faculty recruitment
and space in the new Harlyne J. Norris Cancer Research 
Tower scheduled for completion in April 2007.

Candidates should have an M.D. or M.D., Ph.D. degree(s), a
strong history of scholarly activities in research and educa-
tion, and the ability to effectively utilize the extensive clini-
cal programs at the School to enhance NIH research funding
by the department. NIH funding, experience in administra-
tive leadership, and a strong publication record will weigh 
heavily in determining the successful candidate. 

Interested individuals should send by September 30, 2006
a curriculum vitae, brief statement of research interests and 
plans, and names and addresses of at least three references 
to:

Search Committee for Pathology
Keck School of Medicine of USC
1975 Zonal Avenue, KAM 502
Los Angeles, CA 90089-9034
Attention: John Cleary

Or email: john.cleary@keck.usc.edu

Review of applications will begin immediately.

USC is an EO/AA Employer.
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POSITIONS OPEN

ASSISTANT OR ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Structural Biology

The Center for Pharmaceutical Biotechnology
and the Department of Medicinal Chemistry and
Pharmacognosy invite tenure-track faculty applica-
tions using structural biology approaches in areas
complementary to Center and Department strengths
that include both high-profile initiatives in drug dis-
covery and innovative research programs at the inter-
face of chemistry and biology. Ph.D. and postdoctoral
experience required. Responsibilities include develop-
ing a strong, externally funded research program, and
teaching in graduate and professional programs. Can-
didates at the Associate level must have a strong
record of extramural funding. Successful candidate
will have joint appointments within the Center and
the Department, with extensive collaborative oppor-
tunities in a major health sciences center. Forward
curriculum vitae, description of research interests, and
three reference letters to: Dr. M. Johnson, Director,
Center for Pharmaceutical Biotechnology, College
of Pharmacy, University of Illinois at Chicago,
900 S. Ashland, M/C 870, Chicago, IL 60607-
7173. For fullest consideration, please submit all
materials by November 1, 2006.

The University of Illinois is an Affirmative Action/Equal
Opportunity Employer.

VERTEBRATE BIOLOGIST
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

Whitman College

BIOLOGY (Vertebrate Biologist). Whitman Col-
lege seeks a full-time tenure-track Assistant Professor
of biology, starting August 2007. Ph.D. required;
postdoctoral experience preferred. We seek a Verte-
brate Biologist with interests in anatomy, evolution,
and/or ecology, to teach courses in vertebrate anat-
omy and general ecology, contribute to an introduc-
tory course, The Biological World, and supervise
student research and thesis preparation. (Information
on the Whitman biology program and course offer-
ings is available at website: http://www.whitman.
edu/biology.) Whitman College, located in historic
Walla Walla near the Blue Mountains in eastern Wash-
ington state, has a strong commitment to undergrad-
uate teaching and research in a liberal arts environment.
Send (as hardcopy): curriculum vitae, three letters of
recommendation, brief statements on teaching and
research interests, and transcripts (college and gradu-
ate) to: Vertebrate Biology Search, Biology De-
partment, Whitman College, 345 Boyer Avenue,
Walla Walla, WA 99362. Deadline: October 13,
2006. Diversity, broadly defined, is a core value of Whitman
College; candidates are therefore enouraged to address in their
application how they can contribute to enhancing the inclusiveness
of the Whitman community.

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENTIST ANDCHAIR

The Environmental Studies Department of
Macalester College seeks candidates specializing in
environmental science to serve as Department Chair,
starting fall 2007. Appointment will be at the AS-
SOCIATE or FULL PROFESSOR rank. Areas of
expertise could include physical geography, climatol-
ogy, biogeography, agriculture, or natural resource
management, applied mathematics/modeling, envi-
ronmental chemistry, or other areas. We seek ap-
plicants who can provide leadership, help develop
and implement a new curriculum, and have experience
in an environmental studies/science program. Send
letter of application, curriculum vitae, statements of
teaching philosophy and research plans, and three
letters of reference to: Dr. Dan Hornbach, Acting
Chair, Department of Environmental Studies,
Macalester College, St. Paul, MN 55105. Appli-
cations received by November 15, 2006, will receive
first consideration. More information is at website:
http://www.macalester.edu/provost/positions/.
Macalester College is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action
Employer and strongly encourages applications from women and
minorities.

POSITIONS OPEN

TENURE-TRACK PHYSIOLOGY POSITION.
The Schools of Medicine and Nursing at the Uni-
versity of Missouri, Kansas City, invite applications
for three tenure-track positions at the rank of AS-
SISTANT or ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR. Two
positions will be primary appointments in medicine
and one in nursing. The Schools will give preference
to candidates with research expertise preferably in
cardiovascular and/or exercise physiology to com-
plement existing programs in Women_s Health and
Cardiovascular Outcomes plus basic research in
preeclampsia, cardiovascular imaging, inflammatory
cardiovascular disease (plaque/calcification of the cor-
onary arteries and aortic valve) and shock/trauma.
Additional opportunities exist for collaboration with
basic scientists in the Schools of Medicine, Nursing,
Pharmacy, Dentistry and Biological Sciences. Be-
cause of our newly established life sciences initiative,
additional collaborative research opportunities exist
at the nearby Stowers Institute for Medical Research
and the Kansas University Schools of Medicine and
Nursing. Ample startup funds are available to pro-
mote research with high potential for future extra-
mural support. Teaching is expected in the Schools_
innovative programs according to the applicant_s
expertise in nursing, undergraduate or graduate
physiology, and in a newly developed Anesthesiology
Assistant program. The faculty member selected for
these positions will be expected to: (a) teach and
mentor students at all levels; (b) maintain an active
program of scholarship and funded research; and,
(c) provide service appropriate to the position. Re-
quired qualifications include: (a) an earned doctorate
in physiology, cell biology, nursing,or related field; (b)
a record of scholarship, quality teaching and service
appropriate to the rank; (c) a history of extramural
research support or demonstrated potential to devel-
op a funded research program; and, (d) excellent in-
terpersonal and communication skills. Contact:
Applicants should submit a personal letter of interest
detailing qualifications, including curriculum vitae,
along with names of five references including tele-
phone numbers and e-mail addresses to: Physiology
Search Committee, University of Missouri-Kansas
City, School of Medicine, 2411 Holmes Street
M1-214C, Kansas City, MO 64108 or e-mail:
gilmoreac@umkc.edu. Application deadline: Appli-
cations will be accepted until the position is filled. The
University of Missouri, Kansas City is an Affirmative Action/
Equal Opportunity Employer institution.

FISH ECOLOGY, EVOLUTION,
and/or SYSTEMATICS

The Department of Ecology and Evolutionary
Biology at the University of Tennessee (UT), Knox-
ville, seeks to fill a tenure-track position in ichthyology
at the ASSISTANT or ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
level, to start August 1, 2007. Teaching duties will
include an undergraduate ichthyology course and a
discipline-specific graduate course. A major respon-
sibility of this position is supervision and further
development of the superb UT fish collections. Suc-
cessful applicants will have demonstrated the ability
to interact and collaborate broadly in their research
and teaching. An earned Ph.D. in a relevant field is
required. Postdoctoral or faculty experience is pre-
ferred, and applicants will be expected to develop an
externally funded and internationally recognized re-
search program. For more information visit website:
http://eeb.bio.utk.edu. The University welcomes
and honors people of all races, genders, creeds, cul-
tures, and sexual orientations, and values intellec-
tual curiosity, pursuit of knowledge, and academic
freedom and integrity. Candidates should apply to:
Dr. Edward E. Schilling, Department of Ecology
and Evolutionary Biology, 569 Dabney Hall, Uni-
versity of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996. Appli-
cants should send curriculum vitae, statements of
research and teaching goals, and arrange for three
reference letters to be submitted. Applications will
be reviewed beginning October 20, 2006.

The University of Tennessee is an Equal Employment
Opportunity/Affirmative Action/Title VI/Title IX/Section 504/
ADA/ADEA institution in the provision of its education and
employment programs and services.

POSITIONS OPEN

FACULTY
Molecular Oncology

The University Of Michigan Medical School

The Department of Pathology is seeking Tenure-
Track Faculty to further build our research program
in molecular oncology. Areas of particular interest
include but are not limited to epigenetic regulation
of transcription, protein modeling/chemical genomics,
and genomic and proteomic approaches to biomarker
discovery.

The Department, Medical School, and Health
Care System are all in excellent financial condition.
Over 350 faculty actively participate in the Univer-
sity of Michigan Comprehensive Cancer Center. The
Department operates its own graduate program and
has nine endowed Chairs and over /20 million an-
nually in research expenditures. Particular areas of
research strength include molecular oncology, aging,
immunology, proteomics, and informatics. The newly
created Divisions of Pathology Informatics and Trans-
lational Pathology Planning offer cutting edge tech-
nologies in support of research programs. Planning
for new building to house the Department_s clin-
ical, research, and educational activities is currently
underway.

The successful applicant will hold a Ph.D. or
M.D./Ph.D. and direct a vigorous research program
supported by external funding. Ample resources are
available to qualified applicants. Academic rank will
be on the tenure-track with rank commensurate with
experience. Qualified applicants should submit a let-
ter of interest, summary of research interests, curric-
ulum vitae, and names of three references to:

Jay L. Hess, M.D., Ph.D.
Carl V. Weller Professor and Chair

Department of Pathology
University of Michigan Medical School

Medical Science I Building, Room M5242
1301 Catherine Road

Ann Arbor, MI 48109-0602

The University of Michigan Health System is an Affir-
mative Action Employer and welcomes applications from women
and minorities.

BIOLOGY AND PHYSICS FACULTY
POSITIONS

Tenure-track, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR posi-
tions in evolutionary developmental biology, micro-
biology, urban ecology, physics and physics education,
will be available in the Department of Biological and
Physical Sciences at Kennesaw State University begin-
ning August 2007. Applicants should have a strong
potential for developing an externally funded research
program involving undergraduates. Preference will be
given to applicants with demonstrated excellence in
teaching at the college level. An earned doctorate in
an appropriate discipline is required. For a complete
description of positions, go to website: http://www.
kennesaw.edu/facultypositions/. Review of appli-
cations will commence on 13 October 2006, and will
continue until the position is filled. Submit a letter
describing qualifications for the position, a statement
of teaching philosophy, a statement of research in-
terests, current curriculum vitae, graduate transcripts,
and the names, addresses, telephone numbers, and
e-mail addresses of three references to: Dr. Dale
Vogelien, Evolutionary Developmental Biology
Search Committee; Dr. Jerald Hendrix, Microbi-
ology Search Committee; Dr. Heather Sutton, Ur-
ban Ecology Search Committee; Dr. Ted LaRosa,
Physics Search Committee; or Dr. Taha Mzoughi,
Physics Education Search Committee, Depart-
ment of Biological and Physical Sciences, #1202,
Kennesaw State University, 1000 Chastain Road,
Kennesaw, GA 30144-5591. Affirmative Action/Equal
Opportunity Employer. Women and minorities are encouraged
to apply.
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University of Massachusetts Medical School
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Pharmacology

CHEMICAL BIOLOGY

The Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Pharmacology is pleased to announce the continuing expansion of its faculty. A tenure-track
position at the Assistant Professor level is now available for candidates who develop and utilize chemical approaches to address funda-
mental problems in biology.We are searching for an innovative individualwho plans to develop a program applying his/her talents in synthetic,
combinatorial, medicinal or mechanistic chemistry to investigate problems at the interface of chemistry and biology. 

The Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Pharmacology occupies twofl oors in a state-of-the-art 350,000 square foot research buildingwhose 
open-laboratory design facilitates interactions between its own faculty and with the neighboring Departments of Neurobiology, Cancer Biology,
Medicine, and the Program in Gene Function and Expression. The department has established X-ray, NMR, Proteomics/Mass Spectroscopy,
and Chemical Synthesis/Screening Facilities to support the research activities of its faculty. Salary and start-up package will be competitive and 
commensurate with the high level of accomplishment expected for successful applicants. 

Applicants should send a cover letter explaining their interest in the department and a curriculum vitae that includes honors, publications and a 
brief research plan. Applicants should also provide the names and addresses of three individuals who are familiar with their work and potential 
for success. Applications will be reviewed expeditiously and interviews will begin in November, 2006. Materials should be sent to:

Reid Gilmore, Ph.D.
Chair, Faculty Search Committee 

Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Pharmacology
The University of Massachusetts Medical School

Lazare Research Building
364 Plantation Street
Worcester, MA 01605

The Departmental web site is located at: http://www.umassmed.edu/bmp/

The University of Massachusetts is an Affi rmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

i n n o v a t i o n ,  d i v e r s i t y  &  e x c e l l e n c e

research positions in nanobionics
The award of an ARC Federation Fellowship to Professor Gordon Wallace has enabled a significant expansion of the Nanobionics team at the 
University of Wollongong (UOW), Australia. The successful candidates will become part of the Bionics program within the ARC Centre of Excellence 
for Electromaterials Science (ACES) and carry out collaborative work with Professor Graeme Clark and Dr Rob Kapsa, St Vincent’s Hospital / Bionic 
Ear Institute in Melbourne, or with Professor Mark Wilson, UOW. Professor Gordon Wallace’s ARC Federation Fellowship has been awarded 
specifically to undertake research that will result in new materials to bridge the electronics-tissue interface for implantable bionic devices. This 
program will utilise cutting edge nanotechnology to generate new materials that will form highly effective conduits for communication between 
electronics and biological systems. 

To assist in these endeavours UOW will appoint the following positions to this research team:

Senior/Principal Research Fellow in Cell Biology - Ref No. 21533
Fixed term appointment of up to 5 years

Associate Research Fellow / Research Fellow in Cell Culturing - Ref No. 21534

Fixed term appointment of 3 years

Fellow / Senior Research Fellow in Nano-bio-characterisation - Ref No. 21535

Fixed term appointment of up to 5 years

Associate Research Fellow / Research Fellow in Biomaterials Synthesis - Ref No. 21536

Fixed term appointment of 3 years
Candidates must address the Selection Criteria specified in the relevant Position Description, which is available from our website. For further 
information about these positions, please contact Professor Gordon Wallace on +61 2 4221 3127. Appointment is based on merit. As women are 
under-represented in academic positions, suitably qualified women are encouraged to apply.

We also have 6 PhD Scholarships available. We are seeking applications from students who have an excellent record in Cell and Molecular Biology, 
Chemistry, Physics or Materials Science/Engineering. Challenging innovative projects will be designed in the area of nanobionics with successful 
applicants. Scholarship holders may be primarily based at Wollongong or in the laboratories of our ARC Centre of Excellence collaborators at 
Monash University or St Vincent’s Hospital/Bionic Ear Institute in Melbourne. For further information about Scholarships and the ACES Open Day: please
go to our website at http://www.electromaterials.edu.au or contact Professor Gordon Wallace on + 61 2 4221 3127. The ACES Open Day will be held 
on 27 September 2006.

Applications Close 16 October 2006 Quote Relevant Ref No

how to apply: Please go to our website http://employment.uow.edu.au/ to submit your 
application online & for more information about these positions and UOW. 
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POSITIONS OPEN

ASSISTANT PROFESSORSHIPS IN BIOLOGY
Western Washington University

The Biology Department at Western Washington
University, a regional comprehensive university lo-
cated between Seattle and Vancouver, British Colum-
bia, invites applications for two tenure-track, Assistant
Professor positions, beginning September 2007. We
seek individuals committed to undergraduate and
M.S. education who will establish vigorous research
programs that involve students. QUANTITATIVE
GENETICIST: Ph.D. in genetics or evolutionary bi-
ology and postdoctoral experience required. Appli-
cants must have training in quantitative genetics and
provide evidence of the ability to teach upper-level
courses in general genetics and evolutionary biology.
Applicants who investigate evolutionary or ecologi-
cal questions using quantitative genetics are of par-
ticular interest. CELL PHYSIOLOGIST: Ph.D. and
postdoctoral experience in cell physiology required,
preferably in an animal system. The applicant must
provide evidence of the ability to teach introductory
and advanced courses in cell biology and physiology.
Applicants who investigate structure-function rela-
tionships or integrated regulation of function at the
cell, tissue, or organ level are of particular interest. See
full position announcements, including all required
qualifications, at website: http://biol.wwu.edu/
biology/. To apply, submit curriculum vitae, state-
ments of teaching and research interests, and three
letters of reference. Review begins November 1, 2006.
All materials should be sent to the attention of: Dr.
Carol Trent, Chair: Quantitative Geneticist Search
Committee; Dr. David Leaf, Chair: Cell Physiolo-
gist Search Committee; Biology Department,
Western Washington University, 516 High Street,
Bellingham, WA 98225-9160. Affirmative Action/
Equal Opportunity Employer.

As part of a continuing expansion program, the
School of Chemistry and Biochemistry of the Georgia
Institute of Technology seeks to fill several tenure-
track faculty positions. Exceptional candidates in par-
ticular in the following areas are encouraged to apply:
(1) inorganic chemistry; (2) macromolecular structural
biology; (3) organic chemistry; and (4) bio-analytical
chemistry. Outstanding candidates at all ranks are
encouraged to apply; candidates with interdiscipli-
nary interests will be considered for joint appoint-
ments with other departments. Further information
is available at website: http://www.chemistry.
gatech.edu. Entry level candidates should send an
application letter, curriculum vitae, a summary of
research plans, and three letters of reference. Ad-
vanced candidates should send curriculum vitae and
the names of three references. All materials and re-
quests for information should be directed to: Chair
of the Search Committee, School of Chemistry
and Biochemistry, Georgia Institute of Technol-
ogy, Atlanta, GA 30332-0400. Applications will
be considered beginning October 13, 2006. Appli-
cations received past that date will be considered
until the positions are filled. Georgia Tech is an Equal
Education/Employment Opportunity Institution.

FACULTY POSITION
in Biochemical and Biological Engineering

The Mork Family Department of Chemical En-
gineering and Materials Science of the University of
Southern California (USC) Viterbi School of Engi-
neering is interested in recruiting faculty with expertise
in the areas of biochemical and biological engineer-
ing. In addition to teaching in the Department_s pro-
grams, the candidate is expected to develop a strong
research program in this area. Significant opportu-
nities exist for collaboration and interdisciplinary
research within the Viterbi School, the USC Keck
School of Medicine, the USC National Science Foun-
dation Engineering Research Center in Biomimetic
MicroElectronic Systems, and the Alfred Mann In-
stitute. Qualified applicants should contact Profes-
sor Theodore Tsotsis by telephone: 213-740-2227,
or by e-mail: tsotsis@usc.edu. USC is an Affirmative
Action/Equal Opportunity Employer and strongly encourages
applications from women and members of underrepresented
groups.

POSITIONS OPEN

Biology Faculty Opportunities

Elizabethtown College, located in Central Penn-
sylvania, currently has two openings in our Biology
Department: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR of mo-
lecular biology and ASSISTANT PROFESSOR of
physiology. Both positions require a Ph.D. Please visit
website: http://www.etown.edu/humanresources
for full ad and application instructions. Affirmative
Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
Department of Psychology

The Department of Psychology of the Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh announces a tenure-track position
at the ASSISTANT PROFESSOR level (pending
budgetary approval) in human behavioral genetics/
neurogenetics.

Candidates for this position should incorporate
molecular and/or quantitative genetic approaches
into a biologically-informed research program tar-
geted towards understanding the associations among
genes, brain, and behavior. The area of specialization
should fall within the scope of one or more of our
graduate training areas in biological and health, clin-
ical, cognitive, developmental, or social psychology.
For more information about these specialty areas and
existing programs of faculty research, see website:
http://www.pitt.edu/Èpsych.

The University has a broad range of outstanding
resources and established collaborations that facili-
tate research in genetics and neuroscience, including
those involving the Department of Human Genetics
(website: http://www.hgen.pitt.edu), Center for
the Neural Basis of Cognition (website: http://
www.cnbc.cmu.edu), the Center for Neuroscience
at the University of Pittsburgh (website: http://
cnup.neurobio.pitt.edu), and the Department of
Psychiatry (website: http://www.wpic.pitt.edu).

The review of applications will begin immediately,
with applications received by November 1, 2006,
receiving full consideration. Interested parties should
submit a cover letter, a research and teaching state-
ment, three letters of recommendation, representative
publications, and curriculum vitae to:Genetics Search,
Department of Psychology, University of Pitts-
burgh, 210 South Bouquet Street, 3129 Sennott
Square, Pittsburgh PA, 15260. For more informa-
tion about the position, please contact Anthony
Caggiula at telephone: 412-624-4501 (e-mail:
tonypsy@pitt.edu).

The University of Pittsburgh is an Affirmative Action, Equal
Opportunity Employer. Women and members of minority groups
underrepresented in academia are especially encouraged to apply.

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY FACULTY POSITION
University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)

The Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
of the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA),
intends to make a tenure-track faculty appointment
in physical chemistry (either experimental or theo-
retical). Candidates at all ranks will be considered.
Candidates must give evidence of exceptional prom-
ise (for a junior appointment) or great distinction
(for a senior appointment) in research and teaching.
Applications should include curriculum vitae, a state-
ment of research accomplishments and description of
proposed research (not exceeding four pages), reprints
of representative publications, and a list of professional
references. Junior faculty applicants should arrange
to have three letters of recommendation sent at the
time of application. To assure consideration, all appli-
cation materials should be received by October 31,
2006, and directed to:

Chair
Physical Chemistry Search Committee

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
University of California, Los Angeles

P.O. Box 951569
Los Angeles, CA 90095-1569

Fax: (310) 206-8010

UCLA is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Em-
ployer. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.

POSITIONS OPEN

FACULTY POSITION
Physics and Astronomy

University of Pennsylvania

The Department of Physics and Astronomy at the
University of Pennsylvania invites applications for a
junior faculty appointment in the area of experimen-
tal biological physics. We are particularly interested
in scientists who will pursue research programs
that complement and enhance Penn_s university-wide
nanoscience/nanotechnology initiative. In addition
to joining Departmental efforts in cell signaling,
single-molecule studies, molecular self-assembly, and
biosensors, the successful candidate will enjoy the ben-
efits of numerous interdisciplinary centers includ-
ing the Laboratory for Research on the Structure
of Matter, the Institute for Medicine and Engineer-
ing, the Penn Muscle Institute, and the Nano-Bio
Interface Center. Applicants should send a resume
including a statement of research interests and ac-
complishments to: Professor Tom Lubensky, Chair,
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University
of Pennsylvania, 209 S. 33rd Street, Philadelphia,
PA 19104-6396. Candidates should also arrange to
have three letters of recommendation sent to the same
address. Applications will begin to be considered as
of December 15, 2006, but the Department will ac-
cept applications until the position is filled. The Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative
Action Employer. Applications from underrepresented groups
are particularly encouraged.

FACULTY POSITION IN ORGANIC
CHEMISTRY

University of California, Davis

The Chemistry Department (website: http://
www.chem.ucdavis.edu/) at the University of Cal-
ifornia, Davis, invites applications for one faculty
position at the ASSISTANT PROFESSOR level in
organic chemistry. The preferred candidate will de-
velop a strong research program in organic chemistry
at the biological interface. A Ph.D. or equivalent in
chemistry, medicinal chemistry, or pharmaceutical
sciences is required. The candidate must also dem-
onstrate a strong commitment to undergraduate and
graduate teaching. This position is open until filled;
but to assure full consideration, applications should
be received no later than September 22, 2006. The
targeted start date is July 1, 2007. Interested can-
didates should arrange for three letters of recom-
mendation and both paper and electronic (PDF
format) copies of curriculum vitae, publication list,
teaching statement, and research plans to be sent to:

Organic Search Committee
Department of Chemistry

University of California at Davis
One Shields Avenue
Davis, CA 95616

The University of California is an Affirmative Action/
Equal Opportunity Employer.

DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
Stanford University
School of Medicine

Applications or nominations are invited for an
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR position in the De-
partment of Biochemistry. Applicants should have an
established record of excellence in original research
and teaching. The predominant criterion for appoint-
ment in the University tenure line is a major com-
mitment to research and teaching. Candidates should
submit curriculum vitae including a list of publica-
tions, a description of their research interests, and
names, addresses, and telephone numbers of three
references to the: Search Committee Chairman, De-
partment of Biochemistry, Stanford University
School of Medicine, 279 Campus Drive Room
B400, Stanford, CA 94305-5307. Stanford University
is an Equal Opportunity Employer and is committed to increasing
the diversity of its faculty. It welcomes nominations of and appli-
cations from women and members of minority groups, as well as
others who would bring additional dimensions to the University_s
research, teaching, and clinical missions.

Biology Faculty Opportunities

Elizabethtown College, located in Central
Pennsylvania, currently has two openings in
our Biology Department: ASSISTANT PRO-
FESSOR of molecular biology and ASSIST-
ANT PROFESSOR of physiology. Both
positions require a Ph.D. Please visit website:
http://www.etown.edu/humanresources for
full ad and application instructions. Affirmative
Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
AT BERKELEY

Faculty Positions in Molecular and Cell Biology

The Department of Molecular and Cell Biology seeks applica-
tions for fi ve faculty positions. We seek candidates with Ph.D. 
and/or M.D. degrees who have a strong interest in undergraduate 
and graduate teaching and demonstrated excellence, original-
ity and productivity in research. Applications should include a 
curriculum vitae; a list of publications; a brief description of 
research accomplishments; a statement of research objectives 
and teaching interests; and reprints of three most signifi cant 
publications. Please arrange to have three letters of reference 
sent in by the deadline date. Potential reviewers should be
referred to the Statement of Confi dentiality found at: http://
apo.chance.berkeley.edu/evalltr.html. Successful candidates
are expected to join the faculty July 1, 2007 or thereafter. On-
line applications and letters of reference are preferred and can 
be made through http://mcb.berkeley.edu. Paper applications 
should be directed to: 

Faculty Search [indicate preferred search area(s)]
Department of Molecular and Cell Biology

University of California at Berkeley
142 Life Sciences Addition #3200

Berkeley, CA 94720-3200

Stem Cell Biology #1012
The Department of Molecular and Cell Biology seeks applica-
tions for a faculty position at any level (tenured or tenure track),
in any area of stem cell biology, though applications in human 
stem cell biology will be preferred. Consideration of applications
will begin on November 15, 2006, but this position will remain 
open until fi lled.

Vertebrate Developmental Genetics #814N

The Division of Genetics, Genomics and Development seeks 
applications for a faculty position at the level of Assistant Profes-
sor (tenure-track). Candidates who apply genetic and embryo-
logical techniques to the study of vertebrate development, and 
particularly to the mouse embryo, are preferred. Closing date for
receipt of applications is November 15, 2006.

Eukaryotic Genetics/Genomics #1111
The Division of Genetics, Genomics and Development seeks 
applications for a faculty position at the level of Assistant Pro-
fessor (tenure-track), in any area of genetics/genomics, with
a preference for research in human or mammalian variation,
epigenetics or disease. Closing date for receipt of applications 
is November 15, 2006.

Physiology/Disease #1110
The Division of Cell and Developmental Biology seeks appli-
cations for a faculty position at the level of Assistant Professor 
(tenure-track), in any area of molecular and cell physiology, 
development or disease. Areas of particular interest include
mammalian cell physiology; tumor biology; tissue and organ 
morphogenesis; and mouse models of physiological regulation 
or disease. Closing date for receipt of applications is November
15, 2006.

Biochemistry and Biophysics #918
The Division of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology seeks
applications for a faculty position at the level of Assistant Pro-
fessor (tenure-track).Excellent candidates in all areas of modern
biochemistry and biological chemistry will be considered, but we
are particularly interested in candidates who are applying quan-
titative tools to the study of biological macromolecules. Closing 
date for receipt of applications is November 15, 2006.

The University of California is an Affi rmative Action/
Equal Opportunity Employer; these are nine-month 

academic year appointments.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ
MOLECULAR, CELL AND 

DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 

RNA Biologist

The Department of Molecular, Cell and Developmental Biology at the 
University of California, Santa Cruz invites applications for a tenure-
track faculty position. We seek candidates whose research centers on 
fundamental biological problems involving the roles of RNA in cellular 
processes. This person’s research will expand and complement our
existing RNA research areas which include RNA processing, ribo-
somes, genomics, computational biology, ribonucleoprotein assembly, 
RNA stability, RNA-protein interactions, and the use of cryo-electron 
microscopy and X-ray crystallography to study RNA and ribonucleopro-
tein complex structure. The successful candidate will be associated with 
the Center for Molecular Biology of RNA, which provides a collaborative
research atmosphere and a broad range of interests. More information 
about the Center for Molecular Biology of RNA can be found at http:
//rna.ucsc.edu/rnacenter/.

This appointment will be made at the assistant professor level. The suc-
cessful candidate will be expected to establish a vigorous, externally 
funded research program, contribute to the intellectual vitality of the 
MCD Biology department, and teach at both the undergraduate and
graduate levels. We offer an interactive research environment, a strong 
modern infrastructure, and a competitive startup package. We strongly 
encourage applications from women and minority candidates.

RANK: Assistant Professor (tenure track)
SALARY: Commensurate with qualifi cations and experience
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: Requires a Ph.D. or equivalent in 
biology or a related fi eld, postdoctoral research experience, and demon-
strated potential for university teaching. 
POSITION AVAILABLE: July 1, 2007
APPLY TO: Submit hard copies of a letter of application, curriculum 
vitae, copies of reprints, and concise description of research plans and 
teaching experience to the address listed below. Also arrange for three 
letters of recommendation to be sent to this address. All letters will be 
treated as confi dential, please direct your reference writers to UCSC’s 
confidentiality statement at http://www2.ucsc.edu/ahr/policies/
confstm.htm.

Faculty Search Committee

Department ofMCD Biology

University of California

1156 High Street

Santa Cruz, California 95064

Please refer to position #687-07 in your reply.

CLOSINGDATE: Review of applications will begin on November 30,
2006 and continue until the position is fi lled. To ensure full consideration,
applications must be postmarked by November 30, 2006.

Visit http://www.biology.ucsc.edu/mcd/ for departmental informa-
tion.

Information about UC Santa Cruz is available on our Website at http:
//www.ucsc.edu.

Inquiries regarding the University’s equal employment opportunity poli-
cies may be directed to: Equal Employment Opportunity/Affi rmative 
Action Offi ce at, University of California, Santa Cruz, CA 95064; (831)
459-1590. Under Federal law, the University of California may employ 
only individuals who are legally able to work in the United States as 
established by providing documents as specifi ed in the Immigration
Reform and Control Act of 1986.

If you need assistance due to a disability please contact the Academic 
Human Resources Offi ce at 499Clark KerrHall (831) 459-4300. This 
position description is available in alternate formats, which may be
requested from Academic Human Resources at (831) 459-4300.

VISIT THE AHR WEB SITE AT:
http://www2.ucsc.edu/ahr/employment/

UCSC IS AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION/EQUAL EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER. WOMEN AND MINORITIES ARE 

ENCOURAGED TO APPLY
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POSITIONS OPEN

TENURE-TRACK ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Molecular Biology
Brandeis University

The Brandeis Biology Department is seeking to fill
a tenure-track position in the broad area of eukaryotic
gene expression, beginning fall 2007. We are partic-
ularly interested in candidates who study mechanis-
tic aspects of transcriptional regulation, with a focus
on nucleic acids or chromatin. We are looking to
complement existing strengths at Brandeis in post-
transcriptional gene regulation, development and
function of the nervous system, chromosome struc-
ture and function, biophysics, and structural biology.
We expect that the appointment will be made at the
Assistant Professor level, although a more advanced
appointment for candidates with exceptional qualifi-
cations may be considered. Candidates should have a
Ph.D., M.D., or both as well as postdoctoral experi-
ence. First consideration will be given to applications
received by October 15, 2006. Candidates can submit
initial information online at website: http://www.
bio.brandeis.edu/facultySearch/appFormMB.php.
Applicants should submit curriculum vitae, research
plan, and arrange for three letters of recommenda-
tion to be submitted preferably by e-mail to e-mail:
volencenter@courier.brandeis.edu or in hardcopy to:

Molecular Biology Search Committee
Department of Biology, M.S. 008

Brandeis University
415 South Street

Waltham, MA 02454-9110

Brandeis University is an Equal Opportunity Employer,
committed to building a culturally diverse intellectual commu-
nity, and strongly encourages applications from women and
minorities.

TENURE-TRACK POSITION
Plant Ecology

Connecticut College invites applications for a joint
plant ecology appointment in botany and environ-
mental studies. The successful candidate will teach
plant ecology, systematic botany, introductory en-
vironmental studies, participate in a team-taught
introductory ecology course and develop a research
program that includes undergraduates. Applicants
who can integrate geographic information system or
mathematical modeling in their classes and research
with students are particularly encouraged to apply.
The Connecticut College Arboretum includes 450
acres of collections, natural areas, and experimental
areas, all used for teaching and research. Connecticut
College is a highly selective liberal arts institution
committed to interdisciplinary teaching and research.
Applications should include a cover letter; curriculum
vitae; copies of transcripts; statements about teaching
philosophy and research interests; and three letters
of reference sent directly to: Plant Ecology Search
Chair, P.O. Box 5362, Connecticut College, 270
Mohegan Avenue, New London, CT 06320. Re-
view of applications will begin December 1, 2006.
See website: http://www.conncoll.edu for more
information. The College is an Affirmative Action/Equal
Opportunity Employer committed to developing diversity and
sustaining a diverse faculty and staff.

PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY

Penn State Beaver, Penn State Delaware County,
and Penn State Hazleton invite applications for fac-
ulty positions in biology (tenure-track, ASSISTANT
PROFESSOR, 36 weeks) to begin August 2007.
Teach various undergraduate biology courses using
traditional and blended delivery modes and oversee
laboratory activities. Publish in refereed journals and
provide service. Qualifications: Ph.D. in biology. Del-
aware County prefers Molecular Biologist with some
plant experience; Hazleton prefers specialty in envi-
ronmental biology. To learn more about the cam-
puses and Pennsylvania State, visit website: http://
www.psu.edu/ur/cmpcoll.html. To learn more
about each position and how to apply, visit website:
http://www.ohr.psu.edu/emplment/staff.htm
and follow the faculty link. Affirmative Action/Equal
Opportunity Employer.

POSITIONS OPEN

STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY
FACULTY POSITION

The Structural Biology Program at Florida State
University (FSU) invites applications to fill a tenure-
track faculty ASSISTANT PROFESSOR position
beginning July 1, 2007, or later. FSU is entering a pe-
riod of aggressive growth in the sciences and technol-
ogy with additional positions in structural biology and
related areas expected in the coming years. Applicants
should have research interests that complement and
extend existing Program strengths in membrane pro-
teins, contractile proteins, protein dynamics, compu-
tational structural biology, and protein-nucleic acid
interactions. Candidates must have a Ph.D., postdoc-
toral training, the ability to communicate effectively,
and a record indicating outstanding potential for an
independent research career. The successful candidate
is expected to develop and maintain a vigorous re-
search program supported by extramural funding, to
train graduate students, and to participate in under-
graduate and graduate level teaching. Laboratory and
office space will be in the Kasha Laboratory with de-
partmental affiliation in the Department of Chemistry
and Biochemistry. Send curriculum vitae, concise de-
scription of planned research, teaching statement, and
three letters of recommendation to: Dr. Timothy
Logan, Structural Biology Search Committee, In-
stitute of Molecular Biophysics, Kasha Laboratory,
Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL 32306-
4380. Review of applications will begin October 16,
2006, and continue until the position is filled. Florida
State University is an Equal Opportunity/Access/Affirmative
Action Employer.

INORGANIC FACULTY POSITION
University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)

TheDepartment of Chemistry and Biochemistry of
the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA),
invites applications for a faculty position in inorganic
chemistry at the ASSISTANT, ASSOCIATE, or
FULL PROFESSOR rank. We are seeking a can-
didate who will establish a vigorous and innovative
research program. Depending on the level, can-
didates must give evidence of potential or dem-
onstrated distinction in scholarship and teaching.
Applications should include curriculum vitae, a state-
ment of research accomplishments and proposed
research plans (not exceeding four pages), and re-
prints of representative publications. Applicants at
the Assistant Professor level should also arrange for
three letters of recommendation to be mailed to the
address below. To assure consideration, all applica-
tion materials and letters should be received by
October 31, 2006, and directed to:

Chair
Inorganic Search Committee

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
University of California, Los Angeles

P.O. Box 951569
Los Angeles, CA 90095-1569

Fax: 310-206-8010

UCLA is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.

ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences

The Feik School of Pharmacy
University of the Incarnate Word

San Antonio, Texas

A 12-month tenure-track pharmacology FACUL-
TY position in the Department of Pharmaceutical
Sciences; preferred start date is January 2007. Can-
didate for this position should have a Ph.D. in phar-
macology, teaching and/or postdoctoral experience
is preferred. The candidate will be expected to de-
velop and teach the pharmacology section of the
integrated pharmacotherapy courses in the Pharm.D.
program.

See our website at website: http://jobs.uiw.edu
for further information and how to apply. The Uni-
versity of the Incarnate Word is an Equal Opportunity/Affir-
mative Action Educator and Employer.

POSITIONS OPEN

TENURE-TRACK FACULTY POSITION
in Molecular Microbiology

The Division of Cell Biology and Biophysics, School
of Biological Sciences, University of Missouri, Kansas
City, invites applications for a full-time tenure-track
faculty position at the ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
or ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR level. Preference will
be given to individuals with research and teaching
expertise in molecular microbiology. The successful
candidate will be required to establish a strong re-
search program compatible with one of the School_s
focus areas of molecular cell biology or structural
biology. We seek an outstanding scholar with demon-
strable achievements in research, teaching experi-
ence in an English-language institution, and exemplary
communication and supervisory skills. Teaching will
be in at least two of the following subject areas:
bacteriology, molecular biology, cell biology, virol-
ogy, biochemistry. State-of-the-art core facilities are
maintained by the School, and competitive salary,
startup funds, and laboratory space will be provided.
Review of applications will begin immediately and
continue until the position is filled. Applications, in-
cluding curriculum vitae, reprints of publications, sum-
mary of present and future research plans and three
letters of recommendation (to be solicited by the
applicant), should be forwarded to: CBB Search Com-
mittee, Division of Cell Biology and Biophysics -
BSB 403, University of Missouri-Kansas City, 5100
Rockhill Road, Kansas City, MO 64110-2499.

Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
Brandeis University

The Department of Chemistry invites applications
for a faculty position in inorganic chemistry at the
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR LEVEL. Outstanding
senior candidates will also be considered. Potential
areas of interest include, but are not limited to, or-
ganometallic chemistry, materials, catalysis, and bio-
inorganic chemistry. Candidates are expected to
establish an innovative research program and display
a commitment to undergraduate and graduate teach-
ing. The appointment is planned to commence on or
after July 1, 2007. Applicants must submit curricu-
lum vitae and a description of their research plans
and arrange for three letters of recommendation (or,
for senior applicants, include a list of referees) to be
sent to: Inorganic Search Committee, Depart-
ment of Chemistry, MS-015, Brandeis Universi-
ty, 415 South Street, Waltham, MA 02454-9110
or e-mail: chmsrch@brandeis.edu. For information
about the Department, visit website: http://www.
chem.brandeis.edu. Applications will be reviewed as
they become complete, but first consideration will
be given to applications received by November 15,
2006. Brandeis University is an Equal Opportunity Employer,
committed to building a culturally diverse intellectual commu-
nity, and strongly encourages applications from women and
minority candidates.

BIOCHEMISTRY FACULTY POST

Bucknell University seeks outstanding candidates
for an entry-level, tenure-track position at the rank
of ASSISTANT PROFESSOR scheduled to begin
in August 2007. The successful applicant will teach
biochemistry, lecture and laboratory, and will also
teach introductory organic chemistry, general chem-
istry, or introductory inorganic chemistry, depending
on background and interests. The successful appli-
cant will be expected to develop a vigorous research
program in some area of biochemistry (including bio-
organic, bioinorganic, and chemical biology), and this
research program will involve undergraduate and
Master_s students. Ph.D. required, postdoctoral expe-
rience preferred. Applicants should send curriculum
vitae, summary of research and teaching interests,
and three letters of recommendation to: Professor
Timothy G. Strein, Chair of the Biochemistry
Search Committee, Department of Chemistry,
Bucknell University, Lewisburg, PA, 17837 by
October 13, 2006. Bucknell University encourages applica-
tions from women and members of minority groups (Equal
Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action).
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The Institute of Bioengineering of EPFL seeks tenure track assistant

professors in the broad fields of Biological Engineering and Biotechnology. The

Institute is housed within the School of Life Sciences of EPFL and enjoys close

links to the other domains of EPFL, including chemistry, engineering and materials

science. Interactions with a clinical environment are possible through collaboration

with the Centre Hospitalier Universitaire Vaudois and the School of Biology and

Medicine of the University of Lausanne.

The open faculty positions are offered in an environment of both theoretical and

experimental research, rich for both seeking deeper understanding of integrative

(patho)physiological mechanisms and developing novel biotherapeutic approaches at

the levels of the gene, the biomolecule, and the cell. Although the search is quite

broad, the Institute seeks to grow particularly at the interface of engineering with

biology, chemical biology, or computational biology.

Successful candidates are expected to initiate independent, creative research

programs and participate in undergraduate and graduate teaching. We offer

internationally competitive salaries, start-up resources and benefits.

Applications should include a résumé with a list of publications, a concise statement

of research and teaching interests, and the names and addresses (including e-mail)

of at least five referees. Applications should be uploaded (as PDFs) by November

1st
, 2006 to http://bioeng-recr.epfl.ch. Inquiries may be sent to:

Professor Jeffrey A. Hubbell

Head of the Search Committee

EPFL-Institute of Bioengineering (IBI), Station 15

CH-1015 Lausanne

Switzerland

E-mail: ibi@epfl.ch

For additional information on the EPFL and the Institute of Bioengineering, please

consult: http://www.epfl.ch and http://ibi.epfl.ch.

The EPFL is an equal opportunity employer.

Tenure Track Assistant Professorships in

Biological Engineering and Biotechnology

FACULTY POSITION
Cancer Pharmacology or 

Drug Discovery 

Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center is seeking an innovative
individual, for a tenure-track position at the Assistant Member level, with
strong research accomplishments in biochemistry, pharmacology, or
chemical biology who wishes to address problems of relevance to cancer
research or cancer drug discovery and development. We participate in a
graduate school in biomedical sciences, a joint graduate program with
Weill Medical College of Cornell University  and also participate in a
Tri-Institutional graduate training program in Chemical Biology with
Cornell-Ithaca, Weill Medical College and the Rockefeller University.
Faculty will be eligible to hold appointments in these programs.

MSKCC offers a unique and exciting research environment with programs
in Immunology, Pharmacology, Chemistry, Molecular Biology,
Computational Biology, Genetics, Cell Biology, Developmental Biology,
Cancer Pathogenesis and Structural Biology. The presence on campus of
world-renowned clinical programs in cancer research, treatment and
prevention offers many opportunities for creative collaboration.  

Applicants should have an MD or Ph.D. degree, productive postdoctoral
experience, and dedication to important problems related to cancer
pharmacology. 

Candidates should e-mail their application, preferably in PDF format, to
molphar@mskcc.org by November 15, 2006. The application should include
a CV, a description of past research, a description of proposed research, and
copies of three representative publications. Candidates should arrange to have
three signed letters of reference sent by e-mail to molphar@mskcc.org or
regular mail to: David Scheinberg, MD, PhD, c/o Marie Aiello / Box 428,
Molecular Pharmacology and Chemistry Program, Memorial Sloan-Kettering
Cancer Center, 1275 York Avenue, New York, NY  10021. Memorial Sloan-
Kettering Cancer Center is an affirmative action, equal opportunity employer.

Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center
The Best Cancer Care. Anywhere.

www.mskcc.org
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POSITIONS OPEN

ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE/FULL PROFESSOR
Cancer Biology or Drug Therapy

The Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Texas
Tech University Health Sciences Center (TTUHSC),
seeks applicants for an attractive new tenure-track
faculty position at the Assistant/Associate/Full Pro-
fessor level. The successful candidate will join a vi-
brant and expanding group of extramurally funded
biomedical and pharmaceutical cancer researchers
(website: http://www.ttuhsc.edu/sop/pharmsci)
who are part of a newly developed university cancer
institute. Applicants must have a doctoral degree with
research experience in any aspect of cancer biology,
chemotherapeutic drug resistance, anticancer drug
development or delivery. The successful candidate
will be expected to develop an extramurally funded
research program as well as teach Pharm.D. and grad-
uate Ph.D. students. Candidates with current NIH
funding who have training in pharmacology or drug
therapy are particularly encouraged to apply. Com-
petitive salary, startup package, and laboratory space
are available. Applicants should submit documents
online at website: http://jobs.texastech.edu (job
requisition 61308). Please include curriculum vitae, a
summary of research interests, and names and ad-
dresses of three references. TTUHSC in Amarillo in-
cludes the School of Pharmacy, School of Medicine,
and the Harrington Cancer Research Center. The
Department has 23 full-time faculty with interests
in cancer biology, brain/vascular, and pharmaceu-
tical research, and state-of-the-art core facilities. For
questions, contact the Search Committee Chair,
Dr. U.S. Rao. E-mail: us.rao@ttuhsc.edu. Tele-
phone: 806-356-4015, ext. 294. TTUHSC is an
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution. Minorities
and women are encouraged to apply.

WATER/WETLANDS SCIENTIST
University of Mississippi

The Center for Water and Wetland Resources seeks
an ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR and RESEARCH
ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR. The suc-
cessful candidate will assist the Director in administer-
ing the Center, conduct funded research primarily at
the University of Mississippi field station, and teach
one course and one seminar/year at the field station.
The Center has new teaching and research facilities
at the 750-acre field station, located 11 miles from
campus. The Station has forests, meadows, and 220
experimental ponds of 0.1 to 2 acres.

For information about the Center, field station
and complete job description see website: http://
www.baysprings.olemiss.edu. To apply, send a cover
letter outlining research experiences and interests,
curriculum vitae, and contact information for three
references to:Dr. Ray Highsmith, Director, Center
for Water and Wetland Resources, University of
Mississippi Field Station, 15 CR 2078, Abbeville,
MS 38601.

Review of applications will begin on September 18,
2006, and continue until the position is filled. For
questions not addressed by this ad or the website,
please call telephone: 662-915-5479.

The University of Mississippi is an Equal Opportunity,
Affirmative Action Employer.

BIOLOGY ASSISTANT PROFESSOR. Ham-
line University invites applications for a tenure-track
position to begin September 2007. We seek candi-
dates with research interests in developmental biology
or neurobiology. Applicants must be committed to
teaching and developing an active undergraduate
research program. Postdoctoral experience and ability
to contribute to a scientific computing emphasis in
the Science Division desired. Ph.D. required. For
complete information see website: http://science.
hamline.edu. Send cover letter, curriculum vitae,
teaching philosophy, research plans, and three refer-
ence letters to: Bonnie Ploger, Biology Depart-
ment, Hamline University, 1536 Hewitt Avenue,
St. Paul, MN 55104, or e-mail: bploger@hamline.
edu. Application review begins October 9, 2006.
Members of underrepresented groups are strongly encouraged
to apply. Hamline University is an Equal Educational/Em-
ployment Institution.

POSITIONS OPEN

FACULTY POSITIONS
Cell and Molecular Biology and Neurobiology

Boston University

The Biology Department invites applications for
two tenure-track appointments at the ASSISTANT
PROFESSOR level. Exceptional senior applicants will
also be considered. New laboratory facilities in an in-
terdisciplinary Life Science and Engineering Building
and attractive startup packages are offered. Respon-
sibilities will include establishing an independent re-
search program with extramural funding and active
participation in undergraduate and graduate teaching.

Cell and molecular biology: We seek a colleague
who conducts research in any area of modern cell
and molecular biology, but seek to complement ex-
pertise in developmental genetics, cell signaling, gene
regulation, molecular motors, protein trafficking, and
oncogenesis.

Neurobiology: We seek a colleague who uses a
molecular/cellular approach to study basic neuro-
biological questions in any established animal model
system. Research areas include (but would not be lim-
ited to): development, sensory mechanisms, plasticity,
mRNA or protein localization, or cellular signal trans-
duction in a neural system.

By November 1, 2006, please submit curriculum
vitae, a statement of research and teaching interests,
representative reprints, and three letters of reference.
Submit either electronically to e-mail: dejames@bu.
edu, or by hardcopy to: Dr. Ulla Hansen, Chair,
Cell and Molecular Biology Search Committee or
to: Dr. Michael Baum, Chair, Neurobiology Search
Committee, Department of Biology, Boston Uni-
versity, 5 Cummington Street, Boston, MA 02215.

Please visit the following website for information
about the Biology Department (website: http://
www.bu.edu/biology/). Boston University is an Equal
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY
Tenure-Track Position

Bowdoin College

The Biology Department at Bowdoin College in-
vites applications for a tenure-track position in devel-
opmental biology at the ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
level beginning fall 2007. We are seeking candidates
who will demonstrate excellence in both teaching and
research. Postdoctoral experience preferred. Typical
teaching responsibilities each year include one labo-
ratory course in developmental biology (with a labo-
ratory instructor), one course at the nonmajors or
introductory biology level, and one advanced course
in one_s area of research. The successful applicant is
expected to pursue an active research program that
involves undergraduates.

Review of applications will begin November 1,
2006, and will continue until the position is filled.
Please send curriculum vitae and a description of your
research interests and teaching philosophy, and arrange
to have three letters of reference sent to: Search Com-
mittee Chair, Biology Department, 6500 College
Station, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, ME 04011-
8465. For further information about the college, the
Department, and the program, please see our website:
http://academic.bowdoin.edu/biology/.

Bowdoin College is committed to equality through Affirma-
tive Action and is an Equal Opportunity Employer. We en-
courage inquiries from candidates who will enrich and contribute
to the cultural and ethnic diversity of our college. Bowdoin Col-
lege does not discriminate on the basis of age, race, creed, color,
religion, marital status, gender, sexual orientation, veteran status,
national origin, or disability status in employment, or in our edu-
cation programs.

DEAN. Seattle University invites applications for
the position of Dean of the College of Science and
Engineering. For further information on the posi-
tion responsibility and application procedure, please
visit website: http://www.seattleu.edu/scieng/
search/ad/ where detailed information is provided.
Review will begin on October 15, 2006, and will con-
tinue until the position is filled. Seattle University is an
Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action Employer.

POSITIONS OPEN

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Evolutionary Biology

The Department of Biological Sciences seeks can-
didates with outstanding research that employs
modern analytical methods in the study of funda-
mental aspects of the evolutionary process. Areas of
specialization may include field and/or laboratory
studies on molecular aspects of population genet-
ics, molecular mechanisms of phenotypic expres-
sion, cell division, asexual or sexual development,
neural/endocrine processes, genome conservation,
or phylogeny. The successful candidate for this
TENURE-TRACK position will have the potential
or demonstrated ability to generate extramural
funding and have a commitment to instructional
excellence at the undergraduate and graduate levels.
The College of Arts and Sciences at Lehigh is es-
pecially interested in qualified candidates who can
contribute, through their research, teaching, and/or
service, to the diversity and excellence of the acade-
mic community. Applications should be directed
to: Professor M. Itzkowitz, Chair, Evolutionary
Biology Search Committee. E-mail: inbios@lehigh.
edu. Send curriculum vitae, representative publi-
cations, description of research and teaching in-
terests, and four letters of reference to the Search
Committee Chair electronically or to: Department
of Biological Sciences, 111 Research Drive, Lehigh
University, Bethlehem, PA 18015. Deadline for
submission is December 1, 2006.

Lehigh University is an Equal Opportunity Affirmative
Action Employer and is committed to recruiting and retaining
women and minorities.

MICROBIOLOGIST
University of Mississippi

The Seabed Technology Research Center, Nation-
al Institute for Undersea Science and Technology
seeks a Marine Microbiologist to be the ASSOCI-
ATE DIRECTOR of the Center and RESEARCH
ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR. The
successful candidate will assist the Director in admin-
istering the Center, provide leadership in a marine
microbial observatory program, and maintain an extra-
murally funded research program.

A complete job description is at website: http://
www.baysprings.olemiss.edu. To apply, send a cover
letter outlining research experiences and interests,
curriculum vitae, and contact information for three
references to: Dr. R. C. Highsmith, National Insti-
titute for Undersea Science and Technology Exec-
utive Director, Univeristy of Mississippi Field
Station, 15 CR 2078, Abbeville, MS 38601.

Review of applications will begin on September 18,
2006, and continue until the position is filled. For
questions not addressed by this ad or the website,
please call telephone: 662-915-5479.

The University of Mississippi is an Equal Opportunity,
Affirmative Action Employer.

TENURE-TRACK FACULTY POSITIONS
in Gastroenterology

The Division of Gastroenterology and Hepatology
at the University of Rochester School of Medicine
is recruiting faculty at the ASSISTANT, ASSO-
CIATE, and FULL PROFESSOR level for tenure-
track positions. We are interested in M.D.s and/or
Ph.D.s whose primary research is focused on gastro-
intestinal inflammation. Specific areas of focus might
include inflammatory bowel diseases and mucosal
immunology, hepatic inflammation and immunolo-
gy, inflammation in carcinogenesis, vascular inflam-
mation, obesity-related inflammation, and pancreatic
inflammation/exocrine function. Generous startup
packages and laboratory space are available to qual-
ified candidates.

Please send curriculum vitae, a brief statement
of research plans, and names of three references to:
Richard G. Farmer, M.D., Chief, Division of Gas-
troenterology and Hepatology, P. O. Box 646,
University of Rochester School of Medicine, 601
Elmwood Avenue, Rochester, NY 14642.

The University of Rochester is an Equal Opportunity
Employer.
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DIRECTOR
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA

EMERGING PATHOGENS INSTITUTE

The University of Florida seeks a Director for the University of Florida Emerging Pathogens Institute (EPI, http://epi.ufl .edu). The University of Florida
has initiated establishment of the EPI, and the state of Florida has committed considerable resources to the EPI including funding for new faculty and 
a new research facility of approximately 100,000 sq. ft. The EPI is focused on relevant scientifi c, clinical, agricultural, social, and educational issues 
related to emerging diseases. This unique institute will develop and deliver appropriate informatics, diagnostics, treatments and surveillance for the 
prediction, prevention, detection and management of microbial pathogen-associated diseases of humans, animals and plants. The EPI will foster research 
into fundamental mechanisms of emerging pathogens; train scientists with integrated knowledge into the dynamics between human, animal and plant
pathogens; integrate bioengineering and nanoscience technologies with pathogenesis research; expand research capabilities for development of vaccines 
and antimicrobial reagents; collaborate with state agencies in developing response and prevention plans; foster translational research in community 
settings, and coordinate implementation with relevant authorities.

The Director of the EPI will report to the Vice President for Research and will be responsible for facilitating the University-wide strategic research ini-
tiatives as well as the educational goals of EPI through resource acquisition (grant acquisition and fund-raising), as well as new faculty recruitment and 
facility development. The Director will also be responsible for the coordination, design, performance, and evaluation of new and existing educational
programs within the Institute. Finally, the Director will be responsible for coordinating activities of all EPI faculty with appointments in the Colleges 
affi liated with the Institute.

The University of Florida, a public land-grant institution, is a member of the Association of American Universities (AAU), and one of the fi ve largest 
universities in the nation with 38,000 undergraduate students and 10,000 graduate students. UF faculty attracted a record $494 million in research and 
training grants in 2003-04, placing the university among the nation’s leading research institutions. UF is among the nation’s most academically diverse 
universities, with 16 colleges offering 100 undergraduate degree programs, 200 graduate programs and 30 combined degree programs. UF is a perennial 
national leader in attracting National Merit and National Achievement Scholars and in the number of patents awarded to faculty researchers.

Candidates should have a Ph.D.,M.D., D.V.M., D.D.S., or equivalent degree with a nationally recognized record of research achievement in the area of 
host-pathogen interactions and/or epidemiology, plus administrative experience. The academic appointment of the Director will be in the appropriate
College, based on the candidate’s qualifi cations and expertise. The position is available and the search will be continued until the position is fi lled. Com-
pensation will be commensurate with qualifi cations and responsibilities. Qualifi ed applicants should submit a curriculum vitae, a statement of interest, and
the names and contact information of three referees to: Elizabeth Shenkman, PhD, Chair EPI SearchCommittee, 1329 SW 16th Street, Room 5130,

Gainesville, Florida 32608. Because the University is committed to building an intellectual and culturally diverse educational environment, applicants 
should included in their cover letter information about how they will further this mission. Review of applications will begin on October 23, 2006.
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WE PREPARE STUDENTS TO CREATE THE FUTURE

Dean of the College of Engineering
Michigan Technological University invites applications and nominations for the position of Dean of the College of Engineering.  The Dean of Engineering 
is the chief academic and administrative offi cer for the College of Engineering and reports directly to the Provost.  The Dean is responsible for strategic 
planning, development, and administration of the college, as well as managing relationships with other University units and outside educational institu-
tions, alumni, government, and the private sector.  The Dean will be central in realizing the University’s vision to grow as a premier research university 
of international stature and achieving Top 50 status as a public university.

Michigan Tech’s College of Engineering enrolls 3,700 students in 10 ABET accredited undergraduate programs and masters and doctoral programs in 11 
disciplines.  US News & World Report ranks four Michigan Tech graduate engineering programs among the best in the country.  ASEE ranks Michigan 
Tech among the top schools in the nation in engineering bachelor’s degrees awarded, ranking 17th for women and 21st for men. COE research expenditures 
exceeded $21 million in 2005. 

COE faculty have received national recognition, including an IGERT in sustainable futures and an ERC for wireless integrated micro systems. Michigan Tech 
is home to the innovative student Enterprise Program which enrolls 500 engineering students. For more information, see http://www.doe.mtu.edu.

Established in 1885, Michigan Tech is a nationally recognized research university and a leader in science and engineering education.  Located in Houghton
in the Upper Midwest in the scenic Keweenaw Peninsula (http://hunts-upguide.com/), Michigan Tech offers a friendly, safe, and affordable living environ-
ment with excellent opportunities for year-round outdoor recreation.

To receive full consideration, candidates must demonstrate scholarly activity appropriate for a tenured appointment as full professor, with distinguished 
research, teaching and service and a demonstrated ability to attract funding.  The successful candidate will be a proven leader with excellent communica-
tion and interpersonal skills and a commitment to diversity.  Experience in strategic planning, fundraising, and technology transfer are desirable. For more 
information about this position, including application information, please visit our web site at: http://www.admin.mtu.edu/hro/facpers/facvac.htm.

Review of applications will commence immediately and will continue until the position is fi lled.  For full consideration, applications should be received 
by October 15, 2006.  Please submit nominations, inquiries, or application materials, including a cover letter, current vitae, and contact information for 
four references to: deansearch@mtu.edu  or Dean of Engineering Search,Michigan Technological University, 1400 Townsend Drive,Minerals and

Materials Building, Room 712, Houghton,MI 49931-1295.

Michigan Technological University is an Affi rmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.
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POSITIONS OPEN

ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Division of Pharmacology

University of Missouri, Kansas City
School of Pharmacy

The Division of Pharmacology in the School of
Pharmacy invites applications for a 12-month, tenured
or tenure-track position at the Assistant/Associate
Professor level. Applicants should possess a Ph.D.,
Pharm.D. or M.D. in pharmacology, neuroscience,
toxicology, or a related discipline. Preference will be
accorded to applicants with interdisciplinary research
experience involving neuroscience, pharmacogenomics,
substance abuse or translational research; outstand-
ing candidates from other relevant areas are also
strongly encouraged to apply. The successful ap-
plicant at the Associate Professor level is expected
to have a vigorous, well-established, and externally
funded research program; and to provide instruction
in the Doctor of Pharmacy professional program and
dental pharmacology program. The position includes
excellent compensation, startup package, and com-
prehensive benefits. Application review will begin
immediately, and will continue until the position is
filled.

University of Missouri, Kansas City (UMKC) is a
comprehensive research university exemplifying the
values of education first, innovation, accountability,
diversity, and collaboration. More about UMKC is at
website: http://www.umkc.edu, or go to website:
http://www.umkc.edu/pharmacy.

Applicants should electronically submit a cover
letter and curriculum vitae with research plan, and
arrange to have letters from three professional ref-
erences e-mailed to:

Anil Kumar, Ph.D., Chair, Search Committee
Division of Pharmacology

University of Missouri-Kansas City
2411 Holmes Street

Kansas City, MO 64110-2741
Telephone: 816-235-2415

E-mail: kumaran@umkc.edu

UMKC is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity
Institution.

Texas Christian University (TCU) invites nomina-
tions/applications for its prestigious ROBERT A.
WELCH CHAIR IN CHEMISTRY. While the
area of research is open, we seek a scholar with an in-
ternationally recognized research program that will
complement existing faculty strengths. Previous Welch
Chairs at TCU include Paul D. Bartlett and C. David
Gutsche.

Located in the Fort Worth/ Dallas area, TCU is an
independent, coeducational institution of approx-
imately 7,200 undergraduate students and 1,500 grad-
uate students, offering 98 undergraduate majors and
20 graduate degrees in 59 areas, including six doc-
toral fields of study, with a commitment to both
teaching and research. The Chemistry Department
offers the Ph.D., M.S., and B.S. degrees and is well
equipped, particularly with excellent X-ray diffrac-
tion, mass spectroscopy, and nuclear magnetic reso-
nance facilities. Please send curriculum vitae, detailed
research plans, and a list of references to: Professor
Jeffery L. Coffer, Department of Chemistry, P.O.
Box 298860, Texas Christian University, Fort
Worth, TX 76129. E-mail inquiries may be sent to
e-mail: j. coffer@tcu.edu. The search is ongoing
until the position is filled. TCU is an Equal Employment
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
University of California, Santa Cruz

The Earth and Planetary Sciences Department
seeks applicants for a TENURE-TRACK position
in geobiology. Position available: July 1, 2007. Open
until filled. For full consideration, applications must
be received by November 22, 2006. Refer to posi-
tion 686-07. For full details, see our website: http://
www.es.ucsc.edu/jobs/index.html or contact Judy
Van Leuven, e-mail: judy@pmc.ucsc.edu; telephone:
831-459-4478. Affirmative Action/Equal Employment
Opportunity Employer.

POSITIONS OPEN

POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT

Molecular Studies of Virology and/or Immunology,
the Department of Veterinary Pathobiology, Cen-
ter for Veterinary Health Sciences (CVHS), Okla-
homa State University (OSU) invites applications for
a tenure-track research faculty position in infectious
diseases at the rank of ASSISTANT or ASSOCIATE
PROFESSOR. Applications are encouraged from in-
dividuals with training/interests in virology and/or
immunology with emphasis in viral immunity. Candi-
dates with interests and training in RNA viruses are
encouraged to apply. Applicants must have a Ph.D.
degree and relevant postdoctoral experience. Persons
with the D.V.M. degree as well are encouraged to
apply. Responsibilities include the development of a
strong extramurally funded research program utilizing
modern, molecular approaches to solving problems
relating to animal or human diseases, and partici-
pation in the CVHS graduate education program.
The CVHS has a strong commitment to a well-funded
program in comparative medicine, and this position
should provide leadership and support for that pro-
gram. Opportunities exist for collaboration with other
research faculty in the CVHS, Oklahoma Agricultural
Experiment Station, University of Oklahoma Health
Sciences Center, Oklahoma Medical Research Foun-
dation, in addition to other OSU departments in-
volved with molecular genetics and infectious disease
research. Interested individuals should send an ap-
plication including curriculum vitae, statement of
professional goals, and names of three references to:
Dr. Robert W. Fulton, Search Committee Chair,
Department of Veterinary Pathobiology, CVHS,
Stillwater, OK 74078, telephone: 405-744-8170.
To ensure full consideration, applications should
be received by December 15, 2006, and review of
applications will continue until a suitable candidate is
identified.

CHAIR, BIOCHEMISTRY AND CELL
BIOLOGY

Rice University

The Biochemistry and Cell Biology Department at
Rice University (website:http://biochem.rice.edu/)
invites applications for DEPARTMENT CHAIR.
We are seeking a dynamic scientist with an outstand-
ing research program within the broad area of bio-
chemistry and cell biology and a strong interest in
graduate and undergraduate education to lead in the
implementation of Rice University_s vision for the
second century (website: http://www.professor.
rice.edu/professor/10_Points.asp). The ideal can-
didate will bring innovative ideas, enthusiasm, and
acumen for success, and will engage the Department
toward a shared goal of outstanding international
research recognition. Applicants should submit cur-
riculum vitae, brief statement of research interests,
and the names of three references to:George Bennett,
Chair, Search Committee, Biochemistry and Cell
Biology, MS-140, Rice University, P.O. Box 1892,
Houston TX 77251-1892. E-mail: gbennett@
rice.edu. Rice University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative
Action Employer. Women and minority candidates are particularly
encouraged to apply.

TWO TENURE-TRACK
VIROLOGY POSITIONS

The Biomedical Sciences and Pathobiology De-
partment of the Virginia-Maryland Regional Col-
lege of Veterinary Medicine (website: http://www.
vetmed.vt.edu/Organization/Departments/DBSP/
index.asp) invites applications for two tenure-track
faculty positions (rank open) in the area of viral patho-
genesis and replication as part of an interdisciplinary
program focused on emerging and re-emerging in-
fectious diseases. See further information and submit
applications via the Virginia Tech website: http://
https://jobs.vt.edu, using posting number 183918.
Fill out the application form and upload: cover let-
ter, curriculum vitae, contact information for three
references, and statement of research goals. Review
begins August 1, 2006, but positions are open until
filled. Virginia Tech is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative
Action Employer.

POSITIONS OPEN

CHAIR, DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
University of South Alabama

College of Medicine

The University of South Alabama College of
Medicine is seeking a Chair for the Department of
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology. The successful
candidate will be an outstanding, nationally recog-
nized scientist and academician who will recruit new
faculty and set the future direction for the Depart-
ment_s research and educational missions. Candi-
dates with a strong record of research in any area
related to biochemistry and/or molecular biology
will be considered. Excellent interpersonal skills, lead-
ership, and commitment to mentoring junior faculty
and trainees are essential. Credentials appropriate for
the rank of tenured Professor are required. Current
research focus in the Department includes molecu-
lar and cellular signaling; more information is avail-
able at website: http://southmed.usouthal.edu/
com/biochem/. Opportunities for collaboration
and program development exist within the Institu-
tion, including the Center for Lung Biology, the
Mitchell Cancer Institute, and other departments in
the College of Medicine. The Department contrib-
utes to medical education and to the training of
graduate students through the interdisciplinary Ph.D.
program in Basic Medical Sciences. The University is
located in Mobile on Alabama_s Gulf Coast.

Interested applicants should submit curriculum
vitae, names and contact information for at least three
references, a statement of research interests and aca-
demic vision, and a summary of administrative expe-
rience either electronically (e-mail: mtownsley@
usouthal.edu) or by mail:Dr. Mary Townsley, Chair,
Biochemistry Chair Search Committee, Dean_s of-
fice, CSAB 170, University of South Alabama, Col-
lege of Medicine, Mobile, Alabama 36688. Review
of applications will begin October 16, 2006, and
continue until the position is filled.

The University of South Alabama is an Affirmative Action/
Equal Opportunity Employer.

BIOLOGY. Linfield College seeks applicants for a
tenure-track ASSISTANT PROFESSOR with a spe-
cialization in community or ecosystem level ecology
beginning July 1, 2007. Four courses taught annually
include: an ecology course with a laboratory or field
component for biology and environmental studies
majors; an additional course with laboratory or field
component for biology majors; participation in an
introductory course for biology majors; a nonmajors
course in area of specialty. Successful applicants will
demonstrate a commitment to, and potential for, devel-
oping a vigorous research program with undergrad-
uates. Ph.D. in biology or related field required;
postdoctoral experience preferred. Send application
letter, statements of teaching philosophy and research
interests specific to this position, official transcripts
of all college and university work, teaching evaluations
(if available), three letters of reference, and curricu-
lum vitae by October 31, 2006, to:Dr. J. Christopher
Gaiser, Linfield College, Unit A468, 900 S.E.
Baker, McMinnville, OR 97128. Additional infor-
mation regarding this position may be found at
website: https://www.linfield.edu/humanresources/
teaching.php. Equal Opportunity Employer.

BIOCHEMISTRY FACULTY POSITION.Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, Oshkosh, seeks tenure-track
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR beginning September 1,
2007. Requirements: Ph.D. in biochemistry. Respon-
sibilities: teach undergraduate biochemistry, general
chemistry, and laboratories in organic chemistry;
advise chemistry majors; establish an active research
program in biochemistry; and pursue extramural fund-
ing. Submit: letter of application, curriculum vitae,
three current confidential letters of recommendation,
transcripts, research plans, and one-page statement
of teaching philosophy to: Dr. C.P. Gibson, Chair,
Chemistry Department, University of Wisconsin
Oshkosh, Oshkosh, WI 54901. (E-mail applica-
tions not accepted.) Application deadline: October 27,
2006. Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Department of Geosciences

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

The Department of Geosciences at Princeton University is seeking applications for a tenure-track faculty
position in the area of atmospheric and oceanic sciences, including such topics as:
• analysis of climate variation and change
• interactions among the atmosphere, ocean, cryosphere, biosphere, and geosphere
• impact of human activities on the environment
• prediction of changes in Earth’s climate and biogeochemical cycles

The individual selectedwill have their principal appointment in the Department of Geosciences andwill
be a member of the Program in Atmospheric andOceanic Sciences (AOS), a longstanding collaboration
between Princeton Geosciences and the NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) (see 
the website at http://www.aos.princeton.edu). We anticipate hiring at the assistant professor level,
although candidates at a higher rank may be considered under exceptional circumstances.

Individuals whose research interests complement the modeling capabilities and other ongoing activi-
ties within the AOS Program and at GFDL (http://www.gfdl.noaa.gov) are particularly encouraged to 
apply. Potential collaborators are also found in the Department of Geosciences (http://www.geoweb.
princeton.edu) and across the University, in particular, in the Departments of Ecology and Evolu-
tionary Biology (http://www.eeb.princeton.edu) and Civil and Environmental Engineering (http:
//www.cee.princeton.edu). Information about several ongoing interdisciplinary research collaborations
across campus and with GFDL can be found on the website of the Princeton Environmental Institute 
(http://web.princeton.edu/sites/pei/research.html).

Applicants should send a curriculum vitae, including a publication list, a statement of research and
teaching interests, and contact information for three references to: Search Committee, Department 

of Geosciences, Guyot Hall, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544. The starting date is fl ex-
ible, ranging up to September 2008. Evaluation of applications will begin immediately; interviews of 
candidates will begin in the fall of 2006 and will continue until the position is fi lled. For general infor-
mation about applying to Princeton and how to self-identify, please link to http://web.princeton.edu/

sites/dof/ApplicantsInfo.htm.

Princeton University is an Affi rmative Action Equal Opportunity Employer; 
women and members of minority groups are encouraged to apply.

Assistant/Associate Professor
Molecular Imaging

University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill

The Division of Molecular Pharmaceutics,
School of Pharmacy, and the Biomedical
Research Imaging Center, University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill, are seeking to fi ll a 
full time, tenure-track position at the rank
of Assistant/Associate Professor. Success-
ful candidates must possess a Ph.D. degree,
or equivalent, and appropriate postdoctoral
experience in the broad area of molecular
imaging. Research using nanotechnology
and related sciences is welcome. The person 
is expected to participate in teaching at both 
professional and graduate levels in the School 
of Pharmacy and to establish an outstanding
research program that is fundable or already
funded by NIH. Please visit the school’s web-
site www.pharmacy.unc.edu and the website 
of BRIC: http://bric.unc.edu.

Women and members of minority groups are 
encouraged to apply. Applications including
a CV, statement of research interest, and the
names and contact information of four refer-
ences should be submitted to: Leaf Huang,

PhD, Fred N. Eshelman Distinguished

Professor and Chair, Division of Molecular

Pharmaceutics, School of Pharmacy, 2316

Kerr Hall, CB# 7360, University of North

Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7360; or by
email to angela_lyght@unc.edu.

The University of North Carolina is an Equal 
Opportunity/Affi rmative Action Employer.

Human Cancer Genetics

The Department of Biomedical Genet-
ics and the Wilmot Cancer Center at the 
University of Rochester Medical Center
invite applications for a faculty position
(Assist./Assoc. Prof. level) from candi-
dates with an interest in the biology of
solid tumors.  The Medical Center offers 
exciting opportunities for interdisciplinary
and translational cancer research programs 
with an interactive environment and strong
programs in cancer and stem cell biology, 
cell signaling, genetics in model organisms, 
genomics, proteomics and bio-mathemat-
ics. Candidates should have a strong record
of accomplishment and evidence of extra-
mural funding. 

To apply, submit a CV, statement of
research interests/plans and names of 3
referees to: Hartmut Land, Chair, Bio-
medical Genetics, e-mail: cancerbio@ 
urmc.rochester.edu. 

See: www.urmc.rochester.edu/Aab/bg/

The University of Rochester is an Equal 
Opportunity/Affi rmative Action Employer.
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POSITIONS OPEN

FACULTY POSITION(S)
Department of Chemistry and Biomolecular Science

Clarkson University

Outstanding, energetic candidates are sought to
fill two tenure-track faculty positions in the Depart-
ment of Chemistry and Biomolecular Science. The
search is aimed at entry-level ASSISTANT PROFES-
SOR candidates, but exceptionally qualified applicants
may be considered for more senior appointments.
Research expertise in all areas of the broadly defined
biomolecular and biomaterials sciences will be con-
sidered. Teaching will be in support of the Depart-
ment_s rapidly developing program in biomolecular
science, and could include such courses as biochem-
istry, medicinal chemistry, biomaterials, et cetera.
Depending on specialization, the position could be
closely associated with the University_s New York
State-supported Center for Advanced Materials Pro-
cessing. Candidates must have a Ph.D. with outstand-
ing research potential and be capable of teaching
courses at the Ph.D., M.S., and undergraduate levels.
Successful candidates are expected to develop vigor-
ous, creative, externally funded research programs.
Please submit vitae, research and teaching plans, and
list of references to: Sergiy Minko, Chair, Search
Committee, Department of Chemistry and Bio-
molecular Science, Clarkson University, Potsdam,
NY 13699-5810. Positions start fall 2007. Review
starts immediately and will continue until filled. Po-
sition posting 20-06 and 23-06. Clarkson is an Affir-
mative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

BIOCHEMISTRY. Baylor University announces
a faculty position, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR of
biochemistry, beginning fall 2007. The Department
is housed in a new $103 million science facility, part
of an exciting plan of growth at the University. Any
area of biochemistry will be considered. The success-
ful candidate will enjoy many opportunities for teach-
ing and research in a dynamic environment that fosters
interdisciplinary collaboration. Requirements: Ph.D.
in biochemistry, chemistry, or closely related field;
commitment to exemplary teaching at both the un-
dergraduate and graduate level; and potential for a
vigorous, independent, externally funded research
program. Postdoctoral experience is desirable. Send
letter of application, full curriculum vitae, summary
of future research plans, estimate of startup costs,
undergraduate and graduate transcripts, and three
letters of reference to: Chair, Search Committee,
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, One
Bear Place #97348, Baylor University, Waco, TX
76798-7348. E-mail: mary_lynn_trawick@baylor.
edu. Applications will be reviewed beginning Sep-
tember 4, 2006, and will be accepted until the position
is filled. To ensure full consideration, your applica-
tion must be completed by October 25, 2006. Baylor
is a Baptist university affiliated with the Baptist Gen-
eral Convention of Texas. As an Affirmative Action/Equal
Employment Opportunity Employer, Baylor encourages minor-
ities, women, veterans, and persons with disabilities to apply.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Watershed Science / Forest Hydrology

The University of Missouri is seeking a tenure-
track (12-month) faculty member for a teaching and
research position. She/he will teach undergraduate
courses in watershed management and summer field
studies and a graduate course in their specialty. De-
velopment of a nationally recognized, extramurally
funded research program in a relevant area is ex-
pected. Ph.D. required, with one degree in forestry
or a comparable area; postdoctoral experience pre-
ferred. Send letter of application, resume, tran-
scripts, description of research interests, teaching
philosophy, and contact information for three ref-
erences by October 31, 2006, to: Dr. R.M.Muzika,
Department of Forestry, 203ABNRBuilding,Uni-
versity of Missouri, Columbia, MO 65211. Tele-
phone: 573-882-8835, e-mail: muzika@missouri.
edu. Additional information at website: http://
www.snr.missouri.edu/jobs/watershed.html.
University of Missouri is an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative
Action Employer.

POSITIONS OPEN

FACULTY POSITION IN CELL BIOLOGY
University of Texas Southwestern

Medical Center at Dallas

The Department of Cell Biology at the University
of Texas Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas is
seeking to appoint exceptional scientists in the field
of cell biology and cellular imaging to the position
of ASSISTANT PROFESSOR (tenure track). The
candidates must have a Ph.D. or M.D. and specialize
in research areas at the junction between cell and
molecular biology such as; molecular interactions in
living cells, cellular basis of tissue organization, and
spatial organization of signal transduction. The ex-
cellence of the individual candidate will take prece-
dence over the area of special interest. The successful
candidate will join an internationally recognized cell
biology faculty at a top-rated medical institution and
receive both a competitive salary and an exceptional
startup package. For more information, visit the cell
biology website: http://www8.utsouthwestern.
edu/utsw/cda/dept25128/files/34664.html.
Applicants should e-mail their curriculum vitae,
the names of three references, and a brief descrip-
tion of their research goals to the attention of Dr.
Richard G. W. Anderson at e-mail: cb.recruitment@
utsouthwestern.edu.

The University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center is
an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer. Women
and minority candidates are encouraged to apply.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
FERMENTATION BIOLOGIST

The Department of Animal Sciences at the Ohio
State University is accepting applications for a 12-
month, tenure-track position as a Fermentation Bi-
ologist. The incumbent will be expected to compete
for extramural funding and strengthen the campus-
based teaching curriculum. The Department_s website
is website: http://ansci.osu.edu/. An excellent lab-
oratory and bioreactors are located at the Wooster
campus. Candidates will hold a Ph.D. in the life sci-
ences with an emphasis on microbial population dy-
namics, metabolomics, and (or) chemical processes
regulating biomass conversion of agricultural wastes
in anaerobic systems. Postdoctoral experience is de-
sired. Applicants should send a statement of inter-
est in the position, curriculum vitae, and the names,
postal and e-mail addresses, and telephone numbers
of at least three references who may be contacted to:
Dr. Jeff Firkins, Search Committee Chair, De-
partment of Animal Sciences, 2029 Fyffe Court,
Columbus, OH 43210. Telephone: 614-688-3089;
e-mail: firkins.1@osu.edu.

Ohio State University is an Equal Opportunity, Affir-
mative Action Employer. Women, minorities, Vietnam-era vet-
erans, disabled veterans, and individuals with disabilities are
encouraged to apply. Requires successful completion of a criminal
background check.

TENURE-TRACK FACULTY POSITION
Department of Neurobiology and Anatomy

Wake Forest University
School of Medicine

The Department of Neurobiology and Anatomy
invites applications for a faculty position to join a
dynamic and expanding collaborative research group
investigating how the brain integrates information
from different senses (multisensory integration).
Individuals with interests and skills that would com-
plement and/or expand the current investigations
are strongly encouraged to respond. The position
will be available July 1, 2007. Candidates should
send curriculum vitae, a statement of specific re-
search interest, and three letters of recommendation
to: Search Committee for Multisensory Integra-
tion Position, Department of Neurobiology and
Anatomy, Wake Forest University School of Med-
icine, Winston-Salem, NC 27157-1010. For more
information on the Department and areas of research
emphasis, visit our website at website: http://www.
wfubmc.edu/nba.Wake Forest University School of Med-
icine is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

POSITIONS OPEN

BIOCHEMIST/MOLECULAR BIOLOGIST
Bryn Mawr College

The Department of Biology invites applications
for a tenure-track faculty position in biochemistry/
molecular biology at the rank of ASSISTANT
PROFESSOR. We are searching for an individual
who will thrive in an environment that combines
teaching and research. The successful candidate is
expected to teach at all levels of the curriculum and
establish an externally funded research program that
provides rigorous collaborative research projects for
undergraduates. Candidates with expertise in genomics
and other emerging areas of informatics are encour-
aged to apply. A doctorate and at least one year of
postdoctoral research experience required. Submit cur-
riculum vitae, description of research plans that ad-
dresses the role of undergraduates in your research,
statement of teaching philosophy, and arrange for
three letters of recommendation to be sent by Sep-
tember 15, 2006, to: Chair, Biology Search, Depart-
ment of Biology, Bryn Mawr College, 101 N.
Merion Avenue, Bryn Mawr, PA 19010-2899. (No
electronic submissions please.)

Located in suburban Philadelphia, Bryn Mawr
College is a highly selective liberal arts college for
women who share an intense intellectual commit-
ment, a self-directed and purposeful vision of their
lives, and a desire to make meaningful contributions
to the world. Bryn Mawr comprises an under-
graduate college with 1,200 students, as well as
coeducational graduate schools in some humanities,
sciences, and social work. The College supports
faculty excellence in both teaching and research,
and participates in consortial programs with the
University of Pennsylvania, and Haverford and
Swarthmore Colleges. Bryn Mawr College is an Equal-
Opportunity, Affirmative Action Employer. Minority candi-
dates and women are especially encouraged to apply.

TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY (TTU). The De-
partment of Chemistry and Biochemistry invites ap-
plications for two tenure-track faculty positions at
the ASSISTANT, ASSOCIATE, or PROFESSOR
rank. We anticipate hiring in the broadly defined
areas of materials chemistry or medicinal chemistry.
A Ph.D. is required; postdoctoral experience is pre-
ferred. The successful candidate is expected to have
or develop an independent, well-funded research
program, and have a commitment to excellence in
teaching at the undergraduate and graduate levels.
Online faculty applications must include curriculum
vitae, statement of proposed research (including
startup requirements), statement of teaching philos-
ophy, and names of three individuals who have been
asked to provide letters of recommendation. Letters
of recommendation should be mailed to: Faculty
Search Committee, Texas Tech University, De-
partment of Chemistry and Biochemistry, P.O.
Box 41061, Lubbock TX 79409-1061. Evalua-
tion of applications will begin on October 15, 2006,
and continue until the position is filled. Online Fac-
ulty Registration for requisition numbers 61766 (ma-
terials chemistry) and 61767 (medicinal chemistry)
can be found at website: http://jobs.texastech.edu.
TTU is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution
and actively seeks diversity among its employees.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
The University of Chicago
Department of Chemistry

The Department of Chemistry of the University of
Chicago invites applications from outstanding indi-
viduals for the position of Assistant Professor of
chemistry. This search is in the areas broadly defined
as inorganic, organic, and physical chemistry. Appli-
cants must mail hardcopies of curriculum vitae, a list
of publications, and a succinct outline of their re-
search plans, and arrange for three letters of recom-
mendation to be sent by mail to: Michael D.
Hopkins, Chairman, Department of Chemistry,
The University of Chicago, 5735 S. Ellis Avenue,
Chicago, IL 60637. Review of completed applica-
tions will begin October 1, 2006; to ensure full
consideration, all material should be submitted by
that date.

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
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Biology Department: 
Assistant Professor Conservation Biology – Tenure Track

The Biology Department at St. Lawrence University invites applications for a new tenure-track position 
in Conservation Biology starting fall 2007 at the Assistant Professor level. APh.D. is required and post-
doctoral as well as previous teaching experience, especially in a liberal arts and science environment is 
preferred. We especially welcome applications from candidates who bring diverse cultural and ethnic 
perspectives to the University.

The successful candidate will support a newly proposed major in Conservation Biology and will comple-
ment the disciplinary foci of our current environmentally oriented biologists. Candidates who can help 
bridge our strengths in fi eld and molecular biology are welcome to apply, as are candidates who will do
interdisciplinary work with other faculty on campus whose work addresses environmental issues. St. 
Lawrence has strong, interdisciplinary programs in global studies, environmental studies, and outdoor 
studies; the ability to contribute to these programs will be considered an asset. In particular we seek a 
biologist with demonstrated research activity in biodiversity conservation. 

The successful candidate will be expected to participate in our team-taught sophomore-level fi eld research
methods course, will offer upper-level courses according to interest, expertise, and departmental need,
will participate on a rotational basis in our introductory Biology course, and will contribute to evolving 
interdisciplinary programs in environmental science. St. Lawrence University is committed to providing
meaningful research experiences for undergraduates. Therefore, development of a research program that
easily involves undergraduates will also be expected.

Preference will be given to candidates who have fi eld experience in a broad (including international) range
of habitats and who are dynamic teachers interested in engaging undergraduate students in research.

Interested candidates should submit a letter of application, a curriculum vitae, a statement of teaching 
experience and philosophy that refl ects innovative and progressive pedagogies, a statement of research 
interest, and have three letters of recommendation forwarded to: Dr. Erika Barthelmess, Biology

Department, St. Lawrence University, 23 Romoda Drive, Canton, New York 13617. Applications 
will be reviewed until the position is fi lled.

St. Lawrence University, chartered in 1856, is the oldest coeducational university in New York State. 
Please see the University homepage at http://www.stlawu.edu/ and the Biology Department homepage 
at http://it.stlawu.edu/~biology for more information.

St. Lawrence University is an Affi rmative Action/Equal Employment Opportunity Employer. Women, 
members of minority groups, veterans, and persons with disabilities are encouraged to apply.

Tenure-track Assistant Professor
Department of Chemistry

Tufts University, Department of Chemistry
– is expanding its faculty with a tenure-track 
appointment at the assistant professor level.
We seek candidates who can establish an out-
standing research program at the interface of 
chemistry and biology. The successful candi-
date will join a thriving Ph.D. granting depart-
ment, demonstrate the potential to develop an 
internationally recognized research program
and excel in teaching. Teaching responsibilities
include graduate and undergraduate courses
in organic chemistry and biochemistry. Addi-
tional information about the department can 
be found at http://chem.tufts.edu.

Send CV, a research plan and three letters of 
recommendation to: Faculty Search Com-

mittee, Department of Chemistry, Tufts

University, Medford, MA 02155.Evaluation
of candidates will begin October 15, 2006 and 
continue until the position is fi lled.

Tufts University is an Affi rmative Action/
Equal Opportunity Employer. We are com-

mitted to increasing the diversity of our 
faculty. Applications from women and mem-
bers of underrepresented groups are strongly 

encouraged.

THE UAPhysics 2020 INITIATIVE
EXPERIMENTAL BIOPHYSICS
THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA

As part of the UAPhysics 2020 initiative, the Department of Physics of The University of Arizona is cur-
rently engaged in an aggressive multi-year plan of hiring outstanding new faculty members. Following last 
year’s hires in experimental condensed matter physics/nanoscience and in attoscience, we invite applications
from outstanding candidates for a tenure-track faculty position in 

Experimental Biophysics

to start in the Fall of 2007. The interdisciplinary search committee encourages applications from highly 
qualifi ed candidates from any experimental research area in Biological Physics, broadly interpreted to 
cover topics that include but are not limited to: biomolecular structure, function and dynamics; membranes,
networks, signaling, bio-sensors and devices. A signifi cant start-up package will be provided to the suc-
cessful candidate, who must have a PhD in Physics or a related fi eld and demonstrate outstanding research 
accomplishments and a commitment to excellence in teaching at the undergraduate and graduate levels. 

The new faculty member will join an active interdisciplinary research environment in the College of Science
at The University of Arizona, including the Departments of Molecular and Cellular Biology, the Department 
of Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics, as well as the University BIO5 Institute. 

With a coveted Research I designation, The University of Arizona, ranked 16th nationally in research 
funding amongst state Universities, also hosts world-class programs in astrophysics, planetary sciences, 
optical sciences, applied mathematics, and life sciences. It is located in beautiful Tucson, AZ, a vibrant, 
multicultural city in the heart of the spectacular Southwest, and in one of the fastest growing states of the 
country. It has recently embarked on a series of “Focused Excellence” initiatives aimed at bringing it to 
the absolute highest level of state Universities. 

To be considered for the fi rst round of selection, applications should be received no later than November 

15, 2006. All applications, including a full CV with list of publications, research and teaching statements 
should be submitted online at https://www.uacareertrack.com/. Job # 35661. Also arrange for 3 letters 
of recommendation to be emailed to Dr. Koen Visscher (visscher@physics.arizona.edu). For personal 
inquiries, contact Dr. Koen Visscher, Chair of the Search Committee, or Dr. Pierre Meystre, Physics

Department Head.

As an Equal Opportunity and Affi rmative Action Employer, the University of Arizona recognizes the 
power of a diverse community and encourages applications from individuals with varied experiences 

and backgrounds. The University of Arizona conducts pre-employment screening for all positions, which 
includes verifi cation of academic credentials, licenses, certifi cations, and work history. The University of 

Arizona is an EEO/AA - M/W/D/V Employer. 

Faculty Positions in 
Medicinal Chemistry
College of Pharmacy
University of Arizona

Applications are invited for two tenure track/
tenured faculty positions in medicinal chemistry 
at the Assistant, Associate, or Full Professor rank 
(Job# 35971), depending upon the qualifi cations 
of the successful candidates. We are seeking
medicinal chemists with expertise in the design
and synthesis of molecularly targeted therapeutic 
agents to join our expanding programs in drug
discovery and development. We have a strong
focus on development of anti-cancer drugs but
also encourage applications from individuals with
interests in other areas. Successful candidates are 
expected to develop and/or maintain an indepen-
dent extramurally funded research program and 
to actively participate in teaching in the graduate 
(Ph.D.) and professional (Pharm.D.) education
programs. The Division of Medicinal Chemistry 
is a part of the Department of Pharmacology and 
Toxicology, which is undergoing a period of
dynamic growth in parallel with facilities expan-
sion. Excellent opportunities exist for research col-
laborations and participation in numerous Centers
of Excellence such as the Arizona Cancer Center, 
Bio5 Institute,Center for Toxicology, Sarver Heart
Center and Arizona Respiratory Center. We also 
have strong ties to the drug development efforts 
of the Translational Genomics Research Institute 
located in Phoenix. Applications will be reviewed
beginningOctober 1, 2006 and will continue until
the positions are fi lled. For further information 
and to apply, please go to www.hr.arizona.edu,
Employment, Search Postings, Job # 35971. We
offer excellent benefi ts and competitive salaries.
The University of Arizona is an EEO/AA Employer 
M/W/D/V. 
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POSITIONS OPEN

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF
MICROBIOLOGY

The Oklahoma State University (OSU)Center for
Veterinary Health Sciences (CVHS) is expanding its
research programs in the area of comparative medi-
cine and infectious diseases. A tenure-track position
at the Assistant Professor level is available in the area
of bacterial pathogenesis/immunology. Preference
will be given to individuals whose research focuses
on pathogenic bacteria of human and/or animal im-
portance and whose research programs utilize animal
models to examine molecular mechanisms of patho-
genesis or immune control of bacterial infections.
Responsibilities include development of a strong,
independent research program supported with ex-
tramural funding and participation in the graduate
program. Substantial startup support will be availa-
ble for the successful candidate. Applicants must have
a Ph.D. degree and two years of productive post-
doctoral research training. While not required, per-
sons also holding a D.V.M. degree are encouraged to
apply. OSU CVHS is located in Stillwater, a small city
centered around the University. Stillwater provides
the opportunity for high quality rural and urban liv-
ing, a low cost of living, and excellent public schools.
Interested persons should send an application includ-
ing their curriculum vitae, a description of their re-
search interests and career goals, and names of three
to five references to: Dr. R. Eberle, Microbiology
Search Committee Chair, Department of Veteri-
nary Pathobiology, Room 250 McElroy Hall,
Center for Veterinary Health Sciences, Oklahoma
State University, Stillwater, OK 74078. To ensure
full consideration, applications should be received
by 15 December 2006. OSU is an Equal Opportunity
Employer.

COMPUTATIONAL BIOCHEMIST, SAN
FRANCISCO STATE UNIVERSITY. The De-
partment of Chemistry and Biochemistry invites ap-
plications for a tenure-track faculty position at the
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR level in computational
biochemistry. A successful candidate_s education and
training will be in chemistry, biochemistry, or related
disciplines. Candidates must demonstrate a strong
dedication to teaching and research as well as the
potential to develop a vigorous, externally funded
research program involving undergraduate and M.S.
students. Research interests could include but are
not limited to molecular dynamics, protein model-
ing, and protein folding, or computational strategies
for studying the proteome. We anticipate that the
successful candidate_s research will be primarily com-
putational and will provide opportunities to establish
collaborations with experimental scientists at San
Francisco State University and other academic insti-
tutions and industries in the Bay Area. Applicants
should send curriculum vitae, a summary of research
plans, a statement of teaching philosophy and inter-
ests, and three letters of recommendation electroni-
cally in PDF to e-mail: cmpbioch@sfsu.edu, or by
mail to: Computational Biochemistry Search Com-
mittee, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry,
San Francisco State University, 1600 Holloway
Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94132. Further details
are available at website: http://www.chemistry.sfsu.
edu. Review of applications will begin on October 1,
2006. The University is an Equal Opportunity Employer with a
commitment to diversity and encourages applications from women,
members of all ethnic groups, veterans, and people with disabilities.

BIOLOGY

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, wildlife biology,
tenure-track position at Saint Vincent College begin-
ning August 2007. Teaching responsibilities include
general biology, organismal wildlife biology, nonsci-
ence majors courses, and supervision of senior re-
search projects. Twelve-credit semester load. Ph.D. and
potential for teaching excellence and ongoing research
required. See website: http://www.stvincent.edu/
hr2 for full description and application information.
Saint Vincent College is a Catholic, Benedictine,
liberal arts and sciences college of 1,650 students
near Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

POSITIONS OPEN

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY/MARINE
BIOTECHNOLOGY

University of Mississippi

The Ocean Biotechnology Center and Reposi-
tory (OBCR), National Institute for Undersea Science
and Technology seeks an ASSOCIATE CENTER
DIRECTOR and RESEARCH ASSISTANT/
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR of pharmacognosy.
The research programs of OBCR include marine bio-
technology and drug discovery, and environmental
health and toxicology. The successful candidate will
assist the Director in administering the Center and
Repository and will conduct extramurally funded re-
search in marine biotechnology, preferably using mo-
lecular techniques.

A complete job description is at website: http://
www.baysprings.olemiss.edu. To apply, send a cover
letter outlining research experiences and interests,
curriculum vitae, and contact information for three
references to: Dr. R. C. Highsmith, National Insti-
tute for Undersea Science and Technology, Execu-
tive Director, University of Mississippi Field Station,
15 CR 2078, Abbeville, MS 38601.

Review of applications will begin on September 18,
2006, and continue until the position is filled. For
questions not addressed by this ad or the website,
please call telephone: 662-915-5479.

The University of Mississippi is an Equal Opportunity,
Affirmative Action Employer.

FACULTY POSITION
Biochemistry-Neuroscience

The Department of Biochemistry at the Weill
Medical College of Cornell University invites appli-
cations for a full-time, tenured/tenure-track faculty
position for individuals with research interests at
the interface of neuroscience and biochemistry. All
ranks (ASSISTANT, ASSOCIATE and FULL PRO-
FESSOR) will be considered. The research focus of
suitable candidates is broadly defined and includes
structural, chemical, biochemical, cell biological, and
molecular cellular physiological approaches to fun-
damental problems of relevance to neuroscience and
neurological disease. Interested applicants should for-
ward electronic versions, as Microsoft Word or PDF
files, of (1) a covering letter of application; (2) cur-
riculum vitae; (3) an overview of current and future
research interests; and (4) the names and contact in-
formation of at least three references references to:
The Chair, Search Committee, Biochemistry/
Neuroscience, Weill Medical College of Cornell,
to e-mail: biochem-neuro-search@med.cornell.
edu. Evaluation of applications will commence on
October 15, 2006, and applications will be considered
until the position is filled. Equal Opportunity Employer/
Minorities/Females/Persons with Disabilities/ Veterans.

FACULTY POSITION IN GENETICS
Department of Biological Sciences

Carnegie Mellon University

The Department of Biological Sciences at Carnegie
Mellon seeks to fill a tenure-track position in genetics.
Special consideration will be given to outstanding can-
didates who study neurogenetics of model organisms.
Research areas of current faculty include neurosci-
ence, genetics/molecular biology, cell/developmental
biology, computational biology, and biochemistry/
biophysics. Carnegie Mellon has a long history of
interdisciplinary research with strengths in computa-
tional biology, biological imaging, proteomics, and
robotics. Candidates must have a doctoral degree and
strong research credentials. They will be expected to
develop a strong and innovative research program
and to participate in the undergraduate and graduate
educational programs.

Please send curriculum vitae, statements of research
and teaching interests, and three letters of recommen-
dation to: Dr. A. Javier Lopez, Department of Bio-
logical Sciences, Carnegie Mellon University, 4400
Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213-2683. Review
of applications will begin October 16, 2006. Website:
http://www.cmu.edu/bio. Carnegie Mellon is an Equal
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

POSITIONS OPEN

TENURE-TRACK POSITION
Mammalian Neurobiology or Development

Brandeis University

Brandeis University has an opening for a tenure-
track appointment in the Department of Biology and
the Center for Behavioral Genomics beginning fall
2007. We seek individuals studying mammalian neu-
robiology or development using transgenic approaches
in mice. A focus on developmental neurobiology is
preferred, but mouse geneticists studying any aspect
of neuroscience or developmental biology are encour-
aged to apply. Candidates should have a doctorate as
well as postdoctoral experience. An appointment will
be made at the level of ASSISTANT PROFESSOR,
although a more senior appointment is feasible for
an outstanding candidate with appropriate experi-
ence. First consideration will be given to applications
received by November 13, 2006.

Candidates can submit initial information online at
website: http://www.bio.brandeis.edu/facultySearch/
appForm.php. Applicants should submit curriculum
vitae and research plan, and arrange for three letters
of recommendation to be submitted preferably by
e-mail to e-mail: volencenter@courier.brandeis.edu
or in hardcopy to:

Developmental Biology Search Committee
Department of Biology, MS008

Brandeis University
415 South Street

Waltham, MA 02454-9110

Brandeis University is an Equal Opportunity Employer,
committed to building a culturally diverse intellectual commu-
nity and strongly encourages applications from women and
minorities.

The Department of Biomedical Sciences at the
University of South Alabama (USA) seeks candidates
for a tenure-track faculty position at the ASSISTANT
or ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR level. The USA Bio-
medical Sciences Department offers a B.S. degree and
is responsible for the undergraduate education of stu-
dents interested in pursuing postbaccalaureate study in
medicine, health professions, or basic sciences. Candi-
dates must have a Ph.D., or equivalent, in one of the
biomedical sciences, two years of postdoctoral experi-
ence, and expertise to teach human anatomy. The
successful candidate will also be expected to develop
an active research program and mentor undergraduate
research projects. Review of applications will begin on
October 15, 2006, and will continue until the posi-
tion is filled, with an estimated start date of June 1,
2007. Applications should include a cover letter of
interest, curriculum vitae, and three letters of ref-
erence. The application material should be sent via
regular mail or e-mail to: Dr. Michael P. Spector,
Professor, Department of Biomedical Sciences,
UCOM 6000, University of South Alabama,
Mobile, AL 36688-0002 or e-mail: mspector@
usouthal.edu. Website: http://www.southalabama.
edu/alliedhealth/biomedical. Affirmative Action/Equal
Employment Opportunity/Minorities/Females/Persons with
Disabilities.

The Department of Applied Health Science at
Wheaton College (Illinois) is searching for a DE-
PARTMENT CHAIRPERSON at the ASSO-
CIATE PROFESSOR or PROFESSOR level. This
is a full-time, tenure-track appointment beginning
August of 2007. Applicants must have expertise in
the areas of exercise physiology/biochemistry, and/or
cardiovascular physiology. The Department is focused
on human health and lifestyle.

Applicants should send curriculum vitae and a de-
scription of teaching philosophy and research in-
terests to: Dr. David Ianuzzo, Chair; Applied Health
Science; Wheaton College; 501 College Avenue;
Wheaton, IL 60187. Additional application mate-
rials will be sent to eligible candidates.

Wheaton College is an evangelical protestant Christian lib-
eral arts college whose faculty members affirm a Statement of
Faith and the moral and lifestyle expectations of our Com-
munity Covenant. The College complies with federal and state
guidelines of nondiscrimination in employment; women and
minorities are encouraged to apply.
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Assistant/Associate Professor
Department of Neurobiology

Harvard Medical School

The Department of Neurobiology invites appli-
cations for a tenure track position with a rank
of assistant or associate professor, depending
on experience. We seek an outstanding scientist 
addressing fundamental questions of neurosci-
ence with a central focus on molecular or genetic 
mechanisms. 

This position offers outstanding scholarly and sci-
entifi c resources in a collegial and collaborative 
department with strong ties to related departments 
throughout Harvard University, the Harvard-affi li-
ated teaching hospitals, and the Boston neurosci-
ence community. The position provides the oppor-
tunity to join a growing coalition of researchers at 
Harvard Medical School interested in molecular 
and quantitative approaches to neuroscience and 
systems biology. 

The position also offers the opportunity to teach 
exceptional graduate and medical students with 
strong interests in neuroscience and related fi elds. 
Candidates must have a Ph.D., M.D. or equivalent
graduate degree. 

Applicants should send a C.V., a 1-page summary 
of research contributions, and a 1-page description
of plans for future work by December 6, 2006.
Applicants should arrange to have 3-5 letters of 
recommendation sent to the search committee.
Send all materials to: Molecular Neuroscience 

Search Committee, Department of Neurobiol-

ogy, Harvard Medical School, 220 Longwood

Ave., Boston,MA 02115.

http://neuro.med.harvard.edu/site/index.html

Harvard University 
FAS Center for Systems Biology

Faculty Positions 

The Faculty of Arts and Sciences (FAS) at Harvard University is creating a Center to bring together 
scientists involved in research on systems biology, broadly defi ned as the study of how complex 
properties arise in biological systems from the interactions of component parts. We envision hiring 
faculty working in the following areas: (a) analysis of the emergent properties of biological systems; 
(b) synthetic biology and bioengineering; (c) technology development for biology; and (d) compu-
tational biology and theory. The FAS Center for Systems Biology (http://sysbio.harvard.edu/csb) 
will foster interactions across disciplinary boundaries, with faculty from a spectrum of academic 
departments and the Bauer Fellows housed in common research space. This effort will work in close 
collaboration with the Department of Systems Biology at Harvard Medical School to build a campus-
wide community of faculty, postdoctoral fellows, and students working on systems biology. 

We expect to make as many as ten new appointments over the next few years. Each new faculty 
member will hold an academic appointment in a participating department, such as Molecular and 
Cellular Biology, Organismic and Evolutionary Biology, Physics, Chemistry and Chemical Biology, 
or the Division of Engineering and Applied Sciences (which includes Applied Mathematics and 
Computer Science). Appointments in relevant Medical School Departments such as the Department 
of Systems Biology are also possible. Links to other resources at Harvard including the Bauer Core 
Resource, the Center for Nanoscale Systems, the Broad Institute, and the Center for Brain Science 
will provide facilities and opportunities for collaborative research and technology development. 

We are particularly interested in applications for faculty positions at the rank of assistant profes-
sor (tenure track), but will consider exceptional candidates at other ranks. Applications are due by 
December 15, 2006. Please submit a curriculum vitae, research proposal (<5 pages), summary of 
previous research accomplishments (<2 pages), copies of 1-3 publications, and 3 letters of recom-
mendation by email to sysbio_search@lsdiv.harvard.edu. All fi les must be submitted electronically
in pdf or Word format. 

Applications from, or nominations of, women and minority candidates are encouraged. 
Harvard is an Affi rmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

CHAIR, DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY

Towson University invites applications for the position of Chair of

the Department of Chemistry at the rank of full Professor. The

Department of Chemistry, at Towson University, is a growing ACS

accredited department, offering undergraduate degrees in

Chemistry, Forensic Chemistry and Medicinal Chemistry and new

Masters degrees in Forensic Science and Chemical Education. The

department also supports interdisciplinary programs in

Environmental Science and Molecular Biology/Bioinformatics/

Biochemistry. The department currently has 16 tenured and tenure

track faculty, 6 staff, and approximately 200 Chemistry and

Forensic Chemistry majors. Towson University is Maryland’s

Metropolitan University, enrolling 19,000 students on its attractive

campus in suburban Baltimore. Candidates must have a Ph.D. in

chemistry or a closely related area, and possess excellent leadership,

administrative and interpersonal skills, have exemplary professional
and research accomplishments, and the ability to attract external
funding. The department chair will provide dynamic leadership
and promote the department mission within the University.

Applicants should send curriculum vitae, a statement on the role of

the Department Chair, a research plan and the names and addresses

of three references to Dr. David Larkin, Chair, Chemistry Chair

Search Committee, Office of the Dean, The Jess and Mildred Fisher

College of Science and Mathematics, Towson University, 8000 York

Road, Towson, MD 21252. Review of applications will begin on

September 29, 2006 and continue until the position is filled.

Towson University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and has a strong

Institutional commitment to diversity. Women, minorities, persons with

disabilities and veterans are encouraged to apply.

Two Faculty Positions: 
Genetics and Evolutionary Ecology

Department of Biological Sciences and 
Roy J. Carver Center for Comparative Genomics

The University of Iowa

Applications are invited for two tenure-track positions at the Assistant Pro-
fessor level beginning fall 2007: 1. GENETICS: We are seeking candidates 
who are addressing fundamental problems in genetics at the molecular and/or 
developmental level. Areas of particular interest include but are not limited
to the molecular basis of chromosome behavior, regulation and gene expres-
sion. 2. EVOLUTIONARY ECOLOGY: We are seeking candidates who 
are addressing fundamental problems at the interfaces of ecology, evolution,
and genetics using molecular/genomic approaches. Areas of particular interest 
include but are not limited to environmentally relevant phenotypic variation,
speciation, species interactions, and the evolution of sex.

The department has seen signifi cant growth over the last fi ve years, including 
establishment of the Roy J. Carver Center for Comparative Genomics, and 
additional growth is anticipated during the next fi ve years. Additionally, the 
department has a tradition of supporting the career development of its assistant 
professors. To obtain information about the department and its faculty, visit 
www.biology.uiowa.edu. To learn more about the Center for Comparative
Genomics, visit www.biology.uiowa.edu/ccg.

Successful candidates should have post-doctoral experience, a recognized record
of accomplishment as refl ected in publications in leading journals, evidence of 
ability to establish and maintain an extramurally funded research program, and 
excellent teaching skills. The Department of Biological Sciences is located in 
recently renovated space and provides competitive salaries and benefi ts along 
with strong infrastructure support for research. Applicants should submit a
curriculum vitae, statement of research objectives and teaching interests,

selected reprints, and the names of three references to: Genetics or Evolution-
ary Ecology Faculty Search Committee c/oMs. Becky Birch, Department

of Biological Sciences, 143 Biology Building, TheUniversity of Iowa, Iowa

City, Iowa 52242-1324. Formal screening of applications will begin November
1, 2006 and continue until the position is fi lled. TheUniversity of Iowa is a large
public university in a friendly, culturally diverse community and an Affi rmative 

Action/Equal Opportunity Employer. Increasing gender and ethnic diversity
of faculty and students at the University of Iowa is a major goal; women and
underrepresented minorities are strongly encouraged to apply.
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POSITIONS OPEN

HUMANNUTRITIONAL BIOCHEMISTRY OR
METABOLISM

University of Wisconsin, Madison

The Department of Nutritional Sciences invites ap-
plications for a tenure-track ASSISTANT PROFES-
SORSHIP. The successful candidate will develop a
nationally competitive, independent research program
relevant to nutrition or metabolism. Research areas
may include, among others: metabolic syndrome, ge-
netic modifiers of disease, micronutrients and health,
gastrointestinal function, metabolic disorders, or tox-
icology and endocrine disruptors. Preference will be
given to integrative research involving human or
clinical studies, animal models of human disease, or
biomolecular mechanisms of nutrient-related disease.
Research may incorporate biochemical, physiological,
metabolomic, or genomic approaches. The applicant
will contribute to advanced undergraduate and grad-
uate teaching, and to Departmental and University
service. University of Wisconsin (UW), Madison, of-
fers competitive startup funding and benefits pack-
ages. Madison is renowned for a high quality of living
and attractive cultural and outdoor opportunities.
Send applications, including a cover letter, curriculum
vitae, and statement of research accomplishments and
interests, and arrange for three letters of reference to
be sent to: Professor Susan Smith, Search Commit-
tee Chair, Department Nutritional Sciences, Uni-
versity of Wisconsin-Madison, 1415 Linden Drive,
Madison, WI 53706. Respond by November 30,
2006, to ensure full consideration.UW-Madison is an
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

TENURE-TRACK POSITION, ORGANIC
CHEMISTRY, beginning fall 2007. The Chemistry
Department at Lawrence University, a liberal arts col-
lege dedicated to excellence in undergraduate edu-
cation, seeks an outstanding teacher who will develop
a lively research program involving undergraduates.
We anticipate hiring at the ASSISTANT PROFES-
SOR level, but will consider an appointment at the
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR level. The Department
offers a major in chemistry as well as an interdiscipli-
nary major involving chemistry and any of the other
natural sciences. Teaching for this position includes
courses in organic chemistry at the intermediate and
advanced levels, introductory chemistry, other special
topics of interest, and freshman studies, a college-
wide first-year program. Ph.D. in organic chemistry
required; significant postdoctoral research and/or
teaching preferred. Send curriculum vitae, teaching
philosophy, and research plans, and have undergrad-
uate and graduate transcripts and three letters of rec-
ommendation sent to: Chemistry Search Committee,
Department of Chemistry, Lawrence University,
Appleton, WI 54912-0599. Review of applications
will begin October 15, 2006, and continue until the
position is filled. Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity
Employer.

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

The Department of the Geophysical Sciences at
the University of Chicago seeks applications for
one or more TENURE-TRACK FACULTY PO-
SITIONS. We are interested in scientists who study
fundamental processes governing the state and evo-
lution of the Earth and planets and their climates on all
temporal scales. This includes, but is by no means lim-
ited to: mantle and crustal chemistry and dynamics;
tectonics; atmospheric physics and dynamics; and in-
teractions among the core, mantle, crust, oceans, at-
mosphere, and biosphere. Appointments will be at
the level of ASSISTANT PROFESSOR except in ex-
traordinary cases. Candidates must have completed the
Ph.D. prior to appointment. Please send curriculum
vitae, statement of research and teaching interests, and
contact information for three or more references to:
Michael Foote, Chair; Department of the Geo-
physical Sciences; The University of Chicago; 5734
South Ellis Avenue; Chicago, IL 60637 U.S.A.
Consideration of applications will begin October 1,
2006. The University of Chicago is an Affirmative Action/Equal
Opportunity Employer.

POSITIONS OPEN

The Pioneer Valley Life Sciences Institute (PVLSI)
seeks to fill two FACULTY POSITIONS (rank
open) with investigators who study metabolic regu-
lation/diabetes. We welcome a variety of experimen-
tal approaches including physiology, genetics, and
molecular biology. Expertise in mitochondria, cell
death, or thermoregulation particularly welcomed.
Successful candidates will have a Ph.D. and/or M.D.,
significant postdoctoral experience, and depending
on rank, a record of developing and maintaining an
independent, extramurally funded research program.

The PVLSI (website:http://www.PVLSI.org)
is a newly built and well-equipped facility that is
jointly owned by Baystate Health System (website:
http://www.Baystatehealth.com), one of the
largest teaching hospitals in New England, and the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst (website:
http://www.UMass.edu), the flagship campus of
the University of Massachusetts system. Researchers
will have the opportunity to collaborate with a large
and interactive community of Physicians, Scientists,
and Engineers from the PVLSI and the parent
organizations. Applicants should submit curriculum
vitae, statement of research plans, and three letters of
reference to: Dr. Lawrence Schwartz, PVLSI,
3601 Main Street Springfield, MA 01199, or via
e-mail to e-mail: lawrence.schwartz@bhs.org (PDF
format preferred). The PVLSI is an Equal Opportunity/
Affirmative Action Employer.

TENURE-TRACK POSITION
Theoretical/Computational Neuroscience

Brandeis University

Brandeis University seeks THEORETICAL/
COMPUTATIONAL NEUROSCIENTIST. Can-
didates should have a Ph.D. in math, physics, computer
science, engineering, biophysics, cognitive science,
neuroscience, or other related discipline and post-
doctoral experience relevant to modeling problems
in neuroscience. We anticipate making an appoint-
ment at the ASSISTANT PROFESSOR level, but
under exceptional circumstances a more senior level
appointment is possible. First priority will be given to
applications received by October 30, 2006. Candi-
dates can submit initial information online at website:
http://www.bio.brandeis.edu/facultySearch/
appFormCN.php. Applicants should submit cur-
riculum vitae, list of publications, brief statements
of research and teaching interests, and arrange for
three letters of reference to be submitted preferably
by e-mail to e-mail: volencenter@courier.brandeis.
edu or in hardcopy to:

Computational Neuroscience Search Committee
Volen National Center for Complex

Systems – MS013
Brandeis University
415 South Street

Waltham, MA 02454-9110

Brandeis University is an Equal Opportunity Employer,
committed to building a culturally diverse intellectual commu-
nity and strongly encourages applications from women and
minorities.

The Department of Biology at Valdosta State Uni-
versity in Valdosta, Georgia, is seeking applications
for a tenure-track faculty position in mycology at
the ASSISTANT PROFESSOR level to begin in
August 2007. The successful candidate will teach ma-
jors and nonmajors introductory biology courses, my-
cology, and other courses in the candidate_s area of
expertise. Review of complete applications will begin
October 13, 2006, and continue until the position is
filled. For full job description and application details
visit our website: http://services.valdosta.edu/
databases/jobs/. Valdosta State University is an Equal
Opportunity Education Institution.

POSITIONS OPEN

ASSISTANT PROFESSORSHIP
Microbiology

The Department of Biology (website: http://
www.ecu.edu/biology) at East Carolina University
invites applications for a tenure-track Assistant Profes-
sorship in microbiology. Special consideration will
be given to applicants who are broadly trained and
utilize molecular approaches to resolve problems in
microbial ecology or evolution. Applicants should
have a Ph.D. and postdoctoral research experience.
The successful candidate is expected to teach an under-
graduate course in microbiology and a graduate course
of choice, and to maintain a strong, externally funded
research program. The Department offers B.S. de-
grees in biology and in biochemistry; M.S. degrees in
biology and molecular biology and biotechnology;
and participates in two Ph.D. programs: Interdis-
ciplinary Doctoral Program in Biological Sciences and
Coastal Resources Management. Departmental fa-
cilities include centers for DNA sequencing, electron
microscopy, and environmental chemistry. Review of
applications begins 10 October 2006. Applicants must
complete a candidate profile and submit a cover letter,
curriculum vitae, statements of research and teach-
ing, and names and contact information for three
references online at website: http://www.jobs.ecu.
edu. For further information, e-mail Robert R.
Christian, e-mail: christianr@mail.ecu.edu.

East Carolina University is an Equal Opportunity/Affir-
mative Action Employer that accommodates individuals with
disabilities. Individuals requesting a disability accommodation
should call the ECU Office Disability Support Services at
telephone: 252-737-1016 (voice/TTY/relay). Proper docu-
mentation of identity and employability are required at the time
of employment. Official transcript required upon employment.

TENURE-TRACK FACULTY
EUKARYOTIC MOLECULAR BIOLOGIST

The Department of Biology at California State
University, San Bernardino, invites applications for a
tenure-track position at the rank of ASSISTANT
PROFESSOR in the area of eukaryotic molecular
biology. The successful applicant will develop an in-
dependent research program using plant or animal
models, and is expected to excel in teaching core
courses related to molecular and cell biology at the
undergraduate and M.S. levels. Candidates must have
a record of published research and show potential
for developing and sustaining an independent, ex-
ternally funded research program involving both
undergraduate and M.S. students. Candidates must
have a Ph.D. in the biological sciences; postdoctoral
experience is desirable. Application deadline is No-
vember 30, 2006, or until position is filled. Submit
curriculum vitae, statement of research accomplish-
ments and goals, statement of teaching philosophy,
and three letters of reference to: Dr. David Polcyn,
Chair, Department of Biology, Attn: Eukaryotic
Molecular Biology Search, California State Uni-
versity, 5500 University Parkway San Bernardino,
CA 92407. Telephone: 909-537-5305. E-mail:
dpolcyn@csusb.edu. Website: http://biology.csusb.
edu.

PROVIDENCE COLLEGE

ASSISTANT PROFESSOROF BIOLOGY. Ap-
plications are invited for a tenure-track position in
plant biology at Providence College beginning Sep-
tember 2007. Applicants are required to have a Ph.D.
(postdoctoral experience preferred) and a sustain-
able research program that will include undergrad-
uates. For more details, please visit the website at
website: http://www.providence.edu/AboutþPC/
EmploymentþOpportunities/Biology.htmb.

Applicants should submit curriculum vitae, tran-
scripts, a statement of teaching philosophy and
research interests, and three letters of recommen-
dation by October 16, 2006, to: Dr. C. B. Wood,
Chair, Biology Department, Providence College,
Providence, RI 02918-0001. Providence College
is a Roman Catholic, four-year, liberal arts college
conducted under the auspices of the Dominican Friars
and seeks candidates who can affirm and contribute
to its mission. An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity
Employer, the College especially encourages the applications of
women and persons of color.
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FACULTY POSITION

MEMBRANE TRAFFICKING IN NEUROSCIENCE

THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

CARVER COLLEGE OF MEDICINE

The Department of Molecular Physiology and Biophysics is seeking out-
standing candidates for a tenure track position at the rank of Assistant 
Professor or higher. Successful candidates are expected to develop an 
extramurally funded, high quality and independent research program.
We are particularly interested in individuals who would complement
existing strengths in basic research related to membrane traffi cking in 
neuroscience. 

Candidates should have a Ph.D. or M.D. degree, at least two years of 
relevant postdoctoral training and a strong record of research accomplish-
ment. Substantial startup funds for equipment, personnel support and sup-
plies are available. The University of Iowa is located on the rolling hills 
along the Iowa River in Iowa City, an affordable university community 
with many cultural and recreational amenities. 

Applicants are asked to submit curriculum vitae, a one page summary 
of research accomplishments, a one page description of future plans and 
copies of major publications. Applicants should arrange to have three 
letters of recommendation sent to the search committee. Review of appli-
cations will begin October 1, 2006. Send all materials to:

Dr. Kevin P. Campbell, Chair

Department of Molecular Physiology and Biophysics

Roy J. and LucilleA. Carver College of Medicine

The University of Iowa

5-660 Bowen Science Building

Iowa City, IA 52242

http://www.physiology.uiowa.edu/

Electronic applications may be sent to:
physiology-recruitment@uiowa.edu

The University of Iowa is an Equal Opportunity/Affi rmative Action 
Employer. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.

T
he University of Nebraska–Lincoln seeks applicants for two tenure-track faculty positions (open
rank) as part of a campus-wide Water Resources Research Initiative, which integrates activities
in natural and social sciences, policy, and law (faculty positions in water law, aquatic chemistry,

river ecology, environmental economics, climate modeling, and surface hydrology were filled in�
2005). We seek highly motivated individuals who are willing to take an active role in promoting�
research, education, and interdisciplinary interactions associated with the Initiative. Candidates are
expected to have a Ph.D. (or equivalent terminal degree) and an established or emerging research�
program of national to international prominence. We are seeking individuals in two areas:�

1. Water Policy — State, regional, federal, and/or international policies that guide water�
resources management, including behavioral, economic, legal, political, psychological, or
sociological aspects.

2. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in Water Resources — Application of
spatial information technology to water resources engineering and management, particularly�
the integration of GIS, engineering science, computing technology, and mathematical�
modeling.

To be considered for this position go to http://employment.unl.edu, requisition # 060480 (policy) or�
060384 (GIS), complete the Faculty/Academic Administrative Information Form, and attach a letter of�
application, vita, description of research and teaching interests, and the names of at least three references.
Questions regarding the positions can be directed to Kyle Hoagland, Director, Water Center,
University of Nebraska–Lincoln, (khoagland@unl.edu, 402-472-3305). Consideration�
of candidates will begin on October 16, 2006 and continue until the positions are filled. More�
detailed job descriptions are available on the web at http://wrri.unl.edu/. Further information�
about the university is available on the web at http://www.unl.edu/unlpub/2004unltoday.shtml

Hydrologic Cycle
and Its Societal Dimensions
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA–LINCOLN

The University of Nebraska is committed to a pluralistic campus community through affirmative action and

equal opportunity and is responsive to the needs of dual career couples. We assure reasonable accommodation

under the Americans with Disabilities Act; contact Kyle Hoagland at 402-472-3305 for assistance.

Center for Learning and Memory
Institute for Neuroscience

The University of Texas at Austin

The Center for Learning and Memory at the University of Texas at Austin invites
applications for a number of tenure track faculty positions at the Assistant, 
Associate, and Full Professor levels. While the fi eld of interest is open, we 
are particularly interested in candidates using genetic, molecular and cellular 
approaches to investigate plasticity, learning, and memory in mammals. Suc-
cessful candidates will join an expanding and vibrant academic environment 
and will be expected to develop and maintain an active research program.
Academic appointments will be made in the appropriate academic unit within 
the College of Natural Sciences, College of Arts and Sciences, School of Phar-
macy, or School of Engineering. The positions will include highly competitive 
salary and start-up packages. 

The University of Texas in Austin is involved in a major expansion of the 
Institute for Neuroscience, building upon a strong faculty base in Neurobiology, 
Psychology, Pharmacy, Computer Science, Integrative Biology, Biomedical 
Engineering, Physics, Chemistry, and the Institute of Cell and Molecular
Biology. Successful candidates will have their laboratories in the new Neural 
and Molecular Sciences Building located in the heart of the beautiful UT
campus. 

Austin is located in the Texas hill country and is widely recognized as one of 
America’s most beautiful and livable cities. www.austintexas.org/home/ and 
www.ci.austin.tx.us/library/ea_index.htm.

Please send curriculum vitae, summary of research interests, and names of 
fi ve references to:

Dr. Daniel Johnston, Director

Center for Learning and Memory

Institute for Neuroscience

The University of Texas at Austin

1 University Station, C7000 

Austin, TX 78712-0805

Homepage: http://clm.utexas.edu/

The University of Texas at Austin is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Quali-
fi ed women and minorities are encouraged to apply; 

a background check will be conducted on applicants selected

FACULTY POSITION

YALE UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF MOLECULAR BIO-

PHYSICS AND BIOCHEMISTRY

The Department of Molecular Biophysics
and Biochemistry at Yale University seeks
applicants for a faculty appointment in the
fi eld of Cryo-Electron Microscopy at either 
the junior or senior level. Primarily, we seek 
to make an appointment at the Professor
level, however more junior candidates will
also be considered. Candidates are expected 
to contribute to the department’s teaching
program at the undergraduate and graduate
levels. Our department, which is located in 
both the Faculty of Arts and Sciences and the 
School of Medicine of the University, spans a
broad range of areas including biochemistry, 
biophysical chemistry, structural biology, 
molecular biology and molecular genetics. 

Applications should include a curriculum
vita, a statement of research interests, three 
letters of reference, and reprints or preprints. 
Completed applications should be sent to:
Search Chair, Faculty Search Committee, 

Department of Molecular Biophysics and 

Biochemistry, Yale University, 260 Whit-

ney Avenue, P.O. Box 208114, New Haven, 

Connecticut 06520-8114; Telephone: (203) 

432-5593.

Application Deadline: October 31, 2006

Yale is an Affi rmative Action/Equal 
Opportunity Employer. Women and 

minorities are strongly encouraged to apply.
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FACULTY POSITION

BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT 

BOSTON COLLEGE

We invite applications for a tenure-track faculty position in the Boston 
College Biology Department. This search is open to candidates at the 
level of ASSISTANT,  ASSOCIATE, or FULL PROFESSOR. The 
university provides extremely competitive start-up funds and research 
space with the expectation that the successful candidate will estab-
lish, or bring to the university, a vigorous, externally funded research 
program.

We seek a colleague whose research will mesh with that of one or more 
current faculty members with interests in molecular and cell biology,
developmental biology, genetics and genomics, signal transduction,
and metabolism (details available at http://www.bc.edu/biology).
Preference will be given to colleagues whose programs could enhance 
growing collaborations that involve the Biology, Chemistry,Physics, and
Psychology departments at Boston College. In addition to developing 
an active research program, the successful candidate will be expected to
train graduate students, and to participate in the teaching mission of the 
department. This appointment will begin on or after July 1, 2007.

Applicants should submit a curriculum vitae and a statement of present 
and future research plans, and arrange to have three letters of refer-
ence sent to: Biology Search Committee, Boston College Biology

Department, 140 Commonwealth Avenue, Higgins Hall, Chestnut

Hill,MA 02467.

Applications should be received by November 1, 2006 to assure full 
consideration. Review of applications will continue until the position 
is fi lled. 

Boston College is an Affi rmative Action, Equal Opportunity 
Employer. Women and minority candidates are especially 

encouraged to apply.

SANTA FE INSTITUTE RESIDENT FACULTY SEARCH

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS AND APPLICATIONS

The Santa Fe Institute (SFI) seeks nominations and

applications for resident faculty positions at all academic

levels. Full-time appointments are of highest priority,

although part-time and sabbatical appointments are welcome.

SFI is a unique, internationally renowned research environment dedicated

to advancing the frontiers of scientific research on questions that transcend

traditional disciplinary boundaries, many which typically involve

fundamental questions in the emerging science of complex systems. As

such, we are open to applicants from all scientific fields.

The Institute serves as a research hub populated by 20-50 researchers in

residence, including faculty, postdoctoral fellows, graduate students, and

visitors, closely integrated with a large off-campus network of external
faculty, researchers, corporate affiliates, and a vigorous visitors program.

We seek individuals with outstanding academic credentials in their own

fields, who are also broad thinkers, are creative, catalytic, and risk-taking

and who are looking to break new ground in addressing some of science

and society’s most challenging problems.

Resident faculty positions at SFI are based on renewable 3-5 year terms.

Positions involve no formal teaching and come with generous funds for

travel, visitors, meetings, and non-laboratory equipment.

Candidates should have a Ph.D. with a strong record of excellence, both in

depth and breadth. Applications are welcome from candidates in any

country. Women and minorities are especially encouraged to apply.
Successful foreign applicants must acquire an acceptable visa (usually a J-1)

as a condition of employment.

APPLICATION REQUIREMENT: All application materials should be submitted

electronically according to the instructions on the SFI Website: http://

www.santafe.edu/rfs06.html. For further information, e-mail
residentfacultysearch@santafe.edu.

SFI is an equal opportunity employer.

University of California, Berkeley

Berkeley Nanosciences and Nanoengineering Institute

Assistant Professor Position in Nanoscale Science 
and Engineering

The University of California, Berkeley solicits applications for a tenure track
position of Assistant Professor beginning in the Fall of 2007. Creative and 
energetic candidates who have demonstrated extraordinary accomplishment
and promise in research and teaching are specifi cally sought in the fi elds at 
the intersection of nanoscience, nanotechnology, and the biological sciences. 
Examples include but are not limited to the use of nanostructured materials 
for detection, imaging and manipulation of biomolecules in living systems, 
the engineering of biological systems for applications in energy research, 
cellular and molecular imaging, nanodevices and soft interface nanoscience 
in biology. Applications toward studies of physiological systems and disease
are particularly encouraged. This faculty search will be conducted under 
the auspices of the Berkeley Nanosciences and Nanoengineering Institute, 
with participation from the Departments of Physics, Chemistry, Materials 
Science and Engineering, Molecular and Cell Biology, Bioengineering, and 
Mechanical Engineering. Successful candidates will have the potential to 
interact with scientists and engineers across a wide spectrum of disciplines, 
and to help develop the new interdisciplinary initiative in nanoscale science 
and engineering. Applicants should send a complete Curriculum Vitae, a 
selection (fi ve or less) of publication reprints or preprints in press, a brief 
statement of future research plans and teaching interests, and the names of 
at least three references to the address below. Applicants should request that 
their references forward letters to the same address. Such letters will not be 
requested directly by the department or the committee. UC Berkeley’s State-
ment of Confi dentiality can be found at http://apo.chance.berkeley.edu/
evalltr.html.

Applications should be sent to: Chair, Faculty Recruitment Committee;

Berkeley Nanosciences and Nanoengineering Institute, Department of

Chemistry, Berkeley, CA 94720-1460. The deadline for receipt of applica-
tions, including references, is December 1, 2006. Application review will 
begin November 1, 2006.

The University of California is an Equal Opportunity/
Affi rmative Action Employer.

Faculty Position in Virology

The University of Texas Medical Branch (UTMB) at Galveston
seeks a Virologist (MD and/or PhD) for tenure-track faculty 
position at the rank of Assistant, Associate or Full Professor. 
Candidates with proven abilities in research relating to the
molecular biology of infl uenza viruses and negative strand
RNA viruses, including demonstrated success in competing
for research funding and a strong publication record, are
encouraged to apply. 

UTMB, as home to the NIAID-supported Western Regional 
Center of Excellence in Biodefense and Emerging Infectious 
Diseases and the Galveston National Laboratory offers the
successful candidate outstanding opportunities for collabora-
tions with over 150 scientists focusing on infectious disease/
immunology research, unique BSL-3 and BSL-4 containment 
laboratories, and a broad array of state-of-the-art research core 
facilities. 

Interested candidates should send a C.V., outline of research 
interests and names of four references electronically to
Virology.micro@utmb.edu or mail to:

Virology Search Committee
UTMB

301 University Blvd
Galveston, TX, 77555-1019 
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BEHAVIORAL ECOLOGIST
College of Science and Mathematics 

at Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo

The Biological Sciences Department within the College of Science
and Mathematics at Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, California is seeking a 
Behavioral Ecologist with expertise and training in Evolutionary Biol-
ogy for a full-time, academic year, tenure-track position at the assistant 
professor rank beginning September 2007. Teaching responsibilities may
include Animal Behavior, Behavioral Ecology, Evolution, Introductory 
Biology, a graduate level course in Population Biology, and other courses
as appropriate to background and training. The successful candidate 
must have a strong commitment to undergraduate teaching, curricu-
lum development, and implementation of a student-centered research 
program. Ph.D. in related fi eld required at time of hiring. Postdoctoral 
or equivalent experience is desirable. Salary is commensurate with
qualifi cations and experience.

To apply, visit WWW.CALPOLYJOBS.ORG, complete a required 
online faculty application and submit to Requisition #101038; attach 
your curriculum vitae, statement of teaching philosophy, and statement 
of professional goals. Also mail a hard copy of the above noted docu-
ments and arrange to have offi cial graduate transcripts, and three letters 
of recommendation sent to:

Dr. Michael Yoshimura, Chair

Biological Sciences Department

California Polytechnic State University

San Luis Obispo, CA 93407-0401

Review of applications will begin October 13, 2006. Applicants are 
strongly encouraged to have all materials submitted by October 13, 2006;
applications received after this date may be considered. For questions, 
contact the Biological Sciences Department at (805) 756-5242.

Cal Poly is strongly committed to achieving excellence through 
cultural diversity. The university actively encourages applications 

and nominations of all qualifi ed individuals. EEO.

FACULTY POSITIONS IN

DEPARTMENT OF CELL BIOLOGY
The Department of Cell Biology at Duke University Medical Center
invites applications for several tenure-track positions. Candidates must have a
strong record of achievement and a well-formulated and innovative research
plan. Most positions will be at the Assistant Professor level, but outstanding 
candidates at other levels will be considered. 

Preference will be given to areas that complement existing strengths in
molecular cell biology, signaling, and development (www.cellbio.duke.edu). 
Other areas of particular interest include cell biology of the nucleus, cell
polarity, and use of zebrafish as a model system. The Department is in a major 
expansion phase and successful applicants will enjoy newly renovated space
and a stimulating and supportive research environment.

Please include CV, brief summary of past and future research, and reprints
of recent papers, and arrange for three letters of support to be sent directly
to: Dr. Brigid LM Hogan, Chair, Department of Cell Biology, Room
388C, Nanaline H. Duke Building, Box 3709, Duke University
Medical Center, Durham, NC 27710. Applications will be considered
as they are received up to November 30, 2006. Duke University Is An Equal 
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

Faculty Positions in 
Cancer Biology & Genetics

Applications are invited for tenure-track faculty positions in the Cancer Biology and
Genetics Program of the Sloan-Kettering Institute, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer
Center. (http://www.mskcc.org/mskcc/html/15422.cfm). The new faculty members
will join an interactive, interdisciplinary community of scientists and clinicians at the
Center, which offers an outstanding basic and translational research environment
within expanded state-of-the-art research facilities.  Faculty will be eligible to hold
graduate school appointments in the newly established Gerstner Sloan-Kettering
Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences, as well as the Weill/SKI Graduate School
of Medical Sciences of Cornell University.

Successful candidates will carry out independent research on the genesis,
progression, prognosis, prevention and treatment of cancer that synergize with
ongoing efforts at the Center.  Areas of special interest are, but not limited to:
tumor-host microenvironment, metastasis, angiogenesis, stem cells in cancer,
genetics/epidemiology, and animal models of cancer.  

Cancer Biology & Genetics Faculty 
Robert Benezra, PhD - Angiogenesis/Differentiation

Eric Holland, MD/PhD - Glioma Mouse Models
Anna Kenney, PhD - Neural Stem Cells/Brain Tumors

Robert Klein, PhD – Cancer Genetics 

Johanna Joyce, PhD - Tumor Microenvironment

Joan Massague, PhD - Cell Regulation/Metastasis
Pier Paolo Pandolfi, MD/PhD -Molecular Genetics of Cancer
Harold Varmus, MD -Molecular Mechanisms of Oncogenesis
Hans-Guido Wendel, MD – Genetic Basis for Drug Resistance

Candidates should e-mail their application, preferably in PDF format, to
cancerbio@mskcc.org by November 1, 2006. The application should include a
Curriculum Vitae, a description of past research, a description of proposed research, and
copies of three representative publications.  Candidates should arrange to have three
signed letters of reference sent by email to cancerbio@mskcc.org or regular mail to Joan
Massagué, Ph.D, c/o Maria Beckles, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, 1275 York
Avenue, Box 494, New York, NY, 10021. The letters should arrive by November 1, 2006.
Inquiries may be sent to Maria Beckles at becklesm@mskcc.org. EOE/AA.

Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center
The Best Cancer Care. Anywhere.

www.mskcc.org

U N I V E R S I T Y O F C A L I F O R N I A S A N F R A N C I S C O

S Y S T E M S B I O L O G Y

The California Institute for Quantitative Biomedical Research (QB3) at UCSF seeks 
candidates for multiple tenure track faculty positions at the Assistant Professor level. 
We seek exceptional individuals working in the area of Systems Biology, which may 
include development of biosensors, high throughput imaging, novel approaches to 
single molecules, computational analysis of natural systems, quantitative studies of 
biological pathways and networks, synthetic biology, and physiological systems. 

Candidates are expected to hold a PhD or MD degree, or equivalent, and to have 
demonstrated achievement in their fields. The successful candidate will be expected 
to establish a dynamic research program and to be an excellent teacher in both 
graduate and professional school courses. 

Applicants should submit a curriculum vitae, 1-2 page summary of research 
accomplishments, a 1-2 page description of future research plans, and copies of 
major publications. Applicants should also have three to five letters of 
recommendation. We encourage women and minorities to apply. The University of 
California, San Francisco is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. 
Please send applications and reference letters to Chair, Search Committee, c/o
Ms. Leslie Spector, UCSF, MC 2542, Byers Hall-403E, 1700-4th St, San Francisco, 
CA 94158. Deadline for submissions: December 1, 2006.
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The Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology invites applica-
tions for a tenure-track faculty position at the ASSISTANT orASSOCI-

ATE PROFESSOR rank. The Department maintains diverse areas of 
research with strengths in molecular genetics, developmental biology, cell
biology, signal transduction, neurobiology, and structural biology.We are
seeking outstanding candidates who are pursuing cutting-edge research 
in molecular, cell, or developmental biology.We are especially interested
in the areas of genome instability, regulatory networks, membrane and 
organellar biology, and mouse models of human disease.

Our Department offers a collegial, collaborative environment and has 
a tradition of being very supportive of new faculty. Baylor College of 
Medicine is located in the heart of the Texas Medical Center and is
affi liated with 11 educational institutions, including the University of
Texas Medical School, The UT MD Anderson Cancer Center, and Rice 
University, to name a few. Academic rank and salary are commensurate 
with experience and qualifi cations. Candidates should send a cover letter,
curriculum vitae, statement of research interests, and names and contact 
information for three references.

Applications may be submitted electronically to:BMBsearch@bcm.edu
or by mail to: Dr. JohnWilson, BMB Faculty Search, Department of

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Baylor College of Medicine,

One Baylor Plaza, Houston, Texas, 77030.

The committee will review applications beginning September 1, 2006,
and will continue until the position is fi lled.

Baylor College of Medicine is an Equal Opportunity/
Affi rmative Action and Equal Access Employer.

Research Faculty
Computational and Systems Biology

The Computational Biology Program at MSKCC is seeking innovative
investigators for tenure-track positions at the Assistant, Associate, or Full Member
level. Pursue basic research, solve biological problems with emphasis on
computational methods, and build bridges to experimental and clinical research.
Participate in a major expansion of research programs at one of the best clinical-
scientific institutions in the world. Work in a new research tower, the Zuckerman
Research Center, on the Upper East Side, in proximity to Rockefeller University
and the medical school of Cornell University. Participate in graduate education in
the Gerstner Sloan-Kettering Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences, the Tri-
Institutional Graduate Program in Computational Biology and Biomedicine, as
well as the Weill Graduate School of Medical Sciences of Cornell University.

Applications in computational physiology, computational neurobiology and
computational chemical biology are particularly encouraged.

You should have a doctoral-level degree and the potential to develop an
independent interdisciplinary research program, or a proven record of
accomplishments. MSKCC offers a highly interactive, supportive and dynamic
research environment with programs in Computational Biology, Immunology,
Cancer Biology & Genetics, Human Oncology and Pathogenesis, Cell Biology,
Molecular Pharmacology & Chemistry, Molecular Biology, Developmental
Biology, and Structural Biology, as well as unparalleled clinical programs in
cancer research, treatment and prevention.

You should e-mail your application (PDF) by October 1, 2006, to
compbio@mskcc.org. Include a CV, a description of past research (2-3 pages), of
proposed research (2-3 pages), and copies of three representative publications.
Candidates should arrange for three signed letters of reference to be sent by
e-mail (PDF) to compbio@mskcc.org or by paper mail to Chris Sander, Chairman,
Computational Biology Program, c/o Kathleen Driscoll, MSKCC, 1275 York Ave,
Box 494, New York City, NY, 10021. Need more information? See www.ski.edu and
www.cbio.mskcc.org or send email to driscolk@mskcc.org. Memorial Sloan-
Kettering Cancer Center is an affirmative action, equal opportunity employer.

Memorial Sloan-Kettering 
Cancer Center
The Best Cancer Care. Anywhere.

www.mskcc.org

FACULTY POSITION IN BIOCHEMISTRY

The Ohio State University

The Department of Biochemistry at The Ohio State University invites

applications for a Tenure-Track Faculty Position, preferably at the

Assistant Professor level, as part of a multi-year effort involving

several hires to develop excellence in macromolecular structure and

function-related research. Structural and mechanistic biochemistry,

macromolecular interactions, folding, and assembly are central themes

that are being developed to complement the current research interests

of our young and energetic faculty (http://www.biosci.ohio-state.

edu/~biochem). All highly qualified candidates will be considered.

The candidate should have a Ph.D. degree or its equivalent with a

strong background in biochemistry, at least two years of postdoctoral

experience, and an established record of accomplishment. A strong

commitment to the development of a vigorous and innovative

independent research program supported with extramural funds, the

integration of teaching and research, and the rigorous training and

instruction of graduate and undergraduate students is essential.

Please send a curriculum vitae, a summary of research accomplish-

ments, and a three-page description of future research plans to the

Faculty Search Committee, Department of Biochemistry, The Ohio

State University, 484 West 12th Avenue, Columbus, OH 43210.

Candidates should also have three letters of recommendation sent to

this address. For full consideration, applications should be received by

October 1, 2006, but will be accepted until the position is filled.

In its commitment to build a diverse workforce, The Ohio State

University encourages applications from minorities, veterans, women

and individuals with disabilities. Flexible work options are available.

OSU is an Equal Opportunity/Access and Affirmative Action Employer

Assistant Professor, Biomedical Informatics/
Computational Bioengineering

The Department of Neurobiology and Anatomy at The University of
Texas Medical School at Houston is inviting applications for a tenure 
track Assistant Professor in the area of Biomedical Informatics/Compu-
tational Bioengineering. Successful candidates will also be appointed to 
the new multi-institutional Department of Biomedical Engineering at The 
University of Health Science Center at Houston, M. D. Anderson Cancer 
Center, and The University of Texas at Austin. Highly qualifi ed candidates 
with a focus in bioinformatics must have a Ph.D., M.D., M.D./Ph.D., or 
equivalent degree.

Areas of interest are the development of biocomputing and informatics 
tools for the following: genomics/proteomics/genetics, data visualization,
dynamic modeling of health and chronic disease states, data collection, 
analysis and archiving of large data sets, web-based linkage tools for data
sharing. Candidates will work in a highly integrated, multi-disciplinary 
environment consisting of physicians, biological scientists, engineers,
and computer scientists.

Successful candidates will be expected to pursue independent research 
as well as collaborate with current clinical and research faculty, and
teach regularly scheduled courses and supervise both undergraduate and 
graduate students in the Departments of Neurobiology and Anatomy and 
Biomedical Engineering.

Qualifi ed applicants should submit their curriculum vitae, a brief descrip-
tion of research accomplishments, goals, and teaching interests, as well as
the names and addresses of three professional references to:

John H. Byrne, Ph.D.

Professor and Chair, Department of Neurobiology and Anatomy

The University of Texas Medical School at Houston

6431 Fannin Street, Suite 7.046

Houston, Texas 77030

Email: john.h.byrne@uth.tmc.edu

The University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston is an Equal

Opportunity/Affi rmative Action Employer. Minorities/Females/Persons
with Disabilities/Veterans.
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Faculty Position in Meiosis and 
Eukaryotic Recombination 

at Indiana University

The Department of Biology invites applications for a tenure-track 

faculty position at any rank in the area of meiosis and/or eukaryotic 

recombination.Applicants working on any eukaryotic system and at any
level of analysis (from biochemistry through evolution) are encouraged
to apply. Applicants with research interests in C. elegans andDrosophila
should note our concurrent searches for multiple investigators working on
those systems. For more information about the department, colleagues,
resources, and faculty searches, see http://www.bio.indiana.edu/.

These positions are part of a major expansion of IU-Bloomington’s
research enterprise in the life sciences. This expansion includes con-
struction of two new research buildings; a new NSF IGERT program in 
genomics, evolution, and development; major programmatic initiatives,
includingMETACyt, a $53 million dollar project in molecular and cellular
life sciences, and a program in human biology; and additional hiring in 
genetics, cellular, molecular and developmental biology, biochemistry,
systems biology, molecular evolution, bioinformatics, and basic cancer 
biology.

Applicants should submit a curriculum vitae, a statement of research (past,
present, and planned) and teaching interests, and up to three publications,
and arrange to have four letters of recommendation sent to: Chair of 

Meiosis/Recombination Search, Department of Biology, JordanHall,

1001 E. 3rd St., Bloomington, IN 47405-3700.Applications received by
December 1, 2006 will be assured of full consideration.

Indiana University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action
Employer. Women and minority candidates are encouraged to apply,

as are two-career couples.

Faculty Positions in C. elegans Cell
and Developmental Biology

at Indiana University

The Department of Biology invites applications for multiple tenure-track 

positions at any rank in C. elegans Cell and Developmental Biology.

Indiana University is currently expanding research in model organisms, with
a focus this year on C. elegans and Drosophila.We aim to fi ll a minimum
of three positions this year, and additional related positions in future years.
Applicants at all levels, including mid-career and senior investigators, are 
encouraged to apply. Applicants with a research focus on meiosis and/or
recombination should note our concurrent search in that area. Indiana Uni-
versity has a rich history in genetics, developmental biology, and evolution-
ary biology, and has a strong cytoskeleton group. We also serve as a hub
for the Drosophila research community, with the Drosophila Stock Center,
FlyBase, and the DrosophilaGenomics Resource Center. For more informa-
tion about the department, colleagues, resources, and faculty searches, see 
http://www.bio.indiana.edu/.

These positions are part of a major expansion of IU-Bloomington’s research
enterprise in the life sciences. This expansion includes construction of two
new research buildings; a newNSF IGERT program in genomics, evolution,
and development; major programmatic initiatives, includingMETACyt, a $53
million dollar project in molecular and cellular life sciences, and a program 
in human biology; and additional hiring in genetics, cellular, molecular, and
developmental biology, biochemistry, systems biology, molecular evolution,
bioinformatics, and basic cancer biology.

Applicants should submit a curriculum vitae, a statement of research (past,
present, and planned) and teaching interests, and up to three publications,
and arrange to have four letters of recommendation sent to: Chair of C.

elegans CDB Search, Department of Biology, Jordan Hall, 1001 E. 3rd

St., Bloomington, IN 47405-3700.Applications received by December 1,

2006 will be assured of full consideration.

Indiana University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Ection Employer.
Women and minority candidates are encouraged to apply,

as are two-career couples.

Assistant/Associate/Full Professors 
in Cancer Biology

At Indiana University

Indiana University School of Medicine, Medical Sciences Program and 
the College of Arts and Sciences (Biology, Biochemistry, Chemistry, 
Neurosciences, Physics) of Indiana University in Bloomington invite
applications for several 10 and 12-month tenure-track or tenured positions
in cancer biology. Successful candidates will be expected to develop and 
maintain active, extramurally funded research programs asking fundamen-
tal questions in cancer biology. Applicants are expected to participate in 
a program that unites Medical Sciences faculty and others from the Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences with established cancer researchers of the IU 
School of Medicine in Indianapolis as outlined in the Indiana University 
Life Sciences Strategic Plan (http://lifesciences.iu.edu/ ). Successful 
applicants must have a PhD, MD or MD/PhD and demonstrate a strong 
record of collaborative research endeavors that will strengthen existing ties
with the NCI-designated Cancer Research Institute, the Indiana Genom-
ics Initiative, and the Indiana METACyt Initiative. Preference will be 
given to applicants whose cancer research interests complement those of 
current faculty. The successful candidate should have a commitment to 
excellence in teaching of undergraduate, graduate or medical students. 
Additional information may be obtained from http://medsci.indiana.edu.
Full review of applications will commence November, 2006, and continue
until the positions are fi lled. 

Applicants should send a curriculum vitae; a statement of research and 
training philosophy; and a summary of current and anticipated research 
support and activities as a single PDF fi le to: bevhill@indiana.edu.
Applicants should arrange to have letters sent to: Search Committee,

Medical Sciences, Indiana University School of Medicine, Medical

Sciences Program, Jordan Hall 105, 1001 East 3rd Street, Blooming-

ton, IN 47405.

Indiana University is an Affi rmative Action/Equal Opportunity 
Employer. Women and minority candidates are encouraged to apply.

Faculty Positions in Drosophila Genetics,
Cell, and Developmental Biology

at Indiana University

The Department of Biology invites applications for multiple tenure-track 

positions at any rank in Drosophila Genetics, Cell, and Developmental 

Biology. Indiana University has a rich history in these fi elds of Drosophila 
research; we currently have 9 investigators who use Drosophila as the pri-
mary model organism in their research.We serve as a hub for the Drosophila 
research community, with the Drosophila Stock Center, FlyBase, the Center 
for Genomics and Bioinformatics, and the Drosophila Genomics Resource
Center.We also have developed under the aegis of INGEN a core Drosophila
facility including shared microscopy (confocal, phase fluorescence) and embryo
and cell sorting instruments. This search is part of an overall growth in model
organisms, with a focus this year on Drosophila and C. elegans. We aim to 
fi ll a minimum of three positions this year and additional positions in future
years.Applicants with a research focus on meiosis and/or recombination should
note our concurrent search in that area.Applicants at all levels, including mid-
career and senior investigators, are encouraged to apply. For more information 
about the department, colleagues, resources, and faculty searches, see http:

//www.bio.indiana.edu/.

These positions are part of a major expansion of IU-Bloomington’s research 
enterprise in the life sciences. This expansion includes construction of two
new research buildings; a new NSF IGERT program in genomics, evolution,
and development; major programmatic initiatives, includingMETACyt, a $53
million dollar project in molecular and cellular life sciences, and a program 
in human biology; and additional hiring in genetics, cellular, molecular, and
developmental biology, biochemistry, systems biology, molecular evolution,
bioinformatics, and basic cancer biology.

Applicants should submit a curriculum vitae, a statement of research (past,
present, and planned) and teaching interests, and up to three publications, and
arrange to have four letters of recommendation sent to: Chair of Drosophila

GCDB Search, Department of Biology, Jordan Hall, 1001 E. 3rd St.,

Bloomington, IN 47405-3700. Applications received by December 1, 2006

will be assured of full consideration.

Indiana University is an Equal Opportunity/Affi rmative Action Employer.
Women and minority candidates are encouraged to apply,

as are two-career couples.
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FACULTY POSITION – BREAST CANCER

DARTMOUTH MEDICAL SCHOOL

Norris Cotton Cancer Center (NCCC), a component of Dartmouth Medi-
cal School (DMS) and Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, invites
applications for a full-time tenure–track faculty appointment in basic or 
translational research areas relevant to breast cancer. The appointment may
be made at the level of Assistant, Associate, or Full Professor.

NCCC, a National Cancer Institute-designated comprehensive cancer
center, emphasizes innovative, collaborative research into the causes and 
prevention of cancer and has a strong commitment not only to fundamental 
investigations aimed at understanding the molecular basis for cancer but 
also to clinical and translational research and the development of advanced
interventional therapies for cancer. We seek candidates with interests in 
molecular therapeutics, stem cell biology, or tumor micro-environment, 
but outstanding candidates with interests in other aspects of breast cancer 
are encouraged to apply.

Candidates at the Associate or Full Professor level must have a cur-
rently funded research program and a track record of Federal funding. 
Candidates at the Assistant Professor level should show evidence of
productive research accomplishments. For more information: http:
//www.dartmouth.edu/home/campus-comm/fac-staff/.

Please submit a curriculum vitae, a description of current and future
research plans, and copies of recent representative publications, and
arrange to have three letters of recommendation submitted to: Charles
N. Cole, PhD, c/o Brenda Berube, Norris Cotton Cancer Center, One

Medical Center Drive, HB 7920, Lebanon, NH 03756.

Review of applications will begin on November 1, 2006 and will continue
until the position is fi lled. 

Dartmouth is an Affi rmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer 
and encourages women and minority candidates to apply.

THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
Faculty Positions in Department of Chemistry

The Department of Chemistry solicits applications for three faculty posi-

tions beginning in the Fall 2007. Applications should include a curriculum 
vitae including list of publications and a 2-3 page description of proposed 
research. We seek creative and energetic candidates who show extraordinary
promise or accomplishment in research and teaching. Although focused on 
specifi c research areas, exceptional candidates in any area of chemistry
will also be considered. Junior-level applicants should have three letters of 
recommendations sent on their behalf. For the UC Statement of Confi den-
tiality see http://apo.chance.berkeley.edu/evalltr.html. The deadline for 
receipt of applications is October 31, 2006. Application review will begin 
with receipt of applications. Applications and letters should be sent to the 
address provided below. Mail materials to:

Faculty Search (ID #_____)

Department of Chemistry

University of California, Berkeley

Berkeley, CA 94720-1460

Chemical Biology (Search ID #821C)

Both senior-level and junior-level applicants will be considered in the fi eld 
of chemical biology with a focus on chemical approaches to probe biology. 
Teaching assignments could be in both the undergraduate chemical biology 
major and graduate level instruction. 

Materials Chemistry (Search ID #1018B)

Junior-level applicants will be considered in any area of materials chemistry. 
This appointment represents continued growth of this area in the department
including a new undergraduate major in materials chemistry. Teaching assign-
ment at both the undergraduate and graduate levels is expected. 

Inorganic Chemistry (Search ID #1117)

Junior-level applicants will be considered in any area of inorganic chemistry
ranging from biological to materials approaches. Teaching assignment at 
both the undergraduate and graduate levels is expected.

The University of California is an Equal Opportunity/
Affi rmative Action Employer.

University of Michigan
Developmental Biology/Cell Signaling

The University of Michigan invites nominations and applications for a 
tenure-track faculty position at the Assistant or Associate Professor level. 
The appointment is based in the Department of Biologic and Materials 
Sciences, the basic science department in the School of Dentistry. The 
department seeks investigators with outstanding accomplishments and
future promise in the following areas of research: vertebrate developmental
biology with an emphasis on neural crest and/or craniofacial development; 
embryonic or adult stem cell biology; and cell signaling in infl ammation 
or cancer.

The department offers an outstanding work environment and enjoys a 
strong tradition of collaborative research with several schools and colleges
at the University of Michigan. Excellent University-wide support and
resources are available to support this faculty member. The successful can-
didate will have the opportunity to actively participate in well-established 
Ph.D. programs in Neuroscience, Cancer Biology, Cell and Developmental 
Biology, and Oral Health Sciences.

Applicants should have a Ph.D. and productive postdoctoral training or 
hold a position in the targeted research areas. The successful candidate 
will be expected to establish a high-quality, independent research program
supported by external peer-reviewed funding and contribute to the teaching
mission of the school.

Applicants should submit electronically, a cover letter, curriculum vitae, 
a two to three page descriptive research plan, and contact details for fi ve
referees to: dkeedy@umich.edu. Application deadline is November

1, 2006. Contact information: Developmental Biology/Cell Signaling
Search Committee, Biologic and Materials Sciences, School of Den-

tistry, University of Michigan, 1011 N. University, Ann Arbor, MI

48109-1078; 734-763-5481. Department website: www.dent.umich.edu/
depts/bms/.

The University of Michigan is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Faculty Physician Scientists

Center  for Infectious Diseases and 
Microbiology Translational  Research 

Departments of Medicine, Microbiology, and Pediatrics
University  of Minnesota 

The University of Minnesota Medical School and Departments of Microbiol-
ogy, Medicine, and Pediatrics are seeking physician scientists at the Assistant 
or Associate Professor level for a new interdisciplinary research program in 
the Center for Infectious Diseases and Microbiology Translational Research 
(CIDMTR; http://www.cidmtr.umn.edu). We seek individuals with an
MD/PhD or MD degree who have a track record in infectious disease ori-
ented research and are interested in working in a unique, interdisciplinary, 
translational research setting. These physician scientists will hold a primary 
appointment at the Assistant or Associate Professor level and will have
80% protected time for research. The academic appointment will be a joint
tenure-track or tenured appointment in Microbiology and either Medicine
or Pediatrics with all privileges and support of both the basic science and 
clinical departments. Successful candidates will be given a generous start-up 
package, including laboratory space in the CIDMTR, which encompasses
20,000 square feet in the new McGuire Translational Research Facil-
ity, and a commitment of hard salary support. Successful candidates will
be expected to have/develop independent extramurally funded research
programs and to mentor graduate students, post-doctoral students, and fel-
lows. Minimum qualifi cations: MD/PhD or MD degree, plus postdoctoral
research experience. Positions will remain open until suitable candidates are 
found. Early applications are encouraged and will be considered promptly.

To apply, submit a curriculum vitae and letter outlining research interests
and plans on-line at http://employment.umn.edu (requisition #133715).
Please also arrange to have at least 3 letters of recommendation sent to

microbiology@umn.edu or Physician Scientist Search Committee, Depart-

ment of Microbiology, University of Minnesota, MMC 196, 420 Delaware

Street S.E., Minneapolis, MN 55455.

The University of Minnesota is committed to the policy that all persons shall 
have equal access to its programs, facilities, and employment without regard 
to race, color, creed, religion, national origin, sex, age, marital status, dis-

ability, public assistance status, veteran status, or sexual orientation.
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FACULTY POSITION
In Radiochemistry

Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center (MSKCC) invites qualified radiochemists to
apply for a tenure-track position at the Associate or Member level, as Chief,
Radiopharmaceutical Chemistry Service, Department of Radiology, with oversight of the
Radiochemistry/Cyclotron CORE, MSKCC. Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center
has established strong programs in molecular imaging and targeted radiotherapy.
Successful candidates must demonstrate the ability both to collaborate successfully and
to develop an independent research program with implications for cancer biology
and/or translational oncology. The incumbent will be appointed, as appropriate, in the
Department of Radiology and/or the Molecular Pharmacology and Chemistry Program,
Sloan-Kettering Institute. The incumbent will also be considered for appointments in the
newly established Gerstner Sloan-Kettering Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences as
well as the Weill Graduate School of Medical Sciences of Cornell University.

MSKCC offers a unique and exciting research environment with programs in
Immunology, Pharmacology, Chemistry, Molecular Biology, Computational Biology,
Genetics, Cell Biology, Developmental Biology, Structural Biology, Cancer Biology
and Genetics and Genetics and Human Oncology and Pathogenesis. The presence
of world-renowned clinical programs in cancer research, treatment and prevention
offers unique opportunities for creative translational research.  

Applicants must have an MD and/or Ph.D, postdoctoral experience, and at least 10
years of radiochemistry experience. Candidates should have experience in one or
more of the following areas, cyclotron operations, radiopharmaceutical research
and development, in-hospital based practice of radiopharmacy and relevant USFDA
and NRC regulatory procedures. 

Candidates should e-mail their application, preferably in PDF format, to
molimg@mskcc.org by November 30, 2006.  The application should include a CV, a
description of past research, a description of proposed research, and copies of three
representative publications. Candidates should arrange to have five signed letters of
reference sent by e-mail to molimg@mskcc.org or regular mail to: Steven M. Larson,
M.D., Chair, Radiochemistry Recruitment Committee, c/o Marie Aiello – Box 428,
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, 1275 York Ave, New York, NY 10021. Memorial
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center is an affirmative action, equal opportunity employer.

Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center
The Best Cancer Care. Anywhere.

www.mskcc.org

The University of San Diego (USD) Department of Marine Science 
and Environmental Studies invites applications for a TENURE-
TRACK ASSISTANT PROFESSOR POSITION beginning in the fall 
of 2007.  The University is looking for a Biological Oceanographer 
with experience and interests in biological/physical interactions. 
Expected teaching responsibilities consist of lower division courses 
in physical oceanography and marine biology and an upper division 
course in marine resources. Additional teaching responsibilities may 
include upper division courses in biological oceanography, marine 
ecology, statistics, and the applicant’s area of interest.  USD is an 
independent Catholic university whose primary aim is teaching ex-
cellence.  Active scholarship is integral to this aim, and a candidate 
is expected to establish a research program that can involve under-
graduate and graduate (M.S.) students.  Applicants should submit 
curriculum vitae, a brief statement of teaching philosophy and re-
search interests, and a list of three references by October 6, 2006.

T
he University of San Diego, situated on a mesa overlooking San 
Diego Bay, is a private, Catholic institution of higher learning chartered in 

1949. The school enrolls more than 7,000 students and is known for its commitment 
to teaching, the liberal arts, the formation of values and community service. USD 
adds depth to education by inspiring students to grow spiritually, morally and 
socially.  The University seeks well-qualified candidates that reflect the diversity 
of the San Diego, CA Community.

BIOLOGICAL OCEANOGRAPHER

Women and minorities are particularly encouraged to apply.  USD is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Send electonic copy to: marsenvi@sandiego.edu

Send hard copy to:

Chair, Department of Marine Science and Environmental Studies,

5998 Alcala Park, San Diego, CA 92110-2492.

The University of Texas at Austin is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
Qualified women and minorities are encouraged to apply; a background

check will be conducted on applicant selected.

The University of Texas

at Austin

The Institute for Cellular and Molecular Biology, Alan Lambowitz,

Director, invites applications for tenure-track/tenured positions in

eukaryotic molecular biology. Academic appointments at the level of

Assistant, Associate, or Full Professor will be in an appropriate

academic unit in the College of Natural Sciences. Candidates should

have an outstanding record of research productivity and a research

plan that utilizes molecular and biochemical approaches to address

important problems in eukaryotic molecular biology. Areas of

particular interest include but are not limited to chromatin structure,

regulation of gene expression, microRNAs and RNA interference,

DNA damage responses, and cell cycle control.

Building on a strong existing faculty, the Institute has recruited more

than 40 new faculty members over the past eight years (see
www.icmb.utexas.edu). In addition to it’s highly interactive and

interdisciplinary research environment, the Institute provides

administrative and financial support for the Graduate Program in Cell

and Molecular Biology and state-of-the-art core facilities including

DNA sequencing, mass spectrometry, electron and confocal

microscopy, DNA microarrays, robotics, and mouse genetic

engineering. A recently institutedMD-PhD program with the UTMedical

Branch and the forthcoming Dell Pediatrics Research Institute will further

enhance the environment forBiomedicalResearch.

Austin is located in the Texas hill country and is widely recognized as

one ofAmerica’s most beautiful and livable cities.

Please apply on-line at http://www.icmb.utexas.edu/apply between

Sept. 1 and Nov. 1, 2006.
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EukaryoticMolecular Biology Positions
The Institute for Cellular andMolecular Biology

Department of Biological Sciences
Tenure-Track Faculty Position

EXERCISE BIOLOGY -- ASSISTANT PROFESSOR We seek a
candidate to contribute to the department’s program in Exercise Biol-
ogy. Teaching duties may include courses in biomechanics, exercise
physiology, and/or clinical exercise physiology for undergraduate and 
graduate students. The successful candidate must have a doctorate by 
time of appointment and suffi cient research experience to establish and 
maintain an independent, extramurally funded research program. There 
are opportunities for research collaboration with faculty in the areas of 
organismal and cellular aspects of animal and neuromuscular physiology, 
both in Biological Sciences and in departments affi liated with Wright 
State’s School of Medicine. Additional opportunities for collaboration in 
the Dayton area include numerous research and medical institutions and 
Wright Patterson Air Force Base. Graduate programs include the interdis-
ciplinary Biomedical Sciences Ph.D. program, Environmental Sciences 
Ph.D. program, Biological Sciences M.S. program, and Microbiology 
and Immunology M.S. program. Competitive start-up packages will be 
tailored to individual needs. 

For more information see: http://www.wright.edu/biology/dept/
jobs.html. Send CV with statement of research and teaching interests, 
and names and contact information for three references to: EXB Search

Committee, Department of Biological Sciences, Wright State Uni-

versity, Dayton OH 45435-0001. Electronic applications can be sent 
to biology@wright.edu. Review of applicants will begin November 1,
2006 and continue until the position is fi lled. 

Wright State University is an Affi rmative Action/Equal Employment 
Opportunity Employer.
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Stanford University
Department of Geological and Environmental Sciences

Tenured or Tenure-Track Faculty Position in 
Geochronology/Thermochronology

We seek an outstanding scientist to lead a research program in the broad area 
of geochronology and thermochronology. The successful applicant will have 
experience developing new techniques in geochronology and/or in applying 
multiple methods in geochronology/thermochronology to fi eld-based studies
that address large-scale tectonic processes in the earth’s crust and mantle. We 
especially welcome applications from scientists who integrate geochronol-
ogy with geochemical/petrological and/or physical/computational approaches 
to problem solving. Applications from scientists at all career levels will be 
considered.

The Stanford School of Earth Sciences houses an exceptional range of geo-
chronologic and thermochronologic laboratories: a 40Ar/39Ar and (U-Th)/He 
laboratory, the Stanford-USGS SHRIMP-RG ion microprobe, a TIMS with 
ion counting, and a fi ssion-track thermochronology laboratory. Support
facilities include optical and cathodoluminescence imaging, SEM/EDAX, 
clean rooms, and facilities for sample preparation and mineral separation. 
Associated laboratories include an electron microprobe, stable isotope mass 
spectrometers, ICP-MS, ICP-AES, and GC-MS instruments.

The successful candidate will teach at the undergraduate and graduate levels, 
and will collaborate with USGS scientists in the management, development, 
and funding of the geochronology and thermochronology laboratories. 

Applications should include a CV, a statement outlining research and teach-
ing interests, and the names and addresses (including e-mail addresses) of 
three potential references. We will begin reviewing applications September 
30, 2006. Deadline for receipt of applications is November 30, 2006.
Please send electronic applications (in .pdf format) to geochron-search

@pangea.stanford.edu. Alternatively, paper applications can be sent to:
Geochronology/Thermochronology Search Committee, Department of

Geological and Environmental Sciences, Stanford University, Stanford

CA 94305-2115, USA.

Stanford University has a strong commitment to the principle of 
diversity. In that spirit, we particularly encourage applications from 

women, members of ethnic minorities and individuals with disabilities.

TENURE TRACK FACULTY POSITION 

DRUG METABOLISM/PHARMACOGENETICS 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SAN FRANCISCO

The Department of Biopharmaceutical Sciences, University of California San 
Francisco, invites applications for a tenure track position at the Assistant, 
Associate or Full Professor level in the fi eld of drug metabolism transport; 
pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics or pharmacogenetics. 

Applicants should have a Ph.D., Pharm.D., M.D. or equivalent degree and 
relevant post-doctoral experience. Research areas of expertise include, but
are not limited to, molecular and cell biology of drug metabolizing enzymes 
and regulatory proteins; studies using transgenic animals to understand the in 
vivo role of enzymes and regulatory proteins; studies associating genetic varia-
tions in drug metabolizing enzymes with clinical drug response or response to 
environmental agents; and pharmacogenetic or ecogenetic studies which focus
on enzymes or regulatory proteins. 

Applicants are expected to participate in the teaching programs of the Depart-
ment of Biopharmaceutical Sciences and in relevant Ph.D. graduate training 
programs and to establish an independent research program that will attract and
maintain extramural support as well as national recognition for their research. 
The individual will be eligible for membership in the Graduate Program in 
Pharmaceutical Sciences and Pharmacogenomics and in the Biomedical Sci-
ences (BMS) Graduate Program. UCSF seeks candidates whose experience, 
teaching, research, or community service has prepared them to contribute to 
our commitment to diversity and excellence.  

Candidates should send applications including curriculum vitae, three letters 
of reference, including a brief description of current and future research plans 
to the address below. Electronic applications are welcome and can be sent to 
bpsjobs@pharmacy.ucsf.edu.

Leslie Z. Benet, Ph.D

Chairperson, Search Committee

The Department of Biopharmaceutical Sciences

School of Pharmacy, Box 0446

University of California San Francisco

San Francisco, California 94143

UCSF is an Equal Opportunity/Affi rmative Action Employer. All qualifi ed 
applicants are encouraged to apply, including minorities and women.

TENURE-TRACK FACULTY POSITION IN 

GENOMICS/SYSTEMS BIOLOGY

The Department of Biology at the University of Pennsylvania is seeking to
hire a colleague employing genomic-scale methods to study fundamental
problems in any experimental system (animal, fungal, plant, microbial). 
Areas of interest include, but are not limited to: systems-level studies 
of functional and/or comparative analysis of gene activity or evolution, 
cellular, developmental or physiological processes, and computational 
analysis of biological signals or patterns.

Applicants are expected to have demonstrated excellence and productiv-
ity in research, and a desire to teach at the undergraduate and graduate 
levels.  We anticipate that this appointment will be made at the Assistant 
Professor level, but outstanding senior candidates will be given serious 
consideration.  The University of Pennsylvania encompasses a vibrant and
collegial group of genomics researchers; if appropriate, appointment will 
be made jointly with the Penn Genomics Institute and/or suitable depart-
ments within the Schools of Arts and Sciences, Medicine, or Engineer-
ing & Applied Sciences.  Further information about this search, and the 
Department of Biology can be found at www.bio.upenn.edu.

Applicants are encouraged to email a cover letter, CV, description of research
interests and up to three reprints as .pdf fi les to: GenomicsBiologySearch
@sas.upenn.edu with Genomics in the subject line. Alternatively, these 
documents may be sent to: Genomics Search, Department of Biology,

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia PA 19104-6018. Applicants 
at the Assistant Professor level should also arrange for at least three letters
of reference to be sent to the email address above (as .pdf fi les) or to the 
postal address.  Review of applications will begin in late October, and 
continue until the position is fi lled.

The University of Pennsylvania is an Equal Opportunity, Affi rmative 
Action Employer. Women and minority candidates are strongly 

encouraged to apply.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Biopharmaceutics/ Pharmacology/ Bioengineering/

Nanomedicine

The Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences at Washington State Uni-
versity in Pullman, WA (www.pharmacy.wsu.edu/PharmSci/) invites 
applications for a full-time, tenure-track position at the rank of Assistant 
Professor to begin July 1, 2007 or earlier. Qualifications: Applicants 
must have an earned doctorate in pharmaceutical sciences, pharmacology, 
bioengineering or a related discipline.Responsibilities:Candidates will
be expected to: (a) teach at both the professional and graduate levels; (b)
develop and maintain a productive research program; and (c) share in 
service to the Department, College and University. The successful can-
didate will receive a competitive start-up package and will be expected
to establish an outstanding research program that will attract continued
extramural funding. Preference will be shown to those with post-doctoral
research experience andwhose research aligns with delivery systems for
genes, peptides, nucleic acid-based drugs, viral delivery or a suitable
area of pharmacology. The successful candidate should have excellent 
communication and interpersonal skills and collegiality. He/she should
demonstrate the ability to contribute effectively in the department’s
teaching missions at both professional and graduate levels.

Screening of applicants will begin November 1, 2006. The application 
must include a letter of interest; curriculum vitae; statements of research,
teaching interests and goals; as well as the names, email addresses, and
contact information for three references. Send applications to:Ms. Paula

Marley, PrincipalAssistant, Dept. of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Col-

lege ofPharmacy,Washington StateUniversity,Pullman,WA99164-

6534;marley@mail.wsu.edu; phone(509) 335-5545; Fax: (509) 335-

5902. Applications should be mailed or emailed as PDF documents.

EO/AA/ADA
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CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY invites applications
for tenure-track faculty positions in the Division of Chemistry and
Chemical Engineering. Appointments will be contingent upon comple-
tion of all requirements for a Ph.D. in chemistry or a closely related fi eld.
Outstanding candidates who have strong commitments to research and
teaching are encouraged to apply.

Biochemistry andMolecularBiophysics:We expect to make an appoint-
ment at the full professor level, but consideration will be given to excep-
tionally well-qualifi ed applicants at the assistant and associate professor 
levels. Submit on-line by December 31, 2006 at www.cce.caltech.edu/
bmb-search.

Organic Chemistry (two positions): Consideration will be given to
exceptionally well-qualifi ed applicants at the assistant, associate and
full professor levels.Mail by October 15, 2006 to: Robert H. Grubbs,

Organic Faculty Search CommitteeM/C 164-30, California Institute

of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125.

Inorganic Chemistry:We expect to make an appointment at the assistant
professor level, but extraordinary candidatesmay qualify for appointment
at the associate or full professor levels. Mail by October 15, 2006 to:
Chair of the Inorganic Chemistry Search Committee M/C 127-72,

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125.

Theory of chemical, physical, or biological systems: We expect to
make an appointment at the assistant professor level, but extraordinary
candidates may qualify for appointment at the associate or full profes-
sor levels. Mail by October 15, 2006 to: Ahmed H. Zewail, Chair of

the Theory Search Committee M/C 127-72, California Institute of

Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125.

Applications should include a brief cover letter, CV, publication list,
description of proposed research and three letters of reference.

The California Institute of Technology is an Equal Opportunity/
Affi rmative Action Employer. Women, minorities, veterans, and 

disabled persons are encouraged to apply.

Harvard School of Public Health
Department of Environmental Health

Program in Molecular and Integrative Physiological Sciences

Assistant/Associate Professor of Lung Biology

The Department of Environmental Health invites applications for a tenure-
track appointment as assistant or associate professor of lung biology.

We seek a highly accomplished biologist to study lung disease at molecular
and integrative levels.  We particularly welcome candidates interested 
in molecular mechanisms that explain the interaction of susceptibility 
genes with environmental exposures.  Candidates with experience in
genomic or proteomic approaches to problems in lung biology are espe-
cially encouraged to apply.  Applicants should hold a PhD or equivalent 
graduate degree in a relevant area, or an MD, and should have a record 
of independent, original research.

This position offers outstanding scholarly and scientifi c resources in a 
collegial and collaborative atmosphere.  Joint appointments with Harvard
Medical School and affi liated teaching hospitals are possible.  The suc-
cessful candidate will be expected to develop an independent research 
program, participate in teaching graduate-level cell/molecular biology, 
and mentor students and postdoctoral trainees with strong interests in 
lung biology.  

Please email a letter of application, including a statement of current and 
future research interests, a curriculum vitae, a sample publication, and 
the names of three referees to the following address: cmagoven@hsph. 

harvard.edu.  Applicants should ask their three referees to write inde-
pendently to this address or to: Chair, Search Committee for Assistant/

AssociateProfessor of LungBiology, c/oCherylMagoveny,Molecular

and Integrative Physiological Sciences, Department of Environmental

Health, Harvard School of Public Health, 665 Huntington Avenue,

I-1302, Boston, MA 02115.

Harvard University is committed to increasing the number of 
women and minorities in its faculty, and encourages applications 

from such candidates.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN PLANT BIOLOGY

The Department of Plant and Microbial Biology at the University of Cali-
fornia, Berkeley, has an opening for an Assistant Professor (tenure track) 
position (nine-month appointment) starting July 1, 2007. Applications are
invited from outstanding individuals using functional genomics, computa-
tional biology, proteomics or metabolomics, or a related approach, to study
fundamental aspects of modern plant physiology and/or biochemistry at 
the molecular, cellular, organismal or system level. 

The successful candidate, who will hold a faculty position at the Univer-
sity of California, Berkeley as well as an appointment at the Agricultural 
Experiment Station, will be expected to establish a vigorous, independent,
and externally funded research program. In addition, the candidate will 
participate in graduate instruction and training, teach a modern course in 
plant biology, and integrate into additional University and Departmen-
tal instructional and research programs. Applicants must have a Ph.D. 
degree, suitable postdoctoral or academic experience, and a strong research
publication record. A curriculum vitae, a statement of current and future 
research interests, a statement of teaching experience and goals, and three
letters of reference must be received by November 30, 2006 to:

Chair, Plant Biology Search Committee

Department of Plant and Microbial Biology

University of California, Berkeley

111 Koshland Hall

Berkeley, CA 94720-3102

and/or
PB-Recruitment@nature.berkeley.edu

(electronic submission of .pdf files preferred)

Refer potential reviewers to the UC Berkeley Statement of Confi dential-
ity found at: http://apo.chance.berkeley.edu/evalltr.html. Applications
submitted after the deadline will not be accepted.

The University of California is an Equal Opportunity/
Affi rmative Action Employer.

Senior Molecular Biologist
University of California, San Diego

Section of Molecular Biology
Division of Biological Sciences

http://biology.ucsd.edu/

The Molecular Biology Section of the Division of Biological Sciences at 
the University of California, San Diego is seeking an innovative investiga-
tor for the position of Associate Professor or Full Professor. All interested 
parties are encouraged to apply, including minorities and women.

The area of research interest may relate to basic problems in molecular 
biology, microbiology or immunology. The successful applicant should 
have excellent records of research achievement and strong, extramurally 
supported research programs. In addition to carrying out outstanding
research, the successful candidate will be expected to participate in
undergraduate and graduate education in his or her area of expertise.
The level of appointment will be commensurate with qualifi cations and 
experience, with salary based on University of California pay scale. 

Complete applications received by October 1, 2006 will be assured of 
consideration. Applicants should send a curriculum vitae, publication list,
synopsis of professional goals, research and teaching interests and three 
letters of reference (forwarded separately) to:

Molecular Biology Search Committee

c/oAndrea Schnitz – Mail Code 0377-C

Divison of Biological Sciences

University of California, San Diego

9500 Gilman Drive

La Jolla, CA 92093-0347

Applicants are welcome to include in their cover letters a personal state-
ment summarizing leadership efforts and/or contributions to diversity. 

UCSD is an Equal Opportunity-Affi rmative Action Employer 
with a strong institutional commitment to the achievement of 

diversity among its faculty and staff.
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“We Prepare Students to Create the Future”

Tenure Track Positions for 

Academic Year 2007-2008

Michigan Technological University is a leader in science and
engineering education and research with nationally recognized
programs in many academic areas. The university has a
commitment to interdisciplinary initiatives and to sustainability
in all its endeavors. We invite applications for 36 tenure-track
faculty positions in Arts and Human Sciences, Business and
Economics, Computing, Engineering, Environmental Science, 
Sciences, and Technology. Successful candidates will be expected 
to develop vigorous, nationally visible, externally funded research 
programs as well as contribute successfully to undergraduate and 
graduate instruction.

For more information on these positions, including application
information, please visit our web site at:

http://www.admin.mtu.edu/hro/facpers/facvac.htm

Michigan Tech (www.mtu.edu) is located in the upper Midwest in 
the beautiful Keweenaw Peninsula where opportunities for outdoor 
recreation abound.

Minorities and women are especially encouraged to apply. 
Michigan Technological University is an Affi rmative Action/

Equal Opportunity Employer.

The Chemistry Department at The Pennsylvania State University seeks
outstanding applicants for faculty positions in

Organic Chemistry 
Inorganic Chemistry 
Biological Chemistry 

Theoretical/Computational Chemistry

Both senior and junior candidates are encouraged to apply. The research
focuswithin the broad umbrella of these search areas is open, but candidates
whose scientific interests complement those of existing faculty are preferred.
Successful applicants should be capable of achieving teaching excellence
either in organic chemistry, inorganic chemistry, biological chemistry or
physical chemistry at both the undergraduate and graduate levels.

The Chemistry Department at Penn State has many advantages to offer 
new faculty members, including a stable pool of highly motivated graduate
students (45-50/yr for ~ 30 faculty), excellent support staff, comprehensive
mass spectral andNMR capabilities, and a new177K sq-ft chemistry research
building on the University Park campus. This state-of-the-art facility houses
most of the Chemistry Department and its support services. Many desir-
able built-ins, including house dry N

2
, house vacuum, flow-through solvent

purification systems, 8’ hoods, fully integrated IT capabilities, cold rooms,
and autoclaves facilitate and enhance the prosecution of experimental chem-
istry research. Research in the biological sciences also benefi ts from many 
opportunities for tie-inswith the adjacent Huck Institute of the Life Sciences,
which offers bioinformatics, computational genomics and quantitative cell
analysis Centers, and DNA microarray, electron microscopy, hybridoma,
macromolecular X-ray, transgenic mouse and nucleic acid Facilities.

Applications will be evaluated as soon as they are complete and the search
will continue until the positions are filled. The application package should
include a cover letter indicatingwhich position is sought, a current CV, a brief
statement of research interests, and three letters of recommendation. Please 
address application materials to: SearchCommittee, BoxC,Department of

Chemistry, 104 Chemistry Building, The Pennsylvania State University,

University Park, Pennsylvania 16802.

Penn State is committed to Affi rmative Action, Equal Opportunity, 
and the diversity of its workforce.

Faculty Positions in 
Molecular Microbiology

University of Central Florida is building a major Biomedical Research and
Education Program to be housed in a 200,000 sq.ft. Burnett Biomedical 
Science College building in the new medical campus with a new UCF Col-
lege of Medicine. We seek outstanding scientists working on microbes that
are important human pathogens. Faculty at any rank will be considered. 
The Burnett College of Biomedical Sciences (www.biomed.ucf.edu) is 
in the process of hiring 34 tenure-track/tenured faculty members over a 
fi ve year period. Successful applicants will be expected to establish a well
funded research program, contribute to teaching, actively participate in 
the PhD program and interact with the new medical school. Exceptional 
candidates can be considered for Provost’s Research Excellence Profes-
sorships.

Competitive salaries, startup funds, new laboratories, BSL3 laboratories 
including BSL3 animal facilities and access to shared core instrumentation
facilities will be provided. 

The University of Central Florida has over 46,000 students and an
outstanding technology-based infrastructure. It is located in Orlando, a 
dynamic and progressive metropolitan region, a major player in high-tech
industry, and adjacent to a top ranked Research park and a great place 
to live and work. 

Review of candidates will begin on October 15, 2006. Please send a cur-
riculum vitae, a two page summary of research plans and the names and 
contact information of three or more referees to: Chair, Micro Search
(biomed@mail.ucf.edu) 4000 Central Florida Blvd., HPAII, 335,

University of Central Florida, Orlando, FL 32816-2360.

The University of Central Florida is an Equal Opportunity, Equal 
Access, and Affi rmative Action Employer. As a member of the Florida 

State University System, all application materials and selection 
procedures are available for public review.

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY
Eberly College of Arts and Sciences

Position in Applied Mathematics (bioinformatics)

West Virginia University’s Department of Mathematics invites applica-
tions for a tenure-track assistant professor in the general area of BIO-
LOGICAL MATHEMATICS in support of multidisciplinary efforts in 
the BIOMEDICAL and LIFE SCIENCES, involving faculty from the 
Eberly College of Arts and Sciences, the Robert C. Byrd Health Sciences 
Center, the College of Engineering and Mineral Resources, and the Davis
College of Agriculture, Forestry, and Consumer Sciences.  The starting 
date for this position will be August 16, 2007. Applicants must have a 
Ph.D. degree, and should have demonstrated research potential in systems
biology, dynamical systems, and/or discrete optimization/algorithm design
related to bioinformatics. Excellence in teaching at the undergraduate 
and graduate levels and the development of a vigorous and externally 
funded research program are expected. West Virginia University is a
Doctoral/Research University-Extensive Land Grant institution enroll-
ing over 25,000 students. The University is located in Morgantown, an 
award winning “small’’ city with a metropolitan population of about
50,000 in easy travel distance of Pittsburgh, PA, Baltimore, MD and
Washington, DC. 

Applicant should submit a curriculum vitae, a description of research 
plans, a detailed start-up budget, and a brief description of teaching inter-
ests, and arrange for three letters of recommendation to be sent to:

Math-Bio Position

Department of Mathematics

West Virginia University

P.O. Box 6310

Morgantown, WV 26506-6310

(biomathjob@math.wvu.edu)

Priority will be given to applications received by November 14, 2006.

West Virginia University is an Equal Opportunity/Affi rmative Action 
Employer.  Women and protected class individuals are 

encouraged to apply.
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Tenure-Track Positions in Regenerative Medicine

The Scripps Research Institute Florida campus is seeking
applicants for two tenure-track faculty positions (PhD or MD/
PhD) in a newly formed Department of Regenerative Medicine.
This department will focus on a multi-disciplinary approach to 
cell and tissue generation and regeneration, which may include 
neuronal, epithelial, hematopoietic, mesenchymal, or germ cell
lineages. Emphasis will be placed on individuals who can take 
advantage of an existing cutting-edge technology infrastructure
that includes genomics and cell based screening, proteomics, 
informatics and signifi cant capabilities in drug discovery. 
Appointments may be made at any level.

Interested persons should submit a curriculum vitae, two-
page statement of research interests, and complete contact
information for at least three professional references to:

Chair
Regenerative Medicine Search Committee

c/o Human Resources
Scripps-Florida Research Institute

5353 Parkside Drive
Jupiter, FL 33458

THREE FACULTY POSITIONS

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSIOLOGY

AND BIOPHYSICS

The University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey - ROBERT WOOD JOHNSON
MEDICAL SCHOOL, is actively recruiting outstanding candidates for Faculty 
positions. These will be three mid-level to senior positions, tenure-track or tenured,
at the Assistant, Associate or Professor level. The positions are being jointly recruited
with the Child Health Institute of New Jersey and the Center for Advanced
Biotechnology and Medicine. We are especially interested in recruiting women and
minorities and encourage such candidates to apply for any of these positions.

Individuals must possess a Ph.D. or M.D., appropriate superb research 
experience, with a preference for applicants using state-of-the-art techniques in
the areas of bone physiology, or muscle and cardiovascular physiology, excellent
funding and publication record, and must be prepared to work in a dynamic 
environment. Dr. Partridge was recruited as the Chair of the Department in 2000
and has recruited twelve new faculty since then. Ample resources are available to
successful candidates. Rank and salary will be commensurate with qualifications.
The proposed starting date for these positions will be January 1, 2007, or later.
Successful candidates will be expected to teach Medical Physiology to medical 
students and physician assistants, and to participate in the Graduate School 
courses. All applicants are asked to provide a CV including research funding,
teaching experience and interests, a list of publications and an outline describing
their proposed program of research. Candidates should also request that three
(3) letters of reference be sent directly to the department. These references must
be at an academic level equal to or higher than the one for which the candidate
is applying, and refer to the position applied for.

Applications and letters of reference should be submitted as soon as possible, but
must be received no later than November 15, 2006. They will be reviewed as they
are received. Send to: Nicola C. Partridge, Ph.D., Professor and Chair,
Department of Physiology and Biophysics, 675 Hoes Lane, Piscataway, NJ
08854. UMDNJ is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/D/V,
and a member of the University Health System of New Jersey. Visit our website at:
http://www2.umdnj.edu/physweb

FACULTY POSITION

ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTING AND 
OPTOELECTRONIC MATERIALS

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA BARBARA

The University of California at Santa Barbara seeks to hire a creative, inno-
vative and productive individual for a tenure-track faculty opening in fi elds 
related to Organic Semiconducting and Optoelectronic Materials, broadly 
defi ned. Applicants are sought at the junior level however, applications from 
exceptionally distinguished senior candidates will also be considered. The 
appointment can reside in the Departments of Materials, Physics, Chemistry 
and Biochemistry, Chemical Engineering or Electrical and Computer Engi-
neering. Joint appointments between two or more Departments are possible 
and desirable. UCSB’s core strengths in Materials Science, Engineering, 
Physics, and Chemistry and Biochemistry are supported and enhanced by 
a collection of multidisciplinary research and education centers, including 
the NSF-sponsored Materials Research Laboratory, the Center for Polymers 
and Organic Solids, the California NanoSystems Institute, the Institute for 
Collaborative Biotechnologies and the Institute for Theoretical Physics.
The University is especially interested in candidates who can contribute to 
the diversity and excellence of the academic community through research, 
teaching and service.

Applicants from disciplinary backgrounds with interests in all areas of Organic 
Semiconducting and Optoelectronic Materials are encouraged to apply. Spe-
cifi c areas of interest include, but are not limited to: molecular design and 
synthesis, device engineering and fabrication (small molecule and polymer 
based), theory, chemical and biological sensors, and molecular electronics. 
Application for the position is open until it is fi lled. Consideration of can-
didates will begin immediately; those received by November 15, 2006 will 
be considered thoroughly for the fi rst round of interviews. Applicants should 
submit their curriculum vitae, a description of their research plans, graduate 
and undergraduate teaching interests as one PDF fi le, and arrange to have three
letters of recommendation sent on their behalf. Please send correspondence via
electronic mail in PDF format to: Chair, Organic Semiconducting Search

Committee, c/oMary Cummings, osomsearch@engineering.ucsb.edu.

The University of California is an EO/AA Employer.

The University of Georgia
Fred C. Davison Distinguished University Chair

Applications are invited for the Fred C. Davison Distinguished Univer-
sity Chair. A renowned scientist will be recruited to lead a program of 
research and development with high impact potential. Outstanding appli-
cants from all areas of scholarly research in biomedical health sciences 
are encouraged to apply. This prestigious position will be housed within
the College of Veterinary Medicine in the department(s) most appropri-
ate to the scientifi c discipline of the successful candidate. This Chaired 
Professorship will be supported by annual income from an endowment 
exceeding $2 million, a state-funded 12-month salary, and features a start
up package commensurate with the prestige of this pre-eminent position.
The University of Georgia provides a highly collaborative and supportive 
environment in which the opportunity exists for innovative researchers 
to creatively interact with colleagues to develop new programs as well 
as build on existing strengths both at the University of Georgia (http:
//www.uga.edu/research/centers1.html) and the College of Veterinary 
Medicine (http://www.vet.uga.edu/).

The successful candidate will be an outstanding scholar with an
established externally funded research program in any relevant area
of the life sciences. In addition, candidates with demonstrated leader-
ship in developing inter- or multidisciplinary programs are especially 
encouraged to apply. Successful applicants are anticipated to possess 
a Doctor of Philosophy degree. A DVM or MD, while desirable, is
not required for this position. All materials will be handled with strict 
confi dentiality. Direct inquiries or nominations to Dr. Marcus Fech-

heimer at fechheim@cb.uga.edu or 706-542-3338. To apply, please 
submit electronically (MSWord or pdf) a CV, a statement of present and
future research interests, and the names and addresses of 3 references 
to: davison_search@vet.uga.edu/. Application materials received by 
October 20, 2006 are assured of consideration.

The University of Georgia is an 
Affi rmative Action and Equal Opportunity Employer.
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TENURE TRACK FACULTY POSITION 

IN BIOCHEMISTRY

The Department of Biochemistry invites applications for a tenure track 
faculty position (Assistant Professor) in an area of biochemistry related 
to diabetes, metabolic syndrome, or cardiovascular disease. The success-
ful candidate will be expected to develop a nationally and internationally 
recognized research program, interact with scientifi cally diverse faculty 
across campus and demonstrate excellence in teaching. Areas of interest 
include, but are not limited to: cholesterol and lipid metabolism, glucose
homeostasis and transport, hormonal control of metabolism, nutrient medi-
ated gene expression and adipogenesis.

The Department of Biochemistry is part of a large and vibrant life sci-
ence community at Purdue, and our faculty participate in interdisciplinary 
programs in cancer, biophysics, genetics, plant biology, and neuroscience.
Support facilities are available for genomic analysis, metabolomics, protein
mass spectrometry, NMR, X-ray crystallography, image analysis, com-
putation, and transgenic animal work. In addition, a colony of Ossabaw 
swine, a model for the development of metabolic syndrome, is maintained
collaboratively between Purdue University and Indiana University School
of Medicine and is available as a resource. For more information about 
our department, see www.biochem.purdue.edu.

Applicants should have a Ph.D. or M.D., a strong publication record, at 
least two years of post-doctoral experience or its equivalent, the potential to
develop a vigorous extramurally funded research program, and a commit-
ment to research and teaching excellence. Applicants are asked to submit 
materials electronically to biochem-search@purdue.edu. Applications 
should include a cover letter, curriculum vitae, a two-page summary of 
research interests, a statement of teaching interests and the names and 
contact information of three references. Screening of applicants will begin 
September 25, 2006 and continue until the position is fi lled. 

Purdue University is an Equal Opportunity/Equal Access/Affi rmative 
Action Employer fully committed to achieving a diverse workforce. 

Women and minority applicants are encouraged to apply. 

Faculty Positions in the
Department of Pharmacology and 

Toxicology
College of Pharmacy
University of Arizona

Applications are invited for two tenure track
Assistant Professor (Job# 35968) faculty posi-
tions for the 2007/08 academic year. Individuals 
with interests in the areas of molecular pharmacol-
ogy or molecular toxicology will be considered,
but the following related areas are of particular
interest during this phase of our expansion: drug
metabolism and transport, apoptosis and stress
response signal transduction pathways, molecular 
neurotoxicology, proteomics and toxicogenom-
ics. Our medicinal chemistry and pharmacology/
toxicology faculty are building a strong program
in drug discovery/development with translational 
goals being a major objective in collaboration with
the Arizona Cancer Center and BIO5. Successful 
candidates will be expected to develop and/or
maintain an independent extramurally funded
research program, and to actively participate in
undergraduate, graduate (Ph.D.), and professional 
(Pharm.D.) teaching. The Department is undergo-
ing a period of dynamic growth in parallel with
facilities expansion. Excellent opportunities exist
for research collaborations and participation in
the Center for Toxicology, the Arizona Cancer 
Center, the Bio5 Institute, and other Centers of
Excellence at the University of Arizona and the
Arizona Health Sciences Center. Applications
will be reviewed beginning October 1, 2006

and will continue until the positions are fi lled.
For further information and to apply, please go to 
www.hr.arizona.edu, Employment, Search Post-
ings, Job # 35968.We offer excellent benefi ts and 
competitive salaries. The University of Arizona is 
an EEO/AA Employer M/W/D/V. 

FACULTY POSITION IN THE FIELD OF GENE 

EXPRESSION AND REGULATION

The Department of Molecular Biology and Biochemistry in
the School of Biological Sciences announces the availability of
a tenure-track position in the field of Gene Expression, at the
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR level. Applicants should hold a
Ph.D., M.D. or equivalent degree, and will be expected to establish 
a vigorous and competitive research program in an area related 
to regulation of mammalian gene expression in development and 
disease. The successful applicant also will be expected to teach at 
the undergraduate and graduate levels.

Applicants should upload a description of their research accomplish-
ments including future plans, a Curriculum Vitae, and a list of at 
least four references. Please see the URL: http://jobs.bio.uci.edu/
showopenjobs_tenure.cfm for application instructions under
“Department of Molecular Biology and Biochemistry.”

DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF APPLICATIONS: Review of 
applications will begin September 15, 2006 and the recruitment will
remain open until a suitable candidate has been hired.

The University of California, Irvine is an Equal Opportunity 
Employer committed to excellence through diversity and strongly 
encourages applications from all qualifi ed applicants including 

women and minorities.

FACULTY POSITION
NEUROBIOLOGY

University of California, Irvine

The Center for the Neurobiology of Learning 
and Memory (CNLM) (www.cnlm.uci.edu)
and the Department of Neurobiology and
Behavior (http://neurobiology.uci.edu) at
the University of California, Irvine invite
applications for a tenure-track Assistant
Professor position in the general fi eld of the 
cognitive neuroscience of human memory.
Preference will be given to candidates using
functional neuroimaging methods to inves-
tigate the neural bases of the acquisition
and maintenance of rewarded behavior. The 
successful candidate will become a Fellow of 
the CNLM with laboratory space within the 
Center’s research facility.

Interested candidates should submit a cover
letter indicating research interests, a CV,
recent publications and contact information 
for three to five references to:CNLM Faculty

Search Committee, University of Califor-

nia, Irvine, CA 92697-3800. Preference
will be given to applications received before 
November 1, 2006. Inquiries regarding the 
position may be directed to the CNLM Direc-
tor, Dr. Michael Rugg (mrugg@uci.edu).

The University of California has an active 
career partners program, is an Equal 

Opportunity Employer committed to excel-
lence through diversity, and has an Advance 

(NSF) program for gender equity. 

The Department of Natural Resources and
Environmental Sciences (NRES) at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
seeks a full-time (9-month), tenure-track
assistant professor of plant evolutionary 

genomics to begin in August 2007. NRES
has faculty in biological, physical, and
social sciences applied across the landscape 
in natural, forested, agricultural, and urban 
ecosystems. Interdisciplinary and systems-
based approaches are important elements of 
our research and education programs. This 
position is part of a campus interdisciplinary 
initiative in evolutionary genomics associated
with the Institute for Genomic Biology.

Applicants should have a Ph.D. and a multi-
disciplinary background that combines plant 
evolution and genetics, molecular biology, 
and functional genomics. We prefer candi-
dates who can apply genomics tools to study 
genetic patterns of perennial plant evolution in
response to artifi cial selection and domestica-
tion, and who will develop an internationally 
recognized research program, direct gradu-
ate students, interact with undergraduates, 
contribute to teaching needs, and compete
for research funds. Closing date to apply is 
October 16, 2006 – please reference Job
#10688.More information is posted on, http:
//www.nres.uiuc.edu, or 217-333-9738.

UIUC is an AA/EO Employer.
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FACULTY POSITION

Assistant Professor
Genetics, Stem Cell or 

Systems Biology

Brigham & Women’s Hospital
Harvard Medical School

The Genetics Division, Department of Medicine at Brigham & Women’s
Hospital and Harvard Medical School seeks an outstanding Assistant 
Professor level scientist in one of the above areas. Applicants should 
possess Ph.D., M.D., or M.D., Ph.D. degrees and have several years 
of relevant postdoctoral experience. Areas of interest are broad, and 
include genetic and systems level analyses of pathways involved in 
disease and development, stem cells, tissue and organ regeneration, 
and proteomics. The successful applicant will enjoy an outstanding 
competitive start-up package, excellent space and state-of-the-art
facilities, and will be able to interact with strong existing expertise in 
human and mouse developmental genetics, computational genetics,
signal transduction and genomics. 

Please send a CV, 1 page description of research interests, 2 page
research proposal and 3 recommendation letters by November 30, 

2006 to:
Richard Maas,M.D., Ph.D.

Chair, Search Committee 

BWH Genetics Division

New Research Bldg., NRB 458H

Harvard Medical School

77 Avenue Louis Pasteur

Boston,MA 02115

BWH is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Department of Pathology

Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA

We are seeking applicants for an Assistant Professor, tenure track
appointment, to develop an independent research program in the
area of experimental and molecular pathology. For this search we
are particularly interested in candidates with research interests in one 
of the following areas: immunology, cancer biology, or experimental 
neuropathology. Candidates must hold a Ph.D. and/or M.D. degree (or 
equivalent), and have postdoctoral experience and a strong record of 
accomplishments in research. The Pathology Department and Harvard 
Medical School offer an outstanding environment to conduct research 
with ample shared resources. The successful candidate will be expected
to participate in the graduate student and medical student training pro-
grams within the department. Candidates with experience in the use of 
advanced biochemical or biomolecular approaches (such as genomics 
and proteomics) are particularly encouraged to apply. Applications from 
women and minority candidates are also strongly encouraged.

For consideration please send cover letter, curriculum vitae, list of
publications, names of four references, and a concise summary of
research and future directions by November 15, 2006.

Search Committee

Department of Pathology

Harvard Medical School

77 Avenue Louis Pasteur, NRB-950

Boston MA 02115

Harvard Medical School is an 
Affi rmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

Faculty Position in Cancer Biology
The Center for Cancer Research (CCR) at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology is one of eight basic NCI-designated
cancer centers. The CCR and Department of Biology at MIT
invite applications for a junior faculty appointment in the area
of experimental cancer biology. Areas of special interest
include, but are not limited to: cell migration and metastasis,
angiogenesis, stem cell biology, animal models of cancer,
cancer pathways, proteomics and intracellular signaling,
chemical and systems biology, and cancer therapeutics.
The candidate will be expected to lead an innovative research
program as well as participate in undergraduate and graduate
teaching. Ph.D., MD, and MD/Ph.D. candidates are encouraged
to apply.

Applicants please submit a curriculum vitae, brief summary of
past accomplishments and a description of future research
plans. Letters of recommendation should be sent separately
from three scientists who can provide an evaluation of the
candidate’s accomplishments and future potential for both
research and teaching.

Please send applications and letters to:

Prof. Jacqueline Lees, c/o Lori Spindler,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
E17-110, Center for Cancer Research,
77 Massachusetts Avenue,
Cambridge, MA 02139-4307

Completed applications will be considered beginning 
October 1, 2006 and through December 1, 2006.

MIT is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

It takes everyone at MIT to be MIT.

http://web.mit.edu

Senior Faculty Position
Division of Medicinal Chemistry and Natural Products

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
School of Pharmacy

The Division of Medicinal Chemistry and Natural Products invites outstand-
ing individuals to apply for a position as a Full Professor at the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Preference will be given to candidates with 
research programs focused on the chemical synthesis of small molecules 
useful for interrogating both defi ned molecular targets and signaling pathways
relevant to physiology and disease. 

The successful candidate will have a vigorously funded, internationally rec-
ognized record of research and scholarship. A competitive relocation and 
expansion package will be available and, in addition, exceptional candidates 
will be considered for an Endowed Professorship. The position also requires
demonstrated excellence in classroom and laboratory education. 

Applications will be reviewed upon receipt and continue until the position 
is fi lled. Women and members of under-represented minority groups are 
especially encouraged to apply. Applications must include: curriculum vitae,
publication list, a concise description of past research and future research 
plans, funding history, and four letters of recommendation to be sent directly
to the search committee, on your behalf. Contact: 

Prof. Bryan L. Roth MD, PhD

Chair of the Search Committee

Division of Medicinal Chemistry and Natural Products

School of Pharmacy, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

CB #7360, Beard Hall

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7360

www.pharmacy.unc.edu

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is an 
Equal Opportunity Employer.
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CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL BOSTON
HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL

Developmental Neuroscience
Assistant/Associate Professor

Applications are being considered for a full-time, tenure-track posi-
tion at Children’s Hospital Boston and Harvard Medical School.
The successful candidate will hold either a PhD or MD degree and 
will join an interactive research team in the Neurobiology Program 
directed by Michael E. Greenberg, PhD, and Department of Neurology, 
Children’s Hospital. This program resides within a very strong and 
collegial research community in neuroscience and related disciplines 
throughout the Harvard Medical Area. Successful candidates will have
research interests in developmental neuroscience with relevance to the
function, development, or pathology of the nervous system, broadly 
defi ned. Modern laboratory space is available in newly renovated
Enders Research Building. We seek outstanding scientists to establish 
a vigorous research program and form productive interactions with 
colleagues and other scientists at the institution. The investigators will 
hold both Children’s Hospital Boston and Harvard Medical School 
faculty appointments. 

Please submit a current CV, a 2- or 3-page description of research 
interests and directions, and three to fi ve reference letters. Materials 
should be sent by November 1, 2006 to:

Neuroscience Search Committee

c/o Diana Philips

Enders 260, Children’s Hospital Boston

300 Longwood Avenue

Boston,MA 02115

Equal Opportunity/Affi rmative Action Employer.

Faculty Positions in 
Structural Biology

Department of Biochemistry
Emory University School of Medicine

The Department of Biochemistry invites applications for tenure-track 
faculty positions from the Assistant to Full Professor levels in Struc-
tural Biology. Junior faculty will be expected to develop an active and 
competitive research program. Senior candidates are expected to have 
a well-funded extramural research program and a distinguished record 
of scholarly achievements, collaborative research, and demonstrated 
excellence in teaching. Applicants will be considered who have research
interests in any area of contemporary biomedical structural biology
that complements the ongoing research in the Department (http://
www.biochem.emory.edu/). The Department, which currently includes
11 tenure-track faculty with a total extramural funding of nearly $5 mil-
lion, will grow considerably over the next 5-7 years under the leadership 
of the new Chair, Dr. Richard D. Cummings.EmoryUniversity, located
just 15 minutes from downtown Atlanta in the tree-lined neighborhood 
of Druid Hills, is adjacent to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention and the Yerkes Research Center. 

Interested applicants should submit a curriculum vitae, a succinct
statement (3 pages or less) describing research interests and teaching 
philosophy, and detailed contact information for four references. The 
Search Committee will begin reviewing applications on October1, 2006
and the search will continue until the positions are fi lled. Please send 

materials as PDF fi les to facultysearch@biochem.emory.edu.

Emory University is an Equal Opportunity/Affi rmative Action 
Employer. Women and minority candidates are strongly 

encouraged to apply.

BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION

Assistant Professor
The MIT Biological Engineering Division invites applications for a
tenure-track faculty position at the assistant professor level, to begin
July 2007 or thereafter. Applicants should hold a Ph.D. in a science 
or engineering discipline related to biological engineering. In special
cases, a more senior faculty appointment might be possible. The
candidate is expected to integrate strong expertise in molecular/cellular
bioscience with an engineering design perspective; example areas 
of application might include stem cell technologies, therapeutics
development, biomolecular materials, tissue engineering, or synthetic
biology. We especially encourage minorities and women to apply,
because of MIT’s strong commitment to diversity in engineering
education, research and practice.

Interested candidates should send application materials to:
be-fac-search@mit.edu. Each application should include: a curriculum
vitae; the names and addresses of three or more references; a
strategic statement of research interests; and a statement of teaching
interests specifically in the context of the Biological Engineering
graduate and undergraduate educational programs at MIT.
(http://web.mit.edu/be/education/ and http://web.mit.edu/be/education/ugrad.htm)

We request that each candidate arrange for the reference letters

to be sent directly to: be-fac-search@mit.edu with a copy mailed
or faxed to the following address: Professor Paul Matsudaira,
Chair, Faculty Search Committee, Biological Engineering Division

Bldg. NE47, Room 223, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, MA 02139; Fax: 617-258-7226

Responses by 1 November 2006 will be given priority.

MIT is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action employer.

It takes everyone at MIT to be MIT.

http://web.mit.edu

Faculty Positions in 
Burnett College of Biomedical Sciences
Cancer, Cardiovascular Diseases and 

Neurodegenerative Diseases

University of Central Florida is building a major Biomedical Research and 
Education Program that will be housed in a 200,000 sq.ft. Burnett Biomedi-
cal Science College building in the new medical campus with a new UCF 
College of Medicine. We seek outstanding scientists working on molecular, 
cellular, physiological, biochemical, or pharmacological approaches to study
important problems in cancer, cardiovascular diseases and neurodegenera-
tive diseases. Faculty at any rank will be considered. The Burnett College 
of Biomedical Sciences (www.biomed.ucf.edu) is in the process of hiring 
34 tenure-track/tenured faculty members over a fi ve year period. Successful 
applicants will be expected to establish a well funded research program,
contribute to teaching, actively participate in the PhD program and interact 
with the new Medical School. Exceptional candidates can be considered for 
Provost’s Research Excellence Professorships.

Competitive salaries, startup funds, new laboratories, transgenic animal facili-
ties and access to shared core instrumentation facilities will be provided. 

The University of Central Florida has over 46,000 students and an outstand-
ing technology-based infrastructure. It is located in Orlando, a dynamic and 
progressive metropolitan region, a major player in high-tech industry, and 
adjacent to a top ranked Research park and a great place to live and work. 

Review of candidates will begin on October 15, 2006. Please send a
curriculum vitae, a two page summary of research plans and the names
and contact information of three or more referees to: Faculty Search

(biomed@mail.ucf.edu) 4000 Central Florida Blvd., HPAII, 335, Uni-

versity of Central Florida, Orlando, FL 32816-2360.

The University of Central Florida is an Equal Opportunity, Equal Access, 
and Affi rmative Action Employer. As a member of the Florida State 

University System, all application materials and selection procedures 

are available for public review.
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Faculty positions in

InstitutesofBiomedicalSciences

Fudan University

Institute of InfectiousDiseases&PublicHealth and Institute of

Genome Sciences at the Institutes of Biomedical Sciences,

Fudan University, (www.biomed.fudan.edu.cn), invite

applications for directors, principal investigators and senior

research scientists in areas including virology,microbiology,

infectious diseases, PublicHealth and genome sciences etc.

Scientific excellence and interactive personality are themost

important criteria for selection. Non-Chinese scientists are

particularly encouraged to apply.

We offer an excellent starting up package and a highly

stimulating research environment. The successful applicants

areexpected toparticipate indepartmentaleducationprograms

and establish active, independent, and externally funded

research projects.

Interested individualsmust send electronically a fullCV (either

English or Chinese) that includes history of training,

employment, publication list and awards, copies of five

representative articles, a description within 3,000 words of

intent and vision for the applied position and three letters of

recommendation to:

Miss Yuemin Jin, Mr Junhui Bie

130 Dong-An Rd, Institutes of Biomedical Sciences,

FudanUniversity. P.O.Box 281, Shanghai, 200032. Tel:

+86-21-54237307, E-mail: biomed_nl@fudan.edu.cn

Faculty Positions
Grand Valley State University
Department of Biomedical Sciences
http://www4.gvsu.edu/bmhs/

The Department of Biomedical Sciences continues to expand and is
recruiting for two (2) tenure track faculty to begin in the Fall 2007
semester. Grand Valley State University is a comprehensive state-
supported university with a commitment to undergraduate education
both in the classroom and in the research laboratory. We are seeking
faculty who are committed to excellence in both classroom teaching and 
collaborative student research. GVSU is located in family friendly west 
Michigan, close to Grand Rapids, Michigan’s second largest city, and 
near the beaches of Lake Michigan. For each position listed below, the 
successful candidate will have the appropriate Ph.D. or M.D. degree, with
demonstrated teaching and research experience. Post-doctoral training is 
desirable. Each is a 9-month position. 

Assistant, Associate Professor - Anatomy - Individual must be able to 
teach human anatomy and accompanying human cadaver laboratories 
at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. Additional experience in 
human physiology is desirable.

Assistant, Associate Professor - Anatomy/Physiology - Individual must
be able to teach undergraduate human anatomy/physiology. Additional
experience in advanced human anatomy or physiology and accompanying
laboratories is desirable.

Interested candidates should submit a letter of intent describing their
teaching philosophy and research interests, a current Curriculum vitae 
and the names of three references to: Search Committee, Department 

of Biomedical Sciences, 218 Padnos, Grand Valley State University, 

Allendale,MI 49401. Email questions to: Tony Nieuwkoop, BMS Chair-
man (nieuwkot@gvsu.edu). Review process will begin on October 30,

2006 and continue until the positions are fi lled. 

GVSU is an Equal Opportunity/Affi rmative Action Institution.

THREE POSITIONS
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ

COMPARATIVE ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY

Assistant Professor

The Ecology and Evolutionary Biology Department of the University of 
California, Santa Cruz, invites applications for a tenure track position in 
comparative animal physiology. Individuals using any combination of
ecological, functional, and/or evolutionary approaches to major issues in 
animal physiology, physiological ecology or environmental physiology are
encouraged to apply. We are particularly interested in individuals whose 
research addresses issues related to marine vertebrates, who will utilize 
the excellent facilities available at Long Marine Laboratory, and who can 
take advantage of the diverse marine fauna of Monterey Bay. The success-
ful candidate is expected to develop a strong research program, supervise 
graduate students, teach undergraduate and graduate level courses in the 
department, and interact closely with other faculty and who can contribute 
to the diversity and excellence of the academic community through their 
research, teaching and/or service. PLEASE REFER TO POSITION #719

IN ALL CORRESPONDENCE.

PLANT EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY

Assistant Professor

The Ecology and Evolutionary Biology Department of the University of 
California, Santa Cruz, invites applications for a tenure-track faculty posi-
tion in Plant Evolutionary Biology. We are seeking candidates investigating
broad themes in evolutionary biology, including but not limited to the fi elds 
of evolutionary physiology, paleoecology, phylogeography, the evolution of
diversity, evolutionary ecology, and the application of phylogenetic methods
to evolutionary questions. The successful candidate must be committed 
to excellence in research and in teaching at both the undergraduate and 
graduate levels, including courses in plant diversity and evolution, and
will contribute to the academic community through university service and 
close interactions with other faculty. PLEASE REFER TO POSITION 

#799 IN ALL CORRESPONDENCE.

QUANTITATIVE ECOLOGY

Assistant Professor

The Ecology and Evolutionary Biology Department of the University of 
California, Santa Cruz, invites applications for a tenure-track faculty position
in Quantitative Ecology. We are seeking candidates with broad conceptual 
interests, who work on aspects of ecology that cross the boundaries between
theoretical and empirical ecology by connecting models with data. We are 
particularly interested in applicants working at the population or community 
level (marine, terrestrial, or freshwater) who will contribute to existing
strengths in ecology, physiology, evolution, behavior, and conservation biol-
ogy. The successful candidate must be committed to excellence in teaching 
at both the undergraduate and graduate levels, and will contribute to the 
academic community through university service and collaborations with 
other faculty. PLEASE REFER TO POSITION #225 IN ALL COR-

RESPONDENCE.

RANK:Assistant Professor
SALARY: Commensurate with qualifi cations and experience
POSITIONS AVAILABLE: Fall 2007

MINIMUMQUALIFICATIONS:APh.D. in a relevant fi eld; postdoctoral
or equivalent research experience; a demonstrated record of research excel-
lence and potential for teaching and mentorship. 
CLOSING DATE:Position is open until fi lled. To ensure full consideration,
applications must be received by November 6, 2006.
TO APPLY: Electronic submissions are required. Please e-mail a
curriculum vitae and a statement of research and teaching interests to
eebrecruit@biology.ucsc.edu. NOTE: Please indicate in subject head-
ing to which position you are applying. Please arrange for three letters of 
reference evaluating the candidate’s scholarly contributions, teaching, and 
other professional accomplishments to be e-mailed directly by the referee 
to the address below. Letters will be treated as confi dential (please direct 
referees to UCSC’s confi dentiality statement at http://www2.ucsc.edu/
ahr/policies/confstm.htm).

EMAIL ADDRESS: eebrecruit@biology.ucsc.edu

UC Santa Cruz overlooks the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary, 
70 miles south of San Francisco. The successful candidate will have access 
to core facilities such as the Molecular Ecology and Evolutionary Genetics 
laboratory, Long Marine Lab, UCSC Arboretum, Greenhouses, and Stable 
Isotope Laboratory, as well as a diverse range of local habitats and access 
to the University of California’sNatural Reserve System. Ongoing research
initiatives in the EEB Department include conservation biology, rapid evolu-
tionary responses to environmental change, and research across the land-sea
interface. For more information, visit http://www.biology.ucsc.edu.

UCSC IS AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION/EQUAL EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER. WOMEN AND MINORITIES ARE 

ENCOURAGED TO APPLY.
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Faculty Position in 
Proteomics/Systems Biology

Center for Molecular Discovery

The newly formed Center for Molecular Discovery at Baylor College of 
Medicine invites applications for a full-time, tenure-track faculty position 
(all ranks) in the broadly defi ned areas of proteomics, systems biology, or 
chemical biology. We are particularly interested in candidates with inter-
disciplinary research programs that utilize high throughput methods. The 
candidate should possess a Ph.D. (or equivalent) in biological, physical, 
computational, or engineering sciences.

The successful candidate will be expected to maintain an active, funded 
research program and to contribute to the teaching of graduate students. 
The faculty member will be a member of the Center for Molecular Dis-
covery and will hold a position in the Department of Biochemistry and 
Molecular Biology. Baylor College of Medicine offers a highly interactive
environment and a strong infrastructure for research. A highly competitive
start-up package will be offered for this position. 

Applicants should submit, preferably in electronic form, a cover letter, 
current CV, statement of research goals and contact information for
three references, preferably in electronic form, by October 15, 2006

to: Timothy Palzkill, Ph.D., Search Committee Chair, Center for 

Molecular Discovery; email: moleculardiscovery@bcm.edu or by
mail to : Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Fac-

ultyRecruitment,Baylor College ofMedicine,BCM 125, OneBaylor

Plaza, Houston, TX 77030.

Baylor College of Medicine is an Equal Opportunity, 
Affi rmative Action and Equal Access Employer.

The Evergreen State College

Faculty Positions 2007-2008

The Evergreen State College, a progressive, 
public liberal arts college emphasizing intense
interdisciplinary study and collaborative team 
teaching, is currently recruiting for the follow-
ing positions. 

• Biomedical Health 

• Cultural Anthropology 

• Feminist Economics 

• Teacher Education

• Physics or AppliedMath 

• Russian History 

• African American Studies

We encourage candidates to apply who have 
demonstrated experience in teaching, in pursu-
ing innovative and engaging teaching strate-
gies and working with diverse and underserved
populations.

Salary for all positions based on experience 
and degrees, with excellent benefi ts package, 
including same-sex domestic partner benefi ts
and relocation. For job announcements and
to apply online, visit: www.evergreen.edu/

facultyhiring.

The Evergreen State College • Faculty

Hiring • L2211 • 2700 Evergreen Parkway

NW • Olympia, WA 98505 • 360-867-6861 • 

www.evergreen.edu

AA/EOE/ADA

Assistant Professor

Massachusetts General Hospital Cancer Center and 
Department of Medicine, Harvard Medical School

The Massachusetts General Hospital Cancer Center is seeking
applications for a tenure track faculty position at the level of Assistant 
Professor. The successful candidate will occupy laboratories in the
MGH Cancer Center, Charlestown Navy Yard research facility. We 
seek outstanding individuals who wish to establish a strong cancer
research program with interests including, but not limited to, cancer 
biology, cancer genetics, genetic model organisms, signal transduction, 
and cell cycle checkpoints. Candidates must hold a Ph.D. and/or M.D. 
degree (or equivalent), have postdoctoral experience and a strong record
of accomplishment in research. Applications from women and minority 
candidates are strongly encouraged.

Candidates should submit a curriculum vitae including a full list of
publications and a brief statement of research and teaching interests 
to the email address below. Four letters of reference should be mailed 
directly to the Search Committee:

Nick Dyson, PhD, Chair, Search Committee

c/o Carol Ann Hannan

MGH Cancer Center

13th Street, Building 149, Room 7204

Charlestown, MA 02129

Email: channan@partners.org

http://www.massgeneral.org/cancer/research/basic/ccr/index.asp

Applications and letters of reference must be received by: 
October 13, 2006.

Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard University uphold a 
commitment to Affi rmative Action and Equal Opportunity.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

DEPARTMENT OF 

NEUROBIOLOGY AND BEHAVIOR

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE

Applications are invited for a tenure-track
position at the level of ASSISTANT PRO-

FESSOR. The Department of Neurobiology
and Behavior engages in interdisciplinary
approaches to the study of neurobiology, with
an emphasis on neural plasticity and behav-
ior. Current Departmental research themes
include: (i)mechanisms underlying age-related
neurodegenerative disorders, (ii) learning and 
memory, (iii) sensory and integrative neuro-
science (including molecular/genetic, synap-
tic and systems levels, (iv) development, (v)
neurocomputation, and (vi) the neurobiology
of substance abuse. Preference will be given to
applicants whose research integrates with one 
or more of those themes and whose approach 
is at the systems level, preferably in behaving
animals.

Please submit by November 1, 2006, cur-
riculum vitae, description of research interests,
and the names and addresses of three potential
referees to:Chair,Department of Neurobiol-
ogy and Behavior,University of California,

2205McGaughHall, Irvine,CA92697-4550.

Website: http://www.bio.uci.edu.

The University of California, Irvine is an 
Equal Opportunity Employer committed to 
excellence through diversity and strongly 
encourages applications from all qualifi ed 

applicants, including women and minorities.

University of California, Santa Cruz

MOLECULAR TOXICOLOGY
Assistant Professor

Applications are invited from outstanding
candidates for a tenure track faculty posi-
tion in the area of molecular toxicology.
The successful candidate will have a strong 
record of research accomplishments in the
area of molecular responses to chemical and 
environmental agents. Areas of research that 
complement existing faculty strengths, such 
as DNA repair, neurotoxicology, gene-envi-
ronment interactions and individual suscepti-
bility, or other areas of molecular toxicology 
are desired, though exceptional candidates
pursuing innovative research in other areas 
of environmental health and toxicology may 
also be considered. Postdoctoral experience 
is required. Qualifi ed individuals must be
committed to excellence in teaching at both
the undergraduate and graduate levels, and be
willing to provide service to the University.

For detailed information and application
instructions, please refer to Position #507-07
at http://www2.ucsc.edu/ahr/employment/

bulletin.html.

This position is open until fi lled with initial 
screening beginning on November 15, 2006.
To ensure full consideration, all materials
must be received on or before that date.

The University of California is an 
Affi rmative Action/Equal Opportunity 
Employer. Women and minorities are 

encouraged to apply.
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HEAD
DEPARTMENT OF 

CELLULAR BIOLOGY AND ANATOMY

LSUHSC SCHOOL OF MEDICINE IN 

SHREVEPORT

Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center-Shreveport is seek-
ing applicants for the Head of the Department of Cellular Biology and 
Anatomy. The salary for this tenure-track position will be fully supported
by state funds. In addition, the Head of Cellular Biology and Anatomy 
will hold a $2 million Endowed Chair from the Malcolm Feist Cardio-
vascular endowment, which will support diabetes-related research. This 
position is open to individuals possessing M.D., Ph.D., or M.D. Ph.D. 
degrees. To meet the criteria of the Endowed Chair, applicants must have 
nationally recognized research excellence with a focus on cardiovascular 
complications of diabetes mellitus, current NIH funding, and experience 
mentoring graduate students, postdoctoral fellows, and junior faculty. The
responsibilities of the position include development and leadership in 
departmental research activities and multidisciplinary research endeavors
as well as a commitment to maintain/strengthen the education obligations
of the Department. The selected candidate will have limited personal
teaching/clinical responsibilities, primarily defi ned by his/her interests 
and training. A multi-year strategy and supporting fi nancial resources 
are in place to elevate the Department and its graduate and postgraduate 
training programs to a level of national stature. The plan includes funds 
for expansion of department infrastructure and recruitment of several
faculty members who will be provided competitive seed packages and 
access to Core Facilities that offers state-of-the-art technologies, such as 
FACS, genomics, proteomics, imaging, and bioinformatics. 

Applicants should submit a curriculum vitae, a list of at least three refer-
ences, and a brief description of research interests and direction to the 
search committee chairman: Nicholas Goeders, Ph.D., Professor and 

Head, Department of Pharmacology, Toxicology and Neuroscience, 

LSU Health Sciences Center, P.O. Box 33932, Shreveport, LA 71130.
Applications will be accepted until November 15, 2006.

LSUHSC is an Affi rmative Action Employer.

Tenure-Track Faculty Positions
Biomedical Informatics, Computational Biology, and Systems Biology

University of California, Irvine

Two junior tenure-track positions are available at the University of California, Irvine in all areas of research
at the intersection of life and computational sciences. These appointments will be made in the Donald 
Bren School of Information and Computer Sciences with possible joint appointments in the School of 
Biological Sciences, the School of Physical Sciences, or the School of Medicine. Exceptionally qualifi ed
senior candidates also will be considered for tenured positions. These positions will be coordinated with 
the interdisciplinary research programs of the UCI Institute for Genomics and Bioinformatics.

Examples of general areas of interest include: chemical informatics, bioinformatics, computational biol-
ogy, systems biology, synthetic biology, and medical informatics. Examples of specifi c areas of interest 
include: protein structure and function prediction; molecular simulations and docking; computational drug 
screening and design; comparative genomics; analysis of high-throughput data; mathematical modeling of 
biological systems. Research methods should encompass computational, statistical, or machine-learning 
approaches. 

UCI is targeted as a growth campus for the University of California. It is one of the youngest UC campuses, 
yet ranked 10th among the nation’s best public universities by US News & World Report. Salary and other 
compensation (including priority access to on-campus faculty housing) are competitive with the nation’s 
fi nest public universities. For an overview of UCI, see http://www.uci.edu.

The Bren School of ICS is one of nine academic units at UCI and was recently elevated to an independent 
school by the UC Regents. ICS’ mission is to lead the innovation of new information and computing tech-
nology and study its economic and social signifi cance while producing an educated workforce to further 
advance technology and fuel the economic engine. The Bren School of ICS has excellent faculty, innovative
programs, high quality students and outstanding graduates as well as strong relationships with high tech 
industry. With approximately 2000 undergraduates, 300 graduate students, and 63 faculty members, ICS is the
largest computing program within the UC system. For a perspective on ICS, see http://www.ics.uci.edu.

Screening will begin immediately upon receipt of a completed application. Applications will be accepted 
until positions are fi lled, although maximum consideration will be given to applications received by January
15, 2007. Completed applications containing a cover letter, curriculum vitae, sample research publications, 
and three to fi ve letters of recommendation should be uploaded electronically. Please refer to the following 
web site for instructions: 

http://www.ics.uci.edu/employment/employ_faculty.php.

UCI is an Equal Opportunity Employer committed to excellence through diversity and encourages all 
qualifi ed candidates including women and minorities to apply. UCI is responsive to the needs of dual 

career couples, is dedicated to work-life balance through an array of family-friendly policies, and is the 
recipient of an NSF Advance Award for gender equity.

CELL BIOLOGY
Vassar College

The Department of Biology at Vassar Col-
lege invites applications for a tenure-track
faculty position at the level of assistant
professor beginning Fall 2007. Vassar Col-
lege is an equal opportunity/affirmative 
action employer and is strongly and actively 
committed to diversity within its community. 
We seek a broadly trained cell biologist
whose research and teaching interests may
include but are not limited to the following: 
eukaryotic cell structure, cell signalling, cell 
traffi cking, genetic and epigenetic processes, 
and protein interaction networks. The success-
ful candidate will be expected to develop an 
upper-level course in his/her specialty as well 
as teach at the introductory and intermediate 
levels, including genetics, cell biology, or
another intermediate course. Development of 
a productive research program with student
participation will be expected and start-up 
funding, shared equipment, and personal
laboratory space will be provided. A Ph.D.
is required and postdoctoral experience is
preferred. Consideration of applications will 
begin on 2 October 2006.

Applicants should submit a curriculum
vitae, representative reprints, a statement of 
research interests and goals, a statement of
teaching interests and philosophy, and three 
letters of reference to: Cell Biology Search,

Department of Biology, Box 731, Vassar

College, Poughkeepsie, NY 12604-0731;

cellbiology@vassar.edu. Website: http://
biology.vassar.edu/.

Faculty Position in Computational Biology

The DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR
BIOPHYSICS (BMB) and CENTER FOR COMPUTATIONAL BIOL-
OGY (CCB) at Washington University School of Medicine invite
applications for a tenure-track or tenured faculty position in the area of 
Computational Biology. Applicants at the Assistant, Associate, or Full 
Professor level will be considered for a primary appointment in BMB. 
The successful candidate will conduct independent research within a
growing department broadly centered on quantitative studies of macro-
molecules, including protein structure and dynamics, macromolecular
interactions, mechanistic enzymology, and computational modeling (http:
//www.biochem.wustl.edu). Priority will be given to candidates using 
computation in the study of macromolecular structure and function, and 
whose interests complement those currently represented in the CCB (http:
//www.ccb.wustl.edu). Enthusiasm for teaching and mentoring research 
trainees is important.

Washington University has a highly interactive research environment
with vigorous interdisciplinary graduate and medical scientist training 
programs. Selection of candidates will begin during November 2006.
Applicants should submit their curriculum vitae, selected reprints, a short
summary of future research plans and the names of references electroni-
cally to ccb-search@biochem.wustl.edu or by mail to:

COMPUTATIONAL BIOLOGY SEARCH

Tom Ellenberger, Raymond H. Wittcoff Professor and Head

Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics, Box 8231

Washington University School of Medicine

660 S. Euclid Ave.

St. Louis, MO 63110

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
Minority and women scientists are especially encouraged to apply.
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FACULTY POSITIONS IN 

IMAGING AND CELL BIOLOGY

THE GRUSS-LIPPER BIOPHOTONICS CENTER

Innovative and creative scientists are invited to apply for faculty positions at any

level in the Biophotonics Center of the Albert Einstein College of Medicine. New

space is being constructed to expand the Biophotonics Center into the Price Center

for Genetic and Translational Medicine, a new building on campus to open by the

end of 2007. Members will be tenured, or tenure-track faculty in the Department

of Anatomy and Structural Biology.

Candidates are expected to have a background in any of the following: Biophysics,

Physics, Electrical Engineering, Biology or Chemistry, but with a research focus in

microscopy and imaging as related to the cell biology of human disease. The

facilities in the Price Center for Genetic and Translational Medicine will include

chemical genomics, bioinformatics and computational biology, human genetics,

microarray and sequencing, protein chemistry and proteomics, gene therapy and

transgenic mice. The Biophotonics Center will also be expanding an Innovation

Laboratory into the Price Center including a microscope fabrication facility, laser

workshop, a multiphoton microscope, rapid live cell imaging microscope, single

molecule detection, and optical and software engineering support. The

Biophotonics Center also maintains a service component, the Analytical Imaging

Facility, which includes comprehensive light, electron and cryo-electron

microscopy services.

Please send letter of introduction, curriculum vitae, research plan and three letters

of recommendation to: Biophotonics Search Committee, c/o Lillian Molina,
Administrator, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Jack & Pearl Resnick
Campus, 1300 Morris Park Avenue, Forchheimer 620, Bronx, NY 10461,
Molina@aecom.yu.edu, FAX: 718-430-8996

We welcome applicants who will add diversity to our academic leadership and

faculty. Equal Opportunity Employer.

ALBERT EINSTEIN
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
Advancing science, building careers

Faculty Position in Chemistry or 
Chemical Biology

Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center is seeking an innovative individual at the
Assistant level, with strong research accomplishments in synthetic or mechanistic
organic chemistry, or chemical biology to be part of a research program which
addresses problems relating to bioorganic chemistry and cancer research. A
doubling of chemical research resources and core facilities are available in a newly
built research facility on campus. We participate in a graduate school in biomedical
sciences, a joint graduate program with Weill Medical College of Cornell University
and also participate in a Tri-Institutional graduate training program in Chemical
Biology with Cornell-Ithaca, Weill Medical College and the Rockefeller University.
Faculty will be eligible to hold appointments in these programs.

MSKCC offers a unique and exciting research environment with programs in
Immunology, Pharmacology, Chemistry, Molecular Biology, Computational
Biology, Genetics, Cell Biology, Developmental Biology, Cancer Pathogenesis and
Structural Biology. The presence on campus of world-renowned clinical programs
in cancer research, treatment and prevention offers many opportunities for
creative collaboration.  

Applicants must have a Ph.D. degree in chemistry, a dedication to problems at the
interface of biology and chemistry, a record of achievement, mentorship and funding.

Candidates should e-mail their application, preferably in PDF format, to
chembio@mskcc.org by November 15, 2006.  The application should include a
CV, a description of past research, a description of proposed research, and copies
of three representative publications.  Candidates should arrange to have three
signed letters of reference sent by e-mail to chembio@mskcc.org or regular mail
to: David Gin, PhD and Sam Danishefshy, PhD, c/o Marie Aiello/Box428,
Molecular Pharmacology and Chemistry Program, Memorial Sloan-Kettering
Cancer Center, 1275 York Avenue, New York, NY 10021. Memorial Sloan-
Kettering Cancer Center is an affirmative action, equal opportunity employer.

Memorial Sloan-Kettering 
Cancer Center
The Best Cancer Care. Anywhere.

www.mskcc.org

The University of Texas Southwestern Graduate School of Biomedical 
Sciences and the Department of Biochemistry are currently seeking an 
organic chemist with a strong commitment to graduate education to take
a leadership role in our Ph.D. training track in chemistry. Responsibili-
ties will include overseeing the organization of didactic courses and 
participation in teaching graduate students. This initiative is growing 
rapidly and we are fully committed to expanding the program in both 
the quality and quantity of trainees.

Candidates for this research assistant professorship should possess a 
PhD; 1-3 years of postdoctoral research experience in organic chemistry
is desirable as well. In light of the administrative and instructional
responsibilities for this position, the successful applicant will not be 
required to establish an independently-funded research program.

Interested applicants should send a curriculum vitae and three letters 
of recommendation by November 1, 2006 to:

Robert B. Rawson, Ph.D.

Assistant Professor

Department of MolecularGenetics

Assistant Dean, Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences

University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center

5323 Harry Hines Blvd.

Dallas, TX 75390-9046

The University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center is an
Affi rmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer. Women and

minority candidates are encouraged to apply.

Faculty Position in Structural Biology

The DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR
BIOPHYSICS at Washington University School of Medicine invites
applications for a tenure-track or tenured faculty position in the area of 
Structural Biology. Applicants at the Assistant, Associate, or Full Professor
level will be considered. The successful candidate will conduct indepen-
dent research within a growing department that is broadly represented 
in quantitative studies of macromolecules, including X-ray and NMR 
studies of protein structure and dynamics, macromolecular interactions, 
mechanistic enzymology, and computational analyses and modeling
(http://www.biochem.wustl.edu). Priority will be given to candidates 
using integrated approaches to the study of macromolecular structure and
biological function(s). Enthusiasm for teaching and mentoring research 
trainees is important.

Washington University has a highly interactive research environment
with vigorous interdisciplinary graduate and medical scientist training 
programs. Selection of candidates will begin during November 2006.
Applicants should submit their curriculum vitae, selected reprints, a short
summary of future research plans and the names of references electroni-
cally to structure-search@biochem.wustl.edu or by mail to:

STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY SEARCH

Tom Ellenberger, Raymond H. Wittcoff Professor and Head

Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics, Box 8231

Washington University School of Medicine

660 S. Euclid Ave.

St. Louis, MO 63110

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
Minority and women scientists are especially encouraged to apply.
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FACULTY POSITIONS IN STEM CELL AND MATRIX BIOLOGY

The Boston Biomedical Research Institute has formed an exciting new initiative in Cancer Biology. The 
Cancer Programmatic Group focuses both on understanding stem cells and the causative agents that 
enhance tumorigenic potential, and the surrounding extracellular environment and its role in supporting 
and potentiating tumor progression. BBRI is presently seeking outstanding investigators with research 
interests in cell signaling pathways, cell adhesion, matrix signaling, angiogenesis and metastasis to join 
at positions equivalent to Assistant, Associate or Full Professor. BBRI has also launched an institute-
wide proteomics initiative. Applications from scientists approaching problems in cancer biology using 
proteomics techniques are especially welcome. 

FACULTY POSITIONS IN REGENERATIVE/DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY

The Boston Biomedical Research Institute is expanding its faculty and seeks outstanding scientists 
to contribute to its new programmatic initiative focused on Development, Degenerative Disease and 
Regenerative Biology. Outstanding scientists whose research interests focus on stem cell and regenerative 
biology, development, aging processes and disease mechanisms associated with neural, neuromuscular 
and cardiac degeneration are invited to join BBRI in positions equivalent to Assistant, Associate or Full 
Professor. Researchers who investigate these processes using a proteomics or systems biology approach 
are encouraged to apply. 

Candidates must have a Ph.D,M.D, or equivalent and several years of postdoctoral experience. 

BBRI is a highly dynamic and collaborative independent research institute located about two miles west 
of Harvard Square. BBRI is composed of structural biologists, biochemists, molecular biologists and 
cell biologists utilizing state-of-the-art technology, proteomics and animal models to further understand 
mechanisms in tissue dynamics, cell signaling and structure. 

Applicants are asked to send CV, research interests, and if applying at the level equivalent to that of 
Assistant Professor the names of three references, by mail or electronically, to the attention of either 
Cancer Biology or Regenerative/Developmental Biology. Electronic application is preferred. Faculty 

Search Committee, Boston Biomedical Research Institute, 64 Grove St., Watertown, MA 02472; 

Email: demont@bbri.org. Review of applications will begin on November 15, 2006.

BBRI is an Equal Opportunity/Affi rmative Action Employer. 
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. 

Assistant Professor Positions

Cell Biology and Developmental Biology

Department of Molecular and Cellular 
Biology, Harvard University

In conjunction with a broad expansion in
the Life Sciences at Harvard University, the
Department of Molecular and Cellular Biology 
has openings for candidates for the position of 
Assistant Professor in the fi elds of cell biology or
developmental biology. Our department covers a
broad range of topics, including molecular biol-
ogy, cellular biology, developmental biology, 
neurobiology, molecular evolution, systems
biology, biochemistry, and structural biology, 
and provides access to state-of-the-art animal
facilities (mouse, zebrafi sh, Drosophila) and
core facilities (imaging, proteomics, genomics, 
and bioinformatics).

Applications should include: curriculum vitae, 
reprints of publications, and a statement of present
and future research plans (1-3 pages). Complete 
applications and three letters of recommendation,
solicited by the applicant, should be received no 
later than 10 November 2006. Submit applica-
tions to cellbio@mcb.harvard.edu (for Cell
Biology search) or devbio@mcb.harvard.edu

(for Developmental Biology search) or to:
J. Blackbourn/MCB Search Committee,

Department of Molecular and Cellular Biol-

ogy, Harvard University, 7 Divinity Avenue,

Rm. 169, CambridgeMA 02138.

Harvard is an Affi rmative Action/Equal 
Opportunity Employer. We strongly 

encourage applications from women and 
minority candidates.

www.mcb.harvard.edu

Faculty Positions
Indiana University School of Medicine-South Bend

The Indiana University School of Medicine-South Bend at the University of
Notre Dame invites applications for the areas of molecular biology, neurobi-
ology, and genomics at the Assistant or Associate Professor rank in a newly 
constructed state-of-the-discipline facility. Applicants must demonstrate
an exceptional record of research accomplishment based on publications, 
national recognition, and extramural funding. We seek outstanding scien-
tists studying exciting problems in the general areas of cancer, infectious 
diseases, and genetics. The successful candidates will be expected to teach 
fi rst and second year medical students in the area of their discipline and to 
strengthen the existing research areas in the School of Medicine and the 
Departments of Biological Sciences, Chemistry and Biochemistry, and
Chemical and Bimolecular Engineering at the University of Notre Dame. 
Ample opportunities exist for collaborations with multiple departments in the
School of Medicine as well as interdisciplinary Centers within the University
of Notre Dame, including the Notre Dame Cancer Institute, the Center for 
Tropical Disease, the W.M. Keck Center for Transgene Research, and the 
Interdisciplinary Center for the Study of Biocomplexity. Additional informa-
tion on the faculty and facilities is available at http://galen.sbcme.nd.edu,
www.chemistry.nd.edu, and http://biology.nd.edu. Faculty rank will be 
determined by academic credentials and experience.

Qualifi ed individuals should send their curriculum vitae, the names and
addresses of fi ve references, and a summary of current and future research 
and teaching interests to:Rudolph M. Navari, Chair, Search Committee,

Indiana University School of Medicine-South Bend, 1234 Notre Dame

Avenue, South Bend, IN 46617. For more information, contact the search 
chair at navari.1@nd.edu.

Indiana University School of Medicine-South Bend is an Affi rmative 
Action/Equal Opportunity Employer. Women and minority candidates are 

encouraged to apply.

Department of Chemical Engineering
Assistant Professor

The MIT Department of Chemical Engineering (http://web.mit.edu/
cheme/) invites applications for a tenure-track faculty position at the 
assistant professor level. Applicants should hold a Ph.D. in chemical 
engineering or a related fi eld by the beginning of the appointment
period. In special cases, a more senior faculty appointment might be
possible. The candidate should have demonstrated excellence in original
research and a strong commitment to teaching, both at the graduate and
undergraduate levels.

Interested candidates should send application materials to
chefacs@mit.edu. Each application should include: a curriculum vitae;
the names and addresses of three or more references; a strategic statement
of research interests; and a statement of teaching interests.We request
that each candidate arrange for reference letters to be sent directly to 
chefacs@mit.edu, with a copy mailed to the following address:

Chair, Faculty Search Committee

Department of Chemical Engineering

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Bldg E19-551, 50 Ames Street, Cambridge, MA 02139-4307

Responses by 1 November 2006 will be given priority.

We especially encourage minorities and women to apply, because 
of MIT’s strong commitment to diversity in engineering education, 

research and practice. MIT is an Equal Opportunity/
Affi rmative Action Employer.
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Brigham and Women’s Hospital (BWH) and
Harvard Medical School (HMS) are seeking
exceptional candidates with research interests in 
human genetics and genomics as faculty of the 
Harvard Medical School - Partners HealthCare 
Center for Genetics and Genomics (HPCGG). We 
expect that most appointments will be made at the
level of tenure-track Assistant Professor. 

The mission of HPCGG is to foster research
and clinical application of human genetics and 
genomics in all of their major facets. Under
the leadership of Raju S. Kucherlapati, Ph.D.,
Scientifi c Director, the Center offers outstand-
ing scholarly and scientific resources. The 
successful candidate will bring a creative and
rigorous investigative program and interact with 
exceptional research and clinical communities at 
BWH and HMS.

Applicants should submit a curriculum vitae, a 
brief (500 word) statement of research / clinical 
interest and three letters of reference. Electronic 
submission of materials is encouraged. Please
send materials to: Christine Seidman, M.D.,

Associate Director, HPCGG, c/o Andrea

Wald McDonald, 77 Avenue Louis Pasteur, 

NRB 250, Boston, MA 02115. Email to: aw

aldmcdonald@partners.org. The application 
deadline is December 1, 2006.

Women and minority candidates are encour-
aged to apply. Harvard Medical School and 
Brigham and Women’s Hospital are Equal 
Opportunity/Affi rmative Action Employers.

FACULTY POSITION

The John Wayne Cancer Institute at Saint John’s 
Health Center is seeking a highly qualifi ed Ph.D.
applicant for a faculty appointment at the Assis-
tant or Associate Member level, depending on 
the candidate’s qualifi cations, in basic science
and translational cancer research. The success-
ful candidate will develop a research program 
in human breast cancer in an environment that 
encourages collaborative team science. Excellent
clinical specimen resources are available. 

Our world-renowned breast cancer program
in cancer research, treatment, and diagnosis
headed by Armando Giuliano, M.D., in the
clinical area, and Dave S.B. Hoon, Ph.D., in
the basic science area, offers opportunities for 
creative science. 

The ideal applicant must be capable of compet-
ing for government grant funding with the goal 
of developing an independent research program. 
Must have demonstrated productive and inno-
vative breast cancer research. A minimum of 2
years experience beyond postdoctoral fellowship
is required. The salary will be commensurate with
experience, which includes a comprehensive
benefi t package.

Please send a cover letter stating current and
future research interests, three references, cur-
riculum vitae, and most signifi cant publications 
to: Shirley Armienti

Director, Human Resources

JohnWayne Cancer Institute

2200 Santa Monica Boulevard

Santa Monica, CA 90404

E-mail: hr@jwci.org

Fax: (310) 449-5251

web: jwci.org. EOE.

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY

FACULTY POSITIONS

The Department of Chemistry at Temple University invites applications and
nominations for two tenured/tenure-track faculty positions with an emphasis
on Biochemistry, Organic, Analytical, and Materials Chemistry. These 
positions are open with respect to rank. Applicants at the Assistant Profes-
sor level are expected to demonstrate strong potential for establishing a
vigorous research program funded by peer-reviewed research grants and 
for developing excellence in teaching. Applicants at the Associate and Full
Professor levels are expected to have established research programs of high
quality, supported by substantial externally funded peer-reviewed research 
grants and demonstrated signifi cant teaching accomplishments. Salaries are 
highly competitive and substantial resources have been provided for start-up
funding. Ample newly-renovated laboratory space is available.

The Department of Chemistry (http://www.chem.temple.edu) is engaged in
a new initiative of growth in research and education, and enjoys multiple col-
laborative interactions with research groups in other departments in the Col-
lege of Science and Technology, the College of Engineering, and the Health 
Sciences campus. Temple University (http://www.temple.edu), located in 
historic Philadelphia, is part of the Pennsylvania Commonwealth System of 
Higher Education, and serves over 34,000 students. Philadelphia is a vibrant
center of the arts and sciences and a major locus of chemical, biomedical,
pharmaceutical and biotechnological research and development.

Applicants should submit a curriculum vitae; a statement of research interests
and (if applicable) current grant support; a statement of teaching philosophy;
and arrange to have three letters of recommendation sent to: Dr. Robert J.

Levis, Professor and Chairman, Department of Chemistry (016-00),

Temple University, Beury Hall, 13th and Norris Streets, Philadelphia,

PA19122.Review of applications will begin immediately and will continue 
until suitable candidates are identifi ed.

Temple University is an Equal Opportunity/Affi rmative Action Employer.
The Department specifi cally invites and encourages applications from

women and minorities.

Assistant/Associate Professor 

in

Biostatistics and Bioinformatics 

The Department of Psychiatry and
Behavioral Sciences at the University
of Miami Miller School of Medicine is 
looking for a tenure-track biostatistician 
to work in the Center for Pharmacoge-
nomics directed by Drs. Julio Licinio
and Ma-Li Wong. Expertise is needed
in analysis of clinical trials outcome
data, behavioral data from psychiatric
studies, time-series modeling, statisti-
cal genetics, and analysis of microarray 
data. Database management experience 
is highly desirable. 

Please send CV and contacts of three 
professional references to Julio 

Licinio, M.D., Professor and Chair-
man, Department of Psychiatry and
Behavioral Sciences University of
Miami Miller School of Medicine,
e-mail: licinio@miami.edu.

The University of Miami is an 
Equal Opportunity/Affi rmative Action 

Employer.

Faculty Position in 
Single Molecule Studies of Enzymes

The DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIO-
PHYSICS at Washington University School of Medicine invites applica-
tions for a tenure-track or tenured faculty position with a research focus 
in the area of Single Molecule Approaches to study enzyme mechanisms. 
Applicants at the Assistant, Associate, or Full Professor level will be
considered. The successful candidate will conduct independent research 
within a growing department that is broadly represented in quantita-
tive studies of macromolecules, including enzymology, molecular
interactions and dynamics, structural biology, and computation (http:
//www.biochem.wustl.edu). Enthusiasm for teaching and mentoring
young scientists is also important.

Washington University has a highly interactive research environment
with vigorous interdisciplinary graduate and medical scientist training 
programs. Selection of candidates will begin during November 2006.
Applicants should submit their curriculum vitae, selected reprints, a short
summary of future research plans and the names of references electroni-
cally to enzyme-search@biochem.wustl.edu, or by mail to:

SINGLE MOLECULE ENZYMOLOGY SEARCH

Tom Ellenberger, Raymond H. Wittcoff Professor and Head

Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics, Box 8231

Washington University School of Medicine

660 S. Euclid Ave.

St. Louis, MO 63110

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
Minority and women scientists are especially encouraged to apply.
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STANFORD UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF MOLECULAR 

PHARMACOLOGY

The Department of Molecular Pharmacol-
ogy at Stanford University School of Medi-
cine invites applications for a tenure-track
or tenured position at the ASSISTANT or
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR level. Candidates
whose research interests lie at the interface 
of biomedical and physical sciences (e.g.,
chemical biology, quantitative biology, or
systems biology) are particularly encour-
aged to apply. Stanford offers an outstanding 
environment for creative interdisciplinary
biomedical research. Rank and salary are
dependent on the candidate’s qualifi cations. 
The predominant criterion for appointment in
the University Tenure Line is a major com-
mitment to research and teaching.

Candidates should have a Ph.D. and/or M.D. 
degree and postdoctoral research experience. 
Selection will begin immediately. Candidates
should send curriculum vitae, a description of
future research plans and the names of three 
references by October 1, 2006, to:

James E. Ferrell, Jr.,M.D. Ph.D.

c/o Jean Kavanagh, FAA

Department of Molecular Pharmacology

269 Campus Drive

CCSR Bldg Room 3145A

Stanford University School of Medicine

Stanford CA 94305-5174

Stanford University is an Equal 
Opportunity, Affi rmative Action Employer.

ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE 

PROFESSOR OF 

BIOCHEMISTRY

NMR STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY

The Department of Biochemistry, University
of Missouri-Columbia, invites applications for 
a tenure-track Assistant or Associate Professor 
position from structural biologists who would 
make effective use of high-fi eld NMR instrumen-
tation. The department (www.biochem.missouri
.edu) is constructing a $10 million building addi-
tion that will house an 800 MHz NMR spec-
trometer as well as seven state-of-the-art research
laboratories. A 600 MHz instrument with a cryo-
probe is also available. The University is noted 
for interdisciplinary research programs including
a new $60 million Life Sciences Center and a 
just-established International Institute for Nano 
and Molecular Medicine. Position qualifi cations 
include a Ph.D. in biochemistry or a related
fi eld or an M.D., and postdoctoral experience. 
Successful applicants will have or develop an 
outstanding research program and contribute
to Departmental teaching activities. Submit a
curriculum vitae and descriptions of current
and planned research activities, and have three 
letters of reference sent to:Chair Biochemistry

Search Committee, Department of Biochem-

istry, 117 Schweitzer Hall, University of Mis-

souri-Columbia, Columbia, MO 65211. Elec-
tronic submission to biochemsearch@missouri
.edu is encouraged. Review of applications will 
begin October30, 2006. MU is an EEO/AA/ADA
Employer, and encourages applications from 
women and minorities. For ADA accommoda-
tions, please contact our ADA Coordinator at
(573) 884-7278 (V/TTY).

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF 
SCIENCE EDUCATION – 

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE
University of Missouri-Columbia (MU)

We seek an Assistant Professor of Science Edu-
cation (College of Education) and of Biological 
Sciences (College of Arts and Science). This full-
time Professional (non-tenure) Track appointment
reports to the Director of the MU Science Educa-
tion Center (www.musec. missouri.edu).

This individual will provide intellectual and
creative leadership for a coordinated Science
Outreach Program at MU in which scientists and 
science educators interact withK-12 students and 
their teachers; will collaborate with scientists to 
integrate K-12 outreach components into their
research proposals and to design effective assess-
ments of those components; will initiate grant
proposals for professional development projects 
for K-12 science teachers; and will provide intel-
lectual support for a “Scientists in the Schools”
program staffed by graduate students.

Applicants must have a PhD in Science Educa-
tion, Biological Sciences, or in a related area and 
experience in science outreach K-12.

Applicants should submit a letter of interest and 
outreach vision, c.v., reprints/copies of up to 3
manuscripts, and 3 letters of reference to: Prof.

Sandra Abell, Director, MU Science Educa-

tion Center, 303 Townsend Hall, University of

Missouri-Columbia, Columbia, MO 65211 or
AbellS@missouri.edu. Review of applications
will begin October 31, 2006 and continue until 
the position is fi lled. 

MU is an Equal Opportunity/Affi rmative Action 
Employer. We specifi cally encourage 

applications from women and minorities. 

UNC Pembroke
Vacancy Announcement

The University of North Carolina at Pem-
broke, one of the fastest growing units of the 
UNC system, announces the availability of a 
tenure-track position, the William C. Friday 

Distinguished Professorship in Molecular

Biology and Biochemistry and Director of 

the University Biotechnology Research 

Center. The successful candidate will develop
and teach upper level undergraduate courses, 
conduct a vigorous externally funded research
program that engages undergraduate stu-
dents, and lead research efforts of the newly 
established UNC Pembroke Biotechnology
Research Center. Qualifi cations include a
Ph.D. in molecular biology, biochemistry or 
related fi eld; a record of outstanding teaching,
externally funded research and grants man-
agement; and experience in undergraduate 
teaching and research supervision.

Interested candidates should complete an
online application at https://jobs.uncp.edu,
attaching a letter of application, curricu-
lum vitae, copies of all college/university
transcripts, and three letters of professional 
reference. Applications will be accepted
until the job is fi lled, but preference will be 
given to applications received on or before 1
November 2006.

UNC Pembroke is an AA/EOE Employer 
and complies with the Immigration Reform 

and Control Act of 1986.

Announcement of Opportunities in the WVNano Initiative
for Nanoscale Science, Engineering, and Education

West Virginia University invites applications for four tenured or tenure track positions, each serv-
ing an integral role in WVNano, WVU’s campus-wide nanoscience and engineering initiative 
(wvnano.wvu.edu). These four hires join a sizeable multidisciplinary group, including fi ve other 
new faculty that have joined the WVNano group within the past year. The WVNano faculty group 
spans the physical, engineering, and biomedical sciences and focuses on interdisciplinary discovery 
in molecular recognition, molecular transport, and device innovation enabled by the interaction and 
integration of biomolecular and inorganic/semiconductor nanostructures.

The targeted specializations of the four current positions are (1) Structural Biology/Biophysics, (2)
Supramolecular Chemistry, (3) Surface Modifi cation, and (4)Active Nanostructure-BasedDevices.
Interested applicants are directed to wvnano.wvu.edu/opportunities for detailed information on 
current recruitment activity, application guidelines and application submission. The appointment 
for each position will be in the academic department with which the applicant has the strongest 
disciplinary overlap. Startup resources and extensive shared facilities are available to promote each 
hire’s success.

West Virginia University (www.wvu.edu) is a comprehensive land grant research institution with 
comprehensive health sciences enrolling over 27,000 students in 113 degrees programs. The WVNano
Initiative receives major support from NSF, University and State grants and enjoys participation 
from the Colleges of Arts and Sciences and Engineering, and the Schools of Medicine and Pharmacy 
within the Health Sciences Center.

Review of completed applications will begin on November 1, 2006. The positions will remain open 
until fi lled. West Virginia University is an affi rmative action, equal opportunity employer dedicated 
to building a culturally diverse and pluralistic faculty and staff committed to teaching and work-
ing in a multicultural environment. Applications are strongly encouraged from women, minorities, 
individuals with disabilities and covered veterans.

For further information, please contact Lawrence Hornak or ThomasMyers WVNano Co-direc-
tors,Offi ce of the Vice President for Research and Economic Development, wvnano@mail.wvu.edu
(queries only). If an alternative form of this announcement is needed, please contact listing above.
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FACULTY POSITION

COMPUTATIONAL BIOLOGY/BIOINFORMATICS

BOSTON COLLEGE BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT 

The Boston College Biology Department invites applications for a tenure-
track faculty position in the area of computational biology/bioinformatics. 
This search is open to candidates at the level of ASSISTANT, ASSO-

CIATE, or FULL PROFESSOR. The university provides competitive 
start-up funds and research space with the expectation that the successful
candidate will establish, or bring to the university, a vigorous, externally 
funded research program. New faculty will be expected to train graduate 
students and participate in the teaching mission of the department.

Wewouldwelcome a colleague pursuing computational biology research
in silico or one who is pursuing a research program that combines labo-
ratory experimentation with the development of bioinformatics tools.
Suitable research areas include genomics (e.g., sequence annotation,RNA
expression, proteomics, cancer epigenetics), gene or genome evolution,
and systems biology (e.g., gene networks or metabolomics). The ideal 
candidate will have a research program that involves high throughput 
genomic data analysis and research questions that are relevant to human 
health. Ability to synergize with current bioinformatics faculty, as well
as experimental research groups, will be essential. Major experimental 
research areas in the department include molecular and cell biology,
developmental biology, genetics and genomics, signal transduction, and 
metabolism (details available at http://www.bc.edu/biology).

Applicants should submit a curriculum vitae and a statement of research 
plans, and arrange to have three letters of reference sent, to: Bioinfor-
matics Search Committee, Boston College Biology Department, 140

Commonwealth Avenue, Higgins Hall, Chestnut Hill,MA 02467.

This appointment will begin on or after July 1, 2007.Applications should
be received by November 1, 2006 to assure full consideration. Review
of applications will continue until the position is fi lled. 

Boston College is an Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer.
Women and minority candidates are especially encouraged to apply.

Department of 
Medical Oncology

Division of 
Hematologic Neoplasia

The Department of Medical Oncology at
the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute and the
Department of Medicine, Brigham and
Women’s Hospital and Harvard Medical
School, announce a search for a tenure-
track laboratory investigator at the Assis-
tant Professor level to join the Division
of Hematologic Neoplasia. The successful
applicant will develop an independent trans-
lational research program in areas relevant 
to hematologic malignancies. These may
include hematopoietic stem cell transplan-
tation, lymphoid malignancies, and cancer 
immunology. Candidates should hold an MD
or MD/PhD and have training in oncology, 
hematology, or a related clinical fi eld.

Applicants should submit a statement of
interests, CV, and three letters of recom-
mendation to:

Glenn Dranoff, M.D.

Chair, Search Committee 

Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

Dana 520C, 44 Binney Street 

Boston, MA 02115

THE HENRY SAMUELI SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AT 

THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE invites qualifi ed
applicants for two faculty positions in the DEPARTMENT OF BIO-

MEDICAL ENGINEERING beginning July 1, 2007. One position 
is at the rank of Assistant Professor (tenure track), and the other at 
the rank of Associate Professor (with tenure). Applicants must hold 
a Ph.D. degree in biomedical engineering or related fi eld, and will 
be expected to maintain a broad-based extramurally funded research 
program.Of particular interest are candidates whose research program
investigates the nervous system and employs engineering techniques 
that include imaging, computation and modeling, the brain-computer 
interface (BCI), or stem cells. In addition, the successful candidate will
be expected to advise students and teach undergraduate and graduate 
courses as well as develop collaborative programs with other faculty 
members and programs at UCI. The University of California, Irvine
is situated in OrangeCounty’s rapidly growing high technology sector
that includes more than 150 biomedical companies which are actively 
involved in our program.

For full consideration, candidates should upload applications elec-
tronically, please refer to the following website for instructions: http:
//www.eng.uci.edu/employment/applicationinstructions - click on 
the Employment side bar. Applications should include a curriculum
vitae, a brief (no more than 2 pages) description of current and
future research and teaching interests, and names of at least three
references. Questions regarding these positions may be addressed to 
Ms. Elysia Dagert, edagert@uci.edu. For more information about
the Department of Biomedical Engineering please visit our website 
at http://www.bme.uci.edu. Applications will be accepted until the 
positions are fi lled, althoughmaximum consideration will be given to 
applications received by December 1, 2006.

The University of California, Irvine is an Equal Opportunity 
Employer committed to excellence through diversity, has a 
National Science Foundation Gender Equity Program, 
and is responsive to the needs of dual career couples.

FACULTY POSITION 

AVAILABLE IN VISION 

SCIENCE

The UCLA Jules Stein Eye Institute and
Department of Ophthalmology invite
applications for an outstanding basic vision 
scientist at the Assistant or Associate Profes-
sor level. The candidate will join a dynamic 
community of vision scientists working on 
a wide range of problems using biochemi-
cal, biophysical, genetic, cell biological,
and physiological approaches. Excellent
laboratory space and start-up package are
available. 

Applicants should send curriculum vitae, the
names of three professional references, and a
statement of scientifi c interest to:

Gabriel H. Travis, M.D.

Chair of Search Committee

100 Stein Plaza

Jules Stein Eye Institute

David Geffen School of Medicine 

at UCLA

Los Angeles, CA 90095-7000

UCLA is an EEO/AA Employer.

Tenure Track Faculty Position 
in Biochemistry

The Division of Molecular Biology and Bio-
chemistry, School of Biological Sciences,
University of Missouri-Kansas City invites
applications for a full-time tenure-track faculty 
position at a rank commensurate with prior expe-
rience and accomplishments. Candidates for a 
mid-level or senior appointment should have an 
established record of research productivity and 
extramural funding. Outstanding scientists in any
contemporary or emerging area of biochemical 
research are encouraged to apply. Applications 
from candidates with research interests that
complement existing strengths in structural
biology, molecular genetics, and cell biology
are particularly welcome. We seek outstanding 
scholars with demonstrable abilities in research 
and teaching, as well as exemplary communica-
tion skills. The School of Biological Sciences 
offers competitive salaries, laboratory space and
start-up funds, and maintains core facilities and 
shared instrumentation supporting protein crys-
tallography, biomolecular NMR, proteomics,
and genomics. Applicants should forward a cur-

riculum vitae, reprints of 2-3 recent publications,
a summary of current and future research plans, 
and arrange to have three letters of recommen-
dation sent to the address listed below. Applica-
tion review will be begin immediately and will 
continue until the position is fi lled. MBB Search 

Committee, Division of Molecular Biology 

and Biochemistry – BSB503, University of

Missouri-Kansas City, 5007 Rockhill Road, 

Kansas City, MO 64110-2499.

The University of Missouri-Kansas City is an
EO/AA Employer.
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ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR 

ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE CURATOR

SYSTEMATIC ENTOMOLOGY

The Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology and the Natural History Museum and 
Biodiversity Research Center at the University of Kansas invite applications for a tenure-track 
position at the ASSISSTANT PROFESSOR/ASSISTANT CURATOR level (applications at the 
ASSOCIATE level will also be considered) in the area of systematic entomology beginning 18
August 2007. The ideal candidate will have an active, specimen-based, extramurally funded research
program in the systematics, taxonomy, and phylogeny of insects. Required qualifi cations: Ph.D.
(by date of appointment); active, specimen-based research program in systematic entomology as 
documented by record of publications and participation in national/international meetings; evidence
of excellence in development/management of entomological research collections and associated 
data for research, education, and public service as documented by past curatorial experience and/or
curatorial interests; evidence to teach courses in entomology, organismal biology, and areas of 
expertise as documented by history of courses taught and/or teaching interests and research program.
Additional required qualifi cations for Associate level: Evidence of an internationally recognized
and well-funded research program; evidence of strong teaching performance; evidence of past 
curatorial excellence with commitment to collection growth and development to management
of collections databases and specimen-based biodiversity information. Preferred qualifi cations:
expertise in the systematics of beetles (Coleoptera), with secondary preferences for systematics 
of fl ies (Diptera) or true bugs (Hemiptera s.l.); postdoctoral experience; demonstrated ability to 
secure extramural funding; curatorial experience; well-developed, specimen-based research program
involving fi eld work; teaching experience and ability to teach comparative external morphology of 
insects. Additional preferred qualifi cation for Associate level: evidence of interest in collaborative 
research as documented by past research activities; track record of leadership skills in research 
and/or collection oversight.

To apply, send curriculum vitae (with email address), duplicate copies of key reprints or
manuscripts, statements of current and future research plans, teaching philosophy that includes 
course-development interests, and three letters of recommendation to: Dr. Michael S. Engel, c/o
Ms. Dorothy Johanning, Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, 2041 Haworth

Hall, 1200 Sunnyside Avenue, University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66045-7534. Review of 
applications begins 16 October 2006 and continues until the position is fi lled. For more information 

visit http://www.ku.edu/~eeb.

The University of Kansas is an EO/AA Employer. 

Faculty Positions
Department of Neurobiology

Yale University School of Medicine
New Haven, Connecticut

The Department of Neurobiology at Yale 
University School of Medicine has recently 
expanded as part of its strategic plan and is 
currently seeking to recruit two new tenure-
track faculty positions at the assistant, associ-
ate, and professor levels. We seek outstanding
scientists with strong records of accomplish-
ments in Neuroscience. We are particularly
interested in applicants actively investigating 
forebrain function and/or development using 
molecular, cellular, imaging, and/or electro-
physiological techniques.

Successful candidates are expected to develop
significant independent externally funded
research, have a strong commitment to gradu-
ate and medical education, and participate in 
interdisciplinary departmental training grant 
and research programs/centers. 

Interested applicants must have a Ph.D. and/or
M.D. degree as well as postdoctoral experi-
ence with a proven record of productivity. 
Submit curriculum vitae, statement of research
interests, and names of three references by
December 15, 2006 to:

Pasko Rakic,M.D., Ph.D.,

Chairman, Department of Neurobiology,

Yale University School of Medicine,

P.O. Box 208001,

New Haven, CT 06520-8001.

Yale is an Affi rmative Action/
Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Chair, Department of 
Physiology

The Virginia Commonwealth 
University School of Medicine 

seeks applicants for the position of Chair of
the Department of Physiology. Applicants must 
be senior investigators with a strong record of 
high-quality research and research funding,
experience in administration and teaching and a
history of the successful training and mentoring
of young scientists. An advanced degree (PhD, 
MD or MD/PhD) is required. Investigators who
have been involved in or who have promoted 
translational research are encouraged to apply. 
The Department has strong programs in molec-
ular cardiology and vascular disease, sensory 
neurobiology and gastrointestinal physiology
but applicants in any discipline are sought. The 
Institution considers this position pivotal in its 
strategic plan of building its research infra-
structure, promoting interdisciplinary science 
and bridging basic and clinical investigation. 
Accordingly, it is willing to provide consider-
able resources into recruiting an outstanding
scientist to lead this Department. 

Interested candidates should send their cur-
riculum vitae and names of three references
to: Gordon L. Archer, Chair; Associate Dean

for Research, School of Medicine; Virginia 

Commonwealth University; Box 980565;

Richmond, VA 23298. garcher@vcu.edu.

VCU is an Equal Opportunity/Affi rmative 
Action Employer. Women, minorities, 

and persons with disabilities are 
encouraged to apply.

mailto:garcher@vcu.edu
http://ScienceCareers.org
http://www.ku.edu/~eeb


Group leaders

Application deadline: December 15, 2006

Group leaders are independent scientists, similar

to HHMI investigators, with labs of up to six

additional members. The initial appointment is for

six years. Thereafter, group leaders will be reviewed

for reappointment every five years.

Fellows

Completed applications reviewed regularly

Fellows are independent scientists with labs of

up to two additional members. Appointments

are for five years.

Postdoctoral associates

Completed applications reviewed regularly

Postdoctoral associates work in the laboratory

of a Janelia Farm group leader or fellow. Appoint-

ments are reviewed annually and may be renewed

a maximum of four times (maximum of five

years in residence). Applications must be made to 

specific group leaders or fellows.

The Howard Hughes Medical Institute has established

the Janelia Farm Research Campus to pursue challenging

basic biomedical problems for which future progress

requires technological innovation.

We have identified two areas that are well suited to

the Janelia environment: the identification of general

principles that govern how information is processed

by neuronal circuits, using genetic model systems in

conjunction with imaging, electrophysiological, and

computational methods; and the development of

imaging technologies and computational methods for

image analysis.

Janelia Farm will bring together about 40 research

groups and an extensive program of visiting faculty,

supported by outstanding shared resources within a

unique campus 40 minutes fromWashington, D.C.

We strongly encourage, facilitate, and value research

collaboration between groups as a mechanism to

enable long-range innovative science. We encourage

the self-assembly of interdisciplinary teams of scientists

and welcome coordinated applications from groups of

individuals. Applications from individuals at all career

stages are invited.

All laboratories will be internally funded,

without extramural grants. Lab heads will have no

formal teaching duties and minimal administrative

responsibilities. They will be expected to engage in the

direct conduct of research and in intellectual interaction

with their colleagues. Individual research groups will

be limited in size, comprising postdoctoral associates,

graduate students, and technicians. Janelia Farm will

host conferences, and group leaders will be encouraged

to organize meetings in their areas of interest.

Janelia Farm offers a supportive working environ-

ment with on-site child care, fitness center, and dining

facilities on a 689-acre campus along the Potomac River

in Northern Virginia.

For more information and to submit an application:

www.hhmi.org/ref/janelia/sci

HOWARD HUGHES MED ICAL INSTITUTE

Scientific Positions

at the Janelia Farm 

Research Campus

We invite applications from biochemists,

biologists, chemists, computer scientists,

engineers, mathematicians, neurobiologists,

and physicists who are passionate in their

pursuit of important problems in basic

scientific and technical research. Positions

are available for group leaders, fellows,

and postdoctoral associates.

The Howard Hughes Medical Institute is an equal opportunity employer.Women and members of racial and ethnic groups traditionally underrepresented

in the biomedical sciences are encouraged to apply.

http://www.hhmi.org/ref/janelia/sci
http://ScienceCareers.org


National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS)

DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR BIOINFORMATICS AND

COMPUTATIONAL BIOLOGY

The Person: The ideal candidate will have considerable research experience demonstrating a strong under-

standing of both computation and biological issues.  In addition, candidates should possess recognized research 

management and leadership abilities.  Candidates with primary training in computation/informatics and 

experience in biological research or with primary training in a biological/health related area and experience 

in computation/informatics will be considered.  This individual will report to the Director, NIGMS, but will 

also have access to the Director, NIH, in coordinating activities across NIH and among Federal agencies.

The Challenge: A significant challenge for the biomedical research community is the integration of the 

vast amount of accumulating scientific data in order to develop predictive understanding of basic biological 

processes.  The ability to meet this challenge will be critically dependent on advances in bioinformatics and 

computational biology.  The Center for Bioinformatics and Computational Biology is responsible for stimulating

and funding research in these areas of importance for NIGMS.  The Center supports research on bioinformat-

ics, databases, and data mining; on modeling of complex biological systems; on algorithmic development and 

software engineering; and on mathematical biology, among other areas.  In addition, the Center is responsible 

for managing the NIH Biomedical Information Science and Technology Initiative (BISTI), an agency-wide 

effort to stimulate and coordinate use of computer science and technology to address problems in biology 

and medicine.   Finally, the Center plays a major role in coordinating and directing the Bioinformatics and 

Computational Biology component of the NIH Roadmap for Medical Research.  The institute is seeking a 

leader in this fi eld to direct the Center and the BISTI efforts, and to coordinate the work of both with other 

interested federal agencies and the broader scientific community.  Information about the Center and BISTI is 

available at: http://www.nigms.nih.gov/About/Overview/cbcb.htm and http://www.bisti.nih.gov/

Position Requirements:  Candidates must have an M.D., Ph.D., or equivalent degree in a field relevant to 

the position. Please see the official vacancy announcement for qualification requirements and what to submit. 

The position will be filled under a Title 42 excepted service appointment, offering a competitive salary com-

mensurate with qualifications and experience, within the range of $125,304 to $183,500. A recruitment or 

relocation bonus may be available.  Relocation expenses will be paid.  

How to Apply: The official vacancy announcement is available at: http://www.nigms.nih.gov/About/

Job_Vacancies/

Applications must be received by the closing date: Friday, September 29, 2006.

You may contact Erin Bandak,HumanResources Specialist,with questions about this vacancy on 301-

594-2035.

http://www.nigms.nih.gov/About/Overview/cbcb.htm
http://www.bisti.nih.gov/
http://www.nigms.nih.gov/About/Job_Vacancies/
http://www.nigms.nih.gov/About/Job_Vacancies/
http://www.nih.gov


Accelerating and enhancing research from basic discovery 

to improved patient care

The National Center for Research Resources (NCRR)—a part of the National Institutes of Health

(NIH)—provides laboratory scientists and clinical researchers with the environments and tools 

they need to understand, detect, treat, and prevent a wide range of diseases. With this support, 

scientists make biomedical discoveries, translate these findings to animal-based studies, and 

then apply them to patient-oriented research.  Ultimately, these advances result in cures and 

treatments for both common and rare diseases.  Through collaborations and networks, NCRR 

connects researchers with one another and with patients and communities across the nation. 

Together NCRR’s four integrated and complementary divisions accelerate and enhance research 

along the entire continuum of biomedical science.

NCRR has immediate openings for Health Scientists Administrators, with salaries ranging 

from $77,353 to $118,828 depending on experience.  These positions also include the full 

range of Federal benefi ts.

Health Scientist Administrators have broad responsibilities in the planning, evaluation, and 

scientific management of specific national programs with continuing responsibility for adjusting 

the scope and content of specific programs to meet the emerging needs of biomedical research-

ers.  NCRR is looking for several scientists to help in one of the following areas: developing 

programs to enhance the competitiveness of biomedical investigators in underserved states 

and institutions; stimulating basic research that develops new technologies and methods that 

help researchers who are studying virtually every human disease; enhancing bioinformatics in 

a basic/clinical and/or translational research setting needs; and developing informatics infra-

structure for biomedical and clinical research. For more information regarding responsibilities 

of these positions and application details, please look under Announcements on our website at 

www.ncrr.nih.gov.  The National Center for Research Resources has a strong commitment to 

the diversity of its workforce and a biomedical research environment that reflects the diversity 

of the American population.

David S. Miller, Ph.D.

Intracellular Regulation Group

Laboratory of Pharmacology and Chemistry

A postdoctoral position is available at NIH/NIEHS to study the

regulation of xenobiotic efflux transporters at the blood-brain barrier.

Emphasis will be placed on molecular-level delineation of signaling 

mechanisms that can be used to modulate expression and activity of 

ABC transporters. Projects will involve in vitro studies with isolated 

brain capillaries as well as parallel in vivo imaging studies. State of 

the art facilities and research cores are available.

Applicants should possess a Ph.D. degree in Physiology, Pharmacol-

ogy, Cell Biology or a related field, and have no more than fi ve years 

of relevant postdoctoral experience. Salary will be commensurate 

with experience. NIH offers excellent salary and health care pack-

ages to trainees.

TO APPLY: Submit or e-mail cover letter, curriculum vitae

including publication list, and the names/phone numbers/

email addresses of three people who have agreed to pro-

vide letters of reference to: David S. Miller, Ph.D. Associ-

ate Chief, Laboratory of Pharmacology and Chemistry,

NIH/NIEHS, P.O. Box 12233 (F2-03), Research Triangle Park,

NC, 27709, miller@niehs.nih.gov, (919) 541-3235, Fax:(919)

541-5737.

Tenure-Track Clinical Investigators

The National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS), one of the 19 institutes of the National Institutes of Health (NIH), is expanding 

its clinical program and is recruiting several tenure-track Investigators to establish independent and integrative research programs of high quality 

with an emphasis on clinical/translational research.  Applicants are expected to have leadership skills with a demonstrated research program that 

combines clinical studies or studies with immediate clinical applications with basic laboratory research of relevance to NIEHS. Areas include, but 

are not limited to, molecular and cellular aspects of neuronal development and degeneration, cancer biology, reproductive biology, endocrinology, 

dermatology, DNA repair, oxidative stress, signal transduction, genetics, epigenetics, immunology and inflammation, and developmental biology. 

To be considered, applicants should have an M.D., M.D./Ph.D. or Ph.D. degree from an accredited institution and have prior research experience, 

a strong publication record and be able to articulate their plans for a clinical/translational research program.  

The NIEHS has an outstanding cadre of basic scientists, clinicians, epidemiologists and biostatisticians, and state-of-the-art facilities for research. 

NIEHS is also opening a new clinical research unit on the Research Triangle Park campus in early 2007. The research ambiance of NIEHS and 

the surrounding academic community, including three top research institutions with two excellent medical schools, is particularly attractive, as 

are the climate and living conditions. For general information about the NIEHS, please see http://dir.niehs.nih.gov/. An excellent recruitment 

package including research support, competitive “hard money” salary and outstanding benefits will be provided. 

Interested persons should send a cover letter, curriculum vita, one page summary that includes clinical/translational research plans and their rela-

tionship to the NIEHS mission, and arrange for three letters of recommendation to be sent to the address below. For specifi c information about 

this position, please contact Darryl C. Zeldin, M.D., Search Committee Chair (zeldin@niehs.nih.gov). Applications received by November

15, 2006, will be given first consideration. Applications received after that date will be considered only if the positions have not been fi lled.

Applications and letters should be sent to:Ms. Lisa Rogers (DIR06-06), National Institutes of Health, National Institute of Environmental

Health Sciences, P.O. Box 12233, Maildrop A2-06, 111 Alexander Drive, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709, E-mail: dir-appls@niehs.

nih.gov
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Tenure-Track Investigator Position 

in Immunology and Related Fields

The National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), Division of Intramural 

Research (DIR) is recruiting for a Tenure-Track Investigator in the Laboratory of Cellular and 

Molecular Immunology (LCMI).  The NIAID is a major research component of the NIH and 

the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS).  

The Laboratory of Cellular and Molecular Immunology (LCMI) is seeking an M.D., Ph.D., 

D.V.M., or an equivalent degree for a tenure track position.  Candidates with a strong record 

of creative, scientific accomplishments, and those with a novel, progressive approach to the 

discipline are particularly encouraged to apply.

The successful candidate will have a unique opportunity to establish an independent research 

program at the NIH main campus in Bethesda, Maryland.  This facility houses one of the largest 

immunological research communities in the world, with access to fl ow cytometry, confocal 

microscopy, mass spectrometry and microarray production.   This position will have committed 

resources for space, a technician and two postdoctoral fellows, as well as an allocated budget 

to cover service, supplies, animals and salaries.

Salary will be commensurate with research experience and accomplishments.  A full Civil 

Service package of benefits is available, including retirement, health, life, long term insurance 

care and Thrift Savings Plan.

Address any questions about this position to Dr. Ron Schwartz at rs34r@nih.gov.  Please 

note search #008 in all correspondence and when sending materials. To apply, candidates must 

submit: curriculum vitae and bibliography, and a 2-3 page description of a proposed research 

program preferably via email to Ms. Felicia Braunstein at braunsteinf@niaid.nih.gov. In 

addition, three letters of recommendation must be sent to Ms. Felicia Braunstein, Commit-

tee Manager, NIAID, NIH; Bldg. 10, Rm.4A30, MSC-1349; Bethesda, MD 20892-1349.

All applications must be received by November 27, 2006.   All applicants will be notifi ed by 

e-mail or phone when their applications are received and then complete. 

The National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, a major research 

component of the NIH and the Department of Health and Human Services, is 

recruiting for a Staff Scientist.  The position will be available in the Respiratory 

Viruses Section of the Laboratory of Infectious Diseases, and scientists with a 

M.D. or Ph.D. are eligible.  The research activity involves (1) the development 

of live attenuated flavivirus vaccine candidates and their evaluation in rodents 

and non-human primates as well as in the clinical trials in humans; (2) the use 

of novel approaches for construction of chimeric viruses to examine basic

questions of viral pathogenesis and the molecular basis of attenuation of highly 

neurovirulent flaviviruses; (3) the evaluation of the immunologic determinants 

of resistance to infection and illness caused by these fl aviviruses. This full-time 

research position offers a unique opportunity to work on investigations that range

from basic molecular biology to applied vaccinology. Staff Scientist applicants 

should have at least six years of laboratory work experience in molecular virol-

ogy and immunology; the salary range is $73,178 - $165,195.  Preference will 

be given to candidates who have experience working with neurotropic viruses. 

Applicants should submit their curriculum vitae, a letter of research interests, 

and names and addresses of three references to: 

Alexander Pletnev, NIAID, NIH, 12735 Twinbrook Parkway, Twinbrook 3,

Room 3W13, MSC 8133, Bethesda, MD 20892-8133, FAX: (301) 480-4873,

email: apletnev@niaid.nih.gov.  Review of applicants will begin October 1,

2006 and continue until a successful candidate is identifi ed.

Tenured/Tenure-Track Position

Neuroimmunology (Basic/Translational)

Division of Intramural Research

The Division of Intramural Research of the National Institute of Neurological Disorders 

and Stroke is recruiting an individual for a tenured or tenure-track position in the area 

of Neuroimmunology. The applicant should have a special interest and experience in 

translational research relating to multiple sclerosis or other immune mediated disease of 

the central nervous system. The individual would direct an independent research program 

on  molecular, biological or immunological aspects of immune mediated diseases of the 

nervous system and especially multiple sclerosis.  The program would conduct its work in 

conjunction with the Neuroimmunology Branch (NIB) which was established to study the 

cause and treatment of immunological mediated diseases of the central nervous system. 

The individual should have a demonstrated background and knowledge in research

focused on immune mediated disease of the nervous system and with expertise in the use 

of animal models or in human immunology. The candidate will have a Ph.D. and/or M.D. 

degree with excellent scientifi c skills in structuring an original and productive research 

program using outstanding communication and collaborative abilities. Candidates for a 

tenured position must have an international reputation and well-documented evidence of 

ongoing independent accomplishments. An individual selected for a tenure-track position 

is expected to build a dynamic and productive research group.  Laboratory facilities, start-

up and sustained research funds and salary will be competitive with premier academic 

institutions. Applicants should send curriculum vitae, bibliography, statement of research 

interests, and names of references to: Dr. Story Landis, Director, National Institute of

Neurological Disorders and Stroke, c/o Peggy Rollins, Office of the Scientific Direc-

tor, Division of Intramural Research, Building 35 RoomGA908, NIH, Bethesda,MD

20892 (301-435-2232).  Applications will be reviewed upon receipt. 

Tenured/Tenure-Track Position

Neuroimmunology (Clinical)

Division of Intramural Research

The Division of Intramural Research of the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke 

is recruiting an individual for a tenured or tenure-track position in the area of neuroimmunology 

with a focus on clinical research. The applicant should have a special interest and experience in 

translational clinical research relating to multiple sclerosis or other immune mediated disease of the 

central nervous system. The individual would direct an independent research program on immune 

mediated diseases of the nervous system and especially multiple sclerosis.  The program would 

conduct its work in conjunction with the Neuroimmunology Branch (NIB) which was established 

to study the cause and treatment of immunological mediated diseases of the central nervous system. 

The individual should have a demonstrated background and knowledge in research focused on

immune mediated disease of the nervous system and with expertise in human immunology and/or the 

application of clinical trial methodology to the study of disease mechanisms and testing new therapies.

The candidate will have earned a M.D. degree and will have excellent scientific skills in structuring 

an original and productive research program using outstanding communication and collaborative 

abilities. The candidate will have a medical license in the United States and preference will be given 

to a candidate who has completed training in an accredited training program in neurology and is 

either board eligible or board certified in Neurology. Candidates for a tenured position must have an 

international reputation and well-documented evidence of ongoing independent accomplishments. An

individual selected for a tenure-track position is expected to build a dynamic and productive research 

group.  Laboratory facilities, start-up and sustained research funds and salary will be competitive 

with premier academic institutions. Applicants should send curriculum vitae, bibliography, statement 

of research interests, and names of references to: Dr. Story Landis, Director, National Institute of

Neurological Disorders and Stroke, c/o Peggy Rollins, Office of the Scientific Director, Division

of Intramural Research, Building 35 Room GA908, NIH, Bethesda, MD 20892.  Applications 

will be reviewed upon receipt.

mailto:rs34r@nih.gov
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http://www.nih.gov


Tenure Track Position in the Laboratory of Immunology

National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

National Institutes of Health

The Laboratory of Immunology (LI), Division of Intramural Research, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, National Institutes of Health invites 

applications for a tenure track position in immunology. 

LI strongly encourages scientists with an interest in any area of biomedical research related to immunology to apply. Candidates should have a Ph.D., M.D. or 

equivalent degree and an outstanding record of post-doctoral accomplishment. LI wishes to recruit a highly creative individual who will establish an independent 

research program that takes full advantage of the special opportunity afforded by the stable long-term funding of the Intramural Research Program at NIH. She/he 

should be interested in developing and applying novel approaches to the study of problems of major biological and /or medical importance, efforts that may be 

enhanced through participation in emerging trans-NIH initiatives involving technology development, translational investigation, and multidisciplinary science. 

Generous ongoing support for salary, technical personnel, post-doctoral fellows, equipment, and research supplies will be provided, as well as access to existing or 

planned core facilities / collaborative centers for projects involving RNAi screening, microarrays, production of transgenic and gene manipulated mice, advanced 

imaging, and computational biology. In addition to an outstanding international post-doctoral community, a superior pool of graduate and undergraduate students 

is also available to the successful applicant. 

LI has a distinguished history of accomplishment in immunology and is seeking to appoint an outstanding early career investigator who can continue and enhance 

this record of achievement. Current LI Principal Investigators are Ronald Germain, Michael Lenardo, Rose Mage, David Margulies, William Paul, Ethan Shevach 

and Tsan Xiao.  

Applicants should send a CV and bibliography and an outline of a proposed research program (no more than two pages) electronically to Mrs. Lynn Novelli 

(novelly@niaid.nih.gov).  Three letters of reference should also be sent either electronically or by mail to Mrs. Lynn Novelli, Committee Manager, 10 Center

Drive, MSC 1356, Building 10, Room 4A26, Bethesda, Maryland 20892-1356. Please refer to Ad #011 on all communications. Further information about this 

position may be obtained by contacting Dr. William Paul (301 496-5046; wpaul@niaid.nih.gov). Applications must be received by October 14, 2006.

A full package of benefits (including retirement, health, life and long term care insurance, Thrift Savings Plan participation, etc.) is available. Women and minori-

ties are especially encouraged to apply. U.S. citizenship is not required. 

Chief, Laboratory of Virology

National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

National Institutes of Health

The National Institute of Allergy & Infectious Diseases (NIAID), Division of Intramural Research (DIR) is seeking an outstanding individual to head the newly 

established Laboratory of Virology (LV) located at the Rocky Mountain Laboratories in Hamilton, Montana. LV will interact with four other Intramural Research 

Laboratories at this location presently studying infectious diseases involving viruses, bacteria, rickettsia, chlamydia and prions.

The mission of the LV is to study high containment BSL-3 and BSL-4 viral pathogens with the goal of developing diagnostics, vaccines, and therapeutics. The research to 

be conducted in the LV is to include studies of vector/reservoir transmission, pathogenesis, pathophysiology and host immune response of high containment viral patho-

gens. In addition, the LV must maintain a flexible infrastructure to permit rapid analysis of newly emerging high containment viral pathogens of special interest.

The selected candidate will supervise research in a newly constructed Integrated Research Facility which houses three BSL-4 lab suites, three BSL-3 lab suites and 

multiple BSL-2 lab suites, as well as extensive associated BSL-2, 3, and 4 animal facilities.

This position requires a Ph.D., M.D., D.V.M. or equivalent with proven ability to carry out a strong independent research program. Preference will be given to can-

didates with a record of leadership and accomplishment in BSL-4 or Select Agent BSL-3 viral pathogen research, with program(s) consistent with the mission of the 

NIAID. The selected person will also be expected to recruit and supervise other Principal Investigators with independent research programs.

The Laboratory Chief will have independent resources to conduct laboratory research and translational/clinical research, as appropriate.  Committed resources include 

space, support personnel and an allocated annual budget to cover service, supplies and salaries.  A Laboratory Chief in the DIR is equivalent to a Department Chair 

in a University or Medical School.   Applicants must be eligible for the appropriate security clearance under the CDC Select Agent Program.  Salary is dependent on 

experience and qualifi cations.  Interested candidates may contact Dr. Karyl Barron, Deputy Director, DIR, NIAID at 301/402-2208 or email (kbarron@niaid.

nih.gov) for additional information about the position.  

To apply for the position, candidates must submit a curriculum vitae, bibliography, a detailed statement of research interests, the names of three references, and 

reprints of three selected publications, preferably via email to: Felicia Braunstein at braunsteinf@niaid.nih.gov or by US Mail to: Ms. Felicia Braunstein, DIR

Committee Manager, 10 Center Drive MSC 1349, Building 10, Rm. 4A-30, Bethesda, Maryland 20892-1349.  Please note search #006 when sending materials. 

Completed applications MUST be received by Friday, November 3, 2006. Further information on working at NIAID is available on our website at:  http://heal-

thresearch.niaid.nih.gov
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Chief, Laboratory of Bacterial Diseases

National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

National Institutes of Health

The National Institute of Allergy & Infectious Diseases (NIAID), Division of Intramural Research (DIR) is seeking an outstanding individual to head the newly established 

Laboratory of Bacterial Diseases (LBD) in Bethesda, Maryland.  The laboratory is to be located in the new C.W. BillYoung Center for Biodefense and Emerging Pathogens 

located on the NIH campus in Bethesda, Maryland.

The mission of the LBD will be to study basic and applied aspects of bacterial diseases related to biodefense or emerging and re-emerging pathogens, focusing on pathogenic 

bacteria. Exceptional scientists with research interests in basic, translational or clinical aspects of bacterial pathogenesis are encouraged to apply. The long-term goals of 

the Institute include supporting research that enables the development of new diagnostics, vaccines, and therapeutics.

This position requires an M.D., Ph.D. or equivalent with proven leadership abilities and a strong independent research program.  Preference will be given to candidates 

with a documented record of accomplishment in bacterial disease research, and those whose program(s) are consistent with the mission of the NIAID. 

The Laboratory Chief will have independent resources to conduct basic and clinical research and will supervise other Principal Investigators with independent research 

programs. The successful candidate is expected to lead a strong research program in laboratory and/or clinical research. Committed resources include space, support per-

sonnel and an allocated annual budget to cover service, supplies, animals and related resources and salaries. A Laboratory Chief in the DIR is equivalent to a Department 

Chair in a University or Medical School. Applicants must be U.S. citizens or permanent residents and be eligible for the appropriate security clearance under the CDC 

Select Agent Program. Salary will be commensurate with experience and qualifi cations. 

Interested candidates may contact Dr. Karyl Barron, Deputy Director, DIR, NIAID at 301/402-2208 or email (kbarron@niaid.nih.gov) for additional information 

about the position and/or infectious diseases research at the NIH.

To apply for the position, candidates must submit curriculum vitae, bibliography, a detailed statement of research interests, and reprints of up to three selected publications, 

preferably via Email to: Lynn Novelli at novelly@niaid.nih.gov. In addition, the names of three potential references must be sent to Dr. Steven M. Holland, Chair, NIAID

Search Committee, c/o Ms. Lynn Novelli, DIR Committee Manager, 10 Center Drive, MSC 1356, Building 10, Room 4A26, Bethesda, Maryland  20892-1356.

Completed applications MUST be received by Monday, September 25, 2006.  Please refer to AD#004 on all correspondence.  Further information on this position and 

guidance on submitting your application is available on our website at: http://healthresearch.niaid.nih.gov

Chief, Laboratory of Human Bacterial Pathogenesis

National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

National Institutes of Health

The National Institute of Allergy & Infectious Diseases (NIAID), Division of Intramural Research (DIR) is seeking an outstanding individual to head the Labora-

tory of Human Bacterial Pathogenesis (LHBP) in Hamilton, Montana.  

The mission of the LHBP is to study human bacterial diseases related to emerging and re-emerging pathogens.  The research to be conducted in the LHBP is to 

include; 1) the molecular basis of host-pathogen interactions, 2) the genetic basis of bacterial virulence and pathogenesis, 3) the use of animal modeling to defi ne 

host defense mechanisms and biology and immunology of host-pathogen interactions, and 4) development of novel and improved intervention strategies to control 

bacterial infectious diseases.  The ultimate goal is to develop diagnostics, vaccines, and therapeutics for emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases.

This position requires a Ph.D. and/or M.D. or equivalent with proven leadership abilities and a strong independent research program.  Preference will be given to 

candidates with a documented record of accomplishment in bacterial disease research, and especially to those whose program(s) are consistent with the mission 

of the NIAID to study emerging and re-emerging bacterial pathogens. 

The Laboratory Chief will have independent resources to lead and conduct laboratory research and translational/clinical research, as appropriate. Mechanisms are 

available to conduct clinical studies at the Bethesda campus and/or to obtain clinical samples through contract mechanisms at non-NIH institutions. The individual 

will supervise other Principal Investigators with independent research programs investigating the pathogenicity of Staphylococcus and Streptococcus species. 

Committed resources include space, support personnel, animal resources and an allocated annual budget to cover service, supplies and salaries. A Laboratory 

Chief in the DIR is equivalent to a Department Chair in a University or Medical School. Salary is dependent on experience and qualifi cations. 

Interested candidates may contact Dr. Karyl Barron, Deputy Director, DIR, NIAID at (301) 402-2208 or email (kbarron@niaid.nih.gov) for additional 

information about the position.  To apply for the position, candidates must submit a curriculum vitae, bibliography, a detailed statement of research interests, and 

reprints of up to three selected publications preferably via email to: FeliciaBraunstein at braunsteinf@niaid.nih.gov or byUS Mail to: Ms. FeliciaBraunstein,

DIR Committee Manager, 10 Center Drive MSC 1349, Building 10, Rm. 4A-30, Bethesda, Maryland 20892-1349. In addition, the names of three referees 

must be sent to Dr. Tom Schwan, Chairperson, NIAID Search Committee, c/o Ms. Felicia Braunstein, DIR Committee Manager, 10 Center Drive MSC

1349, Building 10, Rm. 4A-30, Bethesda, Maryland 20892-1349.  Please note search #005 when sending materials. Completed applications MUST be received 

by October 6, 2006. Further guidance on submitting your application is available on our website at: http://healthresearch.niaid.nih.gov.
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JANSKY 
FELLOWSHIPS 2007

The National Radio Astronomy Observatory
(NRAO) announces the 2007 postdoctoral
Jansky Fellowship program that provides
outstanding opportunities for research in
astronomy. The Jansky Fellows formulate
and carry out investigations either inde-
pendently or in collaboration with others
within the wide framework of interests of
the Observatory. Prior radio experience is
not required and multi-wavelength proj-
ects leading to a synergy with NRAO
instruments are encouraged. The NRAO
also encourages applications from candi-
dates with interest in radio astronomy
instrumentation, computation, and theory.

The starting salary will be $50,000 per year
with an appointment duration of two years
that may be renewed for a third year. There
is a research budget of $7,000 per year for
travel and computing requirements. In
addition, page charge support, as well as
vacation accrual, health insurance, and a
moving allowance are provided.

Up to three appointments will be made
annually for positions at any of the NRAO
sites (Socorro, NM; Green Bank, WV; and
Charlottesville, VA). The Jansky Fellows are
encouraged to spend time at universities
working with collaborators during the
course of their fellowship. In addition, up
to three Jansky Fellow appointments will be
made annually for positions that may be
located at a US university or research insti-
tute. Frequent and/or long term visits to
the NRAO sites are encouraged.

The NRAO web site at http://www.nrao.edu/

administration/directors_office/jansky-post-

docs.shtml provides a description of the
application process and other relevant
details. The candidates must receive their
PhD prior to beginning the appointment.

The deadline for applications and letters of
recommendation is November 17, 2006.

Award offers will be made by February 15,

2007 with the Fellowships expected to
begin in September 2007.

NATIONAL

RADIO

ASTRONOMY

OBSERVATORY
The NRAO is an equal 

opportunity employer (M/F/H/V).

Science

Visit ScienceCareers.org and

start an online dialogue.

Bring your career concerns to the table.
Dialogue online with professional

career counselors and your peers.

• How can you write a resume that stands
out in a crowd?

• What do you need to transition from
academia to industry?

• Should you do a postdoc in academia

or in industry?

• How do you negotiate a salary increase?

ScienceCareers.org has partnered with
moderatorDave Jensen and three well-

respected advisers who, along with your

peers, will field career related questions.

Careers
Forum
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Friedrich Miescher Institute Neuronal Circuits Laboratories

The Friedrich Miescher Institute invites applications for a tenure track

group leader position to join its focal area on Neuronal Circuits. We

are seeking an outstanding individual who will establish a vigorous

and ambitious research program aimed at elucidating cellular principles

of neuronal circuit assembly and function using molecular and /or

genetic approaches.

Molecular Neurobiology
Group Leader Position, tenure track

The Institute provides excellent core facilities for genomics of

tissues and isolated cells, proteomics, single- and multi-photon live

imaging, histology and mouse genetics. A highly competitive

start-up package will be provided. The Friedrich Miescher Institute,

part of the Novartis Research Foundation, is an international

biomedical research centre with 280 members, including 180 postdoc-

toral fellows and graduate students (for further information

see www.fmi.ch).

The Friedrich Miescher Institute is situated in Basel, Switzerland,

a city offering an outstanding scientific and cultural environment in the

centre of Europe.

Formal applications, including a CV, names and contact

details of three referees and a concise description of research

interests and future plans should be addressed to:

Professor Susan Gasser, Director

Friedrich Miescher Institute

Maulbeerstrasse 66

4058 Basel, Switzerland

The closing date for applications is:

15 October 2006.

Assistant/Associate and Senior Scientists

Josephine Bay Paul Center for Comparative Molecular Biology
and Evolution

Positions in Ecological Genomics and Molecular Evolution

The Josephine Bay Paul Center for Comparative Molecular Biology and Evolution at the Marine
Biological Laboratory invites applications for Assistant, Associate, and Senior Scientists in the areas
of molecular microbial ecology and evolution, comparative genomics and bioinformatics. Preference
will be given but not restricted to individuals whose research centers on 1) evolution of microbial
communities, 2) microbial genomes, and 3) analysis/management of biodiversity data. Candidates
who employ theoretical and experimental approaches to understand evolutionary processes in
Bacteria, Archaea, Protists and/or viral systems are encouraged to apply. The successful candidates
will establish productive research programs in a highly collaborative environment, and they will
have the opportunity to join the faculty of the MBL/Brown graduate program. Applicants must hold
a Ph.D. in Biology or a related field, and have a strong record of scientific publication and ability to
attract extramural funding.

The Bay Paul Center and the Marine Biological Laboratory have considerable strengths in molecular
evolution, functional genomics, microbial diversity and ecology, and advanced imaging. The Center
maintains state-of-the-art facilities for high-throughput molecular and computational analysis. As
part of our expansion at the Bay Paul Center we offer competitive start-up and salary packages.
Initial review of applications will begin immediately and continue until appropriate candidates are
identified.

For fullest consideration, please apply by October 15, 2006. Applicants should submit curriculum
vitae, statement of research interests and list of five references to:

Mitchell L. Sogin
c/o Phyllis Doheny
Positions in Ecological Genomics and Molecular Evolution
Josephine Bay Paul Center
MBL
7 MBL Street
Woods Hole, MA 02543

The MBL is an Equal
Opportunity/Affirmative
Action Employer/Non-
smoking workplace.

YOU

Imagine Growing Together:

and Monsanto.
The people of Monsanto are creating breakthroughs in science to improve both
crop and animal agriculture around the world. We are currently seeking a highly
motivated individual to join our Ankeny, IA facility in the following capacity:

LEAD HIGH-THROUGHPUT GENOTYPING CENTER
We seek a highly motivated and talented individual to lead a high-throughput
genotyping center in support of our global plant breeding programs. This is an
exciting and challenging role to deliver molecular marker information for enhancing
crop yield and for improving food and feed quality. The successful candidate will
manage a leadership team responsible for all aspects of genotyping, including
production, methods development, automation, IT and project coordination. This
position is also responsible for managing a budget, managing a production forecast,
promoting safety, developing employees and providing for long-range planning.  The
Lead will be an active member of Monsanto's technical community and will be
expected to participate in the broader plant genetics community.

Qualified candidates will have a Ph.D. or equivalent and 5+ years experience in
genetics, breeding or molecular biology. The candidate must demonstrate the ability
to solve complex problems, to clarify processes into best practices and to be flexible
to leverage emerging opportunities. The candidate must demonstrate the ability to
achieve their vision by leading through a leadership team. Previous leadership
experience for a large scientific team in a high-throughput technology environment
and in managing business aspects are musts.

Visit our website at www.monsanto.com and respond online to req.#
mons-00005451 to view more of this exciting position. We offer very competitive
salaries and an extensive benefits package. Monsanto values diversity and is an
equal opportunity employer. M/F/D/V

Come and grow with us at one
of America's best places to grow

and work! Please visit us at

www.monsanto.com
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Research Advertising Supplement

For advertising information, contact:

U.S.Daryl Anderson
phone: 202-326-6543
e-mail: danderso@aaas.org

Europe and International

Tracy Holmes

phone: +44 (0) 1223 326 500

e-mail: ads@science-int.co.uk

Japan Jason Hannaford
phone: +81 (0) 52 789-1860
e-mail: jhannaford@sciencemag.jp

Be sure to read this special ad
supplement devoted to research

in genetics and genomics in the

upcoming 29September issue

ofScience.

Find genetics and genomics

research jobs and other

career resources online at
www.sciencecareers.org.Issue includes

special editorial

coverage on advances

in genetics.

 Lecturer/Senior Lecturer 

in Plant Biochemistry/

Physiology

Institute of Molecular BioSciences

Palmerston North 

You will have experience in the broad research area of 

plant biochemistry/cell and/or whole plant physiology 

with a working knowledge of plant molecular biology. 

Preference may be given to applicants with research 

expertise in the study of environmental or nutritional 

stresses in plants. 

Closing date: 24 September 2006 

Reference number: A090-06L 

For further information and to apply online, visit:

http://jobs.massey.ac.nz

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR AND ENDOWED CHAIR 

FOR CLINICAL RESEARCH

THE METHODIST HOSPITAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

The Methodist Hospital Research Institute of The Methodist Hospital, 
Houston, Texas, seeks an exceptional physician scientist to lead its effort 
in clinical research. The Methodist Hospital System consists of 1,450 beds,
including 950 located in the Texas Medical Center in Houston. Together 
with our partners at Weill Cornell Medical College and New York-Pres-
byterian Hospital in New York City, there are 3,500 beds available for 
clinical investigation and clinical trials. The successful candidate will be 
responsible for organizing and leading the Institute’s clinical research 
in Houston and collaborating with our Cornell and NYP colleagues. We 
encourage applications from individuals who currently lead substantial 
programs conducting clinical research. The hospital is in an unprecedented
expansion phase, which includes building a new 590,000 SF outpatient 
facility and 340,000 SF research building. These state-of-the-art facili-
ties are designed to foster extensive collaboration between clinical and 
basic scientists.

The successful applicant will hold an endowed chair and receive a
generous salary, fringe benefi ts, and a relocation package. Individuals 
interested in this unique career opportunity should send via e-mail a
curriculum vitae, including grant funding information and the names of 
fi ve references to: 

Michael W. Lieberman, M.D., Ph.D. 

c/o Ms. Elizabeth Al-Ateeqi

Director, The Methodist Hospital Research Institute 

6565 Fannin, Mail Stop B490 

Houston, TX 77030

EAAL-Ateeqi@tmh.tmc.edu 
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a passion for discovery.

SCIENTIFIC 

STAFF POSITIONS

The Center for Functional Nano-materials (CFN) at Brookhaven National

Laboratory (BNL) (http://www.bnl.gov/cfn) is pleased to announce new opportu-

nities for scientific and technical employment beginning in the fall of 2007.

In selected cases, openings will be available in January 2007. The CFN is a sci-

ence-based user facility funded by the US DOE Office of Basic Energy Sciences to

provide state-of-the-art capabilities for the fabrication and study of nano-scale

materials. The CFN will feature strong in-house scientific programs while offering

broad access to its capabilities and collaboration through an active user pro-

gram. The CFN seeks to impact the nation’s energy security through world-class

interdisciplinary research in three focus areas, including Nano-catalysis

(Synthesis and characterization of in situ reactivity of nano-structured catalysts),

Electronic Nano-materials (Fundamental excitations in low-D materials, espe-

cially heterogeneous nanostructures and strongly correlated systems), and

Biological and Soft Nano-materials (Self-organization in soft and hybrid func-

tional nano-systems). Corresponding state-of-the-art laboratory facilities are

being developed in Nano-patterning, Advanced Electron Microscopy,

Proximal Probes, Theory and Computation, Ultra-fast Spectroscopy,

Materials Synthesis, and Small Angle Scattering at the National

Synchrotron Light Source.

Full operations are to begin in April 2008. Outstanding individuals are sought in

all of the laboratory facility and theme areas at levels ranging from group leader

and senior scientist to junior scientist and post doc. A brief summary of selected

job areas is given below. A complete list of openings and full details concerning

applying for these positions may be found at http://www.bnl.gov/cfn/jobs.

Electro-catalysis/catalysis of in situ systems, including fuel cells, using

surface science, electrochemistry, and synchrotron techniques

In situ electron microscopy of chemical reactions, oxide nano-particles,

and other nano-structured objects

Spectroscopic STM of surface reactions/catalysis and nanostructured

electronic nanomaterials

Real-time LEEM/PEEM of surface processes

Inorganic/materials chemistry, nano-particle synthesis

Synchrotron-based, soft-matter/biomaterials nanoscience 

Ultra-fast laser spectroscopy

Nano-scale theory and computation

Organic/macromolecular chemistry of surfaces, supramolecular assem-

blies and hybrid nano-systems

Single-molecule optical methods for soft-matter/biomaterials

Experimental soft matter physics and biophysics

Plasma/vacuum processing technology and nano-fabrication

Focused ion beam microscopy and related analytical methods

Clean room engineer

Qualifications for these positions include a Ph.D. in the physical or life sciences,

a strong record of technical achievement and the demonstrated ability to con-

duct creative, independent research. Successful candidates will also have excel-

lent communication and interpersonal skills, as well as the ability to work in a

team and interact effectively with a broad range of colleagues.

Interested candidates should respond to http://www.bnl.gov/cfn/jobs, select

the scientific areas of interest, and respond by including a detailed CV, publica-

tions list, and the names of three references.

BNL is an equal opportunity employer committed to building and maintaining a

diverse workforce. BNL is managed by Brookhaven Science Associates for the U.S.

Department of Energy.

Equality of opportunity is College policy

A major initiative in Haemopoietic 

Stem Cell Biology

Non-Clinical Chair at King's College
London (Denmark Hill Campus)

Department of Haematological Medicine at King's

College London is a centre of research and clinical

excellence, with one of the largest haematopoietic stem

cell transplantation programmes in Europe. In addition

to the other School- and College- wide services, there

are in-house state of the art facilities, including laser

dissection microscopy, transcription profiling,

proteomics and GMP laboratories for the production of

cell and gene therapy investigational medicinal

products for clinical evaluation. The department has

an active clinical, translational and basic research

programme with a number of specific areas of focus

including cell cycle regulation & epigenetics, functional

genomics, gene therapy and leukaemia immunobiology.

The holder of this newly established Chair in

Haematological Stem Cell Biology will be a research

scientist of international standing with an established

track record of productivity and research excellence.

You will have already made significant contributions to

the understanding of the subject as evidenced by

seminal publications in the field and peer reviewed

grant funding of their research activities. You will be

expected to develop and lead an active research

programme in one or more aspects of haematopoietic

stem cell biology, with a clear emphasis on both

fundamental and translational research, including the

potential trans-differentiation of haematological 

stem cells into non-haematopoietic cell lineages.

The ultimate objectives being better understanding of

the biology and the translation of this knowledge into

more effective strategies for the treatment of

haematological and other disorders. You will also

contribute to the teaching of undergraduates and

postgraduate students.

This position is supported by an attractive 

start-up package including laboratory space for up to 

12 investigators within the Rayne Institute at the

Denmark Hill Campus.

To receive an application pack please e-mail medicine2@kcl.ac.uk 

or write to the Miss Iman Dhedhi, Personnel Department, 

4th Floor Capital House, 42 Weston Street, London SE1 3QD. 

Alternatively visit http://www.kcl.ac.uk/jobs where a full job

description and person specification are available when you view

this advert on the vacancy bulletin. Informal inquiries can be made

to Professor Ghulam J Mufti, Head of Department, by e-mail

(ghulam.mufti@kcl.ac.uk) or by telephone 020 7346 3080 or to

Professor Farzin Farzaneh, by e-mail (farzin.farzaneh@kcl.ac.uk)

or by telephone 020 7848 5902. Please

quote the appropriate reference

number on all correspondence.

Job reference: A5/MCD/647/06

Closing date for applications:

12 October 2006

http://www.bnl.gov
http://www.bnl.gov/cfn
http://www.bnl.gov/cfn/jobs
http://www.bnl.gov/cfn/jobs
mailto:medicine2@kcl.ac.uk
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http://sciencecareers.org
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The approach to stem cell research varies around theworld, often
dependent on government or funding policies.Now, a variety of non-

profit organizations and even some local governments provide research

funding. In addition,many companies study stem cells and their possible

applications. The experts interviewed in this special ad supplement

assess the state of stem cell researchworldwide and look ahead to the
near future. Read about it in the upcoming 6October issue ofScience.

Find stem cell research jobs and other career resources online at
www.sciencecareers.org.
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BIOLOGIST
Lafayette College

We invite applications for an
Assistant Professor (tenure-track)
position in Biology to begin August
2007. Candidates must have a Ph.D.
plus post-doctoral training with 
demonstrated teaching and research experience. We
seek a broadly trained biologist committed to 
excellence in teaching and research within the context
of a highly-selective undergraduate institution with 
liberal arts and engineering. Teaching load 3/2 plus
honors and independent research students. Teaching
duties include participation in General Biology, two
intermediate courses with labs to complement our
existing offerings, an advanced seminar course in the
applicant’s area of expertise in rotation with a course in
the college-wide Common Course of Study. We are
looking for an integrative biologist with interests 
in either conservation biology or evolution of 
development, although other fields will be considered.
The successful applicant is expected to develop and
maintain a vigorous research program involving 
undergraduates. Detailed position description online
at http://ww2.lafayette.edu/~biology/biohome.html.
Competitive salary, benefits, and start-up funds. 
Please submit cv, undergraduate and graduate transcripts,
a description of teaching philosophy and research plans,
and contact information for three professional references
by October 20, 2006, to: Dr. Laurie Caslake, Acting
Head, Department of Biology, Lafayette College, Easton,
PA  18042-1778. Lafayette College is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.  Women and Minorities are
encouraged to apply.

Supervisory Horticulturist/
Agronomist/Geneticist (Plants)/

Botanist
GS-0437/0471/0440/0430-14

Salary Range of $87,533 to $113,791

The Plant Germplasm Introduction and Testing 
Research Unit in Pullman, WA, is seeking to fi ll 
a permanent, full-time highly qualifi ed scientist 
to lead an Agency research and curation program
in plant germplasm. As Research Leader, selectee
will provide leadership and direction to a large, 
multi-site, multi-state program. Provides lead-
ership related to conservation of plant genetic 
resources throughout the region and nationwide.
Collections include primarily landrace and wild 
types. Formulates policies, plans, and programs 
necessary for the direction of all service and
research activities of three National Plant
Germplasm System (NPGS) sites (Pullman,
WA, Prosser, WA, and Parlier, CA). Selectee will
be responsible for administration of combined 
budget in excess of $3 million.

For application instructions, please see Vacancy 
Announcement Number ARS-X6W-0311.
Applications must be received by October 

16, 2006. For questions regarding application
process, please contact Barbara Scafone, 301-

504-1416 or Barbara.Scafone@ars.usda.gov.
U.S. citizenship is required and must be stated 
on application. 

USDA, ARS is an 
Equal Opportunity Employer and Provider.

www.ars.usda.gov
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�Our work is more than a job,  
it's a career of mission-focused investigation.�

Bradford Ng, Research Analyst.

Ph.D., Chemistry

Krystal Williams, Research Analyst,

M.S., Applied Mathematics

Kathleen Ward, Research Analyst,

Ph.D., Physiology and Biophysics

Work that matters.

The CNA Corporation is a non-profit institution that

operates on the principle of conducting impartial,

accurate, actionable research and analysis to inform

the important work of public sector leaders.

It�s work that matters, and that reflects a commitment

to serve the public�s interests and the common good. 

We offer career opportunities for people with degrees

in engineering, mathematics, economics, physics,

chemistry, international relations, national security,

history, and many other scientific and professional

fields of study.

Diverse views, objectivity, imaginative techniques,

process driven, results oriented � committed to the

common good. Join us. 

www.cna.org

University of Florida McKnight Brain Institute 
and College of Medicine

Faculty Positions in Neuro-Oncology Research Program

The Mcknight Brain Institute (UFMBI) is expanding its research program 
in neuro-oncology and invites applications for several tenure-track faculty 
positions at the rank of assistant, associate or full professor for individuals 
having a Ph.D. and/or M.D. degree. The program is multidisciplinary in 
its approach to expanding our basic understanding of brain tumors and the 
development of new treatments. Support for the program includes state, 
institutional and endowed sources. The UFMBI serves as an umbrella for 
the neuro-oncology program that includes the University of Florida Shands 
Cancer Center, Florida Center for Brain Tumor Research, Preston Wells 
Brain Tumor Therapy Center and several basic science and clinical depart-
ments. A primary academic appointment will be made in one of the affi liated 
departments in the College of Medicine. At the assistant professor level, 
candidates will be expected to show the potential to develop an independent 
but interactive research program whereas at the associate and full professor 
levels, candidates should have demonstrated excellence in cancer research. 
Investigators in all areas of brain tumor research such as angiogenesis, cell 
cycle control, cell signaling, immune-tumor cell interactions, stem cell
biology, tumor imaging and mechanistic approaches to novel brain tumor 
treatments, are encouraged to apply. A commitment to the education of profes-
sional and graduate students is expected. The positions offer a competitive 
salary, a generous start-up package and excellent research facilities. 

Applicants should send their curriculum vitae, a description of research
interests, and three letters of recommendation to: Dr. Jeffrey K. Harrison, 

c/o The Evelyn F. and William L. McKnight Brain Institute of the Uni-

versity of Florida, College of Medicine, P.O. Box 100015, Gainesville 

FL 32610. E-mail at Sabrina.mclaughlin@mbi.ufl.edu. Application
deadline is November 1, 2006 with an anticipated start date on or after 
March 1, 2007.

The University of Florida is an Equal Opportunity Employer, 

and minorities and women are encouraged to apply.

TENURE-TRACK NEUROSCIENCE POSITION

The Brudnick Neuropsychiatric Research Institute (BNRI), established as
part of the unprecedented research expansion at the University of Mas-
sachusetts Medical School, invites applications for a tenure-track position
at the level of Assistant/Associate Professor. The BNRI was established 
in 2000 as a division of the Department of Psychiatry and is committed 
to broad based research investigating basic neurobiological principles 
underlying psychiatric disorders. Faculty interests focus on a variety
of neurobiological problems and psychiatric disorders, with a common 
theme in the neurobiology of addiction. Applicants whose interests focus 
on addiction are especially welcomed, particularly those with a strong 
behavioral component. The BNRI is integrated into the Interdepartmental
Neuroscience Program, which provides opportunities for graduate training
and interactions with a large group of multidisciplinary neuroscientists. 
The BNRI is housed in a state-of-the-art laboratory facility, which includes
magnets for high resolution functional brain imaging. The successful
candidate is expected to establish an independent research program and 
play an integral role in new program initiatives. The position is highly 
competitive with regard to salary, start-up funds, and laboratory space.

Applicants should send a CV, statement of research interests, and names 
and addresses of three references to:

Dr. Steven Treistman, Director

Brudnick Neuropsychiatric Research Institute

University of Massachusetts Medical School

303 Belmont Street

Worcester, MA 01604

E-mail: bnri@umassmed.edu

www.umassmed.edu/bnri

An Equal Opportunity/Affi rmative Action Employer.

FACULTY POSITIONS

http://www.cna.org
mailto:Sabrina.mclaughlin@mbi.ufl.edu
http://sciencecareers.org
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http://www.umassmed.edu/bnri


FACULTY POSITIONS

FACULTY POSITION

The Department of Molecular Physiology and
Biophysics at Baylor College of Medicine is seeking
to recruit a new faculty member at the ASSIST-
ANT/ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR level. We are
seeking candidates with a strong record of research
contributions, the potential to establish an exciting,
independent research program, and a commitment
to excellence in graduate and medical student edu-
cation. Research interests of the applicant must in-
clude a physiological or biophysical approach to
studying cell or organismal biology, and a focus on
advanced technologies or the study of disease mod-
els is preferred. The Department has a strong com-
mitment to both basic and translational biomedical
research and has state-of-the-art facilities for con-
focal microscopy, mouse MRI, multiphoton imag-
ing, and a core for the creation and analysis of new
mouse models. Baylor College of Medicine is a
world-renowned research institution with strengths
in many areas including mouse genetics, cardiovas-
cular sciences, and neuroscience. Ample opportuni-
ties exist for scientific interaction and collaborations
within the Department, throughout the College,
and within the Texas Medical Center. Located in
the heart of the Texas Medical Center, Baylor Col-
lege of Medicine is in close proximity to the Uni-
versity of Texas Medical School at Houston, the
M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, Rice University, and
the University of Houston.

Please e-mail your curriculum vitae, the names
and contact information for three references, and
a description of both your research program and
career goals to e-mail: wehrens@bcm.edu, Attn:
Dr. Xander Wehrens, Chair of the Recruitment
Committee, Department of Molecular Physiology
and Biophysics, Baylor College of Medicine, One
Baylor Plaza, BCM335 Houston, TX 77030.

The deadline for receipt of applications is Octo-
ber 30, 2006.

FACULTY POSITIONS, TENURE TRACK
Department of Psychiatry

The Department of Psychiatry and the Center for
the Study of Traumatic Stress at the Uniformed Ser-
vices University of the Health Sciences (USUHS)
seeks to fill tenure-track neuroscience laboratory
research and teaching positions (ASSISTANT/
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR). The Department,
twenty full-time faculty, seeks to expand ongoing
neuroscience research, animal and human, in: stress;
anxiety (particularly acute stress responses, post-
traumatic stress disorder and dissociation); depres-
sion; behavior and drug use. Individuals who hold
Ph D. or M.D. degrees and have active fundable re-
search are invited to apply. Send curriculum vitae,
description of current and anticipated research, and
three references to: Robert Ursano, M.D., Chair-
man, Department of Psychiatry, USUHS, 4301
Jones Bridge Road, Bethesda, MD 20814-4799
(e-mail: rursano@usuhs.mil). Review of applica-
tions is ongoing. The University is an Affirmative Action/
Equal Opportunity Employer.

NEUROSCIENTIST. The Department of Bio-
medical Sciences at Colorado State University
(website: http://www.cvmbs.colostate.edu/
bms/) seeks a Neuroscientist, preferably with back-
ground in systems or integrative neuroscience, to be
hired at the ASSISTANT / ASSOCIATE PRO-
FESSOR level. Candidates should have a vigorous,
extramurally fundable research program and will be
expected to teach in undergraduate, graduate, or
professional veterinary programs. Applicants must
have a Ph.D., D.V.M., M.D., or equivalent. A letter
of application, curriculum vitae, and names of three
references should be sent electronically or by post to:
Dr. Sue C. Kinnamon, Department of Biomedical
Sciences, College of Veterinary Medicine and
Biomedical Sciences, Colorado State University,
Fort Collins, CO 80523 (e-mail: sue.kinnamon@
colostate.edu). Review of applications will begin
October 23, 2006.

Colorado State University is an Equal Employment Op-
portunity /Affirmative Action Employer.

FACULTY POSITIONS

Bryant University, College of Arts and Sciences,
seeks to fill the following tenure-track position be-
ginning August 1, 2007.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY. Candidates should be com-
mitted to upholding excellence in teaching, estab-
lishing a scholarly publication record, and serving as
an active member of the Bryant community. We are
seeking a broadly-trained Biologist with a Ph.D. in
biology or related field. The Science and Technology
Department is a growing Department, with current
minors in biotechnology and environmental science.
The successful candidate will need to participate in
the creation of new degree programs and maintain
an active research program involving undergradu-
ates. This position involves teaching biology and
chemistry courses and the coordination and expan-
sion of the biotechnology minor.

Forward a letter of application, current curriculum
vitae, and a list of three references to the: Human
Resources Office-PROFJO (541), Bryant Univer-
sity, 1150 Douglas Pike, Smithfield, RI 02917.
Materials may be submitted electronically to e-mail:
humanresources@bryant.edu (Word or PDF at-
tachments).

Bryant University is a selective four-year, residen-
tial university with a strong tradition in business
education and developing strengths in the liberal
arts. We offer a select number of B.A. programs, as
well as undergraduate and graduate degrees in busi-
ness and information technology. We are located
fifteen minutes northwest of Providence, one hour
from Boston, and three hours from New York City.
The University serves approximately 3,000 under-
graduates and 500 graduate (Master_s-level) students.

Bryant University is an Equal Employment Opportunity/
Affirmative Action Employer, and an institution committed to
diversifying its faculty and student body.

TWO FACULTY POSITIONS
Department of Cell Biology and Neuroscience

Montana State University, Bozeman
Website: http://www.montana.edu/cbn

The Department of Cell Biology and Neuroscience
at Montana State University invites applications for
two tenure-track faculty positions. Candidates at the
ASSISTANT, ASSOCIATE, or FULL PROFES-
SOR level with research interests that complement
Departmental strengths in developmental neurosci-
ence, biophysics, and systems/computational neu-
roscience will be considered. Both positions will
be expected to contribute to teaching at the un-
dergraduate/graduate level and one of the faculty
positions will be required to teach medical gross
anatomy in the WWAMI (Washington, Wyoming,
Alaska, Montana, Idaho) Medical Education Program
(website: http://www.montana.edu/wwwami/).
The candidate(s) must hold a Ph.D. and/or M.D.
degree or equivalent. Complete position descrip-
tions and application information can be found at
website: http://www.montana.edu/msuinfo/
jobs/faculty/.

Review of applications will begin October 13,
2006, and will continue until both positions are
filled. ADA/Affirmative Action/Veterans Preference.

Find out about jobs before you get your issue. Sign
up for customized e-mail notification of jobs at
website: http://www.sciencecareers.org by clicking
on Job Alerts. You can also post your resume (open
or confidentially) and check how many employers
have viewed your resume at your own convenience.

POSITIONS OPEN

POSTDOCTORAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATE

The Medical Department at Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) currently has a Postdoctoral Re-
search Associate position available in the Behavioral
NeuroPharmacology and Neuroimaging Laboratory.
This position will provide research training in rodent
neuroimaging models applied to alcoholism, drug
abuse, obesity, or attention deficit hyperactivity dis-
order under an NIH grant. Requirements include a
Ph.D. degree in either neuroscience, biopsychology,
pharmacology, or biomedical sciences, an interest
in the above research themes, behavior and neuro-
imaging, significant experience in at least one of the
following: rodent brain autoradiography or immu-
nohistochemistry, rodent microdialysis, rodent sur-
gery and microsurgery or rodent behavior - operant
conditioning self-administration. BNL_s relevant ma-
jor equipment includes: microPET (positron emis-
sion tomography), beta imager (autoradiography),
9-Tesla microMRI, microCT, surgical suite, sophis-
ticated behavior monitoring equipment, and mo-
lecular biology facilities. BNL is affiliated with State
University of New York at Stony Brook. Interested
candidates should forward their curriculum vitae
and research interests to e-mail: thanos@bnl.gov
referring to position number M3954 or mail to:
P. Thanos, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Build-
ing 490, Upton, NY 11973-5000. BNL is an Equal
Opportunity Employer committed to workforce diversity.

NEUROGENETICS RESEARCH ASSOCIATE

Position available at Yale University for M.D. or
Ph.D. trained in human genetics to join multidis-
ciplinary research program studying genetic chan-
nelopathies, with emphasis on pain and other sensory
disorders (see Waxman and Dib-Hajj, Trends in
Molecular Medicine 11:555, 2005;Han et al., Annal
of Neurology 59:553, 2006). Superb opportunity to
collaborate with Molecular and Cell Biologists,
Electrophysiologists, et cetera. Send curriculum vitae,
statement of interest, and three letters of reference to:
Stephen G. Waxman, M.D., Ph.D., Chairman, De-
partment of Neurology LCI-707, Yale School of
Medicine, P.O. Box 208018, New Haven, CT
06520-8018. Yale is an Affirmative Action/Equal Oppor-
tunity Employer. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.

POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWS
Harvard University

The six Environmental Fellows at Harvard Uni-
versity who will start work in September 2007, will
be outstanding scholars with a doctorate in any field
and a research interest in the environment. Each fel-
low will work with a host faculty member in the
host_s laboratory or office. Excellent salary and ben-
efits. Apply by January 15, 2007. Details at website:
http://www.environment.harvard.edu.

Harvard is an Equal-Opportunity, Affirmative-Action
Employer.

STAFF SCIENTIST. Research glucose transport
to determine mechanism by which HIV protease in-
hibitors induce metabolic syndrome, investigating
function of Glut4 glucose transporter. Requires Ph.D.
in biology, medical science, related field with focus
in glucose transporter molecules; and knowledge of
glucose metabolism, Glut1& 4 function/properties,
mammalian cell culturing, apoptosis pathways and
assays, rDNA. Curriculum vitae to: Dr. M. Mueckler,
Department of Cell Biology and Physiology, Wash-
ington University Medical School, 660 S. Euclid,
P. O. Box 8228, St. Louis, MO 63110.
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VIB, the Flanders Interuniversity Institute for Biotechnology, is an entre-

preneurial research institute, where 900 scientists and technicians in 60

research groups conduct spearhead research in a wide range of life sciences
domains: molecular, cell, developmental, systems and structural biology,

genetics, biochemistry, microbiology and proteomics. VIB holds long-term
perspectives in research and technology transfer of new findings by means of
patents and licenses and the creation of new start-up companies.More than
one third of all post-doctoral fellows and group leaders have their roots outside

Belgium, making VIB an international and intercultural community.

The VIB Center for Transgene Technology and Gene Therapy, University of Leuven
(KUL) in Leuven, Belgium (Director: Desire Collen; Adjunct Director: Peter Carmeliet)

is currently looking for:

For background information on VIB, visit our site at www.vib.be

to strengthen its basic and translational research programs that aim to delineate the

molecular and cellular mechanisms underlying (lymph)-angiogenic, neurobiological and

cardiovascular processes in health and disease, using model organisms which include, for

example, C. elegans, drosophila, zebrafish, xenopus, and mice. For current research topics, we

refer to the website: www.kuleuven.ac.be/mcm/

Applicants must have an outstanding track record of research. Group leader positions require

a minimum of 3-5 years of experience as an independent investigator, with demonstrated

ability to obtain external peer-reviewed funding. Young leaders must have at least 3 years

of postdoctoral training. Candidates for both group leaders and young leaders will lead and

develop independent research programs in harmony with those of the department, and open

to interaction with the other groups and with industry.

We offer a 5-year renewal contract, with highly competitive start-up funds, access to students,

laboratory space, and support from core facilities and personnel. Additional departmental

funding may also be available.

Applicants should submit a full c.v., a description of past research (1 page) and research

proposal, and a list of at least 4 contact persons (with the name, email, address, phone

number) for letter of reference to Peter Carmeliet (peter.carmeliet@med.kuleuven.be).

Group Leaders and Young Leaders (m/f )Group Leaders and Young Leaders (m/f )
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University of 

Massachusetts

at Amherst

SESSIONS
• Analysis • Arsenic • Bioremediation • Brownfields •

Chemical Oxidation • Combining Chemical and Biological

Technologies for Soil and Groundwater Remediation •

Contaminated Sites Research in Canada & the

Contaminated Sites Action Plan • Emerging Contaminants

• Environmental Benefits and Risks of Nanomaterials •

Environmental Biotechnology • Environmental Fate •

Environmental Forensics • Ethanol Fuels • Evaluating and

Management of Small Releases from USTs • Heavy Metals •

Implementing Aggressive Remediation Strategies • Legal

/Regulatory • Natural Resource Damage Assessments:

Integrating Remediation and Restoration • Oxygenate

Biodegradation • Oxygenates and Public Water Supplies •

Ozone Remedial Barrier and Clean-up systems for Fuel and

Solvent Spills • Perchlorate • Pesticides • Phytoremediation

• Remediation • Risk Assessment • Sediments • Site

Assessment • Vapor Intrusion

WORKSHOPS
1) Evaluating Monitored Natural Attenuation of MTBE and

TBA; 2) Getting to Closure at LNAPL Sites; 3) In-Situ

Chemical Oxidation Workshop; 4) The Role of Anaerobic

Biodegradation Processes in Passive and Enhanced

Monitored Natural Attenuation Programs; 5) The 2006

MCP Audit – A Case Study Approach; 6) Integrating the

Remediation Strategy into the Lifecycle of a Contaminated

Sediments Project; 7) Applied Chemical Fingerprinting in

Environmental Forensics; 8) In-Situ Thermal Remediation;

9) Down-Gradient Property Status: Practices and Pitfalls;

10) Environmental Fate of Hydrocarbons in Soils and

Groundwater

For further Information contact

the Conference Directors:

Paul Kostecki, Ph.D. • Edward Calabrese, Ph.D.

Phone: (413) 545-1239 • www.UmassSoils.com

Check Our Website for more info

www.UMassSoils.com
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POSITIONS OPEN

MPALA RESEARCH CENTER DIRECTOR

The Mpala Wildlife Foundation invites applica-
tions for Director of the Mpala Research Center in
Laikipia, Kenya. Applicants should have a Ph.D., an
impressive record of creative research, administration
and management, program development in research,
education, and conservation and fundraising. Suc-
cessful candidates will work easily with people and
continue building a world-class research organization
by fostering studies of human impacted arid lands,
wildlife and their conservation. Details concerning
research, management and fundraising activities can
be found at website: http://www.mpala.org.

Applicants should submit curriculum vitae and a
statement that outlines their vision and illustrates
their plans for building a community of scholars by
supporting the studies of colleagues and supervising
institutional research while carrying out their own
investigations, in addition to raising funds, leading
the Center_s management team, and in general, con-
tinuing to move the Mpala Research Center forward.
Applicants should apply online at website: https://
jobs.princeton.edu to requisition number 0601152.
Applicants should also arrange to have three confi-
dential letters of recommendation sent electronically
to Amy Bordvik at e-mail: amyb@princeton.edu.
Screening of applications will begin 15 October
2006, but the position will remain open until filled.
Salary and other forms of compensation will be based
on experience.

AUTOMATION ENGINEER
Sunnyvale, California

The selected candidate will develop, implement,
and support hardware/software for data acquisition
and real time control systems, perform historical data
analysis, design, implement, and validate equipment
changes. Lead projects to enhance existing equip-
ment and facilities. Instrumentation, calibration, and
validation installation qualification, operational qual-
ification, and performance qualification knowledge.
Ability to develop and use electrical and control sys-
tem drawings. Network, Microsoft Windows, and
Enterprise applications experience. B.S. in engineer-
ing or sciences and six to eight years of experience
with at least two years in biotechnology. Please sub-
mit your resume to one of the following: website:
http://www.cepheid.com, e-mail: talent@cepheid.
com, or by fax to fax: 408-541-4193, Attn: Talent
Acquisition Group. Please indicate job title and
number (JJPT).

RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR AND
POSTDOCTORAL POSITIONS

Research Assistant Professor and Postdoctoral
Positions are available to study signal transduction
pathways in epithelia at the University of Illinois at
Chicago. Positions require a Ph.D. in molecular
biology, cell biology, or biochemistry. These are non-
tenure positions. A publication record and clear po-
tential to acquire extramural funding is expected. For
fullest consideration, submit curriculum vitae with
names and addresses of three references by Septem-
ber 30, 2006, to: Rekha Pandya, University of Illi-
nois, Chicago, Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics,
900 S. Ashland Avenue, M/C 669, Chicago, IL
60607. E-mail: rbpandya@uic.edu. University of Illinois,
Chicago, is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

POSTDOCTORAL POSITION
Harvard Medical School

Positions available to study DNA damage and
transcriptional mechanisms involved in aging and
neurodegenerative diseases. Projects focus on ge-
nomics, DNA damage, and the biology of genes
involved in aging, Alzheimer_s and Parkinson_s
disease. For reference see: Nature 429: 883, 2004;
J. Biol. Chem. 280: 36895, 2005; Hum. Mol. Genet.
14:1231, 2005; Neuron 33: 677, 2002. Experience
in molecular biology, genomics, or transcription is
desirable. Send curriculum vitae, a brief description
of research experience, and names of three references
to Dr. Bruce Yankner (e-mail: bruce.yankner@
childrens.harvard.edu).

POSITIONS OPEN

DYNAMICSOFBRAINPHOSPHOLIPIDAND
FATTY ACID METABOLISM

Dr. Stanley Rapoport

A position is available to quantify dynamics of
brain phospholipid and fatty acid metabolism in
relation to dietary composition of nutritionally es-
sential polyunsaturated fatty acids, signal transduc-
tion, neuroinflammation, ischemia, and the action
of centrally acting drugs. Studies on unanesthetized
rodents, including genetic models, involve measuring
incorporation into tissue lipids of intravenously in-
jected radiolabeled arachidonic or docosahexaenoic
acid. Data are related to expression of relevant regu-
latory enzymes and trophic factors, and are used to
calculate fatty acid turnover and incorporation rates
in phospholipids. Techniques include gas chroma-
thography/mass spectroscopy, high pressure liquid
chromathography and thin layer chromathography,
isolation procedures for tissue lipids, enzyme activity
assays, radiotracer kinetics, molecular biology, and
general biochemistry.

Applicants should have a Ph.D. or M.D. degree
earned within the last five years.

To apply send curriculum vitae, cover letter, and
contact information for three letters of reference to:

Dr. Stanley I. Rapoport
Chief, Brain Physiology and Metabolism Section

National Institute on Aging, NIH
Building 9, Room 1S128

MSC 0947
Bethesda, MD 20892-1582
Telephone: 301-496-1765
E-mail: sir@helix.nih.gov

The NIH is dedicated to building a diverse community in its
training and employment programs.

OPTICAL ENGINEER
Sunnyvale, California

Must have experience designing, building, and test-
ing complete optical systems of light sources, lenses,
filters, fluorescent materials and detectors, specifying
and selecting LED and detector components, optics,
and optical bench components as well as electronics
associated with light sources, detectors, and related
optical and electrical test equipment; measuring flu-
orescent materials. Will have working knowledge
of optical filter principles and filter requirement
specifications for fluorescent measurements. Com-
puter interfacing for measurement automation; pro-
gramming in Visual Basic or Lab View. Microsoft
Excel and Word required. Good written and oral
presentation skills required. B.S. in physics, electrical
engineering, or the equivalent and a minimum of
three to five years of experience in optical engineering
required. Experience in an ISO and FDA medical de-
vice environment is preferred. Submit your resume to
one of the following: website: http://www.cepheid.
com, e-mail: talent@cepheid.com, or by fax to fax:
408-541-4193, Attn: Talent Acquisition Group.
Indicate job title and number (JGPL).

MEDICAL INFORMATION
RESEARCHER/WRITER

PinnacleCare, a growing fast-paced health man-
agement company in Baltimore, Maryland, is seeking
Medical Researchers/Scientists/Specialists to join
our research division. The successful candidates will
perform information research on cutting-edge medi-
cal science mostly among published issues of scholarly
biomedical journals for the latest findings in disease
mechanism, diagnosis, current treatment options, and
clinical trials. You will then write easy-to-understand
reports personalized for PinnacleCare members.

Candidates should have a Ph.D., preferably in a
field of clinical science. The successful candidates
should have the ability to read and understand tech-
nical research papers and an outstanding ability to
extract key, relevant information from the literature
and write reports in clear, concise, and plain English.

Please e-mail your curriculum vitae or resume to:
Benjamin Yang, M.D., Ph.D., Director of Re-

search, e-mail: resumes@pcistaff.com. Website:
http://www.pinnaclecare.com.

POSITIONS OPEN

POSTDOCTORAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATE
POSITIONS are available at the Nebraska Center
for Virology in the School of Biological Sciences at
the University of Nebraska, Lincoln, to study molec-
ular mechanisms of virus-host interactions and virus-
induced oncogenesis. Candidates should have Ph.D.
or equivalent, and experience in microbiology/
virology, molecular biology, biochemistry, or cell bi-
ology. For more program information, visit website:
http://www.unl.edu/virologycenter/faculty/
zhang.html. To be considered for this position,
you must apply for requisition 060084 at website:
http://employment.unl.edu. Review of applica-
tions will begin on October 1, 2006.

The University of Nebraska is committed to a pluralistic
campus community through Affirmative Action and Equal Op-
portunity. We assure reasonable accomodation under the Amer-
icans with Disabilities Act; contact J. Walker at telephone:
402-472-4560 for assistance.
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MARKETPLACE

8¢/u
Truncated
Taq DNA

Polymerase
Withstand 99oC

US Pat #5,436,149 e-mail: abpeps@msn.com
Call: Ab Peptides 1•800•383•3362

Fax: 314•968•8988 www.abpeps.com

Widely
Recognized

Original &
Guaranteed

KlenTaq1

Toll Free : (800) 980 - CHEM

Tel: (858) 451-7400

ChemBridge

Corporation

Diverse Small Molecules
Ready for Screening

High Quality&
Drug-Like

Pre-Plated in DMSO

Very Competitively

Priced

Upwards of 200,000

Compounds

Website: www.chembridge.com

Email: sales@chembridge.com

CSI Systems and Solutions

We offer intellectual property and search solutions for chemical, 

pharmaceutical and semiconductor companies including:

Full text searching

Patent analytics

Freedom to operate and patent infringement searching

Full text information

www.csisscorp.com 512-779-3120

Breakthrough in DNA Storage!

  SampleMatrix� dissolvable polymer 
  stabilizes DNA at Room Temperature!

(866) 379-6879 
www.biomatrica.com
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� High Fidelity PCR
PrimeSTAR™ HS DNA Polymerase for 10X higher

fidelity than Taq as well as extended lengths up to 20 kb.

� Real Time PCR

SYBR® Premix Ex Taq™ (Perfect Real Time) for

sensitive qPCR detection using SYBR® Green I.

Premix Ex Taq™ (Perfect Real Time) for specific 

qPCR using probe detection.

� Multiplex PCR
Taq Hot Start DNA Polymerase for excellent 

sensitivity and reproducibility in multiplex PCR.

LA Taq™ HS DNA Polymerase for challenging

multiplex PCR.

� High-Speed PCR
SpeedSTAR™ Hot Start DNA Polymerase

for high speed, high sensitivity PCR.

� Hot-Start PCR
Ex Taq™ HS DNA Polymerase for 

increased sensitivity and high yield.

Taq HS DNA Polymerase for increased 

specificity and reduced background.

LA Taq™ HS DNA Polymerase for long PCR.

� Long PCR
LA Taq™ DNA Polymerase for superior 

amplification of long and GC-rich templates.

Takara offers a wide selection of PCR enzymes 

for most popular applications.

Takara’s robust, sensitive

enzymes yield superior

results on templates of

varying sizes. Ex Taq™

produces excellent

amplification of fragments

from 0.5 kb to 20 kb.

Do it Right the First Time
PCR thatWorks!

Do it Right the First Time
PCR thatWorks!

PrimeSTAR™, SpeedSTAR™ Ex Taq™ and LA Taq™ are trademarks of Takara Bio Inc.  LA PCR technology is
covered by U.S. Patent No. 5,436,149 issued to Takara Bio Inc.  Takara PCR Related Products are sold under a
licensing arrangement with Roche Molecular Systems and F. Hoffman La Roche Ltd. and Applera Corporation.
Takara Bio’s Hot-Start PCR-Related products are licensed under U.S. Patent 5,338,671 and 5,587,287 and
corresponding patents in other countries.  SYBR® Green I is a registered trademark of Molecular Probes.

TaKaRa Ex Taq™

PCR PRODUCTS

NEW

NEW

TAKARA BIO INC.
The Biotechnology Company™

USA: Takara Mirus Bio Inc. Phone: 888-251-6618 • www.takaramirusbio.com

Europe: Takara Bio Europe S.A.S. Phone: +33 1 3904 6880 • www.takara-bio.eu

Korea: Takara Korea Biomedical Inc. Phone: +82 31 739 3300 • www.takara.co.kr

China: Takara Biotechnology (Dalian) Co., Ltd. Phone: +86 411 8764 1681 • www.takara.com.cn

For more information and a list of Takara distributors

worldwide, please visit our website today! www.takara-bio.com

Otsu, Shiga, Japan

Phone: +81 77-543-7247

Fax: +81 77-543-9254

http://www.takara-bio.com
http://www.takara-bio.eu
http://www.takaramirusbio.com
http://www.takara.co.kr
http://www.takara.com.cn
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